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Foreword

Combinatorial Optimization and Theoretical Computer Science have been, and are
still, considered as two subjects very far the one from the other. If this is quite evident for
some areas of both subjects, it becomes much less if one thinks to areas as complexity the-
ory, theory of algorithms, solving hard combinatorial problems, graph theory and, more
generally, discrete mathematics, etc. All these matters form a very large interface between
Combinatorial Optimization and Theoretical Computer Science. Historically, researchers
in the areas mentioned above have been members of two distinct major scientific com-
munities, namely Theoretical Computer Science and Operations Research. They have
addressed almost the same problems, worked under the same paradigms, used parallel
formalisms, tools and methods, developed either parallel or complementary approaches.
The fruits of this “separate research” have impregnated the whole of the information tech-
nology and industry and almost the whole of what is considered today as management sci-
ences. Moreover, they have been widespread over numerous other scientific disciplines,
initially orthogonal to both computer science and combinatorial optimization, giving raise
to new areas of research. However, if from this “separate attack” we witnessed emergence
of practically all of the classical concepts dealing with complexity theory, discrete mathe-
matical modelling and polynomial approximation of discrete optimization problems, nu-
merous problems and challenges remain open and without satisfying answers; hence, the
need for intensive research in the interface of Combinatorial Optimization and Theoreti-
cal Computer Science become not only clear but also extremely challenging. This kind
of research is one of the major directions in the scientific project of the LAMSADE.

With such studies, we expect to advance in the research for new paradigms, getting in-
sight from the complex systems sciences, mainly from complex human systems sciences.
I strongly believe that in the near future, the themes of our researches will be central in
Operational Research and will reshape the research landscape in combinatorial optimiza-
tion. I also believe that they will influence all the active research for new computing
machine paradigms based upon properties of natural and human systems that are not ex-
ploited by conventional computers, by providing them with new problems to deal with and
new solutions to try on. Our scientific project can thus be seen as an initiative to drasti-
cally renovate the research agenda in combinatorial optimization, by addressing open and
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novel problems arising from complex human systems. In order to achieve this objective,
we have first to support a research environment that overcomes traditional cluster barri-
ers among communities historically defined as “Operations Research” and “Theoretical
Computer Science”. We have also to work over the common basis of established theories
and expertise for studying decidability, complexity, structure and solutions of hard opti-
mization problems, which is definitely going to serve as the framework for validation of
any advances in new research topics.

As postulated above, bringing together Operations Research and Theoretical Com-
puter Science, can be the first step in developing close synergies between all the complex
systems disciplines, mainly the ones based upon study of human systems. Research in the
interface of these subjects is the main attempt to build such a broad alliance and to give it
a clear scientific status. Moreover, by handling novel problems issued by still unexploited
models and working hypotheses, we aim to strongly contribute to the emergence of a new
paradigm for both Combinatorial Optimization, and Algorithmic and Complexity Theory
aspects of Theoretical Computer Science.

The volume of the “Annals of the LAMSADE” at hand, dedicated to the topic Combi-
natorial Optimization - Theoretical Computer Science: interfaces and perspectives has as
main object to be a witness of the quality and the depth of the work conducted in the labo-
ratory along the epistemological lines just sketched. In the papers included in this volume,
the reader will find all the ingredients of a successful matching between Combinatorial
Optimization and Theoretical Computer Science, with interesting results carrying over
a large number of their common subjects and going from “pure” complexity theoretic
approaches dealing with concepts like NP- and PSPACE-completeness, to “oldies but
goodies” and always essential and vital Operational research subjects, as flows, schedul-
ing, or linear and mathematical programming, passing from polynomial approximation,
on-line computation, multicriteria combinatorial optimization, game theory, design of al-
gorithms for multi-agent systems, etc. Any of the papers included in this volume makes
a valuable contribution to both the two main topics of the volume and to any of the areas
dealt.

In their paper entitled “On the complexity of single machine scheduling problems
under scenario-based uncertainty”, Aloulou and Della Croce deal with single machine
scheduling. They consider scheduling environments where some job characteristics are
uncertain, this uncertainty being modelled through a finite set of well-defined scenarii.
They search for a solution that is acceptable for any considered scenario using the “abso-
lute robustness” criterion and present algorithmic and computational complexity results
for several single machine scheduling problems.

Although the approximability of multi-criteria combinatorial problems has recently
motivated a lot of articles, the non-approximability of these problems seems to have
never been investigated until now. Angel et al., in their contribution “(Non)-Approxi-
mability for the multi-criteria TSP(1,2)” propose a way to get some results of this kind,
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that works for several problems. Then, they apply their method on a multi-criteria ver-
sion of the traveling salesman problem with distances one and two. Furthermore, they
extend the approximation result of (E. Angel, E. Bampis, L. Gourvès, Approximating the
Pareto curve with local search for the bi-criteria TSP(1,2) problem, Theoretical Com-
puter Science 310(1-3), pp. 135-146, 2004) for the bi-criteria TSP(1,2), to any number k
of criteria.

In “Greedy algorithms for on-line set-covering”, Ausiello et al. study on-line mod-
els for MIN SET COVER and MIN DOMINATING SET. For the former problem, the basic
model implies that elements of a ground set of size n arrive one-by-one and with any such
element ci, arrives also the name of some set Si0 containing ci and covering the most of
the still uncovered ground set-elements. For this model they analyze a simple greedy al-
gorithm and prove that its competitive ratio is O(

√
n) and that it is asymptotically optimal

for the model dealt. They finally deal with a new way to tackle on-line problems by using
what they call “budget models”. For the case of MIN SET COVER the model considered
derives the so-called MAXIMUM BUDGET SAVING problem, where an initial budget is
allotted that is destined to cover the cost of an algorithm for solving set-covering and the
objective is to maximize the savings on the initial budget.

In the paper “Comparison of expressiveness for timed automata and time Petri nets”
by Berard et al., Merlin-like Time Petri Nets (TPN) and Timed Automata (TA) are consid-
ered. The authors investigate questions related to expressiveness for these models: they
study the impact of slight variations of semantics for TPN and compare the expressive
power of TA and TPN, with respect to both time language acceptance and weak time
bisimilarity. On the one hand, they prove that TA and bounded TPNs (enlarged with strict
constraints) are equivalent w.r.t. timed language equivalence, by providing an efficient
construction of a TPN equivalent to a TA and, on the other hand, they exhibit a TA such
that no TPN (even unbounded) is weakly bisimilar to it. Motivated from this latter re-
sult, they characterize the subclass TA− of TA that is equivalent to the original model of
Merlin-like TPN and show that both the associated membership problem and the reacha-
bility problem for TA− are PSPACE-complete.

Carello et al. in “The maximum node clustering problem”, introduce a graph problem,
called MAXIMUM NODE CLUSTERING. They prove that it is strongly NP-hard, but it can
be approximated, in polynomial time, within ratio arbitrarily close to 2. For the special
case where the graph is a tree, they prove that the associated decision problem is weakly
NP-complete as it generalizes the 0-1 KNAPSACK and is solvable in pseudo-polynomial
time by a dynamic programming approach. For this case they devise a fully polynomial
time approximation schema for the original (optimization) problem.

In “Le problème multi-agents de la patrouille” (MULTI-AGENT PATROLLING prob-
lem), Chevaleyre tackles the problem dealt as a combinatorial optimization problem.
More precisely, territory (one of the inputs of the problem) is modelled by means of a
suitable edge-weighted graph G(V,E) and then the several graph’s exploration strategies
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are based upon particular solutions of the travelling salesman problem. With this method,
when the graph is metric, he obtains, in polynomial time, an exploration strategy with
value bounded above by 3opt(G) + 4 max{w(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ E}, where opt(G) is the
value of the optimal exploration strategy and w(i, j) is the weight of the edge (i, j) ∈ E.
It is also proved that, using another approach for the patrolling problem, based on a par-
ticular graph-partitioning problem, MULTI-AGENT PATROLLING is approximable within
approximation ratio 15, even in the case where the underlying graph is not metric.

In their paper “Restricted classes of utility functions for simple negotiation schemes:
sufficiency, necessity, and maximality” Chevaleyre et al. investigate the properties of an
abstract negotiation framework where, on the one hand, agents autonomously negotiate
over allocations of discrete resources and, on the other hand, reaching an optimal alloca-
tion potentially requires very complex multilateral deals. Therefore, they are interested
in identifying classes of utility functions such that, whenever all agents model their pref-
erences using them, any negotiation conducted by means of deals involving only a single
resource at a time, is bound to converge to an optimal allocation. They show that the class
of modular utility functions is not only sufficient (when side-payments are allowed) but
also maximal in this sense. A similar result is proved in the context of negotiation without
money.

In “An exact algorithm for MAX CUT in sparse graphs” Della Croce et al. study
exact algorithms for the MAX CUT problem. Introducing a new technique, they present
an algorithmic schema, running in time O∗(2(1−(2/∆))n), that computes maximum cut in
weighted graphs with bounded maximum degree ∆. They also describe an O∗(2mn/(m+n))
MAX CUT algorithm for general weighted graphs with n vertices and m edges. All these
algorithms use polynomial space.

The contribution “Exploiting dominance conditions for computing worst-case time
upper bounds in bounded combinatorial optimization problems: application to MIN SET

COVERING and MAX CUT”, shows how the use of dominance conditions (very common
and popular in the design of branch-and-bound methods) within search tree algorithms can
lead to non trivial worst-case upper time bounds for the considered algorithms on bounded
combinatorial optimization problems. They consider, in particular, MIN 3-SET COVER-
ING problem and the MAX CUT problem in graphs with maximum degree three, four, five
and six. Combining dominance conditions and intuitive combinatorial arguments, they
derive two exact algorithms with worst-case complexity bounded above by O∗(1.4492n)
for the former problem, and O∗(1.2920n), O∗(1.4142n), O∗(1.6430n) and O∗(1.6430n),
respectively, for the latter problems, where n is the number of subsets for MIN 3-SET

COVERING and the number of vertices of the input-graph for MAX CUT.

In “On the approximation of Min Split-coloring and Min Cocoloring”, Demange et
al. consider MIN SPLIT-COLORING problem and MIN COCOLORING, that generalize the
classical MIN COLORING problem by allowing to use not only independent sets but also
cliques to cover the vertices of a given graph. They prove the NP-hardness of some restric-
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tive cases of both problems and derive approximation results for MIN SPLIT-COLORING

and MIN COCOLORING in line graphs, comparability graphs and general graphs. This
seems to provide the first approximation results for MIN SPLIT-COLORING. They also
provide some results on the approximability of MIN COCOLORING and comparisons with
MIN SPLIT-COLORING and MIN COLORING.

“Weighted coloring on planar, bipartite and split graphs: complexity and approx-
imation”, by Demange et al. presents complexity and approximation results for MIN

WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in planar, bipartite and split graphs. It is shown that the
decision counterpart of this problem is NP-complete in planar graphs, even if they are
triangle-free and their maximum degree is bounded above by 4 and in P8-free bipartite
graphs, but it is polynomial for P5-free bipartite graphs. They next focus themselves on
approximability in general bipartite graphs and improve earlier approximation results by
giving approximation ratios matching inapproximability bounds. They also deal with MIN

WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING in bipartite graphs and show that its decision counterpart
remains strongly NP-complete, even in the case where the input-graph is both cubic and
planar. Furthermore, an inapproximability bound of 7/6 − ε, for any ε > 0 is provided,
and an approximation algorithm with the same ratio is devised. Finally, it is shown that
MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in split graphs can be solved by a polynomial time
approximation schema.

Escoffier and Hammer in “Approximation of the quadratic set covering problem”,
study polynomial approximation of the QUADRATIC MIN SET COVERING problem. This
problem, which arises in many applications, mainly from data analysis, is a natural gen-
eralization of the usual MIN SET COVERING problem. They show that QUADRATIC MIN

SET COVERING is very hard to approximate, even in classical restrictive cases (e.g., when
the size of any set, and/or the frequency of any element is bounded by a constant). Then,
they focus on the convex case and give both positive and negative approximation results.

In “Weighted coloring: further complexity and approximability results”, Ecoffier et
al. revisit MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING and first answer one of the questions raised
by (D. J. Guan and X. Zhu, A coloring problem for weighted graphs, Information Pro-
cessing Letters 61(2), pp. 77-81 1997), namely, by showing that MIN WEIGHTED NODE

COLORING is (strongly) NP-hard in interval graphs. Then, they deal with polynomial
approximation of this problem, providing approximation algorithms for graphs colorable
with a few number of colors and for partial k-trees.

Gabrel, in “Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for linearly constrained stable set problem”,
considers the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for 0-1 linear programming when a subset of
constraints defines a independent set polytope. She compares linear relaxations of both
initial program and master program (obtained by decomposing on independent set con-
straints) with respect to various independent set polytope representations. For perfect
graphs (in particular for cocomparability graphs), the linear relaxation of the master pro-
gram is easy to solve while for general graphs, its optimal value cannot be computed in
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polynomial time. Consequently, she proposes to decompose only on a subset of the inde-
pendent set constraints (those associated with “polynomial” independent set problems) in
order to define another master program for which the LP-relaxation is easy to solve and
remains stronger than the classical LP-relaxation of the initial program.

In “An extensive comparison of 0-1 linear programs for the daily satellite mission
planning”, the same author compares several 0-1 linear programs for solving the satellite
mission planning problem. She considers two models and explains why one of them sys-
tematically computes lower upper bounds. Gabrel’s explanation is based on independent
set polytope formulations for perfect graphs. Then, she proposes new upper bounds for
some large-size benchmark instances.

The purpose of Koskas in “Shortest paths in unweighed graphs” is to propose an
efficient one-to-one shortest path algorithm in unweighed graphs. This algorithm turns
out to have time-complexity O(

√|V |) when the connectivity of the input graph G(V,E)
exceeds some threshold of about 0.456. When the connectivity of G is lower than this
threshold, he builds another graph G′, called a thickening of G, that contains much less
vertices and arcs, but whose connectivity is greater than 0.456. Then, given two vertices d
and a of G, he derives from paths between two vertices d′ and a′ of G′ all the shortest
paths in G between d and a. The average complexity of this new algorithm is O(|V |).
Finally, results of some experimentations are reported.

In the contribution, picturesquely entitled “Flows!”, Koskas and Murat give another
novel interface between Operational Research and Theoretical Computer Science by show-
ing how tools from Combinatorics of Words can be very efficiently used in order to devise
“divide and conquer” algorithms in a number of Operational Research and Computer Sci-
ence fields, like database management, automatic translation, image pattern recognition,
flow or shortest path problems . . . The current contribution details one of them, dealing
with maximum flow in a network.

Monnot, in “The labelled perfect matching in bipartite graphs”, deals with complex-
ity and approximability of the labelled perfect matching problem in bipartite graphs, as
well as with MIN LABELLED MATCHING and MAX LABELLED MATCHING in 2-regular
bipartite graphs, i.e., in collections of pairwise disjoints cycles of even length.

In “Approximation results for the weighted P4 partition problems”, Monnot and Toulouse
present several standard- and differential-approximation results for the P4-partition prob-
lem by using the algorithm proposed in (R. Hassin, S. Rubinstein, An approximation algo-
rithm for maximum packing of 3-edge paths, Information Processing Letters 63, pp. 63-67,
1997), for both minimization and maximization versions of this problem.

The contribution “Etude des équilibres de Nash, jeux de Potentiel et jeux de Conges-
tion” (Study of Nash equilibria, potential games, congestion games), by Pottié, is a survey
on some of the main results dealing with the problem of finding a Nash equilibrium in a
game. After reporting several questions concerning complexity of general games (how
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many equilibria do they exist?, what are the conditions of the existence of an equilibrium
verifying some given property?), Pottié focuses on games having pure Nash equilibria, as
potential games and congestion games, for which he presents several models.

Finally, in “Integer quadratic programming: an upper bound for integer separable
quadratic knapsack”, Quadri et al. present an improvement of the method of (M. Djerd-
jour, An enumerative algorithm framework for a class for nonlinear integer programming,
European Journal of Operational Research 101, pp. 104-121, 1997), based upon surrogate
relaxation and linearization of the objective function, for computing an upper bound of in-
teger separable quadratic multi-knapsack and report computational experiments that seem
to confirm the efficiency of their approach.

I think that all these contributions show the vitality and the originality of the research
carried out by the LAMSADE. I do hope that the reader will really appreciate the depth
and the richness of all the presented contributions.

Vangelis Th. Paschos
Guest editor
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On the complexity of single machine scheduling
problems under scenario-based uncertainty1

Mohamed Ali Aloulou∗, Federico Della Croce†

Résumé

Nous considérons des problèmes d’ordonnancement où certains paramètres des
tâches sont incertains. Cette incertitude est modélisée au travers d’un ensemble fini
de scénarios bien définis. Nous cherchons une solution qui soit acceptable pour l’en-
semble des scénarios considérés. Plusieurs critères ont été utilisés dans la littérature
pour sélectionner la “meilleure” solution. Nous utilisons ici le critère appelérobus-
tesse absolue. Nous présentons des résultats algorithmiques et de complexité pour
quelques problèmes classiques d’ordonnancement sur une machine.

Mots-clefs : Ordonnancement ; Données incertaines ; Scénarios ; Robustesse absolue

Abstract

We consider scheduling environments where some job characteristics are uncer-
tain. This uncertainty is modeled through a finite set of well-defined scenarios. In
such a context, we search for a solution that is acceptable for any considered sce-
nario. For this purpose, several criteria can be applied to select among solutions.
We use here the so-calledabsolute robustness criterion. We present algorithmic and
computational complexity results for several single machine scheduling problems.

Key words : Scheduling; Scenario-based uncertainty; Absolute robustness.

1Research performed while the second author was visiting LAMSADE on a research position funded by
the CNRS

†LAMSADE, Université Paris-Dauphine, 75775 Paris cedex 16, France.aloulou@lamsade.
dauphine.fr
‡D.A.I., Politecnico di Torino, Italy.federico.dellacroce@polito.it
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On the complexity of single machine scheduling problems [...]

1 Introduction

This paper deals with single machine scheduling problems where some job characteristics
are uncertain. This uncertainty is described through a finite setS of well-defined scenar-
ios. We denote byps

j, ds
j andws

j , respectively, the processing time, the release date, the
due date and the weight of jobj under scenarios ∈ S.

Consider a scheduling problem, denoted byα|β|γ according to Grahamet al. notation
[5]. Let Π be the set of feasible schedules with respect to the problem constraints. For
each scenarios ∈ S, we denote byOPT (α|β|γ, s) the problem of finding an optimal
scheduleπ∗

s satisfying

F (π∗
s , s) = min

π∈Π
F (π, s). (1)

When problem parameters are uncertain, it is appropriate to search for a solution that
is acceptable for any considered scenario. For this purpose, several criteria can be applied
to select among solutions. In [8], Kouvelis and Yu proposed three different robustness
criteria: the absolute robustness or maximal cost, the maximal regret or robust deviation
and the relative robustness. In this paper, we focus on theabsolute robustness criterion.

To the best of our knowledge, the absolute robustness in single machine scheduling
problems has only been considered in [3] and [12] where, for the1||∑ Cj problem with
uncertain processing times, two distinct proofs of theNP -hardness even for|S| = 2
were provided (notice that the corresponding deterministic version is well known to be
polynomially solvable [11]). The maximal regret criterion was instead much more studied
(see for instance, again [12] but also [1, 6, 7]).

The absolute robustness of scheduleπ over all scenarioss ∈ S is denoted byF̄ (π).
We have

F̄ (π) = max
s∈S

F (π, s). (2)

We denote byMinMax(α|β|γ, θ) the problem of finding a scheduleπA minimiz-
ing the absolute robustness̄F (π) among all schedulesπ ∈ Π. Field θ indicates the set
of uncertain problem parameters. For the problems considered here,θ ⊆ {pj, dj, wj}.
SequenceπA is called in [8]absolute robust sequence. Its costF̄ (πA) satisfies

F̄ (πA) = min
π∈Π

F̄ (π) = min
π∈Π

max
s∈S

F (π, s). (3)

Notice that if problemα|β|γ is NP-hard, then, in the presence of uncertainty, the cor-
responding problemsMinMax(α|β|γ, θ) are also NP-hard. However, if problemα|β|γ
is polynomially solvable, then, the corresponding problemsMinMax(α|β|γ, θ) are not
necessarily polynomially solvable. In this work we establish the complexity status for
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the absolute robustness versions of the most well known non-preemptive polynomial-
time single machine scheduling problems, namely problems1|prec|fmax (with fmax ∈
{Cmax, Lmax, Tmax}) , 1||∑ wjCj and1||∑ Uj. Notice that all these problems present
regular cost functions non-decreasing in the job completion times. In this context any
scheduleπ ∈ Π is completely characterized by the corresponding job sequence. Given
a scheduleπ ∈ Π, the completion time of jobj under scenarios, denoted byCj(π, s),
j = 1, . . . , n, s ∈ S, can easily be determined and the quality of the scheduleπ ∈ Π
under scenarios is then evaluated using the regular cost functionF (π, s). We consider
the following cost functions :

• the general maximum cost functionfmax = maxj{fj(Cj)} with fmax ∈ {Cmax,
Lmax, Tmax}: hence we deal with the maximum completion time (makespan)Cmax =
maxj{Cj}, the maximum latenessLmax = maxj{Lj} with Lj = Cj − dj and the
maximum tardinessTmax = maxj{Tj} with Tj = max{0, Lj};

• the total weighted completion time
∑

j wjCj;

• the number of late jobs
∑

j Uj with Uj = 0, if job j is on-time (Cj ≤ dj) andUj = 1
if j is late (Cj > dj).

Using the setS of scenarios, we construct a scenariosw in which parameterskj take
their worst case value, denoted bykw

j . In our case, we havepw
j = maxs∈S ps

j, dw
j =

mins∈S ds
j andww

j = maxs∈S ws
j . Notice that in the context of a discrete set of scenarios,

the constructed scenario is not necessarily feasible, i.e. we can havesw /∈ S: sw is called
worst-case artificial scenario.

Remark 1. When parameters are interval-uncertain,sw is a feasible scenario. In this case,
an absolute robust solutionπA of problemMinMax(1|β|γ, θ) is such that

F̄ (πA) = min
π∈Π

F̄ (π) = min
π∈Π

max
s∈S

F (π, s) (4)

= min
π∈Π

F (π, sw). (5)

HenceπA is also optimal for problemOPT (1|β|γ, sw). This means that the problem
of finding an absolute robust sequence can be solved straigtforwardly by the algorithm
solving the problem without uncertainty applied to the worst-case artificial scenario.

When uncertainty is scenario-based, we can not apply the same reasoning because
scenariosw is not necessarily feasible. Nevertheless, we show in this paper that prob-
lemsMinMax(1|prec|Lmax, dj) andMinMax(1||∑ Uj, dj) can be solved by Lawler’s
algorithm [9] and Moore’s algorithm [10] respectively applied to the worst case artificial
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scenario. We also prove that an extension of Lawler’s algorithm, called hereMinMax-
Lawler, solves problemMinMax(1|prec|fmax, pj, dj) in polynomial time. On the other
hand, problemsMinMax(1||∑ wjCj, wj) andMinMax(1||∑ Uj, pj) are proved to be
NP-hard even when|S| = 2.

Table 1 summarizes the above results presenting the complexity status for the abso-
lute robustness versions of the most well known non-preemptive polynomial-time single
machine scheduling problems, where an entry "-" indicates that the considered case is not
applicable (for instance problem1||∑ wjCj cannot have uncertainty on due dates as due
dates are not present in the problem).

Table 1: Summary of the obtained results
Uncertain cost function
parameter 1||∑ wjCj 1|prec|fmax 1||∑ Uj

dj – O(n2 + n|S|)(Th. 1) O(n log n + n|S|)(Th. 4)
pj NP-hard [3, 12] O(n2|S|) (Th. 2) NP-hard (Th. 5)
wj NP-hard (Th. 3) – –

pj anddj – O(n2|S|) (Coro. 2) NP-hard (Coro. 3)
pj andwj NP-hard [3, 12] – –

2 Problem MinMax(1|prec|fmax, θ)

2.1 Uncertainty on due dates

We consider problemMinMax(1|prec|fmax, dj) where processing times are determin-
istic and due dates are uncertain (herefmax ∈ {Lmax, Tmax} as forCmax no uncertainty
holds). In this case the worst-case artificial scenariosw is such that, for allj ∈ N ,
dw

j = mins∈S ds
j.

We recall that problem1|prec|fmax can be solved inO(n2) time by Lawler’s algorithm
[9]. This algorithm constructs an optimal schedule backwards. At the points in time where
the unscheduled jobs should complete, starting with pointt = P =

∑
j∈N pj, Lawler’s

algorithm chooses among the unscheduled jobs having no successors a job with minimum
cost to be completed att. Notice that as processing times are deterministic, we have

∀π ∈ Π,∀s ∈ S,∀j ∈ N,Cj(π, s) = Cj(π). (6)

The following theorem holds.

Theorem 1. Problem MinMax(1|prec|fmax, dj) can be optimally solved in O(n2+n|S|)
time by means of Lawler’s algorithm applied to the worst-case artificial scenario sw.
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Proof. In the following, for the sake of clarity we consider thatfmax = Lmax but
the same analysis holds forfmax = Tmax. An absolute robust solutionπA of problem
MinMax(1|prec|Lmax, dj) is such that

L̄(πA) = min
π∈Π

max
s∈S

Lmax(π, s) (7)

= min
π∈Π

max
s∈S

max
j∈N

(Cj(π, s) − ds
j) (8)

= min
π∈Π

max
s∈S

max
j∈N

(Cj(π) − ds
j) (9)

= min
π∈Π

max
j∈N

max
s∈S

(Cj(π) − ds
j) (10)

= min
π∈Π

max
j∈N

(Cj(π) − dw
j ) (11)

L̄(πA) = min
π∈Π

Lmax(π, sw) (12)

Hence, πA is also an optimal solution for problem OPT(1|prec|Lmax, s
w). For the

complexity, the construction of the worst-case scenario requiresO(n|S|) time and the
application of Lawler’s algorithm requiresO(n2) time, hence the overall complexity is
O(n2 + n|S|).

We observe that the proof of Theorem 1 can be applied, as it is, to any scheduling
problemα|β|fmax. Hence, we have the following result.

Corollary 1 Any algorithm optimally solving problem α|β|fmax provides an absolute ro-
bust solution for problem MinMax(α|β|fmax, dj), when applied to the worst-case artifi-
cial scenario sw.

2.2 Uncertainty on processing times and due dates

We consider problemMinMax(1|prec|fmax, pj, dj) where we suppose now that both
processing times and due dates are uncertain. A robust solutionπA is such that

F̄ (πA) = min
π∈Π

max
s∈S

Fmax(π, s) (13)

= min
π∈Π

max
s∈S

max
j∈N

fj(Cj(π, s)) (14)

We propose an algorithm, calledMinMax-Lawler, which is an extension of Lawler’s
algorithm. This algorithm constructs a sequenceπ in reverse order. LetU be the set
of unscheduled jobs. Defineps(U) =

∑
j∈U ps

j for all s ∈ S. The rule is the following :
Schedule last the jobj ∈ U , which has no successor inU and such thatmaxs∈S f s

j (ps(U))
is minimal. It is immediate to see that the complexity ofMinMax-Lawler is O(n2|S|).

We have the following result.

5
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Theorem 2. Problem MinMax(1|prec|fmax, pj, dj) is optimally solved by algorithm
MinMax-Lawler.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lawler’s algorithm optimality for problem
1|prec|fmax.

Enumerate the jobs in such a way that(1, 2, . . . , n) is the sequence constructed
by the proposed algorithm. LetπA be an absolute robust sequence for problem
MinMax(1|prec|fmax, pj, dj) with πA(i) = i for i = n, n− 1, . . . , r andπA(r) = j < r.

Notice that it is possible to scheduler − 1 immediately beforer. Hence, we can
construct a sequenceπ′ in which we shift to the left the block between jobsr − 1 andr
and processr − 1 immediately beforer. Clearly,

∀i ∈ N − {r − 1},∀s ∈ S,Ci(π
′, s) ≤ Ci(π

A, s) (15)

Hence,

F̄ (π′) = max
s∈S

F (π′, s) = max{F̄ (πA), max
s∈S

f s
r−1(Cr−1(π

′, s))} (16)

= max{F̄ (πA), max
s∈S

f s
r−1(Cj(π

A, s))} (17)

≤ max{F̄ (πA), max
s∈S

f s
j (Cj(π

A, s))} (18)

≤ F̄ (πA) (19)

Consequentlyπ′ is also an absolute robust sequence.

We can reiterate the same reasoning and transform sequenceπA into sequence
(1, 2, ..., n) without increasing the objective function value.

Correspondingly. the following corollary also holds.

Corollary 2 Problem MinMax(1|prec|fmax, pj) is optimally solved by algorithm
MinMax-Lawler.

3 Problem MinMax(1||∑ wjCj, wj)

We consider problemMinMax(1||∑ wjCj, wj) where processing times are determinis-
tic and weights are uncertain. We prove that this problem isNP -hard even when|S| = 2
andpj = 1 ∀j. To this extent we need to prove the following instrumental lemma.
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Lemma 1. The 1||∑ Cj problem and the 1|pj = 1|∑ wjCj problem are equivalent.

Proof. Given any instance of the1||∑ Cj problem where each jobj has processing time
p′j, generate an instance of the1|pj = 1|∑ wjCj problem where each jobj has weight
w′′

j = p′n−j+1. Consider a generic sequence(1, 2, ..., n − 1, n). For the1||∑ Cj problem
the corresponding cost function value isZ1 =

∑n
j=1(n − j + 1)p′j. For the1|pj =

1|∑ wjCj problem the corresponding cost function value isZ2 =
∑n

j=1 jw′′
j . We show

thatZ2 = Z1. Indeed,Z2 =
∑n

j=1 jw′′
j =

∑n
j=1 jp′n−j+1 =

∑n
j=1(n − j + 1)p′j = Z1.

Theorem 3. Problem MinMax(1||∑ wjCj, wj) is NP-hard even when |S| = 2 pj =
1 ∀j.

Proof. Due to Lemma 1 and theNP -hardness of problemMinMax(1||∑ Cj, pj) from
[3, 12], the proof immediately holds.

4 Problem MinMax(1||∑ Uj, θ)

We consider problemMinMax(1||∑ Uj, θ) with θ ⊆ {pj, dj}. We show that problem
MinMax(1||∑ Uj, dj) can be solved by Moore’s algorithm [10] applied to the worst-
case artificial scenario, whereas problemMinMax(1||∑ Uj, pj) is NP-hard.

4.1 Uncertainty on due dates

Lemma 2. There exist an optimal solution of problem MinMax(1||∑ Uj, dj) in which
on-time jobs are scheduled in a non-decreasing order of their worst-case artificial sce-
nario due dates dw

j .

Proof. Let πA be an optimal solution for problemMinMax(1||∑ Uj, dj). Suppose that
in this schedule there exist two consecutive on-time jobsi and j such thati ≺ j and
dw

i ≥ dw
j . We have

∀s ∈ S,Ci(π
A, s) = Ci(π

A) ≤ ds
i (20)

and
∀s ∈ S,Cj(π

A, s) = Cj(π
A) ≤ ds

j (21)

By interchanging jobsi andj, we obtain a new feasible schedule denoted byπ. In this
schedule, only completion time of jobi increases and we have

Ci(π) = Cj(π
A) (22)

7
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According to equation (21), we obtain

Ci(π) ≤ max
s∈S

ds
j ≤ dw

j ≤ dw
i ≤ ds

i ,∀s ∈ S (23)

This means that jobi is on-time in scheduleπ and consequentlyπ is also optimal for
problemMinMax(1||∑ Uj, dj).

We can reiterate the same reasoning and obtain finally a solution in which on-time
jobs are sequenced in a non-decreasing order of their worst-case artificial scenario due
datesdw

j .

Theorem 4. Problem MinMax(1||∑ Uj, dj) can be optimally solved in O(n log n +
n|S|) time by means of Moore’s algorithm applied to the worst-case artificial scenario
sw.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Moore’s algorithm optimality for problem
1||∑ Uj.

According to Lemma 2, there exists an optimal scheduleπ = (πI , πL) for problem
MinMax(1||∑ Uj, dj) in which

• on-time jobs are scheduled before late jobs, and,

• on-time jobs are scheduled according to the non-decreasing order of their worst-
case artificial scenario due datesdw

j .

Without loss of generality, enumerate the jobs such thatdw
1 ≤ dw

2 ≤ . . . ≤ dw
n . Let

j be the first job deleted, in Moore’s algorithm, from the setI of on-time jobs. Suppose
that jobj is on-time inπ. We transformπ in another optimal schedule in whichj is late.
Remark that there exists at least one jobk, with k < j, which is late inπ. Otherwise,
Moore’s algorithm would not have rejectedj. It is immediate to prove that by interchang-
ing jobsj andk we get a new optimal schedule in which jobj is late. We can reiterate the
same reasoning and transform then sequenceπA into the sequence obtained by Moore’s
algorithm applied to the worst-case artificial scenariosw without increasing the number
of late jobs.

For the complexity, the construction of the worst-case scenario requiresO(n|S|)
time and Moore’s algorithm requiresO(n log n) time, hence the overall complexity is
O(n log n, n|S|).
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4.2 Uncertainty on processing times

We prove that problemMinMax(1||∑ Uj, pj) is NP-hard even when|S| = 2 by con-
structing a reduction from the NP-complete even-odd partition problem [4].

Even-odd partition problem: Given2n positive integersa1 < a2 < . . . < a2n where∑2n
j=1 aj = 2B, is there a partition of the integers into two subsetsA1 andA2 such that

∑
j∈A1

aj =
∑
j∈A2

aj = B (24)

andA1 andA2 each contains exactly one element of each pair(a2i−1, a2i), i = 1, . . . , n ?

Given an instance of the even-odd partition problem, we construct the following in-
stance of problemMinMax(1||∑ Uj, pj).

Instance of problem MinMax(1||∑ Uj, pj): We have2n jobs and two scenarios 1
and 2. Job processing times and due dates are such that




p1
1 = p2

2 = a1

p2
1 = p1

2 = a2

d1 = d2 = a2

(25)

∀i = 2, ..., n




p1
2i−1 = p2

2i = a2i−1 + a2i−2 + . . . + a2

p2
2i−1 = p1

2i = a2i + a2i−2 + . . . + a2

d2i−1 = d2i = a2i + 2a2i−2 + . . . + ia2, for i < n, and,

d2n = d2n−1 = B + d2n−2

(26)

Jobs2i−1 and2i are calleda[i]−jobs. Notice that with this construction, the following
lemmata hold.

Lemma 3. Any sequence in which each position i, i = 1, . . . , n, is occupied by an
a[i] − job admits at least n − 1 on-time jobs.

Proof. We can prove straightforwardly that in such a sequence the firstn − 1 jobs are
on-time.

Lemma 4. If two jobs 2i and 2i− 1 are both on-time, then there exists j, 1 ≤ j < i, such
that jobs 2j and 2j − 1 are both late.

9
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exists a sequence in which for allj, 0 ≤ j < i,
at least one job2j or 2j − 1, denoteda[j]-job, is on time and that jobs2i and2i − 1 are
both on-time.

It is clear that resequencing these on-time jobs in a non-decreasing order of their due
dates does not increase the number of late jobs.

In this new sequence, jobs2i and2i − 1 are sequenced last with respect to the con-
sidered on-time jobs. The completion time of the last job (2i or 2i − 1) is greater than or
equal to the sum of

1. the sum of the minimal processing times ofa[j]-jobs scheduled before jobs2i and
2i − 1, 0 ≤ j < i, denoted byA, and,

2. the processing times of jobs2i and2i − 1, denoted byB.

We have

A =




a1+
a3 + a2+
a5 + a4 + a2+
...

a2i−3 + a2i−4 + · · · + a4 + a2

(27)

= a1 + a3 + · · · + a2i−3 + a2i−4 + · · · + (i − 2) ∗ a2 (28)

and

B = p1
2i + p1

2i−1 = p2
2i + p2

2i (29)

= a2i + a2i−1 + 2 ∗ a2i−2 + · · · + 2 ∗ a4 + 2 ∗ a2. (30)

The completion time of the last job is greater than or equal to

A + B = a1 + a3 + · · · + a2i−3 + a2i + 2a2i−2 + . . . + ia2 (31)

= a1 + a3 + · · · + a2i−3 + d2i (32)

> d2i. (33)

Hence at least one job among jobs2i and2i−1 is late. This contradicts the considered
hypothesis.

Lemma 5. Every schedule admits at most n on-time jobs.

10
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exists a sequence such that the number of
on-time jobs is greater than or equal ton + 1. Resequencing the on-time jobs in a non-
decreasing order of their due dates and sequencing late jobs last does not increase the
number of late jobs. Letπ be such a sequence.

Since we haven + 1 on-time jobs, then there exist at least an integeri such that jobs
2i and2i − 1 are both on-time. Leti∗ be the smallesti such that2i and2i − 1 are both
on-time andπi∗ be the subsequence of on-time jobs among jobsk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2i∗. We have
π = (πi∗ , πR). Notice that in subsequenceπi∗ there are at mosti∗ jobs, which are all
on-time.

Due to Lemma 4, there exists an integerj, 1 ≤ j < i∗, such that neither job2j nor job
2j − 1 is on-time. We construct a new subsequence sequenceπ′

i∗ in which we exchange
one job among2i∗ and2i∗ − 1 (which are on-time inπ) with job 2j or 2j − 1 (which are
late inπ). For example, we exchange jobs2i∗ and2j−1. Then, we reorder the jobs ofπ′

i∗

in a non decreasing order of their due dates. Due to Lemma 3, all jobs ofπ′
i∗ are on-time.

Since∀s ∈ S, ps
2j−1 < ps

2i∗ , then sequence(π′
i∗ , πR) has at least the same number jobs

on-time asπ.

We can reiterate the same reasoning until we get a sequence in which we have at
mostn − 1 jobs on-time among jobs1, . . . , 2n − 2. Since we have at leastn + 1 jobs
on-time, then jobs2n and2n−1 are both on-time but this cannot occur due to Lemma 4.

The following theorem hold.

Theorem 5. Problem MinMax(1||∑ Uj, pj) is NP-hard even when |S| = 2.

Proof. We first prove that, if the even-odd partition problem has a solution, then the
constructed instance admits a solution withn on-time jobs.

Let A1 be a solution of the even-odd partition problem. Consider a sequenceπ =
(π1, π2) such that

• for all j ≤ 2n, if aj ∈ A1 then jobj ∈ π1;

• the jobs ofπ1 are ordered in non-decreasing order of their due dates.

Suppose thatπ = ([1], [2], . . . , [n], [n+1], [n+2], . . . [2n]) andπ1 = ([1], [2], . . . , [n])

Due to Lemma 3, the firstn − 1 jobs inπ1 are on-time. We prove that the last job in
π1 is also on-time.

The completion time of the last job[n] in scenarios1 is

11
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C[n](π, s1) = p1
[1] + p1

[2] + · · · p1
[n] (34)

=




a[1]+
a[2] + a2+
...

a[n] + a2n−2 + · · · + a4 + a2

(35)

= a[1] + a[2] + · · · + a[n] + a2n−2 + · · · + (n − 1) ∗ a2 (36)

= B + d2n−2 (37)

= d2n = d2n−1 = d[n]. (38)

The completion time of the last job[n] in scenarios2 is

C[n](π, s2) = p2
[1] + p2

[2] + · · · p2
[n] (39)

=




a[n+1]+
a[n+2] + a2+
...

a[2n] + a2n−2 + · · · + a4 + a2

(40)

= a[n+1] + a[n+2] + · · · + a[2n] + a2n−2 + · · · + (n − 1) ∗ a2 (41)

= B + d2n−2 (42)

= d2n = d2n−1 = d[n]. (43)

Consequently, job[n] is on-time for the two scenarios and the number of on-time jobs
in π is at leastn and cannot be greater thann due to Lemma 5.

We prove now that if the constructed instance admits a solution withn on-time jobs,
then the even-odd partition problem admits a solution.

Let π be a sequence in which the number of on-time jobs is equal ton. Suppose that
in π, there exist two on-time jobs2i and2i − 1. Then, due to Lemma 4, there exists an
indexj, 1 ≤ j < i, such that jobs2j and2j − 1 are both late. Using the same technique
as in Lemma 5, we transform sequenceπ in a new sequence in which job2j or 2j − 1
is on-time and job2i or 2i − 1 is late. We reiterate the same reasoning until we get a
sequenceπ′, in which for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, only one job among jobs2k and2k − 1 is
on-time.

Resequencing the on-time jobs in a non-decreasing order of their due dates and
sequencing the late jobs last we do not increase the number of late jobs. We have
π′ = ([1], [2], . . . , [n], [n + 1], [n + 2], . . . [2n]) and jobs[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ n are on-time.

12
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The completion time of job[n] in scenarios1 is

C[n](π
′, s1) = p1

[1] + p1
[2] + · · · p1

[n] (44)

= a[1] + a[2] + · · · + a[n] + a2n−2 + · · · + (n − 1) ∗ a2 (45)

= a[1] + a[2] + · · · + a[n] + d2n−2 (46)

The completion time of job[n] in scenarios2 is

C[n](π
′, s2) = p2

[1] + p2
[2] + · · · p2

[n] (47)

= a[n+1] + a[n+2] + · · · + a[2n] + a2n−2 + · · · + (n − 1) ∗ a2 (48)

= a[n+1] + a[n+2] + · · · + a[2n] + d2n−2. (49)

Since job[n] is on-time then

∀s ∈ {s1, s2}, C[n](π
′, s) ≤ d[n] = d2n = d2n−1 = B + d2n−2. (50)

Consequently, we have




a[1] + a[2] + · · · + a[n] ≤ B,

a[n+1] + a[n+2] + · · · + a[2n] ≤ B, and,

a[1] + a[2] + · · · + a[2n] = B.

(51)

This proves that

a[1] + a[2] + · · · + a[n] = a[n+1] + a[n+2] + · · · + a[2n] = B, (52)

which means that the even-odd partition problem has a solution.

Correspondingly. the following corollary also holds.

Corollary 3 Problem MinMax(1||∑ Uj, pj, dj) is NP-hard even when |S| = 2.
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(Non)-Approximability for the multi-criteria
TSP (1, 2)

E. Angel∗, E. Bampis∗, L. Gourvès∗, J. Monnot†

Abstract

The approximability of multi-criteria combinatorial problems motivated a lot of
articles. However, the non-approximability of this problems has never been investi-
gated up to our knowledge. We propose a way to get some results of this kind which
works for several problems and we put it into practice on a multi-criteria version of
the traveling salesman problem with distances one and two (TSP (1, 2)). Follow-
ing the article of Angel et al. [1] who presented an approximation algorithm for the
bi-criteriaTSP (1, 2), we extend and improve the result to any numberk of criteria.

Key words : non-approximability in multi-criteria optimization ; design and analysis
of algorithms

1 Introduction

Multi-criteria optimization refers to problems with two or more objective functions
which are normally in conflict. Vilfredo Pareto stated in 1896 a concept (known today
as "Pareto optimality") that constitutes the origin of research in this area. According to
this concept, the solution to a multi-criteria optimization problem is normally not a sin-
gle value, but instead a set of values (the so-calledPareto curve). From a computational
point of view, this Pareto curve is problematic. Approximating it with a performance
guarantee, i.e. computing anε−approximate Pareto curve, motivated a lot of papers
(see [1, 6, 9] among others). Up to our knowledge, non-approximability in the specific
context of multi-criteria optimization has surprisingly never been investigated. Of course,
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some straightforward results can be stated if we remark that a multi-criteria problem gen-
eralizes a mono-criterion problem. Consequently, we aim to state some negative results
which are specific to this area. In multi-criteria optimization, one tries to approximate a
set of solutions (the Pareto curve) with another set of solutions (theε-approximate Pareto
curve) and the more theε-approximate Pareto curve contains solutions, the more accurate
the approximation can be. Then, the best approximation ratio that could be achieved can
be related to the size of the approximate Pareto curve. As a first attempt, we propose a
way to get some negative results which works for several multi-criteria problems and we
put it into practice on a special case of the multi-criteria traveling salesman problem.

The traveling salesman problem is one of the most studied problem in the operations
research community, see for instance [4]. The case where distances are either one or
two (denoted byTSP (1, 2)) was investigated by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [7] who
gave some positive and negative approximation results (see also [2]). Interestingly, this
problem finds an application in a frequency assignment problem [3]. In this article, we
deal with a generalization of theTSP (1, 2) where the distance is a vector of lengthk
instead of a scalar: thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2). Previously, Angel et al. [1] proposed alocal
search algorithm (calledBLS) for the bi-criteriaTSP (1, 2) which, with only two solutions
generated inO(n3), was able to approximate the whole Pareto curve within a ratio of3/2.

A question arises concerning the ability to improve the approximation ratio with an
approximate Pareto curve containing two (or more) solutions. Conversely, given a fixed
number of solutions, how accurate an approximate Pareto curve can be? More gener-
ally, given a multi-criteria problem, how many solutions are necessary to approximate the
Pareto curve within a level of approximation? A second question arises concerning the
ability to generalizeBLS to any number of criteria. Indeed, a large part of the literature
on multi-criteria optimization is devoted to bi-criteria problems and an algorithm which
works for any number of criteria would be interesting.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall some definitions on ex-
act and approximate Pareto curves. Section 3 is devoted to a method to derive some
negatives results in the specific context of multi-criteria optimization. We use it for the
k-criteriaTSP (1, 2) but it works for several other problems. In Section 4, we study the
approximability of thek-criteria TSP (1, 2). Instead of generalizingBLS, we adapt the
classicalnearest neighbor heuristic which is more manageable. This multi-criteria nearest
neighbor heuristic works for anyk and produces a3/2-approximate Pareto curve when
k ∈ {1, 2} and a2k/(k + 1)-approximate Pareto curve whenk ≥ 3. This result extends
for several reasons the one of Angel et al.. First, the new algorithm works for anyk ≥ 2,
second the time complexity is decreased whenk = 2.
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2 Generalities

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP ) is about to find in a complete graphG =
(V,E) a Hamiltonian cycle whose total distance is minimal. For thek-criteriaTSP , each
edgee has adistance �d(e) = (�d1(e), . . . , �dk(e)) which is a vector of lengthk (instead of a
scalar). Thetotal distance of a tourT is also a vector�D(T ) where�Dj(T ) =

∑
e∈T

�dj(e)
andj = 1, . . . , k. In fact, a tour is evaluated withk objective functions. Given this, the
goal of the optimization problem could be the following: Generating a feasible solution
which simultaneously minimizes each coordinate. Unfortunately, such an ideal solution
rarely exists since objective functions are normally in conflict. However a set of solu-
tions representing all best possible trade-offs always exists (the so-called Pareto curve).
Formally, a Pareto curve is a set of feasible solutions, each of them optimal in the sense
of Pareto, whichdominates all the other solutions. A tourT dominates another oneT ′

(usually denoted byT ≤ T ′) iff �Dj(T ) ≤ �Dj(T
′) for j = 1, . . . , k and, for at least one

coordinatej′, one has�Dj′(T ) < �Dj′(T
′). A solution is optimal in the sense of Pareto if

no solution dominates it.

From a computational point of view, Pareto curves are problematic [6, 9]. Two of the
main reasons are:

• the size of a Pareto curve which is often exponential with respect to the size of the
corresponding problem,

• a multi-criteria optimization problem often generalizes a mono-criterion problem
which is itself hard.

As a consequence, one tries to get a relaxation of this Pareto curve, i.e. anε-approximate
Pareto curve [6, 9]. An ε-approximate Pareto curvePε is a set of solutions such that for
every solutions of the instance, there is ans′ in Pε which satisfies�Dj(s

′) ≤ ε �Dj(s) for
j = 1, . . . , k.

In [6], Papadimitriou and Yannakakis prove that every multi-criteria problem has an
ε-approximate Pareto curve that is polynomial in the size of the input, and1/ε, but ex-
ponential in the numberk of criteria. The design of polynomial time algorithms which
generate approximate Pareto curves with performance guarantee motivated a lot of recent
papers. In this article we study thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2). In this problem, each edgee of
the graph has a distance vector�d(e) of lengthk and�dj(e) ∈ {1, 2} for all j between 1 and
k.
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3 Non-approximability related to the number of gener-
ated solutions

Up to our knowledge, non-approximability of combinatorial problems with multiple
objectives has never been investigated. As a first attempt, we propose a way to get some
negative results which works for several multi-criteria problems and we put it into practice
on thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2).

Usually, non-approximability results for mono-criterion problems bring thresholds of
performance guarantee under which no polynomial time algorithm is likely to exist. Given
a result of this kind for a mono-criterion problemΠ, we directly get a negative result for
a multi-criteria version ofΠ. Indeed, the multi-criteria version ofΠ generalizesΠ. For
example, hardness of inherent difficulty of the mono-criterionTSP (1, 2) has been studied
in [2, 7] and the best known lower bound is5381/5380 − ε (for all ε > 0). Consequently,
for all ε > 0, no polynomial time algorithm can generate a(5381/5380− ε)-approximate
Pareto curve unlessP = NP . However, the structure of the problem, namely the fact that
several criteria are involved, is not taken into account.

In multi-criteria optimization, one tries to approximate a set of solutions (the Pareto
curve) with another set of solutions (theε-approximate Pareto curve) and the more the
ε-approximate Pareto curve contains solutions, the more accurate the approximation can
be. As a consequence, the best approximation ratio that could be achieved can be related
to the size of the approximate Pareto curve. Formally,ε is a function of|Pε|. If we
consider instances for which the whole (or a large part of the) Pareto curveP is known
and if we suppose that we approximate it with a setP ′ ⊂ P such that|P ′| = x then the
best approximation ratioε such thatP ′ is anε-approximate Pareto curve is related tox.
Indeed, there must be a solution inP ′ which approximates at least two (or more) solutions
in P .

In the following, we explicitly give a family of instances of thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2)
for which we known a lot of different Pareto optimal tours covering a large spectrum of
the possible values.

Lemma 3.1 For any r ≥ 1, for any n ≥ 2k + 1, there exists an instance In,r of the
k-criteria TSP (1, 2) with nr vertices such that there are

(
r+k−1

r

)
Pareto optimal tours

(denoted by Tc1,...,ck−1
where ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 are k − 1 indexes in {0, . . . , r})

satisfying:

(i) ∀i = 1, . . . , k − 1, ci ∈ {0, . . . , r} and
∑k−1

i=1 ci ≤ r.

(ii) ∀i = 1, . . . , k−1, �Di(Tc1,...,ck−1
) = 2rn−cin and �Dk(Tc1,...,ck−1

) = rn+n(
∑k−1

i=1 ci).
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Proof. We first consider an instanceIn with n ≥ 2k + 1 vertices where distances belong
to {(1, 2, . . . , 2), (2, 1, 2, . . . , 2),
. . . , (2, . . . , 2, 1)}. Moreover, we suppose that for anyi = 1, . . . , k, the subgraph in-
duced by the edges where the distance has a1 only on coordinatei is Hamiltonian (Ti

denotes this tour). For anyn ≥ 2k + 1, using an old result (see [5]), we know thatKn is
Hamiltonian cycles decomposable intok disjoint tours and then, such an instance exists.
Finally, the instanceIn,r is built by the following way: We duplicateIn = (Kn, d) r times
(vc

i denotes the vertexvi of the c-th copy) and between two copies withc1 < c2, we set
�d([vc1

i , vc2
j ]) = �d([vi, vj]) if i �= j and �d([vc1

i , vc2
i ]) = (1, 2, . . . , 2). Let c1, . . . , ck−1 be

integers satisfying(i), we build the tourTc1,...,ck−1
by applying the following process: On

thec1 first copies, we take the tourT1, on thec2 second copies, we take the tourT2 and so
on. Finally, for ther −∑k−1

i=1 ci last copies, we takeTk. For any1 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ r, and any
toursT, T ′, we patch the tourT on copyl1 with the tourT ′ on copyl2 by replacing edges
[vl1

i , vl1
j ] ∈ T , [vl2

j , vl2
m] ∈ T ′ by edges[vl1

i , vl2
j ], [vl2

m, vl1
j ]. Observe that the resulting tour

has a weight�D(T ′) + �D(T ). So, by applyingr times this process, we can obtain a tour
Tc1,...,ck−1

satisfying(ii). Moreover, the number of tours is equal to the number of choices
of k − 1 elements amongr + (k − 1).

Theorem 3.2 For any k ≥ 2, any algorithm A producing a ρ-approximate Pareto curve
with at most x solutions for the k-criteria TSP (1, 2) satisfies:

ρ ≥ 1+maxi=2,...,k{ 1

(2i − 1)r(i, x) − 1
} where r(i, x) = min{r| x ≤

(
r + i − 1

r

)
−1}.

Proof. Let ρ = (1 + ε) and letr(k, x) = r be the smallest integer such that
x ≤ (

r+k−1
r

) − 1 and consider the instanceIn,r of Lemma 3.1. Sincex ≤ (
r+k−1

r

) − 1,
there exists two distinct toursTc1,...,ck−1

andTc′1,...,c′k−1
and a tourT produced byA such

that:
�D(T ) ≤ (1 + ε) �D(Tc1,...,ck−1

) and �D(T ) ≤ (1 + ε) �D(Tc′1,...,c′k−1
) (1)

Let li = max{ci, c
′
i} for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and lk = min{∑k−1

i=1 ci,
∑k−1

i=1 c′i}. By
construction, we havelk ≤ ∑k−1

i=1 li − 1. Moreover, the total distance ofT can be written
�Di(T ) = 2rn − qi for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and �Dk(T ) = rn +

∑k−1
i=1 qi for some value of

qi (qi is the number of edges ofT where the distance has a 2 on coordinatei and 1 on
the others). Thus, using inequalities (1), we deduce that, fori = 1, . . . , k − 1, we have
2nr − qi ≤ (1 + ε)(2rn − lin) which is equivalent to

qi ≥ lin(1 + ε) − 2rnε. (2)

We also havern +
∑k−1

i=1 qi ≤ (1 + ε)(rn + lkn) which is equivalent to

k−1∑
i=1

qi ≤ εrn + lkn(1 + ε). (3)
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Adding inequalities (2) fori = 1, . . . , k−1 and by using inequality (3) andlk ≤ ∑k−1
i=1 li−

1, we deduce:

ε ≥ 1

(2k − 1)r(k, x) − 1
. (4)

Finally, since aρ-approximation for thek-criteria TSP (1, 2) is also aρ-approximation
for thei-criteriaTSP (1, 2) with i = 2, . . . , k − 1 (for thek − i last coordinates, we get a
factor 2), we can applyk − 1 times the inequality (4) and the result follows.

The following table gives some (truncated) numerical values of the best approximation
ratio that it is possible to achieve:

������k
x

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 1.500 1.200 1.125 1.090 1.071 1.058 1.050 1.043 1.038
3 1.500 1.250 1.125 1.111 1.111 1.071 1.071 1.071 1.071
4 1.500 1.250 1.166 1.111 1.111 1.076 1.076 1.076 1.076

From Theorem 3.2, we are able to give a more explicit but less powerful result.

Corollary 3.3 For any k ≥ 2, any ρ-approximate algorithm A producing at most x solu-
tions for the k-criteria TSP (1, 2) satisfies:

ρ ≥ 1 +
1

(2k − 1)
(
x(k − 1)!

)1/(k−1)

− 1

.

Proof. By construction ofr(k, x) = r, we havex ≥ (
r(k,x)−1+k−1

k−1

)
. Since

(
r − 1 + k − 1

k − 1

)
≥ rk−1

(k − 1)!
,

we deduce

r ≤
(
x(k − 1)!

)1/(k−1)

.

Thus, using the inequality (4), we obtain the expected result. �

For instance, these bounds becomeρ ≥ 1 + 1/(3x − 1) for the bi-criteriaTSP (1, 2)
andρ ≥ 1 + 1/(5

√
2x − 1) for the 3-criteriaTSP (1, 2). More generally, observe that if

we writeRk(x) = 1 +
(
(2k − 1)(x(k − 1)!)1/(k−1) − 1

)−1

, then the following property

holds :∀k ≥ 2,∃x0,∀x ≥ x0 we haveRk+1(x) ≥ Rk(x). In other words, between two
different versions of thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2), the negative bound increases withk. So,
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these bounds are interesting whenk is a fixed constant andx is an arbitrarily large integer
(indeed, whenk = o(x)).

On the other hand, we can also obtain other bounds whenx is fixed andk grows
to infinity (x = o(k)). In particular, when theρ-approximate algorithm returns justx
solutions, we obtainρ ≥ 2x/(2x − 1) − ε for thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2) with k arbitrarily
large.

Theorem 3.4 For any k ≥ 2, any ρ-approximate algorithm producing at most x solutions
for k-criteria TSP (1, 2) satisfies: ρ ≥ 1 + k−x

k(2x−1)
.

Proof. Let x be an integer. We apply Lemma 3.1 withr = 1. So, we havek Pareto
optimal toursTei

for i = 1, . . . , k whereei is a (k − 1)-uplet with a 1 oncoordinatei
and 0 otherwise (i.e.,e0 = (0, . . . , 0), e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) andek = (0, . . . , 0, 1)). Now
consider aρ = (1 + ε)-approximate algorithm using at mostx solutions. Thus, one of
these solutions approximates at leastp = 
k

x
� Pareto optimal toursTei1

, . . . , Teip
with

i1 < . . . < ip.

Applying the same arguments as in Theorem 3.2 and if we only consider thesep solutions,
we have: lk ≤ ∑k−1

i=j lj − (k−x
x

). Indeed, ifi1 = 0 then lk = 0 and lj = 1 for j =

i2, . . . , ip and lj = 0 otherwise. So,lk =
∑k−1

i=j lj − (p − 1) ≤ ∑k−1
i=j lj − (k−x

x
). If

i1 > 0 then lk = 1 and lj = 1 for j = i1, . . . , ip and lj = 0 otherwise. So,lk =∑k−1
i=j lj − (p − 1) ≤ ∑k−1

i=j lj − (k−x
x

). As in the previous Theorem, we also have:

n(1+ε)(
∑k−1

i=j lj)−2nε(k−1) ≤ εn+ lkn(1+ε). Thus, by using these two inequalities,
the result follows.

The method presented in this section can be applied to several other multi-criteria
problems. For instance, it works with problems where all feasible solutions have the
same size (|V | for a Hamiltonian cycle,|V | − 1 for a spanning tree, etc).

4 Nearest neighbor heuristic for the k-criteria TSP (1, 2)

The k-criteria TSP (1, 2) is a special case of the metrick-criteria TSP where all
coordinates of the distance vectors are either one or two. Given this, any feasible tour
constitutes a2-approximate Pareto curve. In this Section, we try to design a polynomial
time algorithm which approximates the Pareto curve within a ratio strictly better than 2.

Angel et al. present in [1] alocal search algorithm (calledBLS) for the bi-criteria
TSP (1, 2). This algorithm returns in timeO(n3) a3/2-approximate Pareto curve. Since
BLS works only for the bi-criteriaTSP (1, 2), an algorithm which works for any number
of criteria would be interesting.
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A generalization ofBLS may exist but it is certainly done with difficulty. SinceBLS

uses the2 − opt neighborhood, two neighboring solutions differ on two edges. Defining
an order on each couple of possible distance vector is necessary to decide, among two
neighboring solutions, which one is the best. Whenk grows, such an order is hard to
handle.

In this section, we present a different algorithm which is more manageable. It works
for any number of criteria and its time complexity is better thanBLS’s one for the bi-
criteriaTSP (1, 2). We propose anearest neighbor heuristic which computes inO(n2k!)
time a 2k

k+1
-approximate Pareto curve whenk ≥ 3 and a3/2-approximate Pareto curve

whenk ∈ {1, 2}. Let us observe here that the dependence of the time complexity on
k! is not surprising since the size of the approximateε-Pareto curve is not necessarily
polynomial on the number of the optimization criteria [6].

Traditionally, the nearest neighbor heuristic [8] consists in starting from a randomly
chosen node and greedily insert non-visited vertices, chosen as the closest ones from
the last inserted vertex. Adapting this heuristic to thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2) gives rise to
two questions : How can we translate the notion of closeness when multiple objectives are
considered? How many solutions must be generated to get an approximation of the Pareto
curve? In the following, we propose a way which simultaneously brings an answer to both
questions. Given the problem, the total distance of a Pareto optimal tourT ∗ is enclosed
in a k-dimensional cost space. The way to generate a tourT which approximatesT ∗,
and also the notion of closeness, depends on where�D(T ∗) is located in the cost space.
The idea is to partition the cost space into a fixed number of parts. Then, with each
part we associate an appropriate notion of closeness. Given a part and its proper notion
of closeness, we can generate with the nearest neighbor rule a tour which approximates
any Pareto optimal solution whose total distance is in the part. For any instance of the
k-criteriaTSP (1, 2), we propose to divide the cost space intok! parts as follows: Each
part is identified by a permutation of{1, . . . , k}. Given a permutationL of {1, . . . , k},
a tourT is in the part identified byL if �DL(1)(T ) ≤ . . . ≤ �DL(k)(T ). For the notion
of closeness, we introduce a preference relation over all possible distance vectors which
looks like a lexicographic order. This preference relation which depends onL (denoted
by≺L) is defined by usingk + 1 setsS1, . . . , Sk+1:

Sq = {�a ∈ {1, 2}k | ∀j ≤ k + 1 − q �aL(j) = 1}, for 1 ≤ q ≤ k

Sk+1 = {1, 2}k.

Definition 4.1 For any edge e, we say that e is Sq-preferred(for ≺L) if �d(e) ∈ Sq\Sq−1

(where S0 = ∅). For two edges e and e′ such that e is Sq-preferred and e′ is Sq′-preferred,
we say that �d(e) is preferred (resp., weakly preferred) to �d(e′) and we note �d(e) ≺L

�d(e′)
(resp., �d(e) �L

�d(e′)) iff q < q′ (resp., q ≤ q′).

An example wherek = 3 andL is the identity permutation is given in Figure 1.
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111 112 121
122

211
212
221
222

S1 S2 S3 S4

Figure 1: One has111 ≺L 112 ≺L 121 �L 122 ≺L 211 �L 212 �L 221 �L 222.

KNN: k-criteria Nearest Neighbor
P := ∅;
For all permutationsL of {1, 2, . . . , k} Do

Take arbitrarilyv ∈ V ;
W := {v} ; u := v ;
While W �= V Do

Taker ∈ V \W s.t. r is the closest vertex tou
by �L ;

W := W ∪ {r} ;
p(u) := r ; u := r ;

End While ;
p(r) := v ;
P := P ∪ {p};

End For ;
ReturnP ;

Table 1: Forv ∈ V andp a tour,p(v) denotes the node which immediately followsv in p.

The algorithm that we propose for thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2) is given in Table 1. Called
KNN for k-criteria Nearest Neighbor, it is composed ofk! steps. At each step, a permu-
tationL of {1, 2, . . . , k} is determined. WithL, we build a preference relation≺L and
finally, a solution is generated with the nearest neighbor rule.

Theorem 4.2 KNN runs in polynomial time. It returns a 2k/(k + 1)-approximate Pareto
curve for the k-criteria TSP (1, 2) when k ≥ 3 and a 3/2-approximate Pareto curve when
k ∈ {1, 2}.

The proof of the theorem requires some notations and intermediate lemmata. In the fol-
lowing, we consider two particular toursp andp∗. We assume thatp is the tour generated
by KNN with the preference relation≺L and thatp∗ is a Pareto optimal tour satisfying

�DL(1)(p
∗) ≤ �DL(2)(p

∗) ≤ . . . ≤ �DL(k)(p
∗). (5)
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v

p(v) p∗(v)

p ◦ p∗(v)

Figure 2: The tourp generated byKNN. The edge[v, p∗(v)] belongs top∗.

The set of all possible distance vectors{1, 2}k is denoted byΩ. For all j ≤ k, we
introduceUj = {�a ∈ Ω | �aj = 1} andU j = {�a ∈ Ω | �aj = 2}. For�a ∈ Ω, we note
X�a = {v ∈ V | �d([v, p(v)]) = �a} andX∗

�a = {v ∈ V | �d([v, p∗(v)]) = �a}. Finally, x�a

(resp.x∗
�a ) denotes the cardinality ofX�a (resp.X∗

�a).

If n is the number of vertices then by construction we have
∑

�a∈Ω x�a =
∑

�a∈Ω x∗
�a = n,

�Dj(p) = 2n − ∑
�a∈Uj

x�a and �Dj(p
∗) = 2n − ∑

�a∈Uj
x∗

�a.

Lemma 4.3 The following holds for any q ≤ k:

2
∑

�a∈⋂k+1−q
j=1 UL(j)

x�a ≥
∑

�a∈⋂k+1−q
j=1 UL(j)

x∗
�a.

Proof. We defineFq = {v ∈ V | �d([v, p(v)]) ∈ Sq} andF ∗
q = {v ∈ V | �d([v, p∗(v)]) ∈

Sq}. Then, we have to prove that2|Fq| ≥ |F ∗
q |. The key result is to see thatp∗[F ∗

q \Fq] ⊆
Fq wherep∗[W ] =

⋃
v∈W{p∗(v)}. Take a vertexv in F ∗

q \Fq (see Figure 2). Then,
�d([v, p∗(v)]) ∈ Sq, �d([v, p(v)]) ∈ Sq′ and q′ > q. During the computation ofp, sup-
pose thatv is the current node and thatp∗(v) is not already visited. We get a contra-
diction (the nearest neighbor rule is violated) sincep(v) immediately followsv in p and
�d([v, p∗(v)]) ≺L

�d([v, p(v)]). Now, supposep∗(v) was already visited. It directly pre-
cedesp ◦ p∗(v) in p and then�d([p ∗ (v), p ◦ p∗(v)]) �L

�d([v, p∗(v)]). As a consequence,
�d([p∗(v), p ◦ p∗(v)]) ∈ Sq′′ such thatq′′ ≤ q andp∗(v) ∈ Fq sinceSq′′ ⊆ Sq.

Since|p∗[F ∗
q \Fq]| = |F ∗

q \Fq|, |F ∗
q | = |F ∗

q \Fq| + |F ∗
q ∩ Fq| and |Fq| ≥ |F ∗

q ∩ Fq|,
we deduce|F ∗

q | = |p∗[F ∗
q \Fq]| + |F ∗

q ∩ Fq| ≤ 2|Fq|. Finally, since
⋂k+1−q

j=1 UL(j) = Sq,
|Fq| =

∑
�a∈Sq

x�a and|F ∗
q | =

∑
�a∈Sq

x∗
�a, the result follows.

The following inequality is equivalent to (5):
∑

�a∈UL(1)

x∗
�a ≥

∑
�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a ≥ . . . ≥

∑
�a∈UL(k)

x∗
�a.
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We easily deduce that for any couplej1, j2 such thatj1 < j2 we have:
∑

�a∈UL(j2)\UL(j1)

x∗
�a ≤

∑
�a∈UL(j1)\UL(j2)

x∗
�a. (6)

Let b1, b2, j andm be such thatb1 ∈ {1, 2}, b2 ∈ {1, 2}, 1 ≤ j ≤ k and1 ≤ m < j.
Let R(b1, j,m, b2) be the set of all�a ∈ Ω such that�aL(j) = b1 and there exists exactlym
distinct coordinates of�a among{�aL(1),�aL(2), . . . ,�aL(j−1)} which are equal tob2. Remark
thatR(b1, j,m, b2) = R(b1, j, j − 1 − m, b2) whereb2 = 3 − b2.

Lemma 4.4 For any j ≤ k, one has:

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)∪R(2,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
≤ (j − 1) ∗

j−1∑
q=0

( ∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)
.

Proof. We sum up inequality (6) withj1 ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1} andj2 = j. We get the
following inequality:

j−1∑
q=1

( ∑
�a∈UL(j)\UL(q)

x∗
�a

)
≤

j−1∑
q=1

( ∑
�a∈UL(q)\UL(j)

x∗
�a

)
. (7)

We also have the following equality:

∀j ≤ k,

j−1∑
q=1

( ∑
�a∈UL(j)\UL(q)

x∗
�a

)
=

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
. (8)

Let �a be a distance vector inR(1, j, q, 2). By definition,�aL(j) = 1 and there exists a set
{i1, . . . , iq} with 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < iq < j such that�aL(i1) = �aL(i2) = . . . = �aL(iq) = 2.
Moreover, for allj′ ≤ j − 1 such thatj′ /∈ {i1, . . . , iq}, we have�aL(j′) = 1. Thus,
�a ∈ UL(j)\UL(g) iff g ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , iq}.

Using a similar argument, we obtain:

∀j ≤ k,

j−1∑
q=1

( ∑
�a∈UL(q)\UL(j)

x∗
�a

)
=

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)
. (9)

Then, using (7), (8) and (9) we get:

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
≤

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)
. (10)
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SinceR(2, j, q, 2) = R(2, j, j − 1 − q, 1), the following equality holds:

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)
= (j − 1) ∗

j−1∑
q=0

( ∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)
−

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
. (11)

So, Lemma 4.4 follows from (10) and (11).

Proof of Theorem 4.2

The proof is cut into 3 cases (j = 1, j = 2 andj ≥ 3). In the following, we consider
thatL is any permutation of{1, . . . , k}, p∗ is a Pareto optimal tour satisfying (5) andp
is built with the nearest neighbor rule and the preference relation≺L. Then, we have to
show that:

(i) if j = 1 or 2 then �DL(j)(p) ≤ 3
2
�DL(j)(p

∗),

(ii) if j ≥ 3 then �DL(j)(p) ≤ 2j
j+1

�DL(j)(p
∗).

Case j = 1. �DL(1)(p) ≤ 3
2
�DL(1)(p

∗) is equivalent to the following inequality:

2
∑

�a∈UL(1)

x�a −
∑

�a∈UL(1)

x∗
�a + 2

∑
�a∈UL(1)

x∗
�a ≥ 0. (12)

Indeed,�DL(1)(p) ≤ 3

2
�DL(1)(p

∗) ⇔ 2
(
2n −

∑
�a∈UL(1)

x�a

)
≤ 3

(
2n −

∑
�a∈UL(1)

x∗
�a

)

⇔ −2
∑

�a∈UL(1)

x�a ≤ 2n − 3
∑

�a∈UL(1)

x∗
�a

Usingn =
∑

�a∈UL(1)
x∗

�a +
∑

�a∈UL(1)
x∗

�a, the equivalence follows. Thus, using Lemma 4.3

with q = k and
∑

�a∈UL(1)
x∗

�a ≥ 0 (which is true since for all�a ∈ Ω, x∗
�a ≥ 0), inequal-

ity (12) follows.

Case j = 2. �DL(2)(p) ≤ 3
2
�DL(2)(p

∗) is equivalent to the following inequality:

−2
∑

�a∈UL(2)\UL(1)

x�a − 2
∑

�a∈UL(2)∩UL(1)

x�a ≤ 2
∑

�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a −

∑
�a∈UL(2)\UL(1)

x∗
�a −

∑
�a∈UL(2)∩UL(1)

x∗
�a. (13)
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Indeed,�DL(2)(p) ≤ 3

2
�DL(2)(p

∗) ⇔ −2
∑

�a∈UL(2)

x�a ≤ 2
∑

�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a −

∑
�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a.

If we partitionUL(2) into two subsetsUL(2)\UL(1) andUL(2) ∩ UL(1) then the equivalence
follows. By Lemma 4.3 withq = k − 1 we get:

2
∑

�a∈UL(1)∩UL(2)

x�a ≥
∑

�a∈UL(1)∩UL(2)

x∗
�a.

Then, using inequality (13), we have to prove:

−2
∑

�a∈UL(2)\UL(1)

x�a ≤ 2
∑

�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a −

∑
�a∈UL(2)\UL(1)

x∗
�a.

By inequality (6), whenj1 = 1 andj2 = 2, we get:

−
∑

�a∈UL(1)\UL(2)

x∗
�a ≤ −

∑
�a∈UL(2)\UL(1)

x∗
�a

Thus:
2

∑
�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a −

∑
�a∈UL(1)\UL(2)

x∗
�a ≤ 2

∑
�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a −

∑
�a∈UL(2)\UL(1)

x∗
�a.

SinceUL(1)\UL(2) ⊆ UL(2), we have:

−2
∑

�a∈UL(2)\UL(1)

x�a ≤ 0 ≤ 2
∑

�a∈UL(2)

x∗
�a −

∑
�a∈UL(1)\UL(2)

x∗
�a.

Case j ≥ 3. �DL(j)(p) ≤ 2j
j+1

�DL(j)(p
∗) holds if we have the following inequality:

−(j + 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x�a ≤ 2(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a − 2

∑
�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a. (14)

�DL(j)(p) ≤ 2j

j + 1
�DL(j)(p

∗) ⇔ (j + 1)
(
2n −

∑
�a∈UL(j)

x�a

)
≤ 2j

(
2n −

∑
�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a

)

⇔ −(j + 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x�a ≤ 2(j − 1)n − 2j
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a

⇔ −(j + 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x�a ≤ 2(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a − 2

∑
�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a,
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usingn =
∑

�a∈UL(j)
x∗

�a +
∑

�a∈UL(j)
x∗

�a.

Let us denote byA andB the following quantities:
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x�a =
∑

�a∈UL(j)\(
⋂

m≤j−1 UL(m))

x�a +
∑

�a∈⋂
m≤j UL(m)

x�a = A
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a =

∑
�a∈UL(j)\(

⋂
m≤j−1 UL(m))

x∗
�a +

∑
�a∈⋂

m≤j UL(m)

x∗
�a = B.

Then, inequality (14) becomes:

− (j + 1)A ≤ 2(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a − 2B. (15)

To prove (15), we propose the following decomposition:

C = 2(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a − 2

∑
�a∈UL(j)\

⋂
m≤j−1 UL(m)

x∗
�a − 4

∑
�a∈⋂

m≤j UL(m)

x�a (16)

−(j + 1)A ≤ C (17)

C ≤ 2(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a − 2B (18)

Thus, (17) becomes:

−(j + 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)\
⋂

m≤j−1 UL(m)

x�a − (j − 3)
∑

�a∈⋂
m≤j UL(m)

x�a ≤

≤ 2(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a − 2

∑
�a∈UL(j)\

⋂
m≤j−1 UL(m)

x∗
�a

Since the left part of this inequality is negative, we want to prove that the right part is
positive:

0 ≤ 2(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a − 2

∑
�a∈UL(j)\

⋂
m≤j−1 UL(m)

x∗
�a (19)

∑
�a∈UL(j)\

⋂
m≤j−1 UL(m)

x∗
�a ≤ (j − 1)

∑
�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a (20)

We also have:

∑
�a∈UL(j)\

⋂
m≤j−1 UL(m)

x∗
�a =

j−1∑
q=1

( ∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
and

(j − 1)
∑

�a∈UL(j)

x∗
�a = (j − 1)

j−1∑
q=0

( ∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)
.
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The first equality follows fromUL(j)\
⋂

m≤j−1 UL(m) =
⋃j−1

q=1 R(1, j, q, 2) since�a ∈
UL(j)\

⋂
m≤j−1 UL(m) iff �aL(j) = 1 and there exists exactlyq indexes{i1, . . . iq} such

that 1 ≤ q ≤ j − 1 and�aL(i1) = �aL(i2) = . . . = �aL(iq) = 2, which is equivalent to
�a ∈ R(1, j, q, 2). The second equality follows fromUL(j) =

⋃j−1
q=0 R(2, j, q, 1) because

�a ∈ UL(j) means�aL(j) = 2.

As a consequence, (20) becomes:

j−1∑
q=1

( ∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
≤ (j − 1)

j−1∑
q=0

( ∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)
.

With Lemma 4.4, we have:

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)∪R(2,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
≤ (j − 1) ∗

j−1∑
q=0

( ∑
�a∈R(2,j,q,1)

x∗
�a

)

and (20) follows from

j−1∑
q=1

(
q ×

∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)∪R(2,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
≥

j−1∑
q=1

( ∑
�a∈R(1,j,q,2)

x∗
�a

)
.

By Lemma 4.3 withq = k + 1 − j we have:

2
∑

�a∈⋂
m≤j UL(m)

x�a ≥
∑

�a∈⋂
m≤j UL(m)

x∗
�a

which is exactly (18). �

The next section contains two examples to see that the analysis ofKNN is tight.

5 Tightness

In the previous Section we saw thatKNN generates an approximate Pareto curve
whose performance is at least2k/(k + 1). As k grows, this ratio tends to 2 which is the
ratio that any feasible tour achieves. In what follows, we show that the analysis of the
algorithm is tight.

Suppose thatk = 2 and consider the instance given in Figure 3. We focus on the
following three tours:

• T1 = (w1,1, v1,1, w1,2, v1,2, w1,3, v1,3, w1,4, v1,4, w2,1, v2,1, w2,2, v2,2, w2,3, v2,3, w2,4, v2,4)
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v1,1 v1,2 v1,3 v1,4

w1,1 w1,2 w1,3 w1,4

v2,1 v2,2 v2,3 v2,4

w2,1 w2,2 w2,3 w2,4

(2, 1)

(1, 2)

Figure 3: In this instance, edges which are not drawn have a weight(2, 2).

• T2 = (v1,1, v1,2, v1,3, v1,4, v2,2, v2,4, v2,1, v2,3, w2,4, w1,1, w1,2, w1,3, w1,4, w2,1, w2,2, w2,3)

• T3 = (v2,1, v2,2, v2,3, v2,4, v1,2, v1,4, v1,1, v1,3, w1,4, w2,1, w2,2, w2,3, w2,4, w1,1, w1,2, w1,3)

We have�D(T1) = (24, 24), �D(T2) = (32, 28) and �D(T3) = (28, 32). One can easily
see thatKNN can generate{T2, T3} which constitutes a2k

k+1
-approximation ofT1. In the

following, we generalize this instance for anyk > 2. Indeed, we consider a family of
instances for which the Pareto curve is reduced to a single tourT ∗ whose total distance
�D(T ∗) is exactly(k + 1)2k+1 on each coordinate. Given an instance of this family, we
show thatKNN can output a set of tours{TL | L is a permutation of{1, . . . , k}} such
that each tourTL has a total distance equal to(4k)2k on coordinateL(k).

We consider a graphG composed ofk subgraphs{Hj | j = 1, . . . , k}. Each subgraph
Hj has exactly2k+1 nodes partitioned into two classes:

• Thev-nodes, denoted byvj,r wherer = 1, . . . , 2k.

• Thew-nodes, denoted bywj,r wherer = 1, . . . , 2k.

Forj = 1, . . . , k andr = 1, . . . , 2k−1, �d([vj,r, wj,r]), �d([vj,r, wj,r+1]) and�d([vj,2k , wj,2k ])
have a 2 on coordinatej and a 1 on theothers. So, eachHj has an Hamiltonian path
denoted byhp∗j which alternatively visits av-node and aw-node and such that each edge-
distance has only a 2 on coordinatej.

Using a Theorem of Walecki (see [5]), we know that a complete graph with2x nodes
can be decomposed intox edge-disjoint Hamiltonian paths. So, the subgraph ofHj in-
duced by thev-nodes has2k−1 Hamiltonian paths{hpj,1, . . . , hpj,2k−1} satisfying the fol-
lowing properties:
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• For q = 1 . . . , 2k−1, the endpoints ofhpj,q arevj,q andvj,2k−(q−1).

• Any two different Hamiltonian pathshpj,q andhpj,q′ never share an edge.

We consider these Hamiltonian paths forq ∈ {1, . . . , 2k−1} andhpj,q will be composed
of edges of the same distance. If the distance of an edge is fixed to 2 on coordinatej
while the other coordinates can be 1 or 2, one can easily count2k−1 possible vectors.
This is exactly the number of distinct Hamiltonian paths amongv-nodes ofHj. Thus,
each possible distance such that coordinatej is fixed to 2 is assigned to the edges of an
Hamiltonian pathhpj,q. For the ease of presentation, we assume that�d(hpj,q) denotes the
distance of the edges ofhpj,q. Among the2k−1 Hamiltonian paths ofHj, we distinguish
hpj,1 andhpj,2k−1 and assume that�d(hpj,1) has a 2 oneach coordinate while�d(hpj,2k−1)
has a 1 on each coordinate excepted for coordinatej.

We set up all componentsHj and link them as follows:

1. ∀hpj′,q′ , hpj′′,q′′, with j′ �= j′′ and such that�d(hpj′,q′) only differ from �d(hpj′′,q′′)

on exactly one coordinate (saym) and �d(hpj′,q′) has a 2 oncoordinatem then
�d([vj′,2k−(q′−1), vj′′,q′′ ]) = �d(hpj′,q′).

2. Lete∗j be[vj,2k , wj+1,1] for j = 1, . . . , k − 1 ande∗k = [vk,2k , w1,1]. Moreover,�d(e∗j)
has a 2 oncoordinatej and a 1 on theothers.

Finally, makeG complete by adding the edges not given by the rules above. Their distance
is 2 on each coordinate.

Lemma 5.1 The analysis of KNN is tight.

Proof. We consider the graphG described above and several tours:T ∗ andTL for any
permutationL. We can observe the three following facts:

(i) T ∗ =
⋃

j≤k(hp∗j ∪ e∗j) is an Hamiltonian cycle and∀j ≤ k, �Dj(T
∗) = (k + 1)2k+1.

(ii) Let L be a permutation of{1, 2 . . . , k}. TL starts with the Hamiltonian pathhpL(1),1

(by hypothesis,�d(hpL(1),1) has a 2 on coordinatesL(1) L(2) . . . L(k)). Then,
TL takes successively forj = 2, . . . , k, the Hamiltonian pathhpL(j),q such that
�d(hpL(j),q) has a 2 oncoordinatesL(j) L(j + 1) . . . L(k) and a 1 oncoordinate
L(1) L(2) . . . L(j − 1). Finally TL goes towL(k),2k−1+1 and visits arbitrarily the

remaining nodes. We have�DL(j)(TL) = (3k + j)2k for anyj ≤ k.

(iii) The algorithmKNN can output the tourTL.
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For j = 1 to k Do
For r = 1 to 2k Do

Go towj,r;
Go tovj,r;

EndFor
EndFor
Go tow1,1;

Table 2: Procedure to buildT ∗.

Distance of the edges
steps 1 2 3 . . . k quantity
j = 1 2 1 1 . . . 1 2k+1

j = 2 1 2 1 . . . 1 2k+1

j = 3 1 1 2 . . . 1 2k+1

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
j = k 1 1 1 . . . 2 2k+1

(k + 1)2k+1 (k + 1)2k+1 (k + 1)2k+1 . . . (k + 1)2k+1

Table 3: The total distance ofT ∗.

Proof of(i): The procedure to build the tourT ∗ in G is given in Table 2. The total distance
of T ∗ is (k + 1)2k+1 on each coordinate. To see it, we put in Table 3 the distance of the
edges used byT and their quantity.

Proof of (ii): Consider a permutationL of {1, 2, . . . , k} and a tourTL in G built as
explained in Table 4.

The total distance ofTL is equal to(3k + j)2k on coordinateL(j). TL first visits the
v-nodes ofHL(1) using the Hamiltonian pathhpL(1),1 (remark that the starting node of
hpL(1),1 is vL(1),1) and �d(hpL(1),1) has a 2 on coordinatesL(1) to L(k). Afterwards,TL

takes an Hamiltonian pathhpL(2),q such that�d(hpL(2),q) has a 2 oncoordinatesL(2) to
L(k) and a 1 oncoordinateL(1). By construction, the edge that links the ending node
of hpL(1),1 and the starting node ofhpL(2),q has a distance�d(hpL(1),1). Successively,TL

visits thev-nodes of componentsHL(3) to HL(k−1) and finally takeshpL(k),2k−1. We know

that �d(hpL(k),2k−1) has a 2 on coordinateL(k) and a 1 on the others. The ending node
of hpL(k),2k−1 is vL(k),2k−1+1. By construction, there is an edge[vL(k),2k−1+1, wL(k),2k−1+1]

with distance�d(hpL(k),2k−1). The tourTL uses this edge and afterwards it passes through
all the non-visited nodes (namely thew-nodes ofHL(1), HL(2), . . . , HL(k)) using edges
with distance 2 on each coordinate. At the end,TL returns tovL(1),1. Table 5 helps us to
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For j = 1 to k Do
TakehpL(j),q s.t. �d(hpL(j),q) has a 2 on coordinatesL(j) to L(k) and a

1 on the others;
EndFor
Go towL(k),2k−1+1;
Pass through all non-visited edges;
Return tovL(1),1;

Table 4: Procedure to buildTL.

Distance of the edges
steps L(1) L(2) L(3) . . . L(k − 1) L(k) quantity
j = 1 2 2 2 . . . 2 2 2k

j = 2 1 2 2 . . . 2 2 2k

j = 3 1 1 2 . . . 2 2 2k

...
...

...
... . . .

...
...

...
j = k 1 1 1 . . . 1 2 2k

2 2 2 . . . 2 2 k2k

(3k + 1)2k (3k + 2)2k (3k + 3)2k . . . (4k − 1)2k (4k)2k

Table 5: The total distance ofTL.

see thatTL has a total distance of(3k + j)2k on coordinateL(j).

Proof of(iii): KNN uses the preference relation≺L. To make sure thatKNN can output
TL, we have to prove that, whenTL uses an edge[a, b], there is not any non-visited node
c such that�d([a, c]) ≺L

�d([a, b]). By construction,TL starts at nodevL(1),1 and visits
all the otherv-nodes ofG until it reachesvL(k),2k−1+1. Afterwards,TL passes through
wL(k),2k−1+1 and visits all thew-nodes ofG. If the current node is av-node (sayvL(j),r),

the next edge (saye) that is used has a distance�d(e) with a 2 on coordinatesL(j) to L(k)

and a 1 on the others. To be preferred, another edgee′ must have a distance�d(e′) with a
1 on coordinatesL(j) to L(k). By construction ofG, there is not any. If the current node
is aw-node (saywL(j),r), the next edge (saye) that is used has a distance�d(e) with a 2 on
each coordinate. To be preferred, another edgee′ must have a distance�d(e′) with a 1 on
coordinateL(1). Moreover, this edgee′ must lead to another non-visitedw-node (all the
v-nodes are already visited). By construction ofG, there is not any.

Finally, KNN can generate a set of solutionsP = {TL | L is a permutation of{1, . . . , k}}
while the Pareto curve is reduced to one tourT ∗. Since �D(T ∗) is (k + 1)2k+1 on each
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coordinate and�DL(k)(TL) = (4k)2k, P approximatesT ∗ within a ratio (4k)2k

(k+1)2k+1 = 2k
k+1

.

6 Conclusion

Up to our knowledge, negative results for multi-criteria optimization problems were
not investigated though their approximability motivated a lot of articles. As a first attempt,
we present a way to get results of this type by connecting the size the approximate Pareto
curve and the best approximation ratio which can be achieved. We apply the method to
thek-criteriaTSP (1, 2) but it also works with problems where all feasible solutions have
the same size.

The approximability of thek-criteria TSP (1, 2) is also investigated. By giving a
multi-criteria version of the classical nearest neighbor heuristic, we extend and improve
the previous positive results. However, as the number of criteria grows, and even though
the number of solutions is large (k!), the approximation ratio tends to 2. Then, it would
be interesting to reduce the gap between positive and negative results.
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Greedy algorithms for on-line set-covering
Giorgio Ausiello∗, Aristotelis Giannakos†, Vangelis Th. Paschos†

Abstract

We study the following on-line model for set-covering: elements of a ground
set of size n arrive one-by-one and with any such element ci, arrives also the name
of some set Si0 containing ci and covering the most of the uncovered ground set-
elements (obviously, these elements have not been yet revealed). For this model we
analyze a simple greedy algorithm consisting of taking Si0 into the cover, only if ci

is not already covered. We prove that the competitive ratio of this algorithm, that
uses only O(log m) space, where m is the size of the set-system, is

√
n and that it is

asymptotically optimal for the model dealt, since no on-line algorithm can do better
than

√
n/2. We next show that this model can also be used for solving minimum

dominating set with competitive ratio bounded above by the square root of the size
of the input graph. We also study a slightly simplified, but more memory consum-
ing, on-line model: any time a ground set-element arrives, the whole sequence of
the names of the sets containing it is revealed. For this model, we propose an algo-
rithm achieving competitive ratio bounded above by the maximum frequency of the
instance, i.e., by the maximum number of sets containing a ground set-element. We
finally deal with the maximum budget saving problem. Here, an initial budget is al-
lotted that is destined to cover the cost of an algorithm for solving set-covering. The
objective is to maximize the savings on the initial budget. We show that when this
budget is at least equal to

√
n times the size of the optimal (off-line) solution of the

instance under consideration, then the natural greedy off-line algorithm is asymptot-
ically optimal.
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1 Introduction

Let C be a ground set of n elements and S a family of m subsets of C such that
∪S∈SS = C. The set covering problem consists of finding a family S ′ ⊆ S, of minimum
cardinality, such that ∪S∈S′S = C. In what follows, for an element ci ∈ C, we set
Fi = {Sj ∈ S : ci ∈ Sj} and fi = |Fi|; also, we set f = max{fi : i = 1, . . . , n}.

The set covering problem has been extensively studied over the past decades. It has
been shown to be NP-hard in Karp’s seminal paper ([7]) and O(log n)-approximable for
both weighted and unweighted cases (see [2], for the former and [6, 8, 10], for the latter;
see also [9] for a comprehensive survey on the subject). This approximation ratio is the
best achievable, unless NP ⊆ DTIME (nO(log log n)), i.e., unless problems in NP could be
proved solvable by slightly super-polynomial algorithms ([3]).

In on-line computation, one can assume that the instance is not known in advance but
it is revealed step-by-step. Upon arrival of new data, one has to decide irrevocably which
of these data are to be taken in the solution under construction. The fact that the instance
is not known in advance, gives rise to several on-line models specified by the ways in
which the final instance is revealed, or by the amount of information that is achieved by
the on-line algorithm at each step. In any of these models, one has to devise algorithms,
called on-line algorithms, constructing feasible solutions whose values are as close as
possible to optimal off-line values, i.e., to values of optimal solutions assuming that the
final instance is completely known in advance. The closeness of an on-line solution to
an optimal off-line one is measured by the so-called competitive ratio m(x, y)/ opt(x),
where x is an instance of the problem dealt, y the solution computed by the on-line algo-
rithm dealt, m(x, y) its value and opt(x) the value of an optimal off-line solution. This
measure for on-line computation has been introduced in [11].

Informally, the basic on-line set-covering model adopted here is the following: ele-
ments of a ground set of size n arrive one-by-one and with any such element ci, arrives
also the name of some set Si0 containing ci and covering the most of the ground set-
elements that have not been yet covered. Clearly, any uncovered element is yet unre-
vealed. For this model we analyze a simple greedy algorithm consisting of taking Si0 into
the cover, only if ci is not already covered. We prove that the competitive ratio of this
algorithm is

√
n and that it is asymptotically optimal for the model dealt, since no on-line

algorithm can do better than
√

n/2. This model generalizes the one proposed in [1] and,
furthermore, it uses a very simple, fast and intuitive algorithm that could be seen as the
on-line counterpart of the natural greedy (off-line) set-covering algorithm.
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2 Preliminaries

In [1], the following on-line set covering model has been studied. We suppose that
we are given an instance (S, C) that it is known in advance, but it is possible that only
a part of it, i.e., a sub-instance (Sp, Cp) of (S, C) will finally arrive; this sub-instance
is not known in advance. A picturesque way to apprehend the model is to think of the
elements of C as lights initially switched off. Elements switch on (get activated) one-
by-one. Any time an element c gets activated, the algorithm has to decide which among
the sets of S containing c has to be included in the solution under construction (since we
assume that (S, C) is known in advance, all these sets are also known). In other words, the
algorithm has to keep an online cover for the activated elements. The algorithm proposed
for this model achieves competitive ratio O(log n log m) (even if less than n elements
of C will be finally switched on and less than m subsets of S include these elements).

The on-line model dealt here and studied in Section 3, is inspired, yet quite different,
from the one in [1]. Given C, S (not known in advance as [1] assumes) and an arrival
sequence Σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) of the elements of C (i.e., elements of C are switched on
following the order σ1, . . . , σn), the objective is to find, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a family
S ′

i ⊆ S such that {σ1, . . . , σi} ⊆ ∪S∈S′
i
S. For any σi, i = 1, . . ., we denote by Sj

i ,
j = 1, . . . , fi, the sets of S containing σi, by S̄j

i the subset of the elements of Sj
i still

remaining uncovered and by δj
i the cardinality of S̄j

i . By fi, we denote the frequency of σi,
i.e., the number of sets in S containing σi. When σi switches on, the only information
revealed is the name of some set Sj0

i ∈ argmax{δj
i , j = 1, . . . , fi}. So, no a priori

knowledge of the topology of the instance (S, C) is assumed by the model. In particular,
we do not have to know which are the yet uncovered elements of Sj0

i but only the fact that
their number is maximum with respect to any other Sj

i .

The algorithm that we study for this model, called LGREEDY in the sequel, informally
works as follows: once an element σi ∈ C switches on, if σi is not already covered, then
set Sj0

i ∈ argmax{δj
i , j = 1, . . . , fi} is added in the cover under construction. Clearly, by

the way LGREEDY works, the content of S̄j0
i is still unrevealed. This algorithm follows

the same principle as the natural greedy algorithm for (off-line) minimum set covering,
called FGREEDY in the sequel, modulo the fact that this principle applies not to the whole
instance (S, C) that is to be finally revealed, but to the part of (S, C) induced by the
elements of C that, at a given moment, are switched off (even if the topology of this part
is not known). We prove that the competitive ratio of this algorithm is

√
n and also that

there exist arbitrarily large instances for which this ratio is at least
√

n/2.

In Section 4, we provide a lower bound, equal to
√

n/2 for the competitiveness of a
whole class of on-line algorithms running on our model. These algorithms are the ones
that construct a cover by taking, at any activation step, at least one set containing some not
yet covered recently activated ground element. Based upon this result, one can conclude
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that LGRREDY is asymptotically optimal for this class and for the model adopted.

There exist several reasons motivating, to our opinion, the study of the model dealt in
this paper. The first one is that the algorithm used is as it has already been mentioned,
a kind of on-line alternative of the famous greedy algorithm for set-covering. Hence,
analysis of its competitiveness is interesting by itself. The second reason is that a basic
and very interesting feature of the model dealt is its very small memory requirement,
since the only information needed is the binary encoding of the name of Sj0

i . This is a
major difference between our approach and the one of [1]. There, anytime an element
gets activated, the algorithm needs to compute the value of a potential function using an
updated weight parameter for each element and then chooses covering sets in a suitable
way so that this potential be non-increasing; the greedy online algorithm in our model
needs only a constant number of memory places, making it more appropriate for handling
very large instances with very few hardware ressources. For instance, the algorithm dealt
uses O(log m) space.

In Section 5.1, we show that the set-covering model just presented can be used to
solve also minimum dominating set, within competitive ratio

√
n where n is the order of

the input graph. Minimum dominating set is defined as follows: given a graph G(V,E),
we wish to determine the least subset V ′ ⊆ V that dominates the rest of the vertices, i.e.,
a subset V ′ ⊆ V such that for all u ∈ V \ V ′ there exists v ∈ V ′ for which (u, v) ∈ E.

In Section 5.2, a slightly simplified, but somewhat more memory consuming on-line
model for minimum set covering is adopted. Any time an element σi of the arrival se-
quence Σ switches on, the whole sequence (S1

i , . . . , S
fi

i ), where Sj
i , j = 1, . . . , fi are as

above, is revealed. For this model, we propose an algorithm achieving competitive ratio
f = maxσi∈Σ{fi}. In many real-life problems, it is meaningful to relax the main specifi-
cation of the online setting, that is, to keep a solution for any partially revealed instance,
in order to achieve a better solution quality. In this sense, a possible relaxation is to con-
sider that several algorithms collaborate in order to return the final solution. The costs
of using these algorithms can be different the ones from the others, depending upon the
sizes of the solutions computed, the time overheads they take in order to produce them,
etc. Moreover, we can assume that an initial common budget is allotted to all these algo-
rithms and that this budget is large enough to allow use of at least one of the algorithms at
hand to solve the problem without exceeding it. A nice objective could be in this case, to
use these algorithms in such a way that a maximum of the initial budget is saved. For the
case of set-covering, the following budget-model, giving rise to what we call maximum
budget saving problem is considered in Section 6. We assume that two algorithms col-
laborate to solve it: the LGREEDY and the FGREEDY. The application-cost of the former
is just the cardinality of the solution it finally computes, while, for the latter, its applica-
tion cost is the cardinality of its solutions augmented by an overhead due, for example,
to the fact that it is allowed to wait before making its decisions. For an instance x of set-
covering, the initial budget considered is B(x) =

√
n opt(x) (this is in order that at least
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LGREEDY is able to compute a solution of x without exceeding the budget for any x).
Denote by c(x, y) the cost of using A in order to compute a cover y for x. The objective is
to maximize the quantity B(x)− c(x, y) and, obviously, the maximum possible economy
on x is B(x) − opt(x). We show in Section 6 that there exists a natural algorithm-cost
model such that FGREEDY is asymptotically optimal for maximum budget saving.

Before closing this section, let us quote another very interesting approach that could
be considered to be at midway between semi-on-line approaches and solutions-stability
ones, developed in [4]. There, the problem tackled is the maintenance of approximation
ratio achieved by an algorithm while the set covering instance undergoes limited changes.
More precisely, assume a set covering instance (S, C) and a solution S ′ for it. How many
insertions of some of the ground elements in subsets that did not previously contain these
elements produce an instance for which the solution S ′ of the initial instance guarantees
the same approximation ratio in both of them? It is shown in [4] that if solution S ′ has
been produced by application of the natural greedy algorithm achieving approximation
ratio O(log n) ([2]), then after O(log n) such insertions initial solution S ′ still guarantees
the same approximation ratio.

3 A greedy on-line algorithm

As already mentioned, the model studied in this section assumes an arrival sequence
Σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) of the elements of C, and the objective is to find, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
a family S ′

i ⊆ S such that {σ1, . . . , σi} ⊆ ∪S∈S′
i
S. Once an element σi, i = 1, . . . ,

switches on, the encoding for Sj0
i ∈ argmax{δj

i , j = 1, . . . , fi} is also revealed.

For this model, we propose the following algorithm, LGREEDY, where, although it is
not necessary, we suppose for reasons of simplicity of algorithm’s specification that n is
known to it:

• set S ′
0 = ∅;

• for i = 1 to n do (σi switches on): if σi is not already covered by S ′
i−1,

– then set S ′
i = S ′

i−1 ∪ {argmax{δj
i : j = 1, . . . , fi}};

– else set S ′
i = S ′

i−1;

• output S ′ = S ′
n.

Theorem 1. Consider an instance (S, C) of minimum set covering with |C| = n. Con-
sider also the on-line model introduced above, and denote by S∗ = {S∗

1 , . . . , S
∗
k∗} an

optimal off-line solution on (S, C). Then, the competitive ratio of LGREEDY is bounded
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above by min{√2n/k∗,
√

n}. Furthermore, there exist large enough instances for which
this ratio is at least

√
n/2.

Proof. Fix an arrival sequence Σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) and denote by c1, . . . , ck, its critical
elements, i.e., the elements having entailed introduction of a set in S ′. In other words,
critical elements of Σ are all elements ci such that ci was not yet covered by the cover
under construction upon its arrival. Assume also that the final cover S ′ consists of k sets,
namely, S1, . . . , Sk, where S1 has been introduced in S ′ due to c1, S2 due to c2, and so on.

Let δ(Si) be the increase of the number of covered elements just after having taken Si

in the greedy cover (recall that if Si has been added in S ′ for critical element ci = σj ,
δ(Si) = max{δ1

j , . . . , δ
fj

j }). We have:

δ (S1) = |S1| (1)

and, for 2 � i � k,

δ (Si) =

∣∣∣∣∣
i⋃

�=1

S�

∣∣∣∣∣ −
∣∣∣∣∣
i−1⋃
�=1

S�

∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

Fix now an optimal off-line solution S∗ of cardinality k∗. Any of the critical elements
c1, . . . , ck can be associated to the set of smallest index in S∗ containing it. For any
S∗

i ∈ S, we denote by Ŝ∗
i , the set of the critical elements associated with S∗

i (obviously,
Ŝ∗

i ⊆ S∗
i ). The critical content h(S∗

i ) of any S∗
i ∈ S∗ is defined as the number of critical

elements associated to it as described before, i.e., h(S∗
i ) = |Ŝ∗

i |.
Let S∗

1 , . . . , S
∗
r be the sets in S∗ of positive critical contents h(S∗

1), . . . , h(S∗
r ), respec-

tively. Clearly,

r∑
i=1

h (S∗
i ) = k (3)

r � k∗ (4)

For any S∗
i , let c1

i , . . . , c
h(S∗

i )
i be the elements of its critical content ordered according

to their position in the arrival sequence Σ; in other words, following our assumptions,
Ŝ∗

i = {c1
i , . . . , c

h(S∗
i )

i } (recall that Ŝ∗
i ⊆ S∗

i ).

Suppose, without loss of generality, that, for � = 1, . . . , h(S∗
i ), the set Sj�

∈ S has
been introduced in S ′ when the critical element c�

i has been activated. At the moment of
the arrival of c1

i , the set S∗
i is also a candidate set for S ′. The fact that Sj1 has been chosen

instead of S∗
i means that δ(Sj1) � δ(S∗

i ); hence, since as noticed just above, Ŝ∗
i ⊆ S∗

i , the
following holds immediately: δ(Sj1) � δ(S∗

i ) � |Ŝ∗
i | = h(S∗

i ). When c2
i gets activated,

the set S∗
i has lost some of its elements that have been covered by some sets already

chosen by the algorithm. In any case, it has lost c1
i (covered by Sj1). So, following the
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arguments developed just above for Sj1 , δ(Sj2) � h(S∗
i ) − 1, and so on (quantities δ(·)

are defined either by (1), or by (2)). So, dealing with c�
i , the following holds:

h (S∗
i ) − � + 1 � δ (Sj�

) (5)

For example, consider the illustration of Figure 1. Let S∗ be a set of the fixed optimal
cover S∗ and denote by Ŝ the set of its critical elements, c1, c2 and c3 (ranged in the
order they have been activated). Let S be the set chosen by LGREEDY to cover c2. The
shadowed parts of S∗, Ŝ and S correspond to elements already covered by LGREEDY at
the moment of arrival of c2. At this moment, S must contain at least as many uncovered
elements as S∗ does and a fortiori at least one uncovered element for any yet uncovered
critical element of S∗ (two uncovered elements for S appear below the dashed line for c3

and c4).

S

Ŝ

S∗

c1 c2
c3 c4

Figure 1: An example for (5).

Summing up inequalities (5), for � = 1, . . . , h(S∗
i ), and setting

∑h(S∗
i )

�=1 δ(Sj�
) = ni,

we finally get for Si:

h (S∗
i ) (h (S∗

i ) + 1)

2
�

h(S∗
i )∑

�=1

δ (Sj�
) = ni =⇒ h (S∗

i ) �
√

2ni (6)

Set, for 1 � i � r, ni = αin, for some αi ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
∑r

i=1 αi = 1 and

r∑
i=1

√
αi �

√
r (7)
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Using (3), (4), (6) and (7), we get:

k =
r∑

i=1

h (S∗
i ) �

√
2n

r∑
i=1

√
αi �

√
r
√

2n �
√

k∗
√

2n (8)

Dividing the first and the last members of (8) by k∗, we get:

k

k∗ �
√

2n

k∗ (9)

On the other hand, remark that, if k∗ = 1, i.e., if there exists S∗ ∈ S such that S∗ =
{S∗}, then LGREEDY would have chosen it from the beginning of its running in order to
cover σ1; next, no additional set would have entered the S ′. Consequently, we can assume
that k∗ � 2 and, using (9),

k

k∗ �
√

n (10)

Combination of (9) and (10) concludes the competitive ratio claimed.

Fix an integer N and consider the following instance (S, C) of minimum set covering:

C =

{
1, . . . ,

N(N + 1)

2

}

S1 = {1, . . . , N}
S2 = {N + 1, . . . , 2N − 1}

...

SN =

{
N(N + 1)

2

}

SN+1 =

{
(i − 1)N − i(i − 3)

2
: i = 1, . . . , N

}

SN+2 = C \ SN+1

Consider the arrival sequence (1, . . . , N(N + 1)/2). LGREEDY might compute the cover
S ′ = {Si, 1 � i � N}, while the optimal one is S∗ = {SN+1, SN+2}. Hence, the
competitive ratio in this case would be N/2, with N = (−1 +

√
1 + 8n)/2 which is

asymptotically equal to
√

n/2 as claimed.

For example, consider Figure 2. For Σ starting with 1, 6, 10, 13, 15, LGREEDY
may have chosen sets {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {6, 7, 8, 9}, {10, 11, 12}, {13, 14}, {15}, respectively,
while the optimal cover would consist of the two sets {1, 6, 10, 13, 15} and {2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
9, 11, 12, 14}. The proof of the theorem is now complete.

Revisit (9), set ∆ = maxSi∈S{|Si|} and take into account the obvious inequality:
k∗ � n/∆. Then, the following result is immediately derived from Theorem 1.
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7

11 12

13 14

15

8 9

10

Figure 2: The ratio
√

n/2 for LGREEDY is asymptotically attained.

Corollary 1. The competitive ratio of LGREEDY is bounded above by
√

2∆.

The set-covering model dealt here is very economic and thus suitable to solve very large
instances. Indeed, its memory requirements are extremely reduced since the only in-
formation LGREEDY needs at any step i is the encoding of the name of a set Sj0

i ∈
argmax{δj

i , j = 1, . . . , fi}. This is not the case for the intensive computations implied by
the model of [1].

The counter-example instance given in the proof of Theorem 1 can be slightly mod-
ified to fit the case where, at each step, whenever a yet uncovered element arrives, the
algorithm is allowed to take in the cover a constant number of sets containing it and such
that the number of elements yet switched off that belong to these sets is maximized. For
some ρ > 1 and for some integer N , consider the following instance:

S =
{
X,Y, Sj

i : 1 � i � N, 1 � j � ρ
}

C =
N⋃

i=1

ρ⋃
j=1

Sj
i

(
|C| = ρ

N(N − 1)

2
+ N = n

)

X = {x1, . . . , xN}∣∣Sj
i

∣∣ = N − i + 1 for i = 1, . . . , N

Sj
i

⋂
Sk

l = ∅, if i �= l

Sj
i

⋂
Sk

i = {xi} , if j �= k

Y = C \ X

Consider the arrival sequence where x1, . . . , xN are firstly revealed. LGREEDYmight take
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in the cover all the Sj
i ’s, while the optimal cover is {X,Y }. In this case, the competitive

ratio is ρN/2, with

N =
ρ − 2

2ρ
+

√(
ρ − 2

2ρ

)2

+ 2
n

ρ

i.e., the value of the ratio is asymptotically
√

ρn/2.
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x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

Figure 3: A counter-example for the case where the algorithm is allowed to take a constant
number of sets containing a recently arrived element.

For example, set ρ = 2 and N = 5 and consider the instance of Figure 3. For Σ
starting with x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, the algorithm may insert to the cover the sets depicted
as “rows”, while the optimal cover would consist of the “column”-set {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}
together with the “big” set containing the rest of the elements (drawn striped in Figure 3).

In the weighted version of set-covering, any set S of S is assigned with a non-negative
weight w(S), and a cover S ′ of the least possible total weight W =

∑
S∈S′ w(S) has

to be computed. A natural modification of LGREEDY in order to deal with weighted
set-covering is to put in the cover, whenever a still uncovered element arrives, a set Si

containing it that minimizes the quantity w(Si)/δ(Si). Unfortunately, this modification
cannot perform satisfactorily. Consider, for example, an instance of weighted set-covering
consisting of a ground set C = {x1, . . . , xn}, and three sets, S = C with w(S) = n,
X = {x1} with w(X) = 1 and Y = C \ {x1} with w(Y ) = 0. If x1 arrives first, the
algorithm could have chosen S to cover it, yielding a cover for the overall instance of total
weight n, while the optimal cover would be {X,Y } of total weight 1.
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4 A lower bound for a whole class of on-line algorithms

We now prove that, in the general model, no on-line algorithm can achieve, for the
model dealt, competitive ratio better than

√
n/2, even if it is allowed to choose at any

step more than one set to be introduced in the solution.

Proposition 1. Let A be an on-line algorithm for set-covering such that, at any step,
it takes in the cover at least one set containing some not yet covered arriving element.
Let kA be the size of the cover computed by A and k∗ be the size of the optimal cover.
Then, kA/k

∗ �
√

n/2.

Proof. Consider the following set-covering instance built, for any integer N , upon a
ground set S = {xij : 1 � j � i � N}; obviously, |C| = n = N(N + 1)/2. A path-
set of order i is defined as a set containing N − i + 1 elements {xiji

, . . . , xNjN
}. The

set-system S of the instance contains all possible path-sets of each order i, 1 � i � N .
Clearly, there exist N !/0! path-sets of order 1, N !/1! path-sets of order 2, and so on and,
finally, N !/(N − 1)! path-sets of order N , i.e., in all N !(1 + . . . + 1/(N − 1)!) ≈ eN !
path-sets. Finally, the set-system S is completed with an additional set Y containing all
elements of C but those of some path-set of order 1, that will be specified later (hence,
|Y | = n − N ).

As long as there exist uncovered elements, the adversary may choose to have an un-
covered element xij of the lowest possible i arriving, which will be contained only in all
path-sets of order less than or equal to i. Notice that as long as algorithm A has r < N sets
inserted in the cover, there will be at least one element xr+1j for some j, 1 � j � k + 1,
not yet covered. Suppose that after the arrival of σt, the size of the cover computed by A
gets equal to, or greater than, N . Clearly, 1 � t � N . At time t + 1, a new element
arrives, contained in some path-sets and in Y , which can be now specified as consisting
of all elements in C except of the elements of some path-set S∗ of order 1 containing
σ1, . . . , σt; the rest of the arrival sequence is indifferent.

Clearly the optimum cover in this case would have been path-set S∗ together with
set Y ; hence, kA/k

∗ � N/2, with N tending to
√

2n as n increases.

For example consider the instance of Figure 4, with N = 5 (the elements of C are
depicted as cycles labelled by (i, j) for 1 � j � i � 3). The Si sets can be thought of
as paths terminating to a sink on the directed graph of Figure 4(a). Assume that (1, 1)
arrives, and algorithm A chooses sets {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1)}, {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 2)} for cov-
ering it; the uncovered element (3, 3) arrives next, so A has to cover it by, say, the set
{(2, 1), (3, 3)} (Figure 4(b)). The optimal cover might consist of set {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3)}
together with a big set consisting of the rest of the elements, that could not have been
revealed to A upon arrival of (1, 1), or of (3, 3) (Figure 4(c)).
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(3,3)

(b)
(1,1)

(2,1)

(3,1)

(2,2)

(3,2)
(3,3)

(c)

Figure 4: The counter-example of Proposition 1 for N = 5.

It is easy to see that the above construction can be directly generalized so that the
same result holds also in the case that the on-line algorithm is allowed to take more than
one sets at a time in the cover: if σ1 = x11, then as long as the size of the online cover is
less than N , there exists always some i�−1 < i� � N and some ji� for which xi�ji�

is yet
uncovered. Hence, if σ� is this element, then the algorithm will have to put some sets in
the cover. Finally, the algorithm will have put N sets in the cover, while the optimum will
always be of size 2.

5 Other on-line models

Let us first note that the greedy algorithm cannot do better if a rule concerning the
already covered elements is added; the arrival sequence can be set in such a way that
always arrive elements not yet covered, until the greedy online cover reaches all elements.

5.1 On-line minimum dominating set

Let us consider a different but related problem, the on-line version of the minimum
dominating set problem. Consistently with the model that we have adopted for the set-
covering problem, our model for this latter problem is as follows. Given a graph G(V,E)
with |V | = n, assume that its vertices switch on one-by-one. Any time a vertex σi does so,
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the name of its neighbor with the most neighbors still switched off is announced. Denote
by vi0 such neighbor of σi. If σi is not yet dominated by the partial dominating set V ′

already constructed, then vi0 enters V ′.

Consider the following classical reduction from minimum dominating set to set cov-
ering:

• S = C = V ;

• the set Si ∈ S, corresponding to the vertex vi ∈ V , contains elements ci1 , ci2 , . . .,
of C corresponding to the neighbors vi1 , vi2 , . . ., of vi in G.

The set-covering instance (S, C) so constructed, has |S| = |C| = n. Furthermore, it
is easy to see that any set cover of size k in (S, C) corresponds to a dominating set
of the same size in G and vice-versa. Remark also that the dominating set model just
assumed on G is exactly, with respect to (S, C), the set-covering model of Section 3.
Consequently, the following result follows immediately.

Proposition 2. The on-line set-covering algorithm of Theorem 1 is
√

n-competitive for
minimum dominating set in graphs of order n.

5.2 A simplified set-covering on-line model

In this section, we assume the following set-covering model. Any time an element σi

of the arrival sequence Σ switches on, only the sequence (S1
i , . . . , S

fi

i ), where Sj
i , j =

1, . . . , fi are as in Section 3, is revealed.

For this model, we consider the following algorithm, denoted by LGREEDY2:

• set S ′ = ∅;

• while a new element σi switches on, if σi is not already covered, then set S ′ =
S ′ ∪ {S1

i , . . . , S
fi

i };

• output S ′ = {S1, . . . , Sk}.

Proposition 3. The competitive ratio of LGREEDY2 is bounded above by f .

Proof. Denote by c1, . . . , ck the critical elements of Σ, i.e., the elements having entailed
the introduction of S1, . . . , Sk in S ′. Denote also by S∗ an optimum off-line solution.
Obviously, for any of the critical elements, a distinct set is needed to cover it, in any
feasible cover for C; hence

|S∗| � k (11)
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On the other hand, since, for i = 1, . . . , k, fi � f ,

|S ′| � kf (12)

Combining (11) and (12), the competitive ratio is immediately derived.

Note that algorithm LGREEDY2 is similar to the approximation algorithm for mini-
mum set covering presented in [5] and, furthermore, it guarantees the same approximation
ratio.

6 The maximum budget saving problem

In this section, we study a kind of dual version of the minimum set-covering, the max-
imum budget saving problem. Here, we are allotted an initial budget B(S, C) destined to
cover the cost of an algorithm that solves minimum set-covering on (S, C). Any such al-
gorithm has its own cost that is a function of the size of the solution produced, of the time
overheads it takes in order to compute it, etc. Our objective is to maximize our savings,
i.e., the difference between the initial budget and the cost of the algorithm. For simplic-
ity, we assume that the maximum saving ever possible to be performed is B(S, C) − k∗,
where, as previously, k∗ is the size of an optimum set-cover of (S, C).

We consider here that the set-covering instance arrives on-line. If a purely on-line
algorithm is used to solve it, then its cost equals the size of the solution computed; other-
wise, if the algorithm allows itself to wait in order to solve the instance (partly or totally)
off-line then, its cost is the sum of the size of the solution computed plus a fine that
is equal to some root, of order strictly smaller than 1, of the solution that would be com-
puted by a purely on-line algorithm. We suppose that the budget allotted is equal to k∗√n,
where n = |C|. This assumption on B(S, C) is quite natural. It corresponds to a kind of
feasible cost for an algorithm; this is algorithm LGREEDY presented in Section 3.

The interpretation of this model is the following. We are allotted a budget correspond-
ing to the cost of an algorithm always solving set-covering. In this way, we are sure that
we can always construct a feasible solution for it. Furthermore, by the second part of
Theorem 1, it is very risky to be allotted less than k∗√n since there exist instances where
the bound

√
n is attained. On the other hand, we can have at our disposal a bunch of

on-line or off-line set-covering algorithms, any one having its proper cost as described
just above, from which we have to choose the one whose use will allow us to perform the
maximum possible economy with respect to our initial budget. The fact that the measure
of the optimum solution for maximum budget saving is B(S, C) − k∗, has also a natural
interpretation: we can assume that there exist an arrival sequence Σ for C such that, for
any σi ∈ Σ, an oracle can always choose to cover σi with the same set with which σi is
covered in an optimum off-line solution for instance (S, C). Under this assumption for
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the measure of the optimum budget saving solution, this problem is clearly NP-hard since
it implies computation of an optimum solution for minimum set-covering. Finally, denot-
ing by cA(S, C) the cost of algorithm A when solving minimum set-covering on (S, C),
the approximation ratio of maximum set saving is equal to:

B(S, C) − cA(S, C)

B(S, C) − k∗ (13)

Obviously this ratio is smaller than 1 and, furthermore, the closer the ratio to 1, the better
the algorithm achieving it.

Theorem 2. Under the model adopted, FGREEDY is asymptotically optimum for maxi-
mum budget saving.

Proof. Consider an instance (S, C) of minimum set-covering and denote by kF and kL,
the sizes of the solutions computed by algorithms FGREEDY and LGREEDY, respectively.
By what has been assumed just above, denoting by cF the cost of using FGREEDY, there
exist some ε > 0 such that:

cF(S, C)) = kF + k1−ε
L (14)

Moreover, the following inequalities hold, the first one from [10] and the second one from
Theorem 1:

kF � k∗ log n (15)

kL � k∗√n (16)

Using (14), (15) and (16), we get the following inequality for cF(S, C)):

cF(S, C)) � k∗1−εn
1−ε
2 + k∗ log n �

(
n

1−ε
2 + log n

)
k∗ (17)

On the other hand, as assumed above:

B(S, C) = k∗√n (18)

Using (13), (17) and (18), we obtain:

B(S, C) − cF(S, C)

B(S, C) − k∗ �
k∗√n −

(
n

1−ε
2 + log n

)
k∗

k∗√n − k∗ =

√
n −

(
n

1−ε
2 + log n

)
√

n − 1
(19)

It is easy to see that, for n large enough, the last term of (19) tends to 1, and the statement
claimed by the theorem is true.

Remark also that if we are allotted with a budget equal to k∗ log n log m (i.e., the cost
of the on-line algorithm of [1]) and we assume that the fine paid by algorithm FGREEDY
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is also computed with respect to the algorithm of [1]), then a similar analysis as in the
proof of Theorem 2 leads to the same result, i.e., that FGREEDY remains asymptotically
optimum.

Also, if the budget allotted is k∗√n and one calls the on-line algorithm of [1], this
latter algorithm is asymptotically optimum for maximum budget saving.

7 Conclusions

We have introduced an on-line model associated with a natural greedy on-line algo-
rithm achieving non-trivial competitive ratio

√
n. Moreover, we have shown that this

simple algorithm is strongly competitive since no on-line algorithm for this model, even
if it introduces in the cover more than one sets at a time, can guarantee better than

√
n/2.

One of the features of our model is that the algorithm can run with an extremely small
amount of memory and disk requirements (using, for example, only O(log m) space) and
hence it is suitable to solve very large instances.

Next, we have introduced and studied the maximum budget saving problem. Here,
we have relaxed irrevocability in the solution construction by allowing the algorithm to
delay its decisions modulo some fine to be paid. For such a model we have shown that
the natural greedy off-line algorithm is asymptotically optimum.

A subject for further research is the extension of our models to deal with minimum-
weight set-covering. For this version work is in progress.
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Comparison of Expressiveness for Timed
Automata and Time Petri Nets

B. Bérard∗, F. Cassez†, S. Haddad∗, D. Lime‡, O.H. Roux†

Abstract

In this paper we consider the model of Time Petri Nets (TPN) “à la Merlin”
where a time interval is associated with the firing of a transition, but we extend it
with open intervals. We also consider Timed Automata (TA) as defined by Alur
& Dill. We investigate some questions related to expressiveness for these models :
we study the impact of slight variations of semantics for TPN and we compare the
expressive power of TA and TPN, with respect to both time language acceptance and
weak time bisimilarity. We prove that TA and bounded TPNs (enlarged with strict
constraints) are equivalent w.r.t. timed language equivalence, providing an efficient
construction of a TPN equivalent to a TA. We then exhibit a TAA such that no TPN
(even unbounded) is weakly bisimilar toA. Because of this last result, it is natural
to try and identify the (strict) subclass of TA that is equivalent to TPN w.r.t. weak
timed bisimilarity. Thus we give some further results: 1) we characterize the subclass
TA− of TA that is equivalent to the original model of TPN as defined by Merlin,i.e.
restricted to closed intervals, 2) we show that the associated membership problem
for TA− is PSPACE-complete and 3) we prove that the reachability problem for
TA− is alsoPSPACE-complete.

Key words : Time Petri Nets, Timed Automata, Timed Languages, Timed Bisimilar-
ity, Expressiveness.

1 Introduction

Petri Nets with Time. The two main extensions of Petri Nets with time are Time Petri
Nets (TPNs) [15] and Timed Petri Nets [17]. For TPNs a transition can fire within a time
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interval whereas for Timed Petri Nets it fires as soon as possible. Among Timed Petri
Nets, time can be considered relative to places or transitions [18, 16]. The two corre-
sponding subclasses namely P-Timed Petri Nets and T-Timed Petri Nets are expressively
equivalent [18, 16]. The same classes are defined for TPNs i.e. T-TPNs and P-TPNs, but
both classes of Timed Petri Nets are included in both P-TPNs and T-TPNs [16]. P-TPNs
and T-TPNs are proved to be incomparable in [13]. Finally TPNs form a subclass of Time
Stream Petri Nets [10] which were introduced to model multimedia applications. Timed
Arc Petri Nets are also studied in more recent work [1, 9].

Timed Automata. Timed Automata (TA) were introduced by Alur & Dill [3] and have
since been extensively studied. This model is an extension of finite automata with (dense
time) clocks and enables one to specify real-time systems. Theoretical properties of var-
ious classes of TA have been considered in the last decade. For instance, a class of de-
terminizable TA such asEvent Clock Automata are investigated in [4] and form a strict
subclass of TA. More general models of TA likeRectangular Automata or Linear Hybrid
Automata have also been considered and their expressive power compared.

However, not much is known about the expressive power of TPN compared to TA.

Related Work. In a previous work [8] we have proved that TPN forms a subclass of TA
in the sense that every TPN can be simulated by a TA (weak timed bisimilarity). A similar
result can be found in [14] with a completely different approach.

In another line of work [12], Haar, Kaiser, Simonot & Toussaint compare Timed State
Machines and Time Petri Nets. They give a translation from one model to another that
preserves timed languages. Nevertheless, in the translation from TSM to TPN they use
a weak semantics for TPN and consider only the constraints with bounded and closed
intervals.

Our Contribution. In this article, we compare precisely the expressive power of TA vs.
TPN using the notions ofTimed Language Acceptance andTimed Bisimilarity. This ex-
tends previous results in this area in the following directions:i) we consider general types
of constraints (strict, large, bounded, unbounded);ii) we then show that there is a TAA
s.t. no TPN is (even weakly) timed bisimilar toA; iii) this leads us to consider weaker
notions of equivalence and we focus on Timed Language Acceptance. We prove that TA
(with general types of constraints) and TPN are equally expressive w.r.t. Timed Language
Acceptance;iv) to conclude we characterize the subclass of TA that is equally expressive
to TPN without strict constraints w.r.t. Timed Bisimilarity, and show that the membership
problem for this class isPSPACE-complete as well the reachability problem. The re-
sults of the paper are summarized in Table 1: all the results are new except the one on the
first line obtained in [8]. We use the following notations: B-T PN ε for the set of bounded
TPNs withε-transitions;1-B-T PN ε for the subset of B-T PN ε with at most one token in
each place (one safe TPN); B-T PN (≤,≥) for the subset of B-T PN ε where only closed
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Timed Language Acceptance Timed Bisimilarity

≤L T Aε ([8]) ≤W T Aε ([8])
B-T PN ε =L 1-B-T PN ε =L T Aε <W T Aε

B-T PN (≤,≥) — ≈W T A−

Emptyness Problem Universal Problem
B-T PN ε Decidable Undecidable

Membership Problem Reachability Problem
T A− PSPACE-complete

Table 1: Summary of the Results

intervals are used;T Aε for TA with ε-transitions;T A− for the class of TA (to be defined
precisely in section 6) that is equivalent to B-T PN (≤,≥).

Outline of the paper. Section 2 introduces the semantics of TPNs and TA, Timed Lan-
guages and Timed Bisimilarity and section 3 is devoted to the comparison between various
semantics for TPNs. In section 4, we prove negative results: we exhibit some timed au-
tomata for which there exist no (weakly) timed bisimilar TPN. In section 5 we focus on
Timed Language Acceptance and prove that TA and TPNs are equally expressive w.r.t.
this equivalence. Section 6 is devoted to a characterization of the subclass of TA that is
equivalent to TPN w.r.t. Timed Bisimilarity. Finally we give some hints on further work
in section 7.

2 Time Petri Nets and Timed Automata

Notations. Let Σ be a set (or alphabet).Σ∗ (resp. Σω) denotes the set of finite (resp.
infinite) sequences of elements (or words) ofΣ andΣ∞ = Σ∗ ∪ Σω. By convention if
w ∈ Σω then thelength of w denoted|w| is ω; otherwise ifw = a1 · · · an, |w| = n. We
also useΣε = Σ ∪ {ε} with ε �∈ Σ, whereε is the empty word.BA stands for the set of
mappings fromA to B. If A is finite and|A| = n, an element ofBA is also a vector in
Bn. The usual operators+,−, < and= are used on vectors ofAn with A = N, Q, R and
are the point-wise extensions of their counterparts inA. The setB denotes the boolean
values{tt, ff} and R≥0 denotes the set of positive reals. Avaluation ν over a set of
variablesX is an element ofRX

≥0. Forν ∈ RX
≥0 andd ∈ R≥0, ν + d denotes the valuation

defined by(ν + d)(x) = ν(x) + d, and forX ′ ⊆ X, ν[X ′ 	→ 0] denotes the valuation
ν ′ with ν ′(x) = 0 for x ∈ X ′ andν ′(x) = ν(x) otherwise.0 denotes the valuation s.t.
∀x ∈ X, ν(x) = 0. An atomic constraint is a formula of the formx �� c for x ∈ X,
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c ∈ Q≥0 and��∈ {<,≤,≥, >}. We denoteC(X) the set ofconstraints over a set of
variablesX which consists of the conjunctions of atomic constraints. Given a constraint
ϕ ∈ C(X) and a valuationν ∈ RX

≥0, we denoteϕ(ν) ∈ B the truth value obtained by
substituting each occurrence ofx in ϕ by ν(x). Accordingly each constraintϕ ∈ C(X)
defines a set of valuations[[ϕ]] defined by[[ϕ]]= {ν ∈ RX

≥0 | ϕ(ν) = tt}.

A set I is aQ≥0-interval of R≥0 if there is a constraintϕ of the forma ≺1 x ≺2 b
with a ∈ Q≥0, b ∈ Q≥0 ∪ {∞} and≺1,≺2∈ {<,≤ }, such thatI =[[ ϕ ]]. We let
I↓ =[[0 ≤ x ≺2 b]] be thedownward closure of I andI↑ =[[a ≺1 x]] be theupward closure
of I. We denote byI(Q≥0) the set ofQ≥0-intervals ofR≥0. Let g ∈ N>0, we write
Ng = { i

g
| i ∈ N}. A vectorv ∈ Qn belongs to theg-grid if v(k) ∈ Ng for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

2.1 Timed Transition Systems and Equivalence Relations

Let Σ be a fixed finite alphabet s.t.ε �∈ Σ.

Definition 1 (Timed Words) A timed wordw over Σε is a finite or infinite sequence
w = (a0, d0)(a1, d1) · · · (an, dn) · · · s.t. for each i ≥ 0, ai ∈ Σε, di ∈ R≥0 and di+1 ≥ di.

A timed wordw over Σε can be viewed as a pair(v, τ) ∈ Σ∞
ε × R∞

≥0 s.t. |v| = |τ |.
The valuedk gives the absolute time (from the initial instant0) of actionak. We write
Untimed(w) = v for the untimed part ofw, andDuration(w) = supdk∈τ dk for the dura-
tion of the timed wordw. For a timed word(ai, di)i≥0 we define therelative time stamp
Rstamp(ai) of ai asRstamp(ai) = di − di−1 with the convention thatd−1 = 0 and extend
this notion to timed words by definingRstamp(w) = (ai, Rstamp(ai))i≥0. Note that, con-
versely, from such a sequence, we can retrieve a timed word withabsolute time stamps
by cumulating the successive delays.

Sinceε-transitions correspond to the empty word and are not visible, we can remove
from each timed wordw ∈ Σ∞

ε × R∞
≥0 all the ε-actions and obtain a timed word in

Σ∞ × R∞
≥0.

Definition 2 (Timed Languages) We denote by T W∗(Σ) (resp. T Wω(Σ)) the set of
finite (resp. infinite) timed words over Σ and T W∞(Σ) = T W∗(Σ)∪T Wω(Σ). A timed
languageL over Σ is any subset of T W∞(Σ).

Timed transition systems describe systems which combine discrete and continuous
evolutions.

Definition 3 (Timed Transition Systems) A timed transition system (TTS)over the set
of actions Σε is a tuple S = (Q,Q0, Σε,−→, F,R) where Q is a set of states, Q0 ⊆ Q is
the set of initial states, Σε is a finite set of actions disjoint from R≥0 and −→⊆ Q× (Σε ∪
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R≥0) × Q is a set of edges. If (q, e, q′) ∈−→, we also write q
e−→ q′. For a transition

q
d−→ q′ with d ∈ R≥0, the value d represents a relative time stamp. The sets F ⊆ Q and

R ⊆ Q are respectively the sets of final and repeatedstates.

We make the following common assumptions about TTS:

• 0-DELAY: q
0−→ q′ if and only if q = q′,

• ADDITIVITY : if q
d−→ q′ andq′ d′−−→ q′′ with d, d′ ∈ R≥0, thenq

d+d′−−−→ q′′,

• CONTINUITY: if q
d−→ q′, then for everyd′ andd′′ in R≥0 such thatd = d′ + d′′,

there existsq′′ such thatq
d′−−→ q′′ d′′−−→ q′,

• TIME-DETERMINISM: if q
d−→ q′ andq

d−→ q′′ with d ∈ R≥0, thenq′ = q′′.

A run ρ of lengthn ≥ 0 is is a finite or infinite (n = ω) sequence of transitions of the
form

ρ = q0
d0−−→ q′0

a0−−→ q1
d1−−→ q′1

a1−−→ · · · qn
dn−−→ q′n . . .

where discrete actions alternate with durations. We writefirst(ρ) = q0 and if ρ is finite,
we assume that it ends with an action transition and we setlast(ρ) = qn. We writeq

∗−→ q′

if there is a runρ s.t.first(ρ) = q, last(ρ) = q′.

A run is initial if first(ρ) ∈ Q0. A run ρ is accepting if i) either ρ is a finite initial run
andlast(ρ) ∈ F or ii) ρ is infinite and there is a stateq ∈ R that appears infinitely often
onρ. From the sequence(a0, d0)(a1, d1) . . . associated withρ, we obtain a timed wordw
by considering the absolute time stamps of actions :w = (a0, d0)(a1, d0 + d1) . . .. This
word isaccepted by S if ρ is an accepting run.

Thetimed language L(S) accepted byS is the set of timed words accepted byS.

Definition 4 (Strong Timed Similarity) Let S1 = (Q1, Q
1
0, Σε,−→1, F1, R1) and S2 =

(Q2, Q
2
0, Σε,−→2, F2, R2) be two TTS and � be a binary relation over Q1×Q2. We write

s � s′ for (s, s′) ∈�. The relation � is a strong (timed) simulation relationof S1 by S2

if:

1. if s1 ∈ F1 (resp. s1 ∈ R1) and s1 � s2 then s2 ∈ F2 (resp. s2 ∈ R2),

2. if s1 ∈ Q1
0 there is some s2 ∈ Q2

0 s.t. s1 � s2;

3. if s1
d−→1 s′1 with d ∈ R≥0 and s1 � s2 then s2

d−→2 s′2 for some s′2, and s′1 � s′2;

4. if s1
a−→1 s′1 with a ∈ Σε and s1 � s2 then s2

a−→2 s′2 and s′1 � s′2;
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A TTS S2 strongly simulatesS1 if there is a strong (timed) simulation relation of S1 by S2.
We write S1 �S S2 in this case.

When there is a strong simulation relation� of S1 by S2 and�−1 is also a strong
simulation relation1 of S2 by S1, we say that� is a strong (timed) bisimultion relation
betweenS1 andS2 and use≈ instead of�. Two TTS S1 andS2 are strongly (timed)
bisimilar if there exists a strong (timed) bisimulation relation betweenS1 andS2. We
write S1 ≈S S2 in this case.

LetS = (Q,Q0, Σε,−→, F,R) be a TTS. We define theε-abstract TTSSε = (Q,Qε
0, Σ,

−→ε, F,R) (with no ε-transitions) by:

• s
d−→ε s′ iff there is a runρ = s

∗−→ s′ with Untimed(ρ) = ε andDuration(ρ) = d,

• s
a−→ε s′ with a ∈ Σ iff there is a runρs

∗−→ s′ with Untimed(ρ) = a and
Duration(ρ) = 0,

• Qε
0 = {s | ∃s′ ∈ Q0 | s′ w−→ s and Duration(w) = 0 ∧ Untimed(w) = ε}.

Definition 5 (Weak Time Similarity) Let S1 = (Q1, Q
1
0, Σε,−→1, F1, R1) and S2 =

(Q2, Q
2
0, Σε,−→2, F2, R2) be two TTS and � be a binary relation over Q1 × Q2. �

is a weak (timed) simulation relationof S1 by S2 if it is a strong timed simulation relation
of Sε

1 by Sε
2. A TTS S2 weakly simulatesS1 if there is a weak (timed) simulation relation

of S1 by S2. We write S1 �W S2 in this case.

When there is a weak simulation relation� of S1 by S2 and�−1 is also a weak
simulation relation ofS2 by S1, we say that� is a weak (timed) bisimulation relation
betweenS1 andS2 and use≈ instead of�. Two TTS S1 andS2 are weakly (timed)
bisimilar if there exists a weak (timed) bisimulation relation betweenS1 andS2. We
write S1 ≈W S2 in this case.

Note that if S1 �S S2 then S1 �W S2 and if S1 �W S2 thenL(S1) ⊆ L(S2).
Moreover, proving thatS1 �W S2 usually amounts to proving that ifq1 � q2, then each
moveq1

e−→1 q′1 can be simulated by a set of movesq2
e−→2,ε q′2 s.t. q2 � q′2.

Let S = (Q,Q0, Σε,−→, F,R) be a TTS. We define thetime-abstract TTS S∆ =
(Q,Q0, Σε ∪ {δ} −→∆, F,R) with δ �∈ Σε by:

• s
δ−→∆ s′ iff s

d−→ s′ for somed ∈ R≥0,

• s
a−→∆ s′ with a ∈ Σ iff s

a−→ s′ for somea ∈ Σε.

Notice thatS∆ has no transitions
d−→ s′ with d ∈ R≥0.

1s2 �−1 s1 ⇐⇒ s1 � s2.
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2.2 Time Petri Nets

Time Petri Nets (TPN) were introduced in [15] and extend Petri Nets with timing con-
straints on the firings of transitions. In TPN, a time interval is associated with each tran-
sition. An implicit clock can then be associated with each enabled transition, and gives
the elapsed time since it was last enabled. An enabled transition can be fired if its clock
value belongs to the interval of the transition. Furthermore, time cannot progress beyond
any upper bound of an interval associated with a transition. The following definitions for-
malize these principles. We consider here a generalized version2 of TPN with accepting
and repeated markings and prove our results for this general model.

Definition 6 (Labeled Time Petri Net) A Labeled Time Petri NetN is a tuple (P, T, Σε,
•(.), (.)•,M0, Λ, I, F,R) where: P is a finite set of placesand T is a finite set of transi-
tionswith P ∩ T = ∅; Σε = Σ ∪ {ε} is a finite set of actionsand ε the empty word i.e.
the silentaction; •(.) ∈ (NP )T is the backwardincidence mapping; (.)• ∈ (NP )T is the
forward incidence mapping; M0 ∈ NP is the initial marking; Λ : T → Σε is the labeling
function; I : T → I(Q≥0) associates with each transition a firing interval; R ⊆ NP is
the set of final markingsand F ⊆ NP is the set of repeated markings. An unlabeledTPN
is a TPN s.t. Σ = T and Λ(t) = t for all t ∈ T .

A TPN N is a g-TPN if for all t ∈ T , I(t) is an interval with bounds inNg. We also
use•t (resp. t•) to denote the set of places•t = {p ∈ P | •t(p) > 0} (resp. t• = {p ∈
P | t•(p) > 0}) as it is common is the literature3.

Semantics of Time Petri Nets. The semantics of TPNs is given in terms of Timed Tran-
sition Systems. Amarking M of a TPN is a mapping inNP andM(p) is the number of
tokens in placep. A transitiont is enabled in a markingM iff M ≥ •t. We denote by
En(M) the set of enabled transitions inM . To decide whether a transitiont can be fired,
we need to know for how long it has been enabled: if this amount of time lies within
the intervalI(t), t can actually be fired, otherwise it cannot. On the other hand time can
progress only if the enabling duration still belongs to the downward closure of the interval
associated with an enabled transition. Letν ∈ (R≥0)

En(M) be avaluation such that each
valueν(t) is the time elapsed since transitiont was last enabled. Aconfiguration of the
TPNN is a pair(M, ν). An admissible configuration of a TPN is a configuration(M, ν)
s.t.∀t ∈ En(M), ν(t) ∈ I(t)↓. We letADM(N ) be the set of admissible markings.

When defining the semantics of a TPN, three kinds of policies must be fixed.

2This is required to be able to define Büchi timed languages, which is not possible in the original version
of TPN of [15].

3Whether•t (resp.t•) stands for a vector of(NP )T or a subset ofP will be unambiguously defined by
the context.
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The choice policy concerns the choice of the next event to be fired (scheduled). For
TPNs (and also timed automata), this choice is non deterministic (possible alterna-
tives use priorities, probabilities, etc.).

The service policy concerns the possibility of simultaneous instances of a same event
to occur. In the context of Petri nets, this is formalized by the enablingdegree
of a transition. Here we adopt thesingle-server policy (at most one instance of
a firing per transition in every state). The results presented are also valid for the
other standard policies (multiple or infinite server) at least for the important case
of bounded Petri nets. However taking them explicitely into account would lead to
intricate notations.

The memory policy concerns the updating of timing informations when a discrete step
occurs. The key issue4 in the semantics is to define when we reset the clock mea-
suring the time since a transition was last enabled. This can only happen when we
fire a transition. We let↑enabled(t′,M, t) ∈ B be true ift′ is newly enabled by the
firing of transitiont from markingM , and false otherwise.

Let M be a marking andt ∈ En(M). The firing of t leads to a new marking
M ′ = M − •t + t•. Three semantics are possible:

I: The intermediate semantics (I) considers that the firing of a transition is per-
formed in two steps: consuming the input tokens in•t, and then producing
output tokens int•. The fact that a transitiont′ is newly enabled on the firing of
a transitiont �= t′ is determined w.r.t. the intermediate markingM − •t. When
a transitiont is fired it is newly enabled whatever the intermediate marking.
We denote by↑enabledI(t

′,M, t) the newly enabled predicate in this case.
This mapping is defined by:

↑enabledI(t
′,M, t) = (t′ ∈ En(M − •t + t•)

∧ (
t′ �∈ En(M − •t) ∨ (t = t′)

) (1)

A: Theatomic semantics considers that the firing of a transition is obtained by an
atomic step. The corresponding mapping↑enabledA(t′,M, t) is defined by:

↑enabledA(t′,M, t) = (t′ ∈ En(M − •t+ t•))∧ (
t′ �∈ En(M)∨ (t = t′)

)
(2)

PA: Thepersistent atomic semantics considers that the firing of a transition is also
obtained by an atomic step. The difference with theA semantics in only on
the value of↑enabledA(t′,M, t) whent = t′. The transition begin fired is not
always newly enabled:

↑enabledPA(t′,M, t) = t′ ∈ En(M − •t + t•) ∧ (t′ �∈ En(M)) (3)

4The new marking obtained after firing a transitiont from a markingM is given by the untimed seman-
tics of Petri Netsi.e. M ′ = M − •t + t•.
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Note that we have the relation:

↑enabledPA(t,M, t′) ⇒ ↑enabledA(t,M, t′) ⇒ ↑enabledI(t,M, t′)

The intermediate semanticsI, based on [6, 5] is the most common one. However, de-
pending on the systems to be modeled, another semantics may be more appropriate. The
relative expressive power of the three semantics has not been investigated so far: we ad-
dress this problem in section 3.

We now define the semantics of a TPN: this is a parameterized semantics that depends
on the choice of the semantics for the↑enabled predicate.

Definition 7 (Semantics of TPN) Let s ∈ {I, A, PA}. The s-semantics of a TPN N =
(P, T, Σε,

•(.), (.)•,M0, Λ, I, F,R) is a timed transition system SN = (Q, {q0}, T,→
, F ′, R′) where: Q = ADM(N ), q0 = (M0,0), F ′ = {(M, ν) | M ∈ F} and R′ =
{(M, ν) | M ∈ R}, and −→∈ Q× (T ∪R≥0)×Q consists of the discrete and continuous
transition relations:

• the discrete transition relation is defined ∀t ∈ T by:

(M, ν)
Λ(t)−−→ (M ′, ν ′) iff




t ∈ En(M) ∧ M ′ = M − •t + t•

ν(t) ∈ I(t),

∀t ∈ R
En(M ′)
≥0 , ν ′(t) =

{
0 if ↑enableds(t

′,M, t),

ν(t) otherwise.

• the continuous transition relation is defined ∀d ∈ R≥0:

(M, ν)
d−→ (M, ν ′) iff

{
ν ′ = ν + d

∀t ∈ En(M), ν ′(t) ∈ I(t)↓

A run ρ of N is an initial run of SN . The timed language accepted by N is L(T ) =
L(SN ). An unlabelled TPN accepts a timed language in (T × R≥0)

∞.

We simply write(M, ν)
w−→ to emphasize that a sequence of transitionsw can be fired in

SN from (M, ν). If Duration(w) = 0 we say thatw is aninstantaneous firing sequence.
The set ofreachable markings of N is Reach(N ) = {M ∈ NP | ∃(M, ν) | (M0,0)

w−→
(M, ν)}.

2.3 Timed Automata

Definition 8 (Timed Automaton) A Timed AutomatonA is a tuple (L, 
0, X, Σε, E,
Inv, F,R) where: L is a finite set of locations; 
0 ∈ L is the initial location; X is a finite
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set of non negative real-valued clocks; Σε = Σ∪ {ε} is a finite set of actionsand ε is the
silentaction; E ⊆ L×C(X)×Σε×2X×L is a finite set of edges, e = 〈
, γ, a, R, 
′〉 ∈ E
represents an edge from the location 
 to the location 
′ with the guard γ, the label a and
the reset set R ⊆ X; Inv ∈ C(X)L assigns an invariantto any location. We restrict the
invariants to conjuncts of terms of the form x � r for x ∈ X and r ∈ N and �∈ {<,≤}.
F ⊆ L is the set of final locationsand R ⊆ L is the set of repeated locations.

Definition 9 (Semantics of a Timed Automaton) The semantics of a timed automaton
A = (L, 
0, X, Σε, E, Inv, F,R) is a timed transition system SA = (Q, q0, Σε,→, F ′, R′)
with Q = L × (R≤0)

X , q0 = (
0,0) is the initial state, F ′ = {(
, v) | 
 ∈ F} and
R′ = {(
, v) | 
 ∈ R}, and → is defined by:

(
, v)
a−→ (
′, v′) iff ∃ (
, γ, a, R, 
′) ∈ E s.t.




γ(v) = tt,

v′ = v[R 	→ 0]

Inv(
′)(v′) = tt

(
, v)
d−→ (
′, v′) iff

{

 = 
′ v′ = v + d and

∀ 0 ≤ d′ ≤ d, Inv(
)(v + d′) = tt

A run ρ of A is an initial run of SA. The timed language accepted by A is L(A) = L(SA).

Recall [3] that, ifm is the maximal constant appearing in atomic formulasx �� c of
A, an equivalence relation with finite index can be defined on clock valuations, leading
to a partition of(R≥0)

X , with the following property: two equivalent valuations have
the same behaviour under progress of time and reset operations, with respect to the con-
straints. Note that a partition using anyK ≥ m would have the same property. Also, the
construction can be extended to ag-grid, by taking all constants of the formi

g
, 0 ≤ i ≤ K·g

instead of{0, 1, . . . , K}. Finally, takingK = +∞ (as depicted in Figure 1 on the left)
leads to a similar structure except for the fact that the partition is infinite. When it is pos-
sible, we will sometimes use such a partition in order to simplify some proofs. Indeed,
with this partition, the extremal case wherex is greater thanK has not to be distinguished
from the standard case.

In this paper, the elements of the partition are calledelementary zones and we consider
a slight variation for the definition of elementary zones: we take the constantK = m + 1
and with each clockx ∈ X, we associate an interval in the set{{0}, ]0, 1[, {1}, . . . , {K −
1}, ]K − 1, K[, [K, +∞[}, instead of keeping{K} separately. As usual, we also specify
the ordering on the fractional parts for all clocksx such thatx < K. Such a partition is
represented in Figure 1 (on the right) for the set of two clocksX = {x, y} andK = 3.
For this example, elementary zonesZ1 andZ2 are described by the constraints:Z1 : (2 <
x < 3) ∧ (1 < y < 2) ∧ (0 < frac(y) < frac(x)) andZ2 : (x ≥ 3) ∧ (1 < y < 2).
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When considering diagonal constraints (also with constants up toK), another partition
(Figure 1 in the middle, withK = 2) must be considered.

x

y

x

y

x

y

Z1 Z2

Figure 1: Partitions of(R+)2 with K = +∞, K = 2 (with diagonal constraints) and
K = 3 (no diagonal constraints)

The future of a zoneZ is defined byfut(Z) = {v + d | v ∈ Z, d ∈ R≥0}. If Z
andZ ′ are elementary zones,Z ′ is a time successor ofZ, written Z ≤ Z ′, if for each
valuationv ∈ Z, there is somed ∈ R≥0 such thatv + d ∈ Z ′. For each elementary zone
Z, there is at most one elementary zone such that(i) Z ′ is a time successor ofZ, (ii)
Z �= Z ′ and(iii) there is no time successorZ ′′ such thatZ ≤ Z ′′ ≤ Z ′. When it exists,
this elementary zone is called the immediate successor ofZ and is denoted bysucc(Z).
Note thatfut(Z) ⊆ ∪Z≤Z

′Z ′, with a strict inclusion when no diagonal constraints are
permitted.

Finally recall that a finite automatonR(A), called theregion automaton, can be built
fromA. This automaton is time abstract bisimilar to the original automatonA. Its states,
called hereregions, are of the form(
, Z), where
 is a location ofA andZ an elementary
zone of(R≥0)

X . They are built from the initial region(
0,0) by transitions of the form

(
, Z)
δ−→ (
, Z ′) for a time successorZ ′ of Z, if Inv(
)(Z) = tt or (
, Z)

a−→ (
′, Z ′) if
there is a transition(
, γ, a, R, 
′) ∈ E such thatγ(Z) = tt andZ ′ = Z[R 	→ 0], with
Inv(
′)(Z ′) = tt. A region (
, Z) is said to be maximal inR(A) with respect to
 if
no δ-transition is possible from(l, Z). The automatonR(A) is restricted to the regions
reachable from the initial region(
0,0), and accepts the language

Untime(L(A)) = {a1a2 . . . | (a1, d1)(a2, d2) . . . ∈ L(A) for somed1, d2, . . . ∈ R≥0}.

We also consider another automaton, calledclass automaton, in which the states,
called classes, are of the form(l, fut(Z) ∩ Inv(
)), whereZ is a zone. In this case,
the second component is not an elementary zone anymore (but a general zone) and the
automaton is build from the initial class(
0, fut(0) ∩ Inv(
0)) by the following transi-
tions: (
, Z1)

a−→ (
′, Z2) if there exists(l, γ, a, R, l′) ∈ E such thatZ1∩ [[γ ]]�= ∅, and
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Z2 = fut((Z1∩ [[γ]])[R 	→ 0]) ∩ Inv(
′).
Note that the class automaton also acceptsUntime(L(A)). Moreover, since a class can
be represented by a Difference Bounded Matrix [11], its size is at most(4K + 2)(|X|+1)2 ,
which is exponential in the size ofA, as for the region automaton.

2.4 Expressiveness and Equivalence Problems

If B,B′ are either TPN or TA, we writeB ≈S B′ (resp.B ≈W B′) for SB ≈S SB′ (resp.
SB ≈W SB′). Let C andC′ be two classes of TPNs or TA.

Definition 10 (Expressiveness w.r.t. Timed Language Acceptance) The class C is more
expressivethan C′ w.r.t. timed language acceptance if for all B′ ∈ C′ there is a B ∈ C
s.t. L(B) = L(B′). We write C′ ≤L C in this case. If moreover there is some B ∈ C s.t.
there is no B′ ∈ C′ with L(B) = L(B′), then C′ <L C (read “strictly more expressive”).
If both C′ ≤L C and C ≤L C′ then C and C′ are equally expressive w.r.t. timed language
acceptance, and we write C =L C′.

Definition 11 (Expressiveness w.r.t. Timed Bisimilarity) The class C is more expres-
sivethan C′ w.r.t. strong (resp. weak) timed bisimilarity if for all B′ ∈ C′ there is a B ∈ C
s.t. B ≈S B′ (resp. B ≈W B′). We write C′ ≤S C (resp. C′ ≤W C) in this case. If
moreover there is a B ∈ C s.t. there is no B′ ∈ C′ with B ≈S B′ (resp. B ≈W B′),
then C′ <S C (resp. C′ <W C). If both C′ <S C and C <S C′ (resp. <W) then C and C′

are equally expressive w.r.t. strong (resp. weak) timed bisimilarity, and we write C ≈S C′

(resp. C ≈W C′).

In the sequel we will compare various subclasses of TPNs and TA. We denoteT PN
the class of TPNs andT A the class of TA, according to definitions 6 and 8. We recall the
following theorem adapted from [8]:

Theorem 1 ([8]) For any N ∈ B-T PN ε there is a TA A s.t. N ≈W A, hence B-T PN ε ≤W
T Aε.

3 Comparison of semantics I , A and PA

In the first paragraph, we establish two relations between these semantics for TPN, which
hold in the general case. In the second paragraph, we complete these results with a third
one, restricted to bounded time Petri nets, with only closed intervals for transitions. Since
we prove results concerning weak timed bisimulation, we consider unlabeled TPN, where
all states are final and repeated states. For all figures in this section, a transition is filled
in black when its firing interval is[0, 0].
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3.1 A first comparison between the different semantics of TPNs

Proposition 1 Let N be a time Petri net with intermediate semantics. There exists a TPN
N with atomic semantics which is (weakly timed) bisimilar to N .

Proof. The construction is quite easy. The set of places ofN is obtained by adding to
the set of places ofN a new place for each transitiont from N : P = P ∪ {pt, t ∈ T}.
The transitionsT of N are duplicated inN : T = T+ ∪ T− and the construction follows
Figure 2, from left to right.

t, I(t)

t−, I(t)

pt

t+

Figure 2: From I to A

We consider the equivalence relationR which contains all pairs((M, ν), (M, ν)) such
that:

• for all p ∈ P , M(p) = M(p) + Σt∈T t•(p).M(pt)

• for all t ∈ En(M), ν(t) = ν(t−) if t− is enabled inM and0 otherwise. The latter
case corresponds inN to a newly enabled transition.

To prove thatR is a bisimulation, we first note that, with the definition above for mark-
ings, from any configuration(M, ν), we can reach instantaneously a configuration(M1, ν1)
such thatM1(pt) = 0 for all t, with the firing of a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions
in T+. Moreover, the relation between valuations implies that(M1, ν1) is still equivalent
to (M, ν).

Consider now a pair((M, ν), (M, ν)) ∈ R.

• if (M, ν)
t−→ (M ′, ν ′), then from the remark above, we first fire a sequence fromM

to empty all placespt, leading instantaneously to(M1, ν1), which is equivalent to
(M, ν). Then transitiont− can be fired from(M1, ν1), immediately followed byt+,
leading to(M

′
, ν ′), where all placespt are empty again. Moreover, the transitions
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•
t, I(t) t, I(t)

En+
t

En−
t

bt

Figure 3: From A to PA

newly enabled byt+ in N are exactly those which were newly enabled byt in N ,
so that(M ′, ν ′)R(M

′
, ν ′).

• Conversely, suppose that a transition is fired from(M, ν) in N . If the transition
is somet+, then the new configuration(M1, ν1) is still equivalent to(M, ν) (as
above), thus no move at all is necessary inN .

If (M, ν)
t−−→ (M

′
, ν ′), thent can be fired from(M, ν) and the resulting marking

is, (M ′, ν ′), equivalent to(M
′
, ν ′).

• if (M, ν)
d−→ (M, ν+d), for some delayd, then again we have to apply the emptying

sequence from(M, ν), to reach a configuration(M1, ν1) still equivalent to(M, ν),
where time can elapse. The relation betweenν andν1 implies that this is possible,
leading to(M1, ν1 + d).

• Conversely, if(M, ν)
d−→ (M, ν + d), then all placespt are empty inM , so that the

move(M, ν)
d−→ (M, ν + d) is also possible inN .

ThusR is a bisimulation.

Proposition 2 Let N be a time Petri net with atomic semantics. There exists a TPN N
with persistent atomic semantics which is (weakly timed) bisimilar to N .

Proof. Here again, the construction is simple. Note that the only difference between the
two semantics concerns the question wether a transitiont can newly enable itself. With
atomic semantics, this is the case as soon ast is enabled in the new marking while with
persistent atomic semantics, this is never possible. In order to ensure that a transitiont
will be newly enabled if it is enabled in the new marking, we add an input placeEn+

t and
an output placeEn−

t to the transition, with an instantaneous loopbt leading back toEn+
t ,

once the transition has been fired. The construction is represented in Figure 3, again from
left to right.

We consider the equivalence relationR which contains all pairs((M, ν), (M, ν)) such
that:
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•
startt [a, a]

lt

int [b − a, b − a]

ut

endt

ft

true[a,b]

Figure 4: Time subnet for transitiont with interval [a, b]

• M(p) = M(p) for all placesp in P , and

• for a transitiont ∈ En(M), ν(t) = ν(t) if t is enabled inM and0 otherwise. Again
the latter case corresponds inN to a newly enabled transition.

Like in the previous proposition, the proof is mostly based on the fact that from any
configuration(M, ν), we can reach instantaneously a configuration(M1, ν1) such that
M1(En+

t ) = 1 for all t, with the firing of a (possibly empty) sequence of transitionsbt,
with again(M1, ν1) still equivalent to(M, ν).

3.2 A second comparison for standard bounded TPN

We now restrict to bounded TPNs, with the standard definition,i.e. with closed intervals
([a, b] or [a,∞[) for the transitions. Thus, this third result holds only for the subclass
B-T PN (≤,≥).

Proposition 3 Let N be a TPN in B-T PN (≤,≥) with persistent atomic semantics.
There exists a TPN N with intermediate semantics which is (weakly timed) bisimilar
to N .

In this case, the construction ofN is more involved. Like above, we show how to sim-
ulate a transitiont equipped with interval[a, b], for a ≤ b, or [a, +∞[. We first build a
time subnet fort (Figure 4 below), to simulate time elapsing since a reset operation until
reaching (and staying inside) interval[a, b]. The token is in placestartt if the transition
is enabled in the initial marking. The double arrow at the end indicates that the place
termt is both an input and an output place for the corresponding transition: time cannot
progress. Of course, the time subnet for a transition with interval[a, +∞[ is reduced by
removingut, endt andft.

Now, using the fact that the TPN is bounded, we consider its upper boundB and we
associate with each placep a complementary placep such that for any reachable marking
M , M(p) = B−M(p). Figure 5 represents a part of the subnet (on the right) for transition
t (on the left), wheretest1 is the beginning of the test step for what timing updates are
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• · · ·· · ·

p1 p2

t [a, b] t, [0, +∞[

p1

p2 p2
p1

true[a,b]

Mutex
test1

Figure 5: From PA to I

required by the firing oft, andMutex ensures that the updates are done (instantaneously)
before anything else, as explained further.

The remaining part ofN is devoted to the test of the other transitions from the original
TPN, includingt itself. Consider a given transition (sayti), with again two input places
pi

1 andpi
2. The corresponding subnet consists of4 modules, one for each case, depending

on wetherti can be fired or not before and aftert. For this, two additional places are
associated withti: Eti, which contains a token ifti was enabled before the firing oft
andNEti its complementary place. Ifti is initially enabled thenEti is initially marked
otherwiseNEti is marked. This group of4 modules has a common input placetesti and
a common output placetesti+1, which means that the tests are to be executed sequentially
(and instantaneously), except for the last one where all outgoing transitions are linked to
Mutex. These places are not shown in the following figures.

Case 1: transitionti is enabled both before and aftert. To test this case, we use the simple
module on the left of Figure 6, whereEti (test beforet) andpi

1 andpi
2 (test aftert) are

input and output places.
Case 2: ti is not enabled before but enabled aftert. The module is very similar to the
previous one and is on the right of Figure 6. Note that, in this case only, because of the
PA semantics, there must be a reset on the valuation of the transition, which explains why
the initial placestartti of the time module forti is an output place.

Case 3: ti is enabled neither before nor aftert. To test this, we must find an input place of
ti, where the current number of tokens disableti. Here is the point where the boundedness
hypothesis is required. In order to perform this test, we check whetherB − •ti(p) + 1
tokens can be removed from a complementary placep.

Case 4: ti is enabled before but not aftert. In this case, we have a module (see Figure 8)
similar to the one above, except that we must also test for all the different configurations
of the time subnet corresponding toti, to disable the transitions by removing the tokens.
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pi
1

pi
2Eti

pi
1

pi
2NEti

Eti startti

Figure 6: Testing transitionti: cases 1 and 2

pi
1

NEti

pi
2

B − •ti(pi
1) + 1B − •ti(pi

2) + 1

Figure 7: Testing transitionti: case 3

· · ·

· · ·

NEti

Eti

startti

pi
1

inti

true[ai,bi]

endti

pi
2

Figure 8: Testing transitionti: case 4
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It can be seen in Figure 8 that there is a transition for each pair(p, state), where
p is an input place ofti and state may be either the placestartti, the pair of places
(inti , true[ai,bi]) or the pair(endti , true[ai,bi]). Like above, an edge fromp to a transition
must be labeled withB − •ti(p) + 1 (which is omitted in the figure).

We consider the equivalence relationR containing all pairs((M, ν), (M, ν)) such that

• M in N is obtained by projection:M(p) = M(p) for each placep ∈ P ,

• for a transitiont in T enabled byM : ν(t) = 0 if the time subnet oft is empty,
ν(t) = ν(lt) if the placestartt contains a token,ν(t) = a + ν(ut) if the placeint

contains a token andν(t) = b if the placeendt contains a token. Note that in both
latter cases,true[a,b] also contains a token and the transitiont can be fired inN .

Also note that ifM(startt) = 1 andν(ut) = a, then with instantaneously firingut, tran-
sition t can also be fired. By a development similar to the previous ones, we can show that
R is a bisimulation relation. More precisely, the proof is mainly based on emptying se-
quences from a configuration(M, ν) of N : it is always possible to reach instantaneously a
configuration(M1, ν1) such that the testing subnet is empty, with(M1, ν1) still equivalent
to (M, ν). The details are omitted.

We can conclude this section with:

Corollary 1 For the class B-T PN (≤,≥), the three semantics I , A and PA are equally
expressive w.r.t. weak time bisimulation.

4 Strict Ordering Results

In this section, we establish results proving thatT PN are strictly less expressive w.r.t.
weak timed bisimilarity than various classes of TA. For this, we consider the two automata
A0 ∈ T A(<) andA1 ∈ T A(≤) in Figure 9.


0 
1

a, x < 1
A0


0 
1

a, x ≤ 1
A1

Figure 9: Timed automataA0 andA1

We will prove that no TPN can be weakly timed bisimilar to eitherA0 or A1. The
proof relies on the following lemma, which states that in a TPN, waiting in some marking
cannot disable transitions. The proof is easy and is thus omitted. Note that the results
holds without modification for any semantics of↑enableds(t

′,M, t).
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Lemma 1 (Waiting Cannot Disable Transitions) Let (M, ν) be an admissible configu-
ration of a TPN, d ∈ R≥0 and let w = t1t2 · · · tk be an instantaneous firing sequence. If
(M, ν)

w−→ then (M, ν + d)
w−→.

Theorem 2 There is no TPN weakly timed bisimilar to A0.

Proof. Assume there is a TPNN that is weakly timed bisimilar toA0 and let≈ be a
weak timed bisimulation betweenSN andSA0. Let (M0,0) be the initial state ofSN
and(
0, v(x) = 0) the initial state ofSA0. In SA0 there is a run of duration1 leading to

configuration(
0, 1) and thus there is a run(M0,0)
εi0d1εi1d2εi2 ···dnεin−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (M1, ν1) in N ,

with ik ≥ 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, i0 ≥ 0, in ≥ 0 and
∑

1≤k≤n dk = 1. We can further
assumedk > 0 for all k, and alsoin = 0 because the configuration reached afterdn is

also bisimilar to(
0, 1). Then(M0,0)
εi0d1εi1d2εi2 ···dn−1εin−1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (M ′, ν ′), where(M ′, ν ′) is

bisimilar to a configuration(
0, d
′) with d′ = 1 − dn < 1. This entails that(M ′, ν ′) ε∗a−−→.

Since(M ′, ν ′) dn−−→ (M1, ν1), if follows from lemma 1 that(M1, ν1)
ε∗a−−→ contradicting

the fact that(M1, ν1) ≈ (
0, 1) from which noa can be fired.

The result is also true with large constraints:

Theorem 3 There is no TPN weakly timed bisimilar to A1.

Proof. Again assume there is a TPNN that is weakly timed bisimilar toA1. Since

(
0, 0)
1−→ (
0, 1), we have(M0,0)

1−→ε (M1, ν1), where(
0, 1) and(M1, ν1) are weakly
timed bisimilar. Sincea can be fired from(
0, 1), a transition labeleda can also be
fired from all the configurations(M ′

1, ν
′
1) reachable from(M1, ν1) in null duration (ε

transitions). Also there must be one such configuration(M ′, ν ′) s.t. some durationd > 0
can elapse from(M ′, ν ′) reaching(M ′′, ν ′′). By lemma 1, somea can be fired from
(M ′′, ν ′′). But (M ′′, ν ′′) is weakly timed bisimilar to the configuration(
0, 1 + d) which
preventsa to be fired. Hence a contradiction.

From Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we immediately obtain:

Corollary 2 T PN <W T A(<) and T PN <W T A(≤).

The next proposition shows that the expressive power of TPNs depends on the chosen
semantic even in the bounded case.

Theorem 4 There exists a bounded TPN N with persistent atomic semantics such that
no TPN (even unbounded) with atomic semantics is bisimilar to N .

Proof. Consider the following (Zeno) timed automatonA3: 
0, x < 1
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It is bisimilar to the TPN with PA semantics composed by a single transitiont labeled
by ε with firing interval[0, 1[ (or any interval]a, 1[ or [a, 1[).

Suppose that there is a TPNN with atomic semantics bisimilar toA3 and letdmin be
the minimum of the non null upper bounds occuring in the intervals associated with the
transitions ofN and0.5 (in fact any value less than1 would be convenient).

There must be a sequence(M0, ν0)
d0t1...tkdk−−−−−−→ (M, ν) with Σk

i=0di = 1 − dmin/2 and
(M, ν) bisimilar to(
0, 1 − dmin/2).
From(M, ν), we fire or disable the transitions enabled at this configuration, which leads
to a new configuration(M ′, ν ′) bisimilar to some(
0, 1− δ′) with 0 < δ′ ≤ dmin/2. Now

since(M ′, ν ′) is bimilar to(
0, 1−δ′) there must be a sequence(M ′, ν ′)
d′0t′1...t′

k′d
′
k′−−−−−−−→ with

0 < Σk′
i=0d

′
i < δ′.

Choose the firstd′
i > 0 and let(M∗, ν∗) be the state reached before the durationd′

i. Since
time may elapse in this state, all enabled transitions have non null upper bound for their
interval, hence these bounds are greater than or equal todmin. Since the transitions have
been enabled at or after configuration(M ′, ν ′), we have∀t, ν∗(t) ≤ dmin/2−δ′ < dmin/2,

thus(M∗, ν∗)
dmin/2−−−−→. But (M∗, ν∗) is bisimilar to(
0, 1−δ′) which cannot let time elapse

for a duration ofdmin/2. This is a contradiction.

Following this negative results, we compare the expressiveness of TPNs and TA w.r.t. to
Timed Language Acceptance and exhibit a subclass of TA that admits bisimilar TPNs.

5 Equivalence w.r.t. Timed Language Acceptance

In this section, we prove that TA and labeled TPNs are equally expressive w.r.t. timed
languages acceptance, and give an effective syntactical translation from TA to TPNs.

Let A = (L, l0, X, Σε, E, Inv, F,R) be a TA. Since we are concerned in this section
with the langage accepted byA we assume the invariant function is uniformly true. Let
Cx be the set of atomic constraints on clockx that are used inA. The Time Petri Net
resulting from our translation will be built from “elementary blocks” modeling the truth
value of the constraints inCx. We next link them with blocks for resetting clocks. In the
next subsection we show how to encode atomic constraints into TPNs.

As a consequence of corollary 1, the semanticsI, A andPA for TPNs are equivalent
w.r.t. language acceptance. In this section, we use theI semantics.
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Px

γtt

rb

re

tx(ε, [a, a])

t′(ε, ]0,∞[)

r(ε, [0, 0])

•

(a) WidgetTx>a

Pxrb

γttre

tx(ε, [a, a])r(ε, [0, 0])

•

(b) WidgetTx≥a (assumea > 0)

Figure 10: Widgets forTx>a andTx≥a
Px

γtt

rb

Pu

re

Pi

tx(ε, [0, a[)
(resp.[0, a])

r(ε, [0, 0])
u(ε, [0, 0])

Only fromPi

•

•

Figure 11: WidgetTx<a (resp.Tx≤a)

5.1 Encoding Atomic Constraints

Let ϕ ∈ Cx be an atomic constraint onx. Fromϕ, we define the TPNNϕ, given by the
widgets of Fig. 10 ((a) and (b)) and Fig. 11. In the figures, a transition is writtent(
, I)
wheret is the name of the transition,
 ∈ Σε andI ∈ I(Q≥0).

To avoid drawing too many arcs, we have adopted the following semantics: the grey
box is seen as a macro place; an arc from this grey box means that there are as many
copies of the transition as places in the grey box. For instance the TPN of Fig. 10.(b) has
2 copies of the target transitionr: one with input placesPx andrb and output placesre and
Px and another fresh copy ofr with input placesrb andγtt and output placesre andPx.
Note that in the widgets of Fig. 11 we put a token inγtt when firingr only on the copy of
r with input placePi (otherwise the number of tokens in placeγtt could be unbounded).
Also we assume that the automatonA has no constraintx ≥ 0 (as it evaluates to true they
can be safely removed) and thus that the widget of Fig. 10.(b) only appears witha > 0.

Each of these TPNs basically consists of a “constraint” subpart (in the grey boxes
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TϕnTϕ2Tϕ1

r1
b r1

e r2
b r2

e rn
b rn

e

r1
b (R) r2

b (R) r3
b (R) rn−1

b (R) rn
b (R)

• • •

• • •

r r r

(ε, [0, 0]) (ε, [0, 0]) (ε, [0, 0])

Figure 12: WidgetNReset(R) to reset the widgetsNϕi
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

for Fig. 10 and in the dashed box for Fig. 11) that models the truth value of the atomic
constraint, and another “reset” subpart that will be used to update the truth value of the
constraint when the clockx is reset. The “constraint” subpart features the placeγtt: the
intended meaning is that when a token is available in this place, the corresponding atomic
constraintϕ is true.

When a clockx is reset, all the grey blocks modeling anx-constraint must be set to
their initial marking with has one token inPx for Fig. 10 and one token inPx andγtt

for Fig. 11. Our strategy to reset a block modeling a constraint is to put a token in therb

place (rb stands for “reset begin”). Time cannot elapse from there on (strong semantics for
TPNs), as there will be a token in one of the places of the grey block and thus transitionr
will be enabled.

We first prove three useful lemmas, the first one providing a structural invariant for
the grey boxes of the widgets:

Lemma 2 For each widget of Fig. 10, each reachable configuration (M, ν) (from the
initial marking) has exactly one token in one of the places of the grey box.

Lemma 3 For the widgets of Fig. 11, each reachable configuration (M, ν) (from the ini-
tial marking) satisfies either i) M(Px) = 1, M(γtt) = 1 and M(Pi) = 0 or ii) M(Pu) = 1
and M(γtt) = 1 or iii) M(Px) = 0, M(γtt) = 0 and M(Pi) = 1.

Proof. The proof is easy for the widgets of Fig. 10. For the widgets of Fig. 11, just notice
that as soon astx is fired, the output transitionu is enabled (there must be a token inγtt as
it can only be removed by the firing ofu). Later on, either the token remains inPi forever,
or if the copy ofr from Pi is fired a token is put inγtt andPx. From lemmas 2 and 3 we
obtain the following:

Lemma 4 If there is a token in rb, exactly one (instance of a) copy of r is firable and due
to the time constraint [0, 0], time cannot progress until it is fired.
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5.2 Resetting Clocks

AssumeR ⊆ X is a non empty subset of clocks. LetD(R) be the set of atomic
constraints that are in the scope ofR (the clock of the constraint is inR). We write
D(R) = {ϕ1, ϕ1, · · · , ϕn}. To update all the widgetsNϕi

, we connect the placesrb and
re of each widgetNϕ as described on Fig. 12. The picture inside the dashed box denotes
the widgetNReset(R). We denote byr1

b (R) the first place of this widget andrn
b (R) the last

one. To update the (truth value of the) widgetsNϕi
it then suffices to put a token inr1

b (R).
In null duration it will go torn

b (R) and have the effect of updating each widgetNϕi
on its

way.

5.3 The Complete Construction

First we create fresh placesP� for each
 ∈ L, and another placeFiring just for conve-
nience: it will allow us to define a simulation relation more succintly. Then we build the
widgetsNϕ, for each atomic constraintϕ that appears inA. Finally for eachR ⊆ X s.t.
there is an edgee = (
, γ, a, R, 
′) ∈ E we build a reset widgetNReset(R).

Then for each edge(
, γ, a, R, 
′) ∈ E with γ = ∧i=1,nϕi andn ≥ 0 we proceed as
follows:

1. assumeγ = ∧i=1,nϕi andn ≥ 0,

2. create a transitionf(a, [0,∞[) and ifn ≥ 1 another oner(ε, [0, 0]),

3. connect them to the places of the widgetsNϕi
andNReset(R) as described on Fig. 13.

In caseγ = tt (or n = 0) there is only one input place tof(a, [0,∞[) which isP�.
In caseR = ∅ there is no transitionr(ε, [0, 0]) and the output place off(a, [0,∞[)
is P�′ instead ofFiring.

The placeFiring is just added for convenience: it has a token only during the re-
set phase of the TPNNe and thus means “we are firing transitions in the reset widget
NReset(R)”.

To complete the construction we just need to put a token in the placeP�0 if 
0 is the
initial location of the automaton, and set each widgetTϕ to its initial marking, for each
atomic constraintϕ that appears inA, and this defines the initial markingM0. The set of
final markings is defined by the set of markingsM s.t. M(P�) = 1 for 
 ∈ F and the
set of repeated markings by by the set of markingsM s.t. M(P�) = 1 for 
 ∈ R. We
denote by∆(A) the TPN obtained as described previously. Notice that by construction 1)
∆(A) is 1-safe and moreover 2) in each reachable markingM of ∆(A)

(∑
�∈L M(P�)

)
+

M(Firing) = 1.
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NReset(R)

Nϕn

Nϕ2

Nϕ1

γ1
tt

γ2
tt

γn
tt

. ..

P�

Firing

r1
b (R) rn

b (R) P�′

f(a, [0,∞[)

r(ε, [0, 0])

Figure 13: WidgetNe of an edgee = (
, γ, a, R, 
′)

5.4 ∆(A) and A accepts the same timed language

We now prove the following proposition:

Proposition 4 If ∆(A) is defined as above, then L(A) = L(∆(A)).

Proof. The proof works as follows: we first show that∆(A) weakly simulatesA which
impliesL(A) ⊆ L(∆(A)). Then we show that we can define a TAA′ s.t.L(A) = L(A′)
andA′ weakly simulates∆(A) which entailsL(∆(A)) ⊆ L(A′) = L(A). It is sufficient
to give the proof for the case whereA has noε transitions. In caseA hasε transitions we
rename them with a fresh letterµ �∈ Σε and obtain an automatonAµ with noε transitions.
We apply our construction toAµ and obtain a TPN in which we replace every labelµ by
ε.

Recall thatA = (L, 
0, X, Σε, E, Inv, F,R) and∆(A) = (P, T, Σε,
•(.), (.)•, M0, Λ,

I, F∆, R∆) and writeX = {x1, · · · , xk}, P = {p1, · · · , pm} andT = {t1, · · · , tn}. We
assume that the set of atomic constraints ofA is CA. The placeγtt of a widgetNx��c (for
x �� c an atomic constraint ofA) is writtenγx��c

tt .

Proof that ∆(A) simulates A. We define the relation� ⊆ (L × Rn
≥0) × (Np × Rm

≥0)
by:

(
, v) � (M, ν) ⇐⇒




(1) M(P�) = 1 ∨ M(Firing) = 1

(2) for each ϕ = x �� c, ��∈ {<,≤}, M(Pu) = 0

(3) for each ϕ ∈ CA, v ∈[[ϕ]] ⇐⇒ M(γϕ
tt) = 1

(I)

Now we prove that� is a weak simulation relation ofA by ∆(A), and this by checking
the 4 conditions of Def. 4:
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1. final and repeated states: by definition of∆(A) and lemmas 2 and 3 and the defini-
tion of�;

2. initial states: it is clear that(l0,0) � (M0,0);

3. continuous transitions: let(
, v)
d−→ (
, v + d). Take(M, ν) s.t. (
, v) � (M, ν).

As the widgetsNϕi
are non-blocking, timed can elapse from(M, ν), and there is a

run (M, ν)
ρ−→ (M ′, ν ′) with Duration(trace(ρ)) = d andUntimed(trace(ρ)) = ε.

We can chooseρ without any transitionsf(a, [0,∞[) so that a token remains inP�

andM ′(P�) = 1. Thus to prove(
, v + t) � (M ′, ν ′) it remains to prove items (2)
and (3) of equation (I).

Let ϕ = x �� c with ��∈ {<,≤}.

• if ϕ(v) = tt andϕ(v + d) = ff, then there is somed′ ≤ d s.t. transitiontx of
widgetNϕ is enabled and it must be fired beforeϕ becomes false. Thustx is
fired atd′ (which is possible as there is no token inPu and thus the token is in
Px) and subsequentlyu in the same widget, thus transfering the tokens from
Px, γ

ϕ
tt to Pi.

• if ϕ(v) = tt andϕ(v + d) = tt, it is possible to do nothing in widgetNϕ and
let the token inPx andγϕ

tt.

• if ϕ(v) = ff thenϕ(v + d) = ff, then there must be a token inPi and we let
time elapse without firing any transition.

Let ϕ = x �� c with ��∈ {>,≥}.

• if ϕ(v) = tt thenϕ(v +d) = tt andM(γϕ
tt) = 1. We just let time elapse inNϕ.

• if ϕ(v) = ff andϕ(v + d) = tt, there ist′ ≤ t s.t. transitionstx must be fired
(andt′ can be fired atd′ + ξ with ξ > 0 for Nx>c). We fire those transitions at
d′ and letd − d′ elapse.

• if ϕ(v) = ff andϕ(v + d) = ff we also let time elapse and leave a token inPx.

This way for each cosntraintϕ = x �� c, there is a runρϕ = (M, ν)
d−→ε (Mϕ, νϕ)

s.t. (Mϕ, νϕ) satisfies requirements (2) and (3) of equation (I). Taken separately we
have for each constraint(
, v) � (Mϕ, νϕ). It is not difficult5 to build a runρ with

an interleaving of the previous runsρϕ s.t. ρ = (M, ν)
t−→ε (M ′, ν ′) and(M ′, ν ′)

satisfies requirements (2) and (3) of equation (I) for each constraintϕ, and thus
(
, v) � (M ′, ν ′).

5Just find an ordering for all the dated′ at which a transition must be fired and fire those transitions in
this order with time elapsing between them.
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′

γ ∧ ψ, a,R

(a) Edge(�, γ ∧ ψ, a,R, �′) in A


 
′

(
∧

ϕ∈K� ϕ) ∧ (γ ∧ ψ), a, R, Ω(R)

bx	c = tt, ε
bx	c := ff

by	c = tt, ε
by	c := ff

(b) Extended edge inA′.

Figure 14: FromA toA′.

4. discrete transitions: Let(
, v)
a−→ (
′, v′) and(
, v) � (M, ν). Then there is an edge

e = (
, γ, a, R, 
′) ∈ E s.t. γ = ∧i=1,nϕi, n ≥ 0 andϕi is an atomic constraint.
By definition 9,v ∈[[ϕi ]] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This impliesM(γϕi

tt ) = 1 (definition of
�). Thus the transitionf(a, [0,∞[) is fireable in the widgetNe leading to(M ′, ν ′).
From there on we do not change the marking of widgetsNϕi

for the constraintsϕi

that do not need to be reset (the clock ofϕi is not inR). We also use the widgetTe

to reset the constraintsϕi with a clock inR and finally put a token inP�′ . The new
state(M ′′, ν ′′) obtained this way satisfies(
′, v′) � (M ′′, ν ′′).

This completes the proof that∆(A) simulatesA and thusL(A) ⊆ L(∆(A)).

Proof of L(∆(A)) ⊆ L(A). To prove this, we cannot easily exhibit a simulation of
∆(A) byA. Indeed,∆(A), because of the widgetsNx��c with ��∈ {<,≤}, has to make a
decision at some point to fire transitiontx and immedialty afteru, i.e. it is as if it decides
thatx �� c is now false and the transitions with this guard cannot be fired anymore (until
they are reset). To use the simulation framework, we build first a TAA′ that accepts the
same language asA but has the capability to sometimes (non deterministically) decide it
will not use a transition with a guardx �� c until it is reset. It is then possible to build a
simulation relation of∆(A) by A′.

We denote� for either{<,≤} and� for {>,≥}. Let K	 be the set of contraints
x � c in A. For eachx � c ∈ K	 we introduce a boolean variablebx	c. Eachbx	c is
initially true.

We start withA′ = A. The construction of the new features ofA′ is depicted on
Fig. 14. Let(
, γ ∧ ψ, a,R, 
′) be an edge ofA′ with γ = ∧x	c∈K�x � c andψ =
∧x
c∈K�x � c. For such an edge we strengthen6 the guardγ ∧ ψ to obtainγ′ as follows:
γ′ = γ ∧ ψ ∧ ∧

x	c∈K� bx	c. This way the transition(
, γ ∧ ψ, a,R, 
′) can be fired inA′

only if the corresponding guard inA and the conjunction of thebx	c is true as well. We

6We need an extended type of TA with boolean variables; this does not add any expressive power to the
model.
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also reset to true all the variablesbx	c s.t. x ∈ R on a transition(
, γ ∧ ψ, a,R, 
′) and
Ω(R) corresponds to the reset of allbx	c s.t.x ∈ R, Ω(R) = ∧x∈Rbx	c := tt.

Now let 
 be location ofA′. For each variablebx	c we add a loop edge(
, bx	c =
tt, ε, bx	c := ff, 
) in A′, i.e. the automatonA′ can decide non deterministically7 to set
bx	c to false if it is true (see Fig. 14). There are as many loops on each location as the
number of variablesbx	c. The new non deterministic TAA′ accepts exactly the same
language asA i.e. L(A′) = L(A).

We can now build a simulation relation of∆(A) byA′. We denote(
, v, b) a configu-
ration ofA′ with b the vector ofbϕ variables. We define the relation� ⊆ (Np × Rm

≥0) ×
(L × Rn

≥0 × Bk) by:

(M, ν) � (
, v, b) ⇐⇒




(1) M(P�) = 1 ∨ M(Firing) = 1

(2)∀ϕ = x > c ∈ K>, v ∈[[ϕ]] ⇐⇒ M(γϕ
tt) = 1

(3)∀ϕ = x ≥ c ∈ K≥, v ∈[[ϕ]] ⇐⇒ M(γϕ
tt) = 1∨

(M(Pϕ
x ) = 1 ∧ ν(tϕx) = c)

(4)∀ϕ ∈ K	,M(Pϕ
i ) = 1 ⇐⇒ (bϕ = ff ∨ v �∈[[ϕ]])

(II)

Now we prove that� is a weak simulation relation of∆(A) byA.

• property on final and repeated states is satisfied by definition ofA′,

• for the initial configuration, it is clear that(M0,0) � (l0,0, b0) (in b0 all the vari-
ablesb are true),

• continuous time transitions: let(M, ν)
d−→ (M ′, ν ′) with d ≥ 0. Let (M, ν) �

(
, v, b). As there are no invariant inA′ timed can elapse from(
, v, b). If no ε tran-
sition fires in the TPN, then all the truth values of the constraints stay unchanged.

Thus(
, v, b)
d−→ (
, v + d, b) and inA′ s.t. (M ′, ν ′) � (
, v + d, b).

• discrete transitions: let(M, ν)
a−→ (M ′, ν ′). We distinguish the casesa = ε and

a ∈ Σ.
If a ∈ Σ then we must fire a transitionf(a, [0,∞[) of some widgetNe for e =
(
, γ, a, R, 
′). After firing f we end up inFiring and have left the input placesγtt

unchanged. By equation II and the definition ofA′ we can fire a matching transition
in A′ leading to a state(
′, v′, b′) and(M ′, ν ′) � (
′, v′, b′).
If a = ε then we are either updating some widgetsNϕ or doing a reset.
Assume we fire aε transition that is not a reset transition (M(P�) = 1). We split
the cases according to the different types of widgets:

7This means we addε transitions toA′; nevertheless the restriction we made at the beginning thatA has
no ε transitions is useful when proving that∆(A) simulatesA and not required to prove thatA′ weakly
simulates∆(A).
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– update of a widgetNx>c: either tx or t′ is fired. If tx is fired then the time
elapsed since thex was last reset is equal toa. ThusM(γtt) = 0 andv(x) ≤ c
andv �∈[[x > c]]. This implies(M ′, ν ′) � (
, v).
If t′ is fired on the contrary,v′(x) > c but again(M ′, ν ′) � (
, v, b).

– update of a widgetNx≥c: the same reasoning as before can be used and leads
to (M ′, ν ′) � (
, v, b).

– update of a widgetNx<c: In this case eithertx or u is fired. Assumetx is fired.
ThusM ′(Pi) = 0. The time elapsed sincex was last reset is strictly less than
c andv ∈[[ϕ]]. bϕ is true in(
, v, b) asM(Pi) = 0. Thus(M ′, ν ′) � (
, v, b).
Now assumeu is fired. AgainM(Pi) = 0 and thusv(x) < c andbϕ is true.
This timeM ′(Pi) = 1. In the automatonA′ we fire the transition settingbϕ

to false and we end up in a state(
, v, b′) s.t. (M ′, ν ′) � (
, v, b′). The same
reasoning applies forNx≥c.

For the reset transitions and the last transition putting a token inP�′ we can proceed
similarly.

This completes the proof thatA′ simulates∆(A) and thusL(∆(A)) ⊆ L(A′) and
L(∆(A)) ⊆ L(A).

We can thus conclude thatL(∆(A)) = L(A), which ends the proof of Proposition 4.

5.5 Consequences of the Previous Results

Let k-T PN be the set ofk-bounded TPNs (Note that boundedness is not decidable for
TPNs). LetB-T PN = {T | ∃k ≥ 0 |T ∈ k-T PN}, i.e. the set of bounded TPNs. From
the previous proposition we can state the following corollaries:

Corollary 3 The classes B-T PN and T A are equally expressive w.r.t. timed language
acceptance, i.e. B-T PN =L T A.

Proof. From Theorem 1, we know thatB-T PN ≤L T A. Proposition 4 proves that
T A ≤L T PN and henceB-T PN =L T A.

Corollary 4 k-T PN =L 1-T PN .

Proof. Let T ∈ k-T PN . We use Theorem 1 and thus there is a TAAT s.t. L(T ) =
L(AT ). FromAT we use Proposition 4 and obtain∆(AT ) which is a1-safe TPN.
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6 Bisimulation of TA by TPNs

We now focus on the expressiveness of the models w.r.t. weak time bisimilarity. In the
sequel, we often abbreviate weak timed bisimilarity by bisimilarity.

First, we recall two related results:

• There are unbounded TPNs which do not admit a bisimilar TA. This is a direct
consequence of the following observation: the untimed language of a TA is regular
which is not necessarily the case for PNs (and thus for TPNs).

• For any bounded TPN, there is a TA which is bisimilar to it (see Theorem 1 from [8]).

This last result was proved by the construction of a synchronized product of automata
enlarged with a vector of bounded integers (a model equivalent to standard automata).
The proposed construction is structural and linear w.r.t. to the size of the PN. It has the
additional advantage that the available tools exploit the product in order to reduce the
complexity of verification. Here we are mainly concerned with expressivity. So we can
also give a straightforward construction based on the reachability space:

• With each transitiont, we associate a clockxt.

• With each reachable markingM , we associate a location
M . The invariant of
M

is given by
∧

t∈En(M) xt ∈ I(t)↓, (recall thatI(t) is the interval associated witht).

• With each firingM
t−→ M ′ (in the untimed PN), we associate an edgee = (
M , γ, t,

R, 
M ′) with γ = xt ∈ I(t) andR defined according to the chosen semantic. For
instance, ifPA semantics is chosen then

R = {xt′ | t′ /∈ En(M) ∧ t′ ∈ En(M ′)}.

In this section, we consider the TPNs originally defined by Merlin (i.e. without strict
constraints) and labeled-free TA (i.e. where two different edges have different labels
and no label isε) and we develop the main result of the paper: a characterization of
the subclass of TA which admit a bisimilar TPN. From this characterization, we will
deduce that given a TA, the problem of deciding whether there is a TPN bisimilar to it, is
PSPACE-complete. Furthermore, we will provide two effective constructions for such
a TPN: the first one with rational constants has a size linear w.r.t. the TA, while the other,
which uses only integer constants has an exponential size.
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6.1 Regions of a timed automaton

Since our proofs are based on the regions of a timed automaton, we detail their definition.
Recall that aregion is a pair composed by a location and anelementary time zone of the
grid defined by the clocks and the granularityg. In the sequel, the topology of the regions
is implicitely derived from the one of its associated zone. We now formally define the
particular case of regions for a maximal constantK = ∞. Obviously it may lead to an
infinite region automaton but will be a helpful tool for proving our characterization. Note
also that the following definition is equivalent to the original one but is more appropriate
for our theoretical developments.

Definition 12 (Regions of an automaton w.r.t. the g-grid and constant K = ∞) A time-
closed region r is given by:

• 
r the location of r,

• minr ∈ NX
g the minimal vector of the topological closure of r,

• The number sizer of different fractional parts of clock values in the grid NX
g , with

1 ≤ sizer ≤ |X| and the onto mapping ordr : X 	→ {1, . . . , sizer} which gives the
relative positions of these fractional parts,

The region is then r = {(
r,minr + δ) | δ ∈ RX
≥0 ∧ ∀x, y ∈ X[ordr(x) = 1 ⇔ δ(x) =

0] ∧ δ(x) < 1/g ∧ [ordr(x) < ordr(y) ⇔ δ(x) < δ(y)]}.

A time-open region r is defined with the same attributes as the time-closed region by:
r = {(
r,minr + δ + d) | d ∈ R>0 ∧ ∀x ∈ X, δ(x) + d < 1/g}.

The set [X]r is the set of equivalence classes of clocks w.r.t. their fractional parts, i.e. x
and y are equivalent iff ordr(x) = ordr(y).

This definition needs to be slightly modified when dealing with a constantK < ∞,
by introducing a subset ofrelevant clocks, for which the value is less thanK (recall that
K > m wherem is the maximal constant in the constraints of the timed automaton).

Definition 13 (Regions of an automaton w.r.t. the g-grid and finite constant K) A time-
closed region r is given by:

• 
r the location of r,

• minr ∈ NX
g with ∀x, minr(x) ≤ K the minimal vector of the topological closure

of r,
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• ActXr = {x ∈ X |minr(x) < K} the subset of relevant clocks,

• the number sizer of different fractionnal parts for the values of relevant clocks in
the NActXr

g grid, with 1 ≤ sizer ≤ Max(|ActXr|, 1) and the onto mapping ordr :
X 	→ {1, . . . , sizer} giving the ordering of the fractionnal parts. By convention,
∀x ∈ X \ ActXr, ordr(x) = 1.

Then r = {(
r,minr + δ) | δ ∈ RX
≥0 ∧ ∀x, y ∈ ActXr[ordr(x) = 1 ⇔ δ(x) =

0] ∧ δ(x) < 1/g ∧ [ordr(x) < ordr(y) ⇔ δ(x) < δ(y)]}

A time-open (description of) a region r is given by the same attributes (and conditions) as
a time-closed region with:
r = {(
r,minr + δ + d) | d ∈ R>0 ∧ ∀x ∈ ActXr, δ(x) + d < 1/g}.

Note that letting time elapse leads to an alternation of time-open regions (where time
can elapse) and time-closed ones (where no time can elapse). We also remark thatminr /∈
r except if there is a single class of clocks relative tor (for instance ifr is a singleton).
More generally, whatever be the grid and the maximal constant, we noter, the topological
closure ofr: it is a finite union of regions and from the definition,minr is the minimum
vector ofr.

Reachability. Recall that a region isreachable if it belongs to the region automaton.
However it does not mean that all the configurations of the region are reachable. Nev-
ertheless, by induction on the reachability relation inside the region automaton it can be
shown that every configuration is “quasi-reachable” in the following sense:
For each reachable regionr, there is a regionreach(r) w.r.t. the 1-grid and the constant
∞ such that:

• reach(r) ⊂ r;

• each configuration ofreach(r) is reachable;

• if reach(r) is a time-open region thenr admits a time-open description elser ad-
mits a time-closed description.

Note that consequently∀x ∈ ActXr,minreach(r)(x) = minr(x) and ∀x ∈ X \
ActXr,minreach(r)(x) ≥ K and thatordr restricted toActXr is identical toordreach(r).

Let us defineR by (l, v)R(l, v′) iff ∀x ∈ X, v′(x) = v(x)∨ (v(x) ≥ K∧v′(x) ≥ K).
ThenR is a strong time bisimulation relation. From the previous observations, we note
that each configuration of a reachable region is strongly time bisimilar to a reachable
configuration of this region. Thus speaking about reachability of regions is a slight abuse
of notations.
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6.2 From bisimulation to uniform bisimulation

As a first step toward our characterization, we prove that when a TPN and a TA are
bisimilar, the condition can in fact be strengthened in what we call uniform bisimulation.

We first prove a lemma which is also a strengthened version of lemma 1. It points
out the effect of time granularity on the behaviour of TPN when strict constraints are
excluded.

Lemma 5 Let (M, ν) and (M, ν + δ) be two admissible configurations of a g-TPN with
ν, δ ∈ R

En(M)
≥0 . Let w be an instantaneous firing sequence, then:

(a) (M, ν)
w−→⇒ (M, ν + δ)

w−→
(b) If ν ∈ Ng

En(M) and δ ∈ [0, 1/g[En(M) then (M, ν + δ)
w−→⇒ (M, ν)

w−→

Proof. There are two kinds of transitions firing inw: those corresponding to a firing
of a transition (sayt) still enabled from the beginning of the firing sequence and those
corresponding to a newly enabled transition (sayt′).
Proof of (a) Sincet is firable from(M, ν), ν(t) ∈ I(t) ⊂ I(t)↑, soν(t) + δ(t) ≥ ν(t)
also belongs toI(t)↑. Sincet ∈ En(M) and(M, ν +δ) is reachable,ν(t)+δ(t) ∈ I(t)↓.
Thusν(t) + δ(t) ∈ I(t) andt is also firable from(M, ν + δ). Sincet′ is newly enabled,
0 ∈ I(t′) andt′ is also firable when it occurs starting from(M, ν + δ).
Proof of (b) The case of newly enabled transitions inw is handled as before. Now let
t be firable in(M, ν + δ). Sincet ∈ En(M) and (M, ν) is reachable,ν(t) ∈ I(t)↓.
Sinceν(t) + δ(t) ∈ I(t)↑, (denoting byeft(t) the minimum ofI(t)↑), we haveeft(t) ≤
ν(t) + δ(t) but eft(t) belongs to theg-grid, thuseft(t) ≤ ν(t) ⇔ ν(t) ∈ I(t)↑. Sot is
firable from(M, ν).

Lemma 6 (From bisimulation to uniform bisimulation) Consider a timed automaton
A bisimilar to some g-TPN N via some relation R. The semantics considered for N is
PA as it gives the maximal expressivity. We consider the region automaton of A w.r.t. the
grid NX

g and the constant K = ∞. Then:

• if a region r belongs to R(A) then r also belongs to R(A);

• with each reachable region r is associated a configuration of the net (Mr, νr) with
νr ∈ N

En(Mr)
g and a mapping φr : En(Mr) → [X]r which fulfill:

– If r is time-closed, then ∀(
r,minr + δ) ∈ r,

(
r,minr + δ)R(Mr, νr + projr(δ))

where projr(δ)(t) = δ(φr(t)).

– If r is time-open, then ∀(
r,minr + δ + d) ∈ r,

(
r,minr + δ + d)R(Mr, νr + projr(δ) + d)
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Proof. We prove this uniform version of the bisimulation by induction on the reachability
relation between regions. First note that the choice of a particular clockx in the class
φr(t) is irrelevant when considering the valueδ(x). Thus the definition ofprojr is sound.

We prove our assertion by induction on the transition relation in the region automaton.
The basis case is straightforward with{(l0,0)} and{(M0,0)}. For the induction part, we
consider4 cases, according to the incoming or target region and to the nature of the step.

1. A time step from a time-closed region Let r be a time-closed region which is not max-
imal and let us denoter′ = succ(r) the immediate time successor ofr. Let (
r,minr+δ0)

be some item ofr. (
r,minr + δ0)
d−→ for somed > 0. Thus (by induction hypothesis) in

N there is a step sequence of(Mr, νr + projr(δ0))
d0t1...tndn−−−−−−→ with all transitions labelled

by ε and
∑

dk = d. Let dk be the first non zero elapsing of time. By application of
lemma 5-b, the firing sequencet1 . . . tk is firable from(Mr, νr).

Let us choose(Mr′ , νr′) the configuration reached by this sequence. By application of
lemma 5-a, this firing sequence is also fireable from any(Mr, νr + projr(δ)) bisimilar to
(
r,minr + δ) ∈ r and it leads to(Mr′ , νr′ + projr′(δ)) (still bisimilar to (
r,minr + δ))
whereφr′ (resp. νr′) is equal toφr (resp. νr) for transitions always enabled during the
firing sequence andφr′ (resp. νr′) is obtained by associating the class of index 1 (resp.
by associating the value 0) to the transitions newly enabled. Since(Mr′ , νr′) let the time
elapse and sinceN is a g-TPN, we note that∀t ∈ En(Mr′), νr′(t) + 1/g ∈ I(t)↓.
Now let (
r,minr + δ + d) ∈ r′, one has∀x ∈ X, δ(x) + d ≤ 1/g. Thus∀t ∈
En(Mr′), projr′(δ(x)) + d ≤ 1/g, which implies(Mr′ , νr′ + projr′(δ))

d−→ (Mr′ , νr′ +
projr′(δ) + d), this last configuration being necessarily bisimilar to(
r,minr + δ + d).

2. A time step from a time-open region. Let r be an time-open region and let us denote
r′ = succ(r). Let us defineXmax

r the class[x]r with maximal index. We remark that
minr′ = minr + δ0 where ifx ∈ Xmax

r thenδ0(x) = 1/g elseδ0(x) = 0. We choose
(Mr′ , νr′) = (Mr, νr + projr(δ0)). Let t ∈ En(Mr) andx ∈ φr(t) thenφr′(t) = [x]r′
(letting time elapse does not split the classes). Soprojr andprojr′ are identical.

Now let (lr′ ,minr′ + δ) ∈ r′. (lr′ ,minr′ + δ) = (
r,minr + δ0 + δ).

Now letd = δ(x) for x belonging the class of index 1 in[Xr]. Then(
r,minr + δ0 +
δ) = (
r,minr +δ′ +d) where ifx ∈ Xmax

r thenδ′(x) = 1/g−d elseδ′(x) = δ(x)−d.
(
r,minr +δ′ +d) is bisimilar to(Mr, νr + projr(δ

′)+d) = (Mr, νr + projr(δ
′ +d)) =

(Mr, νr + projr(δ1 + δ)) = (Mr, νr + projr(δ1) + projr(δ)) = (Mr′ , νr′ + projr′(δ))).

For this step, we have not used the characteristics of time Petri nets.

3. A discrete step into a time-closed region.

Case a. We first consider the case wherer is a time-closed region.
Let (
r, minr +δ0) be some element ofr. Suppose that(
r, minr +δ0)

e−→ (l′, v′ +
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δ′
0) with ∀x ∈ R(e), v′(x) = δ′

0(x) = 0, ∀x /∈ R(e), v′(x) = minr(x) ∧ δ′
0(x) =

δ0(x). Then inN there is a firing sequence(Mr, νr + projr(δ0))
w−→ labelled

by e. Due to lemma 5, this firing sequence is also fireable from any(Mr, νr +
projr(δ)) bisimilar to(
r,minr +δ) ∈ r. By bisimilarity, (
r, minr +δ)

e−→ for any
(
r,minr+δ) ∈ r. Letr′ be the region including(
′, v′+δ′

0), then any configuration
of r′ is reachable by this discrete step. Note that
r′ = l′ andminr′ = v′.

From (Mr, νr + projr(δ)), the sequencew leads to some(M ′, ν ′) bisimilar to
(
r′ ,minr′ + δ′)). We now show how to defineMr′ , νr′ andφr′. FirstMr′ = M ′.
Second,νr′(t) = νr(t) for transitionst always enabled during the firing sequence
andνr′ = 0 otherwise. At last,φr′ is obtained fromφr as follows. Lett be a transi-
tion newly enabled during the firing sequence, thenφr′(t) is associated to the class
of index 1. Lett be a transition always enabled during the firing sequence. There
are three cases to consider forφr′(t): either there is ax ∈ φr(t) not reset, then
φr′(t) = |x]r′ otherwiseφr′(t) is the class of maximal index which preceedesφr(t)
and contains a clock not reset or else the class of index 1. The two last affectations
are sound since it means that whatever the value ofδ(t) fulfilling the order between
classes, the firing sequencew leads to bisimilar configurations (as being bisimilar
to the same configuration of the automaton).

Case b. The case wherer is a time-open region is handled in a similar way. Let(
r,
minr +δ0 +d0) be some element ofr. Suppose that(
r, minr +δ0 +d0)

e−→ (
′, v′+
δ′
0) with ∀x ∈ R(e), v′(x) = δ′

0(x) = 0, ∀x /∈ R(e), v′(x) = minr(x) ∧ δ′
0(x) =

δ0(x) + d0. Then inN there is a firing sequence(Mr, νr + projr(δ0) + d0)
w−→

labelled bye. Due to lemma 5, this firing sequence is also fireable from any
(Mr, νr + projr(δ) + d) bisimilar to (
r,minr + δ + d) ∈ r. By bisimilarity,
(
r, minr +δ + d)

e−→ for any(
r,minr + δ + d) ∈ r. Let r′ be the region including
(l′, v′ +δ′

0), then any configuration ofr′ is reachable by this discrete step. Note that
lr′ = l′ andminr′ = v′.

From(Mr, νr + projr(δ) + d), the sequencew leads to some(M ′, ν ′) bisimilar to
(lr′ ,minr′ + δ′)). We now show how to defineMr′ , νr′ andφr′. FirstMr′ = M ′.
Second,νr′(t) = νr(t) for transitionst always enabled during the firing sequence
and νr′ = 0 otherwise. At last,φr′ is obtained fromφr as follows. Lett be a
transition newly enabled during the firing sequence, thenφr′(t) is associated to
the class of index 1. There are three cases to consider forφr′(t): either there is a
x ∈ φr(t) not reset, thenφr′(t) = |x]r′ otherwiseφr′(t) is the class of maximal
index which preceedesφr(t) and contains a clock not reset or else the class of index
1. The two last affectations are sound since it means that whatever the value of
δ(t) fulfilling the order between classes, the firing sequencew leads to bisimilar
configurations (as being bisimilar to the same configuration of the automaton).

4. A discrete step into a time-open region. In order to reach a time-open region by a
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Figure 15: Two automata with different behavior w.r.t bisimulation with a TPN

discrete step, the corresponding transition must start from a time-open region and must
not reset any clock. Let(
r,minr+δ+d) ∈ r and(
r,minr+δ+d)

e−→ (l′,minr+δ+d).
Here we have used the hypothesis that no clock is reset. Then there is a firing sequence
(Mr, νr + projr(δ) + d)

w−→ labelled bye. Due to the lemma 5,(Mr, νr + projr(δ))
w−→.

(
r, vr + δ) is bisimilar to(Mr, νr + projr(δ)). Thus(
r,minr + δ)
e−→ (l′,minr + δ)

d−→
(l′,minr + δ + d). Then this region can be reached via a discrete step into a time-closed
region followed by a time step. So we do not need to examine this case.

6.3 A characterization of bisimilarity

The characterization of TA bisimilar to some TPN is closely related to the topological
closure of reachable regions: it states that any region intersecting the topological closure
of a reachable region is also reachable and that a discrete step either from a region or from
the minimal vector of its topological closure is possible in the whole topological closure.
The two automataB0 andB1 in Figure 6.3 will illustrate our results: the automatonB0

admits a bisimilar TPN whereasB1 does not.In the sequel, we suppose that any atomic
constraint related to a clockx occurring in the invariant of a location is added to the guard
of each incoming transition which does not resetx.

Theorem 5 (Characterization of TA bisimilar to some TPN) Let A be a (label-free) ti-
med automaton, let R(A) its region automaton w.r.t. the 1-grid and a constant K strictly
greater than any constant occurring in the automaton, then A is weakly timed bisimilar
to a time Petri net iff:
∀r ∈ R(A), ∀e an edge of A,
(a) Every region r′ s.t. r′ ∩ r �= ∅ is reachable
(b) ∀(
r, v) ∈ r, (
r, v)

e−→⇒ (
r,minr)
e−→

(c) ∀(
r, v) ∈ r, (
r,minr)
e−→⇒ (
r, v)

e−→
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Furthermore, if these conditions are satisfied then we can build a 1-bounded 2-TPN
bisimilar to A whose size is linear w.r.t. the size of A and a 1-bounded 1-TPN bisimilar
to A whose size is exponential w.r.t. the size of A.

We noteT A− this class of automata. Using the theorem, we justify why the automaton
B1 does not admit a bisimilar TPN. The regionr = {(
1, x = 1∧0 < y < 1} is reachable.
The guard of edgec is true inminr = (
1, (1, 0)) whereas it is false inr.

We prove Theorem 5 in three steps in the next paragraphs.

6.4 Proof of Necessity

Proof.[of Necessity] The fact that conditions(a), (b), and(c) are satisfied with respect to
theg-grid and the constantK = ∞ is straightforward:

• (a) This assertion is included in the inductive assertions.

• (b) Let r be a reachable region, let(
r,minr + δ) ∈ r be a configuration with
δ ∈ [0, 1/g[X , then∃(M, ν) ν ∈ N

En(M)
g bisimilar to (
r,minr) and(M, ν + δ′)

with δ′ ∈ [0, 1/g[En(M) bisimilar to (
r, v + δ). Suppose that(
r,minr + δ)
e−→,

then(M, ν + δ′)
w−→ with w an instantaneous firing sequence andlabel(w) = e.

Now by lemma 5-b,(M, ν)
w−→, thus(
r,minr)

e−→.

• (c) Let r be a region, and(
r,minr +δ) ∈ r with δ ∈ [0, 1/g]X thus∃(M, ν) bisim-
ilar to (
r,minr) and(M, ν+δ′) with δ′ ∈ [0, 1/g]En(M) bisimilar to(
r,minr+δ).
Suppose that(
r,minr)

e−→, then(M, ν)
w−→ with w an instantaneous firing sequence

andlabel(w) = e. Now by lemma 5-a,(M, ν + δ′)
w−→, thus(
r,minr + δ)

e−→.

In order to complete the proof, we successively show that if the conditions are satisfied
w.r.t. theg-grid and infinite constant, they are satisfied w.r.t. the1-grid and infinite con-
stant and when satisfied w.r.t the1-grid and infinite constant, they are satisfied w.r.t the
1-grid and the usual finite constant. This is done by the next two lemmas.

Lemma 7 (about the conditions and the grid) Let A be a timed automaton, and g ∈
N>0. If the conditions (a),(b),(c) are satisfied by the region automaton associated with the
g-grid, then they are satisfied by the region automaton associated with the 1-grid (where
in both cases the constant K = ∞).

Proof. Let us denoteR(A)g the region automaton ofA w.r.t. theg-grid. By definition
of regions, we remark thatr a region ofR(A) is a finite union of regions ofR(A)g (say
r =

⋃
i=1..k ri). Thusr =

⋃
i=1..k ri which proves the implication for(a).
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Assume that(b) is satisfied byR(A)g. Let (
r,minr + δ + d) ∈ r be a region ofR(A)
and assume(
r,minr + δ + d)

e−→. We defineδ′ by δ′(x) = δ(x)/g . Then sinceA has
integer constraints(
r,minr + δ′ + d/g)

e−→. Moreover this configuration belongs tor
and then to a regionr′ ∈ R(A)g whose minimal vector isminr. Then applying(b), we
obtain(
r,minr)

e−→.

Assume that(c) is satisfied byR(A)g. Let (
r, v) ∈ r wherer is a region ofR(A) and
assume(
r,minr)

e−→. Then there is an increasing path among the minimum vectors of
regions ofR(A)g all included inr. This path is such that any two consecutive elements
belong to the closure of some region; it starts at(
r,minr) and finishes at(
r,minr∗)
such that(
r, v) ∈ r∗ (with r∗ a region ofR(A)g). Thus applying iteratively(c) yields
(
r, v)

e−→.

Lemma 8 (about the conditions and the constant K) Let A be a timed automaton. If
the conditions (a),(b),(c) are satisfied by the region automaton associated with the 1-grid
and constant K = ∞, then they are satisfied by the region automaton associated to the
1-grid and a finite constant.

Proof. Let us denoteR(A)∞ the region automaton ofA w.r.t. K = ∞. Let r be a reach-
able region inR(A) andreach(r) the associated region ofR(A)∞. Note that
reach(r) =

r and that∀x ∈ ActXr,minreach(r) = minr and∀x ∈ X,minreach(r) ≥ minr. Sup-
pose thatreach(r) is time-closed (resp. time-open) thenr admits a time-closed (resp.
time-open) description where theordr andordreach(r) mappings are identical for clocks
in ActXr. Thus∀(
r, v) ∈ r,∃(
r, v

′) ∈ reach(r) such that∀x ∈ ActXr, v
′(x) = v(x).

Now take a convergent sequencelimi→∞(
r, vi) = (
r, v) with (
r, vi) ∈ r so that
(
r, v) ∈ r. Then the corresponding sequence{(
r, v

′
i)} being bounded admits an accu-

mulation point(
r, v
′) ∈ r. It is routine to show that(
r, v) and (
r, v

′) belong to the
same region inR(A). This proves that condition(a) for R(A)∞ implies condition(a) for
R(A).

Assume that(b) is satisfied byR(A)∞. Let (
r, v) ∈ r be a reachable region ofR(A) and
(
r, v)

e−→. Let reach(r) be the associated reachable region ofR(A)∞ then∃(
r, v
′) ∈

reach(r) strongly time bisimilar to(
r, v), thus (
r, v
′) e−→. Using condition(b), (
r,

minreach(r))
e−→. Since(
r,minreach(r)) is strongly time bisimilar to(
r,minr), we have

(
r,minr)
e−→.

Assume that(c) is satisfied byR(A)∞ and consider(
r, v) ∈ r wherer is a region of
R(A) and(
r,minr)

e−→. Letreach(r) be the associated reachable region ofR(A)∞, then
∃(
r, v

′) ∈ reach(r) strongly time bisimilar to(
r, v). Since(
r,minreach(r)) is strongly
time bisimilar to(
r,minr), (
r,minreach(r))

e−→. Thus using condition(c), (
r, v
′) e−→.

By bisimilarity, we obtain(
r, v)
e−→.
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Fx≥aRtodox
i

Tx≥aRtodox
i+1

changex≥a

[a, a]
resetx≥a

•

(a) Widget for conditionx ≥ a (assume
a > 0)

Fx>aRtodox
i

Tx>aRtodox
i+1

changex>a

[a + 1, a + 1]
resetx>a

•

(b) Widget for conditionx > a

Figure 16: Widgets for conditionsx ≥ a andx > a

Tx≤aRtodox
i

Fx≤aRtodox
i+1

changex≤a

[a + 1
2
, a + 1

2
]

resetx≤a

•

(a) Widget for conditionx ≤ a

Fx<aRtodox
i

Tx<aRtodox
i+1

changex<a

[a − 1
2
, a − 1

2
]

resetx<a

•

(b) Widget for conditionx < a (as-
sumea > 0)

Figure 17: Widgets for conditionsx ≤ a andx < a

We now give the proof that the condition is sufficient. The proof is split into two
parts, corresponding respectively to the construction of a2-TPN and the construction of a
1-TPN.

6.5 First construction

Proof.[for the first construction of sufficiency] We first describe the construction of a
2-TPN N bisimilar toA. The principles of this construction are similar to those used
for the language equivalence. We build a subnet per elementary condition (including
the part associated with the clock resetting). However except for the conditionsx ≥ c
and the resetting part, all the constructions are different. We first remark thatx < a
occurring in an invariant may be safely omitted. Indeed (see the assumptions on timed
automata), it never forbids to enter the state. If it would forbid the progress of time in
some configuration, then the associated region would be a maximal time-open regionr.
Due to condition(a), r is reachable but sincer is time-open,r ∩ succ(r) �= ∅, so that
succ(r) is reachable which contradicts the maximality ofr.

All edges ofN are weighted by1. Unless explicitely stated, the transitions are labelled
by ε.
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FReachx≤a 
Rtodox
i

TReachx≤aRtodox
i+1

reachx≤a

[a, a]
resetx≤a stopx≤a

�

•

Figure 18: Widget for invariantx ≤ a

TC1

TC2

TCm

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .




W 1
e W 2

e W
n(e)
e

Rtodox1
1

Rtodox1

n(x1)+1Rtodox2

n(x2)+1

Rtodox2
1 Rtodo

xn(e)

1

Rtodo
xn(e)

n(xn(e))+1


′

firee , e , [0,∞[

next1e next
n(e)
e

Figure 19: Widget of an edge(l, γ = {c1, . . . , cm(e)}, e, R = {x1, . . . , xn(e)}, l′)
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• With each location
 of the automaton, we associate an eponymous place
. The
place
 is initially marked iff the location
 is the initial one.

• The conditions associated with a clockx are arbitrarily numbered from1 to n(x)
wheren(x) is the number of such conditions. We consider that whenx ≤ a (a �= 0)
occurs in at least one transition and in at least one invariant it is associated to two
different conditions. Then we add places{Rtodox

i }i≤n(x)+1 for the management of
the resets.

• With each conditionx ≥ a (a �= 0) occurring in a transition of the automaton,
we associate a widget (see Figure 16 (a)) composed by two placesTx≥a, Fx≥a

and three transitionschangex≥a, reset
1
x≥a, reset

2
x≥a. The placeFx≥a is initially

marked whileTx≥a is unmarked. The interval associated tochangex≥a is [a, a];
•changex≥a = {Fx≥a} and changex≥a

• = {Tx≥a}. The interval associated to
reset1x≥a and reset2x≥a is [0, 0]. Let i be the number of the conditionx ≥ a.
•reset1x≥a = {Fx≥a, Rtodox

i } andreset1x≥a
•

= {Fx≥a, Rtodox
i+1}. •reset2x≥a =

{Tx≥a, Rtodox
i } andreset2x≥a

•
= {Fx≥a, Rtodox

i+1}.

• With each conditionx > a occurring in a transition of the automaton, we associate
a widget (Figure 16 (b)) composed by two placesTx>a, Fx>a and three transitions
changex>a, reset

1
x>a, reset

2
x>a. The placeFx>a is initially marked whileTx>a is

unmarked. The interval associated tochangex>a is [a + 1, a + 1]; •changex>a =
{Fx>a} andchangex>a

• = {Tx>a}. The interval associated toreset1x>a andreset2x>a

is [0, 0]. Let i be the number of the conditionx > a. •reset1x>a = {Fx>a, Rtodox
i }

andreset1x>a
•

= {Fx>a, Rtodox
i+1}. •reset2x>a = {Tx>a, Rtodox

i } andreset2x>a
•

=
{Fx>a, Rtodox

i+1}.

• With each conditionx ≤ a occurring in a transition of the automaton, we asso-
ciate a widget (Figure 17 (a)) composed by two placesTx≤a, Fx≤a and three tran-
sitions changex≤a, reset

1
x≤a, reset

2
x≤a. The placeTx≤a is initially marked while

Fx≤a is unmarked. The interval associated tochangex≤a is [a + 1/2, a + 1/2];
•changex≤a = {Tx≤a} and changex≤a

• = {Fx≤a}. The interval associated to
reset1x≤a and reset2x≤a is [0, 0]. Let i be the number of the conditionx ≤ a.
•reset1x≤a = {Tx≤a, Rtodox

i } and reset1x≤a
•

= {Tx≤a, Rtodox
i+1}. •reset2x≤a =

{Fx≤a, Rtodox
i } andreset2x≤a

•
= {Tx≤a, Rtodox

i+1}.

• With each conditionx < a (a �= 0) occurring in a transition of the automaton,
we associate a widget (Figure 17 (b)) composed by two placesTx<a, Fx<a and
three transitionschangex<a, reset

1
x<a, reset

2
x<a. The placeTx<a is initially marked

while Fx<a is unmarked. The interval associated tochangex<a is [a − 1/2, a −
1/2]; •changex<a = {Tx<a} andchangex<a

• = {Fx<a}. The interval associated
to reset1x<a andreset2x<a is [0, 0]. Let i be the number of the conditionx < a.
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•reset1x<a = {Tx<a, Rtodox
i } and reset1x<a

•
= {Tx<a, Rtodox

i+1}. •reset2x<a =
{Fx<a, Rtodox

i } andreset2x<a
•

= {Tx<a, Rtodox
i+1}.

• With each conditionx ≤ a (a �= 0) in a invariant, we associate a widget (Fig-
ure 18) composed by two placesTReachx≤a, FReachx≤a and three transitions
reachx≤a, resetR

1
x≤a, resetR

2
x≤a. The placeFReachx≤a is initially marked while

TReachx≤a is unmarked. The interval associated toreachx≤a is [a, a]; •changex≤a =
{FReachx≤a} andchangex≤a

• = {TReachx≤a}. The intervals associated tore-
setR1

x≤a and resetR2
x≤a is [0, 0]. Let i be the number of the conditionx ≤ a.

•resetR1
x≤a = {FReachx≤a, Rtodox

i } andresetR1
x≤a

•
= {FReachx≤a, Rtodox

i+1}.
•resetR2

x≤a = {TReachx≤a, Rtodox
i } andresetR2

x≤a
•

= {FReachx≤a, Rtodox
i+1}.

• With each edge(l, γ = {c1, . . . , cm(e)}, e, R = {x1, . . . , xn(e)}, l′), we associate a
widget (Figure 19) composed by places{W i

e}i≤n(e) and transitionsfiree, {nextie}i≤n(e).
The transitionfiree has labele; its interval is[0,∞[; •firee = {l, Tc1 , . . . , Tcm(e)

}
and firee

• = {W 1
e , Rtodox1

1 , Tc1 , . . . , Tcm(e)
}. The interval associated to transi-

tions nextie is [0, 0]. ∀i < n(e), •nextie = {W i
e , Rtodoxi

n(xi)+1} and nextie
•

=

{W i+1
e , Rtodo

xi+1

1 }. •next
n(e)
e = {W n(e)

e , Rtodo
xn(e)

n(xn(e))+1} andnext
n(e)
e

•
= {
′}.

WhenR = ∅, the widget reduces to the transitionfiree with •firee = {
, Tc1 , . . . ,
Tcm(e)

} andfiree
• = {
′, Tc1 , . . . , Tcm(e)

}.

• If a conditionx ≤ 0 occurs in the invariant ofl, then one adds a transitionstop�

with interval [0, 0], •stop� = stop�
• = {
}. If a conditionx ≤ a (a �= 0) occurs in

the invariant ofl, then one adds a transitionstopx≤a
� with interval[0, 0], •stopx≤a

� =

stopx≤a
�

•
= {
, TReachx≤a}.

We decompose the reachable configurations (and markings) intointermediate ones
(someW i

e is marked) andpermanent ones (some
 is marked). An easy induction shows
that in permanent configurations(M, ν) the enabled timed transitions relative to a clock
are “synchronized”:ν(changec) = ν(changec′) = ν(reachc′′) as soon asc, c′, c′′ relates
to the same clockx. We defineν(x) as this common value if at least one such transition
is enabled and otherwiseν(x) = K(x) whereK(x) is the maximal value relative to
clockx occuring in the netN . Furthermore from any intermediate configuration(M, ν),
the behaviour of the net is quasi-deterministic until it reaches a permanent configuration:
there are only firing sequences (i.e. no time step) and some of them lead to permanent
configurations. Furthermore these permanent configurations (say(Mnext, νnext)) have the
same marked place
 and the same valuesνnext(x).

It is also obvious that once somefiree is fired, the construction ensures the existence
of a “resetting” sequence which reinitializes the widgets associated to the clocks to be
reset.
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Bisimulation relation. We now define the relationR between reachable configurations
of the automatonA and the netN . Let us define(
, v)R(M, ν) iff:

• eitherM is a permanent marking andM(
) is marked and ifν(x) < K(x) then
v(x) = ν(x) elsev(x) ≥ K(x).

• or M is an intermediate marking leading to some permanent(Mnext, νnext) and
(
, v)R(Mnext, νnext). This definition is sound due to the common features of the
different(Mnext, νnext).

It remains to prove thatR is a bisimulation, which is done in the next lemma.

Lemma 9 The relation R defined above is a weak timed bisimulation.

Proof. We first consider moves fromA.
Case 1: (
, v)

e−→ (
′, v′) First, let us prove that(M, ν)
σ−→ with σ labelled bye. At first, σ

begins byσ′ which consists to fire all thechangec fireable leading to some(M ′, ν ′) (with

(
, v)R(M ′, ν ′)). Now we prove that(M ′, ν ′)
firee−−−→. By definition ofR, M(
) is marked.

Let c be a condition occuring in the guard ofe.
If c = [x ≥ a] thenv(x) ≥ a which implies

ν(x) ≥ a and thatTx≥a is marked (eventually with the help ofσ′).
If c = [x > a] then letr be the region to which(
, v) belongs.minr(x) = �v(x)�. Using
condition(b), (l,minr)

e−→. Thusv(x) ≥ minr(x) ≥ a + 1 which impliesν(x) ≥ a + 1
and thatTx>a is marked (eventually with the help ofσ′).
If c = [x ≤ a] thenv(x) ≤ a which impliesν(x) ≤ a and thatTx≤a is marked (remember
thatchangex≤a fires whenν(x) = a + 1/2).
If c = [x < a] then letr be the region to which(
, v) belongs. Then there exists(
, v1) ∈ r
with v1(x) = �v(x)�. Using condition(b) and then(c), (l, v1)

e−→. Thusv(x) ≤ v1(x) ≤
a − 1 which impliesν(x) ≤ a − 1 and thatTx<a is marked (remember thatchangex<a

fires whenν(x) = a − 1/2).
Thusfiree is fireable from(M ′, ν ′). We completeσ by the “resetting” sequence leading
to a configuration bisimilar to(
′, v′)

If M is an intermediate marking, one fires a sequence leading to some(Mnext, νnext)
and performs the previous simulation.

Case 2: (
, v)
d−→ (
, v + d)

Suppose thatx ≤ a belongs to the invariant of
. This means thatv(x) + d ≤ a. Thus
from (M, ν), we let a timed elapse interleaved with possible firings ofchange transitions.
Thestop transitions associated to
 will be possibly firable but only at the end of this step
sequence.
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If M is an intermediate marking, one fires a sequence leading to some(Mnext, νnext)
and performs the previous simulation.

Conversely, we consider moves fromN .
Case 3: (M, ν)

t−→ (M ′, ν ′)

If t is labelled byε, then by construction(
, v)R(M ′, ν ′).

Thus we only to need to examine the case offiree (M is then a permanent marking).
Let r be the region to which(
, v) belongs. We will show that(
,minr)

e−→. Then by
condition(c), we will obtain that(
, v)

e−→.

Let c be a condition occuring in the guard ofe.
If c = [x ≥ a] thenTx≥a is marked which implies thatν(x) ≥ a and thenv(x) ≥ a, thus
minr(x) = �v(x)� ≥ a.
If c = [x > a] then thenTx>a is marked which implies thatν(x) ≥ a + 1 and then
v(x) ≥ a + 1 thusminr(x) = �v(x)� ≥ a + 1 > a
If c = [x ≤ a] thenTx≤a is marked which implies thatν(x) ≤ a + 1/2 and thenv(x) ≤
a + 1/2 thusminr(x) = �v(x)� ≤ a
If c = [x < a] thenTx<a is marked which implies thatν(x) ≤ a − 1/2 and thenv(x) ≤
a − 1/2 thusminr(x) = �v(x)� ≤ a − 1 < a

So (
, v)
e−→ (
′, v′) for some(
′, v′). By construction ofN and definition ofR,

(
′, v′)R(M ′, ν ′).

Case 4: (M, ν)
d−→ (M, ν + d)

An intermediate marking cannot let elapse time. ThusM is a permanent marking. Let
x ≤ a belonging to the invariant of

l. a �= 0 otherwise from(M, ν), stopl must be fired and time may not elapse. Similarly
sincestopx≤a

l is only possibly fireable from(M, ν + d), it follows thatν(x)+ d ≤ a, thus
v(x) + d ≤ a.

Consequently(
, v)
d−→ (
, v + d) and obviously(
, v + d)R(M, ν + d). We fi-

nally illustrate this construction on the timed automatonB0 from Figure 6.3 above and
its translation given below (with some simplifications related to this particularTA). For
readability, immediate transitions (where interval[0, 0] is represented in black andε labels
are not shown).

First, note that the subnet associated to the constrainty ≤ 0 switches the condition
to false (firing oftoFy≤0) when the implicit value ofy maintained in the net reaches1/2.
Seemingly, this translation appears to be less constrained than the original condition. We
explain how we prove that this translation is nevertheless sound. Letr be the region cor-
responding to the current configuration(
, v) of the automaton simulated by the net, if the
net is able to simulate a discrete step of the automaton, we prove that in the configuration
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•

•

•

•

[1/2, 1/2] toFy≤0

Ty≤0

c, [0, +∞[ l2
1


0

a, [0, +∞[

b, [0, +∞[

Tx≥1[1, 1]

inv0

Figure 20: The TPN bisimilar tob0

(
,minr) of the automaton this step is also possible. Thus by condition(c), the step is
also possible from(
, v). On the other hand, if a discrete step is possible for(
, v) in the
automaton, we show that this step is also simulatable in the net using both conditions(b)
and(c) and the following fact:∀x ∈ X,∃(
r, v

′), (
r, v
′′) ∈ r such thatv′(x) = �v(x)�

andv′′(x) = �v(x)�. We also need to handle the invariants. First it is straightforward
to observe that due to condition(a), an atomic constraintx < c occuring in an invariant
may be safely deleted since its effectiveness leads to the existence of a regionr whose
time-successor (which intersectsr) would not be reachable. The subnet associated to the
atomic constraintx ≤ 1 occuring in the invariant of
0 leads to transitioninv0 (not modi-
fying the marking) which is fireable as soon as the simulated value ofx reaches1 and the
place
0 is marked. Thus time cannot progress except if the location is left.

6.6 Second construction

Proof.[for the second construction of sufficiency] When the conditions on the unlabeled
timed automatonA are satisfied, we build a1-TPN N with atomic semantics which is
weakly timed bisimilar toA. We suppose that all invariant conditions of a location are
added to the guard of each ingoing transition. Recall thatK = m + 1, wherem is the
maximal constant forA. The construction of the TPN is a partial replication of both the
region automaton ofA and the class automaton, as explained later. There is first a subnet
for each clockx, in which only the integral parts ofx appear in the places (but with a
fractional part that can reach1).
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• . . .

hx
0 hx

1tx0

[1, 1]

tx1

[1, 1]

txK−1

[1, 1]

hx
K

Then we add one placeC for each classC = (
, Z) of the class automaton, with
the initial class marked. Now lete = (
, g, a, R, 
′) be a transition ofA. For each pair
(v, v′) of clock valuations inNX , with v, v′ ≤ −→

K , we build a subnet which simulates the
transition(
, v)

e−→ (
′, v′), where we havev′(x) = 0 if x ∈ R andv′(x) = v(x) otherwise.
Let C1 = (
, Z1), . . . , Ck = (
, Zk) be the subset of classes such that∃v′′ ∈ Zi ∧ ∀x ∈
X, v′′(x) = v(x) ∨ (v′′(x) ≥ K ∧ v(x) = K)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, andC ′

1, . . . , C
′
k the classes

obtained by applying transitione to C1, . . . , Ck respectively. We have a transition with
labele for eachCi (with k = 2 in the figure below), all with interval[0, +∞[. Note that all
reset operations for clocks inR are executed successively with instantaneous transitions.
Moreover, the upper part of the net ensures that the invariant conditions of locationl are
satisfied (this part has been omitted for
′).

. . .

l

hz
c , z ≤ c ∈ Inv(
)

[0, +∞[

e

hx
v(x), x ∈ R

hx
v(x), x /∈ R resetxe

hx
0 , x ∈ R

resetye

l′

C1

C2

e

C ′
1

C ′
2

Figure 21: Simulation of a transition

Like in the previous proof, we say that a configuration (and the corresponding mark-
ing) (M, ν) of the TPN is permanent ifM(
) = 1 for somel. Otherwise, it is an interme-
diate configuration (and marking), whereM(resetxe) = 1 for some (exactly one of each)
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x ande, meaning that some reset operations are in progress. Here again, a permanent
configuration is reached instantaneously from such an intermediate configuration, with
only firing sequences completing the reset operations for transitione (interleaved with
possibly transitions firings of sometxc ).

Furthermore, for a configuration(M, ν), there is exactly one non empty placehx
c for

each clockx. Writing cx for the constant such thatM(hx
cx

) = 1, we have eithercx = K or
0 ≤ ν(txcx

) ≤ 1, whereν(txc ) is the time elapsed since arrival of the token in the placehx
cx

.
This means that the value of clockx is eitherv(x) ≥ K or v(x) = cx +ν(txcx

) with �v(x)�
equal to eithercx or cx + 1. In the latter case, transitiontxcx

can be fired instantaneously,
leading to the configuration(M ′, ν ′) with one token in placehx

cx+1 and eithercx + 1 = K
or ν ′(txcx+1) = 0. We can thus reach a configuration wherec = (cx)x∈X is maximal.

Bisimulation relation. The relationR is defined as the set of pairs((M, ν), (
, v)) such
that:

• either(M, ν) is a permanent configuration withM(
) = 1, the relation betweenv
andν is the one described above, and there exists exactly one classC = (
, Z) such
thatM(C) = 1 andv ∈ Z;

• or (M, ν) is an intermediate configuration leading to some permanent configuration
(M ′, ν ′) such that((M ′, ν ′), (
, v)) ∈ R.

We end the proof with an auxiliary lemma and the fact thatR is a weak time bisimula-
tion.

The following lemma which relates regions and classes, shows how the class automa-
ton will be used to control the firing of a transition when the minimal pointc is in not in
the same region thanv.

Lemma 10 Let A be an automaton satisfying the conditions of theorem 5, let C = (
, Z)
be a class of the class automaton and (
, v) ∈ C. Let (
, v) ∈ r where r is a region
w.r.t. to the choice K = ∞ (which means that there is a infinite number of regions). Then
∀(
, v′) ∈ r, (
, v′) ∈ C. In particular, (
, �v�) ∈ C.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the reachability relation between regions. The case
of a discrete step follows from conditions(b) and(c) of theorem 5. The case of a time
step follows from the choice ofK = ∞ which implies that given a regionr, every item
of succ(r) is reached by a time step from an item ofr.

Lemma 11 The relation R defined above is a weak time bisimulation.
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Proof. Assume that(M, ν)R(
, v) and consider a move inA.

Case 1: (
, v)
d−→ (
, v+d) (with d �= 0). In this case, we must consider different subcases,

according to the regions that can be reached by elapsing time. We consider only moves
in which at most one different region is reached, the general case would be a combination
of those elementary moves. First note that sincev′ = v + d can be reached, no invariant
condition needs to be activated inN . Moreover, if(M, ν) is an intermediate configura-
tion, we first apply the sequence described above and reach the equivalent configuration
(M1, ν1). Also in this case, since classes are unchanged by elapsing time, if we prove
that a delay move is possible from(M1, ν1), we immediately obtain that the class is the
same in the resulting configuration. Thus, the resulting configuration will be equivalent
to (
, v + d).

• If v belongs to a time-open region, the case wherev′ belongs to the same time-
open region is easy, it simply corresponds to a delay transition from(M1, ν1) in N ,
each clock being in somehx

c and staying inside (no token move), with(M1, ν1 + d)
equivalent to(
, v + d).
If v′ has reached an integer value, we consider a clockx with greatest integral part,
so thatv′(x) = �v(x)� + 1 = v(x) + d with v(y) + d ≤ �v(y)� + 1 for all other
clocks. In this case also, we obtain a delay move inN from (M1, ν1).

• If there are some clocksx for which v(x) has an integer value, then elapsing
time leads to the successor region, which is time-open. From(M1, ν1), it is pos-
sible to reach with instantaneous transitions a configuration(M2, ν2) where for
all clocks with integer values,M2(h

x
c ) = 1 with c maximal, and(M2, ν2) still

equivalent to(
, v). Now from (M2, ν2), a delay move can be applied so that

(M, ν)
∗−→ (M1, ν1)

∗−→ (M2, ν2)
d−→ (M2, ν2 + d), with (M2, ν2 + d)R(
, v + d).

Case 2: If (
, v)
e−→ (
′, v′) for somee = (
, g, a, R, l′) then condition(b) implies that a

transition(
, �v�) e−→ (
′, �v′�) is also possible inA. Here again we may have to apply
from (M, ν) a sequence of instantaneous transitions, leading to(M1, ν1) where placel
is marked, and from there we can reach an equivalent configuration(M2, ν2) with c =
(cx)x∈X maximal. LetC = (
, Z) be the class for whichM(C) = 1, with v ∈ Z. From
lemma 10,(
, �v�) also belongs toC, and∀x ∈ X, �v�(x) = cx∨(�v�(x) ≥ K∧cx = K)
so that the transitione (corresponding to this vector and this class) can be fired inN ,
immediately followed by the corresponding reset sequence, leading to(M ′, ν ′). Since
exactly one classC ′ is marked aftere, we have(M ′, ν ′)R(
′, v′) by the definition ofR.

For the converse, we consider a move inN .
Case 3: (M, ν)

d−→ (M, ν +d) (with d �= 0). Then, neither reset transitions nor transitions
of the formtxc can be fired inN . Thus, the placeshx

c which contain a token are such that
ν(txc ) < 1 andν(txc )+d ≤ 1. For the state(
, v), we haveM(
) = 1 andv(x) = c+ν(txc ).
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The move(
, v)
d−→ (
, v + d) is possible inA since(
, v + d) belongs either to the

region of(
, v) or to its time successor which is reachable by condition(a). Therefore

(
, v)
d−→ (
, v + d) in A with (M, ν + d)R(
, v + d).

Case 4: (M, ν)
t−→ (M ′, ν ′). For any transition ofN which is not associated with some

transitione = (
, g, a, R, l′) in A, no time can elapse so there is no need for a move inA
because(M ′, ν ′) is still equivalent to(
, v). Suppose now thatt is associated to an edge
e, we haveM(
) = 1, M(C) = 1 for some classC = (
, Z) with v ∈ Z. Sincet is
fireable, considering the valuationc = (cx)x∈X the construction implies that∃v′′ ∈ Z s.t.
∀x ∈ X, v′′(x) = cx∨(v′′(x) ≥ K∧cx = K), which implies that the segment[v′′, v] ⊆ Z,
from the convexity ofZ, with 0 ≤ v(x)− v′′(x) = v(x)− cx ≤ 1 for eachx s.t. cx < K.
Thus, [(
, v′′), (
, v)] is contained in the topological closurer of some reachable region
such thatminr = c and l = lr. Since(
, c)

e−→ (
′, c′) is possible inA, and(
, v′′) is
strongly time bisimilar to(
, c), one has(
, v′′) e−→ (
′, v′′′). Now condition(c) implies
that a move(
, v)

e−→ (
′, v′) is also possible inA. From the definition,(M ′, ν ′)R(
′, v′).

For instance, for the automatonB0 from Figure 6.3, we have four classes:C0 =
{l0, 0 ≤ x = y ≤ 1}, C1 = {l1, 0 ≤ x = y ≤ 1}, C ′

1 = {l1, x = 1 ∧ y = 0} and
C2 = {l2, 0 ≤ y = x− 1}. We show below the subnet corresponding to the transitionc at
point (l1, (1, 0)) and classC ′

1.

l1 l2

[0, +∞[

c

hx
1

hy
0

C ′
1 C2

Consider the following run inB0: (l0, (0, 0))
a−→ (l1, (0, 0))

1−→ (l1, (1, 1)). The sim-
ulation of this run byN may lead to the following configuration:l1, hx

0 , h
y
0 andC1 are

marked andtx0 andty0 have been enabled for1 t.u. Suppose that the sequencetx0t
′x
0 is fired,

marking the placetx1 , then without the input placeC ′
1 the transition labelledc could be

erroneously fired. SinceC ′
1 is unmarked this firing is disabled.

6.7 Complexity results

This characterization leads to the the following complexity results.

Proposition 5 (Complexity results) Given a (label-free) timed automaton A, deciding
whether there is a TPN weakly timed bisimilar to A is PSPACE-complete. The reacha-
bility problem for the class T A− is PSPACE-complete.
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Proof. The reachability problem for regions is inPSPACE. In order to check whether
the condition(a) is false wenon deterministically pick a regionr and a regionr′ which
intersectsr and check whetherr is reachable andr′ is not reachable. In order to check
whether the condition(b) is false wenon deterministically pick a regionr and a edgee
and check whetherr is reachable ande is firable fromr and not fireable from(lr,minr).
In order to check whether the condition(c) is false wenon deterministically pick a region
r, a regionr′ which intersectsr and a edgee and check whetherr is reachable ande is
not firable fromr or r′ and fireable from(lr,minr). By Savitch construction, we obtain a
deterministic algorithm inPSPACE.

In order to show thePSPACE-hardness, we use the construction given in [2] (in ap-
pendix D) which reduces the acceptation problem for linear bounded Turing machine
(LBTM) to the reachability problem for TA with restricted guards. The computed TA
(calledAM,w0) satisfies the conditions(a) and(b) but does not satisfy the condition(c).
However it can be safely transformed in order to satisfy this condition by adding the
invariant t ≤ 1 to any state(q, i) and the invariantt ≤ 0 to any state(i, θ, j). This
intermediate automaton is now bisimilar to a TPN.

Then we transform the edges entering theend state by resettingt and at last we add
an edge(end, t = 0, e, ∅, end).

If the LBTM M does not accept the wordw0, then the stateend is not reachable and
AM,w0 satisfies the conditions(a),(b),(c).

If the LBTM M accepts the wordw0, then the stateend is reachable andAM,w0 does
not satisfy the condition(c) (the additional edge is fireable when enteringend but not
after letting the time elapse). The fact that the reachability problem for the classT A− is
PSPACE-complete was proved implicitely within the proof above.

At last, we complete these results by adapting them to other models ofTA. The
previous characterization holds forTA with diagonal constraints and when satisfied a
bisimilar 1-bounded 1-TPN whose size is exponential w.r.t. theTA may be built. A sim-
pler characterization holds forTA without strict (and diagonal) constraints. Nevertheless,
for these two models, the complexity of the membership and reachability problems is still
PSPACE-complete.

Proposition 6 (TAs with diagonal constraints) Let A be an unlabelled timed automa-
ton with diagonal constraints, let R(A) its region w.r.t. the 1-grid, then A is weakly timed
bisimilar to a time Petri net iff:
∀r ∈ R(A), ∀e an edge of A,

(a) Every region r′ s.t. r′ ∩ r �= ∅ is reachable

(b) ∀(
r, v) ∈ r, (
r, v)
e−→⇒ (
r,minr)

e−→
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(c) ∀(
r, v) ∈ r, (
r,minr)
e−→⇒ (
r, v)

e−→

Furthermore, if these conditions are satisfied then one can build a 1-bounded 1-TPN
bisimilar to A whose size is exponential w.r.t. the size of A.

At last, deciding whether there is a TPN weakly time bisimilar to A is PSPACE-
complete.

Proof. The proof of necessity and the second construction of the TPN bisimilar toA
need to be slightly adaptated to take into account the nature of the regions of an automa-
ton with diagonal constraints since they are based on properties of the region automaton
whereas the construction of the class automaton is still valid for automata with diagonal
constraints.

ThePSPACE-hardness is obviously true while the membership toPSPACE de-
duced from implicit explorations of the region automaton is still valid.

Despite the fact that excluding strict constraints simplifies the characterization, the
complexity of the membership problem remains the same.

Proposition 7 (TA without strict constraints) Let A be an unlabelled timed automaton
without strict constraints, let R(A) its region w.r.t. the 1-grid, then A is weakly timed
bisimilar to a time Petri net iff:
∀r ∈ R(A), ∀e an edge of A, ∀(
r, v) ∈ r, (
r,minr)

e−→⇒ (
r, v)
e−→

Furthermore, deciding whether there is a TPN weakly time bisimilar to A is PSPACE-
complete.

Proof. It is straightforward to show that conditions(a) and (b) are satisfied by an au-
tomaton without strict constraints. Similarly the condition(c) is easily deduced from the
current condition when the automaton does not include strict constraints.

ThePSPACE membership is obviously true. We remark that although the net of [2]
(in appendix D) contains contraintsxi > 1, they can be safely changed toxi ≥ 2. Thus
thePSPACE hardness follows.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated different questions relative to the expressiveness of
TPNs. At first, we have shown that TAs and bounded TPNs (enlarged with strict con-
straints) are equivalent w.r.t. the timed language equivalence. We have also provided a
more general and efficient construction of a TPN equivalent to a TA than the previous
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ones. Then we have focused on the weak time bisimilarity equivalence and we have de-
veloped our main contribution: a characterization of TAs time bisimulateable by a TPN.
From this characterization, we have proved that deciding whether a TA admits a time
bisimilar TPN is aPSPACE-complete problem. Furthermore the reachability problem
is still PSPACE-complete for this subclass of TAs. Finally we have proved that for
bounded TPNs the different semantics lead to equivalent models w.r.t. the time bisimilar-
ity but that this is no more true with strict constraints.

We are now looking for similar (multiple) characterizations for TPNs enlarged with
strict constraints since in this context the choice of the semantics is relevant. We will also
try to apply the same techniques to compare the different models of Petri nets with time.
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The maximum node clustering problem
G. Carello∗, F. Della Croce†, A. Grosso‡, M. Locatelli‡

Résumé

Dans cet article, nous introduisons un problème de graphes, appelé Maximum
Node Clustering (MNC). Nous prouvons que ce problème est fortementNP -complet
et montrons qu’il peut être approché en temps polynomial avec un rapport arbitrai-
rement proche de 2. Pour le cas particulier où le graphe est un arbre, nous prouvons
que le problème estNP -complet au sens faible puisqu’il généralise le problème du
sac-à-dos et qu’on peut le résoudre en temps pseudopolynomial par une approche de
programmation dynamique. Nous présentons également un FPTAS pour le cas des
arbres.

Mots-clefs : Maximum Node Clustering, Sac-à-dos, Complexité, Approximation

Abstract

In this paper we introduce a graph problem, called Maximum Node Clustering
(MNC). We prove that the problem is stronglyNP -complete and show that it can be
approximated in polynomial time within a ratio arbitrarily close to 2. For the special
case where the graph is a tree, we prove that the problem is weaklyNP -complete
as it generalizes the0/1 Knapsack problem and is solvable in pseudopolynomial
time by a dynamic programming approach. For this latter case an FPTAS is also
presented.

Key words : Maximum Node Clustering, Knapsack, Complexity, Approximation
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1 Introduction

We consider the following problem: an undirected graphG(V,E) is given, with nonnega-
tive node profitsπi, i ∈ V , edge weightswe, e = {i, j} ∈ E, and a given capacityB > 0;
determine a subsetS∗ ⊆ V such that the total profitπ(S∗) =

∑
i∈S∗ πi is maximum and

w(S∗) =
∑

e∈δ(S∗)

we ≤ B (1)

whereδ(S∗) is the set of all edges having at least one endpoint inS∗. In what follows
it is also assumed thatw({i}) ≤ B, ∀ i ∈ V, otherwise nodei could not be part of any
feasible solution and could be discarded in advance. We call such problem Maximum
Node Clustering (MNC). This problem generalizes the0/1 Knapsack problem (see the
reduction of Figure 1 in Section 3) and is strictly related to the Densek-Subgraph problem
[7, 1].

The problem models also a class of knapsack-like problems with quadratic capacity con-
straint, arising in some telecommunication network design problems ( see [2], [3], [9]
and [13]). In telecommunication networks with hierarchical architecture, terminal nodes
—terminals in what follows — representing origins and destinations of traffic demands,
are connected to hub nodes in charge of aggregating small flows into larger ones and route
them on intra-hub backbone links. Usually hubs have a limit,B, on the amount of traffic
they can handle — i.e. the amount of traffic they can aggregate/disaggregate and route.
The amount of traffic to be faced by a given hub is the sum of the traffic related to ter-
minals connected to it. Consider a set of terminalsV , a subsetS ⊆ V connected to the
considered hub and a traffic matrixtij, (i, j) ∈ V × V . The amount of traffic to be faced
by the hub is

∑
i∈S

∑
j∈V

tij +
∑
i∈S

∑
j∈V \S

tji =
∑
i∈S

[∑
j∈V

(tij + tji) −
∑
j∈S

tji

]
.

In certain environments we can specify meaningful “profits” coming from connecting a
terminali to the hub; this leads to a knapsack-like quadratic model

max
∑
i∈V

πixi (2)

subject to

∑
i∈V

[∑
j∈V

(tij + tji) xi −
∑
j∈V

tjixixj

]
≤ B (3)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ V, (4)
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wherexi = 1 iff the terminali is connected to the considered hub.

The profits assigned to the terminals may be different. With all equal profits we aim to
maximize the number of connected terminals. In another situation, suppose that a ter-
minal i∗ is considered and that the goal is to minimize the total amount of traffic that it
sends on the intra-hubs links — this helps in reducing network costs, since a flow de-
pending cost is usually given between every pair of hubs. Thus, the aim is to minimize∑

j∈V \S (ti∗j + tji∗). Since
∑

j∈V (ti∗j + tji∗) is a constant, this is equivalent to maxi-
mize

∑
j∈S (ti∗j + tji∗). This leads to a quadratic knapsack problem in which the profit

of an itemj is given byti∗j + tji∗. Finally,(2)–(4) is the pricing problem in a column
generation approach for a class of Bin Packing Problems with quadratic formulation of
the capacity constraint (see [2]). In this case, completely general profits are defined by
the simplex multipliers at each iteration. Model (2)–(4) defines a special case of MNC,
where terminals are mapped on graph nodes and weightswij = tij + tji are associated to
edges{i, j}: equation (1) enforces constraint (3).

In this work, we first show that the problem is stronglyNP -complete (even for bipartite
graphs) and that approximation ratios arbitrarily close to2 are attainable in polynomial
time. Then, we consider the weaklyNP -complete special case whereG is a tree and
show that it is solvable in pseudopolynomial time by a dynamic programming approach.
For this latter case an FPTAS is also provided.

2 Results for the general problem

We first recall the following problems which are instrumental for the results.

0/1 KNAPSACK (KP ). Given itemsN = {1, 2, . . . , n}, item profitsp1, . . . , pn and
weightsW1, . . . ,Wn andb ≥ 0 determineS ⊆ N such thatW (S) =

∑
i∈S Wi ≤ b and∑

i∈S pi is maximum (decision version:
∑

i∈S pi ≥ K for a givenK).

DENSEK-SUBGRAPH (DKS). Given a graphG′(V ′, E ′), with edge weightsWij, k >
0 andQ > 0, determine anS′ ⊆ V ′ such that|S ′| = k and

∑
{i,j}∈E(S′)

Wij ≥ Q, (5)

whereE(S ′) = {{i, j} ∈ E ′ : i, j ∈ S}.

TheKP problem isNP -complete in the ordinary sense [8], while theDKS problem is
NP -complete in the strong sense even for unweighted bipartite graphs [4].
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The decision version ofMNC calls for finding anS ⊆ V such thatw(S) ≤ B and
π(S) ≥ R for a givenR. The following proposition establishes the complexity ofMNC
even for the special case of bipartite graphs.

Proposition 1 MNC is strongly NP -complete.

Proof: Feasibility of anyS ⊆ V can be checked inO(|E|) time, henceMNC ∈ NP .
A reduction fromDKS ∝ MNC is immediate: setV ≡ V ′, E ≡ E ′, Wij ≡ wij,
πi = 1 for all i ∈ V, B =

∑
{i,j}∈E Wij − Q, R = |V | − k. An S ⊆ V exists such that

π(S) = |S| = R andw(S) ≤ B iff S′ = V \ S is ak-node subset satisfying (5).�

We now discuss approximate algorithms forMNC on arbitrary graphs. From now on we
denote bySA an approximate (heuristic) solution forMNC.

Proposition 2 An approximate solution SA such that

π(S∗)
π(SA)

≤ 3 + ε

is computable in polynomial time for each ε > 0, and this bound is tight.

Proof: Let I be an instance ofMNC with a graphG(V,E), profitsπi, i ∈ V , weights
wij, (i, j) ∈ E, and capacityB. We define an instanceI1 of KP as follows:

N = {1, 2, . . . , n} = V, (6)

pi = πi, i ∈ V, (7)

Wi =
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij, i ∈ V, (8)

b = B. (9)

As already remarked in the Introduction, we assumeWi ≤ B for all i (if not, nodei cannot
be part of the solution and can be eliminated updating accordingly the other nodes ). Any
S ⊆ N feasible forI1 is also a feasible solution forI, sinceW (S) =

∑
i∈S Wi ≥ w(S).

Let S∗
1 be an optimal solution ofI1; we now prove that

π(S∗)
π(S∗

1)
≤ 3. (10)

First note that, forS∗ being feasible forI, we must have

W (S∗) =
∑
i∈S

Wi ≤ 2B; (11)
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we introduce a second, restricted instance ofKP defined by

N = {i : i ∈ S∗} ,

pi = πi, i ∈ N,

Wi =
∑

(i,j)∈E

wij, i ∈ N,

b = B.

That is,I2 is I1 with the item set restricted to the (unknown) items inS∗; clearly,

π(S∗
1) ≥ π(S∗

2),

whereS∗
2 is an optimal solution forI2; for anyt ∈ S∗ \ S∗

2 we have

W (S∗
2) + Wt > B

(for optimality ofS∗
2 ). We combine this with (11) and get

W (S∗ \ (S∗
2 ∪ {t})) ≤ B. (12)

RecallingWt ≤ B, then both{t} andS∗ \ (S∗
2 ∪ {t}) are feasible forI2; hence, for the

optimality ofS∗
2 :

πt ≤ π(S∗
2), (13)

π[S∗ \ (S∗
2 ∪ {t})] ≤ π(S∗

2). (14)

Now, we have

π(S∗) = π(S∗
2) + πt + π [S∗ \ (S∗

2 ∪ {t})] ≤ 3π(S∗
2) ≤ 3π(S∗

1),

which proves (10).

Using (10), we define an approximation algorithm forI as follows: first, we constructI1

in linear time; then we compute an approximate solution forI1 with relative error at most

ε/3. SinceKP admits an FPTAS, the latter can be done in timeO
(

n3

ε

)
. Finally, we set

ourSA to the approximate solution forI1. The guaranteed approximation ratio is then

π(S∗)
π(SA)

=
π(S∗)
π(S∗

1)
· π(S∗

1)

π(SA)
≤ 3

(
1 +

ε

3

)
= 3 + ε.

For the bound tightness, consider any instance ofMNC whereV = {1, 2, 3}, E =
{(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3)}, π1 = π2 = π3 = 1, w12 = w13 = w23 = B

3
; then inI1 W1 = W2 =

W3 = 2
3
B, andπ(S∗

1) = 1, while π(S∗) = π({1, 2, 3}) = 3. �

The approximation ratio of Proposition 2 can be further improved by solvingn instances
of KP instead of one. Given an instanceI of MNC, for each nodek ∈ V define a
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reduced instanceI[k] where nodek and all its incident arcs are removed fromG, and the
capacity is reduced to

B −
∑

j : (k,j)∈E

wkj.

Approximating all these instances delivers better approximate solutions forI.

Proposition 3 An approximate solution SA such that

π(S∗)
π(SA)

≤ 2 + ε

is computable in polynomial time for each ε > 0, and this bound is tight.

Proof: The improved approximation algorithm works as follows. GivenI, we define
instancesI[k], k ∈ V as above. For eachI[k], aKP instanceI1[k] is created as in (6)–
(9) — always stripping off nodek and its incident arcs. Then we generate approximate
solutionsS1[k] for theI1[k]’s with relative error bounded from above byε/2; eachS1[k]
is also feasible forI[k], andS1[k] ∪ {k} is feasible forI. Finally, we setSA to be the set
S1[k] ∪ {k} with the largest profit.

To establish the result, it is sufficient to prove

π(S∗) ≤ 2 max
k∈V

{πk + π(S∗
1 [k])} . (15)

Let S∗[k] andS∗
1 [k] be optimal solutions forI[k], I1[k], respectively. Note that, for all

k ∈ S∗,
S∗[k] = S∗. (16)

Let k̄ ∈ S∗ be such that
πk̄ ≥ πi for all i ∈ S∗, (17)

and consider instanceI1[k̄]. We proceed similarly to the proof of Proposition 2; an in-
stanceI2[k̄] of KP corresponding toI1[k̄] restricted to the items inS∗[k̄] = S∗ is de-
fined. LetS∗

2 be the optimal solution forI2[k̄]. Clearly,π(S∗
2) ≤ π(S∗

1 [k̄]). For some
t ∈ S∗ \ (S∗

2 ∪
{
k̄
}
) we have

π(S∗) = πk̄ + π(S∗
2) + πt + π(S∗ \ (S∗

2 ∪
{
t, k̄

}
));

also, by the same arguments used for equation (12),S∗\(S∗
2 ∪

{
t, k̄

}
) is feasible forI2[k̄];

this implies
S∗ \ (S∗

2 ∪
{
t, k̄

}
) ≤ π(S∗

2).

Recalling (16), (17) andt, k̄ ∈ S∗, we have

π(S∗) = πk̄ + πt + π(S∗ \ (S∗
2 ∪

{
t, k̄

}
) + π(S∗

2) ≤ 2 [πk̄ + π(S∗
2)] ,
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0

1 2 n...

N = {1, 2, . . . , n}
W1, . . . ,Wn

p1, . . . , pn

b

K

=⇒

V = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n} , E = {(0, i) : i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
w0i = Wi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

π0 = 0, πi = pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

B = b

R = K

Figure 1:KP ∝ TMNC

hence

π(S∗) ≤ 2 [πk̄ + π(S∗
2)] ≤ 2

[
πk̄ + π(S∗

1 [k̄])
]

which implies (15).

If all πk + π(S∗
1 [k]) are approximated within a maximum relative errorε/2,

π(S∗)
π(SA)

=
π(S∗)

maxk {πk + π(S∗
1 [k])} · maxk {πk + π(S∗

1 [k])}
π(SA)

≤ 2 + ε.

For the bound tightness, consider an instanceI of MNC on a complete graph where
V = {1, 2, 3, 4}, E = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}, πi = 1 for all i ∈ V ,
wij = 1

6
B for all (i, j) ∈ E. EachI1[k] has capacity1

2
B, and optimal value1, hence we

get a heuristic solution with value2, while S∗ = {1, 2, 3, 4}. π(S∗) = 4. �

3 The tree case

In the following we consider instances ofMNC where the underlying graph is a tree
T (V,E) (Tree-MNC, TMNC). TMNC is easily seen to beNP-complete: Figure 1
sketches a simple reductionKP ∝ TMNC whereG is a star.

Let V = {1, 2, . . . , n}; without loss of generality, we assume that nodes are numbered so
that each nodek ∈ V is connected to “children” nodesΓk = {k1, k2, . . . , km > k} (m
depending onk) and, ifk �= 1, to a unique “parent”k′ < k; node1 is the root of the tree.
Also, letU ⊂ V be the set of leaves ofT .
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3.1 Dynamic programming

We develop a dynamic programming recursion forTMNC, which is in the spirit of
those used forKP . Particularly, we remark that the recursion parameter could be (i)
the maximum capacity allowed for a partial solution, or (ii) the total profit associated
with the partial solution. We analyze in detail approach (ii).

Note that, for a nodek to be part of a feasible solutionS ⊆ V a capacity

ak = w(Γk) or bk = wk′k + w(Γk)

must be allotted tok, depending whetherk′ ∈ S or k′ /∈ S.

SolutionsS ⊆ V are build recursively, in stages; the recursion alternatesmajor stages
and minor stages. Each major stage is associated with a nodek ∈ V , and decides
whetherk must be part of a solution or not; then a sequence of minor stages is dedi-
cated to build the partial solution for the forest of subtreesTk1 , Tk2 , . . . , Tkm rooted at
nodes{k1, k2, . . . , km} = Γk. Each minor stage composes solutions forTkj

and the forest{
Tkj+1

, . . . , Tkm

}
.

A decision taken in a major stage for nodek has consequences up to the major stages
for k1, . . . , km only; specifically, ifk is to be brought into the solution, eachkj will need
only akj

units of capacity to be allotted in order to join the solution; otherwise, it will
needbkj

units.

We state the recursion forTMNC by using four functions.

• Φk(s) is defined as the minimum capacity to be allotted to anS including only
nodes from the subtree rooted atk, and such thatπ(S) = s, assumingak units of
capacity are required fork;

• φkj
(s) is defined as the minimum capacity to be allotted to anS including only

nodes from the forest made up of the subtrees rooted atkj, . . . , km, and such that
π(S) = s, assumingaki

units are required for eachki ∈ {kj . . . km};

• Ψk(s) is defined as the minimum capacity to be allotted to anS including only
nodes from the subtree rooted atk, and such thatπ(S) = s, assumingbk units of
capacity are required for nodek;
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• ψkj
(s) is defined as the minimum capacity to be allotted to anS including only

nodes from the forest made up of the subtrees rooted atkj, . . . , km, and such that
π(S) = s, assumingbki

capacity of units are required for eachki ∈ kj . . . km.

Note that, at the major stage corresponding toΦk(s) the decision is whether to bring or not
k into the solution; the optimal decision is the one which gives minimum weight between
φk1(s− πk) + ak — note that eachkj will then requireakj

units of capacity in this part of
the recursion — andψk1(s); in the latter case eachkj will require bkj

units in this part of
the recursion. Similar observations hold forΨk(s).

Concerining the minor stages, the minimumφkj
(s) is a composition of solutions for

Tkj
and

{
Tkj+1

, . . . , Tkm

}
; the total profit has to be partitioned, withu units to theTkj

solution ands − u to the residual forest, hence we minimize over all the valuesu =
0, . . . , s. Proceed similarly forψkj

(s).

Given the above definitions, the problem of clustering nodes with profits and mini-
mum weight writes out as

Φk(s) = min {φk1(s − πk) + ak, ψk1(s)} for k ∈ V \ U , (18)

φkj
(s) = min

0≤u≤s

{
Φkj

(u) + φkj+1
(s − u)

}
for j = 1, . . . ,m − 1, kj ∈ Γk, (19)

Ψk(s) = min {φk1(s − πk) + bk, ψk1(s)} for k ∈ V \ U, k �= 1, (20)

ψkj
(s) = min

0≤u≤s

{
Ψkj

(u) + ψkj+1
(s − u)

}
for j = 1, . . . ,m − 1, kj ∈ Γk, (21)

where for eachs ∈ [0, Π], Π =
∑

i∈V πi

φkm(s) = Φkm(s)

ψkm(s) = Ψkm(s)

and with initial conditions on leavesk ∈ U :

Φk(s) =

{
ak = 0 if s ∈ {0, πk},

∞ otherwise,
(22)

Ψk(s) =




bk = wk′k if s = πk,

0 if s = 0,

∞ otherwise.

(23)

Equations (18) and (20) correspond to major stages, while (19) and (21) correspond to
minor stages.
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This set of functions can be computed, for0 ≤ s ≤ ∑
i∈V πi from the leaves up to the

root; the maximum profit for the instance at hand is given by

π(S∗) = max {s : Φ1(s) ≤ B} ;

the optimal solutionS∗ can be recovered by backtracking.

Proposition 4 Recursion (18)–(23) optimally solves TMNC in time O(n3π2
max).

Proof: Optimality follows from the discusssion above (one could proceed, more formally,
by induction from the leaves to the root). For the time bound: for eachs, there are no
more thann major stages (Φk(s) andΨk(s) to compute), each computed in constant time
by (18) or (20); for each major stagek there are exactly|Γk| minor stages (φkj

(s) and
ψkj

(s) to compute), each requiring timeO(s). Hence for a fixeds a time proportional to
n+s ·∑k∈V |Γk| = O(n+ns) = O(ns) is required. There are

∑
i∈V πi values of interest

for s, hence the total time is proportional to

n

(
∑

i∈V πi

)2

= O(
n3π2

max

)
. �

Remark 1: One could design the recursion with the capacity as parameter; thenΦk(s)
would be the maximum profit attainable with a subsetS of nodes from the subtree rooted
in k and such thatw(S) ≤ s, assumingak units of space are required for taking nodek in
S; the other definitions should be modified similarly. Along the same lines as above, one
can prove that such recursion solvesMNC on trees in timeO(

nB2
)
.

Remark 2: If nodes profits and/or edge weights are unitary (πmax = 1 and/orB <
n(n−1)

2
), the complexity becomes polynomial. This induces, as a byproduct, thatDKS

on trees is polynomially solvable. We show this forDkS with unitary weights (the so-
calledDensest k-Subgraph problem in [1]), but through dicothomic search also the case
with arbitrary weights ((the so-calledHeaviest k-Subgraph problem in [1]) is polynomi-
ally solvable. Indeed, given an instance on a treeT of DkS, it is sufficient to optimally
solve the correspondingTMNC for all values ofB (that is to solveTMNC(B) for
1 ≤ B ≤ |E|) and check the corresponding solution values. This can be done in poly-
nomial time as|E| ≤ n(n−1)

2
. The valueB∗ such thatOPT (TMNC(B∗)) = n − k and

OPT (TMNC(B∗ − 1)) = n − k − 1, gives the optimal solution value ofDkS.
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3.2 A Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme

Given the dynamic programming recursion (18)–(23), an FPTAS forMNC on trees is
defined as follows (note that the existence of an FPTAS can also be derived following
[11]). Let I be an instance ofTMNC with a treeT (V,E), profitsπi, i ∈ V , we, e ∈ E
andB; let ε be the desired bound on the relative error,πmax = max {πi : i ∈ V }, and
q = �1/ε�, M̄ = πmax

n(1+q)
.; we construct a scaled instanceI ′ with the same tree, capacity

B′ = B and weightsw′
e = we, and scaled profitsπ′

i = �πi/M̄�. Each solution feasible
for I ′ is also feasible forI. ThenI ′ is solved by theO (n3π2

max) dynamic programming
recursion, and the optimal solutionS′ for I ′ is returned as heuristic solution forI.

Proposition 5
π(S∗)
π(S ′)

≤ 1 + ε, and S ′ can be computed in time O
(

n5

ε2

)
.

Proof: The proof exactly mimics the one given forKP (see for example [8]). ForS∗ and
S ′, we have

∑
i∈S′

πi ≥
∑
i∈S′

M̄π′
i ≥

∑
i∈S∗

M̄π′
i ≥

∑
i∈S∗

(πi − M̄) ≥
∑
i∈S∗

πi − nM̄,

hence
π(S ′) ≥ π(S∗) − nM̄.

Then,

π(S∗)
π(S ′)

≤ 1 +
nM̄

π(S ′)
≤ 1 +

nM̄

π(S∗) − nM̄
≤ 1 +

nM̄

πmax − nM̄
= 1 +

1

q

≤ 1 + ε.

The time bound follows fromπ′
max = �πmax/M̄� = �n(1 + q)�, hence the recursion takes

time

O (n3(π′
max)

2) = O(n5q2) = O
(

n5

ε2

)
. �

3.3 Conclusions

We have introduced in this paper the Maximum Node Clustering showing that the problem
is stronglyNP -complete and can be polynomially approximated within a ratio arbitrarily
close to 2. We have then considered theNP -complete special case when the graph is a
tree and proposed a pseudopolynomial time exact dynamic programming algorithm and a
fully polynomial time approximation scheme. Several related issues are worthy of future
research with particular reference to
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• The approximability of theMNC problem on bipartite graphs: it is easy to prove
that, for this special case, a faster and simpler way (with respect to Proposition 3) to
get an approximation ratio arbitrarily close to 2 is the following: solve two instances
I1 of KP where in the first (second) case all nodes of the first (second) partition are
excluded a priori fromS∗ and take the best solution. This result is essentially due
to the bipartite structure of the problem. Is it possible to better exploit this structure
to improve upon this ratio?

• The Worst-case complexity (see [12] and its relevant notation). It is quite straight-
forward to show that theMNC problem on bipartite graphs can be solved with
complexityO∗(2

3
4
n). Indeed, if for all nodes of the smallest partition (with size

α ≤ n
2
) it is known whether they belong toS∗, the remaining problem corresponds

to aKP problem withβ = n − α ≥ n
2

variables. We know from [10] that aKP

problem withβ variables is exactly solvable with complexityO∗(2
β
2 ). But then, by

running the correspondingKP problem for all the2α different cases as far as the
smallest partition is concerned, we get a complexityO∗(2α ∗ 2

β
2 ) where the worst

case occurs forα = β = n
2

that isO∗(2
3
4
n). It is worthy to see if this result can be

improved to close the gap with respect to theO∗(2
n
2 ) bound provided by theKP

problem and whether it is possible to get anything better than the trivialO∗(2n) for
the general problem.
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Le problème multi-agents de la patrouille
Yann Chevaleyre∗

Résumé

Le problème multi-agents de la patrouille a été récemment introduit dans [2]. Ce
problème consiste a faire se déplacer un ensemble d’agents ou de robots sur un ter-
ritoire prédéfini de telle sorte, informellement, que chaque partie de ce territoire soit
visitée par des agents le plus souvent possible. Pour résoudre ce problème, des ap-
proches basées sur des architectures d’agents réactifs et cognitifs avaient été décrites
dans [2]. Ce problème est ici abordé comme une tâche d’optimisation combinatoire.
Pour cela, le territoire est modélisé sous forme d’un graphe. Différentes stratégies
d’exploration du graphe sont envisagées, en particulier basées sur des cycles issus du
voyageur de commerce. Avec ces dernières et dans le cas où le graphe est métrique,
nous obtenons en temps polynomial une stratégie d’exploration dont la valeur est
bornée par3 × opt + 4 × maxij{cij}, aveccij désignant le poids de l’arête(i, j).
On montre enfin qu’avec une autre approche basée sur un partitionnement du graphe
en régions distinctes, le problème devient 15-approximable, même dans le cas de
graphes non métriques.

Mots-clefs : Systèmes Multiagents, Problème de la Patrouille, Optimisation combi-
natoire, Approximation polynomiale

1 Introduction

Le problème multi-agents de la patrouille consiste à faire parcourir à des agents un
territoire, de telle sorte que les différentes parties du territoire soient visitées le plus sou-
vent possible par ces agents. Ce problème se pose typiquement dans les jeux vidéos [2, 3]
lorsqu’une équipe de créatures virtuelles a pour mission de patrouiller sur un territoire dé-
terminé, dans certaines applications internet, ainsi que pour le déplacement d’une équipe
de robots [15].

∗LAMSADE, Université Paris-Dauphine, 75775 Paris cedex 16, France.chevaley@lamsade.
dauphine.fr
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Ce problème avait été initialement introduit dans le cadre des systèmes multi-agents
(SMA) par Geber Ramalho [2]. Ce dernier avait abordé le problème en utilisant le para-
digme multi-agents classique. Mentionnons deux des algorithmes représentatifs de cette
approche : une première solution avait consisté à développer des agents réactifs, ne pos-
sédant aucune capacité de planification ou de raisonnement, chaque agent se déplaçant en
direction de la zone de son voisinage immédiat qui soit restée sans visite le plus long-
temps. Dans une deuxième approche basée sur des agents cognitifs, chaque agent se
dirigeait vers la partie du territoire - pas nécessairement voisine - ayant été sans visite
d’agent le plus longtemps possible, en utilisant un algorithme duplus court chemin. Un
mécanisme de communication entre agents leur permettait de se coordonner en se parta-
geant les régions à visiter, afin que deux agents ne se dirigent pas vers le même lieu. Les
différents algorithmes développés par Machado et Ramalho ont été implémentés dans un
simulateurs, pour permettre la visualisation du comportement de chaque agent (figure 1).

Cet article aborde le problème sous l’angle très différent de l’optimisation combi-
natoire. Notons que de nombreux problèmes d’optimisation combinatoire ont des points
communs avec le problème de la patrouille : citons lesVehicule Routing Problem, et en
particulier lemin-max-VRP.Il est peut être possible d’établir d’autres résultats en utilisant
une réduction de notre problème vers ce dernier. Cependant, les problèmes de la famille
desVRPsupposent l’existence d’un dépôt, auquel chaque agent se retourne à la fin de
sa tournée. A cause de cette différence, nous n’avons pu trouver de réduction efficace de
notre problème vers unVRP. La contribution principale de cet article a consisté à mettre
en évidence le lien entre notre problème et le problème du voyageur de commerce. En ex-
ploitant ce lien et en introduisant certains biais sur l’espace de recherche, on peut aboutir
à des solutions de bonnes qualités.

Des expérimentations ont été mises en oeuvre pour comparer certaines des solutions
proposées dans cet article et les algorithmes multiagents de [2]. Des résultats prélimi-
naires, qui sont détaillés dans [1], ont montré sur divers graphes que les stratégies obte-
nues par les méthodes décrites (en section 6) étaient jusqu’à deux fois meilleures que les
algorithmes multiagents classiques de [2].

Cet article commence par une présentation du problème multi-agents de la patrouille,
et du formalisme employé. Ensuite, le lien avec le problème du voyageur de commerce
(TSP) est établi dans le cas mono-agent. Puis, des biais sont introduits sur l’espace de
recherche sous la forme declasses de stratégies. Ensuite, ces classes sont comparées les
unes aux autres afin de déterminer dans lesquelles on peut trouver de bonnes stratégies.
Enfin, les deux dernières sections montrent des résultats d’approximation obtenus à l’aide
de certaines de ces classes : la section 6 montre que dans le cas métrique, en utilisant
des algorithmes d’approximation pour TSP, on peut obtenir dans le cas multi-agents des
stratégies dont le critère est borné par3 × opt + 4 × maxij{cij}, et la dernière section
montre que le problème de la patrouille est 15-approximable y compris dans le cas non
métrique.
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2 Le problème de la patrouille

Le territoire que patrouillent les agents peut-être décrit par un graphe, comme dans [2].
Soit un grapheG = (V,E) représentant le territoire,V étant l’ensemble desn sommets
du graphe etE l’ensemble des arêtes. A l’instant initial, chacun desr agents se trouve
sur l’un des noeuds du graphe. Notons que le nombre d’agents est constant, et ne varie
pas durant le processus de patrouille. On associe à chaque arête(i, j) deE un coûtcij ,
représentant ladistanceentrei etj. On suppose dans la suite de cet article que la fonction
cij est positive, symétrique. Pour se déplacer dei à j, un agent nécessitera donc un temps
égal àcij. On souhaite pour chacun desr agents à disposition élaborer une stratégie de
parcours dans ce graphe de telle sorte que chaque noeud du graphe soit visité le plus
souvent possible.

agents

FIG. 1 – Simulateur d’agent de patrouille, développé par Aydanoet al.

Définition 1 Nous appellerons stratégie d’un agent la fonctionπ : N → V telle queπ(j)
désigne lejime noeud visité par l’agent. Nous désignerons parΠ = {π1...πr} la stratégie
multiagent, définie comme étant l’ensemble des stratégiesπ1...πr desr agents.Πr(G)
désigne l’ensemble des stratégies multiagents possibles avecr agents sur le grapheG.
Lorsqu’il n’y a pas d’ambiguïté sur le nombre d’agents impliqués ni sur le graphe consi-
déré, nous noterons cet ensembleΠ.

Connaissant la stratégie d’un agenti, nous pouvons déterminer les instants auxquels
chaque noeud est visité. Ainsi, l’agenti ayant la stratégieπi visitera le noeudπi(0) à l’ins-
tant0. De même, il visitera le noeudπi(j) à l’instant égal au poids du cheminπi(0)...πi(j),
c’est à dire

∑j−1
k=0 cπi(k)πi(k+1). Pour alléger l’écriture, nous définirons le poids d’un che-

min (et donc d’un cycle)s0...sm comme étant la somme des poids des arêtes présentes
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dans ce cheminc(s0...sm) =
∑m−1

i=0 csisi+1
. Par extension, nous désignerons le poids

d’un ensemble d’arêtesE ′ avec la même fonctionc(E′). Notre objectif étant de créer des
bonnes stratégies d’exploration du territoire, il nous faut décider de critères d’évaluation
pour ces stratégies. Pour cela, nous introduisons la notion d’oisiveté d’un noeud:

Définition 2 L’oisiveté d’un noeudi au tempst, notéeIdlet(i) est l’intervalle de temps
écoulé depuis la dernière visite d’un agent sur ce noeud. Par convention, à l’instant0,
l’oisiveté de chaque noeud est nulle. A partir de l’oisiveté d’un noeud, on peut construire
divers critères pour mesurer l’oisiveté du graphe à un instant donné. En voila trois : l’oisi-
veté maximale, moyenne, et polynomiale :AvgIdlt(G) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 Idlet(i), MaxIdlt(G) =

maxi∈V Idlet(i), PolyIdlαt (G) = α

√
1
n

∑
i=1 Idlet(i)α

L’oisiveté polynomiale, inspirée de [8], offre un compromis entre les mesures moyennes et
maximales. En effet, selon que le paramètreα est proche de 1 ou de l’infini, l’oisiveté po-
lynomiale tendra vers l’oisiveté moyenne ou maximale. Nous lui préfèrerons néanmoins
des critères plus simples à analyser, comme par exemple l’oisiveté maximale. A partir
de ces mesure instantanées, on peut définir des critères qui nous serviront à comparer les
différentes stratégies multiagents.

Définition 3 SoitΠ = {π1...πr}, une stratégie multiagents de parcours du graphe parr
agents. A partir des oisivetés instantanées, nous définissons les critères suivants :

– MaxMaxIdlΠ(G) = maxt∈R+(lim inft′→t MaxIdlt′(G)). voir figure 2.
– MaxAvgIdlΠ(G) = maxt∈R+(lim inft′→t AvgIdlt′(G)),

– AvgMaxIdlΠ(G) = limt′→∞ 1
t′

∫ t′

t=0
MaxIdlt(G)dt,

– AvgAvgIdlΠ(G) = limt′→∞ 1
t′

∫ t′

t=0
AvgIdlt(G)dt.

Dans un souci de simplicité, nous nous limiterons essentiellement à l’étude du critère
MaxMaxIdl, que l’on peut formuler de façon plus simple : La valeur deMaxMaxIdl est
égale auplus grand intervalle de temps durant lequel un noeud ne reçoit la visite d’aucun
agent. Notons que pour toute stratégieΠ, nous aurons :MaxMaxIdlΠ ≥ AvgMaxIdlΠ ≥
AvgAvgIdlΠ et MaxMaxIdlΠ ≥ MaxAvgIdlΠ ≥ AvgAvgIdlΠ. Le critère choisi
MaxMaxIdl étant une borne supérieure des autres critères, sa minimisation produira
vraisemblablement des solutions acceptables, relativement aux autres critères. Remar-
quons par ailleurs que si le poids des arêtescij ∈ N, alors on peut simplifier l’expression
du critère de la façon suivante :MaxMaxIdlΠ(G) = maxt∈R+ �MaxIdlt(G)�.

Pour finir cette section, donnons une définition formelle du problème de la patrouille.

Définition 4 (le problème de la patrouille) Soit un grapheG = (V,E) connexe, ainsi
qu’un nombrer d’agents. Le problème de la patrouille consiste à déterminer une stratégie
multiagentsΠ = {π1...πr} qui minimiseMaxMaxIdlΠ(G).
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1 2

Idl(1)=0 Idl(2)=0t=0

1 2

Idl(1)=0.9 Idl(2)=0.9t=0.9

1 2

Idl(1)=1.8 Idl(2)=0.8t=1.8

1 2

Idl(1)=0.2 Idl(2)=1.3t=2.3

FIG. 2 – Un agent patrouillant un graphe composé de deux noeuds reliés par une arête
de poids 1. La stratégie de l’agent estπ = 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, . . .. Après un aller-retour ef-
fectué par l’agent (symbolisé par un robot), l’oisiveté de chaque noeud tend vers 2
à mesure que l’agent s’en approche, mais n’atteint jamais 2, puisque l’oisiveté d’un
noeud sur lequel l’agent se trouve devient nulle. Donc,lim inft→2 Idlt(1) = 2, et donc
MaxMaxIdlπ(G) = 2.

3 Liens entre le problème du voyageur de commerce et le
problème mono-agent de la patrouille

Dans cette section, après avoir rappelé la définition et quelques propriétés du problème
du voyageur de commerce (TSP), nous montrerons en quoi ce problème peut être utile
pour comprendre et résoudre le problème multi-agents de la patrouille. Nous montrerons
en particulier que lorsqu’il n’y a qu’un seul agent, le problème de la patrouille (avec
MaxMaxIdl et AvgAvgIdl) est équivalent à une certaine variante du TSP.

Définition 5 SoitG, un graphe complet, etcij un poids associé à chaque couple de som-
met(i, j) deG. Le problème du voyageur de commerce consiste à trouver un cycle élé-
mentaires0...sn (c’est à dire ne passant pas deux fois par le même sommet) qui parcourt
tous les sommets du graphe une fois et une seule, et tel quec(s0...sn) soit minimale.

Le problème du voyageur de commerce ainsi défini suppose que tous les sommets du
graphe sont reliés entre eux (graphe complet). Afin de nous rapprocher du problème de
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la patrouille, pour lequel les graphes ne sont pas supposés complets, nous utiliserons une
variante du problème du voyageur de commerce, connu sous le nom degraph-TSP[12],
qui porte sur des graphesG(V,E) non nécessairement complets : dès lors, il ne s’agit
plus de trouver un cycle élémentaire mais un cycles1...sm passantau moins une foispar
chaque sommet tel que∪m

i=1si = V , et quec(s1...sm) soit minimal. Il est montré dans
[13] que toute instance du problème degraph-TSPpeut être efficacement réduite à une
instance d’un problème TSP.

Soulignons l’intérêt de mettre en évidence des liens entre les problèmes qui nous in-
téressent et le TSP. D’abord, il existe de très nombreux algorithmes disponibles publique-
ment permettant de résoudre des instances du TSP de taille importante. Nous avons pour
notre part utilisé le logiciel open-source “Concorde”1 qui implémente plusieurs algo-
rithmes efficaces, dont l’heuristiquelin-kernighan[9]. Il est par ailleurs capable de four-
nir la solution optimale sur des instances comptant jusqu’à plusieurs centaines de noeuds.
Un autre intérêt d’une telle réduction provient des connaissances théoriques accumulées
sur le TSP. Ainsi, il est connu que sur des graphes respectant l’inégalité triangulaire, le
TSP est3

2
-approximable, ce qui signifie qu’il existe un algorithme (décrit par Christofides

[7] et enO(n3)) capable de générer une solution inférieure à3
2

fois la solution optimale.
Ce résultat est naturellement valable pour le graph-TSP. Nous montrons ci-après que lors-
qu’il n’y a qu’un agent, la stratégie de patrouille optimale pour le critèreMaxMaxIdl
consiste à parcourir le cycle correspondant à la solution au graph-TSP surG.

Mentionnons par ailleurs qu’une variante du TSP, connue sous le nom de “minimum
latency TSP” [4], s’occupe de minimiser le temps moyen d’attente de chaque noeud. Il
semble donc que cette variante, qui pose des problèmes très différents des TSP classiques,
s’approche du problème mono-agent de la patrouille avec le critèreAvgAvgIdl. Nous
nous focaliserons dans la suite sur le critèreMaxMaxIdl, du fait qu’il constitue une
borne supérieure aux autres critères, et qu’il permet d’établir un lien fort avec les TSP.
Ce lien peut être formalisé par le théorème 1. Pour montrer ce théorème, nous aurons
besoin du lemme suivant, qui relie dans le cas monoagent le poids d’un cycle parcouru
par l’agent et la valeur de laMaxMaxIdl.

Lemme 1 Soit G = (V,E), un graphe. Soits1 . . . sm, un cycle surG. Si ∪m
i=1si = V

et s’il existe un sommetx ∈ V présent une seule fois dans le cycle, alors la stratégie
π consistant à faire parcourir ce cycle indéfiniment par un unique agent sera telle que
MaxMaxIdlπ(G) = c(s1...sm).

Preuve.(lemme 1). Pour tout sommety ∈ V , le temps nécessaire pour partir dey et y
revenir au plus égal àc(s1, s2) + c(s2, s3) + . . . + c(sm−1, sm) = c(s1...sm). Quant au
sommetx par lequel le cycle ne passe qu’une seule fois, le temps nécessaire à l’agent

1logiciel disponible à l’adressewww.math.princeton.edu/tsp/concorde.html
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pour partir dex et y revenir est exactement dec(s1...sm). Donc,MaxMaxIdlπ(G) =
c(s1...sm). �

Trivialement, pour tout graphe connexe, un cycle ayant les propriétés requises par
ce lemme existe toujours. En particulier le cycle induit par legraph-TSPainsi que le
cycle obtenu par l’algorithme de Christofides [7] qui approxime legraph-TSPvérifient
ces propriétés.

Théorème 1 SoitG, un graphe etsopt le cycle qui est une solution optimale au problème
du graph-TSP surG. La stratégie consistant pour un seul agent à parcourir indéfiniment
ce cycle est la stratégie mono-agent optimale au sens du critère MaxMaxIdl.

Preuve.Soit π, une stratégie monoagent quelconque, dont laMaxMaxIdlπ(G) est bor-
née2, ce qui implique que chaque noeud deG est visité infiniment souvent. Par définition,
il existe un noeudx et un réeltx > 0 tels queIdltx(x) = Idltx+MaxMaxIdlπ(G)(x) = 0
et que durant l’intervalle de temps]tx, tx + MaxMaxIdlπ(G)[, un ensemble de noeuds
Vx ⊆ V \{x} soient visités. Montrons par l’absurde queVx = V \{x}, c’est à dire que
tous les noeuds hormisx sont visités durant cet intervalle de temps.

Supposons queVx ⊂ V \{x}. Forcément, il y aura un noeudz /∈ Vx qui aura été
visité à tz < tx puis3 à t′z > tx + MaxMaxIdlπ(G) et non visité durant]tx, tx+
MaxMaxIdlπ(G)[. Par conséquent, l’oisiveté maximale sur le noeudz sera supérieure à
MaxMaxIdlπ(G), ce qui est une contradiction. On a donc par l’absurdeVx = V \{x}.

Nous venons donc de montrer que pour toute stratégieπ, il existe un instanttx à partir
duquel l’agent positionné sur un noeudx visitera l’ensemble des autres noeuds avant de
revenir surx, et que la durée de cette exploration sera égale àMaxMaxIdlπ(G). Cela re-
vient donc à dire que dans toute stratégieπ, il existe un cycle (correspondant à l’ensemble
des noeuds visités durant[tx, tx + MaxMaxIdlπ(G)]) incluant tous les sommets deG, et
dont le poids est égal àMaxMaxIdlπ(G).

Donc, pour toute stratégie monoagentπ dont laMaxMaxIdl est bornée, il existe une
stratégieπ′ consistant à parcourir indéfiniment un cycles et tel queMaxMaxIdlπ =
MaxMaxIdlπ′ = c(s).

Dès lors, une stratégie optimaleπopt consistera à parcourir indéfiniment le plus petit
cycle incluant tous les sommets du graphe, ce qui correspond exactement à la définition
du graph-TSP. De plus, par l’application du lemme 1,MaxMaxIdlπopt(G) sera égal au
poids du cycle induit par le graph-TSP. �

2trivialement, une telle stratégie existe toujours
3Un noeud est visité lorsqu’un agent sur trouve dessus. Néanmoins, du fait que pour tout noeudi on ait

Idl0(i) = 0, on considère qu’à l’instant zéro, l’ensemble des noeuds sont visités simultanément.
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4 Quatre classes de stratégies multi-agents pour le pro-
blème de la patrouille

Nous avons vu dans la section précédente comment utiliser un algorithme de TSP
pour résoudre le problème mono-agent de la patrouille. Comment étendre ce résultat au
cas multi-agent ? Notons tout d’abord qu’il existe un grand nombre de variantes du pro-
blème du voyageur qui puissent être considérées comme multi-agents. Les plus connus
d’entre eux sont lesVehicule Routing Problem(VRP) [10] et lemultiple-salesman trave-
ling problem(m-TSP) [6]. Ces deux problèmes supposent l’existence d’un “dépot” dans
lequel les agents doivent revenir après leurs visites, ce qui permet dans certains cas de
réduire le problème à un simple TSP [6], mais les rend difficilement utilisables pour notre
étude. Un autre problème plus récent, nommé “multi-agent TSP” a récemment été intro-
duit dans [17, 16], et traité par des méthodes génétiques dans [14]4. Ce problème est très
proche du notre, mais il n’existe pas à notre connaissance résultat théorique important
le concernant, ni d’algorithme ayant fait ses preuves sur des graphes importants. Afin
d’établir des résultats formels sur notre problème, nous introduisons dans cette section
des biais importants sur les stratégies envisagées. Plus précisemment, nous définissons
d’abord deux classes de stratégies principales (illustrées par la figure 3), dite “stratégies à
cycle unique” et “stratégies régionalisées”, ainsi que quelques résultats préliminaires sur
ces classes. Ces deux classes ont un grand intéret en elles-mêmes, car elles formalisent
des stratégies simples et intuitives. Nous définissons aussi deux autres classes moins inté-
ressantes en elles-mêmes mais qui nous serviront pour démontrer par la suite des résultats
d’approximation. En particulier, la dernière stratégie dite “mixte”, permettra d’améliorer
les résultats obtenus avec des stratégies à cycle unique.

Définition 6 Soit P , un partitionnement deG en {P1, ..., Pq} régions connexes (avec
q ≤ r). Dans la suite de ce papier, on désignera parGi(Pi, E ∩ P 2

i ) les sous-graphes
deG induits par les noeuds de la régioni. Toute stratégie multi-agents de parcours de
G pour laquelle chaque agenti ne visite les noeuds que d’une régionPj sera appelée
stratégie multi-agents régionnalisée selonP . On noteraΠP1...Pq , la classe de toutes les
stratégies régionalisées selonP1...Pq, etΠ<P1,r1>...<Pq ,rq> la classe des stratégies multi-
agents régionnalisées selonP1...Pq, dans lesquelles chaque régionPi est patrouillée par
exactementri agents, avec bien sûrr =

∑q
i=1 ri. On notera aussiΠq−Regions la classe

des stratégies régionalisées selon un partitionnement enq régions. Enfin, si le nombre
d’agents est égal au nombre de régions (r = q), on dit que la stratégie estindividuelle-
ment régionalisée.

4Les auteurs de l’article cité confondent multi-agent TSP et m-TSP : ils traitent le premier et non le
dernier.
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Ainsi, avec les stratégies individuellement régionalisées, chaque noeud n’est visité que
par un seul agent (cf fig. 3). Le lemme suivant nous indique ce qu’est une bonne stratégie
individuellement régionalisée.

Lemme 2 SoitG(V,E), un graphe connexe métrique, etP = {P1, . . . , Pr} un partition-
nement de ce graphe enr régions chacune connexe. SoitΠgTSP

P , la stratégie individuel-
lement régionalisée consistant à faire parcourir à chaque agenti le cycle induit par le
graph-TSP du sous-grapheGi. Alors,ΠgTSP

P est la stratégie individuellement régionali-
sée selonP qui soit optimale au sens du critèreMaxMaxIdl.

Preuve.(lemme 2). Par définition, pour toute stratégie individuellement régionnalisée
ΠP = {π1, . . . , πr}, on aMaxMaxIdlΠP

(G) = maxi{MaxMaxIdlπi
(Gi)}. Il s’en-

suit que si la stratégieΠP est composée des stratégies mono-agentπopt
1 , ...πopt

r chacune
optimale surG1...Gr, alors,ΠP est optimale au sens du critèreMaxMaxIdl. D’après le
théorème 1, le cycle induit par le graph-TSP est la stratégie mono-agent optimale, et donc
parmi toutes les stratégies deΠP , celle formée des cycles induits par les graph-TSP sur
les sous-graphesGi est optimale. �

Introduisons maintenant une nouvelle classe de stratégies, qui nous permettra d’établir
un pont avec les TSP, sans avoir à recourir à un partitionnement.

Définition 7 Soit s0...sm, un cycle (pas nécessairement élémentaire) visitant tous les
noeuds deG. Une stratégie multi-agentsΠ = {π1...πr} est dite àcycle uniques0...sm ssi
il existed1...dr ∈ N tels queπi(k) = s(k+di) mod m. On noteraΠCycle la classe de toutes
les stratégies à cycle unique.

Intuitivement, une stratégie est à cycle unique si tous les agents parcourent le même cycle
dans le même sens, mais avec un certain décalage (cf fig. 3). Grâce au lemme suivant, nous
montrons qu’à un terme près,r agents parcourant un cycle aboutiront à uneMaxMaxIdl
r fois plus petite qu’un seul agent parcourant ce même cycle, à la condition que les agents
soient espacés de manière régulière sur le cycle.

Lemme 3 Soits0...sm, un cycle passant par tous les sommets deG et tel qu’il existe au
moins un sommetx ∈ V par lequel le cycle ne passe qu’une fois. Il existe alors une stra-
tégieΠ = {π1...πr} à cycle uniques0...sm telle queMaxMaxIdlπ1(G)

r
− max{cij | (i, j) ∈

ES} ≤ MaxMaxIdlΠ(G) ≤ MaxMaxIdlπ1(G)

r
+max{cij | (i, j) ∈ ES}. Ici, ES représente

l’ensemble des arêtes du cycles0...sm. Ce résultat peut aussi s’écrirec(s0...sm)
r

−max{cij |
(i, j) ∈ ES} ≤ MaxMaxIdlΠ(G) ≤ c(s0...sm)

r
+ max{cij | (i, j) ∈ ES}.
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FIG. 3 – Exemples de stratégies à cycle uniqueΠcyc = {πcyc1, πcyc2} (à gauche) et de
stratégies régionaliséesΠReg = {πreg1, πreg2} (à droite) avec deux agents. On a donc
πcyc1 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3 . . . et πcyc2 = 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1 . . .. Quant à la stratégie
régionalisée, on aπreg1 = 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2, . . . et πreg2 = 4, 5, 6, 5, 4, 5, . . .. Par conséquent,
MaxMaxIdlΠcyc(G) = 3 et MaxMaxIdlΠreg(G) = 4. Ici, la stratégie à cycle unique
est donc meilleure que la stratégie régionnalisée, mais c’est parfois l’inverse.

Preuve.Soit s0...sm, le cycle pas nécessairement élémentaire surG. Considérons deux
agents parcourant ce cycle et dont les positions à l’instant0 soient respectivement les
noeudss0 et sd. Soit l(i, j) =

∑j−1
k=i csksk+1

. La valeurl(0, d) est donc le temps néces-
saire au premier agent pour rejoindre le noeudsd en partant des0. Quel que soit le noeud
visité par l’agent 2 à l’instantt, ce noeud sera au moins visité par l’agent 1 à l’instant
t+l(0, d). Par conséquent, nous auronsMaxMaxIdl{π1,π2}(G) ≤ max{l(0, d), l(d,m)}.
Par ailleurs, si à l’instanttx, l’agent 2 se trouve sur le noeudx, alors du fait quex n’appa-
raît qu’une seule fois dans le cycle et par application du lemme 1, on sait que la prochaine
visite de l’agent 2 à ce noeudx surviendra à l’instanttx + l(0,m). Par conséquent, après
avoir été visité à l’instancetx, le noeudx ne sera pas visité avant l’instanttx + l(0, d).
Donc,MaxMaxIdl{π1,π2}(G) = max{l(0, d), l(d,m)}.

Si l’on généralise àr agents, on obtientMaxMaxIdlΠ(G) = max{l(0, d1),
l(d1, d2), . . . , l(dr−1,m)}. En choisissant chaquedk afin qu’il soit le plus grand entier
vérifiant l(0, dk) ≤ k × l(0,m)

r
, on a en particulierd0 = 0 et dr = m, ce qui nous

permet d’écrireMaxMaxIdlΠ(G) = maxk=0..r−1 l(dk, dk+1). Il nous reste à borner
l(dk, dk+1) = l(0, dk+1) − l(0, dk) de la façon suivante :

k × l(0,m)
r

− max{cij | (i, j) ∈ ES} ≤ l(0, dk) ≤ k × l(0,m)
r

(k + 1) × l(0,m)
r

− max{cij | (i, j) ∈ ES} ≤ l(0, dk+1) ≤ (k + 1) × l(0,m)
r

En réunissant ces deux équations, on obtient :
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FIG. 4 – Noeuds d’un cycles0...sm sur une échelle représentant la distance qu’un agent
doit parcourir pour les visiter.

l(0,m)

r
− max{cij | (i, j) ∈ ES} ≤ l(dk, dk+1) ≤ l(0,m)

r
+ max{cij | (i, j) ∈ ES}

Le graphique 4 illustre cette situation. SoitΠ = {π1 . . . πr}, la stratégie à cycle unique
s0...sm suivie parr agents et telle que chaque agenti soit positionné à l’instantt = 0
sur le noeudsdi

. Du fait quel(0,m) soit le temps nécessaire à un agent pour parcou-
rir le cycle entier, on a pour tout agenti, MaxMaxIdlπi

(G) = l(0,m). Du fait que
MaxMaxIdlΠ(G) = maxk=0..m−1 l(dk, dk+1), on aura donc le résultat du lemme.

�

Remarquons que le termemax{cij | (i, j) ∈ ES} présent dans la borne du critère
MaxMaxIdl exposée dans le lemme 3 provient du fait qu’à l’instant0, chaque agent est
obligatoirement positionné sur l’un des noeuds de graphe. Si l’on permettait aux agents
d’être positionnés àmi-cheminsur les arêtes du graphes au temps0, alors on aurait natu-
rellementMaxMaxIdlΠ(G) =

MaxMaxIdlπ1(G)

r
.

Pour finir, nous définissons deux autres classes de stratégies : tout d’abord, la classe
des stratégies d’aller-retour, qui sera utilisée dans les démonstrations de la section sui-
vante pour obtenir des résultats d’approximation généraux. Ensuite, la classe des straté-
gies mixtes, qui combine les aspects des stratégies à cycle unique et régionalisées.

Définition 8 Une stratégie monoagentπ est ditestratégie d’aller-retourselon un chemin
s1 . . . sm ssi elle consiste à parcourir ce chemin d’avant en arrière. Concrètement,π =
s1, s2,..., sm−1, sm, sm−1, ..., s2, s1, s2, .... Dès lors,MaxMaxIdlπ ≤ 2c(s1...sm). Une
stratégie multiagents est dited’aller-retoursi elle est composée de stratégies mono-agents
d’aller-retour et que tous les noeuds deG sont visités. La classe correspondante sera
notéeΠAR.
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Lemme 4 Pour toute stratégie multiagentsΠ, il existe une stratégieΠ′ = {π′
1...π

′
r} ∈

ΠAR telle queMaxMaxIdlΠ′(G) ≤ 2 maxi c(s
i
0 . . . si

mi
) ≤ 2 × MaxMaxIdlΠ(G). Ici,

si
0...s

i
mi

désigne le chemin associé à la stratégie monoagentπ′
i.

Preuve.SoittΠ = MaxMaxIdlΠ(G). Soitsi
0 . . . si

mi
le chemin suivi par l’agenti pendant

l’intervalle de temps[0, tΠ] avec la stratégieΠ. Par définition,∪{si
j}i=1..r,j=0..mi

= V .
De plus,tΠ ≤ maxi c(s

i
0, . . . , s

i
mi

). Soit π′
i, la stratégie monoagent d’aller-retour définie

sur le cheminsi
0...s

i
mi

. La stratégie multiagentsΠ′ = {π′
1...π

′
r} effectue un aller-retour

complet (c’est à dire que les agents reviennent à leur position initiale après avoir visité
tous les noeuds) en un temps égal à deux fois le poids max des cheminssi

0 . . . si
mi

et donc
inférieur ou égal à2tΠ. �

Lemme 5 Pour toute stratégie multiagents d’aller-retourΠ = {π1...πr}dans laquelle
chaque stratégieπi est associée aux cheminsi

1 . . . si
mi

, il existe un cycleS couvrant tous

les noeuds deG tel que c(S)
2r

≤ maxi c(s
i
1 . . . si

mi
) + max{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)}. Ici,

MST (G) désigne le plus petit arbre couvrant deG.

Preuve.ConsidéronsEΠ = ∪r
i=1 ∪mi

j=1 {(si
j, s

i
j+1)}, l’ensemble des arêtes parcourues par

les agents. Du fait que les chemins parcourus par les agents peuvent être disjoints, le sous-
graphe(V,EΠ) n’est pas nécessairement connexe : il est au pire composé der régions
connexes distinctes. Or, il est connu que pour tout partionnement d’un graphe connexeG
enq régions connexes distinctes, l’ensemble desq−1 plus petites arêtes reliant ces régions
entres elles appartient auMST (G). Donc, il existeTΠ, un sous-ensemble de moins der
arêtes deMST (G) tel queGΠ(V,EΠ ∪ TΠ) soit connexe. Remarquons que

c(EΠ ∪ TΠ) = c(EΠ) + c(TΠ)

≤ r max
i

c(si
1 . . . si

mi
) + r max{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)}

Il nous reste à construire un cycle à partir des arêtes deGΠ. Soit T = MST (GΠ).
Soit S, le cycle défini comme le parcours deT en profondeur d’abord. On a clairement
c(S) ≤ 2c(EΠ ∪ TΠ). �

Définition 9 SoitP , un partitionnement deG en{P1, ..., Pq} régions connexes avecq ≤
r. Soientq cycles{si

0 . . . si
mi
} visitant chacun tous les noeuds deGi. Soientr1...rq ∈ N∗,

tels que
∑q

i=1 rq = r. Toute stratégie multi-agents de parcours deG telle que dans chaque
Gi, il y ait ri agents parcourant le sous-graphe en suivant une stratégie à cycle unique
si
0 . . . si

mi
, sera appeléestratégie mixte, et nous désignerons la classe correspondante par

Π{(s1
0...s1

m1
,r1),...,(sq

0...sq
mq ,rq)}. La classe de toutes les stratégies mixtes sera désignée par

ΠMixte.

Notons queΠCycle ⊂ ΠMixte ⊂ ΠRegions. Par ailleurs, le lemme 2 nous indique que pour
un partitionnementP donné, la stratégie régionnalisée optimale est une stratégie mixte.
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5 Comparaison entre les stratégies individuellement ré-
gionalisées et à cycle unique dans le cas métrique

Dans cette section, nous comparons les deux classes de stratégies présentées précé-
demment. Le théorème montre que selon le critèreMaxMaxIdl et à3 maxij{cij} près,
il existe une stratégie à cycle unique meilleure que toute stratégie régionnalisée. Dans
le cas où le graphe est unitaire (cij ∈ {0, 1}), alors la stratégie à cycle unique devient
nettement plus intéressante que la stratégie régionalisée.

Dans la suite de l’exposéoptΠ(G), optΠr−Regions
(G), optΠP

(G), etoptΠCycle
(G) dési-

gneront les valeur optimale du critèreMaxMaxIdl(G) respectivement sur les classes de
toutes les stratégies multiagents, des stratégies régionalisées, des stratégies individuelle-
ment régionalisées selonP , et des stratégies à cycle unique. Lorsqu’il n’y a pas d’ambi-
guité, on omettra de mentionnerG.

Le lemme suivant, qui montre comment construire un cycle à partir de stratégies indi-
viduellement régionalisées, est un préliminaire au théorème principal.

Lemme 6 SoitG = (V,E), un graphe connexe métrique sur lequel doivent patrouiller
r agents. SoitP = {P1, ..., Pr}, un partitionnement de ce graphe enr régions chacune
connexe. Soit, sur chacune de ces régionsPi, un cyclesi = si

1 . . . si
mi

couvrant l’ensemble
des noeuds dePi et ne passant jamais deux fois dans le même sens par la même arête5.
On peut alors en combinant ces cycles créer un cycle uniqueS vérifiant :

c(S) ≤
r∑

i=1

c(si) + r × maxij{cij}

Preuve.Soit Eintra = {(i, j) ∈ E | ∃x ∈ 1..r, i ∈ Px, j ∈ Px} et soitEinter = {(i, j) ∈
E | ∃x, y ∈ 1..r, x = y, i ∈ Px, j ∈ Py}. Soit Êinter un plus petit sous-ensemble de
Einter, tel que le graphe(V,Eintra∪ Êinter) soit connexe. Autrement dit,̂Einter représente
un arbre reliant les régions entre elles (voir figure 5).

SoitE↑
i = ∪mi−1

j=1 (si
j, s

i
j+1), l’ensemble des arcs (orienté) intervenant dans le cyclesi.

Du fait que chaque arc (orienté) n’est présent qu’une fois danssi, le digraphe (graphe
orienté)G↑

i (Pi, E
↑
i ) a la propriété d’être eulérien, c’est à dire qu’il possède un cycle visi-

tant tous ses noeuds et passant une seule fois par chaque arête. De plus,c(E↑
i ) = c(si).

Soit Ê↑
inter, l’ensemble des arcs (orientés) obtenu en doublant chaque arête deÊinter.

Rappelons qu’un digraphe est eulérien ssi il est connexe et que pour chacun de ses
noeuds, le nombre d’arcs entrants est égal au nombre d’arcs sortants. Par construction,

5Clairement, un tel cycle existe toujours.
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Procédurevisiter(x, i,DejaV isitees)

1. Soit si
1...s

i
mi

, un cycle surGi parcourant tous les noeuds deGi, et ajusté tel que
si
1 = si

mi
= x.

2. DejaV isitees ← DejaV isitees ∪ {i}
3. Pour k = 1 . . . mi − 1 faire

4. Pour toute arête(si
k, y) ∈ Êinter telle que la régionj dey n’appartienne pas à

DejaV isitees faire

5. renvoyer (si
k, y)

6. visiter(y, j,DejaV isitees)

7. renvoyer (y, si
k)

8. fin pour

9. renvoyer (si
k, s

i
k+1)

10. fin pour

Ê↑
inter ne vérifie que la deuxième condition, et il lui manque la connexité pour être eulé-

rien. Par définition, aucun des digraphesG↑
1, . . . , G

↑
r, Ê

↑
inter n’a d’arc en commun. Donc,

le digrapheG↑(V,∪r
i=1E

↑
i ∪ Ê↑

inter) est connexe, et sur chacun de ses noeuds, le nombre
d’arcs entrants et sortants est égal. Il est donc eulérien. Il existe donc un cycleS parcou-
rant l’ensemble des noeuds deV et une seule fois chaque arc de∪r

i=1E
↑
i ∪ Ê↑

inter. Celui ci
vérifie :

c(S) = c(Ê↑
inter) +

∑r
i=1 c(E↑

i ) = c(Ê↑
inter) +

∑r
i=1 c(si). Du fait queÊinter décrit

un arbre reliant lesr régions, il n’a quer − 1 arêtes, et doncc(Ê↑
inter) = 2 × c(Êinter) <

2r × maxi,j{cij | (i, j) ∈ E}. �

Remarquons que le lemme 6 nous montre l’existence d’un cycleS ayant des propriétés
intéressantes, sans nous indiquer comment construire ce cycle. Une solution consisterait
à extraire du digrapheG↑ un cycle eulérien, par exemple avec l’algorithme de Fleury.
Nous proposons un algorithme ad-hoc permettant de construireS : étant donnéx, un
noeud quelconque deV et Pi, la région à laquellex appartient, l’appel à la procédure
visiter(x, i, { }) renverra une suite d’arcs constituant ce cycleS. La figure 5 illustre le
type de cycle obtenu par cet algorithme, et la figure 6 montre un exemple de cycle obtenu
par l’algorithme.

Théorème 2 SoitG(V,E), un graphe connexe métrique sur lequel doivent patrouillerr
agents. on a :optΠCycle

≤ optΠr−Regions
+ 3 × maxij{cij}.

Preuve.(Théorème 2). La première étape de cette preuve consiste à montrer que le cycle
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FIG. 5 – Création par l’algorithmevisiter du cycle destiné à parcourir le graphe. A gauche,
un graphe partitionné en régions (cercles en pointillés). A droite, le même graphe (sans le
détail des noeuds) dont des arêtes deEinter ont été retirées pour obtenir un arbre reliant
les régions entres elles. Les flêches symbolisent le cycle de parcours du graphe, obtenu en
combinant les cycles sur chaque région.

induit par le graph-TSP ne passe pas deux fois par la même arête dans le même sens, ceci
afin de pouvoir utiliser le lemme 6.

Considérons le cycleS = x1, x2, . . . , xi, a, b, xi+1, . . . , xj, a, b, xj+1, . . . , xm qui passe
deux fois par(a, b) et dans le même sens. Ce cycle ne peut pas être la solution d’un graph-
TSP puisque l’on peut construire un cycleS′ = x1, x2, . . . , xi, a, xj, . . . xi+1, b, xj+1, . . . , xm

qui visite les mêmes noeuds et dont le poids est inférieur :c(S′) = c(S)− 2× ca,b. Donc,
le cycle induit par le graph-TSP ne passe pas deux fois dans le même sens sur une même
arête.

Soit {P1...Pr}, une partition surG, et G1..Gr, les sous-graphes associés. Nommons
gTSP (Gi) le cycle correspondant augraph-TSPsur Gi. Le lemme 2 nous indique que
pour tout partitionnementP , on aoptΠP

= maxi∈1..r{c(gTSP (Gi))}. Grâce au lemme 6
on sait qu’il existe un cycle visitant tous les noeuds deV et vérifiant :

c(S) ≤
r∑

i=1

c(gTSP (Gi)) + 2r × maxij{cij}

≤ r × maxi∈1..r{c(gTSP (Gi))} + 2r × maxij{cij}
≤ r × optΠP

+ 2r × maxij{cij} (1)

Utilisons le lemme 3 pour montrer qu’une stratégieà cycle uniqueΠs construit à partir
du cycleS permet d’obtenir les propriétés suivantes :
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MaxMaxIdlΠs(G) ≤ c(S)

r
+ maxij{cij}

≤ optΠP
+ 3 × maxij{cij}

Donc, pourtoutepartition {P1...Pr}, il existe toujours une stratégie à cycle unique
meilleure que la meilleure stratégie régionalisée surP1...Pr, à3. max{cij} près. �

Corollaire 1 SoitG = (V,E), un graphe connexe métrique sur lequel doivent patrouiller
r agents. SoitP = {P1, ..., Pr}, un partitionnement de ce graphe enr régions connexes.
On peut calculer en tempsO(n3) une stratégie multi-agents à cycle uniqueΠChr ∈ ΠCycle

telle qu’on aitMaxMaxIdlΠS
≤ 3

2
optΠP

+ 4 × maxij{cij}.

Preuve.(Corrolaire 1) SoitSChr, le cycle obtenu en utilisant l’algorithme de Christofides
[7] sur G. On sait quec(SChr) ≤ 3

2
c(SgTSP ), avecSgTSP désignant le cycle induit par le

graph-TSP surG. En utilisant l’équation 1, on obtient :

c(SChr) ≤ 3

2
c(SgTSP ) ≤ 3r

2
× optΠP

+ 3r × maxij{cij}

Avec le lemme 3, on peut donc conclure que la stratégie multiagents à cycle unique
ΠSChr

selonSChr vérifie :

MaxMaxIdlΠsChr
(G) ≤ c(SChr)

r
+ maxij{cij}

≤ 3

2
optΠP

+ 4 × maxij{cij}

�

6 Approximations à partir de stratégies à cycle unique

Dans cette section, nous allons d’abord présenter un premier résultat d’approxima-
tion utilisant une stratégie à cycle unique obtenue par un algorithme degraph-TSP. Ce
résultat comporte le terme4.maxij{cij}. Dès lors, si le graphe comporte quelques arêtes
de très grand poids, laMaxMaxIdl obtenue par la stratégie à cycle unique sera d’au-
tant plus grande. Pour finir, nous obtiendrons un résultat d’approximation indépendant de
maxij{cij}, grâce à l’utilisation de la classe des stratégies mixtes.
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Théorème 3 SoitG = (V,E), un graphe connexe métrique etr, un nombre quelconque
d’agents. EnO(n3), on peut trouver une stratégieΠChr ∈ ΠCycle telle queMaxMaxIdlΠChr

≤ 3 × optΠ + 4 × maxij{cij}. De plus, enO(n log n), on trouve une stratégieΠMST ∈
ΠCycle telle queMaxMaxIdlΠMST

≤ 4× optΠ + 4×maxij{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)} et
que les agents n’empruntent que les arêtes du plus petit arbre couvrant deG.

Preuve.A l’aide du lemme 4, on sait qu’il existe une stratégieΠ = {π1...πr} ∈ ΠAR

dans laquelle chaque stratégie monoagentπi est associée à un cheminsi
0 . . . si

mi
, tel

quemaxi{c(si
0 . . . si

mi
)} ≤ optΠ. De plus, pour toute stratégieΠ ∈ ΠAR, le lemme 5

nous informe qu’il existe un cycleS parcourant tous les noeuds deG et tel quec(S)
2r

≤
maxi{c(si

0 . . . si
mi

)}+ maxij{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)}. Avec l’algorithme de Christofides
[7], on peut obtenir enO(n3) un cycleSChr passant par tous les noeuds et de poids infé-
rieur à 3

2
du poids minimal. De même, avec l’algorithme duplus petit arbre couvrant, on

obtient enO(n log n) un cycleSMST correspondant à l’exploration en profondeur d’abord
de cet arbre, et de poids inférieur à2 du poids minimal. Dès lors :

c(SChr) ≤ 3

2
c(S)

≤ 3r. max
i

{c(si
0 . . . ci

mi
)} + 3r max

ij
{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)}

≤ 3r.optΠ + 3r max
ij

{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)}
c(SMST ) ≤ 2c(S) ≤ 4r.optΠ + 4r max

ij
{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)}

L’application du lemme 3 nous permet de créer à partir du cycle obtenu par l’algo-
rithme de Christofides une stratégie à cycle uniqueΠChr telle queMaxMaxIdlΠChr

(G) ≤
c(SChr)

r
+ maxij{cij} ≤ 3.optΠ + 4. maxij{cij}. De même,MaxMaxIdlΠMST

(G) ≤
c(SMST )

r
+ maxij{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)} ≤ 4.optΠ + 4. maxij{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (G)}.

�

7 Approximations à partir de stratégies mixtes

Dans cette section, nous utiliserons les stratégies mixtes pour obtenir un résultat d’ap-
proximation qui ne dépende pas demaxij{cij}. Rappelons qu’une stratégie mixte se com-
pose de partitions dans lesquels un ou plusieurs agents se déplacent en parcourant des
cycles. Notons que la partition triviale formée d’une seule région ne permet pas d’obtenir
un résultat d’approximation ainsi que le suggère le résultat de la section précédente, et
que déterminer une partition enr régions “équilibrées” est un problème difficile. Notre
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FIG. 6 – Graphe partitionné en 3 régions. Seuls les arêtes issues du graph-TSP de chaque
région ainsi que les arêtes dêEinter sont visibles. Si l’on fournit à l’algorithmevisiter les
cycles issus du graph-TSP et les arêtes deÊinter, alors l’appel àvisiter(1, 1, { }) renverra :
(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 6), (6, 7), (7, 11), (11, 10), (10, 11), (11, 7), (7, 8), (8, 9),
(9, 4), (4, 3), (3, 1).

approche consistera à définir un critère sur les partitions, dont nous montrerons qu’il suffit
pour établir un résultat d’approximation.

Tout d’abord, nous définirons la notion de partitionα − propre, et montrerons com-
ment on peut construire de telles partitions. Par la suite, nous montrerons que pour toute
partition optΠ − propre, il existe une stratégie mixte qui permet d’obtenir le résultat
d’approximation voulu. Bien entendu, nous ignorons la valeur deoptΠ. Néanmoins, les
lemmes 7 et 8 nous montrent comment construire un ensemble d’au plusr partitions parmi
lesquelles se trouve nécessairement une partitionoptΠ − propre. Le théorème principal
de cette section montre que le problème est 15-approximable. Avant d’en débuter la dé-
monstration qui se trouve à la fin de cette section, il nous faut introduire la notion de
partitionα − propre et en obtenir quelques propriétés.

Définition 10 SoitG(V,E), un graphe connexe. Une partition{P1 . . . Pq} deG est dite
α − propre ssi :

– Pour chaque sous-grapheGi, l’arbre couvrant minimalMST (Gi) ne possède pas
d’arête de poids supérieur àα.

– Toute arête deG reliant deux régions est toujours de poids strictement supérieur à
α.

Remarquons que si l’on choisitα < minij{cij}, la seule partitionα − propre est
{{1}, {2}, . . . , {n}}. D’autre part, siα ≥ maxij{cij}, seul{V } estα−propre. Le lemme
suivant généralise la construction de partitions pourα quelconque.
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Lemme 7 SoitG(V,E) un graphe connexe et tel que∀(i, j) ∈ E, cij > 0. Il existe une
classe℘ = {℘0...℘n−1} de partitions deG, telle que chaque partition℘k comportek
régions et peut être calculée enO(n log n), et que∀α ≥ 0, ∃℘k ∈ ℘, ℘k estα − propre.

Preuve.On désigne parMST (G) l’ensemble des arêtes du plus petit arbre couvrant deG,
et on peut le calculer enO(n log n). Soita1...an−1, les arêtes deMST (G) triées par ordre
de poids décroissant. SoitT k

G = MST (G)\{a1, ...ak}. Clairement, le grapheGk(V, T k
G)

possèdek composantes connexes. On défini donc℘k comme étant la partition dont chaque
région correspond à une composante connexe deGk. Montrons que pourα ∈ [

cak+1
, cak

[
,

℘k estα − propre.

D’abord,T k
G a été obtenu en éliminant de l’arbre couvrant minimal deG les arêtes

de poids supérieur ou égal àcak
, ce qui a pour effet de créer des composantes connexes

distantes entres elles d’au moinscak
. Autrement dit, toute arête deG reliant deux régions

de ℘k est de poids supérieur ou égal àcak
. Ensuite il est clair que leMST de chaque

composante connexe deT k
G est inclus dansMST (G), et donc dansT k

G. Cela implique
qu’aucune arête de poids supérieur àcak+1

n’appartient auMST des partitions de℘k.
Cela montre bien que pourα ∈ [

cak+1
, cak

[
, ℘k estα − propre. Par ailleurs,℘0 est la

partition comportant une seule région, et est doncα − propre pour α ∈ [
0, can−1

[
, et

℘n−1 qui est la partition formée den régions (1 noeud par région) estα − propre pour
α ∈ [ca1 ,∞[. Finalement, pour toute valeur deα ≥ 0, il existe une partition de℘ qui soit
α − propre. �

Lemme 8 Soit G(V,E), un graphe etr agents patrouillant ce graphe. Toute partition
{P1 . . . Pq} qui soit(optΠ) − propre vérifieq ≤ r.

Preuve.Preuve par l’absurde : supposons qu’on ait une partition{P1 . . . Pq} formée de
q > r régions et qui soit(optΠ)−propre. Du fait que le nombre de régions est supérieur au
nombre d’agents, à l’instant zéro, il y aura au moins une région inoccupée (“pigeon hole
principle”). Quelque soit la stratégie multiagentsΠ suivie, pour atteindre cette région,
tout agent mettra un temps supérieur àoptΠ(puisque tout arête reliant deux régions a un
poids supérieur àoptΠ), ce qui implique que∀Π, MaxMaxIdlΠ(G) > optΠ, ce qui est
une impossibilité. �

Lemme 9 Soit G(V,E), un graphe etr agents patrouillant ce graphe. Pour toute par-
tition {P1 . . . Pq} de G qui soit optΠ − propre, il existe une distributionr1...rq des
agents sur les différentes régions et une stratégieΠ′ ∈ Π<P1,r1>..<Pq ,rq> telle queMax-
MaxIdlΠ′(G) ≤ 2 × optΠ. Il s’ensuit queoptΠ<P1,r1>..<Pq,rq>

≤ 2 × optΠ.

Preuve.Soit Πopt, une stratégie multiagents optimale, et soitsi
1...s

i
mi

, les noeuds par-
courus par l’agenti jusqu’au tempst = optΠ selon la stratégieΠopt. Par définition,
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V = ∪i=1..r ∪j=1..mi
{si

j}. D’après le lemme 4, la stratégie multiagentsΠ′ obtenue en
parcourant ces chemins d’avant en arrière vérifieMaxMaxIdlΠ′(G) ≤ 2.optΠ. De plus,
du fait que∀i ∈ 1..r, c(si

1...s
i
mi

) ≤ optΠ, toutes les arêtes figurant dans les chemins
si
1...s

i
mi

sont de poids inférieur ou égal àoptΠ. Donc, en suivant la stratégieΠ′, les agents
n’emprunteront que des arêtes de poids inférieur ou égal àoptΠ. Or, toute arête reliant
deux régionsPi et Pj a un poids nécessairement supérieur àoptΠ. Par conséquent, lors-
qu’ils suivent la stratégieΠ′, les agents ne changent jamais de région.Π′ est donc une
stratégie régionalisée en plus d’être une stratégie d’allers-retours. �

Lemme 10 SoitG(V,E), un graphe etr agents patrouillant ce graphe. Soit{P1 . . . Pq},
une partition deG qui soit optΠ − propre. Soit Si

MST , le cycle obtenu en parcourant
en profondeur d’abord l’arbre couvrant minimal duiieme sous-grapheGi(V,E ∩ P 2

i ).
Alors, il existe une répartitionr∗1...r

∗
q ∈ 1..r desr agents telle que la stratégie mixte

Π
r∗1 ...r∗q
MST consistant à faire parcourir chaque cycleSi

MST par r∗i agents vérifieMaxMax-
Idl

Π
r∗1 ...r∗q
MST

(G) ≤ 12.optΠ(G).

Preuve.Soit une stratégie à cycle uniqueΠri

MST (Gi)
sur la régionPi faisant suivre le cycle

Si
MST par ri agents. D’après le théorème 3, on a alors, pour tout répartitionr1...rq des

agents sur les différentes régions :

MaxMaxIdlΠri
MST (Gi)

(Gi) ≤ 4optΠri (Gi) + 4. max{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (Gi)}
≤ 4optΠri (Gi) + 4.optΠr(G)

Notons que le passage demax{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (Gi)} à optΠ provient du fait que
la partition estoptΠ − propre, et donc qu’aucune arête duMST (Gi) n’excède en poids
la valeur deoptΠ.

Selon le lemme 9, il existe une répartitionr∗1...r
∗
q des agents sur les différentes régions

telle queoptΠ<P1,r∗1>..<Pq,r∗q >
≤ 2 × optΠ. On a donc

∀i, opt
Πr∗

i
(Gi) ≤ optΠ<P1,r∗1>..<Pq,r∗q >

(G) ≤ 2 × optΠ(G)

Par conséquent, pour touti, on a

MaxMaxIdl
Π

r∗
i

MST (Gi)

(Gi) ≤ 8 × optΠ(G) + 4 × optΠ(G)

ce qui implique queMaxMaxIdl
Π

r∗1 ...r∗q
MST

(G) ≤ 12 × optΠ. �
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Remarquons que le lemme ci-dessus utilise les cycles induits par l’arbre couvrant
minimal, au lieu d’utiliser les cycles obtenus par l’algorithme de Christofides. Si nous
avions opté pour ce dernier choix, nous n’aurions pas été certain que les cycles obtenus ne
passaient pas par des arêtes de poids supérieur àoptΠ, ce qui aurait rendu la démonstration
impossible. Notons que si nous avions autorisé aux agents d’être positionnés à l’instant
zéro entre deux noeuds, alors nous aurions pu utiliser l’algorithme de Christofides, en
obtenant les mêmes bornes que ci-dessus.

Le lemme ci-dessus ne nous indique pas comment calculer la répartition des agents
dans chaque région : il nous dit juste qu’il existe une répartition telle qu’en parcourant les
MST des différentes régions, on obtiendra une valeur du critèreMaxMaxIdlinférieure à 12
fois l’optimale. Le lemme suivant nous montre qu’il est possible de calculer la répartition
r̂1...r̂q proche de la répartition optimale.

Lemme 11 SoitG, un graphe parcouru parr agents, et{P1 . . . Pq}, une partition deG
qui soitoptΠ − propre. SoitSi

MST , le cycle obtenu en parcourant en profondeur d’abord
l’arbre couvrant minimal duiieme sous-grapheGi = (V ∩ Pi, E ∩ P 2

i ). On peut calcu-
ler une répartitionr̂1...r̂q des agents dans les régions telle que la stratégie mixteΠ

r̂1...r̂q

MST

consistant à faire parcourir chaque cycleSi
MST par r̂i agents vérifieMaxMaxIdl(G)

Π
r̂1...r̂q
MST≤ 14 × optΠ.

Preuve.Soit r̂1...r̂q, la répartition d’agents qui minimisemaxi(
c(Si

MST )

r̂i
). En appliquant le

lemme 3, et en substituantoptΠ àmaxij{cij | (i, j) ∈ MST (Gi)}, on obtient :

max
i

(
c(Si

MST )

r̂i

) − optΠ ≤ MaxMaxIdl
Π

r̂1...r̂q
MST

(G) ≤ max
i

(
c(Si

MST )

r̂i

) + optΠ (2)

On peut appliquer le même lemme concernant une répartitionr1...rq quelconque d’agents

pour obtenirMaxMaxIdlΠr1...rq
MST

(G) ≥ maxi(
c(Si

MST )

ri
) − optΠ. Or, commêr1...r̂q mini-

misemaxi(
c(Si

MST )

r̂i
), on a

∀r1...rq MaxMaxIdlΠr1...rq
MST

(G) ≥ max
i

(
c(Si

MST )

r̂i

) − optΠ (3)

En, fusionnant les équations 2 et 3, on obtient :

∀r1...rq MaxMaxIdl
Π

r̂1...r̂q
MST

(G) ≤ MaxMaxIdlΠr1...rq
MST

(G) + 2optΠ (4)

En utilisant le lemme 10, qui indique qu’il existe une répartition d’agentsr∗1...r
∗
q telle

queMaxMaxIdl
Π

r∗1 ...r∗q
MST

(G) ≤ 12optΠ, en déduit :
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MaxMaxIdl
Π

r̂1...r̂q
MST

(G) ≤ 14.optΠ (5)

�

Le lemme ci-dessus suppose que l’on peut déterminer les entiersr̂1...r̂q qui minimisent

maxi(
c(Si

MST )

r̂i
) et tels que

∑q
i=1 r̂i = r. Montrons comment effectuer ce calcul sous la

condition (provisoire) que∀i, c(Si
MST ) > 0. Soit γi = r × c(Si

MST )∑q
k=1 c(Sk

MST )
. Le problème

revient à maximisermini(
r̂i

γi
). Il est clair que les solutionŝri au problème vérifient̂ri ∈

{�γi� , �γi�}. L’algorithme suivant permet de trouver la solution au problème simplement :

1. On affecte�γi� à chaque variablêri

(a) On calcule le nombre d’agents affectés en tropr+ =
∑q

i=1 �γi� − r

(b) On détermine parmi toutes les variablesr̂1...r̂q lesr+ variables qui ont la plus
grande valeur dêri−1

γi
et qui vérifient̂ri ≥ 2

(c) On décrémente chacune de cesr+ variables de1.

Au début de cette note, on a supposé que∀i, c(Si
MST ) > 0. Pour traiter le cas ou l’un des

cyclesSi
MST est le poids nul, il suffit d’affecter à ce cycle un agentr̂i = 1, et de résoudre

le problème d’affectation der − 1 agents sur tous les autres cycles.

Théorème 4 SoitG(V,E) un graphe connexe. Il existe un algorithme capable de déter-
miner enO(r × n log n) une stratégie mixteΠ telle queMaxMaxIdlΠ(G) ≤ 15.optΠ.

Preuve.(Théorème 4). A l’aide des lemmes 7 et 8, nous pouvons obtenir enO(r×n log n)
un ensemble der partionsP1...Pr, parmi lesquelles il existe au moins une partition
(optΠ) − propre. Pour chacune de ces partitionsPk, il faudra

1. calculer les cyclesSi,k
MST pour chaque régioni

2. calculer la meilleure répartition̂rk
1 ...r̂

k
q d’agents sur ces partitions.

3. estimerMk = maxi(
c(Si,k

MST )

r̂k
i

+ max{cxy | (x, y) ∈ Si,k
MST}) qui est une borne

supérieure sur le critèreMaxMaxIdl, selon le lemme 3.
On sait qu’il existe parmi cesr partitions une partitionPk∗ qui soitoptΠ − propre. Des
lors, la borne-sup de cette partition vérifiera :Mk∗ ≤ MaxMaxIdlΠk∗(G) + max{cxy |
(x, y) ∈ Si,k∗

MST} et donc en appliquant le lemme 11,Mk∗ ≤ MaxMaxIdlΠk∗(G) +
optΠ ≤ 15.optΠ. Il est donc clair qu’en sélectionnant partitionPk et la stratégie mixte
associéeΠk qui correspondent auMk minimal sans savoir si cette partition estoptΠ −
propre ou non, nous saurons néanmoins que :

MaxMaxIdlΠk(G) ≤ Mk ≤ Mk∗ ≤ 15.optΠ

�
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8 Conclusion

Une étude théorique du problème de la patrouille a été entreprise. En particulier, il a
été montré que des biais forts (stratégies à cycle unique) permettaient de rapprocher notre
problème à un simple TSP, grâce auquel on pouvait avoir des solutions très efficaces. L’un
des problèmes concernant les stratégies à cycle unique vient de la constantemaxij{cij}
dans le résultat d’approximation ; cela rend en particulier cette approche moins intéres-
sante sur des graphes comportant d’importantes variations entre la taille des arêtes. L’uti-
lisation de stratégies mixtes (section 7) a permis de montrer que le problème est 15-
approximable sans restriction quant au type de graphe.

Il est probable qu’il existe des liens entre le problème de la patrouille en le “Vehicle
Routing Problem”, que nous n’avons pas su mettre en évidence. Ce problème est d’ailleurs
souvent traité par des approches dites “Route first, Cluster second”, ou “Cluster first,
Route second”[11], cette dernière approche ressemblant beaucoup à celle que nous avons
utilisée dans la dernière section.

Récemment, une étude expérimentale a comparé différents algorithmes sur le pro-
blème de la patrouille [1]. Des techniques d’apprentissage par renforcement, de négo-
ciation, de méthodes multiagents ont été comparées aux stratégies à cycle unique. Il en
ressort que sur l’ensemble des graphes générés, les stratégies à cycle unique donnent de
meilleurs résultats que tous les autres algorithmes, quel que soit le nombre d’agents utili-
sés.
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Résumé
Dans ce papier, nous étudions les propriétés d’un cadre abstrait de négociation

dans lequel les agents négocient à propos de l’allocation de ressources discrètes.
Dans la mesure où l’atteinte d’une allocation optimale peut nécessiter l’utilisation de
transactions extrêmement complexes, on s’intéresse à l’identification de classes de
fonctions d’utilité permettant de garantir une issue optimale à la négociation, même
si celle-ci est conduite à l’aide uniquement de transactions simples impliquant une
seule ressource à chaque fois. On montre que la classe des fonctions modulaires n’est
pas seulement suffisante (lorsque les paiements compensatoires sont permis), mais
aussi maximale. Un résultat similaire est proposé dans le cadre des négociations sans
paiements compensatoires.

Mots-clefs : Allocation de Ressources Distribuée, Négociation Automatique

Abstract

We investigate the properties of an abstract negotiation framework where agents
autonomously negotiate over allocations of discrete resources. In this framework,
reaching an optimal allocation potentially requires very complex multilateral deals.
Therefore, we are interested in identifying classes of utility functions such that any
negotiation conducted by means of deals involving only a single resource at at time
is bound to converge to an optimal allocation whenever all agents model their pref-
erences using these functions. We show that the class of modular utility functions is
not only sufficient (when side-payments are allowed) but also maximal in this sense.
A similar result is proven in the context of negotiation without money.
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1 Introduction

The problem ofdiscrete resource allocation has recently received much attention from the
artificial intelligence community. A large amount of this work is focused oncombinato-
rial auctions [5]. In this case, the allocation procedure is centralised, and the so-called
winner determination problem consists in determining the allocation of resources max-
imising the auctioneer’s revenue.

A different perspective is taken when one assumes that the allocation process is truly
distributed, in the sense that agents autonomously negotiate over the bundles of resources
they hold. This assumption is justified in many applications where no central authority
can be relied on to decide upon the allocation of resources. In this case, the system
designer will typically seek to set up the system in such way that it guarantees desirable
properties, without directly interfering in the negotiation process itself. In this paper we
will make use of such an abstract negotiation framework investigated by a number of
authors [12, 7, 6].

To make things more precise, we assume a set of negotiating agents populating the
system, and we model their preferences (over different bundles of resources) by means of
utility functions. In order to pursue their own interests, agents agree on deals benefitting
themselves but without planning ahead (i.e. they are both rational and myopic), thereby
modifying the allocation of resources. From a global point of view, the quality of an
allocation reflects the overall performance of the system, and the designer will naturally
seek to ensure that negotiation converges towards an optimal allocation.

Section 2 introduces the negotiation framework used in this paper. As we shall recall
in Section 3, it is known that very complex multilateral deals are potentially required
to reach an optimal allocation. When deals are restricted (e.g. to a limited number of
resources), it is only possible to guarantee an optimal outcome by also restricting the
negotiation process to agents whose preferences have certain properties. In this paper,
we study the conditions under which negotiation conducted by means of the simplest
deals, involving one item at a time (or1-deal negotiation for short) still allows us to reach
an optimal allocation. Section 5 generalises a result from the literature and shows that
modelling preferences withmodular utility functions is a sufficient condition. However,
modularity is not anecessary condition. This is demonstrated in Section 6.2 by means of
a counterexample. We also show that there can beno condition on utility functions that
would be both necessary and sufficient for optimal allocations to be negotiable by means
of rational 1-deals. The main contribution of this paper is to show that the class of modular
utility functions ismaximal, in the sense that no class strictly including the modular utility
functions would still be sufficient for 1-deal negotiation. The proof detailed in Section 7
shows that, given any non-modular utility function, it is always possible to construct a
modular utility function and select a scenario where the optimal allocation cannot be
reached by 1-deals. Section 8 concludes.
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2 Myopic Negotiation Over Resources

In this section, we introduce the decentralised negotiation framework used throughout
this paper and report a number of known technical results. In this framework, a finite set
of agents negotiate over a finite set of discrete (i.e. non-divisible) resources. A resource
allocation is a partitioning of the resources amongst the agents (that is, every resource has
to be allocated to one and only one agent). As an example, the allocationA defined by
A(i) = {r1} andA(j) = {r2, r3} would allocate resourcer1 to agenti, while resources
r2 andr3 would be owned by agentj.

We are going to model the preferences of agents by means ofutility functions map-
ping bundles of resources to real numbers. Assuming that agents are only concerned with
resources they personally own, we will use the abbreviationui(A) for ui(A(i)), repre-
senting the utility value assigned by agenti to the bundle it holds for allocationA. The
parameters of a negotiation problem are summarised in the following definition:

Definition 1 (Negotiation problems) A negotiation problem is a tuple P = 〈R,A,U , A0〉,
where

• R is a finite set of indivisible resources;

• A = {1, . . . , n} is a finite set of agents (n ≥ 2);

• U = 〈u1, . . . , un〉 is a vector of utility functions, such that for all i ∈ A, ui is a
mapping from 2R to R;

• A0 : A → 2R is an (initial) allocation.

Agents may agree on adeal to exchange some of the resources they possess. It transforms
the current allocation of resourcesA into a new allocationA′; that is, we can define a deal
as a pairδ = (A,A′) of allocations (withA �= A′).

We should stress that this is amultilateral negotiation framework. A single deal may
involve the displacement of any number of resources between any number of agents.
An actual implementation of this abstract framework may, however, not allow for the
same level of generality. Sandholm [12] has proposed a typology of different types of
deals, such asswap deals involving an exchange of single resources between two agents
or cluster deals involving the transfer of a set of items from one agent to another. The
simplest type of deals are those involving only a single resource (and thereby only two
agents).

Definition 2 (1-deals) A 1-deal is a deal δ = (A,A′) resulting in the reallocation of
exactly one resource.
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The above is a condition on thestructure of a deal. Other conditions relate to theac-
ceptability of a deal to a given agent. We assume that agents arerational in the sense
of aiming to maximise their individual welfare. Furthermore, agents are assumed to be
myopic. This means that agents will not accept deals that would reduce their level of
welfare, not even temporarily, because they are either not sufficiently able to plan ahead
or not willing to take the associated risk (see also [12] for a justification of such an agent
model in the context of multiagent resource allocation).

2.1 Negotiating With Money

In the first variant of this framework, we will permit agents to enhance deals withmone-
tary side payments, in order to compensate other agents for a possible loss in utility. This
can be modelled using apayment function p : A → R. Such a function has to satisfy
the side constraint

∑
i∈A p(i) = 0, i.e. the overall amount of money in the system re-

mains constant. Ifp(i) > 0, then agenti pays the amount ofp(i), while p(i) < 0 means
that it receives the amount of−p(i). The following rationality criterion will define the
acceptability of deals:

Definition 3 (Individual rationality) A deal δ = (A,A′) is rational iff there exists a
payment function p such that ui(A

′) − ui(A) > p(i) for all i ∈ A, except possibly
p(i) = 0 for agents i with A(i) = A′(i).

From a system designer’s perspective, we are interested in assessing the well-being of the
whole society, orsocial welfare [1], which is often defined as the sum of utilities of all
the agents.

Definition 4 (Social welfare) The social welfare sw(A) of an allocation A is defined as
follows:

sw(A) =
∑
i∈A

ui(A)

This is theutilitarian definition of social welfare. While this is the definition usually
adopted in the multiagent systems literature [14], we should stress that also several of
the other notions of social welfare developed in the social sciences (e.g. egalitarian social
welfare [1]) do have potential applications in the context of multiagent resource alloca-
tion.

We conclude this background section by recalling two important results [12, 7]: the
first one makes explicit the connection between the local decisions of agents and the
global behaviour of the system, and the second one is the fundamental convergence theo-
rem for this negotiation framework.
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Lemma 1 (Individual rationality and social welfare) A deal δ = (A,A′) is rational iff
sw(A) < sw(A′).

Theorem 1 (Maximising social welfare) Any sequence of rational deals will eventually
result in an allocation of resources with maximal social welfare.

The main significance of this latter result, beyond the equivalence of rational deals and
social welfare-increasing deals stated in Lemma 1, is thatany sequence of deals satisfying
the rationality criterion will eventually converge to an optimal allocation. There is no need
for agents to consider anything but their individual interests. Every single deal is bound
to increase social welfare and there are no local minima.

2.2 Negotiating Without Money

What happens if we donot allow agents to enhance deals withmonetary side payments
(or explicit utility transfers), in order to compensate other agents for a possible loss in
utility? In this context, we shall assume that agents arecooperatively rational in the sense
of accepting deals that may not result in astrict increase in personal welfare, with the
further condition that at least one agent will strictly benefit from the deal.

Definition 5 (Cooperative rationality) A deal δ = (A,A′) is called cooperatively ra-
tional iff ui(A) ≤ ui(A

′) for all i ∈ A and there exists an agent j ∈ A such that
uj(A) < uj(A

′).

Note that we havesw(A) < sw(A′) for any dealδ = (A,A′) that is cooperatively
rational, butnot vice versa. Clearly, in this general setting, it is not possible to guarantee
that agents will eventually reach a socially optimal allocation of resources. It is not hard
to show, though, that a Pareto optimal allocation can always be reached (recall that the
number of allocations is finite). This holds when any type of deals are allowed. Only the
slightest restriction on the number of agents and/or resources allowed to be involved in a
deal would prevent this result [7].

To compensate for this, one possible solution is to also restrict the class of utility
functions at hand when representing the preferences of agents. More precisely, we will
investigate in this paper the sufficiency of a given class of utility functions when only the
simplest deals are allowed, in the sense that forany set of utility functions{u1, . . . , un}
drawn from this class,any sequence of rational one-resource-at-a-time deals will even-
tually result in an allocation of resources with maximal social welfare. For the sake of
brevity, we say from now on that such a classpermits 1-deals. We will then ask the ques-
tion of the necessity of this class of utility functions, and give a general argument that will
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motivate us to investigate instead the maximality property of this class. The classes of
utility functions we will be interested in are the classes ofmodular functions with shared
α, β-values functions, orMα,β functions for short.

3 Reachability For Restricted Classes of Utility Functions

While Theorem 1 shows that, in principle, it is always possible to negotiate an allocation
of resources that is optimal from a social point of view, deals involving any number of
agents and resources may be required to do so [12, 7]. In particular, the most basic type of
deal, which involves moving a single resource from one agent to another and which is the
type of deal implemented in most systems realising a kind ofContract Net protocol [13],
is certainlynot sufficient for negotiation between agents that are not only rational but also
myopic.

This has first been shown by Sandholm [12] and is best explained by means of an
example.2 Let A = {1, 2, 3} andR = {r1, r2, r3}. Suppose the utility functions of these
agents are defined as follows (over singleton sets):

u1({r1}) = 5 u1({r2}) = 1 u1({r3}) = 0
u2({r1}) = 0 u2({r2}) = 5 u2({r3}) = 1
u3({r1}) = 1 u3({r2}) = 0 u3({r3}) = 5

Furthermore, for any bundleR not listed above, supposeui(R) = 0 for all i ∈ A. Let
A0 with A0(1) = {r2}, A0(2) = {r3} andA0(3) = {r1} be the initial allocation,i.e.
sw(A0) = 3. The optimal allocation would beA∗ with A∗(1) = {r1}, A∗(2) = {r2} and
A∗(3) = {r3}, which yields a social welfare of15. All other allocations have lower social
welfare thanA∗. Hence, starting fromA0, the dealδ = (A0, A

∗) would be the only deal
increasing social welfare. By Lemma 1,δ would also be the only rational deal. This deal,
however, involves all three resources and affects all three agents. In particular,δ is not
a 1-deal. Hence, if we choose to restrict ourselves torational deals, then 1-deals are not
sufficient to negotiate allocations of resources with maximal social welfare.

Of course, for some particular negotiation problems, rational 1-dealswill be sufficient.
The difficulty lies in recognising the problems where this is so. Closely related to this
issue, Dunneet al. [6] have shown that, given two allocationsA andA′ with sw(A) <
sw(A′), the problem of checking whether it is possible to reachA′ from A by means of a
sequence of rational 1-deals is NP-hard in the number of resources in the system.

The structural complexity of deals required to be able to guarantee socially optimal
outcomes partly stems from the generality of the framework. In particular, so far we have

2A methodology for constructing such examples is easily generated from the proof of the result on the
insufficiency of any kind of structurally limited class of deals given by Endrisset al. [7].
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made no assumptions on the structure of utility functions used by the agents to model
their preferences. By introducing restrictions on the class of admissible utility functions,
it may be possible to ensure convergence to an allocation with maximal social welfare by
means of simpler deals. In this paper, we are interested in characterising more precisely
those classes of utility functions that permit 1-deal negotiation.

Definition 6 (1-deal negotiation from a class C) Given a class C of utility functions and
a number n of agents, C is said to permit 1-deal negotiation iff any sequence of rational
1-deals will eventually result in an allocation of resources with maximal social welfare
whenever all utility functions {u1, . . . , un} are drawn from C.

Under this perspective, a relevant result is due to Endrisset al. [7], who show that
rational 1-deals are sufficient to guarantee outcomes with maximal social welfare in case
all agents useadditive utility functions.3 We are going to prove a slight generalisation of
this result in the next section.

4 Modular Utility Functions and Variants

We are now going to define the class ofmodular utility functions. This is an important
(see e.g. [11]), albeit simple, class of functions that can be used in negotiation domains
where there are no synergies (neither complementaries nor substitutables) between differ-
ent resources.

Definition 7 (Modular utility) A utility function u is modular iff the following holds for
all bundles R1, R2 ⊆ R:

u(R1 ∪ R2) = u(R1) + u(R2) − u(R1 ∩ R2) (1)

The class of modular functions includes the aforementioned additive functions. This may
be seen as follows. LetR be any non-empty bundle of resources and letr ∈ R. Then
equation (1) impliesu(R) = u(R \ {r}) + [u({r}) − u({ })]. If we apply this step
recursively for every resource inR, then we end up with the following equation:

u(R) = u({ }) +
∑
r∈R

[u({r}) − u({ })] (2)

That is, in caseu({ }) = 0, the utility assigned to a set will be the sum of utilities assigned
to its members (i.e. u will be additive). Clearly, equation (2) also implies equation (1),i.e.
the two characterisations of the class of modular utility functions are equivalent.

3A utility function is additive iff the utility assigned to a set of resources is always the sum of utilities
assigned to its members.
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We now introduce a restriction on the class of modular utility functions, namely the
classes ofmodular functions with shared α, β-values (or Mα,β for short). Intuitively,
Mα,β classes are suited in domains where agents can only like, dislike, or possibly be
indifferent with regards to resources of the system. The key point is thatagents all agree
on the values they may assign to each single resource. Mα,β functions hence define a
set of classes, each class being parametrized by the vectors of possible values assigned
to each resource. An example ofMα,β class would beM−1,+1 where agents simply
assign -1 to each resource they dislike, +1 to each resource they like, and 0 when they are
indifferent as to whether holding the resource or not.

Definition 8 (modular functions with shared α, β-values) A set of utility functions u1...un

is modular with sharedα, β-valuesiff
• there exists a list of coefficients α = (αr1 , . . . , αr|R|) ∈ R+|R|

,

• there exists a list of coefficients β = (βr1 , . . . , βr|R|) ∈ R−|R|
, and

• for each utility function ui there exist two sets S+
i , S−

i ⊆ R with S+
i ∩ S−

i = { }, such
that ∀R ⊆ R, ui(R) = ui({ }) +

∑
r∈R∩S+

i
αr +

∑
r∈R∩S−

i
βr

By extension, given two lists of coefficientsα ∈ R+|R|
, β ∈ R−|R|

, the classMα,β is
defined as the biggest set of modular functions withshared α, β-values.

Consider for instance the classM(2,1),(−20,−7) over resourcesr1, r2, and letu1 andu2

be two utility functions drawn from this class such thatu1({ }) = u2({ }) = 0, S+
1 =

{r1}, S−
1 = {r2}, S+

2 = {r2}, andS−
2 = { }. Then, the values ofu1 andu2 are as shown

in the following table:

R u1(R) u2(R)

{ } 0 0
{r1} 2 0
{r2} -20 1

{r1, r2} -18 1

5 Sufficient Classes of Utility Functions

5.1 Framework With Money

It turns out that in domains where all utility functions are modular, it is always possible
to reach a socially optimal allocation by means of a sequence of rational deals involving
only a single resource each. This is a slight generalisation of a result proved by Endrisset
al. [7], and our proof closely follows theirs.
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Theorem 2 (Negotiation in modular domains) The class M of modular utility func-
tions permits 1-deal negotiation.

Proof. By Lemma 1, any rational deal results in a strict increase in social welfare. To-
gether with the fact that the number of distinct allocations is finite, this ensures that there
can be no infinite sequence of rational deals (termination). It therefore suffices to show
that for any allocation that does not have maximal social welfare there still exists a rational
1-deal that would be applicable.

We are going to use the alternative characterisation of modular utility functions given
by equation (2). For any allocationA, let fA be the function mapping each resourcer to
the agenti that holdsr in situationA. Then, for modular domains, the formula for social
welfare (see Definition 4) can be rewritten as follows:

sw(A) =
∑
i∈A

ui({ }) +
∑
r∈R

u′
fA(r)({r})

with u′
i(R) = ui(R) − ui({ }). Now assume we have reached an allocation of resources

A that does not have maximal social welfare,i.e. there exists another allocationA′ with
sw(A) < sw(A′). Considering the above definition of social welfare and observing that∑

i∈A ui({ }) is a constant that is independent of the current allocation, this implies that at
least one resourcer must satisfy the inequationu′

fA(r)({r}) < u′
fA′ (r)({r}), i.e. the agent

owningr in allocationA values that resource less than the agent owning it in allocation
A′. But then the 1-deal consisting of passingr from agentfA(r) to agentfA′(r) would
already increase social welfare and thereby be rational. �

Like Theorem 1, the above establishes an important convergence result towards a global
optimum by means of decentralised negotiation between self-interested agents. In addi-
tion, provided all utility functions are modular, convergence can be guaranteed by means
of a much simpler negotiation protocol, which only needs to cater for agreements on
1-deals (rather than multilateral deals over sets of resources).

5.2 Framework Without Money

We are now going to prove a similar result in the variant of our framework that does not
allow for side-payments.

Theorem 3 (Sufficiency) Given two vectors α ∈ R+|R|
, β ∈ R−|R|

, the class Mα,β of
modular functions with shared α, β-values permits 1-deals.

Proof. Any rational deal results in a strict increase in social welfare. Together with the
fact that the number of distinct allocations is finite, this ensures that there can be no
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infinite sequence of rational deals (termination). It therefore suffices to show that for
any allocation that does not have maximal social welfare there still exists a cooperative
rational one-resource-at-a-time deal that would be applicable. If an allocationA does not
have maximal social welfare then it must be the case that some agenti holds a resource
r and that there is another agentj in the system such thatui({r}) < uj({r}. That is,
either (i) some agenti holds a resourcer with ui({r})− ui({ }) = 0, and there is another
agentj in the system withuj({r}) − ui({ }) = αr, or (ii) some agenti holds a resource
r with ui({r}) − ui({ }) = βr, and there is another agentj in the system such that either
(iia) uj({r}) − uj({ }) = 0, or (iib) uj({r}) − uj({ }) = αr > ui({r}). In every case,
passingr from i to j would be a cooperatively rational deal, so either negotiation has not
yet terminated or we are in situation with maximal social welfare. � �

6 Necessity Issues

6.1 Modularity Is Not Necessary

In the previous section we have introduced a class of utility functions (namely modular
functions) such that it is possible to guarantee that sequences of rational 1-deals with side-
payments will converge to an allocation with maximal social welfare under the condition
that all agents’ utilities belong to this class. A similar result has been proven in the
framework without money, when all agents’ utility functions belong to a proper subclass
of modular functions (modular functions with sharedα, β-values). A natural question to
ask would then be whether belonging to these classes is also anecessary condition to
guarantee convergence in the respective frameworks.

It turns out that this is not the case, in both cases. We demonstrate this by means of the
following example. SupposeR = {r1, r2} and there are two agents with utility functions
u1 andu2:

u1({ }) = 0 u2({ }) = 0
u1({r1}) = 10 u2({r1}) = 10
u1({r2}) = 10 u2({r2}) = 10
u1({r1, r2}) = 0 u2({r1, r2}) = 0

The situation is as follows: each agent is willing to hold a single resource, and has no
preference as to which resource it actually holds. None of these functions is modular.
The optimal allocations are the allocation where each agent holds one resource. Further-
more, as may easily be checked, any1-deal that involves moving a single resource from
agent 2 to agent 1 is rational. Hence, rational1-deals are sufficient to move to the optimal
allocation for this scenario, despite the functions not being modular.
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6.2 There Is No Sufficient And Necessary Class

In fact, it is possible to show that there can be no class of utility functions that would
be both sufficient and necessary in this sense. It suffices to produce two concrete utility
functionsu1 andu2 such that(i) both of them would guarantee convergence if all agents
were using them, and(ii) there is a scenario where some agents are usingu1 and others
u2 and convergence is not guaranteed. This is so, because assuming that a necessary and
sufficient class exists,(i) would imply that bothu1 andu2 belong to that class, while
(ii) would entail the contrary. We give two such functions for the case of two agents and
two resources (the argument is easily augmented to the general case):

u1({ }) = 0 u2({ }) = 0
u1({r1}) = 1 u2({r1}) = 5
u1({r2}) = 2 u2({r2}) = 5
u1({r1, r2}) = 3 u2({r1, r2}) = 5

The functionu1 is modular,i.e. all agents using that function is a sufficient condition
for guaranteed convergence to an optimal allocation by means of rational 1-deals (The-
orem 1). Clearly, convergence is also guaranteed if all agents are usingu2. However,
if the first agent usesu1 and the secondu2, then the allocationA with A(1) = {r1}
and A(2) = {r2} is not socially optimal and the only deal increasing social welfare
(and thereby, the only rational deal) would be to swap the two resources simultaneously.
Hence, no condition on all agents’ utility functions can be both sufficient and necessary
to guarantee convergence to an optimal allocation by means of rational 1-deals alone.

6.3 Checking a Necessary and Sufficient Condition on Sets of Utility
Functions is Intractable

In the previous section, we showed there are no class of utility functions that would be
both sufficient and necessary to permit 1-deal negotiation. A natural question therefore
arises : is there a simple necessary and sufficient condition onsets of utility functions
instead ofclasses of utility functions, which permits 1-deal negotiation? Such a condition
can be expressed as a decision problem over the set of utility functions, as follows:

Definition 9 (1-deal negotiation from a set {u1, . . . , un}) Given a set {u1, . . . , un} of
utility functions, this set is said to be permit 1-deal negotiation iff with n agents shar-
ing these utility functions, any sequence of rational 1-deals will eventually result in an
allocation of resources with maximal social welfare.

We will show here that under a few restrictions, the above decision problem is co-NP-
hard. This means that a necessary and sufficient condition on sets of utilities would be
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intractable to check. In other words, such a condition would not be as simple as those
used in previous section (e.g. modularity).

First note that such a hardness result necessarily depends on the representation lan-
guage used for the utility functions. Recently, Dunne showed that for utility functions
represented with SLP (Straight Line Programs), checking if sets of utilities permit 1-deal
negotiation was co-NP-hard. Here, instead of showing a similar result for another partic-
ular representation, we will define some general restrictions on representation languages
under which the hardness results hold.

First of all, let us define two general restrictions on representation languages, the first
of which is related to the hardness of solving a decision problem (calledutility improve-
ment) defined as follows, and the second of which is concerned with the structure of the
languages (calledr-composition).

Definition 10 (Utility Improvement) Given a utility u represented with a representation
language REP ′, and given a set Q ⊆ R, the Utility Improvement (UI)problem is defined
as follows: check wether there exists Q′ ⊆ R such that u(Q′) > u(Q).

Clearly, the hardness of the UI problem is related to that of finding the maximum of the
functionu. Of course, the utility improvement decision problem is known to be NP-hard
for many representation languages, as detailed further.

Definition 11 (r-composition) Let REP and REP ′ be two representation languages
over utility functions. Let r ∈ R be a resource. Then, REP is said to be a r-composition
overREP ′ iff ∀u ∈ REP ′, ∀k ∈ R, the utilities v and v̄ defined below belong to REP
and the number of bits needed to represent both utilities is polynomially bounded by the
size of u:

v(R) =

{
u(R) − k if r ∈ R

0 otherwise
v̄(R) =

{
u(R) − k if r /∈ R

0 otherwise

For the sake of simplicity, we will say that a representationREP is r-composed iff there
exists a representationREP ′ over whichREP is ar-composition.

As many interesting representation languages arer-composed, the results presented
here are quite general. Let us briefly present some of these representation languages
commonly used in multiagent resource allocation. In the following,r is any resource
chosen amongR.

• Thek-additive representation [9] for k ≥ 3 is a r-composition over the(k − 1)-
additive representation. Intuitively,k-additive utility functions can be represented
by a multinomial of degreek [2]. Note that fork ≥ 2, the UI problem withk-
additive functions is NP-hard [4].
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• Posiforms of degree k [2] for k ≥ 3 arer-compositions over posiforms of degree
k − 1. This is a generalization ofk-additive forms, and thus fork ≥ 2, the UI
problem here is also NP-hard [4].

• Thebundle form representation [4] is also ar-composition over itself. It consists in
enumerating all bundles of resources for which the utility is not null. Again, it was
shown in [4] that the associated UI problem is NP-hard.

• The SLP (Straight Line Programs) representation [6] is ar-composition over itself.
Intuitively, SLP are computer programs without loops. Dunne showed that UI is
also NP-hard using this representation [6].

We can now present the main theorem of this section, lying on the above restrictions.

Theorem 4 Let REP be a representation language. If the following conditions hold, then
the problem of checking if a set of utilities {u1, . . . , un} represented with REP permits
1-deal negotiation is co-NP-hard, even with only two agents:

• there exists a representation REP ′ over which REP is a r-composition

• the UI problem with this representation REP ′ is NP-hard

• There exists a null valued utility function v0 in REP

Proof. Let 〈u,Q〉 be an instance of the UI problem over theREP ′ representation. Let us
show that this problem reduces to checking if sets of utilities permit 1-deal negotiation.

Let v0 be the null-valued utility function, let the set of agents beA = {1, 2}. Let us
introduce two utility functions:

v(R) =

{
u(R) − u(Q) if r1 ∈ R

0 otherwise
v̄(R) =

{
u(R) − u(Q) if r1 /∈ R

0 otherwise

Clearly, these two functions belong toREP, because of ther-composition property.
We can now define two negotiation problems. LetP (resp.P̄) be the problem of checking
if 1-deal negotiation is permitted, for two agents with utilitiesv andv0 (resp. v̄ andv0).
We will now show that if we can decide whether these problems permit 1-deal negotiation,
then we can immediately deduce the answer to the UI problem over〈u,Q〉.

First of all, note that if the answer to the UI problem over〈u,Q〉 is NO, then both
P andP̄ will permit 1-deal negotiation. In fact, if it is the case,0 is the highest value
the functionu can take, and moving resourcer1 from an agent to another inP or P̄ will
lead to an optimal allocation if the current allocation is not already optimal. Due to the
converse, we can deduce the following:
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• If eitherP or P̄ doesn’t permit 1-deal negotiation, then the answer to the UI prob-
lem is YES

Finally, note that in case where both problems do permit 1-deal negotiation, answering to
the UI problem is easy : consider indeed allocationA = 〈{ },R〉 (resp. Ā = 〈R, { }〉).
These allocations have a social welfare whose value isv(A)+v0(A) = v̄(Ā)+v0(Ā) = 0.
Clearly, the answer to the UI problem is YESiff there exists an allocationA′ such that
v(A′) > 0 or there exists an allocation̄A′ such that̄v(Ā′). Because of the property of
utilities permitting 1-deal negotiation, this is equivalent to finding whether there exists an
individually rational 1-dealδ = (A,A′) overP or δ̄ = (Ā, Ā′) overP̄. To summarize:

• If bothP andP̄ do permit 1-deal negotiation then consider allocationA = 〈{ },R〉
(resp. Ā = 〈R, { }〉). If there exists any individually rational 1-dealδ = (A,A′)
overP or δ̄ = (Ā, Ā′) overP̄, then the answer to the UI problem is YES, otherwise
it is NO.

�

Corollary 1 For any k ≥ 3 and n ≥ 2, the problem of checking whether the set {u1, . . . , un}
of utility functions permits 1-deal negotiation is co-NP-hard if these utilities are repre-
sented in k-additive form, posiforms of degree k, SLP, or bundle form.

To conclude this section, we could say that for many common expressive representation
languages, checking if sets of utilities permit 1-deal negotiation is intractable. Therefore,
searching for a condition over sets of utility functions is unrealistic.

As we have shown that no class of utility function was both sufficient and necessary,
and as, on top of that, we have just argued that checking conditions onsets of utility
functions was intractable in most cases, the best thing we can do is to investigate whether
some restricted classes of utility can be identified as beingmaximal.

7 Maximal Classes of Utility Functions

We are now going to prove one of the main results of this paper, namely the surprising fact
that the class of modular utility functions is not only sufficient for 1-deal negotiation with
money, but alsomaximal in the sense that no class of utility functions strictly including
the modular functions would still be sufficient for 1-deal negotiation. The significance
of this result can only be fully appreciated when considered together with the “negative”
result on necessary and sufficient conditions discussed in the previous section.

Before stating the main result, we prove the following auxiliary lemma:
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Lemma 2 (Alternative characterisation of modularity) A utility function u is modular
iff the following holds for all R ⊆ R and all r1, r2 ∈ R with r1, r2 �∈ R and r1 �= r2:

u(R∪{r1, r2}) = u(R∪{r1})+u(R∪{r2})−u(R) (3)

Proof. To show this, let us recall elementary facts about submodular functions. A function
v : R → R is submodular iff∀R1, R2 ⊆ R, v(R1)+v(R2) ≥ v(R1∪R2)+v(R1∩R2). It
is also known thatv is submodular iffv(R∪{r1})+v(R∪{r2}) ≥ v(R∪{r1, r2})−v(R)
for anyR ⊆ R, r1, r2 ∈ R\R, with r1 �= r2 [10, p.662]. Because a functionu is modular
iff both u and−u are submodular, the lemma holds. �

7.1 Framework With Money

We are now in a position to prove our theorem on the maximality of the class of modular
utility functions with respect to rational negotiation over one resource at a time:

Theorem 5 (Maximality) Let M be the class of modular utility functions. Then for any
class of utility functions F such that M ⊂ F , F does not permit 1-deal negotiation.

Proof. First observe that for|R| ≤ 1, any utility function is modular,i.e. the theorem
holds vacuously in these cases. Therefore, without loss of generality, from now on we
assume that there are at least two distinct resources in the system.

The proof is constructive. We will show that for any non-modular utility functionu1

on m resources, it is possible to construct a modular utility functionu2 (with ui ≡ 0 for
all other agentsi) and an initial allocation such that no optimal allocation can be reached
by means of 1-deals. This implies thatM∪ {u1} does not permit 1-deals.

Becauseu1 is non-modular, Lemma 2 can be applied in the following way: there exist
a bundleX and distinct resourcesr1, r2 /∈ X such thatε, defined as follows, is not equal
to 0:

ε = u1(X ∪ {r1}) + u1(X ∪ {r2}) − u1(X) − u1(X ∪ {r1, r2}) (4)

From now on,A12|, A|12, A1|2 andA2|1 will refer to allocations in whichr1 andr2 belong
to one of the first two agents, and in which resources inX are owned by1, and resources
in Y = R\(X ∪ {r1, r2}) by 2, as shown in the following table.

Agent 1 Agent 2

A12| {r1, r2} ∪ X Y
A|12 X {r1, r2} ∪ Y
A1|2 {r1} ∪ X {r2} ∪ Y
A2|1 {r2} ∪ X {r1} ∪ Y
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Figure 1: Values ofsw for the four allocations (caseε > 0).

Let us build a modular utility functionu2 defined as follows:∀R ∈ R,

u2(R) =
∑

r∈{r1,r2}∩R

αr +
∑

r∈R∩Y

ω −
∑

r∈R∩X

ω (5)

with ω = 14 × max |u1| + 1. Let Ω = u2(Y ) = |Y | × ω. As the rest of the proof shall
reveal, the value ofω has been chosen such that the social welfare of each of these four
allocations is greater than that of any other allocation. Of course, this will imply that the
optimal allocation has to be among these four. The values ofαr1 andαr2 will be chosen
later. The social welfare of each of these four allocations can then be written as follows:

sw(A|12) = Ω + αr1 + αr2 + u1(X)

sw(A12|) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1, r2})
sw(A1|2) = Ω + αr2 + u1(X ∪ {r1})
sw(A2|1) = Ω + αr1 + u1(X ∪ {r2})

It remains to be shown that depending on the value ofε, we can always choose an initial
allocation among these four and values ofαr1 andαr2 such that (1) this initial allocation
does not have optimal social welfare, (2) there is only one rational deal from this alloca-
tion, (3) this deal leads to the optimal allocation but however (4) this rational deal would
involve more than one resource. We will have to consider two cases for equation (4): the
case ofε > 0 and the case ofε < 0.

(1st case) Supposeε > 0. Let us chooseαr1 = u1(X ∪ {r1}) − u1(X) − ε
4

andαr2 =
u1(X ∪ {r1, r2}) − u1(X ∪ {r1}) + ε

4
.

Let us first show that the four allocations have a greater social welfare than any other.
With the help of equation (4), observe that both|αr1 | and|αr2| are less than3×max |u1|.
Thus, all four allocations have a social welfare of at leastΩ − |αr1| − |αr2| −max |u1| ≥
Ω − 7 × max |u1| > Ω − ω

2
. All other allocations have a social welfare lower than
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Figure 2: Values ofsw for the four allocations (caseε < 0).

Ω − ω + |αr1| + |αr2| + max |u1| ≤ Ω − ω + 7 × max |u1| < Ω − ω
2
. Thus, the social

welfare of each of the four allocations is greater than that of any other allocation.

Now let us show thatA2|1 is the optimal allocation, as illustrated in Figure 1. More
precisely, let us show thatsw(A|12) < sw(A1|2), that sw(A12|) < sw(A1|2) and that
sw(A1|2) < sw(A2|1). By substituting the values ofαr1 andαr2 and using equation (4),
the social welfare of each allocation can be written as follows:

sw(A|12) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1, r2})
sw(A12|) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1, r2})
sw(A1|2) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1, r2}) +

ε

4
sw(A2|1) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1}) + u1(X ∪ {r2})

−u1(X) − ε

4

= Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1, r2}) +
3

4
ε

Here,A2|1 is clearly the optimal allocation. If we chooseA1|2 as the initial allocation, then
the only 1-deals involving resourcesr1 or r2 areδ(A1|2, A12|) andδ(A1|2, A|12). These
deals decrease social welfare, and thus are not individually rational by Lemma 1. Thus, it
is not possible to reach the optimal allocationA2|1 starting fromA1|2 using only 1-deals.

(2nd case) Supposeε < 0. Let us chooseα1 = u1(X ∪ {r1}) − u1(X) − ε
4

andα2 =
u1(X ∪ {r2}) − u1(X) − ε

4
.

Note that again, both|αr1| and |αr2 | are less than3 × max |u1|. Thus, by the same
argument as in the first case, the four allocations all have greater social welfare than any
other allocation.
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The optimal allocation is nowA12|. To see this, let us show thatsw(A1|2) < sw(A|12),
thatsw(A2|1) < sw(A|12), and thatsw(A|12) < sw(A12|) as illustrated in Figure 2.

sw(A|12) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1}) + u1(X ∪ {r2})
−u1(X) − ε

2
sw(A12|) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1, r2})

= Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1}) + u1(X ∪ {r2})
−u1(X) − ε

sw(A1|2) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1}) + u1(X ∪ {r2})
−u1(X) − ε

4
sw(A2|1) = Ω + u1(X ∪ {r1}) + u1(X ∪ {r2})

−u1(X) − ε

4

Here,A12| is clearly the optimal allocation. If we chooseA|12 as the initial allocation,
then the only 1-deals involvingr1 or r2 areδ(A|12, A1|2) andδ(A|12, A2|1). These deals
decrease social welfare, and thus are not individually rational by Lemma 1. Thus, it is not
possible to reach the optimal allocationA12| starting fromA|12 using only 1-deals. �

Why is this result significant? As argued earlier, while the full abstract negotiation frame-
work introduced at the beginning of this paper would be difficult to implement, designing
a system that only allows for pairs of agents to agree on deals over one resource at a time
is entirely feasible. As we would like to be able to guarantee socially optimal outcomes in
as many cases as possible, also for such a restricted negotiation system, we would like to
be able to identify the largest possible class of utility functions for which such a guarantee
can be given. However, our discussion in Section 6.2 has shown that there can be no class
of utility functions thatexactly characterises the class of negotiation problems for which
negotiating socially optimal allocations by means of rational 1-deals is always possible.
Still, thereare classes of utility functions that permit 1-deal negotiation. As shown by
Theorem 2, the class of modular functions is such a class and it is a very natural class to
consider. An obvious question to ask is therefore whether this class can be enlarged in
any way without losing the desired convergence property.

Our proof of Theorem 5 settles this question by giving a negative answer: For any
agent with a non-modular utility function there exist modular utility functions (for the
other agents) and an initial allocation such that rational 1-deals alone do not suffice to ne-
gotiate an allocation of resources with maximal social welfare. There may well be further
such classes (that are both sufficient and maximal), but the class of modular functions is
one that is particularly natural and useful in the context of modelling agent preferences.
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7.2 Framework Without Money

Can the result of the framework with money be translated in our framework without
money? We are now going to show that this is the case: any class of modular utility
functions withα, β shared values is not only sufficient for 1-deal negotiation, but also
maximal in the sense that no class of utility functions strictly including that class would
still be sufficient for 1-deal negotiation.

Theorem 6 (Maximality) Let Mα,β be a class of modular functions with shared α, β-
values. Then for any class of utility functions F such that Mα,β ⊂ F , F does not permit
1-deal negotiation.

Proof. The proof is constructive, and involves two agents. We will show that forany
functionu1 not belonging to the class of modular functions with sharedα, β-values, it is
possible to construct a modular utility functionu2 and to choose an initial allocation such
that the optimal allocation cannot be reached by means of cooperative rational 1-deals.
This will imply thatMα,β ∪ {u1} does not permit 1-deal negotiation.

First note that for any modular function with sharedα, β-values, iff∀X ⊂ R,∀r ∈
R\X : u(X∪{r}) = u(X)+v, with v ∈ {αr, 0, βr}. Letu1 be an arbitrary function, not
belonging to the classMα,β, that is, there existsX ⊂ R and a resourcer1 ∈ R\X such
thatu(X ∪ {r1}) = u(X) + v, with v �∈ {αr1 , 0, βr1}. (Recall thatαr1 > 0 andβr1 < 0).
Now, letu2 ∈ Mα,β defined as follows:∀R ∈ R :

u2(R) = u2({}) +
∑

r∈R∩X

βr +
∑

r∈R∩R\(X∪{r1})
αr +

∑
r∈R∩{r1}

z

with z to be chosen in{αr1 , βr1} We now consider the two allocations where agent 1
owns all resources inX, and agent 2 owns all resources inR\(X ∪{r1}). Amongst these
allocations, letAr1| (resp.A|r1) be the one where agent 1 (resp. agent 2) owns in addition
resourcer1. It remains to be shown that no cooperative 1-deal is possible. This can be
done by considering the different cases. We start by observing that agent1 cannot pass
a single resourcer ∈ X to agent 2 (becauseu2 would decrease of|βr|), and that agent 2
cannot pass a single resourcer ∈ R\(X ∪ {r1}) because in this caseu2 would decrease
of the valueαr. Let us now consider the case of 1-deals involving resourcer1. Note that
sw(Ar1|) − sw(A|r1) = v − z. There are now four different cases to consider depending
on the value ofv.
(case 1):v > αr1 . By choosingz = αr1 , we prevent agent 2 from passingr1 on to agent
1 (becauseu2 would decrease ofαr1), but still we havesw(Ar1|) > sw(A|r1) (because
v − z > 0).
(case 2):v < βr1 . By choosingz = βr1, we prevent agent 1 from passingr1 on to agent
2 (becauseu1 would decrease of|βr1 |), but still we havesw(Ar1|) < sw(A|r1) (because
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v − z < 0).
(case 3):0 < v < αr1. By choosingz = αr1, we havesw(Ar1|) < sw(A|r1) (because
v − z < 0), but still agent 1 cannot giver1 to agent 2 (becauseu1 would decrease ofv).
(case 4):βr1 < v < 0. By choosingz = βr1 , we havesw(Ar1|) > sw(A|r1) (because
v − z > 0), but still agent 2 cannot giver1 to agent 1 (becauseu2 would decrease of|v|).

�

8 Conclusion

This paper makes a contribution to the theoretical analysis of a negotiation framework
where rational but myopic agents agree on a sequence of deals regarding the reallocation
of a number of discrete resources. We have shown that the use ofmodular utility func-
tions to model agent preferences is asufficient condition, if side-payments are allowed,
to guarantee final allocations with maximal social welfare in case agents only negotiate
1-deals (involving one resource each). When no side-payments are permitted, any class
of Mα,β functions would be sufficient. We have then seen that this is, however, not a
necessary condition for optimal outcomes (being it with or without money) and, indeed,
there can be no condition on (individual) utility functions that would be both necessary
and sufficient in this sense. Furthermore, we have shown that, while a necessary and suf-
ficient condition on sets of utility functions obviously does exist, checking it is intractable
for most representations commonly used in multiagent resource allocation settings. We
have therefore concentrated on showing that the class of modular (resp. with sharedα, β
values) functions ismaximal in the framework with money (resp. without money),i.e. no
strictly larger class of functions would still permit an optimal allocation to be found by
means of rational 1-deals in all cases.

We consider this not only a surprising result, but also a useful characterisation of nego-
tiation domains that can be handled reliably using simple negotiation protocols, catering
only for Contract Net-like deals over single items between pairs of agents, rather than the
full range of multilateral deals forseen in the abstract framework. Such theoretical results
affect both the design of agents and of negotiation mechanisms. For instance, if a given
mechanism can only handle 1-deals, then it may be inappropriate to design myopic agents
with very rich preference structures to use such a mechanism.

In a companion paper [3], we prove a generalisation of Theorem 1 which shows that
rational deals involving at mostk resources each are sufficient for convergence to an opti-
mal allocation in case all utility functions areadditively separable with respect to a com-
mon partition ofR (i.e. synergies across different parts of the partition are not possible
and overall utility is defined as the sum of utilities for the different sets in the partition [8]),
and each set in this partition has at mostk elements. The arguments against the existence
of sufficient conditions for negotiation overk items at a time that are also necessary gen-
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eralise in the expected manner. An important issue that remains to be investigated in the
future therefore is to see whether it is possible to derive a similar maximality property as
the one proved in this paper for this richer class of utility functions.
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An exact algorithm for MAX-CUT in sparse
graphs1

Federico Della Croce∗, Marcin. J. Kaminski†, Vangelis. Th. Paschos‡

Abstract

The MAX-CUT problem consists in partitioning the vertex set of a weighted graph
into two subsets. The objective is to maximize the sum of weights of those edges that
have their endpoints in two different parts of the partition. MAX-CUT is a well known
NP-hard problem and it remains NP-hard even if restricted to the class of graphs with
bounded maximum degree ∆ (for ∆ ≥ 3). In this paper we study exact algorithms
for the MAX-CUT problem. Introducing a new technique, we present an algorithmic
scheme that computes maximum cut in weighted graphs with bounded maximum
degree. Our algorithm runs in time O∗(2(1−(2/∆))n). We also describe a MAX-CUT

algorithm for general weighted graphs. Its time complexity is O∗(2mn/(m+n)). Both
algorithms use polynomial space.

1 Background

There has recently been a growing interest in analysis of the worst-case complexity
of many NP-hard problems. Unless P �= NP, solving such problems requires super-
polynomial time. Each problem in NP can be solved by a naive algorithm that exhaus-
tively searches the solution space. However, for most of the problems more refined algo-
rithms with better, but still exponential-time complexity, are known.
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An exact algorithm for MAX-CUT in sparse graphs

Development of exact algorithms is mainly of theoretical interest but existence of fast
exponential algorithms may also have practical importance. Today’s computers are able
to handle moderate size instances of NP-hard problems. However, even though one can
afford to run an exponential-time algorithm, polynomial-space complexity is a must.

Satisfiability, graph coloring and maximum independent set problem are among the
problems that received much attention in the context of exact algorithms. In this paper we
study another well-known NP-hard problem. Given an arbitrary graph with real weights
assigned to its edges, the MAX-CUT problem asks to find a partition of vertices into two
subsets such that the sum of weights of all the edges that have endpoints in two different
parts of the partition is maximized. In unweighted case (i.e. all weights are positive and
equal) the problem is often referred to as SIMPLE MAX-CUT.

1.1 Previous work

SIMPLE MAX-CUT was one of the first problems whose NP-hardness was established.
However, there are classes of graphs as planar graphs, graphs with large girth ([5]),
cographs and graphs with bounded treewidth ([1]), that admit polynomial-time solution
of this problem.

On the other hand, SIMPLE MAX-CUT (and therefore MAX-CUT) remains NP-hard
even if restricted to such classes as chordal, split, or 3-colorable graphs ([1]). As shown
in [11], the problem is NP-hard also in the class of graphs with bounded maximum de-
gree ∆, if ∆ ≥ 3 (for ∆ ≤ 2 the problem becomes trivial).

The worst-case complexity of the MAX-CUT problem has been studied in few papers.
The fastest algorithm for MAX-CUT in arbitrary graphs was proposed by Williams in [9].
Unfortunately it requires exponential space. The algorithm runs in time O∗(2ωn/3) and
uses O∗(2ωn/3) space, where in notation O∗(·) polynomial multiplicative terms are omit-
ted and ω < 2.376 is the matrix multiplication exponent (the product of two k×k matrices
can be computed in time O(kω)). Whether exists a polynomial-space algorithm that com-
putes SIMPLE MAX-CUT and runs faster than the naive one of time complexity O∗(2n) is
an open question listed in [10].

More algorithms has been developed for sparse graphs. In [3] the bound of O∗(2m/3)
was obtained and then improved to O∗(2m/4) in [2]. In [7] (see also [8]) an algorithm
running in time O∗(2min((m−n)/2,m/5)) and polynomial space was proposed.

1.2 Our contribution

In this paper we develop a technique that seems to be a new approach to the MAX-
CUT problem. The method consists in enumerating cuts in a subgraph H of G and then
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extending them in an optimal way to cuts in G. The technique is applied to graphs with
bounded maximum degree and to general graphs. In both cases, we obtain an exponential-
time algorithm that uses polynomial space.

For weighted graphs with bounded maximum degree ∆, we present an algorithmic
scheme that computes a maximum cut. For fixed ∆, the algorithm runs in time O∗(2(1−(2/∆))n)
and polynomial space. The algorithm is faster than [3, 2], however for ∆ ≤ 7, the running
time of our algorithm is dominated by the running time of [7]. It is also slower than the
exponential-space [9] for ∆ < 10.

For general weighted graphs, we obtain an algorithm that computes a maximum cut
and runs in time 2mn/(m+n). The running time of our algorithm dominates the running
times of [3] and [2] for m > 2n and m > 3n, respectively. If m < 7n/5 the algorithm is
faster than [7] and faster than the exponential-space [9] for m < ωn/(3 − ω) < 3.808n.

The organization of the paper is as follows. The next section is a formal introduction
and contains definitions used later. In Section 3 we study a modification of the MAX-CUT

problem and develop our technique which is applied in Section 4 to graphs with bounded
maximum degree and to general graphs in Section 5.

2 Introduction

We consider weighted, undirected, loopless graphs without multiple edges. In a
graph G = (V,E,w), V is the vertex set of cardinality |V | = n, E is the edge set of
cardinality |E| = m, and w : E → R is a weight function that assigns a real number wij

to each edge ij of G.

The number of edges incident to a vertex in a graph is called the degree of the vertex.
The maximum degree of all the vertices of a graph is called the maximum degree of the
graph and denoted by ∆. The average degree of a graph is the sum of degrees of all
vertices of the graph divided by the number of vertices. The average degree is denoted
by d. Notice that d = 2m/n. Given a subset U of vertices of V , the subgraph induced by
the vertices in U is denoted by G[U ].

A cut C = (V0, V1) in a graph is a partition of its vertex set V into two disjoint
subsets V0 and V1. The weight w(C) of cut C is the sum of weights of all the edges that
have their endpoints in two different parts of the cut. Notice that the characteristic vector
of one of the parts, say V0, uniquely determines the partition.

For the purpose of this paper, we will think of a partition as an assignment of 0 − 1
values to the vertices of the graph. Let xi be a Boolean variable which takes value 0,
if vi ∈ V0, and 1, if vi ∈ V1. The weight of a cut in a graph G = (V,E,w) can be
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expressed as a pseudo-boolean function,

w(C) =
∑
ij∈E

wij (xixj + xixj) =
∑
i∈V

wixi − 2
∑
ij∈E

wijxixj, (1)

where wi =
∑

{i,j}∈E wij . A maximum cut in a graph G is a cut of maximum weight.

Given a graph G as an input, the MAX-CUT problem asks to compute a cut in G that
maximizes (1).

Notice that it is enough to consider only connected graphs as if the graph is not con-
nected the MAX-CUT problem can be solved for each of its connected components sepa-
rately.

It is easy to see that if the weights are restricted to be nonnegative real numbers, the
MAX-CUT problem can be solved in polynomial time for the class of bipartite graphs.

3 Extending partial partition of vertices

In this section we consider a modification of the MAX-CUT problem. Suppose some of
the vertices have already been partitioned into two subsets and now the problem is to find
an optimal cut in the graph with respect to that pre-partition. We prove that if the graph
induced by the vertices that have not yet been partitioned is bipartite, then the problem
of finding an optimal extension of the partial partition can be solved in polynomial time.
The algorithms presented in the next sections are based on this result.

Let U ⊂ V be a subset of vertices of G such that the subgraph G′ = G[U ′] induced
by the vertices in U ′ = V \ U is bipartite. Also, let (U0, U1) be a partition of U into
two subsets. Consider the problem of finding a partition (V0, V1) of V with U0 ⊂ V0

and U1 ⊂ V1 that maximizes (1).

The vertices in U have already been assigned to parts of the cut, thus variables xi,
for i ∈ U , have their values fixed. There are four possible types of edges in the cut: with
both endpoints in U , from U0 to U ′, from U1 to U ′, and with both endpoints in U ′. The
problem of finding an optimal extension of pre-partition is now equivalent to maximizing
the following pseudo-boolean function,

∑
i∈U0
j∈U1

wij +
∑
i∈U0
j∈U ′

wijxj +
∑
i∈U1
j∈U ′

wijxj +
∑
i∈U ′
j∈U ′

wij (xixj + xixj) (2)

where all sums are taken over edges ij ∈ E of the graph G. Putting,

cij =
∑
i∈U0

wij −
∑
i∈U1

wij +
∑
i∈U ′

wij
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where all sums are again taken over edges ij ∈ E, and omitting the constant term, the
problem is equivalent to finding a maximum of the function,

∑
j∈U ′

cijxj − 2
∑
ij∈E′

wijxixj (3)

where E ′ is the edge set of the bipartite graph G′. In other words, the problem of find-
ing an optimal extension of pre-partition can be stated as the following integer quadratic
program:

max
∑
i∈U ′

cixi − 2
∑
ij∈E′

wijxixj

s.t. xi ∈ {0, 1}

(4)

The standard linearization technique applied to (4) by introducing yij = xixj , yields the
following linear program:

max
∑
i∈U ′

cixi − 2
∑
ij∈E′

wijyij

s.t. yij ≥ xi + xj − 1
yij ≥ 0
xi ∈ {0, 1}
yij ∈ {0, 1}

(5)

It is easy to see that (4) and (5) are equivalent. They have the same optimal value and
there is an easy correspondence between their solutions, namely yij = xixj .

Having modelled the original quadratic problem (4) as an integer linear program, let
us study the continuous relaxation of (5):

max
∑
i∈U ′

cixi − 2
∑
ij∈E′

wijyij

s.t. yij ≥ xi + xj − 1
xi ≥ 0
xj ≤ 1
yij ≥ 0
yij ≤ 1

(6)

Lemma 1. The constraint matrix of the linear program (6) is totally unimodular, i.e.,
determinant of every square submatrix of it equals 0 or ±1.

Proof. Let A be the constraint matrix of (6). It has |U ′|+|E ′| columns and 2|U ′|+3|E ′|
rows and all its entries are either 0 or ±1. Let B be a edge-vertex incidence matrix of G′.
Notice that B is a submatrix of A. Moreover, any submatrix of A that has two non-zero
entries in every row and every column has to be a submatrix of B.
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Take any square k × k submatrix of A. We will prove the lemma by induction on k.
Clearly, the result holds for k = 1.

Now assume that all (k − 1) × (k − 1) submatrices of A are totally unimodular and
consider matrix M which is a k × k submatrix of A.

If all entries of any row or column of M are 0, then det(M) = 0 and M is totally
unimodular. If any row or column of M has a single non-zero element (±1), then using
the expansion method for calculating determinant and the induction hypothesis, it is easy
to see that det(M) is either 0 or ±1, and A is totally unimodular.

Suppose that each row and each column of M has at least two non-zero entries.
Hence, M must be a submatrix of B but since B is an incidence matrix of a bipartite
graph so is M . It is possible to partition columns of M into two parts, according to the
partition of vertices of bipartite graph. Sum of the columns in each part yields a unit vec-
tor (each edge of the bipartite subgraph has one endpoint in each part) and that implies
linear dependence of M , therefore det(M) = 0 and M is totally unimodular.

Theorem 2. Let U ⊂ V be such that the subgraph G′ = G[U ′] induced by the vertices
in U ′ = V \ U is bipartite and (U0, U1) be a partition of U into two subsets, then the
problem of finding a partition (V0, V1) of V with U0 ⊂ V0 and U1 ⊂ V1 that maximizes (1)
is polynomial-time solvable.

Proof. The problem of finding a partition (V0, V1) of V with U0 ⊂ V0 and U1 ⊂ V1 that
maximizes (1) can be modelled as the integer quadratic program (4) which is equivalent
to (5). Total unimodularity of the constraint matrix of (6) (by Lemma 1) implies the
existence of an optimal 0 − 1 solution of (6). Such solution can be found in polynomial
time. Since the relaxation (6) of (5) has an optimal 0 − 1 solution, therefore (4) can be
solved in polynomial time.

In the previous section we mentioned that the MAX-CUT problem is polynomial-time
solvable in the class of bipartite graphs if the weights are restricted to be nonnegative real
numbers. Note that from Theorem 2 follows that the MAX-CUT problem can be solved in
polynomial time in the class of bipartite graphs (possibly with negative weights).

Before we proceed to the next section, let us briefly describe the algorithmic technique
we are going to apply. Given an induced bipartite subgraph G[B] of B, one can enumerate
all partitions of V \B and find an optimal extension of each such partition in polynomial
time (by Theorem 2). The complexity of such technique is O∗(2|V \B|) and it strongly
depends on the size of the bipartite subgraph that has to be constructed.
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4 Algorithm for graphs with bounded maximum degree

In this section we present and analyze an algorithmic scheme A(∆). For a fixed inte-
ger ∆ (∆ ≥ 3), the scheme yields an algorithm whose input is a weighted graph G =
(V,E,w) of maximum degree ∆ and the output a maximum cut in G with respect to the
weight function w.

Step 1. If G is isomorphic to the complete graph on ∆+1 vertices, then let B be any
pair of vertices and go to Step 3.

Step 2. ∆-color G. Let B be the union of 2 largest color classes of the coloring.

Step 3. Enumerate all partitions of elements of V \ B into two subsets (all 0 − 1
assignments) and for each find an optimal extension of the partial partition.

Step 4. Find a cut C that has the largest weight among all checked in Step 3.
Return the cut C.

Theorem 3. For a fixed integer ∆ (∆ ≥ 3), Algorithm A(∆) computes MAX-CUT in a
graph G in time O∗(2(1−(2/∆))n) and polynomial space.

Proof. Let us notice first that the algorithm indeed finds a maximum cut. It is clear that
the induced subgraph G[B] is bipartite. Therefore, any partition of V \B into two subsets
can be extended to an optimal partition of V in polynomial time by Theorem 2. Clearly,
by enumerating all partitions of V \ B and then extending each in optimal way, one finds
a maximum cut in G.

The enumeration of partitions in Step 3 is the bottleneck of the algorithm; it needs
exponential time O∗(2|V \B|). Other steps can be performed in linear time. It is clear for
Steps 1 and 4, and the linear time algorithm for Step 2 is given in [4]. Notice, that
the algorithm can be implemented in such a way that it uses only polynomial space.

Suppose that the input graph is isomorphic to the complete graph on ∆ + 1 vertices.
The number of partitions that are enumerated in Step 3 is 2n−2 but since ∆ = O(n) the
claimed running time follows.

Now suppose that the input graph G is not isomorphic to the complete graph on ∆+1
vertices. Then, by the Brooks’ Theorem G is ∆ colorable. Clearly, the union of two
largest color classes have size at least 2n/∆ and |V \ B| ≤ n(1 − (2/∆)). The number
of partitions that are enumerated in Step 3 is 2(1−(2/∆))n and the claimed running time
follows.
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5 Algorithm for general graphs

Let us notice that in the algorithm presented in the previous section, the assumption
of bounded maximum degree is needed only to obtain an induced bipartite graph. Now
we relax this assumption and study the complexity of the method in general graphs. Let
us formalize that as an algorithm B. The input of B is a weighted graph G = (V,E,w)
and the output is a maximum cut in G with respect to the weight function w.

Step 1. Find a maximal independent set I0 in G.

Step 2. Find a maximal independent set I1 in G[V \ I0]. Let B be the union of I0

and I1.

Step 3. Enumerate all partitions of elements of V \ B into two subsets (all 0 − 1
assignments) and for each find an optimal extension of the partial partition.

Step 4. Find a cut C that has the largest weight among all checked in Step 3.
Return the cut C.

To complete the description of the algorithm, we need to provide a procedure that finds
an induced bipartite subgraphs in Steps 1 and 2.

From Turan’s theorem follows that the size of a maximum independent set is at
least n/(d + 1) and as shown in [6], there is a linear-time algorithm that constructs an
independent set of at least that size. As the time complexity of B depends on |B|, we need
to give a lower bound on the size of bipartite subgraph B.

Claim 4. The set B of vertices constructed in Step 2 of Algorithm B has size at least 2/(d+
2).

Proof. Let i = |I0| and m′ be the number of edges of the subgraph G[I0 ∪ I1]. If i ≥
2n/(d + 2), then |B| ≥ 2n/(d + 2) and the claim follows. Suppose i < 2n/(d + 2). The
average degree d′ in the graph G[V −I0] is d′ = 2(m−m′)/(n−i). Notice that m′ ≥ n−i
since I0 is an independent set. Hence, d′ ≤ 2n/(n − i) − 2 and since i < 2n/(d + 2),
then d′ < d. From that, follows that |B| = i + (n − i)/(d′ + 1) ≥ 2n/(d + 2).

Having established the lower-bound on the size of B, we can claim the running time
of Algorithm B. Notice that 2/(d + 2) = n/(n + m) and n − |B| ≤ mn/(m + n).

Theorem 5. Algorithm B computes MAX-CUT in a graph G with n vertices and m edges
in time O∗(2mn/(m+n)), and polynomial space.

The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 and will be omitted.
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In the design of branch and bound methods for NP-hard combinatorial opti-
mization problems, dominance conditions have always been applied. In this work
we show how the use of dominance conditions within search tree algorithms can
lead to non trivial worst-case upper time bounds for the considered algorithms on
bounded combinatorial optimization problems. We consider here the MIN 3-SET

COVERING problem and the MAX CUT problem in graphs maximum degree three,
four, five and six. Combining dominance conditions and intuitive combinatorial
arguments, we derive two exact algorithms with worst-case complexity bounded
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1 Introduction

The design of exact methods for NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems has always
been a challenging issue. Among the existing exact methods, search tree algorithms and in
particular branch and bound approaches have been widely applied. A branch and bound
algorithm builds and explores a search tree, thus enumerating the solutions space. In
order to reduce the computational burden, several techniques can be applied to prune
some branches of the search tree and to avoid the enumeration of known non-optimal
solutions. A usual technique is to consider dominance conditions while branching from
a node. Dominance conditions can be typically derived by comparing two nodes of the
search tree, namely two partial solutions of the given problem where the two nodes share
some common features.

In this work we study the application of dominance conditions within search tree
algorithms in the context of worst-case analysis of exact algorithms. Let T (·) be a super-
polynomial and p(·) be a polynomial, both on integers. In what follows, using nota-
tions in [13], for an integer n, we express running-time bounds of the form p(n).T (n)
as O∗(T (n)), the asterisk meaning that we ignore polynomial factors. We denote by T (n)
the worst-case time required to exactly solve the considered combinatorial optimization
problem with n variables. We recall (see, for instance, [5]) that, if it is possible to bound
above T (n) by a recurrence expression of the type T (n) �

∑
T (n − ri) + O(p(n)), we

have
∑

T (n− ri)+O(p(n)) = O∗(α(r1, r2, . . .)
n) where α(r1, r2, . . .) is the largest zero

of the function f(x) = 1 − ∑
x−ri .

A combinatorial problem will be called bounded, if some parameter of its instance
(e.g., the maximum degree of the input-graph, when dealing with graph-problems, or the
maximum set-cardinality, when dealing with problems on set-systems) is bounded above
by a fixed constant. We show that, for two bounded combinatorial optimization problems
(MIN 3-SET COVERING where each subset has maximum cardinality three and MAX CUT

in graphs with maximum degree three, four, five and six, respectively, denoted by MAX

CUT-3, MAX CUT-4, MAX CUT-5 and MAX CUT-6, respectively, in what follows), the
combination of dominance conditions and intuitive combinatorial arguments within exact
search tree algorithms leads to non trivial upper-time bounds for both algorithms. In-
deed, for MIN 3-SET COVERING an upper-time bound O∗(1.4492n) is derived, while, for
MAX CUT-3, MAX CUT-4, MAX CUT-5 and MAX CUT-6, upper-time bounds O∗(1.2920n),
O∗(1.4142n), O∗(1.6430n) and O∗(1.6430n), respectively are derived. For the former
problem, the derived bound is, to our knowledge, the best known until now. For the latter
problems, even if the yielded bounds are not the best known, they are competitive with
respect to the known bounds.
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2 The MIN 3-SET COVERING problem

2.1 Preliminaries

In MIN SET COVERING, we are given a universe U of elements and a collection S of (non-
empty) subsets of U . The aim is to determine a minimum cardinality sub-collection S ′ ⊆
S which covers U , i.e., ∪S∈S′S = U (we assume that S covers U ). The frequency fi

of ui ∈ U is the number of subsets Sj ∈ S in which ui is contained. The cardinality dj

of Sj ∈ S is the number of elements ui ∈ U that Sj contains. We say that Sj hits Sk if
both Sj and Sk contain an element ui and that Sj double-hits Sk if both Sj and Sk contain
at least two element ui, ul. Finally, we denote by n the size (cardinality) of S and by m
the size of U . In what follows, we restrict ourselves to MIN SET COVERING-instances
such that:

1. no element ui ∈ U has frequency fi = 1;

2. no set Si ∈ S is subset of another set Sj ∈ S.

3. no pair of elements ui, uj exists such that every subset Si ∈ S containing ui contains
also uj .

Indeed, if item 1 is not verified, then the set containing ui belongs to any feasible cover
of U . On the other hand, if item 2 is not verified, then Si can be replaced by Sj in any
solution containing Si and the resulting cover will not be worse than the one containing Si.
Finally, if item 3 is not verified, then element uj can be ignored as every sub-collection S ′

covering ui will necessarily cover also uj . So, for any instance of MIN SET COVERING, a
preprocessing of data, obviously performed in polynomial time, leads to instances where
all items 1, 2 and 3 are verified.

There exist to our knowledge few results on worst-case complexity of exact algorithms
for MIN SET COVERING or for cardinality-constrained versions of it. Let us note that an
exhaustive algorithm computes any solution for MIN SET COVERING in O(2n). For MIN

SET COVERING the most recent non-trivial result is the one of [7] (that has improved the
result of [10]) deriving a bound (requiring exponential space) of O∗(1.2301(m+n)). We
consider here, the most notorious cardinality-constrained version of MIN SET COVERING,
the MIN 3-SET COVERING, namely, MIN SET COVERING where dj � 3 for all Sj ∈ S. It is
well known that MIN 3-SET COVERING is NP-hard, while MIN 2-SET COVERING (where
any set has cardinality at most 2) is polynomially solvable by matching techniques ([2, 8]).
Our purpose is to devise an exact (optimal) algorithm with provably improved worst-case
complexity for MIN 3-SET COVERING. In what follows, we propose a search tree-based
algorithm with running time O∗(1.4492n) which constitutes, to the best of our knowledge,
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the best bound for that problem. (notice, for instance, that the bound of [7] for fi = 2, ui ∈
U , and dj = 3, for any Sj ∈ S corresponds to O∗(1.2301(5/2)) ≈ O∗(1.6782n)).

Consider, the following algorithm, denoted by SOLVE-3-SET-COVERING:

• repeat until possible:

1. for any unassigned subset Sj test if the preprocessing induced by items 1, 2
and 3 reduces the size of the instance;

2. select for branching the unassigned subset whose branching induces the min-
imum worst-case complexity (in case of tie select the subset with smallest
index).

2.2 Dominance conditions

The following straightforward lemma holds, inducing some useful domination conditions
for the solutions of MIN SET COVERING.

Lemma 1. There exists at least one optimal solution of MIN SET COVERING where

1. for any subset Sj with dj = 2 containing elements ui, up, if Sj double-hits Sk,
then Sj is excluded from S ′ (in case also dk = 2, then it is immaterial to exclude
either Sj or Sk);

2. for any subset Sj with dj = 2 containing elements ui, up, if Sj is included in S ′,
then all subsets Sk hitting Sj are excluded from S ′;

3. for any subset Sj with dj = 3 containing elements ui, up, uq, where Sj double-hits
another subset Sk with dk = 3 on ui and up, if Sj is included in S ′ then Sk must be
excluded from S ′ and viceversa;

4. for any subset Sj with dj = 3 containing elements ui, up, uq, if Sj is included in S ′,
then either all subsets Sk hitting Sj on element ui are excluded from S ′, or all
subsets Sk hitting Sj on elements up and uq are excluded from S ′.

Proof.

1. Notice that the configuration implied by item 1 cannot occur thanks to the first
hypothesis (item 1 in Section 2.1) on the form of the MIN SET COVERING-instances
dealt.
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2. Assume, without loss of generality, that Sj hits Sk on ui and Sl on up. Suppose
by contradiction that the optimal solution S′ includes Sj and Sk. Then, it cannot
include also Sl or else it would not be optimal as a better cover would be obtained by
excluding Sj from S′. On the other hand, suppose that S′ includes Sj, Sk but does
not include Sl. Then, an equivalent optimal solution can be derived by swapping Sj

with Sl.

For items 3 and 4, the same kind of analysis as for item 2 holds.

2.3 The worst-case upper-time bound for MIN 3-SET COVERING

The objective of this section is to show the following result.

Proposition 1. Algorithm SOLVE-3-SET-COVERING optimally solves MIN 3-SET COV-
ERING within time O∗(1.4492n).

Proof. The algorithm either detects by means of item 1 a subset Sj to be immediately
included in (excluded from) S ′ or an element ui to be ignored (correspondingly reducing
the degree of several subsets), or applies a branching on subset Sj , where the following
exhaustive relevant branching cases may occur.

1. dj = 2: then no double-hitting occurs to Sj or else, due to Lemma 1, Sj can be
excluded from s′ without branching. The following subcases occur.

(a) Sj contains elements ui, uk with fi = fk = 2 where Sj hits Sl on ui and Sm

on uk. Due to Lemma 1, if Sj is included in S ′, then both Sl and Sm must be
excluded from S ′; alternatively, Sj is excluded from S ′ and, correspondingly,
both Sl and Sm must be included in S ′ to cover elements ui, uk. This can be
seen as a binary branching where, in both cases, three subsets (Sj, Sl, Sm) are
fixed. Then, T (n) � 2T (n−3)+O(p(n)), where the term T (n−3) measures
the time for solving the same problem with n−3 subsets. Correspondingly, we
have T (n) = O∗(αn), where α is the largest real root of the equation α3 = 2,
i.e., α ≈ 1.2599, implying a time complexity of O∗(1.2599n).

(b) Sj contains elements ui, uk with fi = 2 and fk � 3, where Sj hits Sl on ui

and Sm, Sp on uk. Due to Lemma 1, if Sj is included in S ′, then Sl, Sm, Sp

must be excluded from S ′; alternatively, Sj is excluded from S ′ and, corre-
spondingly, Sl must be included in S ′ to cover element ui. This can be seen as
a binary branching where either 2 subsets (Sj, Sl), or 4 subsets (Sj, Sl, Sm, Sp)
are fixed; hence, T (n) � T (n − 2) + T (n − 4) + O(p(n)). This results in a
time-complexity of O∗(1.2721n).
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(c) Sj contains elements ui, uk with fi � 3 and fk � 3 where Sj hits Sl, Sm on ui

and Sp, Sq on uk. Due to Lemma 1, if Sj is included in S ′, then Sl, Sm, Sp, Sq

must be excluded from S ′; alternatively, Sj is excluded from S ′. This can
be seen as a binary branching where either 1 subset (Sj) is fixed, or 5 sub-
sets (Sj, Sl, Sm, Sp, Sq) are fixed and, hence, T (n) � T (n− 1) + T (n− 5) +
O(p(n)). This results in a time-complexity of O∗(1.3248n).

2. dj = 3 (that is, there does not exist Sk ∈ S such that dk = 2) with Sj double-
hitting one or more subsets. Notice that if Sj double-hits Sk on elements ui, ul,
then fi � 3 and fl � 3 due to the preprocessing step 1 of the algorithm. The
following exhaustive subcases may occur.

(a) Sj double-hits at least 3 subsets Sk, Sl, Sm. Due to Lemma 1, if Sj is included
in S ′ then Sk, Sl, Sm must be excluded from S ′; alternatively, Sj is excluded
from S ′. This can be seen as a binary branching where either 1 subset (Sj) is
fixed, or 4 subsets (Sj, Sk, Sl, Sm) are fixed and hence, T (n) � T (n − 1) +
T (n − 4) + O(p(n)). This results in a time-complexity of O∗(1.3803n).

(b) Sj double-hits 2 subsets Sk, Sl and hits at least one more subset Sm (we as-
sume that Sj hits Sm on element ui). Due to Lemma 1, if Sj is included
in S ′, then Sk, Sl must be excluded from S ′ and a further branching on sub-
set Sm with dm = 2 can be applied (as ui is already covered by Sj) where,
in the worst case, subcase 1c holds; alternatively, Sj is excluded from S ′;
this can be seen as a binary branching where either 1 subset (Sj) is fixed,
or 3 subsets (Sj, Sk, Sl) are fixed and a branching of type 1c on subset Sm

with n′ = n−3 variables holds. Then T (n) � T (n−1)+T (n′−1)+T (n′−
5) + O(p(n)) = T (n− 1) + T (n− 4) + T (n− 8) + O(p(n)). This results in
a time-complexity of O∗(1.4271n).

(c) Sj contains elements ui, uk, ul and double-hits one subset Sk on elements ui, uk.
The following exhaustive subcases must be considered.

i. fi � 3, fk � 3, fl = 2 with ui contained at least by Sj, Sk, Sm, uk

contained at least by Sj, Sk, Sp and ul contained by Sj, Sq. A composite
branching can be devised:

• either Sj and Sq are included in S ′ and, due to Lemma 1, Sk, Sm, Sp

must be excluded from S ′,
• or Sj is included in S ′ and Sq is excluded from S ′ and, correspond-

ingly, Sk must be excluded from S ′,
• or Sj is excluded from S ′ and, correspondingly, Sq must be included

in S ′.
Then, T (n) � T (n− 2) + T (n− 3) + T (n− 5) + O(p(n)). This results
in a time-complexity of O∗(1.4292n).
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ii. fi = 3, fj = 3, fl � 3 with ui contained by Sj, Sk, Sm, uk contained
by Sj, Sk, Sp and ul contained at least by Sj, Sq, Sr. A composite branch-
ing can be devised:
• either Sj and Sk are excluded from S ′ and (to cover ui and uk) Sm, Sp

must be included in S ′,
• or Sj is included in S ′ and (due to Lemma 1) either Sk, Sq, Sr are

excluded from S ′ or Sk, Sm, Sp are excluded from S ′,
• or Sk is included in S ′ and (due to Lemma 1) either Sj, Sm, Sp are

excluded from S ′ or Sj, Sλ, Sµ are excluded from S ′, where Sλ, Sµ

are the subsets hitting Sk on another element (recall fk = 3) uv.
This would induce T (n) � 5T (n′ − 4) + O(p(n)), but in all subcases
a consequent branching on an unassigned subset (any of those hitting a
subset just included in S ′) having (therefore) cardinality 2 holds where,
in the worst case, subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) � 5T (n − 5) + 5T (n −
9) + O(p(n)). This results in a time-complexity of O∗(1.4389n).

iii. fi = 3, fj � 4, fl � 3, with ui contained by Sj, Sk, Sm, uk contained at
least by Sj, Sk, Sp, Sq and ul contained at least by Sj, Sr, Su. A composite
branching can be devised:
• either Sj and Sk are excluded from S ′ and (to cover ui) Sm must be

included in S ′,
• or Sj is included in S ′ and (due to Lemma 1) either Sk, Sp, Sq are

excluded from S ′ or Sk, Sm, Sr, Su are excluded from S ′,
• or Sk is included in S ′ and (due to Lemma 1) either Sj, Sp, Sq are ex-

cluded from S ′ or Sj, Sm, Sλ, Sµ are excluded from S ′, where Sλ, Sµ

are the subsets hitting Sk on another element (recall fk = 3) uv.
This would induce T (n) � T (n−3)+2T (n−4)+2T (n−5)+O(p(n)),
but in all subcases a consequent branching on an unassigned subset (any
of those hitting a subset just included in S ′) having (therefore) cardinal-
ity 2 holds where, in the worst case, subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) �
T (n− 4) + 2T (n− 5) + 2T (n− 6) + T (n− 8) + 2T (n− 9) + 2T (n−
10) + O(p(n)). This results in a time-complexity of O∗(1.4331n).

iv. fi � 4, fj � 4, fl � 3, with ui contained at least by Sj, Sk, Sm, Sp, uk

contained at least by Sj, Sk, Sq, Sr and ul contained at least by Sj, Su, Sv.
A composite branching on subset Sj can be devised (due to Lemma 1):
• Sj is included in S ′, Sk, Sm, Sp are excluded from S ′ and a further

branching on subset Sq can be applied with dq = 2 (as uk is already
covered by Sj),

• or Sj is included in S ′, Sk, Sq, Sr, Sq, Sv are excluded from S ′ and a
further branching on subset Sm can be applied with dm = 2 (as ui is
already covered by Sj),
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• or Sj is excluded from S ′.
This can be seen as a composite branch where either 1 or 4 or 6 subsets
have been included in or excluded from S′ that is T (n) � T (n − 1) +
T (n−4)+T (n−6)+O(p(n)), where however, in the latter two branches a
consequent branching on an unassigned subset having cardinality 2 holds
where, in the worst case, subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) � T (n − 1) +
T (n− 5) + T (n− 7) + T (n− 9) + T (n− 11 + O(p(n)). This results in
a time-complexity of O∗(1.4343n).

3. dj = 3 and no double-hitting occurs to Sj (nor to any other subset) that contains
elements ui, uk, ul. The following subcases occur.

(a) fi = fk = fl = 2 with ui contained by Sj, Sk, uk contained by Sj, Sl and ul

contained by Sj, Sm. A binary branching on Sj can be devised: either Sj is
excluded from S ′ and then (to cover ui, uk, ul) Sk, Sl, Sm must be included
in S ′, or Sj is included in S ′. This would induce T (n) � T (n − 1) + T (n −
4) + O(p(n)), but in all subcases, a consequent branching on an unassigned
subset (any of those hitting a subset just included in S ′) having (therefore)
cardinality 2 holds where, in the worst case, subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) �
T (n − 2) + T (n − 5) + T (n − 6) + T (n − 9) + O(p(n)). This results in a
time-complexity of O∗(1.3515n).

(b) fi = fk = 2, fl � 3 with ui contained by Sj, Sk, uk contained by Sj, Sl and ul

contained at least by Sj, Sm, Sp. A composite branching on Sj can be devised:

• either Sj is excluded from S ′ and then (to cover ui, uk) Sk, Sl must be
included in S ′,

• or Sj is included in S ′ and Sk, Sl are excluded from S ′,
• or Sj is included in S ′ and Sm, Sp are excluded from S ′.

This would induce T (n) � 3T (n − 3) + O(p(n)), but in all subcases, a con-
sequent branching on an unassigned subset (any of those hitting a subset just
included in S ′) having (therefore) cardinality 2 holds where, in the worst case,
subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) � 3T (n − 4) + 3T (n − 8) + O(p(n)). This
results in a time-complexity of O∗(1.3954n).

(c) fi = 2, fk � 3, fl � 3, with ui contained by Sj, Sk, uk contained by Sj, Sl, Sm,
and ul contained at least by Sj, Sp, Sq. A composite branching on Sj can be
devised: either Sj is excluded from S ′ and then (to cover ui) Sk must be in-
cluded in S ′, or Sj is included in S ′ and Sk, Sl, Sm are excluded from S ′, Sj

is included in S ′ and Sp, Sq are excluded from S ′. This would induce T (n) �
T (n − 2) + T (n − 3) + T (n − 4) + O(p(n)), but in all subcases, a conse-
quent branching on an unassigned subset (any of those hitting a subset just
included in S ′) having (therefore) cardinality 2 holds where, in the worst case,
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subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) � T (n − 3) + T (n − 4) + T (n − 5) + T (n −
7) + T (n − 8) + T (n − 9) + O(p(n)). This results in a time-complexity
of O∗(1.4066n).

(d) fi = 3, fk � 3, fl � 3 with ui contained by Sj, Sk, Sl, uk contained by Sj, Sm, Sp

and ul contained at least by Sj, Sq, Sr. Also, both Sk and Sl have degree 3 and
all elements contained by Sk or Sl have frequency at least 3 or else subcase 3c
would hold either on subset Sk or on subset Sl. A composite branching can be
devised:

• either Sj is included in S ′ and then either Sk, Sl are excluded from S ′,
or Sm, Sp, Sq and Sr are excluded from S ′,

• or Sj is excluded from S ′, Sk is included in S ′ and there are at least 5 other
subsets hitting Sk and, hence, either two of these subsets are excluded
from S ′ or three of these subsets are excluded from S ′,

• or Sj, Sk are excluded from S ′, Sl is included in S ′ (to cover ui) and there
are at least 4 other subsets hitting Sk and, hence, either two of these sub-
sets are excluded from S ′, or the other two of these subsets are excluded
from S ′.

This would induce T (n) � T (n − 3) + T (n − 4) + 4T (n − 5) + O(p(n)),
but in all subcases, a consequent branching on an unassigned subset (any of
those hitting a subset just included in S ′) having (therefore) cardinality 2 holds
where, in the worst case, subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) � T (n − 4) + T (n −
5) + 4T (n− 6) +T (n− 8) +T (n− 9) + 4T (n− 10) +O(p(n)). This results
in a time-complexity of O∗(1.4492n).

(e) fi � 4, fk � 4, fl � 4, ui is contained by Sj, Sk, Sl, Sm, uk is contained
by Sj, Sp, Sq, Sr and ul is contained at least by Sj, St, Su, Sv. A composite
branching on Sj can be devised:

• either Sj is excluded from S ′,

• or Sj is included in S ′, Sk, Sl, Sm are excluded from S ′ and a further
branching on subset Sp can be applied with dp = 2 (as uk is already
covered by Sj),

• or Sj is included in S ′, Sp, Sq, Sr, St, Su, Sw are excluded from S ′ and
a further branching on subset Sm can be applied with dm = 2 (as ui is
already covered by Sj).

This can be seen as a composite branch where either 1 or 4 or 7 subsets have
been included in or excluded from S′ that is T (n) � T (n − 1) + T (n − 4) +
T (n − 7) + O(p(n)), where however, in the latter two branches a consequent
branching on an unassigned subset having cardinality 2 holds where, in the
worst case, subcase 1c holds. Then, T (n) � T (n − 1) + T (n − 5) + T (n −
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8) + T (n − 9) + T (n − 12) + O(p(n)). This results in a time-complexity
of O∗(1.4176n).

In all, the overall worst-case complexity for MIN 3-SET COVERING is O∗(1.4492n).

3 The MAX CUT problem

3.1 Preliminaries

In MAX CUT, we are given a graph G(V,E) with |V | = n vertices v1, . . . , vn and |E| = m
edges. The goal is to find a partition of V into two subsets V1 and V2 that maximizes the
number of edges between V1 and V2. Here, we consider the restricted case where all
vertices have maximum degree dmax � 6.

We denote by dj the degree of vertex vj and by N(vj) the set of vertices (neighbor-
hood) adjacent to vj (in other words, dj = |N(vj)|).

The best known and most recent upper time-bound for MAX CUT-3 with bounded
degree is, to our knowledge, the one of [12] (see also [11]) where, a worst-case complexity
of O∗(2min((m−n)/2,m/5)) is obtained. This bound dominates the recent bounds O∗(2m/4)
by [6] and O∗(2m/3) by [9]. In what follows, we propose a search tree-based algorithm
with worst-case time-complexity which is interestingly competitive with respect to the
state of the art ([?, 11, 6, 9]).

3.2 Dominance conditions

We assume, without loss of generality, that vertex v1 is assigned to V1. Also, with respect
to the worst-case analysis, we assume without loss of generality, that the input-graph G is
connected. The following straightforward lemma holds.

Lemma 2. There exists at least one optimal solution of MAX CUT where, for any ver-
tex vj �= v1 assigned to V1 (resp., V2), at least (dj + 1)/2 vertices vi ∈ N(vj), for dj odd,
and at least dj/2 vertices vi ∈ N(vj), for dj even, are assigned to V2 (resp., V1).

Proof. For dj odd, if less than (dj + 1)/2 vertices are assigned to V2 (resp., V1), then
moving j to V2 (resp., V1), would improve solution. On the other hand, for dj even, if less
than dj/2 vertices are assigned to V2 (resp., V1), then moving j to V2 (resp., V1), would
again improve (or at least not worsen) the solution.

Remark 1. For dj even and the vertices vi ∈ N(vj) equally distributed between V1 and V2,
it is immaterial to assign vj to V1 or V2.
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Consider solving MAX CUT by means of a search tree approach. Suppose that at some
point a branching is considered related to a vertex vj and that all (nearly all) of its adjacent
vertices vi (vi ∈ N(vj)) have already been assigned. We denote by Sj(Vk) the set of
vertices adjacent to vertex vj and assigned to set Vk, j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, 2; namely,
Sj(Vk) = {i : vi ∈ N(vj) ∩ Vk}. Then, using Lemma 2, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 3. Consider any vertex vj such that:

1. all vi ∈ N(vj) have already been assigned and dj is odd;

2. all vi ∈ N(vj) have already been assigned and dj is even;

3. all but one vi ∈ N(vj) have already been assigned and dj is even.

For all of the cases above, there exists at least one optimal solution with the assignment
of vj uniquely determined as follows:

1. (item 1 holds) if |Sj(V1)| � (dj + 1)/2, then vj is assigned to V2, else it is assigned
to V1;

2. (item 2 holds)

(a) if |Sj(V1)| > dj/2, then vj is assigned to V2,

(b) if |Sj(V1)| < dj/2, then vj is assigned to V1,

(c) if |Sj(V1)| = |Sj(V2)| = dj/2, it is immaterial to assign vj to V1 or V2;

3. (item 3 holds) if |Sj(V1)| � dj/2, then vj is assigned to V2, else it is assigned to V1.

Proof. Due to Lemma 2 and Remark 1, the proof of items 1 and 2 above, is immediate.
For item 3, let vk ∈ N(vj) be the unassigned vertex. If |Sj(V1)| � dj/2, whatever the
assignment of vk, either the condition of item 2a, or the condition of item 2c hold and
hence there exists at least an optimal solution with vj assigned to V2. Analogously, if
|Sj(V1)| � dj/2 − 1, whatever the assignment of vk, either the condition of case 2b, or
the condition of case 2c hold and hence there exists at least an optimal solution with vj

assigned to V1.

Remark 2. Since the graph is connected, it is always possible to devise a tree-search
algorithm in which we always branch on a vertex vj that is adjacent to at least another
vertex vi which has already been assigned to one of the sets of the partition (V1, V2).

Consider an optimal search tree algorithm for MAX CUT, denoted by SOLVE-MAX-CUT
where, at any node of the tree, a decision is taken on the assignment of a vertex either to V1

or to V2. Algorithm SOLVE-MAX-CUT works as follows:
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• select arbitrarily vertex v1 and assign it to V1;

• apply a search tree algorithm to assign the remaining vertices according to the fol-
lowing rule: select for branching the unassigned vertex whose branching induces
the minimum worst-case complexity and, in case of tie, the unassigned vertex with
minimum degree (in case of further tie select the vertex with smallest index).

When we consider for branching in SOLVE-MAX-CUT a given vertex vj and dmax =
3, either dj � 2 and, due to Lemma 3 and Remark 2, vj can be assigned without branching,
or dj = 3. The following dominance condition holds.

v1(V1)

v2(V1)

v3(V2) v4(V2)

v5(V1) v6(V2)
(a)

v1(V1)

v4(V2)

v5(V1) v6(V2)

v2(V2)

v3(V1)

(b)

Figure 1: Comparing two configurations with six vertices

Lemma 4. Consider six vertices v1, . . . , v6 connected as in figure 1(a). Then, swapping
the assignment of vertices v2 and v3 leads to an equivalent solution, i.e., configuration 1(a)
can be substituted by configuration 1(b).

Proof. It is immediate to see that for both configurations exactly three edges belong to
the cut.

3.3 The MAX CUT-3 problem

We now prove the following result dealing with MAX CUT-3.

Proposition 2. Algorithm SOLVE-MAX-CUT optimally solves MAX CUT-3 with worst-
case time-complexity O∗(1.2920n).
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Proof. The relevant branching cases for a given vertex vj in the application of SOLVE-
MAX-CUT are those with dj = 3, or else no branching occur. Let vi, vk and vl be the corre-
sponding adjacent vertices. Recall that, from Remark 2, at least one vertex vi has already
been assigned. Also, from Lemma 3, no branching occurs if all adjacent vertices vi, vk

and vl have already been assigned. Finally, from Lemma 2, no branching occurs if two of
the adjacent vertices have already been assigned to the same set of the partition (V1, V2).
Then, the following relevant cases may occur.

1. dj = 3, two vertices vi, vk adjacent to vj have already been assigned to different sets
of the partition (V1, V2), while the third adjacent vertex vl has not yet been assigned.
Then, the following exhaustive subcases may hold.

vi

vj

vk

vl

vm vq

Figure 2: Case 1a of Proposition 2.

(a) dl = 3, vl is adjacent to vertex vj and to other two vertices vm, vq both unas-
signed (see Figure 2, where black circles represent vertices assigned to V1,
black rectangles represent vertices assigned to V2 and white circles represent
yet unassigned vertices). Due to Lemma 2, if at least one of vm, vq is assigned
to V1 (resp., V2), we can arbitrarily assign vl to V2 (resp., V1) and vj to V1

(resp., V2). Alternatively, both vertices vm, vq are assigned to V2 (resp., V1)
and hence we can assign vl to V1 (resp., V2) and vj to V2 (resp., V1). This
can be seen as a binary branching where either 2 vertices (vj, vl), or 4 ver-
tices (vj, vl, vm, vq) are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n−2)+T (n−4)+O(p(n)),
where the terms T (n−2) and T (n−4) measure the time for solving the same
case with n− 2 and n− 4 unassigned vertices, respectively. Correspondingly,
we have T (n) = O∗(1.2721n).

(b) dl = 3, vl is adjacent to vertex vj and to other two vertices vm, vq, where at
least one of them (say vm, where vm may possibly coincide with vi or vk) has
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vi

vj

vk

vl

vm vq

Figure 3: Case 1b of Proposition 2.

already been assigned (Figure 3). Then, whatever will be the assignment of vq,
if vm is assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vl can be assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vj

to V2 (resp., V1) without branching.

vi

vj

vk

vl

vm

Figure 4: Case 1c of Proposition 2.

(c) dl = 2 (Figure 4). Then, vl is adjacent to vertex vj and to another vertex vm

which has not yet been assigned (or else vl would have already been assigned
earlier without branching). If we assign vm to V2 (resp., V1), then vl must
be assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vj to V2 (resp., V1). In other words, we
can branching on vertex vm and, for both branches, correspondingly, fix the
assignment of vertices vj, vl, vm all together. This can be seen as a binary
branching where, in both cases, three vertices (vj, vl, vm) are assigned and,
hence, T (n) � 2T (n − 3) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.2599n).
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vi

vj

vk

vl

Figure 5: Case 1d of Proposition 2.

(d) dl = 1 (Figure 5). Then, vj can be assigned to V1 and vl to V2 without branch-
ing (actually, it is immaterial to assign vj to V1 or V2, provided that vl is as-
signed to the opposite set of the partition).

2. dj = 3, a vertex vi adjacent to vj has already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2), while
the other two adjacent vertices vk and vl have not yet been assigned. We assume,
without loss of generality, that dk � dl. The following subcases must be considered.

vi

vj

vk vl

Figure 6: Case 2a of Proposition 2.

(a) 1 � dk � dl � 2 (Figure 6). A branching on vertex vj can be applied. Ei-
ther vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and correspondingly vertices vk and vl

must be assigned, due to Lemma 2, to V2 (resp., V1), or vj is assigned to V2

(resp., V1) and, correspondingly, vertices vk and vl must be assigned, due to
Lemma 2, to V1 (resp., V2). This can be seen as a binary branching where, in
both cases, 3 vertices (vj, vk, vl) are fixed and the same time-complexity O∗(1.2599n)
of case 1c holds.
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vi

vj

vk vl

vm vq

Figure 7: Case 2b of Proposition 2.

(b) 1 � dk � 2, dl = 3, vk and vl are not adjacent and one of the vertices (vm, vq)
adjacent to vertex vl has already been assigned while the other has not yet
been assigned (Figure 7). We assume without loss of generality that vm has
already been assigned. Notice that, if vm has been assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
no branching occurs, due to Lemma 4. We assume then that vm has al-
ready been assigned to V1 (resp., V2). A branching on vertex vj can be ap-
plied. If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk, and vl must be assigned
(due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1) while vertex vq must be assigned (due to
Lemma 4) to V1 (resp., V2). Else, vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1) and, corre-
spondingly, vk can be assigned to V1. This can be seen as a branching where,
either 2 vertices (vj, vk), or 4 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vq) are assigned and the same
time-complexity O∗(1.2721n) of case 1a holds.

vi

vj

vk vl

vm vqvr vs

Figure 8: Case 2c of Proposition 2.
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(c) dk = dl = 3, vk and vl are not adjacent and one of the vertices (vm, vq)
adjacent to vertex vl has already been assigned, while the other has not yet
been assigned (Figure 8). Also, the vertices (vr, vs) adjacent to vertex vk have
not yet been assigned. We assume without loss of generality that vm has al-
ready been assigned. Notice that, if vm has been assigned to V2 (resp., V1), no
branching occurs due to Lemma 4. We assume, then, that vm has already been
assigned to V1 (resp., V2). A branching on vertex vj can be applied. If vj is
assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk, vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2)
to V2 (resp., V1) and vertices vq, vr, vs must be assigned (due to Lemma 4) to V2

(resp., V1). Else, vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a branch-
ing where, either 1 vertex (vj) is assigned, or 6 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vq, vr, vs)
are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n − 1) + T (n − 6) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) =
O∗(1.2852n).

vi

vj

vk vl

vm vqvr vs

Figure 9: Case 2d of Proposition 2.

(d) dk = dl = 3, vk and vl are not adjacent and one of the vertices (vm, vq) ad-
jacent to vertex vl has already been assigned while the other has not yet been
assigned (Figure 9). We assume without loss of generality that vm has al-
ready been assigned. Notice that, if vm has been assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
no branching occurs, due to Lemma 4. We assume, then, that vm has already
been assigned to V1 (resp., V2). Also, vk is adjacent (apart from vj) to two
vertices vr and vs where vertex vr has already been assigned while vs has not
yet been assigned. Notice that, if vr has been assigned to V2 (resp., V1), no
branching occurs, due to Lemma 4. We assume, then, that vr has already been
assigned to V1 (resp., V2). Finally, notice that vm and vr may well coincide.
A composite branching can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2),
then vk, vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1) and vq, vs

must be assigned (due to Lemma 4) to V1 (resp., V2). Else, vj is assigned
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to V2 (resp., V1): then, either vq is assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and, correspond-
ingly, vl is assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vk to V1 (resp., V2) and vs to V2 (resp., V1);
or vq is assigned to V2 (resp., V1) and vl is assigned to V1 (resp., V2): but then
for this latter case a branching on vertex k can be applied where two of its
adjacent vertices (vj, vr) have already been assigned and, in the worst case,
subcase 1a holds. Putting things together, this can be seen as a composite
branching where, either 5 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vq, vs) are assigned, or 5 vertices
(vj, vk, vl, vs, vq) are assigned, or three vertices (vj, vl, vq) are assigned and
a branching of type 1a on vertex vk with n′ = n − 3 variables holds. Then,
T (n) � 2T (n−5)+2T (n′−3)+O(p(n)) = 3T (n−5)+T (n−7)+O(p(n)).
Correspondingly, we have T (n) = O∗(αn), i.e., α ≈ 1.2886, implying a time
complexity of O∗(1.2920n).

vi

vj

vk vl

vmvqvr

Figure 10: Case 2e of Proposition 2.

(e) dk = dl = 3, vk and vl are not adjacent and one of the vertices (vm, vq) ad-
jacent to vertex vl has already been assigned while the other has not yet been
assigned (Figure 10). We assume, without loss of generality, that vm has al-
ready been assigned. Notice that, if vm has been assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
no branching occurs, due to Lemma 4. We assume then that vm has already
been assigned to V1 (resp., V2). Also, vk is adjacent (apart from vj) to vq and
to another unassigned vertex vr. A composite branch, first on vertex vj and
then on vertex vq can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk,
and vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1) and vertices vq, vr

must be assigned (due to Lemma 4) to V1 (resp., V2). Else, vj is assigned
to V2 (resp., V1) and, if vq is assigned to V2 (resp., V1), then vk and vl must
be assigned to V1 (resp., V2), else vq is assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and, con-
sequently, vl must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vk to V1 (resp., V2) and vr

to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a branching with three children nodes
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where, either 5 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vq, vr), or 4 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vq), or 5 ver-
tices (vj, vk, vl, vq, vr) are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n − 4) + 2T (n − 5) +
O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.2672n).

vi

vj

vk vl

vmvqvr

Figure 11: Case 2f of Proposition 2.

(f) dk = dl = 3, vk and vl are not adjacent and one of the vertices (vm, vq)
adjacent to vertex vl has already been assigned while the other has not yet
been assigned (Figure 11). We assume without loss of generality that vm has
already been assigned. Notice that, if vm has been assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
no branching occurs, due to Lemma 4. We assume, then, that vm has already
been assigned to V1 (resp., V2). Also, vk is adjacent (apart from vj) to vq and
to another vertex vr that has already been assigned. Notice that, if vr has been
assigned to V2 (resp., V1), no branching occurs, due to Lemma 4. We assume,
then, that vr has already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2). Finally, notice that vm

and vr may well coincide. We observe that vj, vq must be assigned to the
same set of the partition. Indeed, if vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vq cannot
be assigned to V2 (resp., V1) due to Lemma 4; on the other hand, if vq is
assigned to V1 (resp., V2), then vk and vl must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1)
and, correspondingly, vj cannot be assigned to V2 (resp., V1). Summarizing,
either vj and vq are assigned to V1 and, correspondingly, vk, vl are assigned
to V2, or vj and vq are assigned to V2 and, correspondingly, vk, vl are assigned
to V1. This can be seen as a binary branching where, in both cases, 4 vertices
(vj, vk, vl, vq) are fixed. Then, T (n) � 2T (n − 4) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) =
O∗(1.1892n).

(g) 1 � dk � dl = 3, vl is adjacent to vk and to another vertex vm (that may even-
tually coincide with vi) that has already been assigned (Figure 12). If vm has
been assigned to V2 (resp., V1), no branching occurs, as vj must be assigned
to V2 (resp., V1), or else, vk, vl and vm would all be assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
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vi

vj

vk vl

vm

Figure 12: Case 2g of Proposition 2.

violating Lemma 2. We assume, then, that vm has already been assigned to V1

(resp., V2). But then a branching on vk can be applied. If vk is assigned
to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vj and vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2

(resp., V1). If vk is assigned to V2 (resp., V1), then vertices vj, vl must be as-
signed to different sets of the partition (V1, V2) but it is immaterial to assign vj

to V1 and vl to V2 or viceversa. Putting things together, this can be seen as a
binary branching where, in both cases, 3 vertices (vj, vk, vl) are assigned and
the same time-complexity O∗(1.2599n) of case 1c holds.

vi

vj

vk vl

vm vq

Figure 13: Case 2h of Proposition 2.

(h) 1 � dk � 2, dl = 3, vertex vl is not adjacent to vk but is adjacent to vertices vm

and vq both unassigned (Figure 13). A branching on vertex vj can be applied.
If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk and vl must be assigned (due to
Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1), and vertices vm and vq must be assigned to V1
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(resp., V2) as they cannot be assigned to different sets of the partition(due to
Lemma 4), nor they can both be assigned to V2 (resp., V1) due to Lemma 2 ap-
plied to vertex vl. Else, vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1) and correspondingly vk

can be assigned to to V1 (resp., V2). This can be seen as a branching where,
either 2 vertices (vj, vk), or 5 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vm, vq) are assigned. Then,
T (n) � T (n − 2) + T (n − 5) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.1939n).

vi

vj

vk vl

vm vqvr vs

Figure 14: Case 2i of Proposition 2.

(i) dk = dl = 3, vertex vl is not adjacent to vk but is adjacent to vertices vm and vq

both unassigned (Figure 14). Vertex vk is adjacent to other two vertices vr, vs

both unassigned. A branching on vertex vj can be applied. If vj is assigned
to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk and vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2

(resp., V1), and vertices vm, vq, vr, vs must be assigned to V1 (resp., V2) due to
Lemma 4. Else, vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a branching
where, either 1 vertex (vj) is assigned, or 7 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vm, vq, vr, vs)
are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n − 1) + T (n − 7) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) =
O∗(1.2555n).

(j) dk = dl = 3, vertex vl is not adjacent to vk but is adjacent to vertices vm

and vq both unassigned (Figure 15). Vertex vk is adjacent to vertex vq and to
another vertex vr also unassigned. A branching on vertex vj can be applied.
If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk and vl must be assigned (due
to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1), and vertices vm, vq, vr must be assigned to V1

(resp., V2) due to Lemma 4. Else, vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can
be seen as a branching where, either 1 vertex (vj) is assigned, or 6 vertices
(vj, vk, vl, vm, vq, vr) are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n − 1) + T (n − 6) +
O(p(n)) and the same time-complexity O∗(1.2852n) of case 2c holds.

(k) dk = dl = 3, vertex vl is not adjacent to vk but is adjacent to vertices vm and vq

both unassigned (Figure 16). Vertex vk is also adjacent to vertices vm and vq.
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vi

vj

vk vl

vmvqvr

Figure 15: Case 2j of Proposition 2.

vi

vj

vk vl

vm vq

Figure 16: Case 2k of Proposition 2.

Notice that vj and vk cannot be assigned to the same set of the partition, or
else vl, vm, vq would all be assigned to the other set of the partition violating
Lemma 2. Analogously, vj and vl cannot be assigned to the same set of the
partition. But then, if vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), correspondingly, vk, vl

are assigned to V2 (resp., V1) and vm, vq are assigned to V1 (resp., V2); else, vj

is assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vk, vl are assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vm, vq are
assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a binary branching where, in
both cases, 5 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vm, vq) are assigned. Then, T (n) � 2T (n −
5) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.1487n).

(l) dk = 2, dl = 3, vl is adjacent to vk and to another vertex vm that has not yet
been assigned (Figure 17). If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk and vl

must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1), and correspondingly
vertex vm must be assigned to V1 (resp., V2). But an equivalent solution is
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vi

vj

vk vl

vm

Figure 17: Case 2l of Proposition 2.

obtained by simply swapping the assignment of vertices vj, vk. Hence, for
this subcase, vj can be assigned to V2 (resp., V1) without branching.

vi

vj

vk vl

vmvq

Figure 18: Case 2m of Proposition 2.

(m) dk = dl = 3, vk is adjacent to vl and to an unassigned vertex vq, vl is adjacent
to vk and to an unassigned vertex vm, vm �= vq (Figure 18). If vj is assigned
to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk and vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2

(resp., V1), and correspondingly vertices vm and vq must be assigned to V1

(resp., V2). But an equivalent solution is obtained by simply swapping the
assignment of vertices vj, vk. Hence, for this subcase, vj can be assigned to V2

(resp., V1) without branching.

(n) dk = dl = 3, vk is adjacent to vl and both vk and vl are adjacent to another
unassigned vertex vm (Figure 19). If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk

and vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1), and, correspond-
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vi

vj

vk vl

vm

Figure 19: Case 2n of Proposition 2.

ingly, vertex vm must be assigned to V1 (resp., V2). But an equivalent solution
is obtained by simply swapping the assignment of vertices vj, vk. Hence, for
this subcase, vj can be assigned to V2 (resp., V1) without branching.

Putting things together, the global worst-case complexity for MAX CUT-3 with maximum
degree three is O∗(1.2920n).

3.4 The MAX CUT-4 problem

We now deal with graphs of maximum degree four. For this case, the following proposi-
tion holds.

Proposition 3. Algorithm SOLVE-MAX-CUT optimally solves MAX CUT-4 with time-
complexity O∗(1.4142n).

Proof. For dmax = 4, the relevant branching cases for a given vertex vj in the application
of SOLVE-MAX-CUT are those mentioned in the proof of Proposition 2 plus all cases
related to the presence of vertices with degree four. The following further cases must be
taken into account.

1. dj = 4, two vertices vi, vk adjacent to vj have already been assigned to different
sets of the partition (V1, V2), while the other two adjacent vertices vl, vm have not
yet been assigned (Figure 20). Then, a branching on vertex vl can be applied. If vl

is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vj must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1).
This can be seen as a binary branching where, in both cases, 2 vertices (vj, vl) are
assigned. Then, T (n) � 2T (n − 2) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.4142n).
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vi

vj

vk

vl vm

Figure 20: Case 1 of Proposition 3.

vi

vj

vk
vl

vm

Figure 21: Case 2 of Proposition 3.

2. dj = 4, a vertex vi adjacent to vj has already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2), while
the other three adjacent vertices vk, vl, vm have not yet been assigned (Figure 21).
If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vk, vl, vm must be assigned
to V2 (resp., V1); else, vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a binary
branching where, either a vertex vj is assigned, or 4 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vm) are
assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n−1)+T (n−4)+O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.3803n).

3. dj = 3, two vertices vi, vk adjacent to vj have already been assigned to different
sets of the partition (V1, V2), while the third adjacent vertex vl has not yet been
assigned and dl > 3 (Figure 22). Then, due to Lemma 2, if vj is assigned to V1

(resp., V2), vl must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a binary
branching where, in both cases, 2 vertices (vj, vl) are assigned and the same time
complexity O∗(1.4142n) of case 1 holds.

4. dj = 3, a vertex vi adjacent to vj has already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2), while
the other two adjacent vertices vk and vl have not yet been assigned. We assume,
without loss of generality, that dk � dl and that dl = 4 (or else this case has already
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vi

vj

vk

vl

Figure 22: Case 3 of Proposition 3.

been handled). Notice that no vertices adjacent to vl have already been assigned, or
else we get back to cases 1 or 2 applied to vertex vl. The following subcases must
be considered.

vi

vj

vk vl

vq vr vs

Figure 23: Case 4a of Proposition 3.

(a) vl is adjacent (apart from vj) to vq, vr, vs all unassigned (Figure 23). A com-
posite branching can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vertices vk

and vl must be assigned (due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1). Else, vj is as-
signed to V2 (resp., V1). Then, if vl is assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vk, vq, vr, vs

must all be assigned to V1 (resp., V2) due to Lemma 2, else vl is assigned to V1

(resp., V2). This can be seen as a composite branching where, either 3 vertices
(vj, vk, vl) are assigned, or 6 vertices (vj, vk, vl, vq, vr, vs) are assigned, or 2
vertices (vj, vl) are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n − 2) + T (n − 3) + T (n −
6) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.4037n).
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vi

vj

vk

vl

vq vr

Figure 24: Case 4b of Proposition 3.

(b) vl is adjacent (apart from vj) to vk, vq, vr all unassigned (Figure 24). A com-
posite branching can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), then, due to
Lemma 2, vertices vk and vl must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1) and vertices vq

and vr must be assigned to V1 (resp., V2). Else, vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1).
This can be seen as a branching where, either 1 vertex (vj) is assigned, or 5
vertices (vj, vk, vl, vq, vr) are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n− 1) + T (n− 5) +
O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.3248n).

Putting things together, the global worst case complexity is O∗(1.4142n).

3.5 The MAX CUT-5 problem

In this section, we deal with graphs with maximum degree five. The following result
holds.

Proposition 4. Algorithm SOLVE-MAX-CUT optimally solves MAX CUT-5 with time-
complexity O∗(1.6430n).

Proof. For dmax = 5, the relevant branching cases for a given vertex vj in the application
of SOLVE-MAX-CUT are those mentioned previously in Propositions 2 and 3, plus all
cases related to the presence of vertices with degree five. Notice that, for dj = 5, if at
least three vertices adjacent to vj have been assigned to V1 (resp., V2), then vj can be
assigned without branching (due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1). The following further
cases must be taken into account.
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vi

vj

vk vl vm

vq

Figure 25: Case 1 of Proposition 4.

1. dj = 5, four vertices vi, vk, vl, vm adjacent to vj have already been equally parti-
tioned between V1 and V2, while the fifth adjacent vertex vq has not yet been as-
signed (Figure 25). Then, a branching on vertex vj can be applied. If vj is assigned
to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vq must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can
be seen as a binary branching where, in both cases, 2 vertices (vj, vq) are assigned
and the same time complexity O∗(1.4142n) of case 1 in Proposition 3 holds.

vi

vj

vk
vl

vm vq

Figure 26: Case 2 of Proposition 4.

2. dj = 5, three vertices vi, vk, vl adjacent to vj have already been assigned with vi, vk

assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vl assigned to V2 (resp., V1), while the other two
adjacent vertex vm, vq have not yet been assigned (Figure 26). Then, a branching on
vertex vj can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vm, vq

must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1), else vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can
be seen as a binary branching where, either a vertex vj is assigned, or 3 vertices
(vj, vm, vq) are assigned. Then, T (n) � T (n − 1) + T (n − 3) + O(p(n)), i.e.,
T (n) = O∗(1.4657n).

3. dj = 5, two vertices vi, vk adjacent to vj have already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2),
while the other three adjacent vertex vl, vm, vq have not yet been assigned (Fig-
ure 27). Then, a branching on vertex vj can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1
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vi

vj

vk

vl vm vq

Figure 27: Case 3 of Proposition 4.

(resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vl, vm, vq must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1), else vj

is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a binary branching where, either
a vertex vj is assigned, or 4 vertices (vj, vl, vm, vq) are assigned and the same time
complexity O∗(1.3803n) of case 2 in Proposition 3 holds.

vi

vj

vk

vl vm vq

Figure 28: Case 4 of Proposition 4.

4. dj = 5, two vertices vi, vk adjacent to vj have already been assigned to different
sets of the partition (V1, V2), while the other three adjacent vertex vl, vm, vq have
not yet been assigned (Figure 28). A composite branching can be applied. If vj

and vl are both assigned to the same set of the partition, say V1 (resp., V2), then, due
to Lemma 2, vm, vq must both be assigned to the other set of the partition, say V2

(resp., V1); else, if vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vl is assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
then, if vm is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vq must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1), else vm

is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a composite branching where,
four children nodes are generated assigning four vertices (vj, vl, vm, vq) and two
children nodes are generated assigning three vertices (vj, vl, vm). Then, T (n) �
2T (n − 3) + 4T (n − 4) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.6430n).
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vi

vj

vk
vl vm

vq

Figure 29: Case 5 of Proposition 4.

5. dj = 5, a vertex vi adjacent to vj has already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2),
while the other four adjacent vertices vk, vl, vm, vq have not yet been assigned (Fig-
ure 29). A composite branching can be applied. If vj and vk are both assigned
to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vl, vm, vq must all be assigned to V2 (resp., V1);
else, if vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vk is assigned to V2 (resp., V1), then,
if vl is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vm and vq must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1);
else, if vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), vk is assigned to V2 (resp., V1) and vl is
assigned to V2 (resp., V1), then, either vm is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), and vq

is assigned to V2 (resp., V1) or vm is assigned to V2 (resp., V1) and nothing is
derived with respect to vq; else, vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2). This can be
seen as a composite branching where, three children nodes are generated assign-
ing five vertices (vj, vk, vl, vm, vq), a child node is generated assigning four vertices
(vj, vk, vl, vm), and another child node is generated assigning one vertex (vj). Then,
T (n) � T (n− 1) + T (n− 4) + 3T (n− 5) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.6406n).

vi

vj

vk vl

Figure 30: Case 6 of Proposition 4.
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6. dj = 3, a vertex vi adjacent to vj has already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2), while
the other two adjacent vertices vk and vl have not yet been assigned (Figure 30). We
assume, without loss of generality, that dk � dl and that dl > 4 (or else, this case
has already been handled). Then, a branching on vertex vj can be applied. If vj is
assigned to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vk, vl must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
else vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a binary branching where,
either a vertex vj is assigned, or 3 vertices (vj, vk, vl) are assigned and the same
time complexity O∗(1.4657n) of case 2 holds.

Putting things together, the global worst case complexity is O∗(1.6430n).

3.6 MAX CUT-6 problem

We finally deal with graphs with maximum degree six. In what follows, we prove the
following result.

Proposition 5. Algorithm SOLVE-MAX-CUT optimally solves MAX CUT-6 with time-
complexity O∗(1.6430n).

Proof. For dmax = 6, the relevant branching cases for a given vertex vj in the application
of SOLVE-MAX-CUT are those mentioned previously, in Propositions 2 and 3 and 4, plus
all cases related to the presence of vertices with degree six. Notice that also for dj = 6,
if at least three vertices adjacent to vj have been assigned to V1 (resp., V2), then vj can
be assigned without branching (due to Lemma 2) to V2 (resp., V1). The following further
cases must be taken into account.

vi

vj

vk vl vm

vq

vr

Figure 31: Case 1 of Proposition 5.

1. dj = 6, four vertices vi, vk, vl, vm adjacent to vj have already been equally parti-
tioned between V1 and V2, while the other two adjacent vertices vq, vr have not yet
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been assigned (Figure 31). Then, a branching on vertex vj can be applied. If vj is
assigned to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vq, vr must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1),
else vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a binary branching where,
either a vertex vj is assigned, or 3 vertices (vj, vq, vr) are assigned and the same
time complexity O∗(1.4657n) of case 2 in Proposition 4 holds.

vi

vj

vk
vl

vm vq vr

Figure 32: Case 2 of Proposition 5.

2. dj = 6, three vertices vi, vk, vl adjacent to vj have already been assigned with vi, vk

assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vl assigned to V2 (resp., V1), while the other three adja-
cent vertex vm, vq, vr have not yet been assigned (Figure 32). Then, a branching on
vertex vj can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vm, vq, vr

must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1), else vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can
be seen as a binary branching where, either a vertex vj is assigned, or 4 vertices
(vj, vm, vq, vr) are assigned and the same time complexity O∗(1.3803n) of case 2 in
Proposition 3 holds.

vi

vj

vk

vl vm vq vr

Figure 33: Case 3 of Proposition 5.

3. dj = 6, two vertices vi, vk adjacent to vj have already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2),
while the other four adjacent vertex vl, vm, vq, vr have not yet been assigned (Fig-
ure 33). Then, a branching on vertex vj can be applied. If vj is assigned to V1
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(resp., V2), due to Lemma 2, vl, vm, vq, vr must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1), else vj

is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a binary branching where, either a
vertex vj is assigned, or 5 vertices (vj, vl, vm, vq, vr) are assigned and the same time
complexity O∗(1.3248n) of case 4b in Proposition 3 holds.

vi

vj

vk

vl vm vq vr

Figure 34: Case 4 of Proposition 5.

4. dj = 6, two vertices vi, vk adjacent to vj have already been assigned to different sets
of the partition (V1, V2), while the other four adjacent vertices vl, vm, vq, vr have not
yet been assigned (Figure 34). A composite branching can be applied. If vj and vl

are both assigned to V1 (resp., V2), then, due to Lemma 2, vm, vq, vr must all be
assigned to V2 (resp., V1); else, if vj, vm are assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vl is as-
signed to V2 (resp., V1), vq, vr must both be assigned to V2 (resp., V1). Else, if vj, vq

are assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vl, vm are assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vr must be as-
signed to V2 (resp., V1); else, either vj is assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vl, vm, vq

are assigned to V2 (resp., V1), or vj is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be
seen as a composite branching where, three children nodes are generated assign-
ing five vertices (vj, vl, vm, vq, vr) a child node is generated assigning four vertices
(vj, vl, vm, vq) and another child node is generated assigning one vertex (vj). Hence,
the same time complexity O∗(1.6406n) of case 5 in Proposition 4 holds.

5. dj = 6, a vertex vi adjacent to vj has already been assigned to V1 (resp., V2),
while the other five adjacent vertices vk, vl, vm, vq, vr have not yet been assigned
(Figure 35). A composite branching can be applied. If vj and vk are both assigned
to V1 (resp., V2), then, due to Lemma 2, vl, vm, vq, vr must all be assigned to V2

(resp., V1); else, if vj, vl are assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vk is assigned to V2

(resp., V1), vm, vq, vr must all be assigned to V2 (resp., V1). Else, if vj, vm are
assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vk, vl are assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vq, vr must both be
assigned to V2 (resp., V1); else, if vj, vq are assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vk, vl, vm

are assigned to V2 (resp., V1), vr must be assigned to V2 (resp., V1); else, either vj

is assigned to V1 (resp., V2) and vk, vl, vm, vq are assigned to V2 (resp., V1), or vj

is assigned to V2 (resp., V1). This can be seen as a composite branching where,
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vi

vj

vk
vl vm vq

vr

Figure 35: Case 5 of Proposition 5.

four children nodes are generated assigning six vertices (vj, vk, vl, vm, vq, vr) a child
node is generated assigning five vertices (vj, vk, vl, vm, vq) and another child node is
generated assigning one vertex (vj). Then, T (n) � T (n− 1) + T (n− 5) + 4T (n−
6) + O(p(n)), i.e., T (n) = O∗(1.5751n).

Putting things together, we notice that all cases related to the presence of vertices with
degree six are not worse than the worst-case for dmax = 5. Hence, also here the global
worst case complexity is, as in Proposition 4, O∗(1.6430n).

4 Conclusion

We have presented an analysis for the worst-case complexity of two search-tree based
algorithms for the MIN 3-SET COVERING problem and the MAX CUT-3 problem, strongly
based on simple dominance conditions. We point out that these conditions allow not only
to prune search-tree nodes corresponding to strictly dominated partial solutions, but also
to break ties among equivalent partial solutions (see, for instance, Lemma 4). This second
aspect is probably the most rewarding in terms of worst-case complexity analysis. Thanks
to the dominance conditions used here, the derived upper-time bounds for both MIN 3-SET

COVERING and MAX CUT-3 are competitive with the state of the art available bounds.

This approach seem easily extendable to other bounded combinatorial optimization
problems. For instance, we notice that a straightforward (improvable) analysis along the
lines of the above ones, leads to an O∗(1.1679n) time bound for minimum vertex covering
in graphs with maximum degree 3. This bound, even though dominated by the ones
in [1, 4], O∗(1.1252n) and O∗(1.152n), respectively, already dominates the one in [3].
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On the approximation of Min Split-coloring and
Min Cocoloring

Marc Demange∗, Tinaz Ekim†, Dominique de Werra†

Abstract

We consider two problems, namely Min Split-coloring and Min Cocoloring, that
generalize the classical Min Coloring problem by allowing to use not only stable
sets but also cliques to cover all the vertices of a given graph. We prove the NP-
hardness of some cases. We derive approximation results for Min Split-coloring and
Min Cocoloring in line graphs, comparability graphs and general graphs. This pro-
vides to our knowledge the first approximation results for Min Split-coloring since it
was defined only very recently [13, 8, 9]. Also, we provide some results on the ap-
proximability of Min Cocoloring and comparisons with Min Split-coloring and Min
Coloring.

Key words : Split-coloring, cocoloring, line graphs, approximation.

1 Introduction

A generalization of the well known vertex coloring problem (Min Coloring) consists
in partitioning the vertex set of a given graph into p cliques and k stable sets. Such a
partition is called a (p, k)-coloring. In this paper we deal with two natural optimization
problems in this context, namely Min Cocoloring and Min Split-coloring.
Given a graph G, the Min Cocoloring problem consists in finding the minimum number
(p + k) of cliques and stable sets covering the vertices of G. The related optimal value
is called cochromatic number of G and is denoted by z(G). This problem was first intro-
duced by Lesniak et al. in [23] and extensively studied since then [8, 15, 17].
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The Min Split-coloring, problem defined first in [13], consists in minimizing the integer
max(p, k) for which a (p, k)-coloring of G exists, which is equivalent to partitioning ver-
tices of G into a minimum number of split graphs (defined as graphs whose vertex set can
be partitioned into a clique and a stable set). The optimal value is denoted by χS(G).

Min Coloring consists in minimizing the integer k for which G admits a (0, k)-coloring,
i.e., is k-colorable. The minimum value is the chromatic number denoted by χ(G); it sat-
isfies χS(G) ≤ z(G) ≤ χ(G). Max Stable and Max Clique consist in maximizing the
size of a stable set and a clique, respectively, and α(G) is the maximum size of a stable
set in G.

It is clear that, in general, both Min Cocoloring and Min Split-coloring are NP-hard.
There are numerous articles dealing with such coloring problems in general graphs [5, 14,
17] or in restricted classes of graphs [9, 8, 22, 15, 20] to detect polynomial cases and to
approximate NP-hard cases. In this paper, we first consider the class of line-graphs; given
a graph G, in its line graph, denoted by L(G), edges of G are replaced by vertices and
two vertices of L(G) are adjacent iff the corresponding edges are adjacent in G. We will
observe that Min Cocoloring is NP-hard in line graphs. In [9], we show that Min Split-
coloring is NP-hard in line graphs of bipartite graphs while Min Cocoloring is polynomial
for this class. Here we approximate Min Split-coloring and Min Cocoloring in line graphs.
Then, we give an improved approximation of Min Split-coloring in line graphs of bipartite
graphs. In addition, noticing that Min Split-coloring is NP-hard in comparability graphs,
also known as transitively orientable graphs, we give a 2-approximation algorithm for
this case; this result is the split counterpart of a result for cocoloring in comparability
graphs [15].

A polynomial algorithm is said to guarantee a (standard) approximation ratio of ρ
if, for every instance x, λ(x)/β(x) is at most (for minimization case) ρ, where λ(x)
denotes the approximated value and β(x) the optimal value of x. If some ambiguity
arises, we write λS, βS (respectively λC , βC) in order to refer the Min Split-coloring (Min
Cocoloring). In what follows, unless otherwise stated, approximation ratio stands for
standard approximation ratio. Only in the last section, we refer to another approximation
ratio, called differential approximation ratio.

In approximation theory, indeed, this ratio also called z-approximation ratio [18], can
be alternatively used for analyzing approximation algorithms. Min Coloring, for instance,
is known to be constant approximated from this point of view [19, 12] while it is poor ap-
proximated from the usual point of view. This ratio is extensively discussed in [11, 10];
many studies in this area have pointed out that both ratios are complementary without triv-
ial links between them, which emphasizes the interest to systematically study a problem
by using both ratios.

In the last section, we recall the definition of this ratio and we study the differential
approximation behavior of Min Cocoloring and Min Split-coloring problems in general
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graphs. In particular, we show that Min Split-coloring and Min Cocoloring are better
approximable than Min Coloring in terms of differential approximation ratio since they
admit a differential polynomial time approximation schema.

For a given graph G = (V,E) with |V | = n and |E| = m, ∆(G) stands for the
maximum degree of G, i.e., the largest degree d(x) of a vertex x in G. Moreover, Γ(x)
denotes the set of neighbors of a vertex x and Ḡ stands for the complementary graph of G.
For V ′ ⊂ V , G[V ′] denotes the subgraph of G induced by V ′ while G\V ′ = G[V \V ′]. In
general, graphs will be simple (no loops, no multiple edges). See [4] for graph theoretical
definitions not given here.

2 Preliminary remark

Let us first mention the following preliminary result on approximation dealing with
standard approximation ratio.

Proposition 1 There is a reduction preserving approximation between Min Split-coloring
and Min Cocoloring, more precisely, every r-approximation algorithm for one of these
problems gives a 2r-approximation algorithm for the other one.

Proof. Suppose we have a r-approximation algorithm for Min Cocoloring giving a solu-
tion of value λC(G) for any graph G. Consider the vertex partition of that solution as a
split-coloring of value λS(G). Clearly, we have λS(G) ≤ λC(G) ≤ rz(G) ≤ 2rχS(G)
since a minimum split-coloring of G provides a cocoloring of value 2χS(G).
Similarly, if we have a r-approximation algorithm for Min Split-coloring giving a solu-
tion of value λS(G) for any graph G, then the value of a cocoloring obtained by that same
solution verifies λC(G) ≤ 2λS(G) ≤ 2rχS(G) ≤ 2rz(G).

Corollary 1 For every class of graphs for which z(G) (χS(G), respectively) can be com-
puted in polynomial time, Min Cocoloring (Min Split-coloring) induces a 2-approximation
for Min Split-coloring (Min Cocoloring).

3 Line graphs

Given a graph G, Min Split-coloring in L(G) consists in covering the edges of G by
either bundles, i.e., sets of edges adjacent to a same central vertex, or triangles (cliques in
L(G)) and by matchings (stable sets in L(G)). We call Min Edge Split-coloring in G the
Min Split-coloring problem in L(G). The objective is to minimize the maximum between
the number of triangles or bundles and the number of matchings covering all edges. The
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optimal value for G is χ′
S(G) = χS(L(G)). Equivalently, we define Min Edge Cocoloring

in G as being Min Cocoloring in L(G). Here, we minimize the total number of triangles,
bundles and matchings covering all edges. Then the optimal value of edge cocoloring for
G is z′(G) = z(L(G)). Note that a graph is called line-perfect whenever its line graph
is perfect. In what follows, we devise some approximation algorithms for both Min Edge
Split-coloring and Min Edge Cocoloring.

3.1 Complexity results

First, let us mention the following theorem.

Theorem 1 [9] In line-perfect graphs, Min Edge Cocoloring is polynomially solvable
while Min Split-coloring is NP-hard.

On the other hand, one can show the NP-hardness of both Min Edge Split-coloring
and Min Edge Cocoloring.

Proposition 2 (i) Edge 3-cocolorability is NP-complete.
(ii) Edge 3-split-colorability is NP-complete.

Proof. (i) It is clearly in NP and we prove its NP-completeness by a reduction from edge
3-colorability (shown NP-complete in [21]). Let us consider an instance G of edge 3-
colorability. We transform G into an instance G̃ of edge 3-cocolorability by adding 4
disjoint K1,3, that is 4 bundles of size 3 each. Note that in any edge 3-cocoloring of G̃,
edges of these 4 bundles have to be covered by 3 matchings. Consequently, G̃ is edge
3-cocolorable if and only if G is edge 3-colorable.
(ii) A similar argument as (i) previously shows that edge 3-colorability reduces also to
edge 3-split-colorability. In order to show that, we obtain an instance G̃S of edge 3-split-
colorability from an instance G of edge 3-colorability by adding 3 bundles of size 4 each.
Then it suffices to observe that in any edge 3-split-coloring of G̃S , edges of 3 disjoint K1,4

have to be covered by 3 bundles. This implies that G̃S is edge 3-split-colorable if and only
if G is 3-edge-colorable.

Since Min Edge Split-coloring and Min Edge Cocoloring have both integral values,
we can immediately deduce:

Corollary 2 Both Min Edge Split-coloring and Min Edge Cocoloring are not approxi-
mated within 4

3
− ε, unless P=NP.
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3.2 Approximation results

First of all, corollary 1 combined with theorem 1 allows to state the following approx-
imation result.

Proposition 3 Min Edge Cocoloring provides a 2-approximation for Min Edge Split-
coloring in line-perfect graphs.

Let A be a polynomial time algorithm computing a (∆ + 1)-edge-coloring for any
graph of maximum degree ∆ [24] and an optimal edge-coloring for line-perfect graphs [7].
We consider the following algorithm for Min Edge Split-coloring:

Greedy Edge Split-coloring
(1) R ← ∅;
(2) while |R| < ∆(G)
(3) pick a vertex x of maximum degree;
(4) R ← R ∪ {x};
(5) remove x from G;
(6) Compute an edge coloring of the remaining edges by A

(The solution is the set of edges incident to vertices in R
completed by that edge coloring.)

The main idea is that, if k = min{d, |{x, d(x) > d}| ≤ d}, then by removing all
vertices of degree greater than k (the maximum degree is at most k in the remaining
graph) and by completing the solution by k + 1 matchings [24], one finds an edge split-
coloring of value k + 1.

Proposition 4 (i) For every graph G, Greedy Edge Split-coloring computes
an edge split-coloring of cardinality at most 2χ′

S(G) + 1.
(ii) It provides a 7/3-approximation for Min Edge Split-coloring.
(iii) Greedy Edge Split-coloring provides a 2-approximation for Min Edge Split-
coloring in line-perfect graphs.

Proof. Let us consider a graph G = (V,E), it is straightforward to verify that Greedy
Edge Split-coloring computes a split-coloring of G; we denote by λGr its value.
Let k = min{d, |{x, d(x) > d}| ≤ d}. In what follows, we show that λGr ≤ k + 1 ≤
2χ′

S(G) + 1.

(i) Let us first note that if χ′
S(G) = 1, then λGr(G) is either 1 or 2; on the other hand,

if χ′
S(G) = 2, then after 2 iterations of the while-loop the degree is less than 3 and no
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more than 3 matchings are used at line (6), computing also a solution of value 3 or less.
In both cases, λGr(G) is at most 2χ′

S(G). In what follows, we assume that χ′
S(G) ≥ 3.

Note that λGr ≤ |R|+1 since |R| ≥ ∆(G\R), where G\R = G[V \R]. Let r be the
last vertex introduced in R and R′ = R\{r}; we have |R′| < ∆(G\R′) and consequently
d(r) ≥ |R′| + 1 = |R|. Since vertices are introduced in R in decreasing order of their
degree, every vertex in R has a degree at least |R|. Consequently, |{x, d(x) ≥ |R|}| ≥
|R|. It means that |R| < min{d, |{x, d(x) ≥ d}| < d}. It is straightforward to verify that
min{d, |{x, d(x) ≥ d}| < d} = k + 1 and thus λGr ≤ |R| + 1 ≤ k + 1.

In order to show k ≤ 2χ′
S(G), we prove the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Consider an optimal edge split-coloring of value χ′
S(G) minimizing the num-

ber of triangles among optimal edge split-colorings of G. Denote by T the set of triangles
and by B the set of bundles in this solution (|T | + |B| ≤ χ′

S(G)). Let X be the set of
vertices of degree at least 2χ′

S(G)+1 that are not center of a bundle in B. Then |X| ≤ 3.

Proof. Let x ∈ X , we denote by Tx the set of triangles in T adjacent to x and by Bx the set
of bundles centered on vertices neighbors of x (by definition of X , x is not a center of a
bundle in B). Since the solution minimizes the number of triangles, any two triangles in T
are edge-disjoint and no center of a bundle in B belongs to a triangle in T . Consequently,
Tx∪Bx contains exactly |Bx|+2|Tx| edges incident to x. Since only χ′

S(G) edges incident
to x can be covered by matchings in the solution, |Bx|+2|Tx| ≥ (χ′

S(G)+1). Let us then
define a bipartite graph I = (X,T ∪B,E) with xr ∈ E ⇔ x is adjacent to r. Vertices in
T have a degree at most 3 in I and vertices in B have a degree at most |X| in I . We then
have:

∑
x∈X

|Bx| + 2|Tx| ≥ (χ′
S(G) + 1)|X| (1)

∑
x∈X

|Bx| + |Tx| ≤ 3|T | + |X||B| (2)

We deduce by subtraction:

3|T | ≥
∑
x∈X

|Tx| ≥ (χ′
S(G) − |B| + 1)|X| − 3|T | ≥ (|T | + 1)|X| − 3|T |

Consequently |X| ≤ 5. But, in this case, the number of triangles in T with degree 3 in I
is at most 2 since any graph generated by 3 triangles and at most 5 vertices can be covered
by 3 bundles, which is not possible if the solution minimizes the number of triangles.
Then, if |T | ≥ 2, (2) can be replaced by

∑
x∈X |Bx|+ |Tx| ≤ 2|T |+2+ |X||B| implying

|X| ≤ 4. By the same argument as previously, since any graph generated by 2 triangles
and at most 4 vertices can be covered by 2 bundles, at most 1 vertex in T has degree 3 in
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I implying |X|(|T | + 1) ≤ 4|T | + 2 and thus |X| ≤ 3. Finally if |T | ≤ 1, (2) becomes∑
x∈X |Bx| + |Tx| ≤ 3 + |X||B| implying |X| ≤ 3, which concludes the proof.

It implies that |{x, d(x) > 2χ′
S(G)}| ≤ χ′

S(G) + 3 ≤ 2χ′
S(G) since χ′

S(G) ≥ 3.
Then, k ≤ 2χ′

S(G) and λGr ≤ 2χ′
S(G) + 1, which concludes the proof of (i).

(ii) If χ′
S(G) ≤ 2, Greedy Min Split-coloring uses clearly no more than 3

colors. If χ′
S(G) ≥ 3, then by (i) we have λGr(G) ≤ 2χ′

S(G) + 1 ≤ 7/3χ′
S(G).

(iii) Line-perfect graphs of maximum degree ∆ can be edge colored in polynomial
time (by A) with ∆ colors if ∆ ≥ 3 and either with 2 or 3 colors if ∆ = 2. If ∆ = 2,
Greedy Edge Split-coloring uses at most 3 colors. If ∆ ≥ 3, we just have to
note that, in the proof of (i), λGr ≤ k ≤ 2χ′

S(G).

Let us finally remark that the bound is tight in bipartite graphs. Consider namely an
integer p, V1 = {xi, i = 1, . . . , 2p}, V2 = {yij, i = 1, . . . , 2p, j = 1, . . . , p+1}∪{ui, i =
1, . . . , p}, E = {(xiyij), i = 1, . . . , 2p, j = 1, . . . , p + 1} ∪ {xiuj, i = 1, . . . , 2p, j =
1, . . . , p}. Every vertex in V1 is of degree 2p + 1 = ∆(B), d(ui) = 2p, i = 1, . . . , p
and vertices yij, i = 1, . . . , 2p, j = 1, . . . , 3 are of degree 1. The greedy algorithm re-
moves vertices in V1 (the related value being 2p) while the optimal value is p+1 achieved
by removing u1, . . . , up. The related ratio is 2 − 2/(p + 1) and consequently the bound
is asymptotically tight. The bound 2 is achieved for the same instance without vertices
yi(p+1), but in this case the greedy may compute a solution of value 2p if it makes the bad
choices.

Proposition 5 Min Edge Cocoloring is 2-approximable.

Proof. Let us consider a minimum cocoloring minimizing the number of triangles. Then
it is straightforward to verify that it contains either 2 disjoint triangles or 1 or none (since
all other solutions can be replaced by solutions of the same value and containing less
triangles).

By a similar method as in Greedy Min Split-coloring, one can compute in
polynomial time k minimizing k + 1 + |{x, d(x) > k}|; then there is an edge cocoloring
consisting in {x, d(x) > k} as bundles (represented by their central vertices) completed
by (at most) k + 1 matchings. So we can construct such a solution of size k + 1 +
|{x, d(x) > k}|.

Let us first suppose that the fixed minimum edge cocoloring does not contain any
triangle. Then, |{x, d(x) > z′(G)}| ≤ z′(G) since all bundles of size greater than z′(G)
have to be taken as bundles in an optimal solution. Moreover, if |{x, d(x) > z′(G)}| =
z′(G), an optimal solution (containing only bundles) has been detected at a stage of the
computation of k. So we can assume |{x, d(x) > z′(G)}| ≤ z′(G) − 1, but in this case,
by definition of k we have:
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k + 1 + |{x, d(x) > k}| ≤ z′(G) + 1 + z′(G) − 1 = 2z′(G)

If the optimal solution contains some triangles (1 or 2), one can consider all possi-
ble triangles in a solution and then apply the previous argument to the remaining graph.
This completes the proof showing that one can compute a 2-approximation of Min Edge
Cocoloring in polynomial time.

Let us now consider Min Edge Split-coloring in bipartite graphs. Given a bipartite
graph B = (V1, V2, E) and an integer k, let us denote by d′k(x) = |Γ(x)∩ {y, d(y) ≤ k}|
the degree of x in the graph obtained by removing all neighbors of x of degree greater
than k. For i = 1, 2 we also denote by V k

i = {x ∈ Vi, d(x) > k} and by V ′k,k′
i =

{x ∈ Vi, d
′k(x) > k′}. For instance, V ′k,k′

2 is the set of vertices in V2 with a degree greater
than k′ in the graph obtained by deleting all vertices of V1 of degree greater than k. Finally,
for i ∈ {1, 2}, we denote by ī = 3 − i, i.e., {1, 2} = {i, ī}.

Bipart. Edge Split-coloring
ε ← (5 −√

17)/4;
For i = 1, 2 do
(1) for every x ∈ Vi compute d(x);
(2) for every y ∈ Vī and every x ∈ Γ(y), compute d′d(x)(y);

(3) for every d ∈ {1, . . . ,∆(B)} compute |V d
i | and |V ′

1+ε
2−ε

d,d

ī
|;

(4) di ← min{d, |V
1+ε
2−ε

d

i | + |V ′
1+ε
2−ε

d,d

ī
| ≤ d}; Si ← V

1+ε
2−ε

di

i ∪ V ′
1+ε
2−ε

di,di

ī
;

(5) d0 ← min{d, |V d
1 | + |V d

2 | ≤ d}; S0 ← V d0
1 ∪ V d0

2 ;
(6) i0 ← argmin{di, i = 0, 1, 2}; S ← Si0;
(7) Compute an edge coloring of the remaining edges by A

(The solution is the set of edges incident to vertices in S
completed by that edge coloring.)

Theorem 2 Bipart. Edge Split-coloring is a O(mn)-algorithm approximat-
ing Min Edge Split-coloring in bipartite graphs within ratio 2 − (5 − √

17)/4 = 1, 78,
where m = |E| and n = |V1 ∪ V2|.

Proof. Let us first note that d = di0 = min{d0, d1, d2}, where d0 = min{k, |V k
1 ∪ V k

2 | ≤
k} and for i = 1, 2, di = min{k, |V k 1+ε

2−ε

i | + |V ′k
1+ε
2−ε

,k

ī
| ≤ k}. Moreover, it is straightfor-

ward to verify that Bipart. Edge Split-coloring computes a feasible edge
split-coloring of value d. More precisely, d is such that the graph obtained by removing at
most d vertices is of degree at most d: the maximum degree of the graph obtained by re-

moving V d0
1 ∪V d0

2 is at most d0 and the graph obtained by removing V
di

(1+ε)
(2−ε)

i ∪V ′di
(1+ε)
(2−ε)

,di

ī
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has degrees at most di, i = 1, 2 (note that (1+ε)
(2−ε)

≤ 1). Concerning the complexity, lines
(1), (3), (4) and (5) need O(m) steps while line (2) needs O(mn).

Let us now analyze the approximation behavior of the algorithm. Denote by � =
χ′

S(B): ∃L1 ⊂ V1, L2 ⊂ V2, |L1| = l1, |L2| = l2, l1 + l2 = � and ∆(B \ (L1 ∪ L2)) ≤ �,
where B \ (L1∪L2)) = B[(V1∪V2)\ (L1∪L2)]. In the sequel, we consider the following
cases:

(1) l1 ≥ �ε and l2 ≥ �ε

(2) l2 < �ε with 2 sub-cases (2.1)|V �(1+ε)
1 | ≥ �ε and (2.2) |V �(1+ε)

1 | < �ε

(3) l1 < �ε

Let us point out the following property (P) which will be useful:

(P) If x ∈ Vi \ Li, i ∈ {1; 2} and d(x) ≥ � + r, then |Γ(x) ∩ Lī| ≥ r.

Case (1) l1 ≥ �ε and l2 ≥ �ε.

By property (P), V
�+l̄i
i ⊂ Li; i = 1, 2 and then:

|V �+max(l1,l2)
1 ∪ V

�+max(l1,l2)
2 | ≤ |V �+l2

1 | + |V �+l1
2 | ≤ l1 + l2 = � ≤ � + max(l1, l2)

We deduce, d0 ≤ � + max(l1, l2) ≤ �(2 − ε) where the last inequality holds since we
are considering case (1).

Case (2) l2 < �ε.

By property (P), we have V
�(1+ε)
1 ⊂ L1.

Sub-case (2.1) |V �(1+ε)
1 | ≥ �ε ⇒ |(L1 \ V

�(1+ε)
1 )| ≤ �(1 − ε).

Then, property (P) implies that V ′�(1+ε),�(2−ε)
2 ⊂ L2. It follows from the above rela-

tions that |V �(1+ε)
1 ∪ V ′�(1+ε),�(2−ε)

2 | ≤ � ≤ (2 − ε)�, which implies by definition of d1

(consider k = �(2 − ε) in the definition), d1 ≤ �(2 − ε).

Sub-case (2.2) |V �(1+ε)
1 | < �ε.

For every x ∈ V2 \ L2 such that d′�(1+ε)(x) > �(2 − ε), we have by property (P)
|Γ(x) ∩ (L1 \ V

�(1+ε)
1 )| ≥ �(1− ε). Then, by considering the number E of edges between

(L1 \ V
�(1+ε)
1 ) and (V ′�(1+ε),�(2−ε)

2 \ L2) we deduce:

(|V ′�(1+ε),�(2−ε)
2 | − l2)�(1 − ε) ≤ E ≤ (l1 − |V �(1+ε)

1 |)�(1 + ε) ≤ �1�(1 + ε)

since the maximum degree of V1 after removing V
�(1+ε)
1 is at most �(1 + ε).
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We deduce:

|V ′�(1+ε),�(2−ε)
2 | ≤ �(1 + ε)

1 − ε
= �(2 − 2ε)

Consequently |V �(1+ε)
1 | + |V ′�(1+ε),�(2−ε)

2 | ≤ �(2 − ε), which implies d1 ≤ �(2 − ε).

Case (3) l1 < �ε.

It corresponds to the second case by interchanging V1 and V2. So d2 ≤ �(2 − ε) and
in all cases, d = min{d0, d1, d2} satisfies the expected ratio.

4 Comparability graphs

Let us first note the following result allowing to deduce the hardness of Min Split
coloring in comparability graphs.

Proposition 6 Let G be a class of graphs closed under addition of disjoint cliques without
link to the rest of the graph and under addition of complete k-partite graph completely
linked with the rest of the graph. If Min Split-coloring is polynomial in class G, then so
does Min Cocoloring.

Proof. Let us consider a graph G of order n such that z(G) = p + k and let us first
assume that p ≤ k. Consider the graph G′ consisting of G and l = k − p ≤ n disjoint
cliques, each of size n + 1, without any link with the rest of the graph. Note that k − p
new cliques completed by p cliques and k stable sets of the optimal cocoloring of G form
a split-coloring of value k, inducing that χS(G′) ≤ k ≤ n. Consequently a minimum
split-coloring of G′ necessarily contains the k − p new cliques completed by p′ cliques
and k′ stable sets of G. Since χS(G′) = max((k − p + p′), k′) ≤ k, we have p′ ≤ p and
k′ ≤ k. On the other hand, p′ + k′ ≥ k + p since the restriction to G of the split-coloring
of G′ provides a cocoloring of value p′ + k′. So p′ + k′ = p + k and this cocoloring of G
is an optimal one.

If z(G) = p + k with p ≥ k, we show by the same arguments that a minimum
cocoloring of G can be immediately deduced from a minimum split coloring of G′, the
graph obtained from G by adding p−k ≤ n stables sets, each of size n+1 and completely
linked with the rest of the graph.

Finally, in both cases, |k − p| ≤ k + p ≤ 2χS(G), consequently, the reduction runs as
follows:
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From Split to Coco
(1) P ← ∅; (*P will contain cocolorings of G*)
(2) compute an optimal split-coloring of G;
(3) store in P the related partition; L ← 2χS(G);
(4) for every l ∈ {1, . . . , L} do
(5) construct G′ obtained from G by adding l cliques, each of

size n + 1 without link with the rest of the graph;
(6) compute an optimal split-coloring of G′

and store its restriction to G in P;
(7) construct G′ obtained from G by adding l stable sets,

each of size n + 1 and completely linked with
the rest of the graph;

(8) compute an optimal split-coloring of G′

and store its restriction to G in P;
(9) Return the best cocoloring stored in P.

Corollary 3 Min Split-coloring is NP-hard in comparability graphs.

Proof. Min Cocoloring is NP-hard even in permutation graphs [25] (a graph G is a per-
mutation graph if G and Ḡ are comparability graphs). This class of graphs is clearly
closed under addition of disjoint cliques and under complementation and consequently it
satisfies the conditions of proposition 6. Therefore Min Cocoloring polynomially reduces
to Min Split-coloring that is consequently NP-hard in permutation graphs, and then also
in comparability graphs.

In this section, we show that the method proposed in [15] for approximating Min
Cocoloring in comparability graphs can be adapted to Min Split-coloring with another
ratio. Note that a graph G is a cocomparability graph if Ḡ is a comparability graph.

Theorem 3 Min Split-coloring is 2-approximable for comparability and cocomparability
graphs.

Proof. Let us first establish the split counterpart of lemma 2 in [15]:

Lemma 2 Let G = (V,E) be a perfect graph of order n and let k satisfy k ≥ √
n, then

χS(G) ≤ k and a split-coloring of size k can be computed in polynomial time.

Proof. Let G = (V,E) be a perfect graph, we consider a slight modification of procedure
SQRTPartition of [15]. It runs as follows:
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SQRT-split-partition
(1) while k �= 0 and the graph is not empty do
(2) If min{α(G); α(Ḡ)} ≤ k
(3) then compute a k-coloring of G or Ḡ, include each

clique or stable set in the solution and
set k ← 0

(4) else find a stable set and a clique of size k + 1
and color the related split graph of size at
least 2k + 1 with a new color;

(5) Set k ← k − 1 and remove from G all already colored
vertices.

It is straightforward to verify that this procedure runs in polynomial time. Moreover if
line (3) is executed or if the graph becomes empty it computes a split-coloring of size k .
If line (3) is not computed and if k loops are performed, then at least

∑k−1
i=0 2(k− i)+1 =

k(k + 2) ≥ k2 vertices are covered and consequently the graph is also covered by k split
graphs.

Let us adapt the algorithm APPROX COCOLOURING of [15] for Min Split-coloring:

Compar. Split-coloring
(1) compute a maximum r-colorable subgraph Cr of Ḡ and a maximum

r-colorable subgraph Sr of G such that r
is minimum subject to |Cr| + |Sr| ≥ n;

(2) introduce in the solution a r-split-coloring of Cr ∪ Sr;
(3) remove Cr ∪ Sr and update G;
(4) complete the solution by the split graphs computed by

SQRT-split-partition in the remaining graph.

The complexity is O(mn) [15]. It follows from the fact that a maximum r-colorable
subgraph of G and Ḡ can be polynomially computed in comparability graphs [16].

Since G can be decomposed into χS(G) cliques and χS(G) stable sets, r ≤ χS(G).
On the other hand, since |Cr∩Sr| ≤ r2, n−|Cr∪Sr| ≤ r2 and consequently, by lemma 2,
at most r ≤ χS(G) split graphs are computed at line (4). The computed split-coloring
is of size at most 2χS(G) and the proof is complete. Note that this result remains valid
for every class of perfect graphs for which subgraphs such as described in line (1) of
Compar. Split-coloring can be polynomially computed.
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5 General graphs

5.1 Standard approximation ratio

Min Coloring is known to be particularly difficult to approximate since it is not ap-
proximable within n1−ε if Co-RP�=NP and not approximable within n1/2−ε if P�=NP [2].
Similar hardness results can be immediately deduced for Min Split-coloring and Min Co-
coloring:

Proposition 7 (i) If Min Cocoloring is n1/2−ε-approximable for 0 < ε < 1/2, then Min
Coloring is n1−ε-approximable.
(ii) If Co-RP�=NP, then for every ε > 0, Min Cocoloring is non approximable within
n1/2−ε; if P�=NP, then for every ε > 0, Min Cocoloring is non approximable within n1/4−ε.
(iii) The same holds for Min Split-coloring.

Proof. Let O be an oracle for Min Cocoloring guaranteeing the ratio n1/2−ε, with ε <
1/2; the reduction constructs G̃ consisting in (�n1−ε� + 1) copies of G without link and
computes a cocoloring of G̃ by using O. If a copy of G in G̃ is covered only by stable
sets, then it outputs this coloring; else it outputs any greedy coloring.

If χ(G) ≤ nε, then z(G̃) ≤ χ(G̃) = χ(G) ≤ nε. As the cocoloring computed by the
oracle on G̃ guarantees the ratio n(G̃)1/2−ε and n(G̃) ≤ n2, it uses at most (n2)1/2−εnε =
n1−ε colors. Consequently at least one copy of G in G̃ is covered only by stable sets in
the cocoloring computed by O, which leads to a coloring of G using at most n1−ε colors
and the ratio n1−ε is guaranteed. If now χ(G) > nε, then any coloring of G guarantees
the expected ratio, which concludes the proof of (i). (ii) follows from hardness results for
Min Coloring. Finally (iii) is immediately deduced by using proposition 1.

This hardness result considerably limits the possibilities for approximating Min Split-
coloring or Min Cocoloring in general graphs. A master-slave strategy [1] allows to re-
duce these problems to Max Stable and Max Clique with an increase of the ratios by a fac-
tor O(log n) (the approximation counterpart of the algorithm GREEDY COCOLOURING
of [15]), leading trivially to a O(n/ log n)-approximation for both problems; but it seems
not so easy to reduce these problems to Min Coloring in order to refine the comparison of
their approximation behavior.

5.2 Differential approximation ratio

The framework of the differential approximation ratio, also called z-approximation
(see for instance [11, 10, 18] for more details about this area) allows such a compari-
son. For every instance x, this ratio is defined by δ(x) = [ω(x) − λ(x)]/[ω(x) − β(x)],
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where λ(x) denotes the approximated value, β(x) the optimal value of x and ω(x) its
worse value (the number of vertices in the case of Min Coloring for which this approach
can be seen as maximizing the number of unused colors among n potential colors [19])
and an algorithm guarantees a differential ratio of r if, for every instance x, δ(x) ≥ r.
Note that δ(x) ∈ [0, 1] and the largest the ratio is, the better, without distinction between
maximization and minimization problems. Roughly speaking, this ratio gives the position
of the approximated value between the worst and the best one. This ratio has been used
since a long time (see for instance [26]) and is extensively discussed in [11]. In partic-
ular, it has the advantage of respecting some affine equivalence such as the equivalence
between maximum stable set and minimum vertex covering problems while both prob-
lems are known to have radically different approximation behaviors for the usual ratio.
Works in this context have pointed out that it is often interesting to simultaneously con-
sider both points of view since these ratios provide different pieces of information about
combinatorial problems.

For instance, Min Coloring admits constant differential approximation algorithms, the
best ratio currently known being 59/72 [12], while it is hard to approximate from the usual
ratio. On the other side, it does not admit any differential PTAS (differential ratio 1 − ε,
for every ε > 0), unless P=NP ([3]). On the contrary, some other problems are constant
approximated from the usual ratio and hard to approximate from the differential point of
view and, finally, some problems have similar behavior from both points of view. More-
over, every approximation ratio is more or less appropriate to compare the approximation
behavior of different given problems. In what follows, we show that, as for Min Coloring,
Min Cocoloring and Min Split-coloring are well approximated from the differential point
of view; moreover they appear to be better approximated than the Min Coloring problem
from this point of view.

More precisely, we devise a differential PTAS for Min Split-coloring and Min Co-
coloring, i.e., a (1 − ε)-differential approximation with complexity O(n1+3/ε), for every
0 < ε < 1. On the other hand, a differential FPTAS (the same ratio with complexity
polynomial in 1/ε) cannot be guaranteed, unless P=NP.

For Min Split-coloring, we consider �n(G)/3� as worst value since one can always
assume that each color (except at most one) contains at least 3 vertices (every set of 3
vertices induces in G a split graph). The ratio associated to G is δ(G) = [�n(G)/3� −
λ(G)]/[�n(G)/3�−χS(G)]. Similarly, the differential ratio for Min Cocoloring is [�n(G)/2�
−λ(G)]/[�n(G)/2�− z(G)]. Note that a larger worse value such as n could be also used,
leading to better approximation ratios. But it is reasonable to consider the little more
restrictive values �n(G)/3� and �n(G)/2�, respectively, in order to avoid this artificial
increasing of the final ratio (see [11] where the notion of worst value is discussed). It
simply corresponds to restrict the analysis to ”reasonable” solutions.

Theorem 4 DPTAS-split-coco is a O(n3p+1)-algorithm guaranteeing a differential ap-
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proximation ratio of (1 − 1/p) for both Min Split-coloring and Min Cocoloring.

DPTAS-split-coco
(1) while the current graph contains a 3p-stable or a 3p-clique,

color such a stable set or clique with
a new color;

(2) complete the solution by an exhaustive search on
the remaining graph.

Proof. For the whole complexity, note that step (2) is computed for a graph without a
stable set or a clique of order 3p and consequently the order of which is less than the
related Ramsey number R2(3p, 3p) ≤ Kp for a constant K [4, 6].

It is straightforward to verify DPTAS-split-coco computes either a split-coloring
or a cocoloring of the instance. The only difference between the two cases arises in line (2)
that computes either an optimal split-coloring or an optimal cocoloring in the remaining
graph.

We propose an analysis valid for both problems. The problem being fixed, we denote
respectively by ω(H) and β(H) the worse value and the optimal value of H , with respect
to this problem (consequently β(H) stands either for χS(H) or for z(H)).

The approximation ratio is proved by induction on n(G) (see also [19]).

If n(G) < 3p, then only the step (2) is computed and the algorithm finds an optimal
solution corresponding to a ratio of 1. Let us now assume that the expected ratio is
guaranteed for every graph of order n or less, where n ≥ 3p and consider a graph Gn+1

of order n + 1. If no clique or stable set of order 3p is detected at step (1), then Gn+1 is
optimally colored at step (2). Else, the algorithm attributes a new color either to a stable
set or to a clique of size 3p and is then executed on the graph G′ obtained from Gn+1 by
deleting these 3p vertices. Since G′ is of order less than n, the ratio is guaranteed for G′.
Note also that:

λ(Gn+1) = 1 + λ(G′)
β(Gn+1) ≥ β(G′)
ω(Gn+1) ≥ ω(G′) + p ≥ λ(Gn+1)

which implies:

ω(G′) + p − λ(Gn+1) ≥ (1 − 1/p)(ω(G′) − β(G′)) + p − 1
≥ (1 − 1/p)(ω(G′) + p − β(Gn+1))

and then, since ω(Gn+1) ≥ ω(G′) + p, we have:
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ω(Gn+1) − λ(Gn+1)

ω(Gn+1) − β(Gn+1)
≥ ω(G′) + p − λ(Gn+1)

ω(G′) + p − β(Gn+1)
≥ (1 − 1/p)

which concludes the proof.

In some cases the algorithm remains polynomial for p ≤ log n:

Corollary 4 For every class of graphs for which Max Stable and Max Clique are polyno-
mial, Min Split-coloring and Min Cocoloring are approximated within a differential ratio
of (1 − 1/ log n).

It is straightforward to verify that, since Min Split-coloring (resp. Min Cocoloring) has
integral values and ω(G)−χS(G) is polynomially bounded, an DFPTAS (differential fully
polynomial time approximation scheme) would allow to solve it polynomially. Moreover,
a result of [3] implies that both problems are PTAS-complete under a Turing reduction
preserving FPTAS.

6 Conclusion

We have considered essentielly two extensions of the classical coloring problems,
namely Min Cocoloring and Min Split-coloring. The complexity status of these problems
has been settled for some classes of graphs and approximability has been studied as well.
Further research should examine how the approximation algorithms sketched here could
be improved; in particular the case of edge-cocoloring could be handled.
Also, subclasses of graphs could be characterized where these problems become poly-
nomially solvable or admit better approximations; for instance the permutation graphs
which will be studied in a forthcoming paper.
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Weighted coloring on planar, bipartite and split
graphs: complexity and approximation

M. Demange†, B. Escoffier‡, J. Monnot‡, V. Th. Paschos‡, D. de Werra∗

Abstract

We study complexity and approximation of MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING

in planar, bipartite and split graphs. We show that this problem is NP-complete in
planar graphs, even if they are triangle-free and their maximum degree is bounded
above by 4. Then, we prove that MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is NP-complete
in P8-free bipartite graphs, but polynomial for P5-free bipartite graphs. We next
focus ourselves on approximability in general bipartite graphs and improve earlier
approximation results by giving approximation ratios matching inapproximability
bounds. We next deal with MIN WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING in bipartite graphs.
We show that this problem remains strongly NP-complete, even in the case where the
input-graph is both cubic and planar. Furthermore, we provide an inapproximability
bound of 7/6 − ε, for any ε > 0 and we give an approximation algorithm with the
same ratio. Finally, we show that MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in split graphs
can be solved by a polynomial time approximation scheme.

Key words : Graph coloring; ; weighted node coloring; weighted edge coloring;
approximability; NP-completeness; planar graphs; bipartite graphs; split graphs.

1 Introduction

We give in this paper some complexity results as well as some improved approximation
results for MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING, originally studied in Guan and Zhu [8]
and more recently in [4]. A k-coloring of G = (V,E) is a partition S = (S1, . . . , Sk)
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of the node set V of G into stable sets Si. In this case, the objective is to determine
a node coloring minimizing k. A natural generalization of this problem is obtained by
assigning a strictly positive integer weight w(v) for any node v ∈ V , and defining the
weight of stable set S of G as w(S) = max{w(v) : v ∈ S}. Then, the objective is to
determine S = (S1, . . . , Sk) a node coloring of G minimizing the quantity

∑k
i=1 w(Si).

This problem is easily shown NP-hard; it suffices to consider w(v) = 1, ∀v ∈ V and
MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING becomes the classical node coloring problem. Other
versions of weighted colorings have been studied in Hassin and Monnot [9].

Consider an instance I of an NP-hard optimization problem Π and a polynomial time
algorithm A computing feasible solutions for Π. Denote by mA(I, S) the value of a Π-
solution S computed by A on I and by opt(I), the value of an optimal Π-solution for I .
The quality of A is expressed by the ratio (called approximation ratio in what follows)
ρA(I) = mA(I, S)/opt(I), and the quantity ρA = inf{r : ρA(I) < r, I instance of Π}. A
very favorable situation for polynomial approximation occurs when an algorithm achieves
ratios bounded above by 1 + ε, for any ε > 0. We call such algorithms polynomial time
approximation schemes. The complexity of such schemes may be polynomial or exponen-
tial in 1/ε (they are always polynomial in the sizes of the instances). A polynomial time
approximation scheme with complexity polynomial also in 1/ε is called fully polynomial
time approximation scheme.

This paper extends results on MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING, the study of which
has started in [4]. We first deal with planar graphs and we show that, for this family, the
problem studied is NP-complete, even if we restrict to triangle-free planar graphs with
node-degree not exceeding 4.

We then deal with particular families of bipartite graphs. The NP-completeness of
MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING has been established in [4] for general bipartite graphs.
We show here that this remains true even if we restrict to planar bipartite graphs or to P21-
free bipartite graphs (for definitions of graph-theoretical notions used in this paper, the
interested reader is referred to Berge [1]).

It is interesting to observe that these results are obtained as corollaries of a kind of
generic reduction from the precoloring extension problem shown to be NP-complete
in Bodlaender et al. [2], Hujter and Tuza [11, 12], Kratochvil [14]. Then, we slightly
improve the last result to P8-free bipartite graphs and show that the problem becomes
polynomial in P5-free bipartite graphs. Observe that in [4], we have proved that MIN

WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is polynomial for P4-free graphs and NP-complete for P5-
free graphs.

Then, we focus ourselves on approximability of MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in
(general) bipartite graphs. As proved in [4], this problem is approximable in such graphs
within approximation ratio 4/3; in the same paper a lower bound of 8/7−ε, for any ε > 0,
was also provided. Here we improve the approximation ratio of [4] by matching the 8/7-
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lower bound of [4] with a same upper bound; in other words, we show here that MIN

WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in bipartite graphs is approximable within approximation
ratio bounded above by 8/7.

We next deal with MIN WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING in bipartite graphs. In this
problem we consider an edge-weighted graph G and try to determine a partition of the
edges of G into matchings in such a way that the sum of the weights of these matchings is
minimum (analogously to the node-model, the weight of a matching is the maximum of
the weights of its edges). In [4], it is shown that MIN WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING is NP-
complete for cubic bipartite graphs. Here, we slightly strengthen this result showing that
this problem remains strongly NP-complete, even in cubic and planar bipartite graphs.
Furthermore, we strengthen the inapproximability bound provided in [4], by reducing it
from 8/7 − ε to 7/6 − ε, for any ε > 0. Also, we match it with an upper bound of the
same value, improving so the 5/3-approximation ratio provided in [4].

Finally, we deal with approximation of MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in split
graphs. As proved in [4], MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is strongly NP-complete in
such graphs, even if the nodes of the input graph receive only one of two distinct weights.
It followed that this problem cannot be solved by fully polynomial time approximation
schemes, but no approximation study was addressed there. In this paper we show that
MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in split graphs can be solved by a polynomial time
approximation scheme.

In the remainder of the paper, we shall assume that for any weighted node or edge
coloring S = (S1, . . . , S�) considered, we will have w(S1) � . . . � w(S�).

2 Weighted node coloring in triangle-free planar graphs

The node coloring problem in planar graphs has been shown NP-complete by Garey and
Johnson [6], even if the maximum degree does not exceed 4. On the other hand, this
problem becomes easy in triangle-free planar graphs (see Grotzsch [7]). Here, we show
that the weighted node coloring problem is NP-complete in triangle-free planar graphs
with maximum degree 4 by using a reduction from 3-SAT PLANAR, proved to be NP-
complete in Lichtenstein [15]. This problem is defined as follows: Given a collection
C = (C1, . . . , Cm) of clauses over the set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of boolean variables such
that each clause Cj has at most three literals (and at least two), is there a truth assignment
f satisfying C ? Moreover, the bipartite graph BP = (L,R; E) is planar where |L| = n,
|R| = m and [xi, cj] ∈ E iff the variable xi (or xi) appears in the clause Cj .

Theorem 2.1 MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is NP-complete in triangle-free planar
graphs with maximum degree 4.
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Proof : Let BP = (L,R; E) be the bipartite graph representing an instance (X, C) of
3-SAT PLANAR where L = {x1, . . . , xn}, R = {c1, . . . , cm}. We construct an instance
I = (G,w) of MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING by using two gadgets:

• The gadgets clause F (Cj) are given in Figure 1 for clause Cj of size 3 and in Figure
2 for clause Cj of size 2. The nodes ck

j are those that will be linked to the rest of the
graph.

3
2

2

3
c1
j

2

3
c2
j

2

3
c3
j

2

3

3

Figure 1: Graph F (Cj) representing a clause Cj of size 3.

3
2

2

3
c1
j

3
2

3
c2
j

2

3

3

Figure 2: Graph F (Cj) representing a clause Cj of size 2.

• The gadgets variable H(xi) is given in Figure 3 for variable xi. Assume that xi

appears p1 times positively and p2 times negatively in (X, C), then in H(xi) there
are 2p = 2(p1 + p2) special nodes xk

i , x
k
i , k = 1, . . . , p. These nodes form a path

which meets node xk
i , xk

i alternatively.

• The weights of nodes which are not given in Figures 1, 2 and 3 are 1.
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Figure 3: Graph H(xi) representing variable xi

• These gadgets are linked together by the following process. If variable xi appears
positively (resp. negatively) in clause Cj , we link one of the variables xk

i (resp. xk
i ),

with a different k for each Cj , to one of the three nodes ck
j of gadget F (Cj). This

can be done in a way which preserves the planarity of the graph.

Indeed, for each node v of degree δ(v) in the planar graph BP , let’s call e1
v, · · · , e

δ(v)
v

the endpoints on v of the edges adjacent to v considered in a circular order. Then,
for each edge in BP which joins node xi in endpoint ek

xi
to node Cj in endpoint el

cj
,

we put an edge from xk
i (if xi appears negatively in Cj , xk

i otherwise) to cl
j .

Observe that G is triangle-free and planar with maximum degree 4. Moreover, we
assume that G is not bipartite (otherwise, we add a disjoint cycle Γ with |Γ| = 7 and
∀v ∈ V (Γ), w(v) = 1).

It is then not difficult to check that (X, C) is satisfiable iff opt(I) � 6.

Let g be a truth assignment satisfying (X, C). We set S′
1 = {v : w(v) = 3} and

S ′
2 = {v : w(v) = 2} ∪ {xk

i : g(xi) = 1} ∪ {xk
i : g(xi) = 0}. Since g satis-

fies the formula, we can color at least one node ck
j with color 2 and then easily extend

(S ′
1, S

′
2) to a coloring S = (S1, S2, S3) of G with S′

i ⊆ Si for i = 1, 2. We have
w(S1) = 3, w(S2) = 2, w(S3) = 1 and then val(S) � 6.

Conversely, let S = (S1, . . . , S�) be a coloring of G with val(S) � 6. Assume w(S1) �
. . . � w(S�). We have � � 3 since G is not bipartite and w(S1) = 3. We deduce
w(S2) < 3 (otherwise val(S) � 3 + 3 + 1). Moreover, since each node of weight
2 is adjacent to a node of weight 3, we have W (S2) = 2. For the same reasons as
previously, we deduce � = 3 and W (S3) = 1. We claim that for any j = 1, . . . , m,
S2 ∩ {c1

j , c
2
j , c

3
j} �= ∅ where c1

j , c
2
j , c

3
j are the nodes of F (Cj) (with may be c3

j = ∅).
Otherwise, we must have {c1

j , c
2
j , c

3
j} ⊆ S3 but in this case, we cannot colored F (Cj) with

3 colors. Thus, setting g(xi) = 1 iff xk
i ∈ S2, we deduce that g is a truth assignment

satisfying (X, C). �
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3 Weighted node coloring in bipartite graphs

3.1 Complexity results

The NP-completeness of MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in bipartite graphs has been
proved in Demange et al. [4]. Here, we show that some more restrictive versions are also
NP-complete, namely bipartite planar graphs and P21-free bipartite graphs, i.e. bipartite
graphs which do not contain induced chains of length 21 or more. We use a generic
reduction from the precoloring extension node coloring problem (in short PREXT NODE

COLORING). Then, using another reduction we improve this result to P8-free bipartite
graphs. This latter problem can be described as follows. Given a positive integer k, a
graph G = (V,E) and k pairwise disjoint subsets V1, . . . , Vk of V , we want to decide if
there exists a node coloring S = (S1, . . . , Sk) of G such that Vi ⊆ Si, for all i = 1, . . . , k.
Moreover, we restrict us to some class of graphs G: we assume that G is closed when we
add a pending edge with a new node (i.e., if G = (V,E) ∈ G and x ∈ V , y /∈ V , then
G + [x, y] ∈ G).

Theorem 3.1 Let G be a class of graphs which is closed when we add a pending edge
with a new node. If PREXT NODE COLORING is NP-complete for graphs in G, then MIN

WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is NP-complete for graphs in G.

Proof : Let G be such a class of graphs. We shall reduce PREXT NODE COLORING in
G graphs to weighted node coloring in G graphs. Let G = (V,E) ∈ G and k pairwise
disjoint subsets V1, . . . , Vk of V . We build instance I = (G′, w) of weighted node coloring
using several gadgets Ti, for i = 1, . . . , k. The construction of Ti is given by induction as
follows:

• T1 is simply a root v1 with weight w(v1) = 2k−1.

• Given T1, . . . , Ti−1, Ti is a tree with a root vi of weight w(vi) = 2k−i that we link
to tree Tp via edge [vi, vp] for each p = 1, . . . , i − 1.

Figure 4 illustrates the gadgets T1, T2, T3. Now, I = (G′, w) where G′ = (V ′, E ′) is
constructed in the following way:

• G′ contains G.

• For all i = 1, . . . , k, we replace each node v ∈ Vi by a copy of the gadget Ti where
we identify v with root vi.

• For all v ∈ V \ (∪k
i=1Vi) we set w(v) = 1.
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v1

T2

T1

Figure 4: Gadgets for T1, T2 and T3.

Note that, by hypothesis, G′ ∈ G. We prove that the precoloring of G (given by
V1, . . . , Vk) can be extended to a proper node coloring of G using at most k colors iff
opt(I) � 2k − 1.

Let S = (S1, . . . , , Sk) with Vi ⊆ Si be a node coloring of G. We get S ′ = (S ′
1, . . . , , S

′
k)

where each stable S ′
i is given by S′

i = (Si \Vi)∪{v : ∃j � k, v ∈ Tj and w(v) = 2k−i}.
It is easy to check that S ′ is a coloring of G′ and opt(I) � val(S ′) =

∑k
i=1 2k−i = 2k −1.

Conversely, let S ′ = (S ′
1, . . . , S

′
�) with w(S ′

1) � . . . � w(S ′
�) be a weighted node coloring

of G′ with cost val(S ′) � 2k − 1. First, we prove by induction that V ′
i = {v : ∃p �

k, v ∈ Tp, w(v) = 2k−i} is a subset of S ′
i, for all i � k. For i = 1, the result is true since

otherwise we have w(S ′
1) = w(S ′

2) = 2k−1 and then, val(S ′) � w(S ′
1) + w(S ′

2) = 2k.
Now, assume that V ′

j ⊆ S ′
j for j < i and let us prove that V ′

i = {v : ∃p � k, v ∈
Tp, w(v) = 2k−i} ⊆ S ′

i. By construction of gadget Tj, j � i, each node v of weight
2k−i is adjacent to a node of weight 2k−p for all p < i. Thus, v /∈ S′

p. Now, if V ′
i � S ′

i,
then w(S ′

i) = w(S ′
i+1) = 2k−i and we deduce val(S ′) � w(S ′

1) + . . . + w(S ′
i+1) =∑i

j=1 2k−j + 2k−i = 2k, which is a contradiction. Since V ′
i �= ∅ for i � k, we deduce

� � k. Consequently, � = k, since ∀v ∈ V ′, w(v) � 1. Now, getting S = (S1, . . . , Sk)
where Si = (S ′

i \ V ′
i ) ∪ Vi for each i = 1, . . . , k, we obtain a node coloring of G. �

Using the results of Kratochvil [14] on the NP-completeness of PREXT NODE COL-
ORING in bipartite planar graphs and P13-free bipartite graphs, we deduce:

Corollary 3.2 In bipartite planar graphs, MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is strongly
NP-complete and it is not 8

7
− ε-approximable for all ε > 0 unless P=NP.

Proof : PREXT NODE COLORING with k = 3 has been proved NP-complete in [14]
for bipartite planar graphs. Since these graphs are closed when we add an pending edge
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with a new node, the result follows. Moreover, from the proof of Theorem 3.1 with k = 3,
we deduce that it is NP-complete to distinguish whenever opt(I) � 7 and opt(I) � 8. �

Corollary 3.3 In P21-free bipartite graphs, MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is strongly
NP-complete and it is not 32

31
− ε-approximable for all ε > 0 unless P=NP.

Proof : PREXT NODE COLORING with k = 5 has been proved NP-complete in [14] for
P13-free bipartite graphs. When, we add gadgets Ti with i � 5, G′ becomes P21-free
bipartite graphs. Moreover, from the proof of Theorem 3.1 with k = 5, we deduce that it
is NP-complete to distinguish whenever opt(I) � 31 and opt(I) � 32. �

In Hujter and Tuza [12], it is shown that PREXT NODE COLORING is NP-complete
in P6-free bipartite chordal graphs for unbounded k (a bipartite graph is chordal if the
induced cycles of length at least 5 have a chord). Unfortunately, we cannot use this result
in Theorem 3.1 since the resulting graph has an induced chain with arbitrarily large length.
However, we can adapt their reduction to our problem.

Theorem 3.4 MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is NP-complete in P8-free bipartite
graphs.

Proof : We shall reduce 3-SAT-3, proved to be NP-complete in Papadimitriou [17], to our
problem. Given a collection C = (C1, . . . , Cm) of clauses over the set X = {x1, . . . , xn}
of boolean variables such that each clause Cj has at most three literals and each variable
appears 2 times positively and one time negatively, we construct an instance I = (BP,w)
in the following way:

• We start from BP1 = (L1, R1; E1), a complete bipartite graph Kn,m where L1 =
{x1, . . . , xn} and R1 = {c1, . . . , cm}. Moreover, each node of BP1 has weight 1.

• There is also another bipartite graph BP2 isomorphic to K2n,2n where a perfect
matching has been deleted. More formally, BP2 = (L2, R2; E2) where L2 =
{l1, . . . , l2n}, R2 = {r1, . . . , r2n} and [li, rj] ∈ E2 iff i �= j. Finally, w(li) =
w(ri) = 22n−i for i = 1, . . . , 2n. Indeed, sets {l2i−1, r2i−1} and {l2i, r2i} will
correspond to variable xi and xi respectively.

• Between BP1 and BP2, there is a set E3 of edges. [xi, rj] /∈ E3 iff j = 2i − 1 or
j = 2i and [li, cj] /∈ E3 iff i = 2k − 1 and xk is in Cj or i = 2k and xk is in Cj .

Figure 5 illustrates the construction of the complement of BP with the clause cm =
x1 ∨ x2 ∨ xn.

Let us show that BP is P8-free. We represent in Figure 6 the possible subgraphs on
BP1 (configuration A1, A2 and A3) and on BP2 (configuration B1 to B9) induced by a
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r1

l1

r2

l2

r3 r4

...

...

l3 l4

r2n−1 r2n

l2n−1 l2n

x1

c1

x2

...

...
c2

xn

cm

Figure 5: Complement of graph BP with the clause cm = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ xn

A1 A2

. . .

A3 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8

. . .

B9

Figure 6: Subgraphs on BP1 and BP2 induced by a chain

chain on BP . In configurations A3 and B9, the number of nodes is arbitrary. Note that
the upper line may correspond either to L1 or R1 for the left part (and L2 or R2 for the
right part). Now we look at the possible ways to link a configuration Ai to a configuration
Bj to obtain a chain of length (at least) 8.

• If we choose A1, we easily see that it’s impossible.

• If we choose A2, the only way to have a chain of length at least 8 is to choose B8

and link a node of A2 to a node of B8. In this case, we can see that the upper line
corresponds to R1 (left part) and L2 (right part), and that there is a clause which
contains a variable and its negation.

• If we choose A3, the only possibility to have a chain of length at least 8 is to choose
B9. But in this case, the chain simply alternates a node of R1 and a node of L2.
Then, at least one node of L2 is not linked to at least 3 nodes of R1, i.e. a literal
appears in at least 3 clauses.

We claim that (X, C) is satisfiable iff opt(I) � 22n − 1.

Let g be a truth assignment satisfying (X, C). We build inductively the colors. S0 = ∅
and for i = 1, . . . , n, S2i−1 = {l2i−1, r2i−1} ∪ {cj : cj /∈ Sp, p < 2i − 1, g(xi) =
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1 and xi is in Cj}, S2i = {l2i, r2i} ∪ {cj : cj /∈ Sp, p < 2i, g(xi) = 0 and xi is in Cj}.
Finally, if g(xi) = 1 then we add xi to S2i; otherwise, we add xi to S2i−1. We can easily
see that S = (S1, . . . , S2n) is a node coloring of BP with val(S) = 22n − 1.

Conversely, let S = (S1, . . . , S�) be a node coloring of BP with val(S) = 22n − 1.
An inductive proof on i shows that {li, ri} ⊆ Si (otherwise, we have val(S) � 22n);
consequently, � = 2n. Thus, setting g(xi) = 1 if xi ∈ S2i and g(xi) = 0 if xi ∈ S2i−1, we
obtain a truth assignment satisfying (X, C). �

3.2 Polynomial result

We now prove that MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is polynomial for P5-free bipartite
graphs, i.e., without induced chain on 5 nodes. Notice that in general P5-free graphs,
the weighted node coloring problem is NP-complete since on the one hand, the split
graphs are P5-free and on the other hand, we have proved in Demange et al. [4] that
the weighted node coloring problem is NP-complete for split graphs. There are several
characterizations of P5-free bipartite graphs, see for example, Hammer et al. [10], Chung
et al. [3] and Hujter and Tuza [11]. In particular, BP is a P5-free bipartite graph iff
BP is bipartite and each connected component of BP is 2K2-free, i.e., its complement is
C4-free.

Lemma 3.5 In P5-free bipartite graph, any optimal weighted node coloring uses at most
3 colors.

Proof : Let BP = (L,R; E) be a P5-free bipartite graph with connected components
BP1, . . . , BPp. Assume the reverse and let us consider an optimal solution S∗ = (S∗

1 , . . . , S
∗
� )

with � � 4 and w(S∗
1) � . . . � w(S∗

� ). Observe that, without loss of generality, we can
assume that there exist a connected component BPk0 colored with � colors and any con-
nected component BPi using j colors is colored with colors 1, . . . , j. Moreover, we also
suppose that in any connected component BPj , each node colored with color i � 2 is
adjacent to nodes with colors 1, . . . , i − 1 (by applying greedy rule on S∗).

We claim that there exist 1 � i < j � � such that S∗
k ∩L �= ∅ and S∗

k ∩R �= ∅ for k = i, j.

Otherwise, since � � 4, we must have S∗
i0

⊆ L (resp., S∗
i0

⊆ R) and S∗
j0

⊆ L (resp.,
S∗

j0
⊆ R) for some i0 < j0. In this case, by merging S∗

i0
with S∗

j0
, we obtain a better node

coloring that S∗, which is a contradiction.

So, consider connected component BPk0 and let lj ∈ S∗
j ∩ L and rj ∈ S∗

j ∩ L two
nodes of BPk0 . From this claim, we deduce there exist 2 other nodes li, ri of BPk0 such
that li ∈ S∗

i ∩ L, ri ∈ S∗
i ∩ L and [li, rj] ∈ E, [lj, ri] ∈ E. Since BP is bipartite, these 2

edges are independents which is a contradiction with characterization of P5-free bipartite
graphs. �
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Let BP1, . . . , BPp be the connected components of BP where BPi = (Li, Ri; Ei).
Let S∗ = (S∗

1 , S
∗
2 , S

∗
3) (with maybe some S∗

i = ∅) be an optimal solution with w(S∗
1) �

w(S∗
2) � w(S∗

3) and denote by S∗
i = (S∗,i

1 , S∗,i
2 , S∗,i

3 ) the restriction of S∗ to the subgraph
BPi. Remark that we may assume w(S∗,i

1 ) � w(S∗,i
2 ) � w(S∗,i

3 ) (otherwise, we can flip
the color without increasing the weight). Moreover, we have:

Lemma 3.6 We can always assume that one of these situations occurs, for any i =
1, . . . , p:

(i) S∗,i
1 = Li (resp., S∗,i

1 = Ri), S∗,i
2 = Ri (resp., S∗,i

2 = Li) and S∗,i
3 = ∅.

(ii) S∗,i
1 ∩ Li �= ∅ and S∗,i

1 ∩ Ri �= ∅, S∗,i
2 ⊂ Ri (resp., S∗,i

2 ⊂ Li) and S∗,i
3 ⊂ Li (resp.,

S∗,i
3 ⊂ Ri).

Proof : Let BP = (L,R; E) be a P5-free bipartite graph with connected components
BP1, . . . , BPp. Assume that S∗,i

1 ∩ Li = ∅ or S∗,i
1 ∩ Ri = ∅. In this case, it is clear that

we are in the first item (i) (since we have assumed w(S∗,i
1 ) � w(S∗,i

2 ) � w(S∗,i
3 )). Now,

suppose S∗,i
1 ∩Li �= ∅ and S∗,i

1 ∩Ri �= ∅; from the proof of Lemma 3.5, the result follows.
�

The algorithm computing an optimal solution is described by the following way:

P5-FREEBIPARTITECOLOR

1 For all k1, k2 ∈ {w(v) : v ∈ V }, k1 � k2, do

1.1 For all connected component BPi = (Li, Ri; Ei), i = 1, . . . , p, do

1.1.1 If Li∪Ri \ (L′
i∪R′

i) is an independent set where L′
i = {v ∈ Li : w(v) �

k1} and R′
i = {v ∈ Ri : w(v) � k2} then set Sk1,k2

2,i = L′
i, Sk1,k2

3,i = R′
i

and Sk1,k2

1,i = Li ∪ Ri \ (L′
i ∪ R′

i);

1.1.2 Otherwise, if Li ∪ Ri \ (L′
i ∪ R′

i) is an independent set where L′
i = {v ∈

Li : w(v) � k2} and R′
i = {v ∈ Ri : w(v) � k1} then set Sk1,k2

2,i = R′
i,

Sk1,k2

3,i = L′
i and Sk1,k2

1,i = Li ∪ Ri \ (L′
i ∪ R′

i);

1.1.3 Otherwise go to step 1;

1.1.4 Set Sk1,k2

j = ∪p
i=1S

k1,k2

j,i for j = 1, 2, 3 and Sk1,k2 = (Sk1,k2

1 , Sk1,k2

2 , Sk1,k2

3 )

(with maybe Sk1,k2

1 = ∅);

2 Output S = argmin{val(Sk1,k2) : k2 � k1};
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This algorithm has a complexity O(n|w|2) where |w| = |{w(v) : v ∈ V }|. By
applying a dichotomy technic on k2, we can improve it to O(n|w|log|w|). Note that this
algorithm also computes the best node 2-coloring among the colorings using at most 2
colors (when k1 = wmax).

Theorem 3.7 MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING is polynomial in P5-free bipartite graphs.

Proof : Let S∗ = (S∗
1 , S

∗
2 , S

∗
3) (with may be S∗

1 = ∅) be an optimal solution satisfying
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. We assume w(S∗

2) � w(S∗
3) and if S∗ is a node 3-coloring, then we

have w(S∗
1) = wmax; otherwise w(S∗

1) = 0. Let k1 = w(S∗
2) and k2 = w(S∗

3); consider
the step of algorithm corresponding to k1, k2. If S∗ is a node 2-coloring, then the result is
true. So, assume S∗

1 �= ∅; by construction, P5-FREEBIPARTITECOLOR find an feasible
solution Sk1,k2 with w(Sk1,k2

1 ) � wmax, w(Sk1,k2

2 ) � k1 and w(Sk1,k2

3 ) � k2. Thus, we
deduce the expected result. �

3.3 Approximation

In Demange et al. [4], a 4
3
-approximation is given for MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING

and it is proved that a (8
7
−ε)-approximation is not possible, for any ε > 0, unless P=NP,

even if we consider arbitrarily large values of opt(I). Using Corollary 3.2, we deduce
that this lower bound also holds if we consider bipartite planar graphs. Here, we give a
8
7
-approximation in bipartite graphs.

BIPARTITECOLOR

1 Sort the nodes of BP in non-increasing weight order (i.e., w(v1) � . . . � w(vn));

2 For i = 1 to n do

2.1 Set Vi = {v1, . . . , vi};

2.2 Compute S∗
i = (Si

1, S
i
2) (Si

2 may be empty) an optimal weighted node coloring
in BP [Vi] among the colorings using at most two colors;

2.3 Define node coloring S i = (Si
1, S

i
2, L \ Vi, R \ Vi) (L \ Vi or/and R \ Vi may

be empty);

3 Output S = argmin{val(S i) : i = 1, . . . , n};
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The step 2.2 consists of computing the (unique) 2-coloration (S∗
1,j, S

∗
2,j) (with w(S∗

1,j) �
w(S∗

2,j)) of each connected component BPj, j = 1 . . . p of BP [Vi] (with S∗
2,j = ∅ if

BPj is an isolated node). Then it merges the most expensive sets, i.e. it computes
Si

1 = ∪p
j=1S

∗
i,j for i = 1, 2. It is easy to observe that S∗

i = (Si
1, S

i
2) is the best weighted

node coloring of BP [Vi] among the colorings using at most 2 colors; such a coloring can
be found in O(m) time where m = |E|.

Theorem 3.8 Algorithm BIPARTITECOLOR polynomially solves in time O(nm) the
weighted node coloring problem in bipartite-graphs within approximation ratio bounded
above by 8

7
.

Proof : Let I = (BP,w) be a weighted bipartite-graph where BP = (L,R; E) and
S∗ = (S∗

1 , ..., S
∗
l ) be an optimal node coloring of I with w(S∗

1) ≥ ... ≥ w(S∗
l ). If

l < 3, then BIPARTITECOLOR finds an optimal weighted node coloring which is Sn

(corresponding to the step i = n). Now, assume l � 3 and let ij = min{k : vk ∈ S∗
j }.

We have i1 = 1 and
opt(I) � w(vi1) + w(vi2) + w(vi3) (3.1)

Let us examine several steps of this algorithm:

• when i = i2 − 1, the algorithm produces a node 3-coloring Si2−1 = (S1
i2−1, L \

S1
i2−1, R \ S1

i2−1). Indeed, by construction Vi2−1 ⊆ S∗
1 is an independent set, and

then, S∗
i2−1 is defined by Si2−1

1 = Vi2−1 and Si2−1
2 = ∅. Moreover, ∀v /∈ Vi2−1,

w(v) � w(vi2) and then

val(S i2−1) � w(vi1) + 2w(vi2) (3.2)

• when i = i3−1, the algorithm produces on BP [Vi3−1] a node 2-coloring S∗
i3−1 with

a cost val(S∗
i3−1) � w(vi1) + w(vi2) since the coloring (S∗

1 ∩ Vi3−1, S
∗
2 ∩ Vi3−1) is a

feasible node 2-coloring of BP [Vi3−1] with cost w(vi1) + w(vi2). Finally, since the
weights are sorted in non-increasing order, we obtain:

val(S i3−1) � w(vi1) + w(vi2) + 2w(vi3) (3.3)

• when i = n (the last step), the algorithm just produced a node 2-coloring satisfying:

val(Sn) � 2w(vi1) (3.4)

Using (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we deduce:
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val(S) � min{2w(vi1); w(vi1) + w(vi2) + 2w(vi3); w(vi1) + 2w(vi2)} (3.5)

The convex combination of these 3 values with coefficients 1
7
, 4

7
and 2

7
respectively

and the inequality (3.1) give the expected result, i.e.:

val(S) � 1

7
×2w(vi1)+

4

7
×(w(vi1)+w(vi2)+2w(vi3))+

2

7
×(w(vi1)+2w(vi2)) � 8

7
opt(I)

�

4 Weighted edge coloring in bipartite graphs

The weighted edge coloring problem on a graph G can be viewed as the weighted node
coloring problem on L(G) where L(G) is the line graph of G. Here, for simplicity, we
refer to the edge model.

4.1 Complexity results

Demange et al. [4] have proved that MIN WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING in bipartite cubic
graphs is strongly NP-complete and a lower bound of 8

7
is given for the approximation.

Here, we slightly improve these complexity results. Indeed, we show that weighted edge
coloring in bipartite cubic planar graphs is strongly NP-complete and we deduce that it is
NP-complete to obtain an approximation within a ratio 7

6
− ε, for any ε > 0.

Theorem 4.1 MIN WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING is strongly NP-complete in bipartite
cubic planar graphs.

Proof : We shall reduce PREXT EDGE COLORING in bipartite cubic planar graphs to
our problem. Given a bipartite cubic planar graph BP = (V,E) and 3 pairwise disjoint
matchings E1, . . . , E3 of E, the question of PREXT EDGE COLORING is to determine if
it is possible to extend the edge precoloring E1, . . . , E3 to a proper edge 3-coloring of G.
Very recently, this problem has been shown NP-complete in Marx [16].

Let BP = (V,E) and E1, . . . , E3 be an instance of PREXT EDGE COLORING; we con-
struct an instance I = (BP ′, w) of weighted edge coloring such that the answer of PREXT

EDGE COLORING instance is yes if and only if there exists an edge coloring S of I with
cost val(S) � 6.

The construction of instance I is the following :
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• Each edge in E1 receives weight 3.

• Each edge [x, y] ∈ E2 is replaced by a gadget F2 described in Figure 4.1, where we
identify x and y to v0 and v9 respectively.

• Each edge in E3 is replaced by a gadget F3 which is the same as gadget F2 except
that we have exchanged weights 1 and 2.

• The other edges of G receive weight 1.

v2 v6

v0 v1 v4 v5 v8 v9

v3 v7

2

3

1

1

3

2

2

2

3

1

1

3

2

Figure 7: Gadget F2 for e ∈ E2.

Remark that BP ′ is still a bipartite cubic planar graph.

First of all, assume that BP admits an edge 3-coloring S = (M1,M2,M3) where Ei ⊆ Mi

for any i = 1, 2, 3. We get a coloring S ′ = (M ′
1,M

′
2,M

′
3) of BP ′ where M ′

1 = M1 ∪{e ∈
F2 ∪ F3 : w(e) = 3} and, for i = 2, 3, M ′

i = (Mi \Ei) ∪ {e ∈ F2 ∪ F3 : w(e) = 4− i}.
We can easily check that opt(I) � val(S ′) = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6.

Conversely, consider an edge coloring S ′ = (M ′
1, . . . ,M

′
�) of G′ with val(S ′) � 6 and

assume w(M ′
1) � . . . � w(M ′

�). We have � � 3 since ∆(BP ′) = 3. Then, all the edges
of weight 3 must be in the matching M ′

1, and no edge of weight 2 is in M ′
p with p � 3,

since otherwise we have val(S ′) � 7 (3 + 3 + 1 in the first case and 3 + 2 + 2 in the
second case). Moreover, each edge of weight 2 is adjacent to an edge of weight 3, and
then, these edges are necessarily in M ′

2. Finally, remark that the edges of the gadgets
of weight 1 are adjacent to an edge of weight 2 and an edge of weight 3 and must be
in M ′

p with p � 3. Moreover, p = 3 and more generally � = 3 since val(S ′) � 6.
Now, consider the edge coloring (M1,M2,M3) of BP where for any i = 1, 2, 3 we have
Mi = (M ′

i \ {e ∈ F2 ∪ F3 : w(e) = 4 − i}) ∪ Ei. We can easily see that (M1,M2,M3)
is a solution for the edge precoloring extension problem. �

From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we deduce that computing an optimal weighted edge
3-coloring of a cubic bipartite graphs among edge 3-colorings is NP-complete. By the
same technics, we can prove that more generally, finding an optimal weighted edge k-
coloring of a cubic bipartite graphs among the edge colorings using at most k colors is
NP-complete for any k = 3, 4, 5.
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Corollary 4.2 For all ε > 0, MIN WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING is not 7/6 − ε approx-
imable in bipartite cubic planar graphs unless P=NP.

4.2 Approximation result

In Demange et al. [4], a 5
3
-approximation is given for MIN WEIGHTED EDGE COLORING

in bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3. Here, we give a 7
6
-approximation.

We need some notations: If BP = [V,E] is a bipartite graph with node set V =
{v1, . . . , vn}, we always assume that its edges E = {e1, . . . , em} are sorted in non-
increasing weight order (i.e., w(e1) � . . . � w(em)). If V ′ is a subset of nodes and E ′ a
subset of edges, BP [V ′] and BP [E ′] denote the subgraph of BP induced by V ′ and the
partial graph of BP induced by E′ respectively. For any i � m, we set Ei = {e1, . . . , ei}
and Ei = E \Ei. Finally, Vi denotes the set of nodes of BP incident to an edge in Ei (so,
it is the subset of non-isolated nodes of BP [Ei]).

Consider the following algorithm.

BIPARTITEEDGECOLOR

1 For i = m downto 1 do

1.1 Apply algorithm SOL1 on BP [Ei];

1.2 If SOL1(BP [Ei])�= ∅, complete in a greedy way all the colorings produced by
SOL1 on the edges of Ei. Let S1,i be a best one among these edge colorings
of BP ;

1.3 For j = i downto 1 do

1.3.1 Apply algorithm SOL2 on BP [Ej];

1.3.2 If SOL2(BP [Ej])�= ∅, complete in a greedy way all the colorings pro-
duced by SOL2 on the edges of Ej . Let S2,j,i be a best one among these
edge colorings of BP ;

1.3.3 Apply algorithm SOL3 on BP [Ej];

1.3.4 If SOL3(BP [Ej])�= ∅, complete in a greedy way all the colorings pro-
duced by SOL3 on the edges of Ej . Let S3,j,i be a best one among these
edge colorings of BP

2 Output S = argmin{val(S1,i), val(Sk,j,i) : k = 2, 3, j = 1, . . . , i, i = 1, . . . ,m}.
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The greedy steps 1.2, 1.2.2 and 1.2.4 can be described as follows: for each edge not
yet colored, try to color it with an existing color, and otherwise take a new color. A simple
argument shows that these edge colorings do not use more than 5 colors. Indeed, assume
the reverse and let us consider an edge with color 6. Since the maximum degree of BP
is 3, this edge is adjacent to at most 4 edges and then to at most 4 colors. Thus, we can
recolor this edge with a missing color in 1, . . . , 5. Obviously, this result also holds for an
optimal solution. More generally, in [4], we have proved that, in any graph G, there is an
optimal weighted node coloring using at most ∆(G) + 1 colors, where ∆(G) denotes the
maximum degree of G. In our case, we have G = L(H), the line graph of H , and we
deduce ∆(L(H)) � 2(∆(H) − 1) + 1 = 2∆(H) − 1.

The 3 algorithms SOL1, SOL2 and SOL3 are used on several partial graphs BP ′ of BP .
In the following, V ′, E ′ and m′ denote respectively the node set, the edge set and the
number of edges of the current graph BP ′. Moreover, we set V ′

i = V ′ \V ′
i and E ′

i = E ′ \
E ′

i. If M = (M1, . . . ,Ml) is an edge coloring of BP ′, we note ij = min{k : ek ∈ Mj}
for j = 1, . . . , l. We assume, for reason of readability, that some colors Mj may be
empty (in this case ij = m′ + 1). The principle of these algorithms consist in finding a
decomposition of BP ′ (a subgraph of BP ) into two subgraph BP ′

1 and BP ′
2 having each

a maximum degree 2. When there exists such a decomposition, we can color BP ′
1 and

BP ′
2 with at most 2 colors respectively since BP is bipartite.

SOL1

1 For j = m′ downto 1 do

1.1 If the degree of BP ′[E ′
j] is at most 2 then

1.1.1 Consider the graph BP ′j :

• induced by the nodes of BP ′ incident to at least 2 edges of E′
j ;

• restricted to the edges of E′
j .

1.1.2 Determine if there exists a matching M j of BP ′j such that every node of
V ′

j is saturated;

1.1.3 If such a matching is found, consider the decomposition BP ′
1,j and BP ′

2,j

of BP ′ induced by E ′
j ∪ M j and E ′ \ (E ′

j ∪ M j) respectively;

1.1.4 Find an optimal edge coloring (M j
1 ,M

j
2 ) among the edge 2-colorings of

BP ′
1,j;

1.1.5 Color greedily the edges of BP ′
2,j with two colors (M j

3 ,M
j
4 );

1.1.6 Define Sj
1 = (M j

1 ,M
j
2 ,M

j
3 ,M

j
4 ) the edge coloring of BP ′;
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2 Output {Sj
1 : j = 1, . . . ,m′ − 1};

Note that the step 1.1.2 is polynomial. Indeed, more generally, given a graph G =
[V,E] and a set V ′ ⊆ V , it is polynomial to determine if there exists a matching such that
each node of V ′ is saturated. To see this, consider the graph G′ where we add to G all
missing edges between nodes of V \ V ′. If |V | is odd, then we add a node to the clique
V \ V ′. It is easy to see that G′ has a perfect matching if and only if G has a matching
such that each node of V ′ is saturated.

Lemma 4.3 If S = (M1,M2,M3,M4) with w(M1) � . . . � w(M4) is an edge coloring
of BP ′, then algorithm SOL1 produces a solution Sj

1 satisfying: val(Sj
1) � w(M1) +

w(M2) + 2w(M3)

Proof : Let S = (M1,M2,M3,M4) with w(M1) � . . . � w(M4) be an edge coloring
of BP ′. Let us examine the step of SOL1 corresponding to j = i3 − 1. By construction,
BP ′[E ′

i3−1] is 2 edge colorable since we have E ′
i3−1 ⊆ M1 ∪ M2. Moreover, in the

subgraph induced by E′
i3−1, each node of degree 3 has at least an edge of M1∪M2 incident

to it. Thus, in BP ′j , there exists a matching where each node of V ′
i3−1 is saturated. The

subgraph BP ′
1,i3−1 has a maximum degree 2 and contains by construction the subgraph

BP ′[E ′
i3−1]. Moreover, two any connected components of BP ′[E ′

i3−1] have not been
merged in BP ′

1,i3−1 since each edge e = [x, y] ∈ M i3−1 has at least one node (say x)
satisfying dBP ′[E′

i3−1](x) = 0. Thus, any edge 2-coloring of BP ′[Ei′3−1] can be extended

to an edge 2-coloring of BP ′
1,i3−1 . So, since ∀e ∈ M i3−1, ∀e′ ∈ E ′

i3−1 w(e) � w(e′), and
(M i3−1

1 ,M i3−1
2 ) is an optimal weighted 2 edge coloring of BP ′

1,i3−1, we deduce:

w(M i3−1
1 ) + w(M i3−1

2 ) � w(M1) + w(M2) (4.1)

By construction, BP ′
2,i3−1 has no node with degree 3, and then BP ′

2,i3−1 has a a maxi-
mum degree 2. Moreover, ∀e /∈ (M i3−1∪E ′

i3−1) we have w(e) � w(ei3) = w(M3). Thus,
any edge coloring of BP ′

2,i3−1 using at most 2 colors and in particular (M i3−1
3 ,M i3−1

4 ) sat-
isfies:

w(M i3−1
3 ) + w(M i3−1

4 ) � 2w(M3) (4.2)

Combining (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain:

val(S i3−1
1 ) � w(M1) + w(M2) + 2w(M3)

�
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SOL2

1 For k = m′ downto 1 do

1.1 If E ′
k is a matching :

1.1.1 Determine if there exists a matching Mk of BP ′[V ′
k ] such that each node

of BP ′[V ′
k ] having a degree 3 in BP ′ is saturated.

1.1.2 If such a matching is found, consider the decomposition BP ′
1,k and BP ′

2,k

of BP ′ induced by E ′
k ∪ Mk and E ′ \ (E ′

j ∪ Mk) respectively;

1.1.3 Color BP ′
1,k with one color Mk

1 ;

1.1.4 Color greedily BP ′
2,k with two colors Mk

2 and Mk
3 ;

1.1.5 Define Sk
2 = (Mk

1 ,Mk
2 ,Mk

3 ) the edge coloring of BP ′;

2 Output {Sk
2 : k = 1, . . . ,m′};

Lemma 4.4 If S = (M1,M2,M3) with w(M1) � w(M2) � w(M3) is an edge coloring
of BP ′, then algorithm SOL2 produces a solution Sk

2 satisfying: val(Sk
2 ) � w(M1) +

2w(M2).

Proof : Let S = (M1,M2,M3) with w(M1) � w(M2) � w(M3) be an edge coloring
of BP ′. Let us examine the step of SOL2 corresponding to k = i2 − 1. By construction,
E ′

i2−1 ⊆ M1 and among M1 \ E ′
i2−1 there is a matching of BP ′[V ′

i2−1] where each node
of degree 3 is saturated (otherwise, S = (M1,M2,M3) is not feasible). Thus, BP ′

1,i2−1

can be considered and colored with one color M i2−1
1 , and we have:

w(M i2−1
1 ) = w(M1) (4.3)

We also deduce that BP ′
2,i2−1 has a maximum degree 2. Then, it can be edge colored

with 2 colors M i2−1
2 and M i2−1

3 . Moreover, since ∀e /∈ E ′
i2−1, w(e) � w(ei2) = w(M2),

we obtain:
w(M i2−1

2 ) + w(M i2−1
3 ) � 2w(M2) (4.4)

Using (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain:

val(S i2−1
2 ) � w(M1) + 2w(M2)

�
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SOL3

1 For k = m′ downto 1 do

1.1 Determine if there is a matching Mk in BP ′[E ′
k] such that each node of degree

3 in BP ′ is saturated.

1.2 If such a matching is found, consider the decomposition BP ′
1,k and BP ′

2,k of
BP ′ induced by Mk and E ′ \ Mk respectively;

1.3 Color BP ′
1,k with one color Mk

3 ;

1.4 Color greedily BP ′
2,k with two colors Mk

1 and Mk
2 ;

1.5 Define Sk
3 = (Mk

1 ,Mk
2 ,Mk

3 ) the edge coloring of BP ′;

2 Output {Sk
3 : k = 1, . . . ,m′ − 1};

Lemma 4.5 If S = (M1,M2,M3) with w(M1) � w(M2) � w(M3) is an edge coloring
of BP ′, then algorithm SOL3 produces a solution Sk

3 satisfying: val(Sk
3 ) � 2w(M1) +

w(M3)

Proof : Let S = (M1,M2,M3) with w(M1) � w(M2) � w(M3) be an edge coloring
of BP ′. As previously, let us consider one particular iteration of SOL3. In this lemma, we
study the case where k = i3 − 1. By construction, we have M3 ⊆ E ′

i3−1 and M3 contains
a matching where each node of BP ′[E ′

i3−1] having a degree 3 in BP ′ is saturated. Thus,
BP ′

2,i3−1 exists. Moreover, since ∀e ∈ E ′
i3−1, w(e) � w(ei3) = w(M3), we obtain:

w(M i3−1
3 ) � w(M3) (4.5)

As previously, we deduce that BP ′
1,i3−1 can be edge colored with 2 colors M i3−1

1 and
M i3−1

2 and we have:
w(M i3−1

1 ) + w(M i3−1
2 ) � 2w(M1) (4.6)

Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain:

val(S i3−1
3 ) � 2w(M1) + w(M3)

�
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Remark 4.6 Observe that if a color M i3−1
j is empty, then we can improve the bound :

in this case, val(S i3−1
3 ) ≤ 2w(M1). This remark is also valid for algorithms SOL1 and

SOL2, and if several colors are empty. For SOL1 for instance, if M i3−1
2 and M i3−1

2 are
empty, then val(S i3−1

1 ) ≤ w(M1) + w(M3).

Theorem 4.7 BIPARTITEEDGECOLOR produces a 7
6

approximation for MIN WEIGHTED

EDGE COLORING in bipartite graphs with maximum degree 3.

Proof : Let S∗ = (M∗
1 , . . . ,M∗

5 ) with w(M∗
1 ) � . . . � w(M∗

5 ) be an optimal
weighted edge coloring of BP . Denote by i∗k the smallest index of an edge in M∗

k

(i∗k = m + 1 if the color is empty).

Consider the iteration of BIPARTITEEDGECOLOR corresponding to the cases i =
i∗5 − 1 and j = i∗4 − 1. Then :

• applying lemma 4.3, we produce on BP ′ = BP [Ei] an edge coloring of weight at
most w(M∗

1 ) + w(M∗
2 ) + 2w(M∗

3 ). Then the greedy coloring of the edges of Ei

produces a coloring of weight at most

w(M∗
1 ) + w(M∗

2 ) + 2w(M∗
3 ) + w(M∗

5 ) (4.7)

• Applying lemma 4.4, we produce on BP ′ = BP [Ej] an edge coloring of weight at
most w(M∗

1 ) + 2w(M∗
2 ). Then the greedy coloring of the edges of Ej produces a

coloring of weight at most

w(M∗
1 ) + 2w(M∗

2 ) + 2w(M∗
4 ) (4.8)

• Applying lemma 4.5, we produce on BP ′ = BP [Ej] an edge coloring of weight at
most 2w(M∗

1 ) + w(M∗
3 ). Then the greedy coloring of the edges of Ej produces a

coloring of weight at most

2w(M∗
1 ) + w(M∗

3 ) + 2w(M∗
4 ) (4.9)

Note that if there is an empty color or several empty colors produced by one of the
algorithms SOLi, then the bound are still valid. Indeed, for SOL3 for instance, according
to Remark 4.6, the value of the coloring computed at step j = i3 − 1 has a weight at most
2w(M∗

1 ), and the greedy step produces a coloring of value at most 2w(M∗
1 ) + 3w(M∗

4 ) �
2w(M∗

1 ) + w(M∗
3 ) + 2w(M∗

4 ).

Using (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), we deduce that the coloring S computed by BIPARTITE-
EDGECOLOR satisfies:
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val(S) � min{ w(M∗
1 ) + w(M∗

2 ) + 2w(M∗
3 ) + w(M∗

5 );

w(M∗
1 ) + 2w(M∗

2 ) + 2w(M∗
4 ); 2w(M∗

1 ) + w(M∗
3 ) + 2w(M∗

4 )}(4.10)

The convex combination of these 3 values with coefficients 3
6
, 2

6
and 1

6
respectively

and the inequality (4.10) give the expected result, that is:

w(S) � 7

6
w(M∗

1 ) +
7

6
w(M∗

2 ) +
7

6
w(M∗

3 ) + w(M∗
4 ) +

1

2
w(M∗

5 ) � 7

6
opt(I)

�

5 Weighted node coloring in Split graphs

The split graphs are a class of graphs related to bipartite graphs. Formally, G = (K1, V2; E)
is a split graph if K1 is a clique of G with size |K1| = n1 and V2 is an independent set with
size |V2| = n2. So, a split graph can be viewed as a bipartite graph where the left set is a
clique. Since split graphs form a subclass of perfect graphs, the node coloring problem on
split graphs is polynomial. On the other hand, in [4], it is proved that the weighted node
coloring problem is strongly NP-complete in split graphs, even if the weights take only
two values. Thus, we deduce that there is no fully polynomial time approximation scheme
in such a class of graphs. Here, we propose a polynomial time approximation scheme us-
ing structural properties of optimal solutions. An immediate observation of split graphs
is that any optimal node coloring S∗ = (S∗

1 , . . . , S
∗
� ) satisfies |K1| � � � |K1| + 1 and

any color S∗
i is a subset of V2 with possibly one node of K1. In particular, for any op-

timal node coloring S∗ = (S∗
1 , . . . , S

∗
� ) , there exists at most one index i(S∗) such that

S∗
i(S∗) ∩ K1 = ∅.

Lemma 5.1 There is an optimal weighted node coloring S∗ = (S∗
1 , . . . , S

∗
� ) with w(S∗

1) �
. . . � w(S∗

� ) and an index i0 � � + 1 such that:

• ∀j < i0 S∗
j = {vj} ∪ {v ∈ V2 : v /∈ ∪j−1

k=1S
∗
k and [v, vj] /∈ E} for some vj ∈ K1.

• S∗
i0

= V2 \ (S∗
1 ∪ . . . ∪ S∗

i0−1).

• ∀j > i0 S∗
j = {vj} for some vj ∈ K1.

Proof : Let G = (K1, V2; E) be a split graph and let S∗ = (S∗
1 , . . . , S

∗
� ) with w(S∗

1) �
. . . � w(S∗

� ) be an optimal weighted node coloring of G. If � = n1 (we recall that
n1 = |K1|), then we set i0 = � + 1 otherwise let i0 be the unique i such that S∗

i ∩K1 = ∅.
We build set S∗′

i by the following way:
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• For i = 1, . . . , i0 − 1, S∗′
i = {vi} ∪ {v ∈ V2 : v /∈ ∪i−1

k=1S
∗′
k and [v, vi] /∈ E} where

we assume that S∗
i ∩ K1 = {vi}.

• S∗′
i0

= V2 \ (S∗′
1 ∪ . . . ∪ S∗′

i0−1).

• For i = i0 + 1, . . . , �, S∗′
i = S∗

i ∩ K1.

Thus, when i0 = � + 1, the sets resulting from second and third items are empty. Let
us prove that:

∀i = 1, . . . , �, w(S∗′
i ) � w(S∗

i ) (5.1)

Since w(S∗
1) � . . . � w(S∗

� ), we have w(S∗
i ) = max{w(v) : v ∈ K1 ∪ V2 \ (S∗

1 ∪
. . . ∪ S∗

i−1)}. Moreover, by construction ∪i−1
j=1S

∗
j ⊆ ∪i−1

j=1S
∗′
j . Thus, the result follows.

Using inequality (5.1), we deduce that node coloring S∗′ = (S∗′
1 , . . . , S∗′

� ) has a cost
val(S∗′) �

∑�
i=1 w(S∗

i ) = opt(I) and then, S∗′ is an optimal weighted node coloring
satisfying Lemma 5.1. �

SPLITNODECOLORk

1 For all subset K ′
1 ⊆ K1 with |K ′

1| = p � k do

1.1 For all bijection f : {1, . . . , p} �−→ K ′
1 do

1.1.1 For i = 1 to p do

1.1.1.1 Set S
K′

1,f
i = {f(i)} ∪ {v ∈ V2 : v /∈ ∪i−1

k=1S
K′

1,f
k and [v, f(i)] /∈ E};

1.1.2 Set S
K′

1
p+1,f = V2 \ (S

K′
1,f

1 ∪ . . . ∪ S
K′

1,f
p );

1.1.3 For i = p + 2 to n1 + 1 (assume K1 \ K ′
1 = {vp+2, . . . , vn1+1) do

1.1.3.1 Set S
K′

1,f
i = {vi};

1.1.4 Set SK′
1,f = (S

K′
1,f

1 , . . . , S
K′

1,f
n1+1);

2 Output S = argmin{val(SK′
1,f )};

This algorithm has a complexity-time O(k!nk+1).
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Theorem 5.2 For all ε > 0, SPLITNODECOLOR� 1
ε� produces a 1+ε approximation for

MIN WEIGHTED NODE COLORING in split graphs.

Proof : Let G = (K1, V2; E) be a split graph and let S∗ = (S∗
1 , . . . , S

∗
� ) with w(S∗

1) �
. . . � w(S∗

� ) be an optimal weighted node coloring of G satisfying Lemma 5.1. Let
k =

⌈
1
ε

⌉
. If i0 � k, then by construction the solution S returned by SPLITNODECOLORk

is optimal. So, assume i0 > k and let K∗′
1 = (∪k

j=1S
∗
j ) \ V2. Obviously, |K∗′

1 | = k and let
f ∗(i) = S∗

i ∩ K1 for i = 1, . . . , k.

Let us examine the solution SK∗′
1 ,f∗

corresponding to the step K ′
1 = K∗′

1 and f = f ∗ of
SPLITNODECOLORk. By construction, we have

∀i = 1, . . . , k, S
K∗′

1 ,f∗
i = S∗

i (5.2)

Moreover, since K1 \ K∗′
1 ⊆ S∗

k+1 ∪ . . . ∪ S∗
� and K1 \ K∗′

1 is a clique, we obtain:

n1+1∑
j=k+2

w(S
K∗′

1 ,f∗
i ) �

�∑
j=k+1

w(S∗
i ) (5.3)

Thus, combining (5.2) and (5.2), we deduce:

val(SK∗′
1 ,f∗

) − w(S
K∗′

1 ,f∗
k+1 ) � opt(I) (5.4)

Moreover, by construction w(S
K∗′

1 ,f∗
k+1 ) � w(S∗

k) � . . . � w(S∗
1) and then

w(S
K∗′

1 ,f∗
k+1 ) � 1

k
× opt(I) (5.5)

Finally, using these two last inequalities with 1
k

� ε, we obtain the expected result. �
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Approximation of the Quadratic Set Covering
Problem§

Bruno Escoffier∗, Peter L. Hammer†

Résumé

Nous étudions dans cet article l’approximation polynomiale du problème de la
couverture d’ensemble quadratique. Ce problème, qui apparaît dans de nombreuses
applications, est une généralisation naturelle du problème usuel de la couverture
d’ensemble. Nous montrons que ce problème est très difficile à approcher dans le
cas général, et même dans des cas particuliers classiques (quand la taille des en-
sembles ou quand la fréquence des éléments est bornée par une constante). Nous
nous focalisons ensuite sur le cas convexe et nous donnons des résultats d’approxi-
mation à la fois positifs et négatifs. Dans un dernier temps, nous étudions la version
non pondérée de ce problème.

Mots-clefs : NP-complétude, approximation polynomiale, couverture d’ensemble

Abstract

We study in this article polynomial approximation of the Quadratic Set Covering
problem. This problem, which arises in many applications, is a natural generaliza-
tion of the usual Set Covering problem. We show that this problem is very hard to
approximate in the general case, and even in classical subcases (when the size of
each set or when the frequency of each element is bounded by a constant). Then we
focus on the convex case and give both positive and negative approximation results.
Finally, we tackle the unweighted version of this problem.
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1 Introduction

The Set Covering problem is one of the most famous problems in complexity and ap-
proximation theory. Given a set C = {c1, · · · , cn} of elements and a collection S =
{S1, · · · , Sm} of subsets of C, the goal is to find a subset S ′ ⊆ S of minimum cardinality
such that ∪Sj∈S′Sj = C. In the Weighted Set Covering problem, a weight wi being given
for every set Si, we want to minimize

∑
Si∈S′ wi or, equivalently,

∑m
i=1 wisi where si = 1

if Si is chosen in the solution and si = 0 otherwise.

We study in this paper a generalization of this problem where we change the objective
function. We want to find a cover which minimizes, instead of a linear function

∑m
i=1 wisi,

a quadratic function
∑

i wisi +
∑

i<j wijsisj (see section 2.2 for a formal definition).

The main motivation of this study comes from Logical Analysis of Data [5, 8], which
is a methodology, based on a logical analysis, to detect structural information about
datasets. A typical situation arising in this research area ([13]), coming from medicine,
is the following: we want to determine if an illness can be related to some other medical
parameters of patients, such as finding a correlation between heart attack and cholesterol
for instance. To analyze this, we collect data on these parameters for both ill and healthy
people. More formally, each person gives data on several criteria (weight, cholesterol,...)
and is represented as a point in Rp (p is the number of criteria). Thus we have a set Ω+ of
positive points (ill people) and a set Ω− of negative points (healthy people). A first step in
the analysis of this data produces a collection of positive and negative patterns. A positive
(resp. negative) pattern is a hypercube in Rp which contains no negative points (resp. no
positive points). This collection is such that every point is covered. From a medical point
of view, we would like to find a sub-collection of patterns such that:

• every point is covered,

• the volume of intersections between positive and negative patterns is as small as
possible (for criteria relevance).

If we define wij as the volume of the intersection between the positive pattern S+
i ∈ S+

and the negative pattern S−
j ∈ S−, then the problem is to find a cover of all points such

that
∑

i,j wijs
+
i s−j is minimized. This is an instance of Quadratic Set Covering.

This problem also arises in other applications, such as the location of access points
in a wireless network ([1, 2]), the facility layout problem ([4]), or line planning in public
transports ([6, 16]).

Several heuristic techniques have been used to solve this problem but, to our knowl-
edge, it has not been studied from the point of view of polynomial approximation so far.
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This paper is organized as follows.

We recall in section 2 some basic definitions of approximation and some of the most
important results dealing with the approximability properties of the standard Set Covering
problem, and we define precisely the Quadratic Set Covering problem.

In section 3, we show that, without adding assumptions on weights, the problem is
almost not approximable at all (not 2q(|C|)-approximable for any polynomial q), even in
the case of bounded degree instances (bounds on frequency of elements and on size of
sets).

We focus in section 4 on the convex case. In this case, we can use classical continuous
relaxation techniques to get good approximation ratios. More precisely, in the convex
case, Quadratic Set Covering is approximable within ratio O(log2(|C|)) by a randomized
algorithm, and f2 approximable (by a deterministic algorithm) if the frequency of each
element is bounded by f . We also provide lower bounds which match somehow these
upper bounds: Convex Quadratic Covering is not c log2(|C|)-approximable in the general
case, for some constant c > 0, unless P = NP , and not (f − 1)2 − ε-approximable if the
frequency of each element is bounded by f , unless P = NP .

We conclude the paper in the last section, where we tackle the unweighted version of
Quadratic Set Covering (the weights are either 0 or 1).

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Polynomial approximation and Set Covering

Let’s now recall briefly standard definitions on polynomial approximation of NP -hard
optimization problems.

Definition 1 An algorithm A is a ρ-approximation for a minimization problem Π if and
only if for any instance I of problem Π, A computes (in polynomial time) a feasible
solution A(I) such that

mΠ(A(I)) ≤ ρ × optΠ(I)

where mΠ(.) is the objective function and optΠ(.) is the value of an optimal solution.

Definition 2 A problem Π is ρ-approximable if and only if there exists an algorithm which
is a ρ-approximation.

The Set Covering problem has been widely studied from the polynomial approxima-
tion point of view, since the greedy algorithm given by Johnson [17]. Let’s mention the
following results:
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• The Set Covering problem is approximable within ratio 1+ln(|C|) [17], even in the
weighted case ([7]).

• Raz and Safra [20] showed that the Set Covering problem is inapproximable within
ratio c ln(|C|) for some c > 0, unless P = NP . Feige [11] proved that the problem
is not (1 − ε) ln(|C|)-approximable, unless NP ⊆ QP .

• If the cardinality of each set Si is bounded above by a constant k ≥ 3, then the
problem is 1 + ln(k)-approximable [19] (this result has been improved by Duh and
Fürer [10] who gave a

∑k
i=1 1/i−1/2-approximation), but not (ln(k)−c ln(ln(k)))

approximable, for some constant c, unless P = NP ([23]).

• If each element appears in at most f sets (f ≥ 2), then the problem is f -approximable,
even in the weighted case ([3]), and is not f − 1 − ε-approximable, for any ε > 0,
unless P = NP ([9]).

2.2 Quadratic Set Covering

As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in a generalization of Set Covering
called Quadratic Set Covering. In this problem, we are given:

• a set C = (c1, · · · , cn) of elements;

• a set S = (S1, · · · , Sm) of subsets of C such that
⋃m

i=1 Si = C;

• A weight wi > 0, i = 1, · · · ,m and a weight wij ≥ 0 for all i < j, i, j = 1, · · · ,m
(we chose to consider in all this paper, without loss of generality, wij = 0 for i > j).

The goal is to find a cover of C, i.e. a subset S ′ of S with
⋃

i|Si∈S′ Si = C, such that
mQSC(S ′) is minimized, where:

mQSC(S ′) =
∑

i|Si∈S′
wi +

∑
i<j,(Si,Sj)∈S′

wij

Note that the restriction to positive weights is natural and classical in polynomial ap-
proximation theory, since it ensures that the value of any solution is strictly positive. We
allow quadratic weights wij to be 0 in order to capture the usual Set Covering problem as
a particular case (set wi = 1 for all i, and wij = 0 for all (i, j)). However, all the results
would be the same under the restriction wij > 0.

We will also use another natural formulation of Quadratic Set Covering, as a mathe-
matical program. Let A be the n×m matrix where Aij = 1 if ci ∈ Sj , Aij = 0 otherwise.
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Then Quadratic Set Covering can be expressed by the following program (which will be
denoted also by QSC):

(QSC)




min
∑m

i=1 wisi +
∑

i<j,i,j=1,··· ,m wijsisj

s.t.

∣∣∣∣
As ≥ 1n

s ∈ {0, 1}m

where 1n denotes the vector [1, 1, · · · , 1] of Rn. Since s2
i = si (si ∈ {0, 1}), we can

write the objective function with the matrix W of weights (with wii = wi, i = 1, · · · ,m
and wij = 0 for i > j):

(QSC)




min stWs

s.t.

∣∣∣∣
As ≥ 1n

s ∈ {0, 1}m

We will also study the so-called convex case, classical when dealing with the min-
imization of a mathematical program, i.e. when the matrix W is positive semi-definite
(when for any vector v ∈ Rm, vtWv ≥ 0).

3 Approximation of Quadratic Set Covering: general case

We investigate in this section the approximation properties of Quadratic Set Covering.
We show that this problem is very hard to approximate, even in the case where the size
of each set is bounded, and in the case where the frequency of each element is bounded.
More precisely, the following property holds:

Proposition 3 Quadratic Set Covering is not approximable within approximation ratio
2q(|C|), for any polynomial q, unless P = NP . This result remains true even if each
element appears at most 3 times and each set contains one element.

This result follows from a reduction from the problem of 3-colorability. In this prob-
lem, we are given a graph G and we want to determine whether we can color the vertices
of G with 3 colors such that two any adjacent vertices don’t have the same color. This
problem is NP -complete ([12]).

Consider a graph G with n vertices. We construct an instance of Quadratic Set Cover-
ing with n elements ci and 3n sets Sij, i = 1 · · ·n, j = 1 · · · 3. Element ci belongs to set
Sij, j = 1 · · · 3.

The weights are the following:
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• The weight w(ij) relative to set Sij is 1.

• For any edge (vi, vj) in G and any k = 1, · · · , 3, the weight w(ik)(jk) corresponding
to sets Sik and Sjk is nM (where M is a large positive integer to be specified).

• All other weights are 0.

In other words, the objective function to minimize (expressed as a quadratic function
of variables si) is:

n∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

sij + nM
∑

(i,j)∈E

3∑
k=1

siksjk

We claim that if G is 3-colorable, then opt(C,S,W ) ≤ n, else opt(C,S,W ) ≥ nM .

First, consider a 3-coloring of G. Take Sik in the cover if and only if vi is colored with
color k. Then we can easily see that each element is covered. Moreover, siksjk = 0 for
all (i, j) ∈ E (since it’s a coloring). Hence, the value of this cover is

∑n
i=1

∑3
j=1 sij = n,

and thus opt(C,S) ≤ n.

Conversely, consider a solution of Quadratic Set Covering with value at most nM −1.
For any i, at least one sik, k = 1, 2, 3, is equal to 1; we color vi with color k for one k
such that sik = 1. Since siksjk = 0 for (i, j) ∈ E, this is a proper coloring and the graph
is 3-colorable.

This transformation is polynomial for M = 2q(n), so we get an inapproximability re-
sult of 2q(n) = 2q(|C|) for any polynomial q.

Note that we have, since |S| = 3|C|, an analogous result for approximation ratios
which depend on |S|.

Proposition 4 Quadratic Set Covering is not approximable within approximation ratio
2q(|S|), for any polynomial q, unless P = NP .

4 Approximation in the convex case

Since Quadratic Set Covering is in some way too hard to be approximated, we now focus
on the case where the objective function is convex (which is a classical particular case
when dealing with minimization of functions). As mentioned in section 2.2, the function
is convex when vtWv ≥ 0 for any vector v.
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4.1 Lower bounds

Since the problem is a generalization of the standard Set Covering, all the lower bounds
for the latter problem hold, obviously, for the former. So, we already have a trivial in-
approximability result of (1 − ε) ln(|C|) ([11]), but we can improve this result, using the
following proposition:

Proposition 5 If Set Covering is hard to approximate within ratio ρ on a set of instances,
then Convex Quadratic Set Covering is hard to approximate within ratio ρ2 on the same
set of instances.

This result easily follows from the following reduction. Suppose that Set Covering is
hard to approximate within ratio ρ on a set of instances, and consider an instance (S, C)
in this set. We consider the instance of Quadratic Set Covering with the same sets S and
C, and with weights wii = 1 (i = 1, · · · ,m) and wij = 2 (i, j = 1, · · · ,m, i < j).

Then, for a vector v ∈ Rm, vtWv =
∑m

i=1 v2
i +

∑
i<j 2vivj = (

∑m
i=1 vi)

2. Hence:

• we are in the convex case;

• a cover of size k has value k2 in this instance of Quadratic Set Covering.

Thus, a ρ approximation algorithm for the usual Set Covering problem is a ρ2 approx-
imation algorithm for Quadratic Set Covering, and vice versa. The result follows.

With the inapproximability results of [20] and [11], we get:

Corollary 6 Convex Quadratic Set Covering is not (1 − ε) ln2(|C|)-approximable unless
NP ⊆ QP . It is not c ln2(|C|)-approximable, for some constant c, unless P = NP .

With the results of [9] and [23] on bounded degree instances, we obtain:

Corollary 7 When restricted to instances where each element appears in at most f sets
(f ≥ 2), Convex Quadratic Set Covering is not (f −1)2−ε-approximable, for any ε > 0,
unless P = NP .

Corollary 8 When restricted to instances where the size of each set is at most k, Convex
Quadratic Set Covering is not (ln(k) − c ln(ln(k)))2-approximable, for some constant c,
unless P = NP .
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4.2 Positive results

We present here some positive approximation results. Algorithms are based on a reso-
lution of a continuous relaxation of the problem, which is a classical technique used to
solve the standard Set Covering problem (see [15] for instance).

As mentioned in section 2, Convex Quadratic Set Covering can be expressed by the
following mathematical program:

(QSC)




min stWs

s.t.

∣∣∣∣
As ≥ 1n

s ∈ {0, 1}m

We are interested in a continuous relaxation of this integer program, noted (LQSC):

(LCQSC)




min stWs

s.t.

∣∣∣∣
As ≥ 1n

s ∈ [0, 1]m

The general problem of Min Quadratic Programming (minimization of a quadratic
function under linear constraints with real variables) is known to be in NP ([24]), but is
NP-hard in the general case ([21]). However, Kozlov et al. [18] proved that it’s polyno-
mially solvable in the convex case.

We use this property to obtain, with usual rounding techniques, positive approxima-
tion results: an f2-approximation algorithm when each element appears in at most f sets,
and, as a consequence, an m2-approximation algorithm in the general case. We improve
the latter result by showing that a classical randomized algorithm for Set Cover gives,
when applied to Quadratic Set Cover, an O(log2(n))-approximate solution with probabil-
ity at least 1/2. Note that these upper bounds, although found by simple techniques, are
relatively close to the corresponding lower bounds ((f − 1)2 − ε unless P = NP and
(1 − ε) ln2(|C|) unless NP ⊆ QP respectively).

Proposition 9 If each element appears in at most f sets, then Convex Quadratic Set
Covering is approximable within ratio f2.

Let s∗ be an optimal solution of the continuous relaxation (LCQSC) of an instance
(CQSC) of Convex Quadratic Set Covering. We use the following standard rounding
technique ([14]). Let f be the maximal number of sets in which an element appears. Set
si = 1 if s∗i ≥ 1

f
, si = 0 otherwise. This solution is a valid cover since, for each element
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ci, the constraint
∑

j Aijsj ≥ 1 implies that for at least one Sj containing ci, s∗j ≥ 1/f .
Moreover, since, for all i, 0 ≤ si ≤ fs∗i :

m(s) = stWs ≤ f 2s∗tWs∗ = f 2m(s∗)

Since opt(LQSC) ≤ opt(QSC), the result follows.

We immediately get the following corollary.

Corollary 10 Quadratic Set Covering is approximable within ratio m2.

Let’s recall briefly the following well known randomized algorithm for Set Covering
(see [15]):

• Find an optimal solution s∗ to the [0, 1] relaxation of Set Covering;

• For any i, flip between 0 and 1 with probability s∗i to get 1, c log(n) times indepen-
dently (for a suitable constant c). Take set Si in the solution when you get 1 at least
one time among the c log(n) flips.

The probability that the output solution S ′ is a cover is at least 3/4, and the probability
that this solution is a O(log(n))-approximation is at least 3/4.

We would like to use this algorithm for Convex Quadratic Set Covering, but we cannot
use directly the continuous relaxation (LCQSC) to get a similar result. Actually, we have
to modify the objective function. Let’s consider the following mathematical program
(LCQSC ′):

(LCQSC ′)




min
∑m

i=1 wiisi + stWs

s.t.

∣∣∣∣
As ≥ 1n

s ∈ [0, 1]m

In other words, we add to the objective function the linear term
∑m

i=1 wiisi. W hasn’t
changed, hence we can solve optimally (LCQSC ′) (the function is still convex). Let s∗

be an optimal solution of (LCQSC ′), and ŝ be an optimal solution to the initial integer
Quadratic Set Covering (QSC). We have:

m(LCQSC′)(s
∗) ≤ m(LCQSC′)(ŝ) = 2

m∑
i=1

wiiŝi +
∑
i<j

wij ŝiŝj ≤ 2m(QSC)(ŝ)
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Consider now the solution given by the randomized algorithm, when choosing s∗i for
the flips probabilities.

Since constraints are the same as in the Set Covering problem, we get here also a
solution S ′ which is a cover with probability at least 3/4. The probability P (Si) that Si is
chosen in the solution S ′ is at most c log(n)s∗i , hence:

E(QSC)(S ′) =
m∑

i=1

wiiP (Si) +
∑
i<j

wijP (Si)P (Sj)

≤ c log(n)
m∑

i=1

wiis
∗
i + c2 log2(n)

∑
i<j

wijs
∗
i s

∗
j

≤ c2 log2(n)m(LCQSC′)(s
∗) ≤ 2c2 log2(n)m(QSC)(ŝ)

Then, using Markov’s inequality, we get that S ′ is a O(log2(n))-approximation, with
probability at least 3/4.

This leads to the following result:

Proposition 11 There exists a (polynomial) randomized algorithm which outputs, with
probability at least 1/2, a cover which is an O(log2(|C|))-approximation for Convex
Quadratic Set Covering.

5 Discussion

We gave in this article the first results, in terms of polynomial approximation, for the
Quadratic Set Covering problem. Following our analysis, the first question that comes to
mind may be to determine whether the problem is constant approximable or not in the
convex case when the size of each set is bounded by a constant k. This fact is trivial for
the usual Set Covering problem since any solution is a k-approximation.

Another interesting question concerns the approximation of 0-1 Quadratic Set Cover-
ing, that is the subcase of Quadratic Set Covering where all the weights are either 0 or 1.
We can think of several natural versions of 0-1 Quadratic Set Covering.

First, if all the wi and all the wij are equal to 1 (which can be considered as the most
restricted quadratic generalization of Set Covering), the problem is trivially related to Set
Covering, since each solution of size k has value k(k+1)/2. Hence, positive and negative
results are transferred (from Set Covering to this version of Quadratic Set Covering) from
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ρ to, roughly speaking, ρ2.

The question of 0-1 Quadratic Set Covering seems more interesting when wi = 1 (as
in the usual Set Covering problem) but wij ∈ {0, 1}. We have obviously a trivial lower
bound of O(ln2(n)).

For positive results, we first note that this version of 0-1 Quadratic Set Covering is not
necessarily convex. To see this, consider the minimization of

∑m
i=1 s2

i +
∑m

i=2 s1si: this
function is negative, as soon as m ≥ 6, for s1 = 1 and si = −1/2, i = 1, · · · ,m. Hence,
we cannot use the approximation algorithms given in section 4.

We can however show the following:

Proposition 12 When wi = 1 (for all i) and wij ∈ {0, 1} (for all i < j), Quadratic Set
Covering is approximable within ratio O(|C|).

This follows from a result of [22] who showed that Set Covering can be approximated
within ratio O(ln(n/opt)) (n = |C|). If we apply this algorithm on an instance (S, C,W )
of 0-1 Quadratic Set Covering, we get a solution S ′ such that:

m0−1QSC(S ′) ≤ m2
SC(S ′) ≤ O

(
ln2(n/optSC(S, C))opt2SC(S, C)

)

Since wi = 1 for all i, optSC(S, C) ≤ opt0−1QSC(S, C,W ), thus:

m0−1QSC(S ′)
opt0−1QSC(S, C,W )

≤ O
(
ln2(n/optSC(S, C))optSC(S, C)

) ≤ O(n)

Bridging the gap between the O(ln2(n)) lower bound and the O(n) approximation
algorithm seems to be an interesting question.

Finally, we can also consider the most general version of 0-1 Quadratic Set Covering
where weights belong to {0, 1}, without any other restriction (note that this doesn’t fulfil
the requirements of our definition of Quadratic Set Covering since wi may be 0). In this
case, we cannot provide any approximation guarantee since we have the following result:

Proposition 13 When all weights belong to {0, 1} (with no other restriction), then it is
NP -hard to decide whether the optimal value of Quadratic Set Covering is 0 or not.

We prove this last result with a reduction from the very well known problem Sat. In
this problem, we are given a set of m binary variables x1, · · · , xm and a set of n clauses
C1, · · · , Cn, and we want to determine whether there exists a truth assignment which
satisfies all the clauses. Starting from such an instance of Sat, we construct the following
instance of 0-1 Quadratic Set Covering:
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• there are m+n elements ci, · · · , cm, v1, · · · , vn and 2n sets s+
1 , · · · , s+

n , s−1 , · · · , s−n ;

• if xj appears positively (resp. negatively) in Ci, then element ci is in s+
j (resp. in

s−j );

• element vi is in s+
i and s−i ;

• ‘quadratic’ weight wi+i− corresponding to sets (s+
i , s−i ) is 1, all other weights are

0.

We claim that the optimum of this instance of 0-1 Quadratic Set Covering is 0 if and only
if the Sat formula is satisfiable.

If we have a truth assignment which satisfies all the clauses, then consider in the
solution the set s+

i if xi is true, s−i otherwise. The value of this solution is obviously 0;
moreover, element ci is covered since Ci is satisfied, and vi is covered since s+

i or s−i is in
the solution.

Conversely, if there is a cover with value 0, then exactly one of the sets s+
i and s−i

is in the solution (with similar arguments). We set xi to true if s+
i is in the solution, to

false otherwise. Covering element ci means that clause Ci is satisfied, hence the truth
assignment satisfies the formula.

Note that, starting from restricted versions of Sat shows that proposition 13 still holds
when the frequency of each element or when the size of each set is bounded by a constant.
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Weighted coloring: further complexity and
approximability results

Bruno Escoffier∗, Jérôme Monnot∗, Vangelis Th. Paschos∗

Abstract

Given a vertex-weighted graph G = (V, E; w), w(v) ≥ 0 for any v ∈ V , we
consider a weighted version of the coloring problem which consists in finding a
partition S = (S1, . . . , Sk) of the vertex set V of G into stable sets and minimizing∑k

i=1 w(Si) where the weight of S is defined as max{w(v) : v ∈ S}. In this paper,
we keep on with the investigation of the complexity and the approximability of this
problem by mainly answering one of the questions raised by D. J. Guan and X. Zhu
("A Coloring Problem for Weighted Graphs", Inf. Process. Lett. 61(2):77-81 1997).

Key words : Approximation algorithm; NP-complete problems; weighted coloring;
interval graphs; line graph of bipartite graphs; partial k-tree

1 Introduction

A k-coloring of G = (V,E) is a partition S = (S1, . . . , Sk) of the vertex set V of G into
stable sets Si. In the usual coloring problem, the objective is to determine a vertex coloring
minimizing k. A natural generalization of this problem is obtained by assigning a strictly
positive integer weight w(v) for any vertex v ∈ V , and defining the weight of stable set S
of G as w(S) = max{w(v) : v ∈ S}. Then, the objective is to determine a vertex coloring
S = (S1, . . . , Sp) of G minimizing the quantity

∑p
i=1 w(Si). This problem has several

applications. For instance in [8] this problem is motivated by a problem of transmission
of real-time messages in a metropolitan network or a problem related to dynamic storage
allocation. It is interesting to notice that in these two applications, graphs of a special
kind are used: the interval graphs. Others examples of applications in different contexts
can be found in [2, 5].

∗LAMSADE, Université Paris-Dauphine, 75775 Paris cedex 16, France.
{escoffier,monnot,paschos}@lamsade.dauphine.fr
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In this paper, we continue the investigation of the complexity and the approximability
of the Weighted Coloring problem by mainly answering one of the questions raised by
Guan and Zhu [8].

Given an instance I = (G,w), W denotes the set of different weights used in the
instance, i.e., W = {w(v) : v ∈ V }, opt(I) denotes the weight of an optimal weighted
coloring of I and χ(I) denotes the minimum number of colors used among the optimal
weighted colorings of I . As indicated in [4, 8], this number may be very high, even in
trees, although it is always bounded above by ∆(G)+1. Moreover, we can obtain a bound
related to the quantities χ(G) and |W | where χ(G) is the chromatic number of G and |W |
is the number of different weights used in I . Precisely, in [4] it is proved that we have
χ(I) ≤ 1 + |W |(χ(G) − 1) and that this bound is tight for any q = χ(G) and r = |W |
for a family of instances Iq,r where the graphs are chordal.

Let’s recall some standard definitions about some class of graphs, see [9] for more
details. A graph G is chordal iff any cycle C of G of length at least 4 has a chord. There
are several characterizations of chordal graphs; one of them uses the notion of perfect
elimination order (peo. in short) of G = (V,E). An order v1, . . . , vn of the vertex set V
is a peo. if the neighborhood of vi in the subgraph induced by {v1, . . . , vi} is a clique;
a graph is chordal iff it has a peo. When a graph G has a peo., we can easily find an
optimal coloring of G by applying the greedy algorithm (take recursively a vertex not
colored yet and color it with the smallest color) following the peo. of the vertices. A
graph G = (V,E) is a split graph iff one can partition V into V1, V2 such that V1 is a
stable and V2 is a clique (there may be some edges linking V1 to V2). A split graph is
in particular a chordal graph since it has a peo. A graph is a k-tree iff G has a peo.
v1, . . . , vn such that v1, . . . , vk is a clique and the neighborhood of vi in the subgraph
induced by {v1, . . . , vi} has a size k for i > k (a 1-tree is also called a tree). A graph G
is a partial k-tree if G is a partial graph of a k-tree. A graph G is a comparability graph
iff G has a direct orientation

−→
G = (V, �E) such that

−→
G is acyclic (there is no circuit) and−→

G is transitive (that is if (x, y) ∈ �E and (y, z) ∈ �E, then (x, z) ∈ �E). A direct acyclic
transitive orientation of G is also called a poset. As previously, we can prove that the
coloring problem is polynomial in posets. A graph G is a co-comparability graph iff the
complement of G is a comparability graph. A graph G = (V,E) is an interval graph if
it is the intersection graph of a family of open intervals. For graph-theoretical terms not
defined here, the reader is referred to [1].

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we answer a question raised in [8] by
proving that Weighted Coloring is (strongly) NP-hard in interval graphs. In Sect. 3, we
deal with polynomial approximation of Weighted Coloring, providing mainly approxima-
tion algorithms for graphs colorable with a few number of colors and for partial k-trees.
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2 Interval graphs

The interval graphs are a kind of graphs very used in practice, in particular when dealing
with scheduling problems. A well known characterization of interval graphs is the fol-
lowing: G is an interval graph iff G is a chordal graph and G is a co-comparability graph.
Although the coloring problem is polynomial in interval graphs (since an interval graph is
a chordal graph), in [4], it is proved that the Weighted Coloring problem is strongly NP-
hard in split graphs and thus strongly NP-hard in chordal graphs, since the split graphs
is a subclass of chordal graphs. Moreover, it is shown in [5] that the Weighted Coloring
problem is polynomial in complements of interval graphs. In this section, we prove that
the Weighted Coloring problem is strongly NP-hard in interval graphs.

Theorem 1 Weighted Coloring is strongly NP-hard in interval graphs. Moreover, the
problem of finding χ(G,w) is also NP-hard in interval graphs.

Proof. We reduce the Circular Arc Coloring problem to our problem. A circular arc graph
is the intersection graph of arcs of a circle. Garey et al. [6] proved that the Circular Arc
Coloring problem, i.e., the problem of finding a minimum size coloring in circular arc
graphs, is NP-complete. Let G be the intersection graph of the n-tuple of circular arcs
A = (Aj)j∈{1,··· ,n}, and let k ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Assume, wlog., that the intervals Aj are
open. We transform this instance of Circular Arc Coloring in an instance I ′ = (G′, w) of
Weighted Coloring as follows. Let a be any point on the circle, and J0 = {j : a ∈ Aj}.
For simplicity, assume wlog. that point a belongs to some arcs and that J0 = {1, · · · , j0},
for some j0 ≥ 1. For any j ≤ j0, we split interval Aj = (cj, dj) in A′

j = (cj, a) and
A′′

j = (a, dj). For j > j0, we define A′
j = Aj . Set A′ be the (n + j0)−tuple of intervals

(A′
j)j∈{1,··· ,n} and (A′′

j )j≤j0 . Let G′ be the intersection graphs of A′. We set the weights w
of G′ in the following way: w(v′

j) = w(v′′
j ) = 2k(j0 + 1− j) if j ≤ j0 and w(v′

j) = 1 for
j > j0. The description of instance I ′ = (G′, w′) of Weighted Coloring is now complete.

Note that {vj, j ≤ j0} is a clique in G. We can suppose k ≥ j0 (otherwise G is trivially
not k-colorable). We claim that χ(G) ≤ k if and only if opt(G′) ≤ kj0(j0 +1)+k− j0 =
B.

Suppose that S = (S1, · · · , Sk) is a coloring of G. Then, set S ′ = (S ′
1, · · · , S ′

k) where
S ′

i = Si \ {vj : j ≤ j0} ∪ {v′
j, v

′′
j : vj ∈ Si, j ≤ j0}. One can easily see that S ′ is a

coloring of G′. Furthermore, we have opt(G′) ≤ w(S ′) = 2k
∑j0

j=1 j + (k − j0) = B.

Reciprocally, let S ′ = (S ′
1, · · · , S ′

l) be a coloring of G′ with opt(I ′) = w(S ′) ≤
B. Assume that w(Si) ≥ w(Sj) for any j ≥ i. Note that {v′

1, v
′′
1} ∈ S ′

1, otherwise
opt(I ′) = w(S ′) ≥ 2kj0 + 2kj0 + 2k

∑j0−2
j=1 j = kj0(j0 + 1) + 2kj0 > B. With an

analogous argument, we can show that {v′
j, v

′′
j } ∈ S ′

j for any j ≤ j0. Consequently,
w(S ′) = kj0(j0 + 1) + (l − j0), and then l ≤ k. Set Si = S ′

i \ {v′
i, v

′′
i } ∪ vi for i ≤ j0 and

Si = S ′
i for i > j0. S = (S1; · · · , Sl) is a l-coloring of G, and χ(G) ≤ l ≤ k.
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The NP-hardness of computing χ(I ′) follows easily from the previous proof. Indeed,
if G′ is not k-colorable, then obviously χ(I ′) > k. Otherwise, let S ′ be an optimal
coloring. Since χ(G) ≤ k iff opt(I ′) ≤ B, w(S ′) ≤ B and, as we have seen above,
w(S ′) = kj0(j0 + 1) + |S ′| − j0 = B + |S ′| − k. Hence, χ(I ′) ≤ |S ′| ≤ k.

Using Theorem 1 and the characterization of interval graphs, we deduce that the
Weighted Coloring problem is strongly NP-hard in co-comparability graphs.

3 Approximation results

3.1 k-colorable graphs

We study in this section, the approximability of the Weighted Coloring problem in natural
classes of graphs colorable with a few number of colors. We first focus ourselves on
subfamilies of k-colorable graphs where the minimum coloring problem is polynomial.
Our objective is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Let G be a class of k-colorable graphs, where a k-coloring is computable in
polynomial time. Then, in any G ∈ G, Weighted Coloring is approximable within ratio
k3/(3k2 − 3k + 1).

Proof. Consider some graph G = (V,E) ∈ G of order n, and assume that any vi ∈ V has
weight wi = w(vi). Suppose that w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ wn. Consider an optimal weighted
coloring S∗ = (S∗

1 , · · · , S∗
l ), with w(S∗

1) ≥ · · · ≥ w(S∗
l ) and denote by i∗k, the index of

the heaviest vertex in color S∗
k (hence, w(S∗

k) = wi∗k), by Vi the set of vertices {v1, · · · , vi}
(hence, Vn = V ) and by G[V ′] the subgraph of G induced by V ′ ⊆ V .

We compute several colorings of G and choose as final solution the best one among
the colorings computed. We first compute a k-coloring S0 of G. Clearly:

w
(S0

) ≤ kw1 = kw (S∗
1) (3.1)

Then, for j = 2, · · · , n + 1, we do the following:

• if G[Vj−1] is bipartite then:

– consider the best weighted 2-coloring (Sj
1, S

j
2) among the 2-colorings of G[Vj−1]

(Sj
2 may be empty);

– color the remaining vertices vj, · · · , vn with k colors (Sj
3, S

j
4, · · · , Sj

k+2), thus
obtaining a coloring Sj = (Sj

1, S
j
2, · · · , Sj

k+2) of G.
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Note that the first step is easily polynomially computable (merge optimally the unique
2-colorings of any connected component).

Consider now the iterations where j = i∗2 and j = i∗3. For j = i∗2, Vj−1 is an indepen-
dent set; hence, Sj

1 = Vj−1. We get in this case:

w(Sj) ≤ w1 + kwj = w (S∗
1) + kw (S∗

2) (3.2)

On the other hand, for j = i∗3, G[Vj−1] is bipartite; hence, w(Sj
1) + w(Sj

2) ≤ w(S∗
1) +

w(S∗
2). In this case:

w(Sj) ≤ w (S∗
1) + w (S∗

2) + kw (S∗
3) (3.3)

Recall that the algorithm returns the best coloring among those computed. Note also that
if the number l of colors in S∗ is smaller than 2, then this algorithm computes an optimal
coloring. Combination of equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) with coefficients (k − 1)2/k3,
k(k − 1)/k3 and k2/k3 = 1/k, respectively, concludes that the output coloring S is such
that: w(S) ≤ (k3/(3k2 − 3k + 1))w(S∗) and the result follows.

Note that this improves a (4 − 3/k)-approximation algorithm given in [15] (see the
note on related works at the end of the paper), for k ≤ 10.

Corollary 1 Weighted Coloring is approximable within ratio 27/19 < 1.42 in polynomi-
ally 3-colorable graphs.

It is well known that the coloring problem is polynomial in planar triangle-free graphs
([10]) and that the chromatic number in these graphs is bounded by 3. Moreover, it is
proved in [3] that on the one hand the Weighted Coloring problem is strongly NP-hard
and, on the other hand, the Weighted Coloring problem cannot be approximated with
performance ratio better than 7

6
−ε for any ε > 0 unless P�=NP, in the planar triangle-free

graphs, even if the maximum degree is bounded by 4. Using Theorem 2, we obtain:

Corollary 2 Weighted Coloring is 27/19-approximable in planar triangle-free graphs.

As another corollary of Theorem 2, Weighted Coloring is approximable within ratio 64/37
in polynomially 4-colorable graphs. On the other hand, note that minimum coloring is not
(4/3 − ε)-approximable in planar graphs, that these graphs are polynomially 4-colorable
and that the Weighted Coloring problem is a generalization of the coloring problem.
Putting all this together, we obtain:

Theorem 3 Weighted Coloring is approximable within ratio 64/37 < 1.73 in planar
graphs, but it is not (4/3 − ε)-approximable in these graphs.
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Note that the result of Theorem 2 can be applied also to line graphs of bipartite graphs of
degree at most ∆. A weighted coloring on I = (L(G), w) where L(G) is the line graph
of G can be viewed as a weighted edge-coloring on (G,w). In fact, in [4], it is shown
that the Weighted Coloring problem is strongly NP-complete in line graphs of regular
bipartite graphs of degree ∆ and that the Weighted Coloring problem is not ( 2∆

2∆−1
− ε)

approximable unless P=NP, for any ∆ ≥ 3. Besides, the NP-completeness also holds
for the line graphs of complete bipartite graphs. More recently, in [3] this lower bound
is tightened up to 7

6
when ∆ = 3. Furthermore, it is proved that this bound is the best

possible since in [3] is also provided a 7/6-approximation algorithm.

Now, we generalize the technique used in Theorem 2 to get an approximation algo-
rithm in line graphs of bipartite graphs of degree at most ∆, for any fixed ∆ ≥ 3, since
using König’s theorem ([12]) we know that the coloring problem is polynomial in line-
graphs of bipartite graphs. More precisely, we can show the following theorem:

Theorem 4 For any ∆ ≥ 3, Weighted Coloring in line graphs of bipartite graphs of
maximum degree at most ∆ is approximable within approximation ratio ρ∆, where ρ1 =
ρ2 = 1 and:

ρ∆ =
∆∑∆

j=1

∏∆−1
l=j (1 − ρl/∆)

Proof. Let ρ1 = ρ2 = 1 and ρj be a ratio guaranteed by some polynomial algorithm for
3 ≤ j ≤ ∆ − 1 on line graphs of bipartite graphs of maximum degree at most j. Then,
on an instance I = (G,w) where G = L(H) and H is a bipartite graph of maximum
degree ∆. Let us consider an optimal solution S∗ = (S∗

1 , · · · , S∗
l ). We have l ≥ ∆

by construction. As previously, set i∗k the index of the heaviest vertex of S∗
k . Then, as

in the proof of Theorem 2, we can compute three colorings of value at most ∆w(S∗
1),

w(S∗
1) + ∆w(S∗

2) and w(S∗
1) + w(S∗

2) + ∆w(S∗
3), respectively. Moreover, for any k ∈

{4, · · · , ∆}, consider the graph G[Vi∗k−1] induced by the vertices Vi∗k−1 = {v1, · · · , vi∗k−1}.
This graph is a line graph of a bipartite graph of maximum degree at most k − 1 (since it
is k − 1 colorable). Hence, by applying our approximation algorithm with ratio ρk−1 on
Ii∗k−1 = (G[Vi∗k−1], w), we can get a coloring of Ii∗k−1 of value at most ρk−1opt(Ii∗k−1) ≤
ρk−1

∑k−1
j=1 w(S∗

j ) and then, a coloring of I of value at most ρk−1

∑k−1
j=1 w(S∗

j ) + ∆ ×
w(S∗

k). If we take the best coloring S among all these colorings, we get:

w(S) ≤ ∆ × w(S∗
1)

w(S) ≤ ρ1w(S∗
1) + ∆ × w(S∗

2)

· · ·
w(S) ≤ ρ∆−1

∆−1∑
m=1

w(S∗
m) + ∆ × w(S∗

∆)
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Let β =
∆∑

j=1

∆−1∏
l=j

(1 − ρl/∆) (note that by convention
∏∆−1

l=∆ (1 − ρl/∆) = 1). Then,

take the convex combination of these ∆ inequalities with coefficients α1, · · · , α∆, where

αi =
∏∆−1

l=i (1−ρl/∆)

β
. We have αi ∈ [0, 1], α∆ = 1

β
and

∑∆
i=1 αi = 1.

We get w(S) ≤ ρ∆(
∑∆

m=1 w(S∗
m)) ≤ ρ∆w(S∗) where ρ∆ = ∆/β. Indeed, the

contribution of weight w(S∗
i ) in the convex combination is ∆αi +

∑∆
j=i+1 αj × ρj−1. If

we denote Ai =
∑∆

j=i+1 αj × ρj−1, then we can easily prove that Ai = ∆(α∆ − αi).

The following table gives the approximate value of ratio ρ∆ for some ∆.

∆ 4 5 10 50 100 200 400 700 1000
ρ∆ 1.61 1.75 2.16 2.97 3.25 3.51 3.73 3.89 3.99

Note that this improves a (4 − 3/∆)-approximation algorithm given in [15] (see the
note on related works at the end of the paper), for ∆ ≤ 1025.

We end this section by improving the lower bound obtained in [4] for the Weighted
Coloring problem in line graphs of regular bipartite graphs of degree ∆.

Theorem 5 For any ∆ ≥ 3, ε > 0, the Weighted Coloring problem is not (1+ 2
∆
− 2

∆+1
−ε)

approximable unless P=NP, in line graphs of regular bipartite graphs of degree ∆.

Proof. For simplicity, we consider the edge model, i.e., we study the Weighted Edge-
Coloring problem in regular bipartite graphs of degree ∆. We prove the following result
by induction: it is NP-complete to distinguish between opt(I) ≤ ∆(∆+1)

2
and opt(I) ≥

∆(∆+1)+2
2

in regular bipartite graphs of degree ∆, where the weights used are in W =
{1, . . . , ∆} and there exists at least one vertex of degree ∆ whose incident edges have
different weights (i.e. are weighted by 1, 2, ... , and ∆).

For ∆ = 3 the result is proved in [3]. Assume that the result holds for ∆ = k − 1 and
let us prove the result for ∆′ = k.

Let I = (G,w) be an instance with ∆ = k − 1 (in other words, G = (L,R; E) is a
regular bipartite graphs of degree k − 1). We construct an instance I ′ = (G′, w′) of the
case ∆′ = k as follows: we duplicate G as G1 = (L1, R1; E1) and G2 = (L2, R2; E2)
and we add two matchings M1 and M2 between G1 and G2 such that Mi links the vertices
of Li to the vertices of R3−i. The weights of the edges of G′ are assigned as follows: if
e ∈ E1 ∪ E2, then w′(e) = w(e); if e ∈ M1 ∪ M2, then w′(e) = ∆′.

It is clear that the instance I ′ = (G′, w′) verifies the required hypothesis. We claim
that opt(I) ≤ ∆(∆+1)

2
iff opt(I ′) ≤ ∆′(∆′+1)

2
.
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If opt(I) ≤ ∆(∆+1)
2

, then by duplicating this edge coloring to Gi and by adding a new

color to M1∪M2, we obtain an edge coloring of G′ and opt(I ′) ≤ opt(I)+∆′ ≤ ∆′(∆′+1)
2

.

Conversely, assume that opt(I ′) ≤ ∆′(∆′+1)
2

. Then the edges of M1 ∪ M2 have the

same color. Otherwise, opt(I ′) ≥ ∆′ + ∆′ +
∑∆′−2

i=1 i > ∆′(∆′+1)
2

since in I ′ there are ∆′

edges e1, . . . , e∆′ with w′(ei) = i adjacent to the same vertex. Thus, the restriction of this
solution to G1 is an edge coloring verifying opt(I) ≤ opt(I ′) − ∆′.

3.2 Partial k-Trees

A k-tree is a graph that can be reduced to a clique of size k by deleting iteratively some
vertices the neighborhood of which is a clique of size k. A partial k-tree is a subgraph of a
k-tree. There are several characterizations of partial k-trees. One of them is the following:
G is a partial k-tree iff G is a subgraph of a chordal graph G′ with a clique number equal
to k + 1 (i.e., ω(G′) = k + 1). k-trees are (polynomially) k + 1-colorable, and we can get
a ρk+1-approximation, but we can improve this result.

Let us define the List Coloring problem, where we want to answer the following ques-
tion: given a graph G = (V,E) with, for any v ∈ V , a set L(v) of admissible colors,
does there exist a (proper) coloring of G with colors from L(V ) = ∪v∈V L(v) such that
any vertex v is colored with a color from L(v)? The complexity of List Coloring has been
studied in [13, 11].

Theorem 6 If G is a class of t-colorable graphs (where t is a constant) where List Col-
oring is polynomial, then Weighted Coloring admits a PTAS in G.

Proof. Let G such a class of graphs, a graph G ∈ G and ε > 0. Let k =
⌈
(t − 1)(1 + 1

ε
)
⌉
.

Consider the following algorithm. For any k′ ≤ k:

• consider any k′-tuple (x1, · · · , xk′) ∈ W k′
;

• find a k′-coloring (S1, · · · , Sk′) of G such that w(Si) ≤ xi, i = 1, · · · , k′, if such a
coloring exists;

• output the best coloring among those found in the previous step.

To achieve the second step, we use the fact that List Coloring is polynomial in G. Indeed,
given (x1, · · · , xk′) ∈ W k′

, we can define an instance of List Coloring on G: vi can be
colored with color Sj for all j ∈ {1, · · · , k′} such that w(vi) ≤ xj . One can easily see
that a coloring is valid for this instance of List Coloring, if and only if this coloring is
such that w(Si) ≤ xi, i = 1, · · · , k′.
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We claim that the solution computed by this algorithm is 1 + ε-approximate, for any
ε > 0.

Indeed, consider an optimal solution S∗ = (S∗
1 , · · · , S∗

l ), with w(S∗
1) ≥ · · · ≥ w(S∗

l ).
If l ≤ k, then we found, by our exhaustive search, a coloring (S1, · · · , Sl) such that
w(Si) ≤ w(S∗

i ) for all i, hence an optimal solution.

If l > k, then consider the k-tuple (w1, · · · , wk) where wi = w(S∗
i ) for i ≤ k + 1 − t

and wi = w(S∗
k+1−t) for i ≥ k + 1− t. If we consider the k − t colors S∗

i , i = 1, · · · , k −
t, and any t-coloring Sj, j = k + 1 − t, · · · , k of the remaining vertices (the graph is
polynomially t-colorable), then w(Sj) ≤ w(S∗

k+1−t) for j = k + 1 − t, · · · , k. So,
the algorithm finds a coloring for this particular tuple (w1, · · · , wk). Consequently, the
solution S given by the algorithm is such that:

w(S)

w(S∗)
≤

∑k+1−t
i=1 w(S∗

i ) + (t − 1)w(S∗
k+1−t)∑l

i=1 w(S∗
i )

≤ 1 +
(t − 1)w(S∗

k+1−t)∑k+1−t
i=1 w(S∗

i )
≤ 1 +

t − 1

k + 1 − t
≤ 1 + ε

Since we use less than |W k+1| ≤ nk+1 times the algorithm for List Coloring as a subrou-
tine, our algorithm is polynomial, hence we get the expected result.

Since List Coloring is polynomial in partial k-trees ([11]), then we have the following
corollary:

Corollary 3 Weighted Coloring admits a PTAS in partial k-trees (hence, in particular,
in trees).

Although we have proposed an approximation scheme in partial k-trees, the complexity
of the Weighted Coloring problem remains open for these graphs.

We now focus ourselves on the case where the input graph is a chain, or a collection
of chains. Guan and Zhu proposed in [8] a polynomial time algorithm with complex-
ity O(n4) to solve (optimally) Weighted Coloring in chains (as a particular case of a more
general result). We can improve this result in the following way:

Theorem 7 Weighted Coloring is polynomially solvable in O(n|W |) ≤ O(n2) in chains.

Proof. Consider a graph G which is a set of k disjoint chains C1, · · · , Ck. Note that
∆(G) ≤ 2 hence any optimal Weighted Coloring has at most 3 colors. As we have seen
previously, the best 2-coloring is easily computable (in O(n)). To compute an optimal 3-
coloring, we compute, for any w ∈ W , the smallest number nw ≤ w for which there exists
a 3-coloring (S1, S2, S3) with w(S1) = wmax, w(S2) ≤ w and w(S3) ≤ nw (nw = ∞ if
such a coloring does not exist). Remark first that every vertex v with weight w(v) > w
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must receive color 1. Consider now two consecutive such vertices vi, vj in a chain Cl. If
there exists an odd number of vertices between vi and vj , we can color these vertices with
colors 1 and 2. Otherwise, one must use 3 colors, and one can do it by coloring with color
3 only the lightest vertex vij between vi and vj . Hence, nw is the heaviest among these
vertices vij . Given w ∈ W , we can find nw (and the corresponding coloring) in O(n),
hence the result follows.

Note on related works

During the time between submission and the current version, we have learnt that some
results obtained here also appear in papers [14, 15]. In these papers, the authors deal with
the same problem that they call maximum coloring. In [14], the authors proved that
this problem is NP-complete in interval graphs and gave constant polynomial approxi-
mation. However, the proof used for the NP-completeness is completely different. In
[15], the authors proposed a PTAS for the case of trees. Moreover, they also provide a
(4− 3/k)-approximation algorithm in hereditary classes of k-colorable graphs where the
usual coloring problem is polynomial. In particular, this gives a (4−3/∆)-approximation
algorithm for line graphs of bipartite graphs with maximum degree ∆.
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An extensive comparison of 0-1 linear programs
for the daily satellite mission planning

Virginie Gabrel∗

Résumé
Dans ce papier, nous comparons plusieurs programmes linéaires en variables 0-1

pour résoudre le problème de la planification quotidienne des prises de vue à réaliser
par un système d’observation de la Terre par satellite. Plusieurs heuristiques ont déjà
été proposées pour résoudre ce problème combinatoire difficile. Afin d’évaluer la
qualité des solutions approchées trouvées, il est utile de formuler le problème sous la
forme d’un programme linéaire en variables 0-1. En effet, les valeurs des solutions
optimales des relaxations continues fournissent des bornes supérieures de la valeur
du problème. Dans ce papier, nous considérons deux modèles et nous expliquons
pourquoi l’un des deux fournit nécessairement une meilleure borne. Notre démons-
tration se base sur les représentations du polytope de stable pour les graphes parfaits.
Puis, nous calculons ces bornes sur des instances réalistes. Des améliorations encore
possibles sont suggérées.

Mots-clefs :Optimisation combinatoire, polytope du stable, planification de missions
spatiales, graphe de cocomparabilité

Abstract

In this paper, we compare several 0-1 linear programs for solving the satellite
mission planning problem. Several heuristics have already been used to solve this
difficult combinatorial problem. In order to assess the quality of the obtained approx-
imate solutions, some 0-1 linear formulations have been proposed. Indeed, optimal
solution values of linear relaxations provide upper bounds of the optimal solution
value. In this paper, we consider two models and explain why one of both systemat-
ically compute lower upper bounds. Our explanation is based on stable set polytope
formulations for perfect graphs. Then, we propose new upper bounds for some big
size benchmark instances. Some improvement are also suggested.

Key words : Combinatorial optimization, stable set polytope, satellite mission plan-
ning, cocomparability graph
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1 Introduction

The mission planning problem of a low earth orbit satellite is the problem of choosing
a set of photographs to be taken by the satellite during a planning horizon in order to
satisfy a maximal part of the requested images. The mission planning problem of SPOT5
satellite has been the subject of numerous studies ([2], [3], [8], [4], [9]). Different approx-
imate methods ([2], [8]) have been proposed and applied to the set of instances proposed
in [3]. To assess the quality of the obtained approximate solutions, we need to compute
tight upper bounds : in [2], the planning problem is formulated like a 0-1 linear program
; we have proposed in [4] another 0-1 linear formulation, using decomposition and flow
formulation. In [9], a specific algorithm is proposed to compute very good upper bounds.
In this paper, we explain why our 0-1 linear formulation presents a much smaller inte-
grality gap than the formulation proposed in [2]. We compute upper bounds for all the
instances proposed in [3]. These bounds are greater than those found in [9] but our results
can easily be strengthened with some additional improvements.

2 Different formulations for the daily satellite mission plan-
ning problem

2.1 The daily satellite mission planning problem

The SPOT satellite constitutes a family of Earth observation satellites, which are de-
velopped by the CNES (french Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales). SPOT5 has been
launched in 2002. It is equipped with three viewing instruments (front, middle and rear)
which can take two types of images : the mono image need one of the three instruments
and the stereo image need the front and the rear instruments. The daily satellite mission
planning problem of the SPOT5 satellite consists in deciding each day which image will
be taken the next day in order to satisfy a maximal number of clients. The problem can
be described as follows:

• The set of candidate images is known.

• A weight is associated with each image.

• The starting time and the completion time for taking each image is known.

• On an instrument, the main constraints concern the non-overlapping and the respect
of a minimal transition time between two successive images.

• The total number of images is limited (due to limitation of the on-board recording
capacity).
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• Some images cannot be taken simutaneously on different instruments (it is due to
limitation of the instantaneous data flow through the satellite telemetry).

Each day, a set of images to be taken must be chosen in order to maximize the sum of
the weights of selected images and to satisfy all constraints.

2.2 The "natural" model

In [2], a 0-1 linear program is proposed to modelize the daily mission planning problem
of SPOT5. The model is quite natural: each imagei (i = 1, . . . , n) that can be taken by
an instrumentc (with c ∈ {1, 2, 3}) is represented in the model by a 0-1 variablexc

i .

The proposed linear program, denoted S5N, is:

(S5N)




max
∑

(i,c)∈S

wix
c
i

∑
c:(i,c)∈S

xc
i ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ M (1N)

x1
i − x3

i = 0 ∀i ∈ T (2N)
xc

i + xc
j ≤ 1 ∀{(i, c), (j, c)} ∈ Ω (3N)∑

(i,c)∈Λk

xc
i ≤ δk k = 1, . . . , K (4N)

∑
(i,c)∈S

zc
i x

c
i ≤ z (5N)

xc
i ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, c) ∈ S

where

• S denotes the set of all feasible couples(i, c), andwi the weight of the imagei,

• linear inequalities(1N) correspond to the fact that each mono imagei (M denotes
the mono set) must be taken by at most one camera,

• linear equalities(2N) correspond to the fact that each stereo imagei (T denotes the
stereo set) must either be simultaneously taken by the front camera (numbered by
1) and the rear one (numbered by 3) or not be taken.

• linear inequalities(3N) correspond to constraints induced by non-overlapping and
minimal transition time between two images taken on a same instrument, whereΩ
denotes the set of two couples{(i, c), (j, c)} linked by these constraints.

• constraints(4N) correspond to the constraints induced by limitation between several
instruments, whereΛk denotes the set of two or three couples linked by constraint
k andδk equals to| Λk | −1,
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• constraint(5N) corresponds the limitation on recording capacity wherezc
i is the

memory size necessary for recording on board imagei taken by camerac andz the
total memory size available.

The optimal solution value of the linear relaxation ofS5N, denotedv(S5N), is an obvious
upper bound forv(S5N). But, as shown in section 4, the integrality gap betweenS5N and
S5N is huge. Thus, we propose another strengthened 0-1 linear formulation.

2.3 The flow formulation

In [4], we propose another model based on a decomposition of the initial problem into
three sub-problems, one per camera. Sub-problem on camerac (c = 1, 2, 3) concerns
the choice of images to be taken by camerac considering only constraints related to non-
overlapping and respect of a minimal transition time between two successive photographs.
We denoteSc the set of images that can be taken by camerac and we define two binary
relations onSc × Sc.

Definition 1 For (i, j) ∈ Sc × Sc, (i, j) belongs to the incompatibility relation, denoted
Ic, if and only if i and j cannot be taken together because they use the camera c at the
same moment or the transition time between the two shots is not sufficient.

Let us remark that constraints3N in S5N describe the incompatibility relation on each set
Sc.

Definition 2 For (i, j) ∈ Sc × Sc, (i, j) belongs to the enchainability relation, denoted
Ec, if and only if j is taken after i with the instrument c.

The incompatibility relation is symmetric while the enchainability relation is clearly anti-
symmetric. Moreover, the enchainability relation is not necessarily transitive (it depends
on satellite capacities).

Considering the enchainability relation, the sub-problem of choosing a set of images
to be taken by an instrumentc can be represented by a directed graph, namely the en-
chainability graph denotedGc

E = (V c, Ec), defined as follows:

• V c represents the setSc (with | Sc |= nc) of images that can be taken by camerac
(with the following convention: a couple(i, c) is represented by vertex numbered
by i in V c), plus two fictitious vertices numbered by0 andnc + 1 respectively the
root and the anti-root ofGc

E ,

• each vertexi in V c is associated with the weightwi of imagei (w0 andwnc+1 are
equal to 0),
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• Ec represents the enchainability relation defined onSc × Sc, plus arcs(0, i) and
(i, nc + 1) for all i = 1, . . . , nc, and(0, nc + 1).

It appears thatGc
E is circuit-free since any arbitrary circuit(i1, i2, . . . , iq, i1) in Gc

E leads
to the following contradiction:i1 is taken beforeik andik is taken beforei1.

Any feasible sequence of images taken on camerac can be represented by vertices
belonging to a pathµ[0, nc + 1] = {i1 = 0, i2, . . . , iq = nc + 1} from 0 to nc + 1 in
Gc

E . Respectively, any pathµ from 0 to nc + 1 in Gc
E represents a sequence of images

taken on camerac. This sequence respects all the constraints related to non-overlapping
and respect of a minimal transition time between images if and only ifEc is transitive,
otherwise some of these binary constraints may be violated. Indeed, ifEc is transitive,
all verticesij and ij+k belonging toµ, with k a strictly positive integer, are such that
(ij, ij+k) ∈ Ec. Otherwise, it may exist some verticesij andij+k belonging toµ (with
k ≥ 2) such that(ij, ij+k) /∈ Ec. Consequently, associated constraintsxc

ij
+ xc

ij+k
≤ 1

are not respected by the sequence of images corresponding toµ. In fact, the part of3N

constraints excluded fromGc
E are represented by arcs not inEc but belonging to the tran-

sitivity closure ofGc
E , denotedĜc

E = (V c, Êc) (obviouslyÊc = Ec whenGc
E is transitive).

So, the daily mission planning problem can be rewritten in terms of paths from0 to
nc + 1 in Gc

E , with c = 1, 2, 3, using the classical vertex-arc formulation as follows:

(S5VA)




max
n∑

i=1

3∑
c=1

wi

∑
j∈ΓGc

E (i)

ϕc
ij

3∑
c=1

∑
j∈ΓGc

E (i)

ϕc
ij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ M (1VA)

∑
j∈Γ

G1
E
(i)

ϕ1
ij −

∑
j∈Γ

G3
E
(i)

ϕ3
ij = 0 ∀i ∈ T (2VA)

Acϕc = bc ∀c = 1, 2, 3 (3VA)

∑
j∈ΓGc

E (i) ϕc
ij +

∑
k∈ΓGc

E (jk) ϕc
jk ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ Êc \ Ec (3+

VA)∑
(i,c)∈Λk

∑
l∈ΓGc

E (i)

ϕc
il ≤ δk ∀k = 1, . . . , K (4VA)

3∑
c=1

n∑
i=1

zc
i

∑
j∈ΓGc

E (i)

ϕc
ij ≤ z (5VA)

ϕc
ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ Ec ∀c = 1, 2, 3.
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where each binary variableϕc
ij is associated with arc(i, j) ∈ Ec, ΓGc

E (i) is the set of
nodes adjacent toi in Gc

E , Ac is the vertex-arc incidence matrix ofGc
E , bc is annc + 2

vector with all coefficients equal to 0 except the first equals to 1 and the last equals to−1.

S5VA is defined fromS5N by replacing variablesxc
i by

∑
j∈ΓGc

E (i) ϕc
ij in all integer

linear program excepted for3N constraints corresponding to arcs inEc. Constraints3N

corresponding to arcs inEc are translated in terms of paths with constraints3VA.

The optimal solution value of the linear relaxation ofS5VA, denotedv(S5VA), is an
upper bound forv(S5VA) equals tov(S5N). In the next section, we show thatv(S5VA) ≤
v(S5N).

3 Models comparison

In [8], the daily mission planning problem is seen as a knapsack problem with a huge
number of additional logic constraints on variables. In order to compareS5VA andS5N, we
prefer to consider this problem as a maximum weighted stable set problem with additional
linear constraints. Indeed, on each camerac, a set of images that can be taken together
can be represented by a stable set in a graph, namely the incompatibility graph, denoted
Gc

I = (Xc, Ic), defined as follows:

• Xc represents the setSc (with | Sc |= nc) of images that can be taken by camerac
(with the same convention: a couple(i, c) is represented by vertex numbered byi
in Xc),

• each vertexi in Xc is associated with the weightwi of imagei

• Ic represents the incompatibility relation defined onSc × Sc.

Any set of images that can be taken on camerac corresponds to a set of vertices
belonging to a stable set inGc

I . Respectively, any stable set inGc
I represents a set of

images that can be taken on camerac. In the following section, we recall some well-
known results about stable set polytope formulations.

3.1 About the stable set polytope

Let us consider the stable set problem in an arbitrary graphG = (V,E). The stable set
polytope, usually denotedSTAB(G) can be written that way:

STAB(G) = conv(xS ∈ {0, 1}|V | : S ⊆ V is a stable set inG).
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wherexS is the incidence vector ofS.

The stable set polytope and its LP-relaxation has been the subject of numerous studies
(see i.e [6]).
Theedge constraintsof the form

xi + xj ≤ 1 ∀(ij) ∈ E

are facet-defining inequalities ofSTAB(G). And we have:

STAB(G) = conv(x ∈ {0, 1}|V | : x satisfies all edge constraints)

In general cases, theedge polytopedefined as follows

ESTAB(G) = {x ∈ R
|V |
+ : x ≤ 1 and satisfies all edge constraints}

is not equal to the stable set polytope (except for bipartite graphs, see i.e [6]). In other
words, all edge constraints are not sufficient to describe the stable set polytope, additional
facet-defining inequalities must be introduced.
Obviously,maximal clique constraintsof that form

∑
i∈Q

xi ≤ 1, with Q ⊆ V

whereQ is a maximal clique inG, generalize edge constraints. Theclique polytope(also
called fractional stable set polytope) is defined as follows

QSTAB(G) = {x ∈ R
|V |
+ : x satisfies all maximal clique constraints}

For arbitrary graph, we haveSTAB(G) ⊆ QSTAB(G) ⊆ ESTAB(G). But, if G is a per-
fect graph, it appears thatSTAB(G) = QSTAB(G).

3.2 Stable set polytope and daily mission planning problem formula-
tions

For a givenc, constraintsxc
i + xc

j ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ Ic are edge constraints onGc
I = (Xc, Ic)

and, the polytopeconv{xc ∈ {0, 1}nc
: xc

i + xc
j ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ Ic} defines the stable set

polytopeSTAB(Gc
I). Consequently, inS5N, this stable set polytope is replaced by the

corresponding edge polytopeESTAB(Gc
I) = {xc ∈ [0, 1]n

c
: xc

i +xc
j ≤ 1 ∀{(i, j)} ∈ Ic}

which does not correspond toSTAB(Gc
I) since there is no reason forGc

I to be a bipartite
graph. This difference between the two polytopes partially explains the huge integrality
gap betweenS5N andS5N. In fact, the difference betweenS5N andS5VA is related to
STAB(Gc

I) formulations.
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Theorem 1 v(S5VA) ≤ v(S5N).

Proof 1 Let us first suppose the transitivity of the enchainability relation. In this case,
any stable set in Gc

I corresponds to a path from 0 to nc + 1 in Gc
E and conversely. In

fact, Gc
E can be easily deduced from Gc

I as follows: define the complementary graph of
Gc

I , replace each edge between i and j by an arc from i to j if image i is taken before
image j, and by an arc from j to i otherwise. The obtained directed graph is exactly Gc

E .
Let us remark that a graph such that its complementary graph has a transitive orientation
is a well-known perfect graph, namely cocomparability graph. In [1], it is shown that
stable set polytope in cocomparability graph can be exactly described by the path-based
formulation. Consequently, the polytope Φ = {ϕc

ij ∈ [0, 1]|E
c| : Acϕc = bc} is equal to

STAB(Gc
I) for all c = {1, 2, 3}, and included in the edge polytope ESTAB(Gc

I). Thus,
v(S5VA) ≤ v(S5N).

In the non transitivity case, any path from 0 to nc + 1 in Gc
E corresponds to a stable

set in a subgraph G̃c
I of Gc

I . G̃c
I is obtained from Gc

I by removing all edges (i, j) such
that either (i, j) or (j, i) belongs to Êc \ Ec. G̃c

I is a cocomparability graph and the
polytope Φ corresponds to the stable set polytope of STAB(G̃c

I) which is included in
ESTAB(G̃c

I). Since STAB(Gc
I) = STAB(Gc

I \ G̃c
I) ∩ STAB(G̃c

I) and, in S5N, STAB(G̃c
I)

is replaced by ESTAB(G̃c
I) while, in S5VA, STAB(G̃c

I) is exactly described by Φ, we have
v(S5VA) ≤ v(S5N).

We computev(S5N) andv(S5VA) on a set of realistic benchmark instances. Results
are presented in the following section.

4 Experimentations and results

Experiments are carried out on a set of realistics instances described in [3]. There exists
two classes of instances:

• the first class includes small size instances without recording capacity constraint,

• the second class includes bigger size instances with recording capacity constraint.

For the first class instances, optimal solution values are known. For the second class in-
stances, approximate solutions have been determining using tabu search (for details see
[8]) and, for some of them, optimality has been proved in [9].

Each instance is only described by a list of all binary and ternary constraints. So, when
two imagesi andj are not linked by a constraint, we do not know ifi is taken beforej
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Instance number of v(S5N) v(S5N) v(S5VA) v(S5N)−v(S5N)

v(S5N)
% v(S5VA)−v(S5N)

v(S5VA)
%

images
54 67 70 83 71 15 1
42 190 108067 190567 108067 43 0
28 230 56053 221090 67053 74 16
5 309 114 315 151 63 24

404 100 49 96 49 48 0
408 200 3082 5188 3094 40 0.3
412 300 16102 31323 23580 48 31
503 143 9096 12637 9601 28 5
505 240 13100 22236 15803 41 17
507 311 15137 27361 25278 44 40
509 348 19125 36394 25684 47 25

Figure 1: Integrality gaps for small size SPOT5 instances

Instance number of v̂(S5N) v(S5N) v(S5VA) v(S5N)−v(S5N)

v(S5N)
% v(S5VA)−v(S5N)

v(S5VA)
%

images
1401 488 176056 300000 188370 41 6
1403 665 176140 300149 188467 41 6
1405 855 176179 300207 188551 41 6
1502 209 61158 64160 64155 4 4
1504 605 124243 191279 139585 35 11
1506 940 168247 276863 183978 39 8

Figure 2: Integrality gaps for big size SPOT5 instances

or j beforei. Thus, we are not able to defineGc
E from the instance description. Conse-

quently, we propose to constructGc
E with the polynomial time algorithm presented in [5]

for determining a transitive orientation of a comparability graph. When this algorithm is
applied on an arbitrary graph, it defines a circuit-free orientation of edges. Thus, applied
to the complementary graph ofGc

I , this algorithm defines a circuit-free directed graph
(transitive whenGc

I is a cocomparability graph) that can be used instead ofGc
E .

For each instance, we compute with Cplex 8.0 the optimal solution value ofS5N and
S5VA. The following tables 1 and 2 present the obtained results.

Upper bounds provided byS5VA are logically closer to the optimal solution value of
S5N than those provided byS5N. Let us remark thatGc

I is a cocomparability graph only
for instances 54, 42, 1502 and, in these cases,v(S5VA) is very close to optimal solution
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value. Moreover, upper bounds provided byS5VA are more interesting for difficult big
size instances with one knapsack constraint5N.

Some improvements would be possible with another instance description. First of all,
the algorithm we use to define an orientation of the complementary graph ofGc

I remains
to select in an arbitrary way a cocomparability sub-graph ofGc

I ; it is obvious thatS5VA

would be strengthened if it is based on the real enchainability graphGc
E .

Moreover,S5VA can be strengthened in rewriting contraints4N . These constraints are
due to the limitation of the instantaneous data flow through the satellite telemetry. A much
better formulation is to write cumulative constraints of that type: at each time, the sum of
the data flows used by images must be lower or equal to a certain limit.

5 Conclusion

The daily satellite mission planning problem can be seen as a stable set problem with ad-
ditional linear constraints. In this paper, we compare linear relaxations of two 0-1 linear
formulations. In the first one, stable set polytope is represented by edge polytope while,
in the second one, stable set polytope is exactly described. The theorical difference be-
tween these two formulations are also illustrated by numerical experiments on benchmark
instances. It is shown that the 0-1 linear programming is of real interest for modeling and
solving satellite mission planning.
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Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for linearly
constrained stable set problem

Virginie Gabrel

Résumé
Nous considérons l’application d’un schéma de décomposition de Dantzig-Wolfe

sur un programme linéaire en variables 0-1 dans lequel un sous-ensemble de contraintes
definit un polytope de stable. Nous comparons les relaxations linéaires du programme
de départ et du programme maître (obtenu en décomposant sur les contraintes de
stable) en fonction de différentes représentations du polytope de stable. Dans le cas
de graphe parfait (et en particulier de graphe de co-comparabilité), la relaxation li-
néaire du programme maître peut être résolue en un temps polynomial alors que
ce n’est pas le cas dans le cas général. En conséquence, il peut être intéressant de
décomposer uniquement sur un sous-ensemble de contraintes de stable (celles défi-
nissant un problème de stable sur un graphe parfait) de façon à définir un nouveau
programme maître pouvant être résolu en un temps polynomial et, renforcant la re-
laxation continue du programme de départ.

Mots-clefs : Decomposition de Dantzig-Wolfe, polytope du stable, graphe parfait

Abstract

We consider the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition for 0-1 linear programming when
a subset of constraints defines a stable set polytope. We compare linear relaxations
of both initial program and master program (obtained by decomposing on stable set
constraints) with regards to various stable set polytope representations. For perfect
graphs (in particular for cocomparability graph), the linear relaxation of the master
program is easy to solve while for general graphs, its optimal value cannot be com-
puted in polynomial time. Consequently, we propose to decompose only on a subset
of the stable set constraints (those associated with "polynomial" stable set problems)
in order to define another master program for which the LP-relaxation is easy to solve
and remains stronger than the classical LP-relaxation of the initial program.

Key words : Dantzif-Wolfe decomposition, stable set polytope, perfect graph

∗LAMSADE, Université Paris-Dauphine, place du Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny, 75775 Paris cedex
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1 Introduction

Large-scale 0-1 linear programs often present a strong structure on which a decompo-
sition scheme can be applied. One of the most famous decomposition scheme in linear
programming is the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition proposed in [5]. This decomposition
scheme may be applied to 0-1 linear programs [2]. It leads to reformulate the initial pro-
gram into another one, called the master program, only containing a sub-set of constraints
on some original variables plus additional variables representing all the 0-1 solutions of
the decomposed constraints. When the polytope defined by the decomposed constraints
does not present the integrality property, it is well-known that the LP-relaxation of the
master program is a strengthened formulation of the initial program continuous relax-
ation. But, in this case, the LP-relaxation of the master program is difficult to solve since
the variables involved in an optimal solution which represent some 0-1 solutions of the
decomposed constraints, cannot be determined in polynomial time (the problem of de-
termining a particular 0-1 solution of the decomposed constraints is called the auxiliary
problem).

In this paper, we focus on a particular class of 0-1 linear programs in which a sub-set
of constraints defines a stable set polytope. We study the difficulty and the interest of ap-
plying the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme on the stable set constraints. When the
decomposed constraints represents a stable set problem in a perfect graph, the auxiliary
problem can be solved in polynomial time and the optimal solution value of the mas-
ter program LP-relaxation can be obtained by column generation procedure. For some
particular classes of perfect graphs (like interval or cocomparability graphs), another for-
mulation - more compact - of the master program can be proposed and directly solved
without using column generation procedure. For general graph, the auxiliary problem
is NP-hard. In this case, an alternative approach is to select some stable set constraints
which define a stable set problem in a perfect sub-graph and, to decompose only on these
selected constraints. In this way, the master program can be solved in polynomial time
where as it is a strengthened formulation of the classical continuous relaxation. The selec-
tion of a sub-set of constraints may be difficult but, for mathematical program associated
with some particular application, the structure induced by the application itself may be a
sufficient guide.

In section 2, we recall the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme in 0-1 linear pro-
gramming. Then, in section 3, we present the considered problem namely, the stable set
problem with additional linear constraints. In section 4, we study the gap between the
classical continuous relaxation and the linear relaxation of the master problem, obtained
by decomposing on stable set constraints, with regards to various stable set polytope rep-
resentations for general and perfect graphs. For general graphs, an alternative approach
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based on the decomposition on some sub-sets of the stable set constraints is briefly intro-
duced.

2 The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition in 0-1 linear program-
ming

Consider the 0-1 linear programP of the form

(P )




max cx
Ax ≤ a m1 constraints
Bx ≤ b m2 constraints
x ∈ {0, 1}n

whereA ∈ Nm1×n andB ∈ Nm2×n are integer matrices,c ∈ Nn, a ∈ Nm1 andb ∈ Nm2

are integer vectors. The setXB
I = XB ∩{0, 1}n, with XB = {x ∈ Rn

+ : Bx ≤ b, x ≤ 1},
contains a finite set of vectors, denoted{x1, x2, . . . , xq}, and any pointx ∈ XB

I can be
represented as

x =

q∑
k=1

xkλk

with
∑q

k=1 λk = 1 andλk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k = 1, . . . , q.

The main idea of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition in integer programming [2] is to
rewriteP using the fact that any solution ofP is necessarily a solution ofXB

I , as follows:

(M)




max
∑q

k=1 cxkλk∑q
k=1 Axkλk ≤ a∑q
k=1 λk = 1

λk ∈ {0, 1}∀k = 1, . . . , q

M is called the master problem.

If we now consider the linear relaxations ofP andM , denotedP̄ andM̄ respectively,
it is well known that (see for example [2]):

v(P̄ ) ≥ v(M̄) ≥ v(M) = v(P )
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Indeed, it is easy to see that

(M̄)




max
∑q

k=1 cxkλk∑q
k=1 Axkλk ≤ a∑q
k=1 λk = 1

λk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , q

is equivalent to 


max cx
Ax ≤ a
x ∈ conv(XB

I )

whereconv(XB
I ) denotes the convex hull ofXB

I . Thus,v(P̄ ) ≥ v(M̄) sincev(P̄ ) =
{max cx : Ax ≤ a, x ∈ XB} andconv(XB

I ) ⊆ XB.

Consequently, when the polyhedronXB presents the integrality property, that is to
sayXB = conv(XB

I ), we have:v(P̄ ) = v(M̄). Moreover, whenconv(X) = {Ax ≤
a} ∩ conv(XB

I ), with X is the set of allP feasible solutions, we have:v(P ) = v(M̄).

These two previous cases are particular and, in general, we have:

v(P̄ ) > v(M̄) > v(M) = v(P )

These inequalities are very important since we need to compute tight upper bound ei-
ther for exactly solving large-scale linear integer program in a branch and bound scheme,
or for evaluating the quality of approximate solutions. In this context, theM formulation
and the computation ofv(M̄) can be really interesting.

Since the number of variables in̄M can be huge (because it is equal to the cardinality
of XB

I ), a column generation procedure must be applied to computev(M̄). It consists in
generating only a subset of variables: those which may participate to an optimal solution.
Starting from a subsetJ of some initial variables (completed with some artificial variables
if necessary), we have to solve at each iteration of the column generation procedure the
following linear problem:

(M̄J)




max
∑

k∈J cxkλk∑
k∈J Axkλk ≤ a (1)∑
k∈J λk = 1 (2)

λk ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ J

and to determine among all remaining variables the one with the greatest reduced cost.
The reduced cost of a variablek is defined as follows:

c̄k = ck − πAxk − π0
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with π denotes the dual variables associated with constraints(1) andπ0 the dual variable
associated with constraint(2). The variable with the greatest strictly positive reduced cost
(or several variables with strictly positive reduced cost - see [2] for details concerning
column generation procedures) must be included inJ andM̄J must be reoptimized. The
procedure stops when all remaining variables have negative or null reduced cost, and the
optimal solution ofM̄J is thus an optimal solution of̄M .

The problem of determining a variable, or equivalently a solution ofXB
I , with the

greatest reduced cost, called the auxiliary problem denotedAux, can be formulated as
follows:

(Aux)




max(c − πA)x − π0

Bx ≤ b
x ∈ {0, 1}n

In the following, we focus on a particular class ofconv(XB
I ) polyhedron: the stable

set polytope.

3 The considered problem: the stable set problem with
additional linear constraints

In this paper, we suppose that them2 constraintsBx ≤ b are of the form

∑
i∈Qk

xi ≤ 1 with Qk ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and|Qk| ≥ 2 ∀k = 1, . . . ,m2.

These constraints can also be represented by a graphG = (V,E) defined as follows:

• each variablexi, i = 1, . . . , n, is represented by a vertexi ∈ V (thus|V | = n),

• each constraintk, k = 1, . . . ,m2, is represented by one or several edges(ij) of E
for all i andj (with i < j) belonging toQk.

A solutionx belonging toXB
I can be seen as the incidence vector of a setS ⊆ V of

vertices (withxi = 1 if i ∈ S and 0 otherwise) such that:∀(i, j) ∈ S × S, (ij) /∈ E.
Consequently,S is a stable set inG and conv(XB

I ) is exactly the stable set polytope,
usually denoted bySTAB(G):

STAB(G) = conv(xS ∈ {0, 1}|V | : S ⊆ V is a stable set inG).
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In this context, the considered programP corresponds to the maximum weighted sta-
ble set problem with additional linear constraints (the firstm1 constraints).

The stable set polytope and its LP-relaxation has been the subject of numerous studies
(see i.e [8]).
Considering an arbitrary graphG = (V,E), theedge constraints of the form

xi + xj ≤ 1 ∀(ij) ∈ E

are facet-defining inequalities ofSTAB(G). And we have:

STAB(G) = conv(x ∈ {0, 1}|V | : x satisfies all edge constraints)

In general cases, theedge polytope defined as follows

ESTAB(G) = {x ∈ R
|V |
+ : x ≤ 1 and satisfies all edge constraints}

is not equal to the stable set polytope (except for bipartite graphs, see i.e [8]). In other
words, all edge constraints are not sufficient to describe the stable set polytope, additional
facet-defining inequalities must be introduced.
Obviously,maximal clique constraints of that form

∑
i∈Q

xi ≤ 1, with Q ⊆ V

whereQ is a maximal clique inG, generalize edge constraints. Theclique polytope (also
called fractional stable set polytope) is defined as follows

QSTAB(G) = {x ∈ R
|V |
+ : x satisfies all maximal clique constraints}

For arbitrary graph, we haveSTAB(G) ⊆ QSTAB(G) ⊆ ESTAB(G) (see i.e. [8]). But, if
G is a perfect graph, it appears thatSTAB(G) = QSTAB(G).

In the next section, we apply the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme on stable set
constraints and we compare linear relaxations of master and initial programs with regards
to various stable set polytope representations.
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4 Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition on stable set constraints:
a way to strengthen the LP-relaxation

4.1 Gap between LP-relaxations of master and initial problems

In section 2, we recall that the LP-relaxation of the master problem in a Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition scheme is equivalent to




max cx
Ax ≤ a
x ∈ conv(XB

I )

Whenconv(XB
I ) exactly corresponds to a stable set polytope,M̄ can be reformulated

as follows: 


max cx
Ax ≤ a
x ∈ STAB(G)

Consequently, ifG is an arbitrary graph,v(M̄) ≤ v(P̄ ) sinceSTAB(G) ⊆ XB. Oth-
erwise, ifG is a perfect graph or the complementary graph of a perfect graph,STAB(G)
can be replaced byQSTAB(G) (since in this caseSTAB(G) = QSTAB(G)) and we have:

• if QSTAB(G) ⊂ XB, v(M̄) ≤ v(P̄ ),

• if QSTAB(G) = XB, v(M̄) = v(P̄ ).

Consequently, whenXB does not exactly describe the clique polytope, the LP-relaxation
of the master problem in a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme may give a tighter upper
bound than the LP-relaxation of the initial problem. The gap comes from the difference
between the two polytopesXB andQSTAB(G).

Moreover, the auxiliairy problemAux can be reformulated as follows:

{
max(c − πA)x − π0

x ∈ STAB(G)

Thus, Aux is the maximal weight stable set problem. IfG is an arbitrary graph, the
problem is NP-hard ; otherwise, ifG is a perfect graph, this problem can be solved in
polynomial time.
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In this context, whenSTAB(G) ⊂ XB, an obvious way for strengtheninḡP is to add
in XB some additional facet-defining inequalities forSTAB(G) (this is done by a solver
like Cplex when it determines the so-called clique cut - cf. [4]). WhenG is a perfect
graph, replacingXB by QSTAB(G) remains to computev(M̄). In this case, the difficulty
comes from the possible huge number of maximal clique constraints. Indeed, excepted
for some particular graphs (like interval graph for example) for which the number of
maximal cliques is bounded (O(n) for interval graph, see for example [7]), there exists
perfect graphs with exponentially many maximal cliques. However, this problem can be
avoided using either constraints generation techniques or, if possible, a more compact
reformulation. In the following section, we focus on a particular class of graphs, namely
cocomparability graphs, and we show how to obtain a more compact formulation forM̄ .

4.2 The case of cocomparability graph

A simple graph is a comparability graph if it has a transitive orientation, i.e., an orientation
of edges such that(i, j) and(j, k) implies (i, k). In [7, 9], polynomial time algorithms
are proposed for determining if a graph is a comparability graph, and for such graphs,
for defining a transitive orientation in polynomial time. A cocomparability graph is the
complement of a comparability graph. Cocomparability graph is perfect graph but it can
have an exponential number of maximal cliques. However it exists a more compact for-
mulation of the stable set polytope using flow variables (as also suggested in [1]).

Let us considerG = (X,U) a cocomparability graph. A stable set inG corresponds
to a clique in its complement graph, denotedGC = (X,UC) with |UC | = m. SinceGC

is a comparability graph, we can define
−→
GC = (X,

−→
UC) a digraph obtained by choosing

a transitive orientation ofUC . Let us add into
−→
GC two fictitious verticese ands and the

following arcs in
−→
UC : (e, s), (e, i) and(i, s) for all i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, any stable set in

G define a path betweene ands in
−→
GC and conversely. Consequently, it is possible to

representSTAB(G), or equivalentlyQSTAB(G), by a classical vertex-arc formulation of
paths.

In the vertex-arc formulation of the stable set polytope, each variableφjk represents

an arc(j, k) in
−→
UC , andφ = (φjk)(j,k)∈−→UC

is an incidence vector of a path betweene and

s in
−→
GC if it satisfies the following constraints :




∑
k∈Γ+(j) φjk −

∑
k∈Γ−(j) φkj = 0 ∀j = {1, . . . , n}∑

k∈Γ+(e) φek = 1

−∑
k∈Γ−(s) φks = −1

φ ∈ {0, 1}m
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The number of variables is equal to the number of arcs in
−→
UC , i.e. m + 2n + 1 or equiv-

alentlyO(n2)), while the number of contraints equalsn + 2 + m1 or equivalentlyO(n2).
Moreover, it is well-known that this polyhedron presents the integrality property (since
the constraint matrix is a vertex-arcs incidence matrix).

As we show in the previous section, a way to strengthenedP̄ (and for perfect graph
to reach the bound provided by the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme) is to replace
XB by QSTAB(G). For cocomparability graph, a way to describeQSTAB(G) with a
polynomial number of variables and constraints is to use the vertex-arc formulation as
follows: 



max
∑n

j=1 cj

∑
k∈Γ+(j) φjk∑n

j=1 aij

∑
k∈Γ+(j) φjk ≤ ai ∀i = 1, . . . ,m1∑

k∈Γ+(j) φjk −
∑

k∈Γ−(j) φkj = 0 ∀j = {1, . . . , n}∑
k∈Γ+(e) φek = 1

−∑
k∈Γ−(s) φks = −1

0 ≤ φjk ≤ 1 ∀(j, k) ∈ −→
UC

wherex andφ variables are linked that way:

xj =
∑

k∈Γ+(j)

φjk ∀j = 1, . . . , n.

Consequently, this new formulation must be used to computev(M̄).

4.3 A decomposition scheme for general graphs

For general graphG, the LP-relaxation of the master program obtained by applying
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition scheme on all the stable set constraints, cannot be solved in
polynomial time because the auxiliary problem is NP-hard. An alternative approach is to
identify one or several perfect sub-graphs ofG and to decompose only on the constraints
describing these subgraphs as follows:

1. determine one or several perfect subgraphsGk = (V k, Uk) with k = 1, . . . , K
(K ≥ 1) of G,

2. separate the constraints setBx ≤ b into K+1 subsets: fork = 1, . . . , K, Bkx ≤ bk

are all the stable set constraints represented inGk, B̄x ≤ b̄ are all the remaining
constraints,

3. apply Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition onBkx ≤ bk, with k = 1, . . . , K.
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The obtained master program denotedM ′ is equivalent to:




max cx
Ax ≤ a
B̄x ≤ b̄
x ∈ STAB(Gk) ∀k = 1, . . . , K

Thus,v(M̄ ′) is tractable and we have :v(P̄ ) ≥ v(M̄ ′) ≥ v(M̄). For computingv(M̄ ′),
several identical methods can be used: a direct computation with column generation pro-
cedure, a constraint generation procedure applied to the clique polytope formulation of
STAB(Gk) and, whenQSTAB(Gk) can be described with a "polynomial" number of
clique constraints for allk = 1, . . . , K, a direct resolution of the clique polytope for-
mulation.

In this approach, the determination of one or several perfect subgraphs may be very
difficult for general graph. But, for a graph associated with a real application, the structure
of the problem may be a powerful guide for identifying some sub-graphs with "nice"
property.

5 Conclusion

When solving exactly or approximately large scale integer linear program (ILP ), a very
important information comes from the computation of the linear relaxation ofILP . It
is well-known that, when applying Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition onILP , the linear re-
laxation of the master problem̄M may present a smaller integrality gap. We consider
here a particular class ofILP , those which contain a sub-set of constraints defining a
stable set polytope. In this case, when decomposition is performed on the stable set con-
straints, the difference between LP-relaxations ofILP andM can be partially explained
by the gap between the stable set polytope and its corresponding LP-relaxation. In case
of perfect graph, we show that the LP-relaxation ofM is equivalent to another formu-
lation obtained by replacing inILP the inequalities defining the stable set polytope by
the constraints defining the clique polytope. A more compact formulation is then given
for cocomparability graphs, based on vertex-arc formulation of paths. In case of general
graph,M̄ cannot be computed in polynomial time. Thus an alternative approach is possi-
ble in which stable set constraints are separated in order to determine some subsets with
"nice" property. This is the subject of future researchs.
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Shortest Paths In Unweighed Graphs
Michel Koskas∗

Abstract

When dealing with shortest paths in weighed or unweighed graphs, one may
solve one-to-one, one-to-all or all-to-all instances. But the known algorithms com-
pute one single shortest path of the considered instance. This article describes a
new algorithm (patent pending) designed to compute all the shortest paths between
two vertices of a directed, strongly connected and unweighed graphG, containingv
vertices anda arcs.

The purpose of this article is to propose an efficient one-to-one shortest path
algorithm in unweighed graphs.

When the connectivityα = a
v2 > α2 = 4

3 −
1
3(17 + 3

√
33)

1
3 + 2

3(17+3
√

33)
1
3
'

0.4563109872, we detail an algorithm whose average running time isO(
√

v).
When the connectivity ofG is lower thanα2, we build another graphG′, called

a thickening ofG, containing much less vertices and arcs, but whose connectivity
is greater thanα2. Then, given two verticesd anda of G, we deduce from paths
between two verticesd′ anda′ of G′ all the shortest paths inG betweend anda. The
average complexity of this algorithm isO(v).

This technique allows for instance the computations of all shortest paths between
any two vertices in a graphG containing10, 000, 000 vertices and500, 000, 000 arcs
in a mean time of0.3 second on an average single processor computer.

This article describes the algorithm, gives the proof of the complexity and de-
scribes some experimentations.

1 Introduction

The shortest path computation in a graph is one of the oldest and most studied ones. Let
G = (V, A, W ) be a directed strongly connected and possibly weighed graph. The general

∗LAMFA (Université de Picardie, France) and LAMSADE (Université Paris Dauphine, France).
koskas@lamsade.u-dauphine.fr . This work was supported by KoDe, Paris.
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shortest path problem is usually either to compute the shortest path between a vertexd
and a vertexa (a one-to-one instance), compute a shortest path betweend and any vertex
of V (a one-to-all instance) or to compute a shortest path between any two vertices ofV
(a all-to-all instance). The one-to-one instances are solved as a one-to-all instance aborted
when the destination vertex is reached.

The problem is considered as solved when a single path has been found. We assume
that the two following conditions are fulfilled:

1. ∀d, a ∈ V , there exists a path betweend anda (the graph is strongly connected)

2. there is no cycle inG of negative weigh.

The reader may refer to the presentations of shortest path algorithms in [8] or [9].

1.1 The All-to-All instances

The first and simplest approach to solve an all-to-all instance is to solvev = #(V ) one-
to-all instances. Knowing the complexities of the one-to-all instances algorithms, the
complexity of such algorithms isO(av + v2 ln v) for graphs having nonnegative weighs
andO(v2a) in general cases.

When the graph is planar, Frederickson (see [5]) obtained aO(v2) algorithm. Ed-
monds and Karp (see [4]) have shown that the general case problem may be reduced to
the one when the graph has nonnegative weighs. They obtained aO(va + v2 ln v) algo-
rithm.

Many authors used and sophisticated the computations of the powers of the adjacency
matrixA. The Floyd-Warshall algorithm computesA∗ and runs inO(v3) time.

Johnson proposed an algorithm profiled for graphs whose connectivity is low (see
[10]). Its time complexity isO(v2 ln v + av) which is better than the preceding one when
the graph is poorly connected.

Bloniarz gave an algorithm running inO(n2 log n log∗ n) (see [1]).

Romani (see [13]) has shown that any matrix multiplication algorithm running in
O(nα) time, when the elements ofA belong toZ ∪ {∞}, may be adapted to compute
the transitive closure ofA in O(nα) time.

The best complexity known up to now is the one of the Moffat and Takaoka algorithm
(see [12]), which runs inO(v2 ln v) time.
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1.2 One-to-All Instances

When the source vertex,d, is chosen, the shortest path problem is handled quite dif-
ferently. The simplest algorithm is to compute the shortest path tree, rooted ind. The
Bellman’s equations,

1. ud = 0

2. ∀v 6= d, uv = minx 6=v(ux + w(x, v))

suggest an algorithm, proposed by Ford and known as the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Its
time complexity isO(a).

Dijkstra proposed a slight change of the Bellman-Ford algorithm. His algorithm runs
as follows. It keepsà jour a setS of vertices, initialized to{d} such that forallv ∈ S,
the shortest path’s weigh is known and stored, and the predecessor ofv on this path
(in S) is stored. At each step, it adds a vertex toS by sorting, by any mean, the arcs
adjacent toS. The complexity of the Dijkstra’s algorithm isO(a ln v) (see [3]) but a more
relevant datastructure gives aO( a ln v

ln(max(2, a
v
))
) (see [2]). Fredman and Tarjan even obtained

aO(a + v ln v) time complexity (see [7]).

When the weighs are bounded by a constantk, the algorithm may run inO(min((v +
a) ln ln k, vk + a)). For planar graphs, Mehlohrn and Schmidt obtained aO(v1.5 ln v)
algorithm (see [11]). Frederickson obtained aO(v

√
v) algorithm (see [5]).

The problem of searching paths of a given length is surprisingly difficult (NP-complete).

When the graph in unweighed, the BFS algorithm is considered as the best algorithm.
It is a simple translation of the Bellman-Ford’s algorithm for the unweighed case and runs
in O(a) time.

In this article, we deal with unweighed graphs and propose aO(v) algorithm.

2 Graph Thickenings

Définition 1 Let G = (V, A) be a strongly connected graph,V its set of vertices andA
its set of unweighed arcs. Letv = |V | anda = |A|. We callconnectivitythe ratio a

v2 .

In all the article, the sets shall be denoted with capital letters and their cardinalities
with small letters. For any couple of vertices(v, w), we shall say thatv is connected tow
to express that(v, w) ∈ A or thatv is not connected tow to express that(v, w) 6∈ A.
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Définition 2 LetG = (V, A) andG′ = (V ′, A′) be two graphs. We shall say thatG′ is a
thickeningor a contractionof G, or, equivalently thatG is a refinementof G′ if and only if
there exists an equivalency relation over the vertices ofG, R (we denoteC = {c1, . . . , ck}
its equivalence classes) and a one-to-one correspondanceϕ from V ′ to C such that for
any two verticesv′i andv′j of G′, there exists an arc betweenvi andv′j if and only if there
existsvi ∈ ϕ(v′i) andvj ∈ ϕ(v′j) such that(vi, vj) ∈ A.

In other words,G′ is a thickening ofG if and only if one can gather the vertices ofG
in packets, make a vertex of each of these packets and put an arc between two packets if
and only if there is a vertex from the first packet linked by an arc to a vertex of the second
packet.

Here is an example of thickening (see figure 1). The vertices are gathered here in
packets of two, except one vertex left alone. In this example, the vertices ofG are labeled
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. The adjacencies are(1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 7), (3, 5), (3, 7), (4, 2),
(4, 6), (5, 3), (5, 7), (6, 5), (6, 1), (7, 1), 7, 4) and (7, 6). The vertices are gathered as
a = {1, 2}, b = {3, 4}, c = {5, 6} andd = {7}. The adjacencies among{a, b, c, d} are
thus(a, a) (because of(1, 2)), (a, b) (because of(2, 3)), (a, d) (because of(2, 7)), (b, a)
(because of(4, 2)), (b, c) (because of(3, 5)), (b, d) (because of(3, 7)), (c, a) (because of
(6, 1)), (c, b) (because of(5, 3)), (c, c) (because of(6, 5)), (c, d) (because of(5, 7)), (d, a)
(because of(7, 1)), (d, b) (because of(7, 4)) and(d, c) (because of(7, 6)).

2.1 Mean connectivity and Probabilities

This subsection is dedicated to the computation of the average probability of two vertices
of a thickeningG′ of a graphG to be connected in function of the characteristics ofG.

2.1.1 Gathering the verticesk by k

Let G = (V, A) be an oriented graph and let us denoteV = {v0, v1, . . . , vv−1}. For
k ≥ 2, let us seth = b v

k
c andRk be the equivalency relation whose classes arev′0 =

{v0, . . . , vk−1}, v′1 = {vk, . . . , v2k−1}, . . . , v′h−1 = {vk(h−1), vk(h−1)+1, . . . , vv−1}. Let
G′ = (V ′, A′) whereV ′ = {v′0, . . . , v′h−1} andA′ = {(v′i, v′j), ∃vα ∈ v′i, vβ ∈ v′j, (vα, vβ) ∈
A}.

Property 1 Such a graphG′ is a thickening ofG.

The proof is easy and left to the reader.

Définition 3 Such a graphG′ shall be called ak-thickening ofG.
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d
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4

56

7

a

b

c

Figure 1: An example of a graph thickening (bold)
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Theorem 2 In the conditions of the preceding paragraph, among the graphs of cardi-
nalities a and v, the mean cardinality ofV ′ is v′ = d v

k
e, the mean number of arcs is

a′ = a
∑k

i=1(−1)i+1
(

k
i

)
( a

v2 )
i and the mean connectivity isα′ = 1− (1− α)k2

.

Proof: let us compute the mean cardinalities ofV ′ andA′. Since the vertices ofG are
gatheredk by k, it is clear that#(V ′) = d v

k
e.

Let us now computea′ = #(A′). There does not exist an arc between two given
verticesv′i andv′j of G′ if and only if none of the arcs(vα, vβ) belongs toA, for vα ∈ vi

andvβ ∈ vj.

It follows
a′ = v2

k2 (1− (1− a
v2 )

k2
)

= v2

k2

∑k2

i=1(−1)i+1
(

k2

i

)
( a

v2 )
i

.

As an easy consequence, the connectivity ofG′ is

α′ =
a′

v′2
=

k2∑
k=1

(−1)i+1

(
k2

i

)
(

a

v2
)i = 1− (1− α)k2

.

2

Remark 3 The connectivity remains lower than 1.

Définition 4 Let G be a graph andG′ one of its thickenings as above. Let(v′i, v
′
j) be an

arc ofG′, v ∈ v′i be a vertex ofV belonging tov′i and0 ≤ n ≤ k be an integer. Then the
arc (v′i, v

′
j) shall be said to be(v, n)-re-finable if and only if#(V ∩{(v, w), w ∈ v′j}) = n.

Theorem 4 Let G be a graph andG′ a k-thickening ofG. Let (v′i, v
′
j) be an arc ofG′.

Let 0 ≤ n ≤ k be an integer. Then for any vertexv ∈ v′i, the probability that(v′i, v
′
j) is

(v, n)-re-finable ispk
n =

(k
n)αn(1−α)k−n

1−(1−α)k2 if n > 0 andpk
0 = (1−α)k−(1−α)k2

1−(1−α)k2 .

Proof: The probability of the event(v′i, v
′
j) ∈ A′ is 1 − (1 − α)k2

because this prob-
ability is the complementary probability of none of the vertices ofv′i to be connected to
any of the vertices ofv′j. The probability thatv is connected to exactlyn vertices ofv′j
is hence

(
k
n

)
αn(1 − α)k−n and thus the conditional probability thatv is connected to ex-

actly n vertices ofv′ knowing that at least a vertex ofv′i is connected to a vertex ofv′j is

pk
n =

(k
n)αn(1−α)k−n

1−(1−α)k2 .
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If n = 0, the probability thatv is connected to none of the vertices ofv′j is (1−α)k −
(1−α)k2

because there is at least a vertex ofv′i connected to at least a vertex ofv′j. Finally,

the probabilitypk
0 = (1−α)k−(1−α)k2

1−(1−α)k2 . 2

The next lemma will be useful in the complexity computation.

Lemma 5 LetG be a graph andG′ a k-thickening ofG. Then
∑k

n=1 npk
n ≤ 1 if and only

if k + (1−α)k2−1
α

≤ 0. The polynomialP (α) = k + (α−1)k2−1
α

has a single rootαk ∈ [0, 1].
Furthermore, 1

k+1
< αk < 1

k
.

Proof:
∑k

n=1 npk
n ≤ 1 ⇔

∑k
n=1 n

(
k
n

)
αn(1− α)k−n ≤ 1− (1− α)k2 .

Sincen
(

k
n

)
= k

(
k−1
n−1

)
whenn ≥ 1, one has:∑k

n=1 npk
n ≤ 1 ⇔

∑k
n=1 kα

(
k−1
n

)
αn(1− α)k−1−n ≤ 1− (1− α)k2

⇔ (1− α)k2 − 1 + kα ≤ 0.

This polynomial has a root in 0, and dividing it byα does not change its sign. So

k∑
n=1

npk
n ≤ 1⇔ (1− α)k2 − 1

α
+ k ≤ 0.

The functionhk mapping (for a givenk) α to (1−α)k2−1
α

+ k is increasing (one may
study the numerator of the derivative function to convince himself). Sincehk(

1
k
) > 0, and

hk(0) < 0, this function has a single root in[0, 1] and this root is lower than1
k
.

Let us prove now thathk(
1

k+1
) < 0. One has

hk(
1

k+1
) < 0 ⇔ (1− 1

k+1
)k2

< 1
k+1

⇔ kk2
< (k + 1)k2−1

⇔ k2 log(k + 1)− k2 log k − log(k + 1) > 0

.

Let us study the functionf , mappingx ≥ 1 to x2 log(x + 1)− x2 log x− log(x + 1).
The first derivative functions off aref ′(x) = 2x log(x + 1) − 2x log x − 1, f ′′(x) =
2(log(x + 1)− log x− 1

x+1
) andf ′′′(x) = −2

x(x+1)2
< 0.

Thusf ′′(x)is decreasing and its limit in+∞ is 0. So this function is positive andf ′ is
increasing. Asf ′(1) > 0, f is an increasing function and, taking in account thatf(1) = 0,
one hashk(

1
k+1

) < 0 for k ≥ 2.2

From now on, this root ofhk in ]0, 1[ shall be denoted byαk.
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Lemma 6 LetG be a graph whose connectivityα belongs to]αk+1, αk] andG′ be one of
its k-thickenings. Then the connectivity ofG′ is α′ > kα.

3 Shortest Paths Storage and Description

In this section we describe how the shortest paths shall be output by our algorithms. They
shall be stored in a Directed Acyclic Graph (dag) containing exactly the set of all the
shortest paths between two given nodes. We now define the dags that shall be used from
now on.

3.1 Definition

Définition 5 Let G = (V, A) be a unweighed, directed and strongly connected graph.
Let d anda be two vertices ofV . The(d, a)-shortest paths dag is the dag verifying the
following conditions:

1. the dag has a single top vertex,d.

2. the dag has a single bot vertex,a .

3. Its height is the length of the shortest paths betweend anda, sayl.

4. a vertexv is present at heightj if and only if there exists a shortest path betweend
anda, w0 = d, w1, . . . , wl = a such thatv = wj.

5. there is an arc between two verticesv andw in the dag if and only if there exists
a shortest pathw0 = d, w1, . . . , wl = a such that there exists0 ≤ j < l such that
v = wj andw = wj+1.

We shall also speak about(d, a)-dags which are dags containing all the paths between
d anda of a given length.

3.2 an Example

Let us give an example. Let us consider a graphG = (V, A) such that the shortest paths
between two vertices ,v2 andv5 are

1. v2 → v3 → v7 → v4 → v6 → v11 → v5,
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2. v2 → v3 → v7 → v9 → v14 → v11 → v5,

3. v2 → v3 → v17 → v4 → v6 → v11 → v5,

4. v2 → v5 → v17 → v4 → v6 → v11 → v5,

5. v2 → v5 → v19 → v21 → v18 → v12 → v5.

Then the corresponding dag shall be (see figure 2):

Theorem 7 Let G = (V, A) be an unweighed, directed, strongly connected graph andd
anda be two of its vertices. Any shortest path betweend anda is a path betweend anda
in the(d, a)-shortest paths dag and any path betweend anda in the(d, a) shortest paths
dag is a shortest path betweend anda in G.

Proof. Let l be the length of any shortest path betweend anda andw0 = a, w1, . . . , wl =
a be a shortest path. Then for any0 ≤ j ≤ l, wj belongs to the(d, a) shortest path dag
(condition 4). or any0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1, there exists an arc in the dag betweenwj andwj+1

(condition 5). So this shortest path is readable in this dag.

Conversely, letw0 = d, w1, . . . , wl = a be a path in the dag. Then it is a shortest path
betweend anda because it is a path beweend anda and its length is minimal (condition
3). 2

4 The algorithm: a “Divide & Conquer” way

In this section we describe first an algorithm that shall be used in the case of hyper-
connected graphs and a general one. The first of these algorithms is described in the next
subsection. The second one in the following subsection.

4.1 Case of Hyperconnected graphs

Let G = (V, A) be an strongly connected, unweighed and directed graph whose connec-
tivity α verifiesα > α2.

Let d anda be two vertices ofG. The aim of this subsection is to compute all the
paths betweend anda of a given lengthj, and the complexity of this computation.
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v5

v2

v3 v5

v7 v17 v19

v9 v4 v21

v14 v6 v18

v11 v12

Figure 2: A Shortest Paths dag
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4.1.1 A Transformed BFS Algorithm

The idea is based on the BFS algorithm, transformed in order to compute a one-to-one
instance instead of the classical one-to-all instance this algorithm computes. So one com-
putes the sets of vertices one may reach by using a given number of arcs fromd and the
set of vertices one may come from to reacha in a given number of arcs. Once two of
these sets intersect, the shortest paths computation becomes quite easy.

Définition 6 Let G = (V, A) be an strongly connected, unweighed and directed graph
andv ∈ V be a vertex. For any integeri ≥ 0, the setv + i ⊂ V is the set

v + i = {w ∈ V, ∃v0, . . . , vi ∈ V, v0 = v, vi = w,∀j ∈ [1, i], (vj−1, vj) ∈ A, }.

The setv − i is

v − i = {w ∈ V, ∃v0, . . . , vi ∈ V, v0 = w, vi = v, ∀j ∈ [1, i], (vj−1, vj) ∈ A, }.

In other words, the setv + i (resp.v − i) is the set of verticesw such that there exists
a path of length exactlyi betweenv andw (resp.w andv).

Theorem 8 Let G = (V, A) be an strongly connected, unweighed directed graph, andd
anda be two vertices ofV . For any non-negative integeri, There exists a path of lengthi
betweend anda if and only if

∃j ∈ [0, i], (d + j) ∩ (a− (i− j)) 6= ∅.

Proof: Letd anda be two vertices ofV andi be a non-negative integer. If there exists a
path of lengthi betweend anda, then there existsv0, v1, . . . , vi such thatv0 = d, vi = a
and∀j ∈ [1, i], (vj−1, vj) ∈ A. This means that∀j ∈ [0, i], vj ∈ (a+j)∩(d−(i−j)) 6= ∅.
This implies that there existsj ∈ [0, i], (d + j) ∩ (a− (i− j)) 6= ∅.

Conversely, if∃j ∈ [0, i] such that(d+j)∩(a−(i−j)) 6= ∅. Let j0 be such an integer
j andw ∈ (d + j0) ∩ (a − (i − j0)). This means that there existsv0, v1, . . . , vj0 such
thatv0 = d, vj0 = w and∀t ∈ [1, j0], (vt−1, vt) ∈ A. There also existsw0, w1, . . . , wi−j0

such thatw0 = w, wi−j0 = a and∀t ∈ [1, i− j0], (wt−1, wt) ∈ A.

Thenv0 = d, v1, . . . , vj0 = w0, w1, . . . , wi−j0 = a is a path of lengthi betweend and
a.2

All this suggests the following algorithm to compute the shortest paths between two
vertices. In this algorithm, given a setS of vertices, one has to compute eitherS + 1 or
S − 1. In both case, we suppose that the classes allow one to store not only the vertices
but also the sets of vertices ofS + 1 (or S− 1) each vertex ofS is linked to. For instance,
if a vertexv0 is linked tov2 andv3 and a vertexv1 is linked tov2 andv4, then{v0, v1}+ 1
will be the set{(v0 → {v2, v3}), (v1 → {v2, v4})} and will be gathered as{v2, v3, v4}.
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Algorithm 9

ShortestPathsInDenseGraph(Graph G = (V, A), d, a))
In: a graph G, its set of vertices, and its adjacency

matrix A
two vertices d and a

Out:The (d, a)-shortest paths dag.
Variables:

FromD[], ToA[], Res[] : dags
Length, p, m : integer
even : boolean

Begin
FromD[0] ← {d}
ToA[0] ← {a}
Length ← 0
even ← true
p ← 0
m ← 0
While FromD[p] ∩ ToA[m] = ∅ Do

if (even)
p ← p + 1
FromD[p] ← (FromD[p-1] + 1)

Else
m ← m + 1
ToA[m] ← (ToA[m-1] - 1)

EndIf
even ← not even
Length ← Length + 1

EndWhile
Res[p] ← FromD[p] ∩ ToA[m]
For i = p-1 Downto 0 Do

Res[i] ← FromD[i] ∩ (Res[i + 1] - 1)
EndFor
For i = m-1 Downto 0 Do

Res[p + m - i] ← ToA[i] ∩ (Res[i - 1] + 1)
EndFor
return Res

End.
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4.1.2 Paths of a Given Length

This algorithm may be easily modified in order to compute all the paths of a given length.
One obtains the following algorithm:

Algorithm 10

PathsOfGivenLengthInDenseGraph(Graph G = (V, A), d, a, L))
In: a graph G, its set of vertices, and its adjacency

matrix A
two vertices d and a
The length of the wanted paths, L

Out:The dag of paths between d and a of length L.
Variables:

FromD[], ToA[], Res[] : dags
Length, p, m : integer
even : boolean

Begin
FromD[0] ← {d}
ToA[0] ← {a}
Length ← 0
even ← true
p ← 0
m ← 0
While Length < L Do

if (even)
p ← p + 1
FromD[p] ← (FromD[p-1] + 1)

Else
m ← m + 1
ToA[m] ← (ToA[m-1] - 1)

EndIf
even ← not even
Length ← Length + 1

EndWhile
Res[p] ← FromD[p] ∩ ToA[m]
For i = p-1 Downto 0 Do

Res[i] ← FromD[i] ∩ (Res[i + 1] - 1)
EndFor
For i = m-1 Downto 0 Do

Res[p + m - i] ← ToA[i] ∩ (Res[i - 1] + 1)
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EndFor
return Res

End.

Let us give an example of shortest paths computation and another of paths of a given
length.

4.1.3 An Example of Shortest Paths Computation

Let G = (V, A) be the graph represented on figure 3 and let us compute the shortest paths
between2 and1. The connectivity of this graph is lower than1

2
. This has been chosen to

make things clearer and does not change anything in the algorithm (this is important only
for the complexity which shall be studied in the next subsection).

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

Figure 3: an strongly connected, unweighed and oriented graph
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The adjacency matrix ofG is A



0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0


Let us for instance compute the(v3, v2) shortest paths dag.

First step: incrementations and decrementations.

We obtain successively (see figure 4):

{3} + 1

{2}−1

3

4 6 9

2

1 4 6

Figure 4: Incrementations and decrementations in a dense graph

Then we intersect and unite the two obtained pieces of dag, to obtain (see figure 5):
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2

3

4 6

Figure 5: Intersection and union of the pieces of dag

4.1.4 Paths of a Given Length

Let us compute the paths of length 4 betweenv3 andv2 in the preceding graph:

The incrementations and decrementations are the computations of the dags ofv3 + 2
andv2 − 2. These dags are represented in figure 6.

Then the intersection-union of these two dags is computed, and the result is repre-
sented figure 7

4.1.5 Mean Complexity of this Algorithm

Let G = (V, A) be an strongly connected unweighed and directed graph whose connec-
tivity α verifies

α > α2 =
4

3
− 1

3
(17 + 3

√
33)

1
3 +

2

3(17 + 3
√

33)
1
3

' 0.4563109872.

Let us compute the mean complexity to find all the paths of a given lengthL in G
between two given verticesd anda.

Remark 11 Let us emphasize the fact that this is themeancomplexity which is com-
puted (it is, as we shall see, quite low). The problem is NP-complete for the worst case
complexity.

The above algorithm (with a fixed length of paths) computes intersections, incrementa-
tions and decrementations. An incrementation consists in reading parts of the adjacency
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8

3

4 6 9

5 2 8 7 0

{3} + 2

2

1 4 6

{2}−2

50 7 3 2

Figure 6: Incrementations and decrementations of a fixed length, 2 in this example
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0

46

2

3

4 6 9

5 2 8 7

1

Figure 7: Intersection-union of the pieces of the preceding dags
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matrix (it is the computation of the set of vertices one can reach by reading an arc from
a given set of vertices). The mean number of readings is, for a set of sizes, sa

v
. The

intersection costs is bounded by the size of the sets to intersect (or by the maximum of
the sets sizes).

In this complexity computation, the sum of the cardinalities of the computed sets is
the time complexity because one has to intersect or increment (or decrement) sets and the
obtained sets are used to compute other intersections, incrementations and so on. . .

The algorithm may be divided in two parts:

1. the computation ofFromD[p] andToA[m] for p andmbetween0 and L
2
,

2. the computation ofRes[p] + 1 andRes[m] - 1 and the intersections(Res[p
+ 1] - 1) ∩ FromD[p] and(Res[m - 1] + 1) ∩ ToA[m]

Let us denote byCi(L) the complexity of thei-th step.

Step 1: Incrementations and decrementations

Let G = (V, A) be a graph andd anda be two of its vertices. The mean number of
paths of lengthL betweend anda is, as seen above,1

v
(a

v
)L. LetR(L) be the mean number

of vertices reachable from a given vertex using exactlyL arcs. If the mean number of paths
between any two vertices is greater than or equal to 1, thenR(L) = v. If 1

v
(a

v
)L < 1, then

R(L) = v 1
v
(a

v
)L = (a

v
)L.

The mean cardinality ofFromD[p] is its computation time. The computation time
of FromD[p] is min((a

v
)p, v). If p ≤ log v

log(a
v
)
, this time computation is(a

v
)p. Otherwise,

this computation time isv.

The mean time complexity to computeToA[m] is alsomin((a
v
)m, v).

These sets are computed for1 ≤ p, m ≤ L
2
. So the time complexity of this first step is

C1(L)=

 2
∑L

2
i=1(

a
v
)i if L

2
≤ log v

log(a
v
)

2
∑ log v

log( a
v )

i=1 (a
v
)i + 2(L

2
− log v

log(a
v
)
)v if L

2
> log v

log(a
v
)

 .

It follows that

C1(L) =

 2a
v

(a
v
)

L
2 −1

a
v
−1

if L ≤ 2 log v
log(a

v
)

2 a
a−v

(v − 1) + Lv − 2v log v
log(a

v
)

if L > 2 log v
log(a

v
)
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and

C1(L) =


2a

v

(a
v
)

L
2 −1

a
v
−1

if L ≤ 2 log v
log(a

v
)

2a
v

(a
v
)

log v
log( a

v )−1
a
v
−1

+ Lv − 2v log v
log(a

v
)

if L > 2 log v
log(a

v
)

 .

Step 2: Intersections

LetE be a finite set (of cardinalitye) and letA andB be two of its subsets, of cardinals
a andb respectively. Then the mean cardinal ofA ∩B is ab

e
.

The cardinal ofFromD[L/ 2] andToA[L / 2] are the same:

#(FromD[L/2]) = #(ToA[L/2]) =

{
(a

v
)

L
2 if L

2
≤ log v

log(a
v
)

v if L
2

> log v
log(a

v
)

}
.

The cardinality ofRes[i + 1] - 1 ∩ FromD[i] is the number of vertices on
a path of lengthL betweend anda at a distancei from d. Furthermore,#Res[L/2 -
i] = #Res[L/2 + i] for i ≤ L

2
.

So one has:

#(Res[i]) =


1
v
(a

v
)L if L− i ≤ log v

log(a
v
)
and i ≤ log v

log(a
v
)

v if L− i > log v
log(a

v
)
and i > log v

log(a
v
)

(a
v
)min(L−i,i) otherwise

 .

Since the cardinal ofRes[i] is lower than or equal to the cardinal ofFromD[i] if
i ≤ L

2
and the cardinal ofRes[i] is lower than or equal to the cardinal ofToA[L / 2

- i] for i ∈ [L
2
, L]. Thus the mean complexity of this step is bounded by the complexity

of the preceding one.

C2(L) ≤ C1(L).

Theorem 12 LetG = (V, A) be a graph whose connectivity isα = a
v2 ≥ α2 andL ∈ N.

The mean complexity of the above algorithm to compute all the paths of lengthL between
two given vertices isC(L) verifyingC(L) ≤ 6L if L ≤ 2 log v

log(a
v
)

andC(L) ≤ (L + 6)v if

L > 2 log v
log(a

v
)
.

Indeed, the complexityC(L) of this algorithm is thus

C(L) ≤


6a

v

(a
v
)

L
2 −1

a
v
−1

if L ≤ 2 log v
log(a

v
)

6a
v

(a
v
)

log v
log( a

v )−1
a
v
−1

+ Lv − 2v log v
log(a

v
)

if L > 2 log v
log(a

v
)

 .
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An unrefinable dag.

1

4

5

7

a

bd

c

Figure 8: too short paths inG′ does not give a dag inG. . .

Notice that(a
v
)

log v
log( a

v ) = v. Then ifL ≤ 2 log v
log(a

v
)

thenC(L) ≤ 6v. If L > 2 log v
log(a

v
)

then

C(L) < (L + 6)v.

4.2 The Algorithm: General Case

4.2.1 Case of not so hyper connected graphs

Let G = (V, A) be an unweighed directed graph whose connectivityα verifiesα ≤ α2.
Let k be the greatest integer such thatαk ≥ α and letG′ be ak-thickening ofG. Let us
consider two vertices ofG, d anda and compute all the shortest paths betweend anda in
G, thanks toG′. This algorithm is a “Divide & Conquer” algorithm.

The main idea is to compute the dags of the paths between the classes ofd anda in
G′ for given lengths of paths and then use these dags to compute the dag of the shortest
paths betweend anda in G.

Let us begin this section with an example, the graph figure 1 and let us compute the
shortest paths between the vertices 1 and 5.

The first attempt to deduce paths from 1 to 5 inG from the dag of shortest paths
between that classes of 1 and 5 inG′ is a failure, see figure 8.

Then, by increasing the length of paths inG′ (the dags are not recomputed at each step
but only completed), one obtains the following shortest paths dag inG (see figure 9):
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Before the refinement

a

a b d

b c d

c

1

5

3

2 4 7

6 7

Step 1

1

5

3

2 4 7

6

Final step

Figure 9: The shortest(1, 5) dag ofG′ refinable inG.
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4.3 The algorithm

We describe in this section the algorithm allowing to find the shortest paths between two
vertices, sayd anda, in G knowingG′. In all this section, the classesd anda belong to in
G′ shall be denoted withd anda.

The main idea is to compute the dag of the shortest paths betweend anda in G′, try
to refine it inG. If it is not possible, one completes the dag inG′ by considering paths
longer by 1, tries to refine the obtained dag inG′ and so on.

The algorithm is then:

Algorithm 13

ShortestPaths(Graph G = (V, A), G’, d, a, d, a))
In: a graph G, its set of vertices, and its adjacency

matrix A
its thickening G’
two vertices d and a of G
their classes in G’ Out:The (d, a)-shortest paths dag

in G.
Variables:

Res’[], Res[] : dags
Length : integer

Begin
Res’ = ShortestPathInDenseGraph(G’, d, a)
Res = Refine(Res’, G, d, a)
Length = Height(Res’)
While (Res = NULL)

Res’ = PathsOfGivenLengthInDenseGraph(G’, d, a, Length)
Res = Refine(Res’, G, d, a)

EndWhile
return Res

End.

The algorithm to refine a dag fromG′ to G is quite simple: the top vertexd is replaced
by d, the bot vertexa is replaced bya and the arcs are checked from top to bot, each of
them having one of their vertices inG and the other inG′.

Let (u, v′) be such an arc. If there does not exist any arc(u, v) ∈ A such thatv ∈ v′,
the arc is cancelled. If there exists one and one onlyv such that(u, v) ∈ A andv ∈ v′ then
v′ is replaced byv. If there exists severalv1, . . . , vk such that∀1 ≤ j ≤ k, (u, vj) ∈ A
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andvj ∈ v′, the arc(u, v′) is duplicated ink copies and thej=th is replaced by(u, vj).
When a node has no child, it has to be removed and its father checked recursively.

Let us now compute the complexity of this algorothm.

5 Mean Complexity

We need to separate two cases to compute the complexity of the algorithm: either the
connectivity of the graph is lower than or equal toα2, in which case we build a thicken-
ing or its connectivity is greater thanα2 in which case the shortest paths dag is directly
computed.

We now enunciate the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 14 Let G = (V, A) be a directed unweighed and strongly connected graph-
whose connectivity if greater than 1.01. Letd anda be two vertices ofV . The shortest
paths dag computation by the algorithm explained above has an average time complexity
bounded byO(v).

Proof: let G = (V, A) be an unweighed, directed and strongly connected graph. Letd
anda be two vertices ofG. The mean length of the shortest paths betweend anda is ln v

ln a
v
.

If the connectivity of the graphG is greater thanα2, the complexityC(L) of the
computation of the dag of the paths of a given lengthL algorithm has been computed.
With L = ln v

ln a
v
, one obtains:

C(L) = 6a
v

(a
v
)

L
2 −1

a
v
−1

= 6a
v

(a
v
)

ln v
2 ln a

v −1
a
v
−1

= 6a
v

(a
v
)

ln v
2 ln a

v −1
a
v
−1

= 6
a
v

a
v
−1

√
v

< 12
√

v

.

Let us now suppose that the connectivity ofG is α ≤ α2. Let k = ba
v
c and letG′ be a

k-thickening ofG. As seen before, the number of vertices ofG′ is v′ = b v
k
c = bv2

a
c and

its number of arcs isa′ = v2

a
(1− (1− a

v2 )
(a

v
)2).

The complexity of the refinement of a paths dag is bounded by1+
∑k

j=0 jpj < 2 times
its number of arcs (each arc has to be scanned and may be duplicated. Its mean number
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of duplications is
∑k

j=0 jpj < 1). So in this case, the complexity of the computation of
the shortest paths dag inG is, with L = ln v

ln a
v
:

C(L) <
∑ ln v

ln a
v

l=1 2× 6a′

v′
v′−1
a′
v′−1

+ lv′

<
∑ ln v

ln a
v

l=1 101.(l + 12)v′

< cv2

a

< cv

for some positive constantc. 2

6 Performances

This algorithm has been implemented on an average computer (pentium 2.4 gHz, 1 GB
of ram), and has given the following results. The array gives the number of vertices of
the graph and the ratio between the number of arcs and vertices and the average time
computation for all the shortest paths between two randomly chosen vertices. This time is
given in second. The biggest graph it has been tried on is a graph of 10 millions vertices
and 500 millions arcs. See table 1.

v, a
v

3 4 5 6 7 8 50

104 0.015 0.023 0.036 0.011 0.009 0.011 0.046
105 0.134 0.079 0.025 0.028 0.037 0.016 0.018
106 0.216 0.120 0.117 0.127 0.173 0.097 0.194
107 0.520 0.431 0.230 0.259 0.283 0.351 0.290

Table 1: Time performances, computed on an average machine, given in second

7 Conclusion

The author would like to develop this work and some of its applications. What happens if
the vertices are gathered in subsets of unequal cardinalities? Is such an approach pertinent
in the case when the graph is weighed? Can we profile algorithms dedicated to separate
forms in images, sounds in noise or automated translation?

It seems that all these problems may be solved thanks to an approach close to the one
developed in this paper.
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Abstract

Some tools used in Combinatorics of Words allow the profiling of “divide and
conquer” algorithms in a number of Operational Research fields, like database man-
agement, automatic translation, image pattern recognition, flowing or shortest path
problems. . . . This paper details one of them, the maximization of a flow over a
network.

1 Introduction

Some problems make easy a “divide and conquer” approach, which usually leads to effi-
cient algorithms (even often optimal). For instance for sorting an array, we may split it in
two parts, sort the left part, then the right part and merge the two sorted parts. Some other
problems do not seem to naturally allow such an approach: for instance when searching
the shortest path between two vertices of a graph, it is not clear at all that it may be ob-
tained in such a way. Neither the image pattern recognition nor problems like automatic
translation, database management or flow problems seem to allow a natural “divide and
conquer” approach.

Actually these problems can be solved thanks to a “divide and conquer” approach.
The goal of this paper is to fully detail one of them, namely the flowing problem.

For solving a problem thanks to a “divide and conquer” algorithm, the data is usually
split in smaller parts (usually halved) whose solutions are merged together.

Let us take back the example of sorting an array. It is possible to use a quicksort, a
mergesort, a heapsort . . . The heapsort is not a “divide and conquer” algorithm, is optimal
in average and worst case but is averagely less efficient than the quicksort. The quicksort

∗Work supported by Lamsade, Université Paris IX Dauphine
{koskas,murat }@lamsade.dauphine.fr
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proceeds by choosing an element of the array (say the middle one called “pivot”), puts at
its right elements that are greater than or equal to the pivot, at its left elements that are
lower than or equal to the pivot, and sorts the left and right parts. The step of dealing with
the two parts is performed at first and then the independent computations are performed.
The mergesort consists in sorting the left and right halves of he array and then deals with
the two parts by merging two sorted sub arrays. A dichotomic search has at each step
only to deal with one half of the array and therefore does not necessitates a “deal with two
parts” step. The algorithm presented in this paper uses an algorithm to find the shortest
paths in an unweighed graph that performs several times the “deal with two parts” step
and the “merge” (or “check solutions”) part.

We use an extra data structure where the method applies. This means that the first
step of these algorithms consists in building the extra data structure and, fortunately, this
step is performed only once and may be considered as part of the data representation.
For instance when dealing with graphs for, say, the shortest path problem, the extra data
structure is computed only once and is used for any couple of vertices.

All these algorithms lie on the use of radix trees, an efficient structure for storing data
and for performing hierarchical computations on it.

The paper is organized as follows. After giving the basic definitions and notation,
we present the common knowledge about radix trees followed by some applications in
various domains. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the shortest path problem and its
refinements, which in turn leads to an efficient improvement of the well known Ford-
Fulkerson Algorithm for flows.

2 Definitions and Notation

A graphG is a triple(V, A, C) whereV is a finite set ofvertices, A is a subset ofV × V
(thearcsof the graph) andC a function fromA to R+ (thecapacities).

The setsA andC may be considered as an adjacency matrixM = (mi,j)1≤i,j≤n where
v = #(V ) and

∀i, j, mi,j =

{
0 if (i, j) 6∈ A
C((i, j)) else.

}
.

For any verticesi andj, the arc(i, j) is an outgoing arc ofi and an incoming arc ofj.
For any vertexi, we denoteOut(i) the set of its outgoing arcs andInc(i) its incoming
vertices.

The flowing problem is the following. Among the vertices ofG, one chooses a vertex
called Source (denoted byS from now on), and another one called Well (denoted byW
from now on). The goal is to find a functionϕ overA such that∀a ∈ A ϕ(a) ≤ C(a),
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and for all vertices (exceptS andW ) of G, the Kirchhoff’s laws apply, which means that∑
a∈Inc(v)

ϕ(a) =
∑

a∈Out(v)

ϕ(a).

The value of the flowϕ is ∑
a∈Out(S)

ϕ(a) =
∑

a∈Inc(W )

ϕ(a).

The problem is to find a flow maximizing this value.

The algorithm usually used to solve this problem is the well known Ford-Fulkerson
Algorithm, enhanced in the section 5.

3 Presentation of Radix Trees

Radix trees are trees allow to store data in a hierarchical way. Let us suppose for instance
that we want to store a set of words over an alphabet{a, b, c}. Then the edges are la-
beled with the letters of the alphabet (or an empty letter) and the words are obtained by
reading the path between the root of the tree and any of its leaves. For instance the set
{a, ab, aba, abc, bab, bac} may be stored as (see Figure 1) :

b.

a

a

b

a

a c

b

a

b c

.

Figure 1: The set{a, ab, aba, abc, bab, bac} stored in a radix tree

The efficiency of the radix tree structure is revealed by the computations it allows. For
instance, a set of integers may be stored as a set of words by writing them in a given basis
(and adding 0 at the left of shorter integers). Then a set of couples of integers may also
be stored the same way. Let us take an example : the setS = {(0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 3), (0, 4),-
(3, 1), (2, 2)} may be written in basis 2 as

S = {(000, 001), (000, 010), (001, 011), (000, 100), (011, 001), (010, 010)}
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00

00 01

00 01 10 11 00

01 00 11 11 00

Figure 2: The setS = {(0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 3), (0, 4), (3, 1), (2, 2)} stored in a radix tree

and, using the alphabet{00, 01, 10, 11} may be rewritten asS = {00.00.01, 00.01.00,-
00.01.11, 01.00.00, 00.10.11, 00.11.00} (the i-th digit of an element is made of the cate-
nation of thei-th digits of the corresponding couple). This store may finally be stored in
the set (see Figure 2).

These sets allow efficient operations such as intersection, union, complementation
(for set operations) and when the elements stored are integers or couples of integers one
may also perform a translation of the whole set asymptotically faster than by adding the
constant to all the elements of the set. Let us furthermore notice that the elements are
stored sorted.

It is also possible to advantageously store a graph in a radix tree, by thickening the
graph.

Definition 3.1 LetG = (V, A) be a graph whereV = {v0, . . . , vv−1}. LetG′ = (V ′, A′)
be an unweighed graph whereV ′ = {v′0, . . . , v′v′−1} is a set ofv′ = dv

2
e vertices and such

that

∀i, j ≤ v′, (v′i, v
′
j) ∈ A′ ⇔ ∃a ∈ {2i, 2i + 1}, b ∈ {2j, 2j + 1}, (va, vb) ∈ A.

Such a graphG′ is said to be a thickening ofG or equivalentlyG is a refinement ofG′.

Remark 3.2 Any equivalence relation may be used to define the thickening of a graph
(in the definition two vertices are in the same equivalence class if and only if they have
the same quotient by 2).

In other words, the vertices ofV are grouped by two and there exists an arc between
any two couples if and only if there exists an arc between an element of the first couple
and an element of the second couple. A graph may be recursively thickened as long as
the obtained graph has a number of arcsa and of verticesv verifying P ( a

s2 ) ≥ 1
2

where
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Figure 3: a Graph thickened

P (X) = 1 − 3
2
X + X2 − 1

4
X3. One may finally store a graph in a radix tree. Let us

consider for instance an unweighed graph by its adjacency matrix. The adjacency matrix
is then “summarized” as in Figure 3.

In the next sections we shall explain how this data structure may be used to profile
“divide and conquer” algorithms on a number of problems.

3.1 Database Management

A relational database is made of several relations linked by sets of primary keys and
foreign keys. A primary key of a relationT is an attribute or a set of attributes such that
T may not contain two lines whose values are equal on these attributes. Another way to
say it is that the value of a primary key identifies a single line ofT . Any relation has at
least a primary key.

A foreign key of a relationT is an attribute or a set of attributes targeting a primary
key of a relationT ′. In other words a foreign key is a recall of a primary key. A foreign
key replaces all the attributes ofT ′ for the line identified by its value. It is a cheap storage
of all the values ofT ′ (only the values of the primary key ofT ′ are stored instead of all its
attributes). For instance if a relation contains the data of a set of clients, each command
should not contain all the data of the client but only the value of the primary key of the
relation storing the clients data.
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Given a relationT , one builds the matching “expansion relation” , builds the the-
sauruses and radix trees and answer SQL queries (see below). For a full description of
this algorithm one may refer to [13]

Expansion Relations

We give a recursive definition of a expansion relation. It is a denormalized version of the
database. The foreign keys are replaced by the attributes of the targeted relations.

Definition 3.3 The expansion of a foreign key belonging to a relation is the replacement
of the attributes of this foreign key by the attributes of the targeted relation. LetT be
a relation. The related expansion relationE(T ) is the relation obtained by expanding
recursively all its foreign keys.

Building Indexes

Once the expansion tables are built, the database is made of relations no more linked
because the jointures have been formally expanded in each relation. Then one builds the
thesaurus of each attribute and store for each element of the thesaurus the set of the line
indexes it appears at. For example, let us consider the attribute in Table 1:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Male Female Female Male Female Male Male Female Female Male Male

Table 1: An example of simple relation

Then its thesaurus is{Female, Male} and the indexes at which Female appear (resp.
Male) is{1, 2, 4, 7, 8} (resp.{0, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10}). The radix trees associated to the words of
the thesaurus are shown in Figure 4).

Solving SQL Requests

We give briefly indications to solve SQL requests. For more details one may refer to [13].

The main part of this work is to solve thewhere clause, composed of equalities or
inequalities separated by logical operators (and, or) and joint clauses etc. This where
clause returns a radix tree, which contains the line indexes answering the clause. The
joint clause are irrelevant here because of the use of expansion relations.

An equality between an attribute and a constant is the simplest case because one has
simply to read the corresponding radix tree. An inequality may be computed by several
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1

Female

Male

0 1

0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 1 0

0 1

0 1

0

0

0

0 01 1

1 0 0

Figure 4: The indexes of an attribute

readings of radix trees and the computation of an “or”. A “and” (resp. “or”) clause is
computed by performing the “and” (resp. “or”) of the corresponding radix trees.

All the other operations may be performed in a similar way.

3.2 Image Pattern Recognition

An image may be considered as a mapping from[[0, L− 1]]× [[0, H − 1]] to a finite set (of
colors),l being the width andL the height of the image. Each color appears at a set of co-
ordinates that one may store in a radix tree. For instance the picture (see figure 5) contains
three colors, black, grey and white. The black pixels are at indexesB = {(3, 0), (4, 0),-
(2, 1), (3, 1), (5, 1), (6, 1), (2, 2), (6, 2), (0, 3), (3, 3), (4, 3), (7, 3), (0, 4), (3, 4), (4, 4), (7, 4),-
(2, 5), (6, 5), (2, 6), (3, 6), (5, 6), (6, 6), (3, 7), (4, 7)}, the white ones at indexesW = {(1, 0),-
(2, 0), (5, 0), (6, 0), (0, 1), (7, 1), (0, 2), (3, 2), (4, 2), (7, 2), (2, 3), (5, 3), (2, 4), (5, 4), (0, 5),-
(3, 5), (4, 5), (7, 5), (0, 6), (7, 6), (1, 7), (2, 7), (5, 7), (6, 7)} and the grey ones atG = {(0, 0),-
(7, 0), (3, 1), (4, 1), (2, 2), (5, 2), (2, 3), (6, 3), (2, 4), (6, 4), (2, 5), (5, 5), (3, 6), (4, 6), (0, 7),-
(7, 7)}.

The set of appearance of the black pixels may be rewritten, in basis 2, asB =
{(011, 000), (100, 000), (010, 001), (011, 001), (101, 001), (110, 001), (010, 010), (110, 010),-
(000, 011), (011, 011), (100, 011), (111, 011), (000, 100), (011, 100), (100, 100), (111, 100),-
(010, 101), (110, 101), (010, 110), (011, 110), (101, 110), (110, 110), (011, 111), (100, 111)}
and the three sets may be stored in radix trees as (see figure 6):
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Figure 5: The pixels of an image

00 01 10 11

00 00 00 0001 01 01 011010 10 1011 11 11 11

11 01 10 01 10 11 00 11 10 10 00 11 00 11 01 01 00 11 00 01 10 01 10 00

Figure 6: The radix tree of the black pixels
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Such a radix tree may be translated by any vector (the computation is easy and asymp-
totically faster than the translation of a whole set stored in an array for instance). Then by
computing(B + (a, b))∩W one obtains the set of coordinates of the white pixels having
a black pixel at relative coordinates(−a,−b).

By iterating this process one finds any pattern in an image. (for more details on this
algorithm one may refer to [14]).

3.3 Automatic Translation

This subsection describes a work in progress. One of the problems arising to an automated
translation process comes from the fact that a word has usually several senses and each of
these senses has a different translation in the target language. The Prophyre tree is a tree
in which all the meanings of all the words (this tree is actually unachieved whatever the
language) in a way allowing one to compute the semantic distance between two meanings
of two words. Let a sentence be made ofn words, m1, m2, . . . , mn and letmi,j be
vertices of a graph representing thej-th meaning ofmi. Then one may build the arcs
of this graph by linkingmi,j andmi+1,k for any i, j, k with an arc whose weight is the
semantic distance between the two involved meanings. Then by adding two vertices,eb

linked to any meaning ofm1 (with a weight 0) andee linked to any meaning ofmn (with
a weight 0).

Then the problem of finding a pertinent sense to the sentence is to find a shortest path
betweeneb andee. Furthermore, if there exists several shortest paths between these two
vertices, then there exists several meaningful choices for the senses of the words of the
sentence (which allows to find automatically ambiguous sentences).

4 Shortest Path Problem

The shortest path problem is one of the oldest and more studied of the graph area. A lot
of papers have been written on this subject (see [2], [7], [9], [21] or [20] for instance).
Some algorithms span graphs with trees or use spanning trees (see [10] for instance), and
the multicast problem is also very studied (see for instance [3], [4], [12], [17], [18], [19],
[22]).

The best algorithm known up to now to solve the shortest path problem is the Dijk-
stra’s algorithm. It runs in timeO(V ln E) whereV is the number of vertices of the graph
andE the number of edges (see [5], [11] or [23]). This algorithm has been improved by
many authors since 1959.

Definition 4.1 LetG = (V, A) be an unweighted graph. LetR be an equivalence relation
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among the vertices ofG. We shall call thickening ofG the graphG′(V ′, A′) for the
relationR whereV ′ is the set of equivalence relations forR and∀V1, V2 ∈ V ′, (V1, V2) ∈
A′ ⇔ ∃v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2 such that(v1, v2) ∈ A. In such a case we shall say thatG′ is a
thickening ofG or equivalently thatG is a refinement ofG′.

Let us denote byπ the application which maps a vertexv of V onto the vertexv′ of
G′ such thatv ∈ v′. Let v1, v2 ∈ V and let us suppose that there exists an integerk and
a path fromv1 to v2 of lengthk. Then there exists a path of lengthk betweenπ(v1) and
π(v2). Indeed ifp = (v0, v1, . . . , vk) is a path inG of lengthk betweenv0 andvk then
p′ = (π(v0), π(v1), . . . , π(vk)) is a path of lengthk in G′ betweenπ(v0) andπ(vk). Then
we shall callp a refinement ofp′ or, equivalently,p′ a thickening ofp. The problem is
then to find a path of minimal length inG′ which may be refined inG.

Let G0 = G, G1, . . . , Gt a sequence of graphs such that∀i ≤ t− 1, Gi+1 is a thicken-
ing of Gi. If we call vi the number of vertices ofGi andai its number of arcs, we suppose
that∀0 ≤ i ≤ t, P ( ai

v2
i
) ≥ 1

2
. An algorithm to find the shortest path between two vertices

of G, sayd anda is the following.

ShortestPath( G[])
Input : a sequence G[] of thickenings of G0,

two vertices of G0, d and a
Output : the shortest paths between d and a.
Variables : l, th : integer
l ← 0
While no path is found between d and a Do

P [t]← all the paths of length l in G[t] between d[t]
and a[t]

th ← t
While ( th > 0 And P [th] is not empty) Do

Foreach path p in P [th] Do
refine p and if it may be refined

store its refinement in P [th− 1]
EndForEach
th ← th - 1

EndWhile
if P [0] is not empty

Then the shortest paths are found: output them
and exit

Else l← l + 1
EndIf
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EndWhile
End

In G[t] the shortest paths are computed thanks to a refinement of the BFS algorithm.
Let us detail this part.

4.1 Finding paths inG[t]

Let G = (V, A) be an unweighed graph such thatP ( a
v2 ) < 1

2
with P (X) = 1 − 3

2
X +

X2− 1
4
X3. Letd anda be two of its vertices and let us compute the shortest paths between

d anda. We suppose furthermore that the adjacency vertices of any given vertex are given
through a sorted list of vertices.

Let S ⊂ V be a nonempty subset ofV . The cost of the computation of the set
S ′ = {v′ ∈ V, ∃v ∈ S, (v, v′) ∈ A} is averagely majored by the cardinality ofS ′.
Indeed, the setS ′ may be stored in a bit vectors in which one adds the vertices linked to the
elements ofS by a bit-or. In a similar way, the setS ′′ = {v′′ ∈ V, ∃v ∈ S, (v′′, v) ∈ A}
is averagely majored by the cardinality ofS ′′ (same reason). The operation consisting
in computingS ′ (resp. S ′′) knowing S will be called an increment (resp. decrement).
Furthermore, the cost of the intersection of two sorted sets is majored by the sum of their
cardinals.

Let us consider the following algorithm, consisting in incrementing{d}, decrementing
{a} and intersect them until there exists a nonempty intersection. Then one may read the
shortest paths betweend anda.

This algorithm may be written the following way:

ShortestPath( G)
Input : a graph G, two vertices of G, d and a
Output : the shortest paths between d and a.
Variables Increments[], Decrements[], inc=0,

dec=0, Parity = 0, Paths[]
Increments[Inc] = {d}
Decrements[Dec] = {a}
While (Increments[Inc] ∩ Decrements[Dec] = ∅)

if (Parity = 0)
Inc = Inc + 1
Increments[Inc] = Increment(Increments[Inc - 1])

Else
Dec = Dec + 1
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Decrements[Dec] = Decrement(Decrements[Dec - 1])
EndIf

EndWhile
Paths[Inc] = Increments[Inc] ∩ Decrements[Dec]
For I = Inc - 1 Downto 0 Do

Paths[I] = Decrement(Paths[I + 1]) ∩ Increments[I]
EndFor
For I = Dec - 1 Downto 0 Do

Paths[Inc + Dec - I] = Increment(Paths[Inc + Dec - I - 1])
∩ Decrements[I]

EndFor
ReadPaths(Paths)
End

After this treatment, the variable Paths contains sets of vertices and a vertexv lies on
a shortest path betweend anda, i arcs away fromd (andl − i arcs away fromd wherel
is the length of the path) if and only ifv belongs toPaths[i].

The ReadPaths algorithm consists in reading the shortest paths through a deep first
journey of paths. This last algorithm may be written as:

ReadPaths( Paths[], l, Current = 0, Res[] = 0)
Input : The shortest paths given in an array of sets of

vertices, l the paths lengths
Output : the shortest paths between Paths[0] and Paths[l].
If (Current = l)

Output (Res[])
Else

Foreach vertex v in Paths[Current] Do
Res[Current] = v
Memory[Current + 1] = Paths[Current + 1]
Paths[Current + 1] = Paths[Current + 1] ∩ Increment( {v})
ReadPaths(Paths, l, Current + 1, Res[])
Paths[Current + 1] = Memory[Current + 1]

EndForeach
End

The complexity if theH algorithm is majored byO(v) wherev is the number of
vertices of the graph, because the first steps, consisting in computingPaths[] is majored
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by O(v) and the ReadPaths algorithm is also majored by the number of vertices involved
in the shortest paths,v.

Example

Let us compute all the shortest paths betweenS andWin the following graph (see figure
7).

a

S

b

c

d

e

W

Figure 7: The graphG0 itself

Then the vertices are gathered for instance two by two and one obtains the graph (see
figure 8):

By grouping again the vertices two by two one obtains (see figure 9):

and stops here becausea2

a1
≤ 1

2
.

• The first step is to look for a path of length 0, which does not exist inG0 because it
does not exist inG2.

• Now there exists a path of length 1 betweenS andW , which isS → W . This path
may not be refined inG1 because there is no path inG1 betweenS andW .

• Let us look for paths of length 2 betweenS andW in G2. There exists two such
paths,P1 = S → S → W andP2 = S → W → W .

The first of these two paths may be refined inG1 in P ′
1 = S → b→ W andP2 may

be refined inG1 in S → d→ W .

Now neither the pathP ′
1 norP ′

2 may be refined inG0.
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WS,a

b,c

d,e

Figure 8:G1, a thickening ofG0

d,e,WS,a,b,c

Figure 9:G2, a thickening ofG1
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• Let us look for paths of length 3. There exists three paths of length 3 inG2 between
S andW : P1 = S → S → S → W , P2 = S → S → W → W andP3 = S →
W → W → W .

The pathP1 may be refined inP ′
1 = S → S → b→ W .

The pathP2 may be refined in three different paths,P 1
2 = S → b → W → W ,

P 2
2 = S → b → d → W , andP 3

2 = S → S → d → W . The pathP3 may be
refined inG1 in P ′

3 = S → d→ W → W .

Now let us refine these paths inG0.

The pathP ′
1 may be refined inP ′′

1 = S → a → c → W . The pathP 1
2 may

not be refined inG0. The pathP 2
2 may be refined inS → b → d → W and in

S → b→ e→ W . The pathP 3
2 may be refined inS → a→ d→ W . The pathP ′

3

may not be refined inG0.

So one finds the shortest paths betweenS andW , which are:S → a → c → W ,
S → b→ d→ W , S → b→ e→ WandS → a→ d→ W .

It is clear that one may use this algorithm to find the paths of a given length between
two vertices of a graph.

4.2 Complexity

In [15] the author computes the complexity of the algorithm presented roughly in the
preceding section. This complexity isO(v) wherev is the number of vertices of the
graph. Since this paper is not yet published we give here the proof of this complexity in
the particular case useful in the context of flows computations, the unweighted graphs.

Let G0 = (V, A) be an unweighted graph and let us denotev its number of vertices
anda its number of arcs. We suppose in this section that the equivalence classes are sets
of two vertices (and at most a class made of a single vertex).

Lemma 4.2 Let G1 be a thickening ofG0. Then the number of vertices ofG1 is dv
2
e and

its number of arcs is averagelyaP ( a
v2 ) with P (X) = 1− 3

2
X + X2 − 1

4
X3.

Proof: The number of vertices of a thickening ofG0 in which the vertices are grouped
by two is obviouslyv′ = dv

2
e. There is no arc between two verticesv′ andw′ of G1 if and

only if there is no arc between four pairs of vertices (ifv = (v1, v2) andw = (w1, w2), the
four pairs are(vi, wj)(1≤i,j≤2), and we may suppose that the probability of any of these
pairs to be an arc does not depend on the probability of the others). The number of arcs is
hencea′ = dv

2
e2(1− (1− a

v2 )
4). Soa′ = aP ( a

v2 ) with P (X) = 1− 3
2
X + X2 − 1

4
X3.
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Remark 4.3 The ratio a
v2 increases in refinements.

Let us prove this remark. LetG be a graph andG′ be one of its refinements in which
the vertices have been gathered by two. Let us denote bya, v, a′ andv′ the number of
arcs and vertices ofG andG′.

One hasa′

v′2
= 4P ( a

s2 )
a
v2 . SinceP (x) decreases from 1 towards1

4
whenx raises from

0 to 1, the remark is proved.

Lemma 4.4 The average number of paths of lengthl ∈ N between two vertices inG0 is
N(G0, l) = 1

v
(a

v
)l.

Proof: by induction on the length of the paths. The graph containsa arcs andv
vertices. The formula is correct for paths of length 0 (the average number of paths of
length 0 between two vertices is1

v
). The average number of paths of length 1 between

two vertices is hencea
v2 . If we suppose that the average number of paths of lengthl

between two vertices is1
v
(a

v
)l then each of these paths may averagely be prolonged ina

v

different arcs and the number of paths of lengthl + 1 between two vertices is averagely
1
v
(a

v
)l+1.

Refinements

An algorithm to refine a path fromGk+1 to Gk is the following:

RefinePath(Graph Gk+1, Graph Gk, Path P )
Input: a graph Gk, a refinement of Gk, Gk+1, a path P in Gk

Output: All the refinements of P in Gk+1

If the first arc of P is refinable
Truncate P by its first arc (a, b)
Foreach refinement (c, d) of (a, b)

Answer.FirstElement =(c,d)
Answer.Catenate(Refine( Gk+1, Gk, P)

EndForEach
Put back its first arc to P

EndIf
End

Lemma 4.5 Let G be a graph containingv vertices anda arcs, andG′ be one of its
thickenings in which the vertices are gathered two by two. Letv1 andv2 be two vertices of
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G and let us suppose that there exists a pathw = (w′
0 = v′1, w

′
1, . . . , w

′
l = v′2) of lengthl

(we denote as usuallyv′1, resp.v′2, the equivalence class ofv1, resp.v2 in G′). Then there
exists averagely( 2

v
)l−1(a

v
)l paths of lengthl in G betweenv1 andv2 which are refinements

of the pathw.

Proof: The number of possible refinements ofw is 2l−1. Each of these possible
paths has a probability1

vl−1 (
a
v
)l to exist. So the number of refinements ofw is averagely

( 2
v
)l−1(a

v
)l = v

2
(2a

v2 )
l.

The most expansive operation while refining a path fromG′ to G is to check wether a
given arc exists inG. The complexity of the refinement is hence majored by this number
of checks.

Lemma 4.6 The number of checks while refining a path of lengthl from G to G′ is∑l
i=0

v
2
(2a

v2 )
i = v

2

1−( 2a
v2 )l+1

1− 2a
v2

.

Proof: when one has refined paths of lengthi − 1, one has only to extend the found
paths by one arc. The number of checks is hence the sum of the number of paths of all
the lengths from 0 tol.

Let us detail an hierarchical algorithm (H-algorithm) :

ShortestPath(Graph G[0..M ], int o, int e)
Input: a sequence of graphs, one being a thickening of the

preceding, all verifying P ( a
v2 ) ≥ 1

2
,

an origi vertex index o
an extremity vertex index e

Output: the shortest paths between vo and ve.
Variables :

l : Path’s length
l← 0
While the shortest paths qre not found Do

Find the shortest paths Pi in GM thanks to the refined BFS
Foreach shortest path P

For k = M - 1 Downto 0
P[i, k-1] = Refine(G[k+1], G[K], P[i, k])

EndFor
If there exists a path in G[0] output the paths and exit
EndIf

EndForEach
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EndWhile

Theorem 4.7 The mean complexity of the computation of the shortest path between two
vertices of a graph by using theH-algorithm isC(G) ≤ v.

Proof: The mean complexity of the refinements of paths of lengthl from a graph
made of a single vertex to the initial graphG0 is

C(l) =
∑ln v

i=0
vi

2
(2ai

v2
i
)l

≤
∑ln v

i=0
vi

2

≤
∑ln v

i=0
v0

2i+1

< v0

.

The complexity of the shortest path computation is majored by the complexity of the
computations of the refinements of paths of lengthl

5 The Flow Problem

We now present a new algorithm, which will be fully detailed in [16], for maximizing the
flow over a network.

5.1 The Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm

MaximumFlow( G)
input: a graph G, two vertices s and t
output: a flow Φ = (ϕa1 , . . . , ϕa|A|)

(0) Initialisation : ϕ(a) = 0, ∀a ∈ A
v(Φ) = 0
i=0
G0

R = G
(1) Find a shortest path from s to t in the residual graph Gi

R

(2) If there is no such path then END
(3) Else µ←a shortest path

(consisting in the fewest number of
arcs)

from s to t in Gi
R
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(4) cap( µ)= the minimum capacity of residual
capacities of µ in Gi

R

(5) v(Φ)← v(Φ)+ cap( µ)
(6) ∀a ∈ µ ∩ A, ϕ(a) ← ϕ(a) + cap(µ)
(7) ∀a ∈ (µ /∈ µ ∩ A), ϕ(a) ← ϕ(a) − cap(µ)
(8) i← i + 1
(9) Build the new residual graph Gi

R

The initial algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson, in [8], runs in pseudopolynomial time.
The implementation proposed here is due to Edmonds and Karp, [6], and runs inO(|V |2|A|)
time. There exist others implementations of the algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson, which
are detailed in the reference book [1].

Radix Trees and Shortest paths

The main step of the preceding algorithm is the step 1, which may be performed thanks
to theH-algorithm. The complexity of the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm isO(n3) when this
step is done by the use of the Dijkstra’s algorithm, whose complexity isO(n2). the use of
theH-algorithm allows a mean complexity inO(n2).

An Example

Let us consider the following graph (see figure 10) in which we wish to optimize the flow
between the sourceS and the wellW .

The shortest paths in terms of number of arcs areP1 = S → a→ c→ W , P2 = S →
a→ d→ W , P3 = S → b→ d→ W andP4 = S → b→ e→ W .

After the pathP1 (of flow 6) is considered as a part of the flow, the residual graph is
(see figure fig:flows2):

After that pathsP2 (capacity 1),P3 (capacity 5) andP4 (capacity 3) are included in
the flow the residual graph is (see figure fig:flows3):

Since in this last residual graph the source and the well are no more connected, the
maximal flow is reached, with a full capacity of6 + 1 + 5 + 4 = 16.
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[8]
S

b

c

d

e

W

a

[13] [1]

[7]

[9]
[5]

[3]

[12]

[6]

Figure 10: An optimization Problem

[1]

S

b

c

d

e

W

a

[1]

[9]
[5]

[3]

[12]

[8]

[7]

Figure 11: After a first path part of the flow
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[9]

S

b

c

d

e

W

a

[1]

[6]

[2]

[2]

Figure 12: The residual graph after the shortest paths are included in the flow

6 Conclusion

The flowing problem has a important applications: transportation of energy or water,
schedule of network tasks etc.. . . The algorithm presented in this paper allows one to com-
pute the optimal flow over a network in a mean time ofO(n2) while the Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm has a complexity inO(n2) wheren is the number of vertices of the graph.
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The Labeled perfect matching in bipartite
graphs

Jérôme Monnot∗

Abstract

In this paper, we deal with both the complexity and the approximability of the
labeled perfect matching problem in bipartite graphs. Given a simple graphG =
(V, E) with |V | = 2n vertices such thatE contains a perfect matching (of sizen),
together with a color (or label) functionL : E → {c1, . . . , cq}, the labeled perfect
matching problem consists in finding a perfect matching onG that uses a minimum
or a maximum number of colors.

Key words : Labeled matching, bipartite graphs,NP-complete, approximate algo-
rithms.

1 Introduction

Let Π be aNPO problem accepting simple graphsG = (V,E) as instances, edge-
subsetsE ′ ⊆ E verifying a given polynomial-time decidable propertyPred as solutions,
and the solutions cardinality as objective function; the labeled problem associated toΠ,
denoted by LABELED Π, seeks, given an instanceI = (G,L) whereG = (V,E) is a
simple graph andL is a mapping fromE to {c1, . . . , cq}, in finding a subsetE ′ verifying
Pred that optimizes the size of the setL(E′) = {L(e) : e ∈ E ′}. Note that two versions
of LABELED Π may be considered according to the optimization goal: LABELED Min Π
that consists in minimizing|L(E′)| and LABELED Max Π that consists in maximizing
|L(E ′)|. Roughly speaking, the mappingL corresponds to assigning a color (or a label) to
each edge and the goal of LABELED Min Π (resp.,Max Π) is to find an edge subset using
the fewest (resp., the most) number of colors. If a givenNPO problemΠ is NP-hard, then
the associated labeled problem LABELED Π is clearlyNP-hard (consider a distinct color

∗LAMSADE, Université Paris-Dauphine, place du Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny, 75775 Paris cedex
16, France.monnot@lamsade.dauphine.fr
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per edge). For instance, the LABELED Longest path problem or the LABELED maximum
induced matching problem are bothNP-hard. Moreover, if the decision problem associ-
ated toΠ is NP-complete, (the decision problem aims at deciding if a graphG contains an
edge subset verifyingPred), then LABELED Min Π can not be approximated within per-
formance ratio better than2− ε for all ε > 0 unlessP=NP, even if the graph is complete.
Indeed, if we color the edges fromG = (V,E) with a lonely color and then we com-
plete the graph, adding a new color per edge, then it isNP-complete to decide between
opt(I) = 1 andopt(I) ≥ 2, whereopt(I) is the value of an optimal solution. Notably,
it is the case of the LABELED traveling salesman problem or the LABELED minimum
partition problem into paths of lengthk for anyk ≥ 2.

Thus, labeled problems have been mainly studied, from a complexity and an approx-
imability point of view, whenΠ is polynomial, [5, 6, 7, 9, 14, 18, 19]. For example, the
first labeled problem introduced in the literature is the LABELED minimum spanning tree
problem, which has several applications in communication network design. This prob-
lem isNP-hard and many complexity and approximability results have been proposed in
[5, 7, 9, 14, 18, 19]. On the other hand, the LABELED maximum spanning tree problem
has been shown polynomial in [5]. Very recently, the LABELED path and the LABELED

cycle problems have been studied in [6]; in particular, the authors prove that the LABELED

minimum path problem isNP-hard.

In this paper, we go thoroughly into the investigation of the complexity and the ap-
proximability of labeled problems, with the analysis of the matching problem in bipartite
graphs. The maximum matching problem is one of the most known combinatorial op-
timization problem and arises in several applications such as images analysis, artificial
intelligence or scheduling. It turns out that a problem very closed to it has been studied
in the literature, which is called in [12] the restricted perfect matching problem. This
latter aims at determining, given a graphG = (V,E), a partitionE1, . . . , Ek of E andk
positive integersr1, . . . , rk, weather there exists a perfect matchingM onG satisfying for
all j = 1, . . . , k the restrictions|M ∩ Ej| ≤ rj. This problem has some relationship with
the timetable problem, since a solution may be seen as a matching between classes and
teachers that satisfies additional restrictions (for instance, no more thatr labs at the same
time). The restricted perfect matching problem is proved to beNP-complete in [12], even
if (i) |Ej| ≤ 2, (ii) rj = 1, and(iii) G is a bipartite graph. On the other hand, it is shown
in [20] that the restricted perfect matching problem is polynomial whenG is a complete
bipartite graph andk = 2. A perfect matchingM only verifying condition(ii) (that is to
say|M ∩ Ei| ≤ 1) is called good in [8]. Thus, we deduce that the LABELED maximum
perfect matching problem isNP-hard in bipartite graph sinceopt(I) = n iff G contains a
good matching.

In section 2, we analyze both the complexity and the approximability of the LABELED

minimum perfect matching problem and the LABELED maximum perfect matching prob-
lem in 2-regular bipartite graphs. Finally, section 3 focuses on the case of complete
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bipartite graphs.

Now, we introduce some terminology and notations that will be used in the paper. A
matchingM on a graphG = (V,E) is a subset of edges that are pairwise non adjacent;
M is said perfect if it covers the vertex set ofG. In the labeled perfect matching problem
(LABELED PM in short), we are given a simple graphG = (V,E) on |V | = 2n vertices
which contains a perfect matching together with a color (or label) functionL : E →
{c1, . . . , cq} on the edge set ofG. For i = 1, . . . , q, we denote byL−1({ci}) ⊆ E the
set of edges of colorci. The goal of LABELED Min PM (resp.,Max PM ) is to find
a perfect matching onG using a minimum (resp., a maximum) number of colors. An
equivalent formulation of LABELED Min PM could be the following: ifG[C] denotes
the subgraph induced by the edges of colorsC ⊆ {c1, . . . , cq}, then LABELED Min PM
aims at finding a subsetC of minimum size such thatG[C] contains a perfect matching.
The restriction of LABELED PM to the case where each color occurs at mostr times in
I = (G,L) (i.e., |L−1({ci})| ≤ r for i = 1, . . . , q) will be denoted by LABELED PMr.

We denote byopt(I) andapx(I) the value of an optimal and an approximate solution,
respectively. We say that an algorithmA is anε-approximation of LABELED Min PM
with ε ≥ 1 (resp.,Max PM with ε ≤ 1) if apx(I) ≤ ε × opt(I) (resp.,apx(I) ≥
ε × opt(I)) for any instanceI = (G,L).

2 The 2-regular bipartite case

In this section, we deal with a particular class of graphs that consist in a collection
of pairwise disjoints cycles of even length; note that such graphs are 2-regular bipartite
graphs.

Theorem 2.1 LABELED Min PMr is APX-complete in 2-regular bipartite graphs for
any r ≥ 2 .

Proof. Observe that any solution of LABELED Min PMr is anr-approximation. The
rest of the proof will be done via an approximation preserving reduction from the min-
imum balanced satisfiability problem with clauses of size at mostr, MIN BALANCED

r-SAT for short. An instanceI = (C, X) of MIN BALANCED r-SAT consists in a collec-
tion C = (C1, . . . , Cm) of clauses over the setX = {x1, . . . , xn} of boolean variables,
such that each clauseCj has at mostr literals and each variable appears positively as
many time as negatively; letBi denotes this number for anyi = 1, . . . , n. The goal is
to find a truth assignmentf satisfying a minimum number of clauses. MIN BALANCED

2-SAT where2 ≤ Bi ≤ 3 has been shownAPX-complete by the way of anL-reduction
from MAX BALANCED 2-SAT whereBi = 3, [4, 13].
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L(ei,2Bi−1) = c
j′
Bi

ei,2

ei,2Bi

ei,2Bi−1 ei,1

L(ei,1) = c
j′1

L(ei,2Bi
) = cjBi

L(ei,2) = cj1

L(ei,3) = c
j′2

ei,3

Figure 1: The gadgetH(xi) and the color of its edges.

We only prove the caser = 2. Let I = (C, X) be an instance of MIN BALANCED

2-SAT onm clausesC = {C1, . . . , Cm} andn variablesX = {x1, . . . , xn} such that each
variablexi has either 2 occurrences positive and 2 occurrences negative, or 3 occurrences
positive and 3 occurrences negative. We build the instanceI ′ = (H,L) of LABELED

Min PM2 whereH is a collection of pairwise disjoints cycles{H(x1), . . . , H(xn)} and
L colors edges ofH with colorsc1, . . . , cj, . . . , cm, by applying the following process:

• For each variablexi, create2Bi-long cycleH(xi) = {ei,1, . . . , ei,k, . . . , ei,2Bi
}.

• Color the edges ofH(xi) as follows: ifxi appears positively in clausesCj1 , . . . , CjBi

and negatively in clausesCj′1 , . . . , Cj′Bi
, then setL(ei,2k) = cjk

andL(ei,2k−1) = cj′k
for k = 1, . . . , Bi.

Figure 1 provides an illustration of the gadgetH(xi). Clearly,H is made ofn disjoint
cycles and is painted withm colors. Moreover, each color appears exactly twice.

Let f ∗ be an optimal truth assignment onI satisfyingm∗ clauses and consider the
perfect matchingM = ∪n

i=1Mi whereMi = {ei,2k|k = 1, . . . , Bi} if f(xi) = true,
Mi = {ei,2k−1|k = 1, . . . , Bi} otherwise;M uses exactlym∗ colors and thus:

opt(I) ≤ m∗ (1)

Conversely, letM ′ be a perfect matching onH usingapx(I) = m′ colors; if one sets
f ′(xi) = true if ei,2 ∈ M ′, f ′(xi) = false otherwise, we can easily observe that the truth
assignmentf ′ satisfiesm′ clauses.
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apx(I) = val(f ′) (2)

Hence, using inequalities (1) and (2) the result follows.

Trivially, the problem becomes obvious when each color is used exactly once. We
now show that we have a 2-approximation in 2-regular bipartite graphs, showing that the
restriction of LABELED Min PM to 2-regular bipartite graphs is as hard as approximate
as MINSAT.

Theorem 2.2 There exists an approximation preserving reduction from LABELED Min PM
in 2-regular bipartite graphs to MINSAT of expansion c(ε) = ε.

Proof. The result comes from the reciprocal of the previous transformation. Let
I = (G,L) be an instance of LABELED Min PM whereG = (V,E) is a collection
{H1, . . . , Hn} of disjoint cycles of even length andL(E) = {c1, . . . , cm} defines the
label set, we describe every cycleHi as the union of two matchingsMi andMi. We
construct an instanceI ′ = (C, X) of MINSAT whereC = {C1, . . . , Cm} is a set ofm
clauses andX = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set ofn variables, as follows. The clause setC is in
one to one correspondence with the color setL(E) and the variable setX is in one to
one correspondence with the connected components ofG; a literalxi (resp.,xi) appears
in Cj iff cj ∈ L(Mi) (resp.,cj ∈ L(Mi)). We easily deduce that any truth assignmentf
onI ′ that satisfiesk clauses can be converted into a perfect matchingMf onI that usesk
colors.

Using the 2-approximation of MINSAT [15] and the Theorem 2.2, we deduce:

Corollary 2.3 LABELED Min PM in 2-regular bipartite graphs is 2-approximable.

Dealing with LABELED Max PMr, the result of [12] shows that computing agood
matching is NP-hard even if the graph is bipartite and each color appears at most twice;
a good matchingM is a perfect matching using|M | colors. Thus, we deduce from this
result that LABELED Max PMr is NP-hard for anyr ≥ 2. We strengthen this result
using a reduction from MAX BALANCED 2-SAT.

Theorem 2.4 LABELED Max PMr is APX-complete in collection of pairwise disjoints
cycles of even length for any r ≥ 2 .

In the same way, using the approximate result for MAX SAT [2] , we obtain

Corollary 2.5 LABELED Max PM in 2-regular bipartite graphs is 0.7846-approximable.
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s1,j,f(2)

v1,j

s1,j,f(p)

s1,j,f(p−1)

s1,j,f(1) s2,j,f(1)

v2,j

s2,j,f(p)

Figure 2: The gadgetH(xj).

3 The complete bipartite case

When considering complete bipartite graphs, we obtain several results:

Theorem 3.1 LABELED Min PMr is APX-complete in bipartite complete graphs Kn,n

for any r ≥ 6.

Proof. We give an approximation preservingL-reduction (cf. Papadimitriou & Yan-
nakakis [16]) from the set cover problem, MINSC for short. Given a familyS = {S1, . . . ,
Sn0} of subsets and a ground setX = {x1, . . . , xm0} (we assume that∪n0

i=1Si = X), a set
cover ofX is a sub-familyS ′ = {Sf(1), . . . , Sf(p)} ⊆ S such that∪p

i=1Sf(i) = X; MINSC
is the problem of determining a minimum-size set coverS∗ = {Sf∗(1), . . . , Sf∗(q)} of X.
Its restriction MINSC3 to instances where each set is of size at most 3 and each element
xj appears in at most 3 different sets has been provedAPX-complete in [16].

Given an instanceI0 = (S, X) of MINSC, its characteristic graphGI0 = (L0, R0; EI0)
is a bipartite graph with a left setL0 = {l1, . . . , ln0} that represents the members of the
family S and a right setR0 = {r1, . . . , rm0} that represents the elements of the ground
setX; the edge-setEI0 of the characteristic graph is defined byEI0 = {[li, rj] : xj ∈ Si}.
Note thatGI0 is of maximum degree 3 iffI0 is an instance of MINSC3. FromI0, we con-
struct the instanceI = (Kn,n, L) of LABELED Min PM6. First, we start from a bipartite
graph havingm0 connected componentsH(xj) andn0 + m0 colors{c1, . . . , cn0+m0},
described as follows:

• For each elementxj ∈ X, we build a gadgetH(xj) that consists in a bipartite graph
of 2(dGI0

(rj) + 1) vertices and3dGI0
(rj) edges, wheredGI0

(rj) denotes the degree
of vertexrj ∈ R in GI0. The graphH(xj) is illustrated in Figure 2.
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• Assume that vertices{lf(1), . . . , lf(p)} are the neighbors ofrj in GI0, then color
H(xj) as follows: for anyk = 1, . . . , p, L(v1,j, s1,j,f(k)) = L(v2,j, s2,j,f(k)) = cf(k)

andL(s1,j,f(k), s2,j,f(k)) = cn0+j.

• We completeH = ∪xj∈XH(xj) into Kn,n, by adding a new color per edge.

Clearly,Kn,n is complete bipartite and hasn = 2
∑

rj∈R(dGI0
(rj)+1) = 2|EI0|+2m0

vertices. Moreover, each color is used at most 6 times.

Let S∗ be an optimal set cover onI0. FromS∗, we can easily construct a perfect
matchingM∗ on I using exactly|S∗| + m0 colors and thus:

optLABELED Min PM6(I) ≤ optMINSC3(I0) + m0 (3)

Conversely, we show that any perfect matchingM may be transformed into a perfect
matchingM” using the edges ofH and verifying: |L(M”)| ≤ |L(M)|. Let M be a
perfect matching onI and considerM1 the subset of edges fromM that link two different
gadgetsH(xj); we denote byG the multi-graph of vertex set∪jV (H(xj)) and of edge
setM1. Remark that each connected component ofG is eulerian. Each cycleC onG may
be completed into a2|C|-long cycleC ′ on Kn,n in such a way that the two endpoints of
each edge fromC ′ \C do belong to the same gadgetH(xj). If one swaps the edges from
each cycleC by the edges fromC ′ \ C, we obtain a new perfect matchingM ′ of which
every edge has its two endpoints in a same gadgetH(xj) and that verifies|L(M ′)| =
|L(M)|. Now consider for anyj the setM ′

j of edges fromM ′ ∩ H(xj), we setM”j =
{[v1,j, s1,j,f(k)], [v2,j, s2,j,f(k)]} ∪ {[s1,j,f(i), s2,j,f(i)]|i = 1, . . . , p} for somek such that
[v1,j, s1,j,f(k)] ∈ M ′

j or [v2,j, s2,j,f(k)] ∈ M ′
j (if there does not exist such ak, setk = 1).

In any case,M” = (M ′ \ M ′
j) ∪ M”j is a perfect matching that uses no more colors

thanM ′ does. Applying this procedure for anyj = 1, . . . ,m0, we obtain the expected
matchingM” with value apx(I). From such a matching, we may obtain a set cover
S” = {Sk|ck ∈ L(M”)} on I0 verifying:

|S”| = apx(I) − m0 (4)

Using (3) and (4), we deduceoptLABELED Min PM6(I) = optMINSC3(I0)+m0 and|S”|−
optMINSC3(I0) ≤ |L(M))|−optLABELED Min PM6(I). Finally, sinceoptMINSC3(I0) ≥ m0

3
the

result follows.

Applying the same kind of proof to the vertex cover problem in cubic graphs [1], we
obtain that LABELED Min PMr in Kn,n is APX-complete for anyr ≥ 3. In order to
establish this fact and starting from a cubic graphG = (V,E), we associate to each edge
e = [x, y] ∈ E a 4-long cycle{a1,e, a2,e, a3,e, a4,e} together with a colorationL given
by: L(a1,e) = cx, L(a2,e) = cy andL(a3,e) = L(a4,e) = ce. We complete this graph
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into a complete bipartite graph, adding a new color per edge. Each colorcx (∀x ∈ V )
appears 3 times,ce (∀e ∈ E) twice and any other color, once. Hence, the application of
the proof that was made in Theorem 3.1 leads to the announced result. Unfortunately,
we can not apply the proof of Theorem 2.2 since in this latter, on the one hand, we have
some cycles of size 6 and, on the other hand, a color may occurs in different gadgets.
One open question concerns the complexity of LABELED Min PM2 in bipartite com-
plete graphs. Moreover, from Theorem 3.1, we can also obtain a stronger inapproxima-
bility result: one can not compute in polynomial-time an approximate solution that uses
less that(1/2 − ε)ln(optLABELED Max PM(I)) colors in complete bipartite graphs where
optLABELED Max PM(I) is the value of an optimal solution of LABELED Max PM , i.e., the
maximum number of colors used by a perfect matching.

Corollary 3.2 For any ε > 0, LABELED Min PM is not (1
2
− ε) × ln(n) approximable

in complete bipartite graphs Kn,n, unless NP⊂DTIME(nloglogn).

Proof. First, we apply the construction made in Theorem 3.1, except thatI0 = (S, X)
is an instance of MINSC such that the number of elementsm0 is strictly larger than the
number of setsn0. FromI0, we constructn0 instancesI ′

1, . . . , I
′
n0

of LABELED Min PM
whereI ′

i = (H,Li). The colorsLi(E) are the same thanL(E), except that we replace
colorscn0+1, . . . , cn0+m0 by ci.

Let S∗ be an optimal set cover onI0 and assume thatSi ∈ S∗, we consider the
instanceIi of LABELED Min PM . FromS∗, we can easily construct a perfect matching
M∗

i of Ii that uses exactly|S∗| colors. Conversely, letMi be a perfect matching onIi; by
construction, the subsetS ′ = {Sk : ck ∈ L(Mi)} of S is a set cover ofX using|L(Mi)|
sets. Finally, letA be an approximate algorithm for LABELED Min PM , we compute
n0 perfect matchingsMi, applyingA on instancesIi. Thus, if we pick the matching that
uses the minimum number of colors, then we can polynomially construct a set cover on
I0 of cardinality this number of colors.

Sincen0 ≤ m0−1, the sizen of a perfect matching ofKn,n verifies:n = |EI0 |+m0 ≤
n0×m0+m0 ≤ m0(m0−1)+m0 = m2

0. Hence, from any algorithmA solving LABELED

Min PM within a performance ratioρA(I) ≤ 1
2
× ln(n), we can deduce an algorithm

for MINSC that guarantees the performance ratio1
2
ln(n) ≤ 1

2
ln(m2

0) = ln(m0). Since
the negative result of [10] holds whenn0 ≤ m0 − 1, i.e., MINSC is not(1− ε)× ln(m0)
approximable for anyε > 0, unlessNP⊂DTIME(nloglogn), we obtain a contradiction.

On the other hand, dealing with LABELED Max PMr in Kn,n, the result of [8] shows
that the caser = 2 is polynomial, whereas it becomesNP-hard whenr = Ω(n2). Indeed,
it is proved in [8] that, on the one hand, we can compute a good matching inKn,n within
polynomial-time when each color appears at most twice and, on the other hand, there
always exists a good matching in such a graph ifn ≥ 3. An interesting question is
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to decide the complexity and the approximability of LABELED Max PMr whenr is a
constant greater than 2.

3.1 Approximation algorithm for LABELED Min PMr

Let us consider the greedy algorithm for LABELED Min PMr in complete bipartite
graphs that iteratively picks the color that induces the maximum-size matching in the
current graph and delete the corresponding vertices. Formally, ifL(G′) denotes the colors
that are still available in the graphG′ at a given iteration and ifG′[c] (resp.,G′[V ′]) denotes
the subgraph ofG′ that is induced by the edges of colorc (resp., by the verticesV ′), then
the greedy algorithm consists in the following process:

Greedy

1 SetC′ = ∅, V ′ = V andG′ = G;

2 WhileV ′ �= ∅ do

2.1 For anyc ∈ L(G′), compute a maximum matchingMc in G′[c];

2.2 Select a colorc∗ maximizing|Mc|;
2.3 C′ ← C′ ∪ {c∗}, V ′ ← V ′ \ V (Mc∗) andG′ = G[V ′];

3 outputC′;

Theorem 3.3 Greedy is an Hr+r
2

-approximation of LABELED Min PMr in complete
bipartite graphs where Hr is the r-th harmonic number Hr =

∑r
i=1

1
i
, and this ratio is

tight.

Proof. Let I = (G,L) be an instance of LABELED Min PMr, we denote byC′
i

for i = 1, . . . , r be the set of colors of the approximate solution which appears exactlyi
times inC′ and bypi its cardinality; finally, letMi denote the matching with colorsC′

i. If
apx(I) = |C′|, then we have:

apx(I) =
r∑

i=1

pi (5)
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Let C∗ be an optimal solution corresponding to the perfect matchingM∗ of sizeopt(I) =
|C∗|; we denote byEi the set of edges fromM∗ that belong toG[∪i

k=1V (Mk)], the sub-
graph induced by∪i

k=1V (Mk) and we setqi = |Ei\Ei−1| (where we assume thatE0 = ∅).
For anyi = 1, . . . , r − 1, we get:

opt(I) ≥ 1

i

i∑
k=1

qk (6)

Indeed,
∑i

k=1 qk = |Ei| and by construction, each color appears at mosti times in
G[∪i

k=1V (Mk)].

We also have the following inequality for anyi = 1, . . . , r − 1:

opt(I) ≥ 1

r

(
2

i∑
k=1

k × pk −
i∑

k=1

qk

)
(7)

SinceM∗ is a perfect matching, the quantity2
∑i

k=1 k × pk −
∑i

k=1 qk counts the edges
of M∗ of which at least one endpoint belongs toG[∪i

k=1V (Mk)]. Because each color
appears on at mostr edges, the result follows.

Finally, since
∑r

k=1 k × pk is the size of a perfect matching ofG, the following in-
equality holds:

opt(I) ≥ 1

r

r∑
k=1

k × pk (8)

Using equality (5) and adding inequalities (6) with coefficientαi = 1
2(i+1)

for i =
1, . . . , r−1, inequalities (7) with coefficientβi = r

2i(i+1)
for i = 1, . . . , r−1 and inequality

(8), we obtain:

apx(I) ≤
(

Hr + r

2

)
opt(I) (9)

Indeed,
∑r−1

i=1 αi = 1
2
Hr− 1

2
and

∑r−1
i=1 βi = r

2
− 1

2
. Thus,

∑r−1
i=1 (αi + βi)+1 = Hr+r

2
.

The quantitypj appears in inequality (8) and inequality (7) fori = j, . . . , r − 1. Its

total contribution is: 1
r
j × pj + 2

r

(∑r−1
i=j βi

)
j × pj = pj. The quantityqj appears in

inequality (6) fori = j, . . . , r − 1 and inequality (7) fori = j, . . . , r − 1. We have:(∑r−1
i=j

αi

i

)
− 1

r

(∑r−1
i=j βi

)
qj = 0. Thus, using equality (5), the inequality (9) holds.

In order to show the tightness of this bound, consider the instanceI = (Kn,n, L) where
the left setA and the right setB of vertices of the complete bipartite graph are given by
A = {ai,j : i = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , ni} andB = {bi,j : i = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , ni},
with n1 = (r + 1)! andni = r! for i = 2, . . . , r. Moreover, the edge coloration verifies:
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apx(I) = 7
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a1,6

a1,4

a1,3

a1,2

a1,1

a2,2

a2,1

b1,5

b1,6

b1,4

b1,3

b1,2

b1,1

b2,2

b2,1

a1,5

a1,6

a1,4

a1,3

a1,2

a1,1

a2,2

a2,1

b1,5

b1,6

b1,4

b1,3

b1,2

b1,1

b2,2

b2,1

c1,6

c1,5

c1,4

c1,3

c1,2

c1,1

c2,1

c2,1

c∗1,2

c∗2,2

c∗1,1

c∗2,1

c∗1,2

c∗1,1

c∗2,1

c∗2,2

opt(I) = 4

Figure 3: The instanceI whenr = 2.

• For anyi = 1, . . . , r and for anyj = 1, . . . , ni, L(ai,j, bi,j) = ci,� j
i
�.

• For anyi = 2, . . . , r and for anyj = 1, . . . , r!, L(ai,j, b1,i−1+(r−1)(j−1)) = c∗1,j

andL(bi,j, a1,i−1+(r−1)(j−1)) = c∗2,j.

• For anyj = 1, . . . , r!, L(b1,j+(r−1)×r!, a1,(r+1)!−j+1) = c∗1,j

andL(a1,j+(r−1)×r!, b1,(r+1)!−j+1) = c∗2,j.

• We associate a new color to each missing edge.

I is clearly an instance of LABELED Min PMr. The set of colorsC′ = {ci,� j
i
� : i =

1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , ni} is the approximate solution outputted byGreedy and it uses
apx(I) = (Hr + r) × r! colors, whereasC∗ = {c∗i,j : i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , r!} is the set of
colors that are used by an optimal solution; this latter verifiesopt(I) = 2× r!. The Figure
3 describes the instanceI for r = 2.

We conjecture that LABELED Min PM is notO(nε)-approximable in complete bipar-
tite graphs. Thus, a challenge will be to give better approximate algorithms or to improve
the lower bound.
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Approximation results for the weighted P4
partition problems

Jérôme Monnot∗, Sophie Toulouse†

Abstract

We present several new standard and differential approximation results for P4-
partition problem by using the algorithm proposed in Hassin and Rubinstein (Infor-
mation Processing Letters, 63: 63-67, 1997), for both minimization and maximiza-
tion versions of the problem. However, the main point of this paper is the robustness
of this algorithm, since it provides good solutions, whatever version of the problem
we deal with, whatever the approximation framework within which we estimate its
approximate solutions.

Key words : graph partition, 3-length chain, approximation algorithms, performance
ratio, standard approximation, differential approximation.

1 Introduction

Consider an instanceI of anNP-hard optimization problemΠ and a polynomial time
algorithmA computing feasible solutions forΠ. Denote byapxΠ(I) the value of a solu-
tion computed byA on I, by optΠ(I), the value of an optimal solution and byworΠ(I)
the value of a worst solution (that corresponds to the optimal value when reversing the
optimization goal). The quality ofA is expressed by the way of approximation ratios
that somehow compare the approximate value to the optimal one. So far, two measures
stand out from the literature: thestandard ratio [3] (the most widely used) and thedif-
ferential ratio [4, 6, 8, 11]. The standard ratio is defined byρΠ(I, A) = apxΠ(I)

optΠ(I)
if Π is a

maximization problem, byρΠ(I, A) = optΠ(I)
apxΠ(I)

otherwise, whereas the differential ratio is
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defined byδΠ(I, A) = worΠ(I)−apxΠ(I)
worΠ(I)−optΠ(I)

. Instead of dividing the approximate value by the
optimum value, this latter measure divides the distance from a worst solution to the ap-
proximate value by the instance diameter. Within the worst case analysis framework and
given a universal constantε ≤ 1 (resp., ε ≥ 1), an algorithmA is said to be anε-standard
approximation for a maximization (resp. a minimization) problemΠ if ρAΠ

(I) ≥ ε ∀I
(resp., ρAΠ

(I) ≤ ε ∀I). According to differential ratio,A is said to be anε-differential
approximation forΠ if δAΠ

(I) ≥ ε, ∀I, for a universal constantε ≤ 1. Alternatively,
any solution being a convex combination of the two valuesworΠ(I) and optΠ(I), an
approximate valueapxΠ(I) will be anε-differential approximation if for any instanceI,
apxΠ(I) ≥ ε×optΠ(I)+(1−ε)×worΠ(I) (for the maximization case). Within the worst
case analysis framework according to both standard and differential ratios, we focus on a
special problem, the weighted P4-partition problem (P4P in short). Furthermore, we study
the performance of a single algorithm on various versions of this problem. Precisely, we
show that this algorithm is efficient for P4P, proving approximation ratios for both stan-
dard and differential measures, for both maximization and minimization versions of the
problem.

In the weighted P4-partition problem, we are given a complete graphK4n together
with a distance functiond : E → R+ on its edges. A P4 is an induced path of length 3 (or,
equivalently, an induced path on 4 vertices); for any instanceI = (K4n, d), the cost of a
pathP is given by the sum of its edges weight, and the goal is to find a partitionT ∗ =
{P ∗

1 , . . . , P ∗
n} of n vertex-disjoint chains of length 3 (that we call a P4-partition) such that

d(T ∗) =
∑q

i=1 d(P ∗
i ) is optimum,i.e., of maximum distance if the goal is to maximize

(MAX P4P), of minimum distance otherwise (MINP4P). For the minimization version, we
will more often assume that the distance function satisfies the triangular inequality,i.e.,
d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z)+d(z, y),∀x, y, z; MINMETRICP4P will refer to this restriction. Finally,
we also deal with a special case of metric instances where the distance function is worth
either 1 or 2; the corresponding problems will be denoted by MAX P4P1,2 and MINP4P1,2.
All these problems are known to beNP-hard, [10, 17]; nevertheless, MAX P4P is standard-
approximable within ratio3/4, Hassin and Rubinstein, [12], whereas (to our knowledge),
no approximation rate has been established for MINP4P yet. Concerning MINPkP (the
general version), it cannot be approximated within2p(n) for any polynomialp and for any
k; this is due to the fact that deciding whether a graph admits a Pk-partition of its vertex
set isNP-complete, [10, 16, 17]. The Pk-partition problem consists in, given a simple
graphG = (V,E), deciding if there exists a collectionP of vertex-disjointk-length paths
{P1, . . . , P�} such that any vertex fromV belongs to exactly one pathPi fromP. Finally,
note that MINMETRICPkP is very close to thek-vehicle routing problem when restricting
the route of each vehicle to at mostk intermediate stops, [1, 9].

In the first section, we study the relationship between TSP and PkP under differential
ratio, showing how a differential approximation for TSP allows a differential approxima-
tion for PkP (where PkP seeks to determine a partition of a vertex set intok-length paths
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of optimum weight). In the second section, that contains the main result of this paper,
we propose a complete analysis, from both a standard and a differential point of view, of
an algorithm proposed by Hassin and Rubinstein [12]. We prove that, with respect to the
standard ratio, this algorithm provides new approximation rates for METRICP4P, that is
to say: the approximate solution respectively achieves a 3/2-, a 7/6- and a 9/10-standard
approximation for MINMETRICP4P, MINP4P1,2 and MAX P4P1,2. Under differential ra-
tio, the approximate solution is a 1/2-approximation for general P4P, a 2/3-approximation
for P4Pa,b. These difference values between differential and standard ratio for max-
imization versions are well explained since the approximate value has to be located
into [wor(I), opt(I)] for the differential framework instead of [0, opt(I)] for the stan-
dard one’s. That is the point of differential measure: the reference it does towor(I)
makes it more precise and makes robust the approximation level (since minimizing and
maximizing are equivalent and more generally, differential ratio is stable under affine
transformation of the objective function). In addition to the new approximation bounds
that we provide, the main result of this paper is the robustness of the algorithm we study,
since this latter provides good solutions, whatever version of the problem we deal with,
whatever the approximation framework within which we estimate its approximate solu-
tions.

2 From Traveling salesman problem to PkP

A common technic to obtain an approximate solution for MAX PkP from a Hamilto-
nian cycle is called thedeleting and turning around method, see [12, 13, 9]. This method
consists, starting from a tour, in producingk solutions of MAX PkP by turning around
the cycle and deleting 1 edge uponk; then it picks the best solution. Obviously, the
quality of the outputT ′ depends on the quality of the initial tour. Hence, it is proved in
[12, 13], that anyε-standard approximation of MAX TSP provides ak−1

k
ε-standard ap-

proximation for MAX PkP. Under a differential point of view, things are less optimistic,
since already fork = 4 there exists an instance family(In)n≥1 verifying apx(In) =
1
2
optMAX P4P(In) + 1

2
worMAX P4P(In). For n ≥ 1, the instance isIn = (K8n, d) where the

vertex set can be partitioned into two setsL = {�1, . . . , �4n} andR = {r1, . . . , r4n}; the
associated distance functiond equals 0 onL2, 2 onR2, and 1 onL × R. We have for any
n ≥ 1:

Property 2.1 apx(In) = 6n, optMAX P4P(In) = 8n and worMAX P4P(In) = 4n.

First, let us show that any tourΓ on In is optimal. Indeed, we can describe any
tour as the sum of two perfect matchingsM1 andM2 that both verify: |Mi| = 4n with
|Mi ∩ L2| = |Mi ∩ R2| = pi. Thus,d(Mi) = 0pi + (4n − 2pi) + 2pi = 4n. Starting
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from the optimal cycleΓ∗ = [r1, . . . , r4n, l1, . . . , l4n, r1], the four solutionsTi built from
Γ∗ will verify d(Ti) = 6n (see Figure??), when an optimal solutionT ∗ and a worst
solutionT∗ will be of total weight respectively8n and4n (see Figure 1). Indeed,T ∗ is
undoubtedly an optimal solution, sinced(T ∗) = 8n = optMAX TSP(In); on the other hand,
any P4-partitionT being a2n edges cut down tour, we getd(T ) ≥ 8n − 4n = 4n and
thus,d(T∗) = worMAX P4P(In), which ends the argument.

.

T∗

L R

T∗

Figure 1: A worst and an optimal solutions whenn = 1.

Nevertheless, using this method one can obtain:

Lemma 2.2 From an ε-differential approximation of MAX TSP, one can polynomially
compute a ε

k
-differential approximation of MAX PkP

Proof. Let us show that the following inequality stands for any instanceI = (Kkn, d)
of MAX PkP:

optMAX TSP(I) ≥ 1

k − 1
optMAX PkP(I) + worMAX PkP(I) (1)

Let T ∗ be an optimal solution of MAX PkP, then arbitrarily add some edges toT ∗ in
order to obtain a tourΓ; from this latter, we can deducek−1 solutionsTi i = 1, . . . , k−1
applying the deleting and turning around method in such a way that any of the solutions
Ti contains(Γ \ T ∗). Thus, we get(k − 1)worMAX PkP(I) ≤ ∑k−1

i=1 d(Ti) = (k − 1)d(Γ)−
optMAX PkP(I); consideringd(Γ) ≤ optMAX TSP(I), the result follows. Applying again the
deleting and turning around method from a worst tour, we obtaink approximate solutions
of MAX PkP, which allows us to deduce:

worMAX TSP(I) ≥ k

k − 1
worMAX PkP(I) (2)

Finally, letΓ′ be anε-differential approximation of MAX TSP, we deduce fromΓ′ k ap-
proximate solutions of MAX PkP; settingT ′ to the best one, we obtain:
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k × apx(I) = k × d(T ′) = (k − 1) × d(Γ′)
≥ (k − 1)

(
ε × optMAX TSP(I) + (1 − ε) × worMAX TSP(I)

) (3)

Using inequalities (1), (2) and (3), we getapx(I) ≥ ε
k
optMAX PkP(I)+(1− ε

k
)worMAX PkP(I)

and the proof is complete.

Thus, from [11, 14], we deduce a2
3k

-differential approximation for MAX PkP.

Finally, observe that even if we consider MINMETRICP4P, we are not able to obtain result
as good as standard approximation. Consider the instancesI ′

n = (K8n, d
′) built from In

where we modify the distanced by d′(�i, �j) = d′(ri, rj) = 1 andd′(�i, rj) = n2 + 1 for
all i, j. We thus haveoptMINMETRICTSP(In) = 2n2 + 8n andoptMINMETRICP4P(In) = 6n.

3 Approximating P4P by the way of optimal matchings

Here starts the analysis, both on a standard and a differential point of view, of an
algorithm proposed by Hassin and Rubinstein [12]; the authors show that the approximate
solution is a 3/4-standard approximation for MAX P4P. First, dealing with the standard
ratio, we prove that this algorithm provides a 3/2-approximation for MINMETRICP4P
and respectively a 7/6 and a 9/10-approximation for MINP4P1,2 and MAX P4P1,2 when
restricting us to1, 2-valuated graphs. As corollary of a general result, we also obtain an
alternate proof of the result of [12].

We then prove that, with respect to the differential measure, the approximate solution
achieves a 1/2-approximation in general graphs, for both maximization and minimization
versions of the problem; this latter ratio is raised up to 2/3 in bi-valuated graphs.

3.1 Description of the algorithm

The algorithm proposed in [12] runs in two stages: first, it computes an optimum
weight perfect matchingMT ′ on(K4n, d); then, it builds a second optimum weight perfect
matchingRT ′ on edgesMT ′ in order to complete the solution (note that “optimum weight”
signifies “maximum weight” if the goal of P4P is to maximize, “minimum weight” if the
goal is to minimize). Precisely, we define the instance(K2n, d

′) (to any edgeev ∈ MT ′

corresponds a vertexv in K2n), where the distance functiond′ is defined as follows: for
any edge[v1, v2], d′(v1, v2) is set to the weight of the heaviest edge linkingev1 andev2 ,
that is, if v1 representsev1 = [x1, y1] and v2 representsev2 = [x2, y2], thend′(v1, v2)
is set tomax{d(x1, x2), d(x1, y2), d(y1, x2), d(y1, y2)} (when dealing with the minimum
version of the problem, set the weight to the lightest). On(K2n, d

′), we build an optimum
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weight matchingRT ′ that is transposed to(K4n, d) by selecting the edge that realizes the
same cost. Since the computation of an optimum weight perfect matching is polynomial,
the whole algorithm runs in polynomial time for both versions.

3.2 General P4P within the standard framework

For any solutionT , we denote respectively byMT andRT the set of the final edges
and the set of middle edges of its chains. Moreover, for any edgee ∈ T , we denote by
PT (e) the P4 from T that containse, by CT (e) the cycle of length 4 containingPT (e)
(CT (e) is somehow the closure ofPT (e)). Finally, we defineRT = ∪e∈T CT (e) \ PT (e);
note thatRT ∪ RT is a perfect matching.

Lemma 3.1 For any instance I = (K4n, d), if T is a feasible solution and T ∗ an optimal
solution, then there exist 3 pairwise disjoint edge sets A, B and C verifying:

(i) A ∪ B = T ∗ and C ⊆ RT ∗ .

(ii) A ∪ C and B ∪ (RT ∗ \ C) are both perfect matchings on I .

(iii) A ∪ C ∪ MT ′ is a 2-matching on I of which cycles are of length a multiple of 4.

Proof. Let T ∗ = MT ∗ ∪RT ∗ be an optimal solution; we apply the following process:

1 SetA = MT ∗, B = RT ∗, C = ∅ andG′ = (V,A ∪ MT );

2 While there exists a connected componentV ′ of G′ having an edgee = [x, y] ∈ RT ∗

with x ∈ V ′ andy /∈ V ′, do:

2.1 A ← (A \ PT ∗(e)) ∪ {e}, B ← (B ∪ PT ∗(e)) \ {e}, C ← C ∪ (CT ∗(e) \
PT ∗(e));

2.2 G′ ← (V,A ∪ MT ′);

3 outputA, B andC;

At the initialization stage, the connected components of the partial graph induced by
(A∪C∪MT ′) are either cycles alternating edges from(A∪C) andMT ′, or isolated edges
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Figure 2: The construction of setsA andC.

from MT ∗ ∩MT ′ . During step2, at each iteration, the process merges together two cycles,
or a cycle and an isolated edge, or two isolated edges, into a single cycle; an illustration
of the process is proposed in Figure 2. Note that all along the process, the setsA, B and
C remain pairwise disjoints.

For (i): Immediate from definition of the process.

For (ii): SetsC andRT ∗ \ C are both matchings by construction; let us now prove
thatA andB also are matchings. Two edgese �= e′ from A (resp., B) are adjacent one to
each other if and only if they belong to the same chainPT ∗. However, according to steps
1 and2.1, for any chainPT ∗, eitherPT ∗ ∩RT ∗ or PT ∗ ∩MT ∗ may belong toA (resp., B),
that contradicts the fact thate ande′ could be adjacent.

Moreover, before processing step2, A ∪ C = MT ∗ is a perfect matching; now, at
each iteration of step2, we swap two couples of edgesCT ∗ ∩ MT ∗ andCT ∗ \ MT ∗ (the
former edges are removed fromA, the latter are added toA ∪ C); thus, the resulting
edge setA ∪ C remains a perfect matching. Finally, since the equalityB ∪ (RT ∗ \ C) =
(T ∗ ∪ RT ∗) \ (A ∪ C) holds, the setB ∪ (RT ∗ \ C) also is a perfect matching.

For(iii): At the end of process,(A∪C)∩MT ′ = ∅ and thus,A∪C∪MT ′ is a perfect
2-matching. Now consider a cycleΓ of (V,A∪C ∪MT ′); by definition of step2, for any
edgee = [x, y] ∈ Γ ∩ RT ∗, its begin and end points both belong toV (Γ), which means
thatΓ \ MT ′ is a subset ofT ∗ and therefore, we get|V (Γ)| = 4k.

Theorem 3.2 The solution T ′ provided by the algorithm achieves a 3
2
-standard approxi-

mation for MINMETRICP4P and this ratio is tight.

Proof. LetT ∗ be an optimal solution onI = (K4n, d), we consider 3 pairwise disjoint
setsA, B andC according to the application of Lemma 3.1 toT ′; according to property
(iii), we can splitA∪C into two setsA1 andA2 in such a way thatAi ∪MT ′ (i = 1, 2) is
a P4-partition (see Figure 3 for an illustration). Thus, we get from the optimality ofRT ′

the inequalityd(Ai) ≥ d′(Ai) ≥ d′(RT ′) = d(RT ′) and deduce:

2d(RT ′) ≤ d(A) + d(C) (4)
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A1
A2

Figure 3: The setsA1 ∪ MT ′ andA2 ∪ MT ′ .

From property(ii) of Lemma 3.1 which states thatB∪(RT ∗\C) is a perfect matching,
and becauseMT ′ is optimal, we get:

d(MT ′) ≤ d(B) + d(RT ∗ \ C) (5)

Adding inequalities (4) and (5), and sinceI satisfies the triangular inequality, we obtain:

d(MT ′) + 2d(RT ′) ≤ 2optMINMETRICP4P(I) (6)

(Note that this latter inequality is only true when minimizing.) Consideringd(MT ′) ≤
optMINMETRICP4P(I), the proof is complete. The tightness is given by the instancesIn =
(K8n, d) described in Property 2.1.

Based upon Lemma 3.1, one can also obtain an alternate proof of the result given in
[12].

Theorem 3.3 The solution T ′ provided by the algorithm achieves a 3
4
-standard approxi-

mation for MAX P4P.

Proof. The inequality (6) becomes

d(MT ′) + 2d(RT ′) ≥ optMAX P4P(I) + d(RT ∗) (7)

Considering this time thatd(MT ′) ≥ optMAX P4P(I)+d(RT ∗), we deduceapxMAX P4P(I) ≥
3
4
optMAX P4P(I) + d(RT ∗).

3.3 General P4P within the differential framework

Dealing with differential ratio, MAX P4P MINP4P and MINMETRICP4P are equiva-
lent to approximate ; this is generally true for any couple of problems that only differ by
an affine transformation of their objective function.
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Theorem 3.4 The solution T ′ provided by the algorithm achieves a 1
2
-differential approx-

imation for P4P and this ratio is tight.

Proof. We prove the result for the maximization version. First, observe thatRT ∗

is a n-cardinality matching; hence, considering any perfect matchingM of I such that
M ∪ RT ∗ do form aP4-partition, we get:

d(M) + d(RT ∗) ≥ worMAX P4P(I) (8)

Adding inequalities (7) and (8), we obtain:

2apxMAX P4P(I) ≥ d(MT ′) + 2d(RT ′) + d(M) ≥ worMAX P4P(I) + optMAX P4P(I)

To show the tightness of this ratio, we refer to Property 2.1.

3.4 Bi-valuated metric P4P with weights 1 & 2 within the standard
framework

As done in [15] for MINTSP, we now focus on instances where any edge is worth ei-
ther 1 or 2; indeed, such an analysis enables a keener comprehension of a given algorithm.
Moreover, since the P4-partition problem isNP-complete, the problems MAX P4P1,2 and
MINP4P1,2 areNP-hard.

Theorem 3.5 The solution T ′ provided by the algorithm achieves a 9
10

-standard approxi-
mation for MAX P4P1,2 and a 7

6
-standard approximation for MINP4P1,2. These ratios are

tight.

Proof. We only prove the maximization case. LetI = (K4n, d) be an instance of
MAX P4P1,2 with d(e) ∈ {1, 2}. We will denote byMT ′,2 (resp., RT ′,2) the set ofMT ′

edges of weight 2, byp (resp., q) its cardinality. Trivially, cardinalitiesp andq verify:
p ≤ 2n, d(MT ′) = 2n + p andq ≤ n, d(RT ′) = n + q. Similarly, let us denote by
MT ∗,2 = {e ∈ MT ∗|d(e) = 2} with sizep∗ and byRT ∗,2 = {e ∈ RT ∗|d(e) = 2} with size
q∗. We haveapxMAX P4P1,2

(I) = 3n + p + q andoptMAX P4P1,2
(I) = 3n + p∗ + q∗. Wlog.,

we may assume that the following property always holds forT ∗:

Property 3.6 For any 3-length chain P ∈ T ∗, |P ∩ MT ∗,2| ≥ |P ∩ RT ∗,2|.

Otherwise,T ∗ would contain a chainP = {[x, y], [y, z], [z, t]} verifyingd(x, y) = d(z, t) =
1 andd(y, z) = 2; thus, by swappingP andP ′ = {[y, z], [z, t], [t, x]} into T ∗, one does
generate another optimal solution.
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Property 3.7 q ≥ q∗
2

.

Let G′ be the multi-graph induced byMT ′ ∪ RT ∗,2 (edges fromMT ′ ∩ RT ∗,2 appear
twice). This graph is constituted of chains, cycles and isolated edges: its chains alternate
edges fromMT ′ andRT ∗,2, with the particularity that their extremal edges all belong to
MT ′; its cycles also alternate edges fromMT ′ andRT ∗,2 and the 2-length cycles corre-
spond to the edge setRT ∗,2 ∩ MT ′; finally, its isolated edges belong toMT ′ \ RT ∗,2. For
any cycleΓ on G′, there exists an edgee(Γ) = [x, y] with e(Γ) ∈ MT ∗,2, x ∈ V (Γ), and
y is an endpoint of a chain; we denote bye′(Γ) the edge fromΓ ∩ RT ∗,2 to whiche(Γ) is
incident. The existence ofe(Γ) follows from the Property 3.6; moreover, vertexy cannot
be incident to any edge fromRT ∗,2, since otherwisee(Γ) ∈ MT ∗ would link two edges of
T ∗, contradiction! Thus, settingA = RT ∗,2, and replacing inA for any cycleΓ onG′ the
edgee′(Γ) by the edgee(Γ), we build an edge setA satisfying|A| = |RT ∗,2| = q∗ and
(V,MT ′∪A) is a simple graph made of pairwise disjoint chains. Like we did while proving
Theorem 3.2, we splitA into two setsA1 andA2 in such a way that the partial graph in-
duced byMT ′∪Ai for i = 1, 2 is a set of at-most-3-length chains. We arbitrarily complete
Ai by the way of an edge setBi in order to obtain aP4-partitionAi∪Bi∪MT ′. Obviously,
|Ai|+ |Bi| = n andd(B1) + d(B2) ≥ |B1|+ |B2| = (n− |A1|) + (n− |A2|) = 2n− q∗.
Moreover,d(Ai ∪ Bi) ≤ d(RT ′) due toRT ′ optimality. Sinced(A) = 2q∗, we deduce
2n + q∗ ≤ d(B1) + d(B2) + d(A) ≤ 2d(RT ′) = 2n + 2q and Property 3.7 is established.
Thanks to this latter, we obtain:

apxMAX P4P1,2
(I) ≥ 3n + p +

q∗

2
(9)

On the other hand, sinceMT ′,2 is a matching containing a maximum number of 2-edges,
we have in particularp ≥ p∗ and deduce:

optMAX P4P1,2
(I) ≤ 3n + p + q∗ (10)

On the behalf of inequalitiesp ≥ q∗, n ≥ q∗, (9) and (10), we obtain the expected
resultapxMAX P4P1,2

(I) ≥ 9
10

optMAX P4P1,2
(I).

The tightness comes from the instanceI = (K8, d) depicted in Figure 4, where edges
of distance 2 are drawn in continuous line and edges of distance 1 ofT ∗ andT ′ are drawn
in dotted line; other edges are not drawn. One can easily seeoptMAX P4P1,2

(I) = 10 and
apxMAX P4P1,2

(I) = 9.

Dealing with the minimization case, Property 3.7 becomesq ≤ q∗
2

, whereq andq∗

do count in this case the number of 1-edges that belong toRT ′ andRT ∗. Thus, we easily
deduceapx(I) ≤ 7

6
opt(I). The instanceJ = (K8, d) proposed in Figure 5 provides an

illustration of this ratio tightness: 1-edges are drawn in continuous line, 2-edges fromT ∗

or T ′ are drawn in dotted line and we have:opt(J) = d(T ∗) = 6, apx(J) = d(T ′) = 7.
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T ′I = (K8, d) T∗

Figure 4: InstanceI = (K8, d) establishing the tightness for MAX P4P1,2.

T ′T∗J = (K8, d)

Figure 5: InstanceJ = (K8, d) establishing the tightness for MINP4P1,2.

3.5 Bi-valuated metric P4P with weights a&b within the differential
framework

As we mentioned earlier, the differential measure is stable under affine transforma-
tion; now, any instance from MAX P4Pa,b may be mapped into an instance of MAX P4P1,2

or MINP4Pa,b by the way of such a transformation. Thus, proving MAX P4P1,2 is ε-
differential approximable actually establishes that MINP4Pa,b and MAX P4Pa,b areε-diffe-
rential approximable for any couple of real valuesa < b.

Theorem 3.8 The solution T ′ provided by the algorithm achieves a 2
3
-differential approx-

imation for P4Pa,b and this ratio is tight.

Proof. Let I = (K4n, d) be an instance of MAX P4P1,2. Based upon the notations that
were introduced while proving Theorem 3.5,p (resp., p∗) counts the number of 2-edges
from MT ′ (resp., MT ∗), whereasq (resp., q∗) counts the number of 2-edges fromRT ′

(resp., RT ∗); hence,apx(I) = 3n + p + q andoptMAX P4P1,2
(I) = 3n + p∗ + q∗. Moreover,

for i = 1, 2, P i
T ′ will refer to the set of chains fromT ′ of which central edge is of weighti.

Finally, for i = 1, 2, M i
T ′ will refer to the set of edgese ∈ MT ′ such thatPT ′(e) ∈ P i

T ′

(that is to say,e is element of a chain fromT ′ of which central edge is worthi). We first
state some bounds onoptMAX P4P1,2

(I):

optMAX P4P1,2
(I) ≤ min{3n + 2p, 3n + p + n, 3n + p + 2q} (11)
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y′yx x′

δγβα

Figure 6: Exploiting optimality ofRT ′.

First, sinceMT ′ is a maximum weight matching whileMT ∗ andRT ∗ are both matchings,
we have:p∗ ≤ p andq∗ ≤ p. Second,|RT ∗| = n and thus,q∗ ≤ n. Finally, on the behalf
of Property 3.7, we know thatq∗ ≤ 2q.

It remains us to evaluate an efficient bound forworMAX P4P1,2(I); to do so, we first
deduce fromMT ′ andRT ′ optimality the following preliminary facts:

Property 3.9

(i) ∀[x, y] �= [x′, y′] ∈ MT ′ , d(x, y) = 1 and d(x′, y′) = 2
⇒ min{d(x, x′), d(y, y′)} = min{d(x, y′), d(y, x′)} = 1
(ii) ∀[x, y] �= [x′, y′] ∈ M1

T ′ , max{d(z, t)|z ∈ {x, y}, t ∈ {x′, y′}} = 1
(iii) ∀PT ′ = {[α, β], [β, γ], [γ, δ]} ∈ P2

T ′ ,∀[x, y] �= [x′, y′] ∈ M1
T ′ ,

max{d(z, t)|z ∈ {α, β}, t ∈ {x, y}} = 2 ⇒ max{d(z, t)|z ∈ {γ, δ}, t ∈ {x′, y′}} = 1

Fact (i) trivially comes from optimality ofMT ′, whereas(ii) and (iii) come from
optimality of RT ′. An illustration of property(iii) is proposed is Figure 6 (the edges of
distance 2 are drawn in continuous lines whereas some edges of distance 1 are drawn in
dotted lines). LetP2

T ′,6 be the subset of chainsPT ′ from P2
T ′ that are exclusively made of

2-edges (i.e., d(PT ′) = 6); we likewise defineP2
T ′,5 as the subset of chains fromP2

T ′ that
are of total weight 5. Note that, from optimality ofMT ′, any chainPT ′ from T ′ having
its central edge of weight 2 must have at least one of its final edges of weight 2; thus,
P2

T ′,6 ∪ P2
T ′,5 defines a partition ofP2

T ′. Using these new notations and in the light of the
previous facts, we deduce the following properties:

Property 3.10 Given a chain PT ′ of P2
T ′,6 and 2 edges [x, y] �= [x′y′] of M1

T , then there
exists a partition of

(
V (PT ′) ∪ {x, y, x′, y′}) into 2 chains P1 and P2, each of them of

length 3, which is of total distance at most 8. Moreover, if d(x, y) = d(x′, y′) = 1, then
we can decrease this weight down to (at most) 7 (see Figure 7).

ConsiderPT ′ = {[α, β], [β, γ], [γ, δ]} ∈ P2
T ′,6 and[x, y] �= [x′y′] ∈ M1

T . We setP1 =
{[α, x], [x, x′], [x′, δ]} andP2 = {[β, y], [y, y′], [y′, γ]}. If every edge from{α, β, γ, δ} to
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y′yx x′

δγβα

y′ yx x′

δγβα

Figure 7: The two chains of length 3P1 andP2 with a total weight at most 7.

{x, x′, y, y′} is of weight 1, thenP1∪P2 has a total weight 6; conversely, if a 2-edge exists
(assume that[β, y] is such an edge), thenP1 ∪ P2 is of total distance at most 8: indeed,
we getd(x, x′) = d(y, y′) = 1 from (ii) of Property 3.10 andd(δ, x′) = d(γ, y′) = 1
from (iii) of Property 3.10. Moreover, ifd(x, y) = 1, thend(α, x) = 1 from (i) of
Property 3.10 and thus,d(P1) + d(P2) = 7. An illustration of this fact is given in Figure
7 (the edges of distance 2 are drawn in continuous lines whereas dotted lines correspond
to edges of distance 1).

Property 3.11 For any chain PT ′ = {[α, β], [β, γ], [γ, δ]} of P2
T ′,5, the chain P3 = {[β, γ],

[γ, δ], [δ, α]} is of total weight 4.

Obvious from(i) of Property 3.9.

Before we build an approximate worst solution, let us introduce some more notations.
LikewiseP2

T ′,6 andP2
T ′,5, we define three new chain subsetsP1

T ′,5, P1
T ′,4 andP1

T ′,3 accord-
ing to both the total weight of the chains and their central edge weight:P1

T ′,5 contains any
chain fromP1

T ′ of total cost 5,P1
T ′,4 contains any chain fromP1

T ′ of total cost 4, whereas
P1

T ′,3 contains any chain fromP1
T ′ that is exclusively made of 1-edges; let us then denote

by n2
6, n2

5, n1
5 andn1

3 the respective cardinality ofP2
T ′,6, P2

T ′,5, P1
T ′,5, P1

T ′,4, P1
T ′,3 (see Fig-

ure 8; the edges of distance 2 are drawn in continuous lines whereas the edges of distance
1 are drawn in dotted lines). Note that{P2

T ′,6,P2
T ′,5,P1

T ′,5,P1
T ′,4,P1

T ′,3} defines a partition
of T ′ and hence,n = n2

6 + n2
5 + n1

5 + n1
4 + n1

3.

Under this description, we deducep = n + n2
6 + (n1

5 − n1
3). Now,n1

5 − n1
3 is precisely

the half of the difference between the number of 2-edges and 1-edges inM1
T ′: indeed,

if p1
i refers to|{e ∈ M1

T |d(e) = i}| for i = 1, 2, then we havep1
2 = n1

4 + 2n1
5 and

p1
1 = n1

4 + 2n1
3 and thus,p1

2 − p1
1 = 2(n1

5 − n1
3). From this latter equality, we deduce that

p1
1 andp1

2 have the same parity; hence, we have1/2(p1
2−p1

1) = �p1
2/2�−�p1

1/2� and thus,
p = n + n2

6 + �p1
2/2� − �p1

1/2�, which leads to the following inequality:

p ≥ n + n2
6 − �p1

1/2� (12)

In the light of Properties 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, we are able to establish the following
bound onworMAX P4P1,2(I):
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P1
T ′,3

n2
5

n2
6

n1
5

n1
4

n1
3

P2
T ′,6

P2
T ′,5

P1
T ′,5

P1
T ′,4

Figure 8: The partition ofT ′.

worMAX P4P1,2(I) ≤ 3n + q + (n2
6 − �p1

1/2�)(+) + (n2
6 − n + q)(+) (13)

Where the expressionX(+) meansmax{X, 0}. We need to use some more notations:ei

refers to thei-th element ofM1
T for i = 1, . . . , p1 (moreover, we assume thatd(ei) ≤

d(ej) ⇒ i ≤ j) andP i
T ′ refers to thei-th chain ofP2

T ′,6 for i = 1, . . . , n2
6. We build an

approximate worst solutionT∗ applying the following process.

0 SetT∗ = ∅;

1 Fork = 1 to min{n2
6, �p1

1/2�}:
build 2 chainsP1 andP2 of length 3 with a total distance at most 7, applying Prop-
erty 3.10 onV (P k

T ′) ∪ {e2k−1, e2k}; setT∗ ← T∗ ∪ {P1, P2}.

2 If n2
6 ≥ �p1

1/2� then fork = 1 to min{n2
6 − �p1

1/2�, (n − q) − �p1
1/2�}:

build 2 chainsP1 andP2 of length 3 with a total distance at most 8, applying Prop-

erty 3.10 onV (P
�p1

1/2�+k

T ′ ) ∪ {e2(�p1
1/2�+k)−1},e2(�p1

1/2�+k)

; setT∗ ← T∗ ∪ {P1, P2}.

3 If n2
6 ≥ n − q then fork = 1 to n2

6 − (n − q): setT∗ ← T∗ ∪ {P k+(n+q)
T ′ }.

4 If n2
6 ≥ n−q then build a collection{P1, . . . P�} of 3-length chains on the subgraph

induced by the remaining edges fromM1
T ′ such that each chain is of distance 3,

applying(ii) of Property 3.9; setT∗ ← T∗ ∪ {P1, . . . , P�};

5 For each chainPT ′ ∈ P2
T ′,5 build the chainP3 of length 3 and distance 4, applying

Property 3.11; setT∗ ← T∗ ∪ {P3}.

6 OutputT∗.
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Let us count the2-edges put intoT∗ according to the value ofn2
6 and on the behalf of

inequalities (11), (12) and (13):

• If n2
6 ≤ �p1

1/2� thenT∗ contains at mostn2
5 + n2

6 = q 2-edges (from steps1 and5);
henceworMAX P4P1,2(I) ≤ 3n + q.

Thus 3 × apxMAX P4P1,2
(I) = (3n + p + 2q) + (3n + 2p) + (3n + q) ≥ 2 ×

optMAX P4P1,2
(I) + worMAX P4P1,2(I).

• If �p1
1/2� ≤ n2

6 ≤ n − q thenT∗ contains at mostn2
5 + �p1

1/2� + 2(n2
6 − �p1

1/2�) =
q + n2

6 − �p1
1/2� 2-edges (from steps1, 2 and5); thusworMAX P4P1,2(I) ≤ 3n + q +

(n2
6 − �p1

1/2�).
Hence,3 × apxMAX P4P1,2

(I) ≥ 2 × optMAX P4P1,2
(I) + worMAX P4P1,2(I).

• If n2
6 ≥ n− q thenT∗ contains at mostn2

5 + �p1
1/2�+2((n− q)−�p1

1/2�)+3(n2
6 −

(n− q)) = 2q + (n2
6 −�p1

1/2�) +n2
6 −n 2-edges (from steps1, 2, 3 and5); we thus

haveworMAX P4P1,2(I) ≤ 3n + 2q + (n2
6 − �p1

1/2�) + n2
6 − n.

Hence, we obtain3 × apxMAX P4P1,2
(I) ≥ 2

(
3n + (p + n)

)
+

(
3n + 2q + (n2

6 −
�p1

1/2�) + n2
6 − n

) ≥ 2 × optMAX P4P1,2
(I) + worMAX P4P1,2(I).

To show the tightness, consider the instanceI = (K8, d) pictured on Figure 4; since
it contains a vertex such that any edge fromv is of weight 2, the result follows.
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Etude des Equilibres de Nash, Jeux de Potentiel
et Jeux de Congestion

Olivier Pottié∗

Résumé

Dans cette étude, on va présenter quelques-uns des principaux résultats concer-
nant le problème de trouver un équlibre de Nash dans un jeu. Après avoir survolé
différents cas de compléxité des jeux généraux (combien existe-t-il d’équilibres ?
peut-on assurer l’existence d’un équilibre ayant une certaine propriété ?) [1], on va
tout particulièrement se concentrer sur les jeux qui possèdent des équilibres de Nash
purs tels que les jeux de potentiel [2] [5] et les jeux de congestion [24] [23] dont on
présentera différents modèles.

1 Introduction

Après quelques brefs rappels sur la théorie des jeux, on présentera, dans la section
2, les résultats de Conitzer et Sandholm [1] concernant le problème de la determination
de l’existence d’un équilibre de Nash, la plupart des cas étudiés étantNP -difficiles. On
rappelle qu’un équilibre de Nash est un vecteur de stratégies mixtes, une pour chaque
agent i, telles qu’aucun agent ne peut améliorer sa rémunération en changeant sa stratégie
alors que les autres gardent la même. Dans la section 3 on va se focaliser sur différents
types de jeux de potentiels qui ont la particularité de posséder un équilibre de Nash pur
et on présentera en particulier les résultats de [2] et [5]. Pour finir, dans la section 4, on
étudiera plusieurs modèles de jeux de congestion en commençant par celui de Rosenthal
[24], puis ceux de Konishiet al.[25], Milchtaich [26], Quint et Shubik [27] et Voorneveld
et al. [23].

∗LAMSADE, Université Paris-Dauphine, place du Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny, 75775 Paris cedex
16, France.olivier.pottie@lamsade.dauphine.fr
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2 Résultats sur la complexité des Equilibres de Nash

2.1 Equilibres ayant certaines propriétés dans les jeux de forme nor-
male

Les resultats présentés dans cette section sont issus de [1]. Conitzer et Sandholm y
présentent une réduction grâce à laquelle ils améliorent les résultats de Gilboa et Zemel
sur la determination de l’existence d’un équilibre de Nash et montrent que compter le
nombre d’équilibres de Nash (ou des ensembles connectés d’équilibres de Nash) est�P-
difficile (sous-sections 2.2 et 2.3). Ensuite, ils montrent que determiner l’existence d’un
équilibre Bayes-Nash à stratégies pures estNP -difficile, ce que l’on présentera dans
la sous-section 2.4. On montrera, finalement, que determiner l’existence d’un équilibre
de Nash à stratégies pures dans un jeu stochastique (de Markov) estPSPACE-difficile
même si le jeu est invisible. Tous ces résultats sont valables même si le jeu ne comporte
que 2 joueurs et qu’il est symétrique.

2.2 Définitions

Définition 1 Dans unjeu de forme normale, on a un ensemble d’agentsA, et pour chaque
agent i, un ensemble de stratégiesΣi et une fonction de rémunérationui : Σ1×Σ2×· · ·×
Σ|A| → R.

Définition 2 Unestratégie mixteσi pour un joueur i est une distribution de probabilités
surΣi. Un cas spécial de stratégie mixte est unestratégie pure, où toutes les probabilités
sont sur un seul elément deΣi.

Définition 3 Etant donné un jeu de forme normale, unéquilibre de Nashest un vecteur
de stratégies mixtes, une pour chaque agent i, telles qu’aucun agent ne peut améliorer sa
rémunération en changeant sa stratégie alors que les autres gardent la même (on dit que
i dévie unilatéralement). C’est à dire, pour tout i et toute autre stratégie mixteσ′

i, on a
E[ui(s1, s2, . . . , si, . . . , s|A|)] ≥ E[ui(s1, s2, . . . , si, . . . , s|A|)], où chaquesi vient deσi et
chaques′i deσ′

i.

On peut maintenant présenter la réduction de [1].

Définition 4 Soitφ une formule booléenne de forme conjective normale. SoitV son en-
semble de variables (avec|V | = n), L l’ensemble des littéraux correspondants (un positif
et un négatif pour chaque variable)0, etC son ensemble de clauses. La fonctionv : L →

0Si x1 est une variable,x1 et−x1 sont des littéraux. On fait la différence entre la variablex1 et le littéral
x1.
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V nous donne la variable correspondant à un littéral, c’est à direv(x1) = v(−x1) = x1.
On définitG(φ) comme étant le jeu symétrique à 2 joueurs de forme normale suivant. Soit
Σ ≡ Σ1 = Σ2 = L ∪ V ∪ C ∪ {f}. Soit les fonctions de rémunération suivantes :

– u1(l
1, l2) = u2(l

2, l1) = 1 pour toutl1, l2 ∈ L avecl1 �= −l2 ;
– u1(l,−l) = u2(−l, l) = −2 pour toutl ∈ L ;
– u1(l, x) = u2(x, l) = −2 pour toutl ∈ L, x ∈ Σ − L ;
– u1(v, l) = u2(l, v) = 2 pour toutv ∈ V , l ∈ L avecv(l) �= v ;
– u1(v, l) = u2(l, v) = 2 − n pour toutv ∈ V , l ∈ L avecv(l) = v ;
– u1(v, x) = u2(x, v) = −2 pour toutv ∈ V , x ∈ Σ − L ;
– u1(c, l) = u2(l, c) = 2 pour toutc ∈ C, l ∈ L avecl /∈ c ;
– u1(c, l) = u2(l, c) = 2 − n pour toutc ∈ C, l ∈ L avecl ∈ c ;
– u1(c, x) = u2(x, c) = −2 pour toutc ∈ C, x ∈ Σ − L ;
– u1(f, f) = u2(f, f) = 0 ;
– u1(f, x) = u2(x, f) = 1 pour toutx ∈ Σ − {f}.

Théorème 1 Si(l1, l2, . . . , ln) (oùv(li) = xi) satisfaitφ, alorsG(φ) possède un équilibre
de Nash dans lequel les deux joueurs jouentli avec une probabilité1

n
, où la rémunération

de chaque joueur est 1. De plus, le seul autre équilibre de Nash est celui où les deux
joueurs jouent f et recoivent une rémunération de 0 chacun.

Preuve : On commence par montrer que ces combinaisons de stratégies mixtes consti-
tuent un équilibre de Nash. Si(l1, l2, . . . , ln) (où v(li) = xi) satisfaitφ et l’autre joueur
joue li avec une probabilité1

n
, jouer l’un de cesli nous donne une rémunération de

1. D’un autre côté, jouer la négation d’un de cesli nous donne une rémunération de
1
n
(−2)+n−1

n
(1) < 1. Jouer une variablev nous donne la rémunération1

n
(2−n)+n−1

n
(2) =

1 (puisque pour un desli que l’autre joueur joue parfois on av(li) = v). Jouer une clause
c nous donne une rémunération de au plus1

n
(2−n)+ n−1

n
(2) = 1 (car un desli que l’autre

joueur joue parfois est présent dans la clausec, puisqueli satisfaitφ). Finalement, jouer
f donne la rémunération 1. Il s’ensuit que jouer n’importe lequel desli que l’autre joueur
joue parfois est une reponse optimale, et donc que si les deux joueurs jouent chacun un
de cesli avec une probabilité1

n
est un équilibre de Nash. Il est clair que le cas où les deux

joueurs jouentf est aussi un équilibre de Nash car jouer n’importe quoi d’autre quand
l’autre joueur jouef nous donne la rémunération−2.

Il reste à démontrer qu’il n’existe pas d’autre équilibre de Nash. Si l’autre joueur
joue toujoursf , l’unique meilleure réponse est de jouer aussif , puisque jouer n’importe
quoi d’autre nous donnera une utilité -2. Dans le cas contraire, étant donnée une stratégie
mixte de l’autre joueur, on considère la rémunération d’un joueur sachant que l’autre ne
joue pasf . (C’est à dire, la distribution de probabilités sur les stratégies de l’autre joueur
est proportionnelle à la distribution de probabilité constituée par la stratége mixte de ce
joueur, sauf quef est choisi avec une probabilité 0). Si cette rémunération est plus petite
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que 1, alors le joueur fera mieux en jouantf (qui donne une utilité égale á 1 quand l’autre
joueur ne joue pasf , et est aussi meilleur que la stratégie originale quand l’autre joueur
jouef ). Donc cela ne peut être un équilibre de Nash.

Pour le cas où un des joueur jouef et l’autre non, il n’y a pas d’équilibre de Nash, donc
supposons que les deux joueurs jouentf avec un probabilité inférieure à 1. Considérons
le bien-être social espéré(E[u1 + u2]) étant donné qu’aucun des joueurs ne jouef . Il
est facile de vérifier que l’on obtiendra aucune configuration donnant un bien-être social
supérieur à 2. De plus, toute configuration dans laquelle un joueur joue un élément deV
ou C entraîne un bien-être social strictement inférieur à 2. Il s’ensuit que si un des deux
joueurs joue un élément deV ouC, le bien-être social espéré, en supposant qu’aucun des
joueurs ne jouef , est strictement inférieur à 2. Par linéarité de l’éspérance, il s’ensuit que
l’utilité espérée d’au moins un des joueurs est strictement inférieure à 1, en supposant que
personne ne jouef , et d’après le raisonnement ci-dessus, ce joueur pourrait améliorer son
utilité en jouantf plutot qu’une distribution de probabilités sur ses stratégies autres que
f . On en conclut qu’aucun élément deV ouC n’est joué dans un équilibre de Nash.

Donc on peut supposer que les deux joueurs ne mettent que des probabilités positives
sur les stratégies deL ∪ {f}. Si l’autre joueur met des probabilités positives surf , alors
jouer f est une meilleure stratégie que jouer n’importe quel élément deL (puisque les
deux auront une utilité égale à 1 sil’autre joue un élément deL, mais jouerf est une
meilleure stratégie si l’autre jouef ). Il s’ensuit que le seul équilibre dans lequel un des
joueurs jouef est celui où les deux joueurs jouentf .

Maintenant on peut supposer que les deux joueurs ne mettent que des probabilités
positives sur les éléments deL. Supposons que pour un certainl ∈ L, la probabilité qu’un
des joueurs jouel ou −l est inférieure à1

n
. Alors, l’utilité espérée de l’autre joueur de

jouerv(l) est strictement supérieure à1
n
(2 − n) + n−1

n
(2) = 1, et cela ne peut pas être un

équilibre de Nash. Donc, on peut affirmer que pour toutl ∈ L, la probabilité qu’un joueur
jouel ou−l est précisément1

n
.

Si le joueur 1 met des probabilités positives sur un élément deL et que le joueur 2 met
des probabilités positives sur la négation de ce même élément, les deux joueurs obtiennent
une utilité espérée inférieure à 1 et feraient mieux en jouantf . Donc, dans un équilibre
de Nash, si le joueur 1 jouel avec une certaine probabilité, le joueur 2 doit jouerl avec
une probabilité de1

n
. Donc on peut affirmer que pour chaque variable, il y a exactement

un de ses littéraux qui est joué par les deux joueurs avec une probabilité de1
n
. Il s’ensuit

que dans chaque équilibre de Nash (en plus de celui dans lequel les deux joueurs jouent
f ), les littéraux qui sont parfois joués correspondent à un assignement de variables.

Il reste à montrer que si cet assignement ne satisfait pasφ, alors nous n’avons pas un
équilibre de Nash. Soitc ∈ C une clause qui n’est pas satisfaite par cet assignement, c’est
á dire qu’aucun de ses littéraux n’est joué. Alors, jouerc donnerait une utilité égale à 2,
et les deux joueurs feraient mieux de jouer cela.�
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Donc il existe un équilibre de Nash dansG(φ) dans lequel chaque joueur a une uti-
lité 1 si et seulement siφ est satisfiable ; le seul autre équilibre est celui où les deux
joueurs jouent 0 et les deux obtiennent une utilité 0. Cependant toute définition sensée
de l’"optimisation du bien-être social" nous pousserait plutot à préférer le premier type
d’équilibre. Dans ce sens, déterminer si un "bon" équilibre existe est donc un problème
difficile. De plus, ce type d’équilibre est optimal pour le jeu, même quand les joueurs
coopèrent, et donc, trouver si un tel type d’équilibre existe est un problème difficile. Les
corollaires suivants illustrent les points abordés ci-dessus(chaque corollaire découle di-
rectement du théorème 1).

Corollaire 1 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, il estNP−difficile de dé-
terminer s’il existe un équilibre de Nash donnant un bien-être social espéré(standard)
(E[

∑
1≤i≤|A|

ui]) au moins égal àk, même quandk est le bien-être social maximum pouvant

être obtenu dans le jeu.

Corollaire 2 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, il estNP−difficile de déter-
miner s’il existe un équilibre de Nash dans lequel tous les joueurs ont une utilité espérée
au moins égale àk, même quandk est le plus grand nombre tel qu’il existe une distri-
bution sur les résultats du jeu telle que tous les joueurs ont une utilité espérée au moins
égale àk.

Corollaire 3 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, il estNP−difficile de déter-
miner s’il existe un équilibre de Nash Pareto-optimal.(Une distribution sur les résultats
d’un jeu est Pareto-optimale s’il n’y a aucune autre distribution telle que tous les joueurs
ont une utilité espérée égale, et au moins un joueur a une utilité espérée strictement su-
périeure aux autres).

Corollaire 4 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs , il estNP−difficile de déter-
miner s’il existe un équilibre de Nash où le joueur 1 a une utilité espérée au moins égale
à k.

Corollaire 5 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, il estNP−difficile de déter-
miner s’il existe plus d’un équilibre de Nash.

Corollaire 6 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, il estNP−difficile de déter-
miner s’il existe un équilibre de Nash dans lequel le joueur 1 joue parfoisx ∈ Σ1.

Corollaire 7 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, il estNP−difficile de déter-
miner s’il existe un équilibre de Nash dans lequel le joueur 1 ne joue jamaisx ∈ Σ1
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Ces résultats nous montrent qu’il est difficile d’obtenir des informations sommaires
sur les équilibres de Nash d’un jeu.(Le corollaire 5 et des versions moindres des corol-
laires 2, 6 et 7 ont été démontrées pour la première fois par Gilboa et Zemel [7].)

2.3 Compter le nombre d’équilibres dans les jeux de forme normale

On s’intéresse de manière générale à la caractérisation de tous les équilibres d’un jeu.
Une caractérisation simple est, par exemple, le nombre d’équilibres d’un jeu (le nombre
d’équilibres dans un jeu de forme normale a été étudié dans le pire ([9]) et dans le meilleur
([8]) des cas). On peut utiliser le théorème 1 pour montrer que déterminer ce nombre dans
un jeu de forme normale donné est difficile.

Corollaire 8 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, compter le nombre d’équi-
libres de Nash est�P−difficile .

Preuve : Le nombre d’équilibres de Nash dans notre jeuG(φ) est le nombre d’assi-
gnements qui satisfontφ, plus un. Or, compter le nombre d’assignements satisfiant une
formule CNF est�P-difficile [10]. �

Il est facile de construire des jeux dans lesquels on a un continuum d’équilibres de
Nash. Dans de tels jeux, il serait plus significatif de se demander combien il existe de
continuum distincts d’équilibres. De manière plus formelle, on peut se demander com-
bien un jeu possède d’ensembles connectés maximaux d’équilibres(un ensemble connecté
maximal est un ensemble connecté qui n’est pas un sous-ensemble propre d’un ensemble
connecté).

Corollaire 9 Même dans les jeux symétriques à 2 joueurs, compter le nombre d’en-
sembles connectés maximaux d’équilibres de Nash est�P-difficile.

Preuve :Chaque équilibre de Nash dansG(φ) constitue un ensemble connecté maxi-
mal, donc le nombre d’ensembles connectés maximaux est égal au nombre d’assigne-
ments satisfiantφ, plus un.�

Les résultats sur la�P-difficulté les plus intéressants sont ceux pour lesquels les ques-
tions de recherche et d’existence sont faciles, comme par exemple compter le nombre
d’assortiments bipartis parfaits (perfect bipartite matchings en anglais). Dans le cas des
équilibres de Nash, la question de l’existence est triviale : il a été prouvé de manière analy-
tique (par le théorème du point fixe de Kakutani) qu’un équilibre de Nash existe toujours
[11]. La complexité de la question de recherche reste un problème ouvert.
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2.4 Equilibres Bayes-Nash à stratégies pures

Les équilibres à stratégies pures sont particulièrement appréciés car ils évitent l’incon-
fortable nécéssité d’une distribution aléatoire sur des stratégies pour lesquelles les joueurs
n’ont aucun interêt [12]. Dans les jeux de forme normale avec un petit nombre de joueurs
il est facile de déterminer l’existence d’équilibres à stratégies pures : on peut simplement
vérifier, pour chaque combinaison de stratégies pures, si elle constitue un équilibre de
Nash. Cependant, ce n’est pas faisable dans lesjeux Bayesiens, dans lesquels les joueurs
ont une information privée concernant leur propre préférence (représenté par destypes).
Dans ce cas, les joueurs doivent conditionner leurs actions sur leurs types, donc l’espace
de stratégies de chaque joueur est exponentiel sur le nombre de types.
Dans cette sous-section, on montre que la question de savoir si un équilibre Bayes-Nash
à stratégies pures existe est en faitNP-difficile même dans les jeux symétriques à deux
joueurs. D’abord, on donne la définition standard d’un jeu Bayesien et d’un équilibre
Bayes-Nash issue de la théorie des jeux.

Définition 5 Dans unjeu Bayesien, on a un ensemble d’agents A ; pour chaque agent
i, un ensemble de typesΘi ; une distribution communeφ sur Θ1 × Θ2 × . . . × Θ|A| ;
pour chaque agent i, un ensemble de stratégiesΣi ; et pour chaque agent i, une fonction
d’utilité ui : Θi × Σ1 × Σ2 × . . . × Σ|A| → R.

Définition 6 (tirée de [13])Etant donné un jeu Bayesien, unéquilibre Bayes-Nash (BNE)
est un vecteur de stratégies mixtes, une pour chaque couplei, θi ∈ Θi, tel qu’aucun agent
n’a d’interêt à dévier de sa stratégie, pour chacun de ses types, en supposant que les
autres ne changent pas de stratégie. C’est à dire, pour touti, θi ∈ Θi, et pour toute autre
stratégie mixteσ′

i,θi
, on a

Eθ−i|θi
[E[ui(θi, s1,θ1 , s2,θ2 , . . . , si,θi

, . . . , s|A|,θ|A|)]] ≥ Eθ−i|θi
[E[ui(θi, s1,θ1 , s2,θ2 , . . . , s

′
i,θi

,

. . . , s|A|,θ|A|)]]

où toutsi,θi
vient deσi,θi

et touts′i,θi
vient deσ′

i,θi
.

On peut maintenant définir le problème que l’on va étudier

Définition 7 (PURE-STRATEGY-BNE) Etant donné un jeu Bayesien, on cherche s’il
existe un BNE dans lequel toutes les stratégiesσi,θi

sont pures.

La preuve de laNP-difficulté de ce problème se base sur une reduction depuis le
problème de SET-COVER que l’on définit ci-après.
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Définition 8 (SET-COVER) Etant donné un ensembleS = s1, . . . , sn, des sous-ensembles
S1, S2, . . . , Sm deS avec

⋃
1≤i≤m Si = S, et un entierk. On cherche s’il existeSc1 , Sc2 , . . . ,

Sck
tel que

⋃
1≤i≤k Sci

= S.

Théorème 2 PURE-STRATEGY-BNE estNP-difficile, même dans les jeux symétriques
à deux joueurs oùφ est uniforme.

Preuve :On réduit d’une instance arbitraire du SET-COVER vers l’instance de PURE-
STRATEGY-BNE suivante. Soit deux joueurs, avecΘ ≡ Θ1 = Θ2 = {θ1, . . . , θk}. φ
est uniforme. De plus,Σ ≡ Σ1 = Σ2 = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm, s1, s2, . . . , sn}. Les fonctions
d’utilité choisies ne dépendent pas des types, donc on omet l’argument type dans leur
définition. Elles sont définies comme suit :

– u1(Si, Sj) = u2(Sj, Si) = 1 pour toutSi etSj ;
– u1(Si, sj) = u2(sj, Si) = 1 pour toutSi etsj /∈ Si ;
– u1(Si, sj) = u2(sj, Si) = 2 pour toutSi etsj ∈ Si ;
– u1(si, sj) = u2(sj, si) = −3k pour toutsi etsj ;
– u1(sj, Si) = u2(Si, sj) = 3 pour toutSi etsj /∈ Si ;
– u1(sj, Si) = u2(Si, sj) = −3k pour toutSi etsj ∈ Si.

On montre maintenant que les deux instances sont équivalentes. D’abord supposons qu’il
existeSc1 , Sc2 , . . . , Sck

tel que
⋃

1≤i≤k Sci
= S. Supposons que les deux joueurs jouent

comme suit : quand leur type estθi, ils jouentSci
. On pretend que c’est un BNE. Pour cela,

supposons que l’autre joueur emploie cette stratégie. Alors,comme pour toutsj il existe au
moins unSci

tel quesj ∈ Sci
, l’utilité espérée de jouersj est au plus1

k
(−3k)+ k−1

k
3 < 0.

Il s’ensuit que jouer n’importe quelSj (qui donne une utilité de 1) est optimal. Donc il
existe un BNE à stratégies pures.
Supposons maintenant qu’il existe un BNE à stratégies pures. On remarque d’abord que
dans un BNE à stratégies mixtes (non-pures), les deux joueurs jouent un element deS
pour un certain type : si l’autre joueur joue parfois unsj, l’utilité de jouer unsi est au plus
1
k
(−3k)+ k−1

k
3 < 0, alors que jouer unSi à la place garantit une utilité au moins égale à 1.

Donc il y a au moins un joueur qui ne joue jamais d’élement deS. Maintenant supposons
que l’autre joueur joue parfois unsj. On sait qu’il existe unSi tel quesj ∈ Si. Si le
premier joueur joue ceSi, cela lui donnera une utilité au moins égale à1

k
2+ k−1

k
1 = 1+ 1

k
.

Puisqu’il doit faire au moins aussi bien dans l’équilibre, et qu’il ne joue jamais d’élément
deS, il doit parfois recevoir une utilité égale à 2. Donc, il existeSa et sb ∈ Sa tel que le
premier joueur joue parfoisSa et le deuxième joue parfoissb. Mais alors, jouersb donne
au deuxième joueur une utilité au plus égale à1

k
(−3k) + k−1

k
3 < 0, et il ferait mieux en

jouant plutot unSi. (Contradiction.) On peut en conclure que dans un BNE à stratégies
non-pures, aucun élément deS n’est joué.
Revenons à notre équilibre à stratégies pures, considérons l’ensemble de tous lesSi qui
sont joués par le joueur 1 pour un certain type. Il est clair qu’il ne peut y avoir au maximum
que k ensembles de ce genre. On affirme qu’ils couvrentS. S’ils ne couvrent pas un
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certain élémentsj, l’utilité espérée de jouersj pour le joueur 2 est 3 (car le joueur 1
ne joue jamais d’élément deS). Mais cela signifie que le joueur 2 (qui ne joue jamais
d’élément deS non plus) ne joue pas de facon optimale. (Contradiction.) Donc, il existe
un set cover.�

2.5 Equilibres de Nash à stratégies pures dans les jeux stochastiques

Après avoir observé les jeux à une seule étape, nous allons maintenant porter notre
attention sur les jeux à étapes multiples dans lesquels, à chaque étape, les joueurs doivent
agir et recevoir un paiement en conséquence. Il y a déjà eu quelques recherches sur la
complexité de jouer des jeux répétés et séquentiels. Par exemple, determiner si un auto-
mate particulier est une meilleure réponse estNP-complet [14]. Trouver un automate
fournissant la meilleure réponse quand les automates considérés sont bornés estNP-
complet [15]. La question de savoir si un joueur donné avec rappel imparfait ("imperfect
recall" en anglais) peut garantir d’obtenir un certain paiement en utilisant des stratégies
pures estNP-complet [16] ; et en général, donner la meilleure réponse à une stratégie
arbitraire peut même être non-calculable [17].
Dans cette section, on présente un résultat dePSPACE-difficulté sur l’existence d’un
équilibre à stratégies pures.

Un jeu multi-étapes est typiquement représenté comme unjeu stochastique (de Mar-
kov), dans lequel il y a un sous-ensemble d’états , le jeu changeant d’état d’une étape
à l’autre [18, 19, 12]. A chaque étape, la rémunération des joueurs dépend de leurs ac-
tions, mais aussi de l’état courant du jeu. De plus, la probabilité de passer dans un état
donné est déterminée par l’état courant et les actions des joueurs dans cet état. Les ré-
sultats sur la difficulté de tels jeux ne peuvent être obtenus en formulant un jeu étant
connu comme difficile tel que le jeu de Go généralisé [20] ou QSAT [21] comme des
jeux de Markov, car une telle formulation devrait spécifier un nombre exponentiel d’états.
Même si le nombre d’états est polynomial, la difficulté du problème peut être dûe au fait
que les espaces de stratégies sont extrêmement riches. Dans cette section, on montre la
PSPACE-difficulté de ce problème, même pour une variante dans laquelle les espaces
de stratégies sont simples (dans le sens que le joueurs ne peuvent pas conditionner leurs
actions sur les évenements du jeu).

Définition 9 Un jeu stochastique (de Markov)est constitué de :
– Un ensemble de joueursA, avec|A| = n ;
– Un ensemble d’étatsS, par lesquels le jeu va transiter ;
– Pour chaque joueuri, un ensemble d’actionsΣi qui peuvent être jouées dans n’im-

porte quel état ;
– Une fonction de probabilité de transitionp : S × Σ1 × . . . × Σn × S → [0, 1]

où p(s1, a1, . . . , an, s2) nous donne la probabilité que le jeu soit dans l’états2 à la
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prochaine étape étant donné que l’état courant ests1 et que les joueurs jouent les
actionsa1, . . . , an ;

– Pour chaque joueuri, une fonction de paiementui : S × Σ1 × . . . × Σn → R, où
ui(s, a1, . . . , an) nous donne le paiement du joueuri dans l’états quand les joueurs
jouenta1, . . . , an ;

– Un facteur de réductionδ, tel que l’utilité totale de l’agenti est :

inf∑
k=0

δkui(s
k, ak

i , . . . , a
k
n)

où sk est l’état du jeu à l’étapek et les joueurs jouent les actionsak
1, . . . , a

k
n à

l’étapek.

En général, un joueur n’a pas toujours besoin de connaître l’état actuel du jeu, ni les
actions prises par les autres joueurs dans les étapes précédentes, ni les paiements qu’il
a accumulés. Un cas extrême est celui dans lequel les joueurs n’ont aucun moyen de
connaître ces paramètres et jouent donc à l’aveuglette. Un tel jeu est appellé jeu de Markov
invisible. Il est relativement facile de spécifier une stratégie pure dans un jeu de Markov
invisible, car il n’existe rien pour conditionner le choix des actions. De ce fait, une telle
stratégie est "simplement" une séquence infinie d’actions (pour un joueuri, une séquence
{ak

i }, où il joue systématiquement l’actionak
i à l’étapek, sans considérer quoi que ce

soit). Malgré l’apparente simplicité du jeu, on montre ci-après que le problème consistant
à déterminer si un équilibre à stratégies pures existe est extrêmement difficile.

Définition 10 (PURE-STRATEGY-INVISIBLE-MARKOV-NE) Etant donné un jeu
de Markov invisible, on cherche s’il existe un équilibre de Nash dans lequel toutes les
stratégies sont pures.

On montre que ce problème estPSPACE-difficile, en effectuant une réduction depuis le
problèmePERIODIC-SAT , connu comme étantPSPACE-complet [22].

Définition 11 (PERIODIC-SAT) On définit une formule CNFφ(0) sur des variables
{x0

1 . . . x0
n} ∪ {x1

1 . . . x1
n}. Soitφ(k), la même formule, sauf que tous les exposants sont

incrémentés dek. On cherche s’il existe un assignement de valeurs booléennes pour les
variables

⋃
k=0,1,...{xk

1 . . . xk
n} tel que la formuleφ(k) est satisfaite pour toutk = 0, 1, . . ..

Théorème 3 PURE-STRATEGY-INVISIBLE-MARKOV-NE estPSPACE-difficile, même
quand le jeu est symétrique, à 2 joueurs et les transitions sont déterministes.
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Schéma de preuve :la preuve se base sur une réduction du problème PERIODIC-SAT
vers une instance symétrique à 2 joueurs de PURE-STRATEGY-INVISIBLE-MARKOV-
NE dans laquelle l’espace d’états estS = {si}1≤i≤n∪{t1i,c}1<i≤2n;c∈C ∪{t2i,c}1<i≤2n;c∈C ∪
{r}, oùC est l’ensemble des clauses deφ(0). L’espace de stratégies (actions) des joueurs
estΣ ≡ Σ1 = Σ2 = {t, f} ∪ C. Les probabilités de transition entre les états du jeu et
les utilités des joueurs sont définies de manière à ce que l’étatr soit un état absorbant à
partir duquel aucun équilibre de Nash à stratégies pures ne peut être atteint. Elles assurent
également que le jeu aboutira à l’étatr s’il atteint un des étatstji,c( donc aucun équilibre
de Nash à stratégies pures ne peut être obtenu si le jeu passe par un étattji,c). Le reste de la
preuve montre qu’il existe un équilibre de Nash à stratégies pures en partant du postulat
qu’il existe un assignement de valeurs booléenes pour les variables de la formuleφ(k) et
qu’un tel équilibre n’existe pas dans le cas contraire (la preuve complète est disponible
dans [1]).�

On peut utiliser le même argument, de manière plus simple, pour montrer la difficulté
du cas où le jeu possède un nombre fini d’étapes.

Théorème 4 PURE-STRATEGY-INVISIBLE-MARKOV-NE estNP-difficile, même quand
le jeu est symétrique, à 2 joueurs, les transitions sont déterministes et le jeu possède un
nombre fini d’étapes.

3 Jeux de potentiel

3.1 Définitions

Considérons un graphe avec comme ensemble de sommetsΣ1 × . . .×Σn et une arête
(s, s′) si s et s′ ne diffèrent que d’une seule composante etui(s

′) > ui(s). Si ce graphe
est acyclique, on dit que lesdynamiques de Nash convergent.

Proposition 1 Si les dynamiques de Nash convergent, alors il existe un equilibre de Nash
pur.

Schéma de preuve :Les puits du graphe sont précisément les équilibres de Nash du
jeu.

Soit G(u1, u2, . . . , un), un jeu de forme stratégique avec un nombre fini de joueurs.
L’ensemble des joueurs estA = {1, 2, . . . , n}, l’ensemble des stratégies du joueuri estΣi

et la fonction de paiement du joueuri estui : Σ → R, oùΣ = Σ1 ×Σ2 × . . .×Σn. Pour
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un ensembleS ⊆ A, −S représente l’ensemble complémentaire deS, etΣS représente le
produit cartésien×i∈SΣi. Pour les ensembles de singletons{i}, Σ{−i} sera notéΣ−i.

Une fonctionP : Σ → R est unpotentiel ordinalpourG, si pour touti ∈ A et pour
touta−i ∈ Σ−i on a :
ui(a−i, x) − ui(a−i, z) > 0 ssiP (a−i, x) − P (a−i, z) > 0,∀x, z ∈ Σi

Définition 12 G est unjeu de potentiel ordinal, s’il admet un potentiel ordinal.

Soitw = (wi)i∈A, un vecteur de nombres positifs que l’on appellera despoids.
Une fonctionP : Σ → R est unw-potentielpour G si pour touti ∈ A et pour tout
s−i ∈ Σ−i, on a :

ui(s−i, x) − ui(s−i, z) = wi
(
P (s−i, x) − P (s−i, z)

)

pour toutx, z ∈ Σi.

Définition 13 G est unjeu dew-potentiels’il admet unw-potentiel (On dit aussi queP
est unpotentiel pondéréet queG est unjeu de potentiel pondéré).

Une fonctionP : Σ → R est unpotentiel exact(ou, plus simplement, unpotentiel) pour
G si elle est un potentiel pondéré pourG avecwi = 1 pour touti ∈ A.

Définition 14 G est unjeu de potentiel exact(ou, plus simplement, unjeu de potentiel)
s’il admet un potentiel.

3.2 Propriétés

Lemme 1 SoitP un potentiel ordinal pourG(u1, u2, . . . , un), l’ensemble des équilibres
de G(u1, u2, . . . , un) coincide avec l’ensemble des équilibres deG(P, P, . . . , P ), le jeu
dans lequel on remplace les fonctions de rémunération par la fonction de potentiel. En
d’autres termes,s ∈ Σ est un point d’équilibre pourG si et seulement si pour touti ∈ A

P (s) ≥ P (s−i, x) pour toutx ∈ Σi

Donc, siP admet une valeur maximale dansΣ, alorsG possède un équilibre à straté-
gies pures.

Corollaire 10 Tout jeu de potentiel ordinal fini possède un équilibre de Nash pur.
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Un chemindansΣ est une sequenceγ = (y0, y1, . . .) telle que pour toutk ≥ 1 il existe
un unique joueuri tel queyk = (yk−1

−i , x) pourx �= yk−1
i dansΣi. y0 est appelé lepoint

initial deγ, et siγ est fini, alors son dernier élément est appellé lepoint terminaldeγ.
Un cheminγ = (y0, y1, . . .) est unchemin d’améliorationpourG si pour toutk ≥ 1, on
aui(y

k) > ui(y
k−1), où i est le seul joueur changeant de stratégie à l’étapek.

On dit queG possède lapropriété d’amélioration finie(ou FIP pour Finite Improvement
Property) si tout chemin d’amélioration est fini.

Lemme 2 Tout jeu de potentiel ordinal fini possède la FIP.

Preuve :Pour tout chemin d’améliorationγ = (y0, y1, . . .), on a , par le Lemme 1

P (y0) < P (y1) < . . .

CommeΣ est un ensemble fini, la séquenceγ doit être finie.�

Il est clair que dire d’un jeu qu’il possède la FIP et que ses dynamiques de Nash convergent
est équivalent. Donc, tout chemin d’amélioration maximal doit aboutir à un équilibre de
Nash.

Il est interessant de remarquer que posséder la FIP n’est pas équivalent à avoir un po-
tentiel ordinal.

Une fonctionP : Σ → R est unpotentiel ordinal généralisépour G, si pour tout
i ∈ A, pour touts−i ∈ Σ−i, et pour toutx, z ∈ Σi,
ui(s−i, x) − ui(s−i, z) > 0 implique queP (s−i, x) − P (s−i, z) > 0

Lemme 3 Un jeu finiG a la FIP si et seulement siG admet un potentiel ordinal généra-
lisé.

Preuve : SoitG un jeu qui a la FIP. On définit la relation binaire ">" surΣ comme suit :
x > y ssix �= y et il existe un chemin d’amélioration finiγ ayant comme point initial
y et comme point terminalx. La FIP implique que la relation ">" est transitive. Soit
Z ⊆ Σ. On dira queZ estreprésentés’il existeQ : Z → R telle que pour toutx, y ∈ Z,
x > y impliqueQ(x) > Q(y). SoitZ un sous-ensemble représenté maximal deΣ. On va
prouver queZ = Σ. Supposonsx /∈ Z. Si x > z pour toutz ∈ Z, on étendQ enZ ∪ {x}
en définissantQ(x) = 1 + maxz∈ZQ(z), ce qui contredit la maximalité deZ. Si z > x
pour toutz ∈ Z, on étendQ enZ∪{x} en définissantQ(x) = minz∈ZQ(z)−1, ce qui est
aussi en contradiction avec la maximalité deZ. Sinon, nous étendonsQ et contredisons
la maximalité deZ en définissantQ(x) = (a+b)/2, oùa = max{Q(z) : z ∈ Z, x > z},
et b = min{Q(z) ∈ Z, z > x}. DoncΣ est représenté (et admet un potentiel ordinal
généraliséQ). �
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Corollaire 11 SoitG un jeu fini ayant la FIP. Supposons en plus que pour touti ∈ A et
pour touts−i ∈ Σ−i

ui(s−i, x) �= ui(s−i, z),∀x �= z ∈ Σi.
AlorsG a un potentiel ordinal.

Preuve : Il suffit de remarquer que la condition supplémentaire surG implique que
chaque potentiel ordinal généralisé pourG est aussi un potentiel ordinal pourG. La preuve
découle donc du lemme 3.�

Définition 15 Un jeuG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 est un
– jeu de coordinations’il existe une fonctionu : Σ → R telle queui = u pour tout

i ∈ A ;
– jeu fictif si pour touti ∈ A et toutσ−i ∈ Σ−i il existe unk ∈ R tel queui(σi, σ−i) =

k pour toutσi ∈ Σi.

Dans un jeu de coordination, les joueurs poursuivent le même but, ce que reflètent les
fonctions de rémunération identiques. Dans un jeu fictif, la rémunération d’un joueur ne
dépend pas de sa propre stratégie.

Théorème 5 SoitG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 un jeu.G est un jeu de potentiel exact si et
seulement si il existe deux fonctions(ci)i∈A et (di)i∈A telles que

– ui = ci + di pour touti ∈ A
– 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ci)i∈A〉 est un jeu de coordination, et
– 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (di)i∈A〉 est un jeu fictif.

Preuve :La partie "si" est triviale : la fonction de rémunération du jeu de coordination
est une fonction de potentiel exact pourG. Pour prouver la partie "seulement si", on
définit P comme étant un potentiel exact pourG. Pour touti ∈ A, ui = P + (ui −
P ). Il est clair que〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (P )i∈A〉 est un jeu de coordination. Soiti ∈ A, σ−i ∈
Σ−i et σi, θi ∈ Σi. Alors ui(σi, σ−i) − ui(θi, σ−i) = P (σi, σ−i) − P (θi, σ−i) implique
ui(σi, σ−i) − P (σi, σ−i) = ui(θi, σ−i) − P (θi, σ−i). Donc〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui − P )i∈A〉 est
un jeu fictif. �

Les jeux de potentiel ordinal ont un grand nombre de potentiels ordinaux. Pour les
jeux de potentiel exact, on a :

Lemme 4 SoitP1 etP2, deux potentiels pour le jeuG. Alors il existe une constantec telle
queP1(s) − P2(s) = c pour touts ∈ Σ.
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Preuve : Soit z ∈ Σi donné. Pour touty ∈ Σ, on définit

H(y) =
n∑

i=1

[ui(s
i−1) − ui(s

i)],

où s0 = y et pour tout1 ≤ i ≤ n, si = (si−1
−i , zi). Si l’on dénoteP1 etP2 parP , alors par

le lemme 1, on aH(y) = P (y) − P (z) pour touty ∈ Σ. D’où

P1(y) − P2(y) = c pour touty ∈ Σ. �

Le lemme 4 implique que l’ensemble de profils de stratégies maximisant une fonction
de potentiel d’un jeu de potentiel exact ne dépend pas d’une fonction de potentiel particu-
lière. Des stratégies maximisant le potentiel ont été utilisées dans le lemme 1 pour prouver
l’existence d’un équilibre de Nash pur pour les jeux de potentiel ordinal. Le "maximiseur
de potentiel" (Potential-Maximizer), défini formellement pour un jeu de potentiel de la
manière suivante

PM(G) = {σ ∈ Σ | σ ∈ argmaxθ∈ΣP (θ) pour une fonction de potentielP deG

peut alors être utilisé comme un outil de "raffinement" d’équilibre, comme suggéré par
Monderer et Shapley [5].

4 Jeux de congestion

4.1 Modèle de Rosenthal

Dans un modèle de congestion, les joueurs utilisent plusieurs ressources, sélectionnées
dans un "réservoir" commun. Les coûts ou bénéfices qu’un joueur dérive de l’utilisation
d’une ressource sont déterminés par le nombre de joueurs utilisant cette ressource. Le but
de cette sous-section est de définir le modèle de congestion de Rosenthal [24]. Dans ce
modèle chaque joueur sélectionne un sous-ensemble de ressources. L’allocation associée
à chaque ressource est une fonction qui ne dépend que du nombre de joueurs utilisant
cette ressource. La rémunération d’un joueur est la somme des allocations associées à
chaque ressource dans son choix de stratégies, étant donnés les choix des autres joueurs.
On peut établir l’existence d’un équilibre de Nash pur en construisant une fonction de
potentiel exact pour de tels jeux de congestion. Monderer et Shapley [5] ont montré que
tout jeu de potentiel exact est isomorphique à un jeu de congestion. Leur preuve étant
assez complexe, Voorneveldet al. [23] en donne une plus courte et plus intuitive basée
sur le théorème 5.

Un modèle de congestionest défini par :
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– A un ensemble fini de joueurs ;
– F un ensemble fini de ressources ;
– pour chaque joueuri ∈ A, son ensemble de stratégiesΣi est une famille de sous-

ensembles deF ;
– pour chaque ressourcef ∈ F , wf : {1, . . . , n} → R est la fonction d’allocation de

la ressourcef , avecwf (r), r ∈ {1, . . . , n} les allocations pour chaque utilisateur
de la ressourcef si le nombre total d’utilisateurs estr.

Ce modèle permet de définir unjeu de congestionavecA comme ensemble de joueurs,
Σi le profil de stratégies du joueuri ∈ A etui : Σ → R est défini comme suit :
pour chaqueσ = (σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ Σ et pour chaquef ∈ F , on anf (σ) = |{i ∈ A :
f ∈ σi}|, le nombre d’utilisateurs de la ressourcef si les joueurs choisissentσ. Alors
ui(σ) =

∑
f∈σi

wf (nf (σ)).

Cette définition implique que chaque joueur n’est rémunéré qu’en fonction des res-
sources qu’il utilise et du nombre d’utilisateurs de ces ressources. Remarquons que les
fonctions d’allocations peuvent donner des valeurs négatives représentant le coût d’utili-
sation d’une ressource.
Le résultat principal de l’article de Rosenthal, formulé en termes de potentiel exact, est
donné dans la proposition suivante. La preuve est triviale est peut donc être omise.

Proposition 2 SoitG un jeu de congestion défini comme ci-dessus. AlorsG est un jeu de
potentiel exact. Une fonction de potentiel est donnée parP : Σ → R définie pour tout
σ = (σi)i∈A ∈ Σ comme suit :

P (σ) =
∑

f∈⋃
i∈A σi

nf (σ)∑
l=1

wf (l)

PuisqueΣ est un ensemble fini, le jeu possède un équilibre de Nash à stratégies pures.

SoitG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 etH = 〈A, (Θi)i∈A, (vi)i∈A〉 deux jeux ayant le même
ensemble de joueurs.G etH sontisomorphiquessi pour touti ∈ A il existe une bijection
ϕi : Σi → Θi telle que

ui(σ1, . . . , σn) = vi(ϕ1(σ1), . . . , ϕn(σn)) ∀(σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ Σ

Un jeu de congestion dans lequel les ressources ont des allocations non-nulles seule-
ment si tous les joueurs les utilisent est clairement un jeu de coordination. De plus, tout
jeu de coordination peut être formulé dans cette forme, comme le montre la preuve du
théorème suivant.

Théorème 6 Tout jeu de coordination est isomorphique à un jeu de congestion.
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Preuve : SoitG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (u)i∈A〉 un jeu de coordination àn joueurs dans lequel
chaque joueur a la même fonction de rémunérationu. Pour chaqueσ ∈ Σ on a une res-
source différentef(σ). On définit le modèle de congestion suivant〈A,F, (Θi)i∈A, (wf )f∈F 〉
avecF = ∪σ∈Σ{f(σ)}, pour chaquei ∈ A : Θi = {gi(σi)|σi ∈ Σi} où gi(σi) =
∪σ−i∈Σ−i

{f(σi, σ−i)} et pour chaquef(σ) ∈ F :

wf(σ)(r) =

{
u(σ) si r = n
0 sinon

Pour toutσ ∈ Σ : ∩i∈Agi(σi) = {f(σ)}, donc le jeu correspondant à ce modèle de
congestion est isomorphique àG (l’isomorphisme associeσi àgi(σi)). �

Considérons maintenant un jeu de congestion dans lequel les allocations pour une cer-
taine ressource sont non-nulles uniquement si elle n’est utilisée que par un seul joueur. Si
pour chaque joueur, étant donné les choix de stratégies des autres joueurs, on choisit une
ressource et on garde toujours la même, sans se soucier de ses propres choix de stratégies,
on a un jeu fictif.

Théorème 7 Tout jeu fictif est isomorphique à un jeu de congestion.

Preuve : Soit G = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 un jeu fictif. Pour chaquei ∈ A et chaque
σ−i ∈ Σ−i on a une ressource différentef(σ−i). On définit le modèle de congestion
〈A,M, (Θi)i∈A, (wf )j∈F 〉 avecF = ∪i∈A ∪σ−i∈Σ−i

{f(σ−i)}, pour touti ∈ A : Θi =
{hi(σi)|σi ∈ Σi} où

hi(σi) = {fσ−i
|σ−i ∈ Σ−i}

∪ {f(θ−j|j ∈ A \ {i} et θ−j ∈ Σ−j est tel queθi �= σi},
et pour toutf(σ−i) ∈ M :

wf(σ−i)(r) =

{
ui(σi, σ−i) si r = 1 (avecσi ∈ Σi arbitraire)
0 sinon

Pour touti ∈ A, σ̄−i ∈ Σ−i, et σ̄i ∈ Σi : i est l’unique utilisateur def(σ̄−i) dans
(hj(σ̄j))j∈A et toutes les autres ressources danshi(σ̄i) ont plus d’un utilisateur. Pourquoi ?
Soit i ∈ A, σ̄−i ∈ Σ−i, et σ̄i ∈ Σi. Alors f(σ̄−i) ∈ hi(σ̄i) et pour toutj ∈ A \ {i} :
f(σ̄−i) /∈ hj(σ̄j), donc i est le seul utilisateur def(σ̄−i) dans(hj(σ̄j))j∈A. Soit f ∈
hi(σ̄i), f �= f(σ̄−i).

– Si f = f(θ−i) pour θ−i ∈ Σ−i, alors θ−i �= σ̄−i implique queθj �= σ̄j pour
j ∈ A \ {i}, doncf = f(θ−i) ∈ hj(σ̄j).
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– Si f = f(θ−j) pour j ∈ A \ {i} et θ−j ∈ Σ−j avecθi �= σ̄i, alorsf = f(θ−j) ∈
hj(σ̄j).

Dans les deux casf a plus d’un utilisateur. Donc le jeu correspondant à ce modèle de
congestion est isomorphique àG (l’isomorphisme associeσi àhi(σi)). �

Dans les deux théorèmes précédents, on a prouvé que les jeux fictifs et les jeux de
coordinations sont des jeux de congestion. En utilisant la décomposition du théorème 5,
on obtient le théorème suivant :

Théorème 8 Tout jeu de potentiel exact est isomorphique à un jeu de congestion.

Preuve : Soit G = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 un jeu de potentiel exact. On le découpe en
un jeu de coordination et un jeu fictif comme dans le théorème 5 et on prend leurs jeux
de congestions isomorphiques associés comme dans les théorèmes 6 et 7. Sans perte de
généralité, on prend leurs ensembles de ressources disjoints. On peut contruire une jeu de
congestion isomorphique àG en prenant l’union des deux ensembles de ressources, les
fonctions d’allocation comme dans les théorèmes 6 et 7, et les ensembles de stratégies
Θi = {gi(σi) ∪ hi(σi)|σi ∈ Σi}. �

Dans unjeu de congestion de réseaules familles de stratégiesΣi sont assimilées
implicitement à des chemins dans un réseau. Soit un réseau(V,E), deux noeudsai, bi ∈ V
pour tout joueuri ∈ A et une fonction d’allocation, les arêtes jouant le rôle de ressources.
Le sous-ensemble deF disponible comme actions pour le joueuri est l’ensemble de tous
les chemins deai à bi. On suppose que le réseau est orienté. Un jeu de congestion de
réseau estsymétriquesi tous les joueurs ont les mêmes points de départ et d’arrivéea et
b. Habituellement, les fonctions d’allocations sont appelléesfonctions de retarddans les
jeux de congestion de réseau. On présente dans la sous-section suivante les résultats de
complexité obtenus par A.Fabrikant, C.H.Papadimitriou et K.Talwar [2].

4.2 Compléxité des jeux de congestion (Modèle de Rosenthal)

Théorème 9 Il existe un algorithme polynomial permettant de trouver un équilibre de
Nash pur dans les jeux de congestions de réseau symétriques.

Preuve : L’algorithme calcule l’optimum de la fonctionP (σ) donnée dans le théo-
rème 2. Puisque l’optimum est aussi un optimum local, l’état résultantσ′ est un équilibre
de Nash pur.
L’algorithme est une reduction vers le problème de min-cost flow. Etant donné un réseau
N = 〈V,E, a, b〉 et la fonction de retard(we)e∈E, on remplace dansN chaque arêtee par
n arêtes parallèles entre les mêmes noeuds, chacune ayant une capacité égale à1, et avec
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les coûtswe(1), . . . , we(n). Il est facile de vérifier que chaque min-cost flow (entier) du
nouveau réseau est un état qui minimiseP (σ).

PLS-Complétude

Théorème 10 Il est PLS − Complet de trouver un équilibre de Nash pur dans les jeux
de congestion de réseau des types suivants :
(1) Jeux de congestion généraux.
(2) Jeux de congestion symétriques.
(3) Jeux de congestion de réseau asymétriques.

Schéma de preuve :Soit le problème suivant : étant donnée une instance de not-
all-equal-3SAT avec des poids sur les clauses et ne contenant que des littéraux positifs,
trouver un assignement de variables booleénnes satisfiant les clauses dont le poids total
ne peut être amélioré en flippant une variable.
On appelle ce problème POSNAE3FLIP ; On sait d’après [4] que ce problème est PLS-
complet.
Pour prouver (1), Papadimitriouet al. [2] construisent un jeu de congestion tel que ses
équilibres de Nash sont les optima locaux de l’instance POSNAE3FLIP. La preuve de (2)
est une réduction du cas non-symétrique vers le cas symétrique. Pour la preuve plus com-
pliquée de (3), ils modifient le problème POSNAE3FLIP en un nouveau qu’ils appellent
WITNESSED XPNAE3FLIP et prouvent :

– Il existe une PLS-réduction depuis WITNESSED XPNAE3FLIP vers NETWORK
CONGESTION GAME.

– WITNESSED XPNAE3FLIP est PLS-complet.
�

4.3 Autres modèles

Les jeux présentés par Konishi, Le Breton, et Weber [25], Milchtaich [26] et Quint et
Shubik [27] sont similaires, dans le sens où les fonctions d’utilité des joueurs sont carac-
térisées par un effet de congestion. Les différentes classes de jeux dont on va parler dans
cette sous-section sont identifiées par des ensembles de propriétés concernant la structure
des interactions stratégiques. En particulier, Konishiet al. [25] imposent les hypothèses
(P1)-(P4), présentées ci-après, pour un jeuG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉.

(P1) Il existe un ensemble finiF tel queΣi = F pour tout joueuri ∈ A.

L’ensembleF est appelé "ensemble de ressources" et une stratégie pour un joueuri est de
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choisir un élément deF .

(P2) Pour tout profil de stratégiesσ ∈ Σ et tout joueuri, j ∈ A : si σi �= σj et
σ′

j ∈ Σj est telle queσi �= σ′
j, alorsui(σj, σ−j) = ui(σ

′
j, σ−j).

Konishi et al. [25] appellent cette hypothèse "independence of irrelevent choices" (litté-
ralement "indépendance des choix hors de propos") : pour chaque joueuri ∈ A et chaque
profil de stratégiesσ l’utilité de i ne changera pas si l’ensemble de joueurs qui choisissent
la même ressource que le joueuri n’est pas modifiée.

Soit σ ∈ Σ, f ∈ F . On notenf (σ) le nombre d’utilisateurs de la ressourcef dans le
profil de stratégiesσ. La troisième propriété peut alors être définie comme suit :

(P3) Pour tout joueuri ∈ A et tout profil de stratégiesσ, θ ∈ Σ avecσi = θi :
si nf (σ) = nf (θ) pour toutf ∈ F , alorsui(σ) = ui(θ).

Cettecondition d’anonymatreflète l’idée que la rémunération du joueuri dépend du
nombre de joueurs choisissant d’utiliser les ressources plutôt que de leur identité. La
quatrième hypothèse, appelée "partial rivalry" (littérallement "rivalité partielle"), établit
le fait que chaque joueuri ne regrettera pas que d’autres joueurs ayant choisi la même
ressource que lui, en choisissent une autre. Plus formellement :

(P4) Pour tout joueuri ∈ A, chaque profil de stratégiesσ ∈ Σ, chaque joueurj �= i
tel queσj = σi et chaqueσ′

j �= σi : ui(σj, σ−j) ≤ ui(σ
′
j, σ−j).

Bien que Milchtaich [26] introduise son modèle d’une manière légèrement différente, la
classe de jeux en résultant est la même. Plus spécifiquement, Milchtaich pose les condi-
tions (P1), (P4), et la suivante :

(P2’) Pour tout joueuri ∈ A, et tout profil de stratégiesσ, θ avecσi = θi = f :
si nf (σ) = nf (θ), alorsui(σ) = ui(θ).

En d’autres termes, l’utilité du joueuri dépend uniquement du nombre de joueurs ayant
choisi la même ressource que lui. En supposant (P1), on peut prouver directement que
(P2’) implique (P2) et (P3). La réciproque est également vraie.

Lemme 5 Tout jeuG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 satisfiant (P1), (P2) et (P3) satisfait (P2’).

Preuve :SoitG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 un jeu satisfiant (P1), (P2) et (P3). Soiti ∈ A,
σ, θ ∈ Σ tels queσi = θi = f et on suppose quenf (σ) = nf (θ). Si |F | = 1, alors la
condition (P2’) est directement vérifiée. Sinon, pour un usage répété de (P2), on sait que
pour ung fixé tel queg �= σi, ui(σi, σ−i) = ui(σi, σ

′
−i) où pour chaquej ∈ A \ {i} :
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σ′
j =

{
σi si σj = σi,
g sinon,

et queui(σi, θ−i) = ui(σi, θ
′
−i) où pour chaquej ∈ A \ {i} :

θ′j =

{
σi si θj = σi,
g sinon.

On remarque que pour chaqueh ∈ F , nh(σi, σ
′
−i) = nh(σi, θ

′
−i). Donc (P3) implique

ui(σi, σ
′
−i) = ui(σi, θ

′
−i). Donc,ui(σi, σ−i) = ui(σi, σ

′
−i) = ui(σi, θ

′
−i) = ui(θi, θ−i). �

Konishiet al. [25] et Milchtaich [26] ont démontré indépendamment le théorème suivant

Théorème 11 Tout jeuG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 satisfiant (P1), (P2), (P3) et (P4), pos-
sède un équilibre de Nash pur.

On rappelle que, étant donné un jeuG = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉, un profil de stratégies
σ est unéquilibre de Nash fortsi pour toutS ⊆ A et tout profil de stratégiesθS ∈ ΣS, il
existe au moins un joueuri ∈ S tel queui(θS, σ−S ≤ ui(σ). On noteSNE(G) l’ensemble
des équilibres de Nash forts du jeuG. En général, l’existence d’un équilibre de Nash fort
n’est pas garantie, mais Konishiet al. [25] montrent

Théorème 12 Pour tout jeu satisfiant (P1), (P2), (P3) et (P4), l’ensemble des équilibres
de Nash forts est non vide.

Quint et Shubik [27] proposent un modèle dans lequel l’hypothèse que tous les joueurs
possèdent le même ensemble de ressources (établie par (P1)) est levée.

(P1’) Il existe un ensemble finiF tel queΣi ⊆ F pour touti ∈ A.

En supposant que la condition (P1’) est vérifiée, il est toujours simple de vérifier que
(P2’) implique (P2) et (P3). Mais la réciproque n’est plus vraie comme dans le lemme 5.

Exemple : on choisitA = {1, 2, 3}, F = {a, b, c} et les ensembles de stratégiesΣ1 =
{a, b}, Σ2 = {a}, Σ3 = {a, c}. Ce jeu satisfait (P1’). La condition (P3) n’impose aucune
contrainte supplémentaire et (P2) impose queu1(b, a, a) = u1(b, a, c) et u3(a, a, c) =
u3(b, a, c). Cela n’implique pas queu2(a, a, c) = u2(b, a, a), condition requise par (P2’).

Quint et Shubik [27] montrent

Théorème 13 Tout jeu satisfiant (P1’), (P2’) et (P4) possède un équilibre de Nash pur.
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Les jeux appartenant aux classes définies jusqu’alors n’admettent pas forcément de
fonction de potentiel. Considérons maintenant la condition de "cross-symmetry" (litté-
rallement "symétrie croisée"), qui établit le fait que les rémunérations sur certaines res-
sources sont indépendantes des joueurs, du moment que le nombre d’utilisateurs reste le
même.

(P5) Pour tous profils de stratégiesσ, θ ∈ Σ et tous joueursi, j ∈ A : si σi = θj = f
etnf (σ) = nf (θ), alorsui(σ) = uj(θ).

Remarquons que (P5) et (P1) impliquent (P2’), et donc (P2) et (P3). De plus, (P1) et
(P5) garantissent l’existence d’un potentiel exact.

Théorème 14 Tout jeu satisfiant (P1) et (P5) est un jeu de potentiel exact.

Preuve : Soit G = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 satisfiant (P1) et (P5). Pour toutf ∈ F et
σ, θ ∈ Σ tels quenf (σ) = nf (θ), on a par (P5) : s’il existei, j ∈ A tels queσi = θj = f ,
alorsui(σ) = uj(θ). Cela montre que pour toutf ∈ F il existe une fonction d’allocation
wf : {1, . . . , n} → R telle que pour toutσ ∈ Sigma, siσi = f , alorsui(σ) = wf (nf (σ)).
Cela fait du jeuG, un jeu de congestion défini comme dans la sous-section 4.11. Le ré-
sultat découle maintenant de la Proposition 2.�

Remarque Le théorème est toujours vrai si on remplace (P1) par (P1’). La Proposi-
tion 2 nous dit aussi que la fonction d’allocation(wf )f∈F induit le potentielP : σ →∑

f∈∪i∈A
{σi}

∑nf (σ)

l=1 wf (l).

Voorneveldet al. [23] définissent une classe de jeux de congestionC satisfiant (P1),
(P5) mais aussi (P4)

C = {G = 〈A, (Σi)i∈A, (ui)i∈A〉 | G satisfait (P1), (P4) et (P5)}.
pour laquelle ils obtiennent le résultat suivant :

Théorème 15 Pour tout jeu appartenant à la classeC, SNE = NE = PM.2

Schéma de preuvePour tout jeuG, SNE(G) ⊆ NE(G) et pout tout jeu de potentiel
exact,PM(G) ⊆ NE(G). Il suffit alors de prouver les deux propositions suivantes

Proposition 3 Pour tout jeuG ∈ C, NE(G) ⊆ PM(G).

Proposition 4 Pour tout jeuG ∈ C, NE(G) ⊆ SNE(G).

1où l’on associe le choix d’une ressourcef ∈ F , au choix d’un ensemble de ressources{f} ⊆ F
2SNE = Strong Nash Equilibrium, NE = Nash Equilibrium et PM = Potential Maximizer
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5 Problèmes Ouverts

On ne peut pas savoir en temps polynomial s’il existe un equilibre de nash pur dans les
graphes généraux la plus grande famille pour laquelle on sait qu’il existe des equilibres
de nash pur est justement la famille des jeux de congestion.
On sait que le modèle de Milchtaich et Konishiet al. possède au moins un équilibre de
Nash pur mais on ne connaît pas la fonction de potentiel permettant d’établir ce résultat.
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Le problème du multi-sac-à-dos quadratique séparable à variables entières (SM-
QKP) consiste en la maximisation d’une fonction quadratique entière séparable et
concave, soumise àm contraintes linéaires. Nous présentons dans ce papier une
amélioration de la méthode de calcul de majorant proposée par M. Djerdjour et al.
dans [4]. Cette méthode est basée sur une technique d’agrégation de contraintes et de
linéarisation de la fonction objectif [6]. Des expérimentations numériques valident
l’efficacité de ce nouveau majorant.
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Abstract

The Separable Multiple Integer Quadratic Knapsack Problem (SMQKP) consists
in maximizing a concave separable quadratic integer function subject tom linear
capacity constraints. We present in this paper an improvement of M. Djerdjour
method [4], based on surrogate relaxation and linearization [6], for computing an
upper bound of(SMQKP ). We report computational experiments.
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1 Introduction

Dans cet article nous traitons le programme quadratique en variables entières suivant:

(SMQKP )




max f(x) = ctx − xtDx

s.c.(Ω1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ax ≤ b
0 ≤ xi ≤ ui, i = 1...n
x ∈ Nn

où,
D = ((di))1≤i≤n matrice(n×n) diagonale semi-définie positive,A = ((aji))1≤j≤m,1≤i≤n

matrice(m × n) rectangulaire,c, u ∈ Rn, b ∈ Rm etui ≤ ( ci

2di
), ∀i = 1, .., n.

Le programme ci-dessus est un programme quadratique en variables entières partic-
ulier. En effet, la fonction économique est séparable, lesm contraintes sont linéaires et
tous les coefficients sont positifs ou nuls. Il s’agit du problème de multi-sac-à-dos quadra-
tique séparable entier(SMQKP ).
Le problème(SMQKP ) apparaît dans plusieurs applications dans le secteur financier
[12] et industriel [5], [10], [9]. Par exemple,(SMQKP ) peut modéliser un problème
de gestion de portefeuille pour lequel il y an investissements possiblesi, surm périodes
donnéesj. Les coefficientsaji représentent le coût de l’investissementi pour la période
j, pour un budgetbj fixé. Les variablesxi représentent le nombre de fois que l’on place
dans le portefeuille l’investissementi. On peut alors choisir une, plusieurs fois ou encore
ignorer l’investissementi (d’où l’intérêt de travailler avec des variables entières). De plus,
chaque investissementi rapporteci unités monétaires. Ainsi, le but est de maximiser le
profit,

∑n
i=1 cixi, tout en minimisant le risque représenté par l’expression−∑n

i=1 dix
2
i .

C’est une généralisation du modèle de Markowitz.

Les méthodes de résolution de programmes quadratiques en nombres entiers, présen-
tées dans la littérature, sont de typeBranch and Bound. Parmi ces dernières nous distin-
guons deux types d’approches:
• Les approches dites directes sont des méthodes pour lesquelles un majorant fin en
chaque nœud de l’arborescence de recherche est donné à l’aide de la résolution de la
relaxation continue du problème initial par des méthodes d’optimisation quadratique con-
tinue classiques, comme par exemple la méthode de Fletcher utilisée par Körner dans [8]
ou encore une méthode intérieure utilisant une fonction barrière logarithmique [7], [12]
utilisée par Cplex 9.0. Nous pouvons également citer Bretthauer et al. qui proposent des
méthodes directes pour résoudre un problème de sac à dos quadratique séparable entier
(SQKP ) dont un majorant est calculé suite à la résolution du problème continu associé
(CSQKP ), à l’aide d’équations résultant des conditions de Kuhn et Tucker [1] ou encore
en appliquant une méthode de projection [2]. Nguyen Van Thoai [11] utilise quant à lui,
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des techniques d’optimisation globale pour résoudre les problèmes relaxés correspondant
à des programmes quadratiques entiers plus généraux.
• Les méthodes indirectes quant à elles ont pour principe la résolution de problèmes bien
connus dont la solution fournit un majorant (dans le contexte d’une maximisation) intéres-
sant et plus fin que celui obtenu par la résolution du problème relaxé en variables réelles,
qui donne souvent des solutions très éloignées de l’optimum entier. Nous nous sommes
intéressés à la méthode proposée par M. Djerdjour et al. qui fait partie des méthodes
indirectes et plus particulièrement à la méthode de calcul de majorant qu’ils présentent.

Ainsi, les méthodes de typeBranch and Bound se distinguent par leur procédure de
calcul de majorant et par leur politique de branchement aux nœuds de l’arborescence de
travail. En ce qui concerne les méthodes directes, l’accent n’est pas mis sur la méthode
de calcul de majorant, qui reste classique, mais sur le choix de la variable de branchement
contrairement aux méthodes dites indirectes. En effet, les méthodes de type indirect sont
basées sur une transformation du problème initial. Cette transformation concerne à la fois
les variables et la fonction objectif. Un schéma, proposé par Glover [6], consiste à trans-
former de façon classique le problème quadratique entier en un programme quadratique
en variables0− 1, puis en un programme linéaire0− 1. M. Djerdjour et al., par exemple
suivent ce schéma, et résolvent en chaque nœud, un problème de sac à dos séparable à
variables entières [4] ou un problème de sac à dos quadratique non séparable à variables
entières [3] en calculant un majorant à partir des résultats de problèmes déjà résolus.

Nous établirons dans la section 2 le principe de cette méthode de calcul de majorant
ainsi que l’amélioration que nous avons apportée. Puis dans la section 3 nous présenterons
les expérimentations numériques que nous avons effectuées ainsi que nos conclusions.

2 Un nouveau majorant pour (SMQKP )

Comme nous l’avons dit précédemment nous nous sommes appuyés sur la méthode de
M. Djerdjour et al. Ainsi le problème(SMQKP ) est transformé dans un premier temps
en un programme linéaire à fonction économique linéaire par morceaux et à variables
entières,(MKPentier), puis en unmulti-Knapsack en variables 0-1(MKP ). La deux-
ième transformation concerne lesm contraintes du problème initial qui seront agrégées,
à l’aide d’un vecteur d’agrégationW , afin d’obtenir une seule contrainte.
Nous allons tout d’abord expliciter le principe de la méthode de calcul de borne de Djerd-
jour et al. en présentant de façon détaillée les deux transformations successives puis nous
présenterons l’étape supplémentaire que nous proposons pour améliorer la valeur du ma-
jorant.
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Les courbescixi − dix
2
i

0 1 32 4

Figure 1

xi

fi(xi)

fi(3)

fi(2)
fi(4)

fi(1)
fi(5)

ui

2.1 Principe de la méthode de Djerdjour et al.

Dans un premier temps M. Djerdjour et al. proposent d’effectuer une interpolation linéaire
c’est-à-dire de remplacer la fonction objectif quadratique initiale par une fonction linéaire
par morceaux. La fonction objectif étant séparable, on peut considérer cette dernière
suivant chaque composante de la variablex = (x1, .., xi, .., xn) c’est-à-dire:

f(x1, ..., xn) = (c1x1 − d1x
2
1) + ... + (cixi − dix

2
i ) + ... + (cnxn − dnx

2
n) (1)

Chaque(cixi−dix
2
i ) ,∀i = 1, 2, .., n, est remplacée par une fonction linéaire par morceaux,

notéefi(xi), entre les différents points de rupture entiersk = 1, 2, .., ui. En ces dif-
férents points de rupture la valeur de la fonction objectif initiale est égale à la valeur de
l’approximation linéaire par morceaux c’est-à-direfi(xi) = cik − dik

2. Nous illustrons
cette interpolation linéaire à l’aide de la figure 1.
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Ainsi, le problème(SMQKP ) estéquivalent au problème linéaire entier:

(MKPentiers)




max
∑n

i=1(fi(xi))

s.c.(Ω1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑n
i=1(ajixi) ≤ bj

(j = 1, 2...,m)
0 ≤ xi ≤ ui

x entier

L’expression exacte de la fonction économique du problèmeMKPentiers n’est pas
connue, cette difficulté est contournée, dans un deuxième temps, par l’utilisation de
l’expansion directe des variablesxi, ∀i = 1, 2, .., n proposée par Glover dans [6]; c’est-
à-dire que chaque variablexi, ∀i = 1, 2, .., n, est remplacée par

∑ui

k=1 yik où yik ∀k =
1, 2, .., ui, sont des variables 0-1. Ainsi, chaque fonction linéaire par morceaufi(xi)
sera égale à

∑ui

k=1 sikyik où sik = fik − fj,k−1 (coefficient directeur de chaque morceau
linéaire) etfik = cik − dik

2 (voir figure 1).

Le problème(SMQKP ) est alorséquivalent au programme linéaire 0-1 suivant:

(MKP )




max
∑n

i=1(
∑ui

k=1 sikyik)

s.c.(Ω2)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑n
i=1(aji

∑ui

k=1 yik) ≤ bj

(j = 1, 2...,m)
yik ∈ {0, 1}

Ainsi, si l’on noteZI [SMQKP ] et ZI [MKP ] les valeurs optimales des problèmes
(SMQKP ) et (MKP ) on a l’égalité:

ZI [SMQKP ] = ZI [MKP ] (2)

On considérera dans la suite de la méthode le problème de sac à dos linéaire multi-
contraint en variables 0-1 noté(MKP ).

2.1.1 Agrégation des contraintes

La deuxième transformation concerne les contraintes du problème(MKP ); elle vise à
agréger lesm contraintes initiales en une seule contrainte à l’aide d’un vecteur d’agrégation
à composante positivesW = (W1, ..Wj, ..,Wm). On multiplie les membres de gauche et
de droite des contraintes linéairesΩ1,2 parW ≥ 0. Le problème considéré est alors:

(KP,W )




max
∑n

i=1(
∑ui

k=1 sikyik)

s.c.(Ω3)

∣∣∣∣
∑n

i=1[
∑m

j=1 Wjaji]
∑ui

k=1 yik ≤ ∑m
j=1 Wjbj

yik ∈ {0, 1}
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La fonction économique est linéaire, identique à celle du problème(MKP ) soumise à
une seule contrainte linéaire:(KP,W ) est un problème de sac à dos linéaire en variables
0-1. La résolution de ce dernier fournit un majorant pour(MKP ).
Afin d’établir aisément celui-ci, les auteurs proposent de résoudre(KP,W ) en continu;
on traite alors un problème polynomial et non plus NP-difficile.
Si l’on note ZI [KP,W ] la valeur optimale du problème(KP,W ) et ZLP [KP,W ] la
valeur optimale du problème continu correspondant à(KP,W ). On a alors l’inégalité
suivante:

ZI [MKP ] ≤ ZLP [KP,W ] (3)

Mais, ZLP [KP,W ] est fonction deW ainsi cette valeur sera plus ou moins éloignée de
l’optimum de(MKP ) suivant le choix du vecteur d’agrégationW . C’est pourquoi, les
auteurs proposent de calculer le meilleur des vecteurs d’agrégation, notéW ∗. L’inégalité
(3) est alors remplacée par:

ZI [MKP ] ≤ ZLP [KP,W ∗] (4)

Afin d’obtenir un bon vecteur d’agrégation, Djerdjour et al. considèrent la fonction quasi-
convexe suivante:

F (W ) = max(KP,W )

On résout alors:
min
W≥0

F (W ) (5)

à l’aide d’une méthode de descente locale classique détaillée dans [4].F (W ∗) constitue
alors un majorant du problème initial.
Nous pouvons noter, qu’il est également possible de calculer le “bon” vecteur d’agrégation
W ∗ en résolvant le dual du problème continu associé au problème(MKP ). En effet, le
vecteur d’agrégationW ∗ n’est autre que la solution optimale du problème dual associé à
(MKP ) en variables continues. Ainsi, nous avons la possibilité de choisir soit la méth-
ode de descente locale proposée par Djerdjour et al. soit de résoudre le dual associé à
(MKP ) en variables continues. Nous avons testé ces deux possibilités lors de nos ex-
périmentations numériques (voir section 3).

2.2 Amélioration de la borne

Nous avons mis en oeuvre la méthode de calcul de borne proposée par Djerdjour et al.
que nous venons de présenter afin d’avoir une idée de la qualité de cette dernière que nous
établissons dans la section 3. Lorsqu’un bon vecteur d’agrégationW ∗ était obtenu, il nous
semblait naturel de tester une étape supplémentaire au cours de laquelle nous résolvions
le problème(KP,W ∗) en variables 0-1 et non plus en continu comme le proposaient
Djerdjour et al.
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Déroulement de la méthode

(SMQKP ) avecZI (SMQKP ) la valeur optimale

(MKP ) formulation, en 0-1, équivalente de(SMQKP )

ZI (MKP ) la valeur optimale

Equivalence

(KP, W ) Relaxation agrégée et continue de(MKP )

ZLP (KP, W ) la valeur optimale du relaxé, pour W donné

minW {ZLP (KP, W )}≤ZI (MKP )

Relaxation Agrégée

ZI (MKP ) = ZI (SMQKP )

Calcul du “bon”W∗

(PQE)

(PL0−1)

(KP )

Résolution du problème(KP, W∗) en 0-1

Amélioration de la borne

(KP01)

Figure 2

(KP,W ∗)




max
∑n

i=1(
∑ui

k=1 sikyik)

s.c.

∣∣∣∣
∑n

i=1

∑ui

k=1 Ai(W
∗)yik ≤ b(W ∗)

yik ∈ [0, 1]

⇓ Amélioration⇓

(KP01,W ∗)




max
∑n

i=1(
∑ui

k=1 sikyik)

s.c.

∣∣∣∣
∑n

i=1

∑ui

k=1 Ai(W
∗
j )yik ≤ b(W ∗)

yik ∈ {0, 1}

où

Ai(W
∗) =

∑m
j=1 W ∗

j aji et b(W ∗) =
∑m

j=1 W ∗
j bj.

SoientZLP [KP,W ] la valeur optimale du problème continu associée à(KP,W ) et
Z01[KP,W ∗] la valeur optimale du problème(KP,W ∗) résolu en variables 0-1. Théorique-
ment la borne est améliorée; on a l’inégalité suivante:

ZI [MKP ] ≤ Z01[KP,W ∗] ≤ ZLP [KP,W ] (6)
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Nous résumons le déroulement de la méthode du calcul de borne établie par Djerdjour
et al. ainsi que l’étape supplémentaire à l’aide de la figure 2.

Nous allons maintenant établir les qualités des valeurs du majorantZLP [KP,W ], pro-
posé par Djerdjour et al., de celui que nous proposonsZ01[KP,W ∗] et de la valeur de la
fonction économique de la relaxation continueZLP [SMQKP ]. Nous comparerons égale-
ment ces majorants à la valeur optimale de la fonction économique de(SMQKP ).
Nous prendrons également soin d’étudier le temps d’exécution de la méthode de calcul de
majorant afin de confirmer l’intérêt de cette amélioration si le temps de calcul n’est pas
exagérément augmenté par la résolution d’un problème NP-difficile.

3 Résultats numériques et conclusions

Les éléments entiers des matricesD et A (que nous avons choisi carrée d’ordren), ainsi
que des vecteursc, b et u, ont été générés de manière aléatoire dans l’intervalle[0, 100]
suivant une loi uniforme.
Nous avons programmé entièrement la méthode de calcul de majorant de Djerdjour et
al. ainsi que l’étape supplémentaire que nous proposons, en langage C sur une machine
bi-processeur xeon 2,8 Ghz, Ram 2Go. Le temps CPU est donné en secondes. Les ré-
sultats numériques sont portés dans le tableau ci-dessous, dont les huit dernières lignes
représentent une moyenne de dix problèmes carrés den variables etn contraintes :

Nb
Var
(n)

Relaxation Relaxation Relaxation Optimum
Continue Agrégée Agrégée 0-1

[Clpex 9.0] [Djerdjour et al.87] [Quadri et al.,2005] [Cplex 9.0]
Temps Ecart Temps Ecart Temps Ecart Opt Temps NB
CPU(s) % CPU(s) % CPU(s) % % CPU(s) Noeuds

10 0,0 32,6 0,0 22,5 0,0 14,2 20 0,0 6
50 0,0 11,6 0,1 6,3 0,1 4,1 20 0,0 35

100 0,0 16,3 0,4 8,9 0,4 7,6 10 0,4 277
200 0,2 15,2 1,4 8,8 1,4 7,8 0 1,5 377
500 0,1 12,7 15,0 7,7 15,1 7,3 0 33,0 1 135

1000 105,7 29,9 56,7 22,1 56,7 20,9 0 925,9 627
1500 337,3 36,9 146,2 23,8 146,3 23,1 0 699,4 1254
2000 722,8 52,1 359,1 36,1 359,3 35,4 0 9211,9 1459

On noteraZI [SMQKP ] la valeur optimale (Optimum) de la fonction économique du
problème initial(SMQKP ) calculée par Cplex 9.0.
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Légende du tableau

1. Colonne 2: concerne la valeur de la relaxation continue du problème initial(SMQKP )
calculée par Cplex 9.0, notéeZLP [SMQKP ]. Cette colonne est divisée en deux
sous-colonnes:

(a) Temps CPU: représente le temps d’exécution en secondes, requis pour calculer
ZLP [SMQKP ].

(b) Ecart %: correspond à l’écart relatif entre la valeur optimale continue de
(SMQKP ) et l’optimum c’est-à-direZLP [SMQKP ]−ZI [SMQKP ]

ZI(SMQKP )
.

2. colonne 3: concerne la valeur du majorant proposé par Djerdjour et al.,ZLP (KP,W ).
Cette colonne est également découpée en deux sous-colonnes:

(a) Temps CPU: représente le temps d’exécution en secondes, requis pour calculer
ZLP [KP,W ].

(b) Ecart %: correspond à l’écart relatif entreZLP [KP,W ] et l’optimum de la
valeur de la fonction économique du problème initial c’est-à-dire
ZLP [KP,W ]−ZI [SMQKP ]

ZI [SMQKP ]
.

3. colonne 4: concerne la valeur du majorant proposé par Quadri et al., elle est divisée
en trois sous-colonnes:

(a) Temps CPU: représente le temps d’exécution en secondes, requis pour calculer
Z01[KP,W ∗].

(b) Ecart %: correspond à l’écart relatif entreZ01[KP,W ∗] et l’optimum de la
valeur de la fonction économique du problème initial c’est-à-dire
Z01[KP,W ∗]−ZI [SMQKP ]

ZI [SMQKP ]
.

(c) Opt %: correspond au pourcentage de valeur optimale obtenue dès le calcul
de notre majorant.

4. colonne 5: correspond à l’optimum de la valeur de la fonction objectif du prob-
lème entier initial(SMQKP ) obtenu par Cplex 9.0, elle est divisée en deux sous-
colonnes:

(a) Temps CPU: représente le temps d’exécution en secondes, requis pour calculer
la valeur de l’optimum entierZI [SMQKP ].

(b) Nb Nœuds: correspond au nombre de nœuds explorés dans le Branch an
Bound pour obtenir l’optimum entier.
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3.1 Analyse des résultats numériques

• Valeur des majorants: la valeur du majorant de Djerdjour et al.ZLP [KP,W ] est
nettement plus proche de l’optimum que la valeur de la relaxation continue fournie par
Cplex 9.0 sur l’ensemble des problèmes traités.
La valeur du majorant que nous proposons,Z01[KP,W ∗], améliore considérablement
celle de Djerdjour et al. pour les problèmes allant de 10 à 200 variables (et contraintes).
Nous obtenons même l’optimum dès le calcul du majorant pour des problèmes de 10, 50
et 100 variables (et contraintes). A partir de 500 variables (et contraintes), l’écart relatif
de la relaxation agrégée 0-1 est toujours inférieur à celui de Djerdjour et al. mais de
manière moins significative.
Notons aussi, que la valeur du majorant que nous obtenons est la même suivant que nous
utilisons la méthode de descente pour calculerW ∗ ou bien la résolution du problème dual
associé au problème(MKP ) en variables continues.

• Temps CPU: notons, d’une part que l’étape supplémentaire, au cours de laquelle
nous résolvons le problème(KP01,W ∗) qui est un problème NP-difficile, ne détériore
en rien le temps d’exécution de la méthode de calcul de majorant de Djerdjour et al., qui
quant à elle résolvait un problème polynomial(KP,W ). D’autre part, le temps CPU
correspondant à la résolution de la relaxation agrégée 0-1 [Quadri et al.] est plus long
que celui de la relaxation continue, pour des instances de 10 à 500 variables mais devient
bien meilleur pour des problèmes de grandes tailles (1000 à 2000 variables). Ce qui est
encourageant.

• Taille des instances: jusqu’à présent, les rares résultats numériques reportés dans la
littérature relative aux méthodes de résolution d’un programme quadratique en nombres
entiers, ne concernaient que des problèmes d’au maximum 20 variables/contraintes. Nous
pouvons donc supposer qu’il s’agissait d’études “préliminaires” et non d’expérimentations
significatives. Nous avons, quant à nous, traité des problèmes comportant jusqu’à 2000
variables et contraintes, qui sont bien sûr beaucoup plus difficiles, dans des temps CPU
tout à fait raisonnables.

3.2 Conclusion

En conclusion, nous avons maintenant, d’une part, une idée de la bonne qualité de la
valeur du majorant de la fonction économique de(SMQKP ), présentée par Djerdjour et
al. dans [4]. Nous pouvons, d’autre part, affirmer que l’étape supplémentaire que nous
proposons, améliore considérablement cette dernière et se trouve être généralement plus
proche de l’optimum, voir même exactement à l’optimum pour certaines instances, que la
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valeur de la relaxation continue calculée à l’aide d’une méthode intérieure logarithmique-
barrière par Cplex 9.0. Cela nous donne aussi une idée de la taille des instances qu’il
semble possible de traiter.
Les résultats prometteurs que nous avons obtenus nous encouragent à élaborer et mettre
en œuvre des méthodes deBranch and Bound permettant de résoudre de façon exacte
ou approchée des problèmes de multi-sac-à-dos quadratique séparable entier en nous ap-
puyant sur les majorants que nous savons calculer. Ils nous incitent fortement à prolonger
nos recherches dans cette voie et à nous attaquer à des problèmes plus généraux tels que
les problèmes quadratiques en nombres entiers à fonctions économiques non séparables.
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